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Livable Claiborne Communities 
Study: The Basics
What is the Livable Claiborne Communities Study?
The Livable Claiborne Communities (LCC) study focused on community revitalization and economic 
development through equity, choice and sustainability for residents of the neighborhoods along 
Claiborne Avenue. It examined the land use and transportation potential and their contributions to 
economic prosperity within the study area as well as the corridor’s role as a regional connector. 

Where is the study focused?
The geographic focus of this study is a 3.9-mile-long corridor spanning nine neighborhoods along 
Claiborne Avenue: from Napoleon Avenue to Elysian Fields Avenue and between Broad Street on the 
lake side to Danneel Street, Oretha Castle Haley Boulevard, Rampart Street and St. Claude Avenue 
at the riverside. The Claiborne corridor has citywide and regional importance. It includes a key 
central artery that connects many parts of the city and neighboring parishes. What happens in the 
communities adjoining Claiborne Avenue will be of interest to people in many parts of the City and 
region.
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What Questions Does the Study Address?
This study identifies opportunities for the Claiborne corridor’s future with a thorough analysis of land 
use, market demand and potential, economic opportunity, environmental justice and impacts, and the 
transportation system. These analyses are intended to answer the following questions:

 How can the Claiborne corridor develop into the future?
 How can the Claiborne corridor achieve sustainable economic vitality?
 What is the Claiborne corridor’s role as a regional transportation asset?

This document provides an overview of answers to these questions and what was found when some of 
these ideas were tested. You can read and hear more about the study at http://livableclaiborne.com and 
at the Central and LCC study area libraries.
On the site you will find what study participants said, sometimes in their own words and stories, to guide 
and inform the study. These appear in the form of workshop and meeting summary reports, scans of 
interactive workshop exercises, audio and video recordings of meetings and interviews where attendees at 
early meetings were invited to sign up to go “On the Record.”  You will also find the study team’s reports 
that follow each stage of the federal grant requirements beginning at Task 3 through Task 8 as described 
below:
 

Work performed during each study phase: Document reporting what was learned, 
evaluated and recommended:

What people said were concerns, opportunities, and 
efforts underway relevant to the study

Stakeholder Interview Summaries (Task 3)

Existing planning for and information about the study 
area, its residents and businesses

 Study Databook (Task 4)

Land use, urban design, jobs and economy, real estate 
market, and infrastructure analysis 

 Existing Conditions, Inventory and Analysis (Task 5)

Neighborhood revitalization, workforce and business 
development, cultural preservation, complete streets, 
development opportunities and recommendations

 Strategies and Implementation (Tasks 6 & 7)

Transportation analysis results of future scenarios, phased 
projects and costs

 Scenario Evaluation and Implementation (Task 7)
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Livable Claiborne Communities Today
The Claiborne Communities represent New Orleans’ uniqueness, the promise of 21st century economic 
innovation, room for growth while avoiding displacement, and the opportunity to build on dramatic new 
investment.
Identity. The Claiborne Communities are the birthplace of New Orleans’ distinctive indigenous culture, such as 
Mardi Gras Indian Tribes, Social Aid and Pleasure Clubs, music, food, and crafts. 
Innovation. The future centerpiece of a major city economic driver is at the core of the LCC Area – two new 
hospitals under construction and other health care and bioscience sites. 
Room for growth. There is plenty of room in the Claiborne neighborhoods for existing residents to stay, with 
affordability programs, while attracting new residents by redeveloping vacant properties and rehabilitating 
traditional housing. 
New investment. The LCC Study Area is the recipient of over $5 billion in investment in housing, economic 
development, transportation and quality of life improvements that are completed or underway. Building on that 
investment to sustain stable, mixed-income neighborhoods is a key objective of the LCC Study. 

The LCC Study Area also contains a significant portion of the persistently low-income neighborhoods that have 
struggled for decades as a result of myriad economic and social forces.  
Infrastructure needs. Critical needs for stormwater management, flood mitigation, street improvements, transit 
improvements, lighting, and multimodal transportation are widespread in the LCC Area. 
Public safety. Crime continues to be a problem in many Claiborne neighborhoods. Although the study does not 
focus directly on crime, many recommendations can have a positive impact on crime, such as programs to bring 
disconnected youth and adults into skills and training programs. 
Education and workforce development. Two years of post-secondary education can open up some 85% of jobs 
in the nearby medical district to LCC residents, 30% of whom do not have a high school diploma (according to 
the 2010 census). Career pathways for children and youth in school are needed now, so they can access the 21st 
century jobs being created in the LCC Study Area and elsewhere in the City of New Orleans.
Disparities and equity. With median household incomes below $20,000, unemployment rates at about 20%, 
and 38% of households living at or below the poverty line, the LCC Study Area experiences the disparities in 
income, employment and opportunity to be found in the city. 

A vision of resilience, promise 
and prosperity for the Claiborne 
Communities
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The LCC study area’s nine diverse neighborhoods are located 
in the heart of New Orleans. Supported by grants from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and 
from the U.S. Department of Transportation/Federal Highway 
Administration, the LCC study links community revitalization 
analysis and recommendations with transportation and 
redevelopment scenarios.
Community participation in the LCC Study
Meetings with the public occurred at two scales: the broad city 
and region and the neighborhood. Presentation and discussion 
among participants was organized around three major milestones: 
(1) study orientation, issues and opportunities identification; (2) 
goal setting, scenario development and solution ideas; and (3) 
study analysis, findings and proposed implementation strategies. 
The study team met with groups in a variety of forums that 
included public meetings and focus group meetings with members 
of the cultural communities, and with representatives of East New 
Orleans Neighborhood Association Council and Jefferson Parish. 
Focus group public meetings invited conversation about concerns 
and opportunities of specific interest groups. Over 400 people 
participated in the process.
The first public meetings in December 2012 introduced 
participants to the study and asked about areas of need. Those that 
wished to offer their insights and perspectives in one-on-one video 
or audio recordings could be interviewed by a member of the 
study team in a session called “On the Record.”  A set of Scenario 
Workshops was held in March at the Craig School and at the Ashe 
Cultural Center. Participants used maps, images and words to 
develop their table’s “future scenario” after hearing a presentation 
on existing conditions, trends and four draft scenarios.  The team 
provided a toolkit of approaches for each of the draft scenarios 
and asked participants to indicate their preferences.
  

Looking at the effects of scenarios and charting a course forward
Responses and table scenarios helped the study team and advisory committees to refine scenarios that were 
evaluated by the study team using the Regional Planning Commission’s travel demand model. The results of that 
analysis are provided here. For each scenario the study has estimated jobs created, traffic circulation changes, 
transit ridership levels, tax revenues, and the potential productive use of vacant land for housing and green 
stormwater management. The study also provides strategies and actions as part of a holistic implementation 
program with time-specific targets. 
Honoring the tradition of civic spirit in the LCC
The strategies and implementation programs that follow have been informed and inspired by the members of 
the Claiborne neighborhoods. Study volunteers from the Project Advisory Committee members, the hosts of 
gatherings in familiar neighborhood places, and the student facilitators of study workshops all demonstrated a 
commitment to the Claiborne communities. The ideas proposed in this document seek to offer support and a 
framework of related actions to their individual and collective contributions. The many people who collaborated 
to bring about this study and inform its direction have begun the work of rebuilding the very special places that 
make up the Claiborne communities and continue the long standing traditions of civic care and engagement. 
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We need to educate our kids...and remember 
that people of all ages want opportunity.

Employ locals in all these new jobs. 

Enforce hiring policies and programs.

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:

Community Goals for the Future:
Equitable Access to Economic 
Prosperity 
Job and Career Readiness 

Imagine that...Partnerships established through New Orleans Business Alliance (NOLABA) have created a network of 
connections that are a win-win for the business community, the residents and neighborhoods of the LCC. This alliance 
regularly engages major employers with institutions like Delgado Community College that tailor their programs so 
graduates complete not only the training and receive the diploma, but also with the promise of employment, a living 
wage, and satisfying work at one of the companies participating in the network. During the course of trainings, both 
prospective employers and program participants have gotten to know one another, see and experience the workplace, 
and gain knowledge that helps to guide and inform the training experience.

SUMMARY OF OPPORTUNITIES BY EMPLOYMENT SECTOR

North American Industry Classification 
System (NAICS) Sector

Large Number 
of Jobs in City

Concentration 
in Project 

Area

Projected 
Growth

Entry-
Level or 
Middle 

Skill Jobs

LARGE & GROWING SECTORS

61 Educational Services

62 Health Care & Social Assistance

72 Accommodation & Food Services
EMERGING SECTORS

51 Information

54 Professional, Scientific & Technical 
Services (e.g. Digital Media)

56 Administrative, Support, Waste 
Management and Remediation Services

TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES

23 Construction

31-33 Manufacturing

48-49 Transportation & Warehousing

71 Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation

Source: Strategic Economics, 2013 with data from Moody’s Analytics, US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and Greater New Orleans Community Data Center
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Seek grants and a dedicated 
source of funding to expand 
adult basic education programs 
in the LCC area and recruit 
participants in the LCC area.

In the LCC Study Area the health care and social 
assistance sector accounts for about one-third of all 

jobs. 

The job sectors most likely to grow include health 
care, with many new jobs likely to be in or 

near the planned UMC/VA hospital complex. 
Although relatively easy to reach from the study 

area, these jobs often require more education and 
training than many LCC Study Area residents have. 
There will also be some opportunities for entry-level 

jobs.

Accommodation and Food Service is the largest 
employment sector in the City with 19% or  30,300 

of all city jobs, followed by Educational (13% or 
21,500 jobs) and Health Care/Social Assistance 

(11% or 18,400 jobs) Sectors.

Of 28,000 LCC are jobs in 2010, one third are in 
health care and social assistance and 14% are in 

Education Services due to the concentrations of the 
hospitals and universities. 

Job-seekers citywide and in the study area often 
don’t know about training programs and/or 

cannot take full advantage of them.

New Orleans’ strong tourism and cultural sectors 
represent a potential opportunity for the LCC 

Study Area. 

40% of musicians have no employment to 
supplement inconsistent musical gigs. 

The main concentration of jobs easily reached 
without a car is the Central Business District/

French Quarter; many of the jobs available to study 
area residents are lower-wage and lower-skill service 

jobs.

Create an Equitable Opportunity 
Initiative within the Mayor’s 
Office of Economic Development 
and cooperate with JOB1, 
Delgado Community College, 
NOW, and service providers in 
and near the LCC Study Area.

Develop on-the-job training 
programs for new graduates.

Leverage existing programs and 
expand funding to support 
individualized job training, 
including prisoner re-entry 
programs.

Use the City’s local hiring 
programs to maximize the 
number of LCC residents 
employed in the Study Area, and 
explore local preference hiring 
programs with large employers.

Seek funding from businesses 
to underwrite workforce-
development programs to serve 
their workforce needs.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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  We want to start our own businesses.

Claiborne Ave. should be redeveloped with 
local businesses, not just non-chain 
businesses.

Entrepreneurs need seed capital. 

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:

Community Goals for the Future:
Equitable Access to Economic 
Prosperity 
Business and Entrepreneurship Support 

Imagine that...Community members wishing to do so have focused their labor and resources to create businesses close 
to home. The financial and technical assistance made available will have brought many residents closer to their dream 
of having the independence and the wealth created through small business success. They will have found support from 
their peers and mentors within organizations that have helped them turn their ideas into business plans, recognize 
the difference between a need and a market, and locate the funds to start and expand their operations. These new 
entrepreneurs will occupy the new spaces created along busy commercial streets, operate the equipment that advances 
construction projects and moves shipping containers, program the software that runs industry and entertainment 
beyond the city, and help the next generation of LCC residents to learn and prosper by their example.

Existing Small Business Support Programs

Office of Workforce Development

Small Business 
Assistance Fund 

Business Information Sessions 

NewCorp 

Good Work Network

ASI Federal Credit Union

KIVA New Orleans 
Hope Enterprise Corporation

Urban League of Greater New 
Orleans 

Urban IDEAVillage InNOLAvation

New Orleans BioInnovation Center (NOBIC) 

TruFund Financial Services 
(formerly Seedco) 

Propeller 

NOLA Youth Works ProgramOffice of Supplier and 
Diversity 
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Recruit LCC businesses for DBE 
Certification, DBE Capacity 
Building Program, NOLABA 
mentorship programs, and similar 
capacity building opportunities.

Entrepreneurs in tourism, food, arts, and culture 
have limited access to capital.

Expanded opportunities for new small businesses 
in the health care and social assistance sector can 

benefit the LCC Study Area.

Businesses with between 5 and 49 employees 
contributed 60% of net new jobs created between 

2006 and 2009.

Accommodation and Food Services supports the 
greatest amount of small-business employment.

Entrepreneurship opportunities related to tourism, 
culture and food services are likely to be among 
the most accessible to LCC study area residents.

However, arts, culture, and food-related businesses 
lack sufficient capital and assistance.

Cooperative business models have attracted 
interest as a potential vehicle for creating service 

businesses to meet the needs of LCC Medical 
District institutions and provide employment for 

LCC residents.

The City’s Office of Workforce Development 
oversees certification, compliance, training, 

outreach and capacity building for local, small and 
disadvantaged businesses (DBE).

Market existing small business 
capital access and assistance 
services to LCC businesses.

Identify micro-business 
opportunities related to growing 
sectors such as health care, for 
example, medical coding and 
medical office billing, as well as 
service businesses.

Create a program around micro-
business opportunities and work 
with JOB1 and other workforce 
development providers to 
identify persons suitable for 
starting a business.

Expand support for small and 
micro-business technical 
assistance.

Explore creating cooperative 
enterprises linked to major job 
drivers and anchor institutions.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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Community Goals for the Future:
Preservation of Culture and 
Identity

Our culture and our identity are the same thing.

Our culture is about food, music,  
art, Indians.

Cultural Resources
Data: Claiborne Corridor Cultural Collaborative Study (in 
process) .

Culinary Arts

Design

Entertainment

Preservation

Literary Arts and Humanities

Traditional Practices

Visual Arts and Crafts

Multiple cultural resources 
of the same kind are 
present on the same block

2

Study Area Boundary

Traditional Practices—
Second Line Routes, 
2011

Cultural Districts

WHAT'S HAPPENING TODAY

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:

Imagine that...The spontaneous sounds of a brass band leading a second line or the call and response of a Mardi Gras 
Indian chant can be heard around the LCC on any given day.  These sounds bring neighbors as well as enchanted 
visitors to the street in celebration. Shops along St. Bernard Avenue, LaSalle Avenue, Rampart Street and Oretha 
Castle Haley Boulevard offer a wide range of supplies for the many artists, musicians and culinary chefs that call New 
Orleans home. New parks and the Lafitte Greenway provide shaded open space for sharing a picnic while listening to 
live music. Congo Square is the premier of many outdoor venues that bring people together on weekends and warm 
evenings. High school bands, dance troupes and theatre companies show the youthful energy and joy of what it means 
to grow up surrounded by the creative spirit and age-old traditions unique to the Claiborne corridor.    
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 In the LCC Study Area, more than 
900 organizations, businesses and individuals 

contribute to preserving and reinventing the city’s 
unique cultural heritage in the areas of traditional 

practices, entertainment, culinary arts, visual arts 
and crafts, literary arts, design, and preservation.

Traditional cultural activities such as second lines 
sponsored by social and pleasure clubs and Mardi 

Gras Indian parades are integral to New Orleans’s 
cultural identity and image, attracting visitors to 

the city. However, they are less likely to benefit 
economically because of the spontaneous nature 

of their events.

The cultural economy employs 13% of the city’s 
workforce and is a growing economic sector.

New Orleans’ 110 live music venues hosted 
30,000 musical gigs in 2012.

There were 126 festivals attended by an estimated 
3.9 million in 2012.

 Community members noted that private 
and public tourism interests are increasingly 

marketing their culture as a commodity.

The LCC’s indigenous culture bearers do not 
receive much economic benefit from the growth of 

the arts and culture economy.

42% of the African-American indigenous cultural 
community is not employed or is out of the labor 
force (including retired), while the corresponding 

number for whites is 13%.

The Louisiana Office of Tourism has created an 
African-American Heritage Trail for the state. 

Four out of five New Orleans sites on this trail are 
located in the LCC Area.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:

Enhance and expand the numbers 
of venues for cultural expression, 
facilities, and events.

Celebrate African American and 
Civil Rights history through a 
heritage trail or similar place 
based initiatives.

Enhance access to business 
training and opportunities, 
employment, and affordable 
housing for culture bearers and 
their support system of suppliers.

Continue and enhance programs 
to transmit authentic culture to 
new generations.

Create a New Orleans Indigenous 
Culture Producers Trust. Such 
a nonprofit could fund Mardi 
Gras Indians for featherwork or 
provide startup funds for small, 
authentic culinary enterprises, for 
example.

Create specific outreach to culture 
bearers about opportunities 
related to affordable housing, 
housing rehab assistance, 
employment and small business 
assistance opportunities.
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WHAT'S HAPPENIN TODAY

We want to decide what changes to make...not have 
change happen to us.

How will housing be kept affordable but still get 
renovated?

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:

Community Goals for the Future:
Managed Change to Benefit the 
Existing Community
Affordable Housing

Imagine that...From front porches and stoops along familiar streets long-time neighbors greet one another. They 
stop for a minute to share the latest goings on in their families. They talk of a son starting a new job at the Port, a 
daughter’s recent expansion of her retail shop on St. Bernard Avenue and the excitement of the birth of a nephew’s new 
baby. He and his wife have found a house they want to buy and have been working with the City’s home ownership 
program focused on certain areas of the 7th Ward. Their new home will be near the new Pauger Street Park with 
the winding path through a tropical garden.  They like the idea that the house is only a short bike ride from Velena 
C. Jones Elementary School where this soon-to-be new mother teaches the 4th grade. The programs the couple 
investigated during their search were part of the LCC initiative that began in 2013.
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New affordable housing is transforming many 
parts of the LCC Study Area:

Over three-quarters of the roughly 5,000 housing 
units that are redeveloped or in the process of 
redevelopment by the New Orleans Housing 

Authority in the LCC Study Area are affordable:  
Harmony Oaks (former C.J. Peete); Marrero 

Commons (former B.W. Cooper); Guste; Faubourg 
Lafitte (former Lafitte); Iberville/Treme Choice 

Neighborhood (former Iberville).  

Nonprofit housing developers are building new 
infill homes on vacant lots in neighborhoods like 

the Hoffman Triangle.

Tax credits are being used for the first time to 
rehabilitate traditional housing for rentals.

78% of the housing demand in the LCC Study 
Area is expected to be for multi-family housing, 

mostly rental. 

71% of LCC households are renters, compared to 
52% of households in the city as a whole.

Homeownership is concentrated in certain 
neighborhoods within the LCC  Study Area.

The vast majority of LCC households qualify for 
assisted housing according to federal rules, since 
83% of households have incomes under $50,000 

annually. 

Designate a suitable agency as the 
lead for organizing neighborhood 
revitalization and redevelopment 
in the LCC area.

Create collaborations among 
key government, agency, 
and possibly nonprofit and 
institutional partners committed 
to housing development and 
LCC redevelopment.

Create a detailed affordability 
plan with goals for each phase 
of revitalization by a mix of 
affordability levels.

Create a set of programs to 
support rehabilitation of 
scattered site, traditional housing 
for rental.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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Community Goals for the Future:
Managed Change to Benefit the 
Existing Community
Neighborhood-serving retail

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:

We need more stores, especially groceries, hardware, 
and banks.

More businesses should be local and oriented to 
serving our community, not payday loans.  

Imagine that...Claiborne Avenue once again offered every crucial type of business and neighboring residents could 
meet all of their day to day needs near their homes. Changes have revived all of the area’s commercial corridors and 
renewed people’s ability to shop among neighbors, at businesses owned by neighbors. Programs like New Orleans 
Fresh Food Retailer Initiative have attracted anchor businesses like the Circle Food Store, which has helped support a 
variety of unique small businesses nearby. Community members are now within an easy walk of groceries and school 
supplies, or chatting with other diners over coffee and a beignet. The busy commercial areas along Claiborne Avenue, 
Broad Street and OC Haley Boulevard are well served by transit, allowing visitors and those passing through to drop 
into local shops for a quick purchase -- many opened by local entrepreneurs who volunteer precious free time to help 
mentor others wishing to make it on their own.
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The New Orleans Grocery Gap report shows that 
most of the LCC study area qualified as a food 

desert. 

Analysis of community amenities shows that the 
Seventh Ward, Tulane-Gravier and Broadmoor are 

neighborhoods with the least access to amenities, 
including fresh food. 

Retail in the LCC area has traditionally been 
sited along major corridors; this allows for easy 
transit access. The area’s dense street grid means 

that many people can reach these areas within a ten 
minute walk.

Typically, a household can be expected to 
support about 20 square feet of retail. In this 

way, residential and retail redevelopment are 
interconnected and reinforce one another. 

Three new grocery stores are planned to open in 
the LCC Study Area in 2013-14:

Circle Foods at N. Claiborne Avenue 
and St. Bernard Avenue

Whole Foods at N. Broad Street and 
Bienville Street

Jack and Jake’s on Oretha Castle 
Haley Boulevard

Include a ground floor retail plan 
in all future transit-ready and 
transit-oriented developments in 
the area.

Create target area programs built 
around “anchor” businesses such 
as Circle Food and Magnolia 
Market that will assist with 
low interest loans for smaller 
businesses seeking to locate 
nearby.

Connect graduates of small 
business technical assistance 
programs and other 
entrepreneur resources with 
appropriate retail space in 
targeted areas.

Identify appropriate places and 
procedures to incorporate 
auto service and other similar 
businesses with support like 
facade assistance to ensure they 
add value to the community and 
fit its character.

Work with neighborhood 
organizations to establish a 
farmer’s market in Central City, in 
the Seventh Ward and possibly 
under I-10.

Work with neighborhood 
organizations and with Parkway 
Partners to establish community 
gardens on vacant lots. 

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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We have to do something about flooding.

Our neighborhood used to be full of so many 
beautiful trees—we want them back.

WHAT'S HAPPENING TODAY

Stormwater and Flooding
Data: Sewerage & Water Board, 2012; City of New 
Orleans, 2013

Stormwater drainage:
(line sizes indicate relative 
pipe capacities)

Elevation (darker color is 
lower ground)

High: +3.49 feet  
above sea level

Low: –2.27 feet   
below sea level

 Areas where rain 
gardens can make the 
biggest difference.

Community Goals for the Future:
Sustainable Solutions for the 
Flood-prone Environment

Imagine that...Several years of “living with water” and a widespread tree-planting effort has brought about a real 
change in the look and feel of neighborhood streets and open space. The neutral grounds of Galvez Street, Claiborne 
Avenue, and Toledano Street are changing too, as canals are reintroduced and green edges frame the street. People 
are seen strolling in the evenings, sitting on porches, and they just seem to want to be outside.  New landscaping 
businesses have been started by several families in the community. They have frequent openings for students who seek 
work during summer breaks and after school.  Several elementary and middle schools have adopted plots near their 
schools where they grow vegetables, greens and flowers that they sell at the farmer’s market on Saturday mornings. One 
school experimented with medicinal herbs that they are trying to commercialize. One concoction has proven effective 
at keeping insects away. 

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:
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 The city’s drainage system cannot handle 
a 10-year storm, according to a 2012 study for the 

Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans.

Poor drainage and flooding in the LCC area 
occurs for multiple reasons listed below but, not 

surprisingly, it is most pronounced in areas of low 
elevations that also have few or no catch basins.   

In the absence of pumping, neighborhoods likely 
to experience flooding include Broadmoor, 

Milan, B.W. Cooper, Central City lakeside of 
South Claiborne Avenue, Tulane-Gravier, parts of 
Treme-Lafitte, and the part of the Seventh Ward 

between St. Bernard Avenue and North Galvez 
Street.

 Subsidence (shrinking and sinking of the 
soil) caused by the soft clay soils underlying much 

of the area is an ongoing problem, and this affects 
building foundations, underground drainage 

pipes, and pavement. 

 New Orleans is exploring green solutions 
for stormwater management, which include 

methods to catch and hold the water which then 
either infiltrates back into the ground, evaporates 

into the air, or evaporates through the transpiration 
of plants. 

 Locations in the LCC Study Area that are 
subject to flooding, such as parts of the Seventh 

Ward and the Hoffman Triangle, and where clusters 
or chains of vacant lots could be acquired, may be 

suitable for stormwater management uses that can 
double as neighborhood greenspace amenities.

The Greater New Orleans Water Management 
Strategy Study is investigating a broad range of 

potential changes to the water management 
regime in New Orleans.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED:

Investigate the potential cost, 
efficiency and functional 
benefits of consolidating some 
or all stormwater management 
functions currently performed 
by the City Department of Public 
Works and the Sewerage and 
Water Board.  

Pursue a stormwater management 
financing system that includes 
consideration of stormwater 
utilities and community 
investment vehicles.

Make the LCC area a priority in the 
Re.Invest Initiative.

Establish a policy that all publicly 
owned places, such as street 
rights-of-way, will have high 
performance stormwater 
systems in place over time.

Encourage green solutions to 
stormwater and flooding on 
private properties, such as 
rain gardens and green roofs, 
through public education and 
incentives.

STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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The various transit routes of the area are 
indicated with different colors, with lines 
weighted to indicate frequency of service.  
Heavier lines indicate more frequent bus and 
streetcar service.

Loyola - UPT Streetcar (opens 2013)

Rampart - St. Claude Phase 1 
(Programmed)

Rampart - St. Claude Phase 2 
(Planned)

Most frequent (5-10 minute headways)

15-20 minute headways

20-30 minute headways

30-45 minute headways

Headways longer than 45 minutes

We need better connections to opportunities 
around us... and in our neighborhoods.

Where will all the traffic go?

A lot of people don’t have cars.

Transit Services & Frequency
Data: Bus and streetcar routes—RTA/RPC data, 2012; Streetcar expansion—RTA, 2012

BUS AND STREETCAR ROUTES

Existing routes (thicker lines 
indicate more frequent service)

15
27
47

FUTURE STREECAR EXPANSION 

Loyola–UPT Streetcar 
(opens 2013)

Rampart St.–St. Claude, phase 1 
(programmed)

Rampart St.–St. Claude phase 2 
(planned)

Community Goals for the Future: 
Enhanced Transportation Choice 
and Access
Transit and Regional Coordination

Imagine that...All of the region’s major transit routes in the city pass through the LCC. Residents living there can 
travel all over the city and into neighboring parishes by bus paying once at the start of the trip. Routes work together 
so transfers are synchronized. Whether by bus or by car, traveling along most major streets is faster since the city began 
coordinating its stop lights with a centralized system. For special events most people come by transit so residents are 
not inconvenienced with the traffic and parking shortages of the past. Trucks headed to the French Quarter, the CBD 
and the Port stick to the streets intended for their use knowing that they are the fastest routes in the system.

WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:
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Approximately 115,000 vehicles travel each day 
on the I-10 overpass through the study area.

State inspection reports for 2008–2012 indicate 
that the bridges in the study area are in 

satisfactory to good condition and, if maintenance 
continues according to past practice, could provide 

another 30 years of service.

Truck and rail freight connections critical to the 
city’s economy use the Claiborne expressway to 

link uptown shipping terminals on the river with 
warehouses along the Industrial Canal and freight 

from the region and beyond to the CBD.

40% of LCC Study Area households do not have 
access to private automobiles; transit is a critical 

means of access to jobs.

Transit access to other locations requires a 
transfer between bus routes. On RTA this 

increases time in transit; transfers to Jefferson 
Transit (to job locations such as Metairie and 

Elmwood Industrial Park) also require a second fare 
each way.

Nearly all locations in the study area are six blocks 
or less from a transit route and bus routes have 

high ridership.

Bus service is characterized by long wait times on 
neighborhood routes (like the 84 and 91) and by 

low on-time performance on heavily traveled 
routes that are scheduled for shorter wait times (like 

the 39 and 94).

The bus routes with the highest ridership in the 
city are Broad Street and Tulane Avenue.

Two streetcar lines travel through the LCC 
Study Area: Canal Street and Rampart/Loyola 

Avenue. 

Establish policy, design and 
traffic operations guidance for  
designation of freight routes. 

Consider reconfiguring bus routes 
for more timely trips.

Use intelligent transportation 
systems (ITS) approaches with 
signal priority to improve transit 
and freight movement as well 
as event access and hurricane 
evacuation.

Consider fare collection outside 
of buses and streetcars to speed 
boarding.

Use ITS-based traffic management 
to absorb traffic growth and 
avoid need to add more driving 
lanes.

Establish high-demand area 
parking pricing and supply 
management pilot program.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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We need buses on rapid schedules with park-
and-ride hubs and bike hubs.

Our sidewalks have lots of gaps and damage 
from tree roots and flooding.

Community Goals for the Future: 
Enhanced Transportation Choice 
and Access
Complete Streets

Imagine that...The streets of the LCC continue to be very special places; they are the public space of parades, second 
lines and people swapping stories and valuable information. They are overseen by neighbors block-by-block. They 
belong to everyone. These narrower neighborhood streets have been remade with networks of trees, rain gardens, 
sidewalks and markings for bicyclists. Cars travel slowly at speeds comfortable for sharing the street with bicycles and 
motorists can respond to the occasional child chasing a ball from between parked cars.  Larger commercial streets also 
make room for bicyclists and pedestrians. But spaces are more clearly defined and separated from the path of moving 
traffic. They are well-lit at night and shaded during the day with larger trees and awnings. Crossings and transit 
waiting areas are comfortable and visible to motorists and bicyclists.   
WHAT THE COMMUNITY SAID:
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Sidewalks generally exist throughout the study area 
but they are narrow and in poor condition in many 
locations due to wear, property neglect, or damage 

from flooding, tree roots or soil subsidence.

Sidewalk installation, maintenance and repairs are 
the responsibility of adjacent property owners. This 

leads to an uneven level of quality throughout the 
sidewalk network.

There were 210 pedestrian and bicycle crashes in the 
LCC study area  from 2009 to 2012

Only a handful of major roadways in the study area 
offer dedicated space for bicyclists, and the LCC 

area has no formal bicycle network despite growing 
ridership within the city. 

Crossing the railroad tracks and the Pontchartrain 
Expressway necessitates using Broad Street or 

Claiborne Avenue, neither of which have adequate 
and safe bicycle facilities.

The  RPC’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 
envisions approximately 70 miles of bike lanes.

Few designated bicycle facilities are available. 
This includes bicycle parking near important 

destinations. 

Create a sidewalk repair and 
betterment program to include 
a citywide inventory, youth 
involvement in assessments and 
property owner engagement to 
complete sidewalks to repair and 
fill gaps.

Use improvements like curb 
extensions and high-visibility 
crosswalks at key intersections 
to create safer pedestrian 
crossings.

Designate a crosstown (parallel to 
river) bicycle connection through 
the LCC area that crosses 
Pontchartrain Expressway and 
provides an alternative to Broad 
Street or CBD streets south of 
Loyola Avenue.

Apply alternative bicycle route 
selection criteria.

Build on current non-city, bicycle-
parking programs.

Enhance bicycle parking at transit 
stops.

Examine possibility of 
implementing transportation 
demand management policies.

WHAT THE STUDY LEARNED: STRATEGIES PROPOSED IN RESPONSE:
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• Repair pumps and 
other stormwater 
infrastructure. 

•	Help	residents	repair	
houses.

•	Repair	streets	and	
sidewalks.

•	Reclaim	some	vacant	
lots as rain gardens.

•	 The	hospitals	will	be	open,	and	you	and	some	of	your	
neighbors have participated in programs to get health 
care jobs in the Medical District —one example of more 
collaboration among organizations that help LCC residents 
build skills and get hired for new jobs.  

•	 Transit	improvements,	like	the	new	streetcar	on	Rampart	
Street to Elysian Fields Avenue, make it easier to get to a job 
downtown.

•	 The	neighborhoods	have	a	variety	of	new	affordable	
housing, as well as some new market-rate housing, since 
Harmony Oaks, Marrero Commons, Faubourg Lafitte, 
Guste, and the Iberville/Treme housing were finished. 

•	 There	are	new	and	rehabbed	apartments,	townhouses,	and	

lofts clustered around some of the Rampart streetcar stops 
in downtown and on Canal Street and Tulane Avenue near 
the hospitals.  

•	 South	Claiborne	Avenue	has	new	stores	that	you	can	walk	
or bicycle to from Central City. People shop here from all 
over the city.

•	 On	your	block,	one	vacant	lot	now	has	a	new	house,	you	
can walk to a small park made from several vacant lots, 
and other vacant lots around the neighborhood are well-
maintained and fenced as they wait for new uses. Whenever 
the city rebuilds a street it also plants trees, and they 
promise to spread their shade in the next few years. 

HOW IT LOOKS TODAY

Envisioning change: 
Imagine the scenario where today’s 
trends extend into the future?

TREME

NORTH CLAIBORNE
HOW IT LOOKS TODAY

• Implement 
planned sidewalk, 
crossing 
and bikeway 
improvements
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Use employment and housing initiatives to support the people who make culture and pass it to 
younger generations.

Fund organizations and projects that educate new generations about New Orleans’s Civil Rights 
heritage, indigenous culture and prepare them for future jobs and business opportunities.

Create a Green Infrastructure Land Bank that integrates with current flood control infrastructure.

Design “green” flood control infrastructure so it can also serve as high quality community space 
and train local residents to do the jobs of making and maintaining green infrastructure.

Expand current job training and entrepreneurship support programs. Support access to daycare 
and other services that increase opportunity to work. Connect residents to local employers.

Develop 50% of all housing in the area as affordable. Support housing rehabilitation.

Pilot Complete Streets implementation for LCC streets for pedestrian comfort, safe transit access, 
and complete bicycle networks designed to support community life and values.

What can we do now?
There are many changes underway in the Claiborne communities right now that can bring opportunities to residents 
of the Claiborne neighborhoods, as well as make the area a better place to live, work and visit. The following 
incomplete list of actions and programs provides examples of steps we can take now to help ensure the most positive 
community outcomes if today’s trends extend into the future. 
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Envisioning change: 
What if today’s trends extend into 
the future?
How does this scenario work for...
Neighborhood streets?
There are no substantial changes to streets on the LCC neighborhoods in this scenario, mostly because all major 
infrastructure in the LCC area stays the same as it is today.  The current Recovery Roads program will be completed 
and the City and LADOTD will continue to follow similar street and sidewalk repair programs to those in effect 
today. There are strong signs that these programs are evolving to be inclusive of more travel modes, however. Both the 
City and State have recently adopted Complete Streets policies, which direct them to design street projects to account 
for all users of the street. The recent addition of bicycle lanes on St. Claude Avenue is a successful example of this 
policy. As streets are repaired and reconstructed into the future, they will include more bicycle lanes, visible and safe 
pedestrian crosswalks at intersections, and sidewalks of adequate width.

Transit?
The extension of the N. Rampart Street Streetcar adds new transit service to the south end of the LCC area and 
draws about 2,000 new riders per day.  This reflects a small increase in ridership over today’s levels with no other 
capital investment than the Rampart Street extension.
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Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Transit Central City to LSU Health Sciences 50 minutes

Transit Treme to Ochsner Hospital 57 minutes

Transit New Orleans East to Ochsner Hospital 78 minutes
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Traffic and vehicle travel?
Population and employment in the LCC area and the greater New Orleans region increases in coming years and more 
time and miles are spent in travel. Nearly all major streets in the city experience some increase in traffic.

Trucks and freight travel?
Subject to the same conditions as general traffic, trucks carrying freight are also delayed during the busiest times of the 
day.  Access to the Port continues to be restricted to the hours of the average workday so most trucks find themselves 
delayed by peak hour congestion.

Figure 11

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Freight Port of NO to Alabo St. 13.1 minutes

Freight I-10/Causeway Blvd to CBD 10.3 minutes

Freight I-10/Chef Menteur Hwy to Convention Center 13.5 minutes
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 1

3,500 new households and around 
600 new jobs come to the LCC 
area.

The I-10 elevated expressway 
over Claiborne Ave stays in place, 
but select ramps are removed.

The N. Rampart Streetcar, 
currently in planning, is completed 
as far as Elysian Fields Ave.

New development along Claiborne 
Ave brings new shopping and 
apartments to key locations.

These new neighborhood centers 
are linked with continuous bus 
service along Claiborne Ave.

The Big Picture
Scenario 1 explores a relatively affordable and simple way 
to restore neighborhood connectivity and enhance North 
Claiborne Avenue while leaving the elevated expressway 
bridge in place. It removes a series of access ramps at 
Orleans and Esplanade Avenues and St. Philip Street; 
restores street connections across Claiborne Avenue where 
these ramps stood; and envisions enhanced (frequent and 
limited-stop) bus service along the length of Claiborne 
Avenue. Building on existing investments in housing 
and the Rampart Street streetcar, this scenario anticipates 
scattered infill as well as mixed-use development on 
the lakeside of Rampart Street, the riverside of North 
Claiborne Avenue where the ramps are removed, Tulane 
Avenue and Canal Street locations around the hospitals, 
the upriver side of the Lafitte Greenway, and South 
Claiborne areas near Washington Avenue and Martin 
Luther King Jr. Boulevard. The infill and mixed-use 
development programs will benefit the area not affected 
by the North Claiborne expressway bridge and ramps.

What happens to I-10?
The I-10 elevated expressway stays up in Scenario 1, but with strategic removals of ramps that allow the Treme 
neighborhoods along Esplanade Avenue and Ursulines Avenue to have added connection across Claiborne Avenue.

Poydras ramp: 
westbound 
onramp from 
Galvez St. added 
to tie into this 
ramp.

Orleans and 
Esplanade ramps: 
all but westbound 
offramp to Orleans 
St. removed.

All other ramps: 
No changes made.
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Claiborne Avenue 
is served by a 
continuous bus 
service that does 
not require making 
a transfer at Canal 
Street.  

The city’s streetcar network 
is extended to N. Rampart 
Street and St. Claude 
Avenue, connecting to the 
Riverfront Line along Elysian 
Fields Avenue. 

Redevelopment of the ‘Big Four’ HANO 
sites near S. Claiborne are part of the LCC 
area into mixed-income neighborhoods

LSU University Medical Center 
and VA Hospitals are constructed 
between Canal Street and Tulane 
Avenue

The Lafitte Greenway 
and adjacent Lafitte 
Homes redevelopment

What other change 
happens through 
public investment?

Change for 
Transit

Change for 
Community 
Development
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 1

• Connect to Lafitte 
Greenway with special 
paving and community 
art.

•	Complete	new	
bikeway and sidewalk 
improvements.

•	Enhance	the	overpass	
to support cultural, 
markets, and 
community use.

NORTH CLAIBORNE

How does this scenario work for...

Conservative Estimate
Based only on transportation 
investment (highway and transit).

Enhanced Estimate
Based on a coordinated approach 
including strategy-based programs.

Multifamily units 800 - 1,000 5,900 – 7,200

Single family units 500 - 600 1,800 – 2,200

Nonresidential 
square feet

108,900 – 220,000 1.26 - 1.58 million

New taxes, annual $4.7 - $5.7 million $29.1 - $36.5 million

Construction Jobs 1,700 - 2,100 8,800 - 10,400

Permanent Jobs 570 - 700 3,600 - 4,500

HOW IT LOOKS TODAY

New housing, jobs and retail?
Taking a phased approach to aggregating land to create a critical mass of redevelopment will represent the most 
significant factor in revitalization in this scenario. Construction of the hospitals, redevelopment of public housing, 
the future N. Rampart Street streetcar, the future Lafitte Greenway, and the Circle Food Store, ReFresh Project, and 
Magnolia Marketplace retail developments represent major catalysts in the LCC Area. The strong household and 
population growth projected by the City and corresponding demand for new housing across the city and the growing 
preference for housing in walkable, closer-in neighborhoods identified in the LCC housing market study will be 
factors affecting change. Scenario 1’s removal of the Orleans Street ramps reconnecting streets across Claiborne Ave. 
and the addition of enhanced bus service on Claiborne Avenue will introduce modest opportunities for retail and 
housing in those areas.
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Assembly of vacant 
properties in Broadmoor 
and other S. Claiborne 
neighborhoods builds on 
redevelopment of Marrerro 
Commons and Guste Homes. 

The BioDistrict 
begins to emerge 
west of Tulane 
Avenue as research 
facilities and 
apartment housing 
appear. 

The Loyola 
Avenue-
Rampart Street 
Corridor and 
St. Bernard 
Avenue see 
significant new 
development 
from recent and 
planned streetcar 
investments.

Removing ramps, 
restoring streets and 
proximity of Lafitte 
Greenway helps 
restore the N. 
Claiborne frontage 
between St. Philip 
Street and Esplanade 
.Avenue

The places where this 
redevelopment occurs 
are significant—they 
are directly related 
to where major LCC 
investments are located, 
including transportation 
projects as well as the 
major community 
catalysts (such as public 
housing redevelopment 
and the UMC and VA 
hospitals).

The Seventh 
Ward sees 
infill housing 
and green 
spaces from 
market demand 
and NORA-led 
redevelopment 
efforts.The Development Return

Public Investment 
for the scenario
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Neighborhood streets?
Removing expressway ramps at Orleans Street, St. Philip Street and Esplanade Avenue means that Ursulines Avenue 
can be reconnected across Claiborne Avenue and help restore connections in the Treme neighborhood on either side 
of I-10.  In addition, the removal of the westbound I-10 offramp to Orleans Avenue helps to restore the corner of 
North Claiborne and Dumaine Streets for new buildings, helping to stitch the building fabric of North Claiborne 
back together. In all, 12 new block faces are created adjacent to I-10.

Transit?
Scenario 1 adds new transit service along the length of Claiborne Avenue or possibly parallel to it (by making 
enhancements such as combining today’s RTA routes 16 and 84 into a continuous service).  The specific path that 
this bus route will follow may need to be refined with further study by RTA, but this scenario offers a crosstown 
connection that today cannot be made without transferring buses at Canal Street.
The scenario also means that express buses from New Orleans East take a different routing, using Canal Street to reach 
their end point instead of Orleans Street and Basin Street.

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 1

How does this scenario work for...

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Transit Central City to LSU Health Sciences 38 minutes

Transit Treme to Ochsner Hospital 57 minutes

Transit New Orleans East to Ochsner Hospital 78 minutes

Traffic and vehicle travel?
In general, traffic increases in Scenario 1, with two additional intersections experiencing significant traffic congestion 
beyond today’s conditions.  However, key corridors experience decreases in travel volumes, especially Orleans Avenue 
and Rampart and Basin Streets, both of which have direct access to I-10 removed.
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Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Freight Port of NO to Alabo St 13 minutes

Freight I-10/Causeway Blvd to CBD 10.4 minutes

Freight I-10/Chef Menteur Hwy to Convention Center 12.4 minutes

Figure 14

Trucks and freight travel?
Although local deliveries using the Treme/French Quarter ramps at Orleans and Esplanade Avenues would need to 
take other routes, overall truck travel time improves through the LCC—mostly because  removing the ramps helps to 
eliminate the complications that come from merging traffic entering and exiting on ramps.  
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 2

4,500 new households and 1,070 
new jobs come to the LCC area.

The I-10 elevated expressway over 
Claiborne Avenue stays in place, 
but key ramps are removed.

The N. Rampart Street Streetcar, 
currently in planning, is completed 
as far as Elysian Fields Avenue.

New development along Claiborne 
Avenue brings new shopping and 
apartments to key locations.

These new neighborhood centers 
are linked with continuous bus 
service along Claiborne Avenue 
and a streetcar from Poydras 
Street to Elysian Fields Avenue.

This scenario takes further steps with removal of 
expressway access ramps while leaving the I‐10 bridge 
in place. It introduces an access system wherein all local 
destinations along the N. Claiborne Avenue corridor 
would be served by the surface street, with entry and exit 
ramps at either end of the corridor with the exception 
of the eastbound Orleans Avenue ramp. This scenario 
also removes flyover ramps between I‐10 and Claiborne 
Avenue at St. Bernard Avenue, creating a more appealing 
environment for redevelopment of this key community 
commercial node. In general, the scenario envisions a more 
extensive redevelopment of the Claiborne Avenue corridor 
itself, with the streetcar transit network extended to N. 
Claiborne Avenue and with a rapid bus service extending 
across Canal Street serving S. Claiborne Avenue. Mixed 
use development at key location is accompanied by more 
scattered-site infill in the neighborhoods and a more 
systemic organization of using vacant lots and streetscapes 
to contribute to stormwater management, with the 
beginning of a connected network of rain gardens, bio‐
retention facilities, and bio‐swales.

Poydras ramp: 
westbound onramp 
from Galvez added 
to tie into the 
existing I-10 on 
ramp.

Orleans and 
Esplanade ramps: 
all ramps in this 
system removed.

St Bernard ramps: 
Remove flyovers to 
N. Claiborne Ave.

The Big Picture

What happens to I-10?
The I-10 elevated expressway stays up in Scenario 2, but with strategic removals of ramps that allow the Treme 
neighborhoods along Esplanade and Ursulines Avenues to have added connection across Claiborne Avenue.
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Claiborne Avenue 
is served by a 
continuous bus 
service that does 
not require making 
a transfer at Canal 
Street.  

The city’s streetcar network 
is extended to N. Rampart 
Street and St. Claude 
Avenue, connecting to the 
Riverfront Line along Elysian 
Fields Avenue. 

Redevelopment of the ‘Big Four’ HANO 
sites in the S. Claiborne part of the LCC area 
into mixed-income neighborhoods

LSU University Medical 
Center and VA Hospitals to be 
constructed between Canal Street 
and Tulane Avenue

The Lafitte Greenway 
and adjacent Lafitte 
Homes redevelopment

What other change 
happens through 
public investment?
Although freeway system changes are 
similar to those in Scenario 1, transit 
service enhancements are much more 
extensive in this scenario.

Change for 
Transit

Change for 
Community 
Development
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• Streetcar attracts 
mixed-use development 
with a variety of 
pedestrian-friendly 
neighborhood retail.

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 2

NORTH CLAIBORNE

How does this scenario work for...

Conservative Estimate
Based only on transportation 
investment (highway and transit).

Enhanced Estimate
Based on a coordinated approach 
including strategy-based programs.

Multifamily units 1,600 - 1,900 6,200 - 7,200

Single family units 700 - 900 1,900 - 2,200

Nonresidential 
square feet

292,300 - 369,000 1.2 million

New taxes, annual $7.8 - $9.6 million $30.4 - $40.1 million

Construction Jobs 2,500 - 3,000 9,000 - 11,600

Permanent Jobs 960 - 1,200 3,700 - 4,800

New housing, jobs and retail?
With a coordinated critical mass of redevelopment additional new investment, particularly in housing (with 50% 
affordable) will be supported by a streetcar on N. Claiborne from Poydras Street to Elysian Fields and potentially 
beyond. Stops at Poydras Street, Canal Street, Orleans Avenue, Esplanade Avenue, St. Bernard Avenue, and Elysian 
Fields Avenue will stimulate investment within a roughly five-minute walk of the Claiborne intersection. Because rail 
transit is viewed as far more durable by homeowners and developers it is more effective in attracting investment. But 
with the high concentration of bus service in the LCC, enhanced bus service on South Claiborne Avenue will provide 
added convenience and will attract renters to the area as well. The growing preference for walkable neighborhoods 
served by transit will enable the LCC to compete for a larger share of growth. Removal of additional ramps will free 
up sites St. Bernard Avenue for retail and mixed-use development.
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The places where this 
redevelopment occurs 
are significant—they 
are directly related 
to where the major 
LCC investments are 
located, including 
transportation projects 
and major community 
catalysts (such as public 
housing redevelopment 
and the UMC and VA 
hospitals).

Assembly of vacant properties 
in Broadmoor and other 
S. Claiborne neighborhoods 
builds on redevelopment of 
Marrerro Commons and Guste 
Homes; vacant lots used for 
infill green spaces also help 
with stormwater management. 

The BioDistrict 
expands west of 
Tulane Avenue with 
several blocks of 
research facilities 
and multi-family 
residential. 

The Loyola 
Avenue-
Rampart 
Street Corridor 
and St. Bernard 
Avenue see 
significant new 
development 
from recent and 
planned streetcar 
investments.

Removing ramps, 
restoring streets and 
proximity of Lafitte 
Greenway helps 
restore the N. 
Claiborne Avenue 
frontage between 
Orleans and Esplanade.

Removing the 
flyover ramps 
restores N. 
Claiborne 
Avenue and St. 
Bernard Avenue 
street frontage, 
which supports 
greater amounts 
of apartment and 
retail development 
with the extension 
of streetcar.

S. Claiborne 
Avenue retail 
corridor expands 
and adds new 
housing, attracted 
by HANO 
redevelopment 
and bus service 
enhancement..

The Development Return

Public Investment 
for the scenario

Canal Street 
sees added 
multifamily 
and mixed-use 
development 
from N. 
Claiborne 
Avenue to 
Broad Street. 
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Neighborhood streets?
Removing expressway ramps at Orleans Street, St. Philip Street and Esplanade Avenue means that Ursulines 
Avenue and St. Ann Street can be reconnected across Claiborne Avenue and help restore connections in the Treme 
neighborhood on either side of I-10. Derbigny Street is restored between Dumaine Street and Claiborne Avenue, and 
the removal of the westbound I-10 offramp to Orleans Avenue helps to restore the corner of North Claiborne Avenue 
and Dumaine Street for new buildings, adding to a total of 30 new block faces stitching the building fabric of North 
Claiborne Avenue back together. 

Transit?
Scenario 2 adds new transit service along the length of Claiborne Avenue or possibly parallel to it. Enhancements such 
as combining today’s RTA routes 16 and 84 into a continuous service makes further inroads into a premium transit 
system directly serving the LCC.  This includes the addition of streetcar transit on Claiborne Avenue itself—from 
Poydras to Elysian Fields Avenue—and a regional enhanced bus service that ties Ochsner Hospital in Jefferson Parish 
to the South Claiborne corridor and New Orleans CBD. This scenario also includes shortening the time between buses 
on Broad Street in peak hours (from 20 minutes to 15 minutes) and installing special traffic signal equipment and other 
enhancements that can help to keep buses on schedule and better serve this busy transit corridor.
The LCC study’s modeling and forecasting efforts suggest that these enhancements have a positive effect. Travel times 
to major employment centers are expected to decrease with the addition of bus rapid transit along South Claiborne, 
with travel time between Central City and the area’s major hospitals (Ochsner campuses at S. Claiborne and Napoleon 
Avenues and in Jefferson Parish; the LSU Health Sciences Center buildings around Charity Hospital) decreasing by 40 
percent.  These changes improve connections across town between Uptown and the down river neighborhoods.

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 2

How does this scenario work for...

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Transit Central City to LSU Health Sciences 30 minutes

Transit Treme to Ochsner Hospital 40 minutes

Transit New Orleans East to Ochsner Hospital 77 minutes

Traffic and vehicle travel?
In general, traffic increases in Scenario 2, but not evenly throughout the LCC area.  Not surprisingly, traffic levels 
decrease on Orleans Avenue and Canal Street with the removal of the I-10 ramps serving them.  However, in spite 
of traffic increases on the I-10 elevated expressway, travel times decrease on key trips such as New Orleans East to 
downtown because of reduced congestion—a positive consequence of the ramp removals.
As the negative effects of traffic are most directly experienced at intersections, it becomes clearer that changes to ramps 
show additional traffic and delay.
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Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Freight Port of NO to Alabo St 12.3 minutes

Freight I-10/Causeway Blvd to CBD 10.5 minutes

Freight I-10/Chef Menteur Hwy to Convention Center 12.6 minutes

Figure 17

Trucks and freight travel?
Local delivery vehicles to Treme and the French Quarter may need to take other routes due to removal of the ramps.  
However, other enhancements in this scenario keep truck and freight traffic from the Industrial Canal warehouses to the 
Port of New Orleans’s Mississippi River terminals well connected to Interstate 10. This includes an added on-ramp from 
Florida Avenue to westbound I-10 at Elysian Fields Avenue, giving trucks access to I-10 without requiring them to travel 
the length of Claiborne Avenue all the way to Poydras Street.  With these changes, overall truck travel time improves 
through the LCC in Scenario 2 when compared to simply extending current trends into the future—mostly because 
removing the ramps helps to eliminate the complications that come from merging traffic entering and exiting on ramps.  
Truck travel times are approximately five percent faster than today’s conditions.
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6,000 new households and 1,270 
new jobs come to the LCC area.

The I-10 elevated expressway 
over Claiborne Avenue is removed 
from Tulane Avenue to St. Bernard 
Avenue.

The Rampart Street Streetcar, 
currently in planning, is completed 
as far as Elysian Fields Avenue.

New development along 
Claiborne Avenue brings new 
shopping and apartments to key 
locations.

These new neighborhood centers 
are linked with continuous bus 
service along Claiborne Avenue 
and a streetcar from Poydras 
Street to Elysian Fields Avenue.

As in Scenario 2, Scenario 3a focuses on expanded 
investment in premium transit on the Claiborne corridor.  
It also envisions the removal of a portion of the I‐10 
elevated expressway (between Tulane Avenue and St. 
Bernard Avenue). This scenario would restore this section 
of Claiborne Avenue to its historic form as a tree‐lined 
divided parkway street. A mixed use development area 
extends to link the B.W. Cooper neighborhood across 
Claiborne Avenue to Central City; the hospital district is 
surrounded by new mixed use development; N. Claiborne 
Avenue sees significant development all the way to 
Elysian Fields Avenue; and St. Bernard Avenue has new 
development from N. Rampart Street/St. Claude Avenue 
to Galvez Street.

Poydras ramp: 
westbound 
onramp from 
Galvez ties into the 
Expressway.

I-10 mainline: 
removed from 
Tulane Ave. to St. 
Bernard; restored 
Claiborne Ave. rises 
to meet I-10.

Orleans and 
Esplanade ramps: 
removed.

Canal/Tulane 
ramps: removed.

The Big Picture

What happens to I-10?
The I-10 elevated expressway comes down in Scenario 3a, restoring the street to a median-divided surface street and 
shortening the expressway at St. Bernard and Tulane Avenues.

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3a
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Claiborne Avenue 
is served by a 
continuous bus 
service that does 
not require making 
a transfer at Canal 
Street.  

The city’s streetcar network 
is extended to N. Rampart 
Street and St. Claude 
Avenue, connecting to the 
Riverfront Line along Elysian 
Fields Avenue. 

Redevelopment of the ‘Big Four’ HANO 
sites in the S. Claiborne part of the LCC area 
into mixed-income neighborhoods

LSU University Medical 
Center and VA Hospitals to be 
constructed between Canal Street 
and Tulane Avenue

The Lafitte Greenway 
and adjacent Lafitte 
Homes redevelopment

What other change 
happens through 
public investment?

Change for 
Transit

Change for 
Community 
Development
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3a

• Urban, transit-served 
character attracts new 
housing, shops and 
jobs.

•	Create	a	“Corridor	of	
Culture.”

•	Restore	Claiborne	
Avenue as a tree-lined 
green corridor.

HOW IT LOOKS TODAY

NORTH CLAIBORNE

How does this scenario work for...

Conservative Estimate
Based only on transportation 
investment (highway and transit).

Enhanced Estimate
Based on a coordinated approach 
including strategy-based programs.

Multifamily units 800 - 1,000 5,900 – 7,200

Single family units 500 - 600 1,800 – 2,200

Nonresidential 
square feet

108,900 – 220,000 1.26 - 1.58 million

New taxes, annual $4.7 - $5.7 million $29.1 - $36.5 million

Construction Jobs 1,700 - 2,100 8,800 - 10,400

Permanent Jobs 570 - 700 3,600 - 4,500

New housing, jobs and retail?
Scenario 3a significantly enhances the quality and character of Claiborne Ave and adjacent blocks. It frees up a 
number of parcels for concurrent redevelopment. This combination will unlock significant mixed-use development 
potential along Claiborne Avenue and nearby blocks. If it maintains its present number of travel lanes Claiborne 
Ave. will attract moderate density, high quality multifamily housing (50% affordable) that will correspond with the 
strongest category of housing demand over the next 20 years. If more travel lanes are required, Claiborne may be 
more attractive for office development—particularly for employers who want a prominent address and are seeking a 
location closer to downtown to attract younger workers who increasingly prefer urban work as well as live locations. 
Coordinating a critical mass of redevelopment will continue to be the most significant influence attracting investment, 
particularly in housing (50% affordable). Adjacent blocks will be attractive for single-family housing on vacant lots 
(50% affordable) and multi-family development along with office and possibly research will be attractive along major 
street corridors that cross Claiborne. Removal of the bridge will also leverage the ability of the streetcar to attract 
investment.
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Assembly of vacant 
properties in 
Broadmoor and 
other S. Claiborne 
neighborhoods 
builds on 
redevelopment of 
Marrerro Commons 
and Guste Homes; 
vacant lots used 
for infill green 
spaces also help 
with stormwater 
management. 

The BioDistrict 
expands west of 
Tulane Avenue with 
several blocks of 
research buildings 
and multi-family 
residential. 

The Loyola 
Avenue 
-Rampart 
Street 
Corridor and 
St. Bernard 
Avenue see 
significant new 
development 
from recent and 
planned streetcar 
investments.

Removing the I-10 
overpass restores 
N. Claiborne 
as a signature 
community street and 
attracts significant 
development along its 
length.

Removing the 
flyover ramps 
restores N. 
Claiborne and 
St. Bernard 
street frontage, 
which supports 
greater amounts of 
apartment and retail 
development with 
the extension of 
streetcar.

S. Claiborne 
Avenue retail 
corridor expands 
and adds new 
housing, attracted 
by HANO 
redevelopment 
and bus service 
enhancement..

A critical mass of 
redevelopment (some HANO-
led) and enhanced transit 
catalyze significant multi-
family redevelopment 
around the intersection of S. 
Claiborne Avenue and Martin 
Luther King Jr. Boulevard. 

Canal Street 
is lined with 
apartments 
and mixed-use 
development 
from N. 
Claiborne to 
Broad Street. 

The Development Return

Public Investment 
for the scenario
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3a

Neighborhood streets?
The Treme, Seventh Ward and Faubourg Lafitte neighborhoods all see a benefit in connectivity from removal of the 
I-10 overpass.  Even though many of these streets pass through Claiborne Avenue under I-10 today, they do so in 
heavy shadows with limited visibility along Claiborne Avenue due to the I-10 support columns.

Transit?
Scenario 3a adds new transit service along the length of Claiborne Avenue or possibly parallel to it (by making 
enhancements such as combining today’s RTA routes 16 and 84 into a continuous service), but it also makes further 
inroads into a premium transit system directly serving the LCC.  This includes the addition of streetcar transit 
on Claiborne itself—from Poydras Street to Elysian Fields Avenue—and a regional enhanced bus service that ties 
Ochsner Hospital in Jefferson Parish to the South Claiborne corridor and New Orleans CBD. This scenario also 
includes shortening the time between buses on Broad Street in peak hours (from 20 minutes to 15 minutes) and 
installing special traffic signal equipment and other enhancements that can help to keep buses on schedule and better 
serve this busy transit corridor.
In Scenario 3a, investments in transit begin to pay off in terms of ridership and rider comfort, but the overall change 
in ridership on streetcars and BRT corresponds with a loss in bus ridership.

Traffic and vehicle travel?
Traffic increases become much more notable in this scenario.  Parallel routes to Claiborne Avenue such as Broad 
Street, Galvez Street, or N. Rampart Street/St. Claude Avenue would experience a substantial increase in traffic. 
Broad Street is expected to carry the majority of the traffic on the parallel routes, with an effective doubling in traffic 
volumes from today’s conditions (approximately 58,000 vehicles from today’s 30,000 between Canal Street and 
Esplanade Avenue).  As always, traffic delay is experienced most at intersections and several more intersections would 
experience long delays than those that currently do today.

How does this scenario work for...

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Transit Central City to LSU Health Sciences 30 minutes

Transit Treme to Ochsner Hospital 40 minutes

Transit New Orleans East to Ochsner Hospital 72 minutes
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Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Freight Port of NO to Alabo St 22.9 minutes

Freight I-10/Causeway Blvd to CBD 13.4 minutes

Freight I-10/Chef Menteur Hwy to Convention Center 27.2 minutes

Figure 20

Trucks and freight travel?
Scenario 3a would have clear impacts for truck travel, as removal of the elevated section of Claiborne Avenue requires 
either use of surface Claiborne Avenue to connect Industrial Canal and Port facilities or a longer expressway trip 
using the Pontchartrain Expressway and I-610.  Morning travel times increase by up to 9 minutes for a one way trip 
from today’s conditions and afternoon travel times by up to 10 minutes.  In some cases, travel “around the horn” of 
the I-10/I-610 route from the Port to the Industrial Canal actually shows a decrease in travel time, although this is 
primarily due to enhancements made to the I-10/I-610 interchange that facilitate faster travel along this route. 
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Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3b

6,000 new households and 2,470 
new jobs come to the LCC area— 
many of these jobs at or near the 
University Medical Center and VA 
Hospitals.

The I-10 elevated expressway 
over Claiborne Avenue is 
removed from Tulane Avenue 
to St. Bernard Avenue, as is the 
entire downtown interchange 
system connecting Claiborne and 
the Pontchartrain Expressway.

The Rampart Street Streetcar, 
currently in planning, is completed 
as far as Elysian Fields; continuous 
bus service along Claiborne and a 
streetcar from Poydras Street to 
Elysian Fields Avenue.

New development along 
Claiborne brings new shopping 
and apartments to key locations.

The key distinction between Scenario 3a and Scenario 
3b is a much more extensive approach to rethinking the 
New Orleans expressway system in 3b—not only does 
the I-10 expressway overpass come down in Scenario 3b, 
so does the entire downtown interchange of I-10 and 
US-90 Business. This does much more for the LCC than 
restore Claiborne: it also reconnects the Poydras Street 
and Tulane Avenue corridors between the CBD and the 
UMC and VA hospital sites.  Removal of the downtown 
interchange’s extensive series of ramps restores its 
footprint to active use within the city’s commercial core 
near the Superdome and the hospitals.  

The Big Picture

Poydras ramp: 
reconfigured to a ramp 
serving Galvez directly.

I-10 mainline: removed 
from St. Bernard to 
Tulane; surface street 
and neutral ground 
restored.

Downtown 
interchange: Claiborne 
is restored to a local 
street no longer 
needing a major 
multi-expressway 
interchange.

N.  CLAIBORNE

What happens to I-10?
The I-10 elevated expressway comes down in Scenario 
3b, as well as the entire interchange system tying it to 
US 90 Business. This shifts the focus of the downtown 
expressway system to the Pontchartrain Expressway, which 
is envisioned to be reconstructed as a modern collector-
distributor system from Galvez Street through the CBD to 
the Mississippi River.
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Claiborne Avenue 
is served by a 
continuous bus 
service that does 
not require making 
a transfer at Canal 
Street.  

The city’s streetcar network 
is extended to N. Rampart 
Street and St. Claude 
Avenue, connecting to the 
Riverfront Line along Elysian 
Fields Avenue. 

Redevelopment of the ‘Big Four’ HANO 
sites in the S. Claiborne part of the LCC area 
into mixed-income neighborhoods

LSU University Medical Center 
and VA Hospitals constructed 
between Canal Street and Tulane 
Avenue

The Lafitte Greenway 
and adjacent Lafitte 
Homes redevelopment

What other change 
happens through 
public investment?

Change for 
Transit

Change for 
Community 
Development
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CLAIBORNE AT POYDRAS

How does this scenario work for...

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3b

New housing, jobs and retail?
Scenarios 3b’s removal of highway ramps and related infrastructure unlocks 30 acres of land between Poydras 
Street and the Pontchartrain Expressway lakeside of the Superdome. Opening this land to development creates a 
new district within walking distance of the new hospitals, LSU Medical School, Tulane Medical School, and the 
CBD. Coordinated redevelopment leverages research and related offices, medical uses and retail for workers and 
residents while advancing LCC goals—particularly equitable access to jobs and new businesses. The influence of 
factors identified for 3a are enhanced by this critical mass of high value development. The higher range of projected 
development below is still conservative given the longer-time frame before a project of this magnitude can become 
a real prospect. The considerable increase in the development potential should be the focus of a special study to 
determine the potential benefits to New Orleans and the region, in particular its growing healthcare and burgeoning 
research economy and potential value of a higher density, mixed-use urban redevelopment initiative given likely pro-
urban market trends. 

Conservative Estimate
Based only on transportation 
investment (highway and transit).

Enhanced Estimate
Based on a coordinated approach 
including strategy-based programs.

Multifamily units 2,600 - 3,200 10,200 - 13,800

Single family units 1,000 - 1,200 3,200 - 3,800

Nonresidential 
square feet

672,000 - 821,000 2.3 - 3.0 million

New taxes, annual $14.1 - $18.1 million $54.6 - $73.4 million

Construction Jobs 4,800 - 5,800 16,000 - 18,800

Permanent Jobs 2,200 - 2,700 6,500 - 8,500
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Assembly of vacant 
properties in 
Broadmoor and 
other S. Claiborne 
neighborhoods 
builds on 
redevelopment of 
Marrerro Commons 
and Guste Homes; 
vacant lots used 
for infill green 
spaces also help 
with stormwater 
management. 

The BioDistrict 
expands transforms 
the Tulane-Gravier 
neighborhood with 
several blocks of 
research buildings and 
multi-family residential. 

The Loyola 
Avenue-
Rampart 
Street Corridor 
and St. Bernard 
Avenue see 
significant new 
development 
from recent and 
planned streetcar 
investments.

Removing the I-10 
overpass restores N. 
Claiborne Avenue 
as a signature 
community street and 
attracts significant 
development along its 
length.

Removing the 
flyover ramps 
restores N. 
Claiborne and 
St. Bernard 
Avenues’ street 
frontage, which 
supports greater 
amounts of 
apartment and retail 
development with 
the extension of 
streetcar.

Changing the 
downtown 
interchange 
creates a new district 
for redevelopment, 
driven by the 
expanding BioDistrict 
and Claiborne 
streetcar.

A critical mass of 
redevelopment (some HANO-
led) and enhanced transit 
catalyze significant multi-
family redevelopment 
around the intersection of S. 
Claiborne Avenue and Martin 
Luther King Jr. Boulevard. 

Canal Street 
is lined with 
apartments 
and mixed-use 
development 
from N. 
Claiborne 
Avenue to 
Broad Street. 

Public Investment 
for the scenario

The Development Return
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City and neighborhood streets?
As in Scenario 3a, the Treme, Seventh Ward and Faubourg Lafitte neighborhoods all see a benefit in connectivity from 
removal of the I-10 overpass.  Even though many of these streets pass through Claiborne Avenue under I-10 today, 
they do so in heavy shadows with limited visibility along Claiborne Avenue due to the I-10 support columns.  What 
is special about this Scenario is that it introduces more street network connections to cross the Claiborne corridor 
near the downtown interchange (north of the Superdome).  As the Central Business District’s premier address Poydras 
Street extends through downtown past the Superdome and across Claiborne Avenue and into the UMC-VA Medical 
District. The intersections of Poydras Street and Tulane Avenue at Claiborne Avenue become important intersections 
for commerce and community activity. 72 new block faces are created.

Transit?
Scenario 3b adds new transit service along the length of Claiborne Avenue or possibly parallel to it (by making 
enhancements such as combining today’s RTA routes 16 and 84 into a continuous service). It also makes further 
inroads into a premium transit system directly serving the LCC.  This includes the addition of streetcar transit on 
Claiborne Avenue itself—from Poydras Street to Elysian Fields Avenue—and a regional enhanced bus service that 
ties Ochsner Hospital in Jefferson Parish to the South Claiborne corridor and New Orleans CBD. This scenario also 
includes shortening the time between buses on Broad Street in peak hours (from 20 minutes to 15 minutes) and 
installing special traffic signal equipment and other enhancements that can help to keep buses on schedule and better 
serve this busy transit corridor.
In Scenario 3b, investments in transit begin to pay off in terms of ridership and rider comfort, but the overall change 
in ridership on streetcars and BRT corresponds with a loss in bus ridership.

Traffic and vehicle travel?
In general, traffic increases in Scenario 3b as the removal of the Claiborne elevated expressway requires use of different 
routes from the east to the CBD.  However, this scenario sees a more balanced distribution of traffic onto local streets 
than in previous scenarios.

How does this scenario work for...

Envisioning change: 
Scenario 3b

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Transit Central City to LSU Health Sciences 30 minutes

Transit Treme to Ochsner Hospital 40 minutes

Transit New Orleans East to Ochsner Hospital 70 minutes
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Figure 23

Origin to Destination
Evening peak travel

Travel Time

Freight Port of NO to Alabo St 24.7 minutes

Freight I-10/Causeway Blvd to CBD 13.3 minutes

Freight I-10/Chef Menteur Hwy to Convention Center 26.5 minutes

Trucks and freight travel?
Like Scenario 3a, Scenario 3b presents a fundamental restructuring of freight movement.  Removal of the elevated 
section of Claiborne Avenue has undeniable consequences for truck travel, as it requires either use of surface Claiborne 
Avenue to connect Industrial Canal and Port facilities or a longer expressway trip using the Pontchartrain Expressway 
and I-610.  However, unlike what is experienced in Scenario 3a, several key truck travel routes are expected to take 
less time than using the Claiborne I-10 expressway today because of a larger overhaul of the entire expressway system.  
Changing the Pontchartrain Expressway through the Warehouse District/CBD areas, from its current concentration 
of access ramps to a more organized system of express and local lanes, can offer tremendous benefit to truck traffic.  
Trucks destined to the CBD and Felicity Street will travel on high speed collector-distributor elevated highway 
separated from traffic travelling to and from the West Bank and West Jefferson Parish. Exit ramps at Claiborne Avenue, 
OC Haley Boulevard-N. Rampart Street, Camp-Magazine Streets and Tchoupitoulas Street provide safe transitions to 
local streets.
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How does 3b differ from the other scenarios?
Scenario 3b introduces a Collector-Distributor (C-D) highway from Broad Street to Tchopatoulis Street to modernize 
access into, out of and through the core of the Central Business District. C-Ds are considered for urban areas to 
improve safety  and efficiency of expressways and to better integrate the surface grid of streets for greater access options. 
It was considered by the Study Team because it can help to separate travel purposes: low speed/short distance trips 
from high speed/long distance trips.  In New Orleans trips going to and from the CBD, Uptown, and the Port would 
use the parallel C-D highways; travel to and from the West Bank would stay on the mainline. The C-D also helps to 
address close interchange spacing that causes lots of weaving and merging. Pontchartrain ramps are closely spaced today 
contributing to higher crass rates than similar roads in Louisiana.

Regional access, connectivity and economy
Implementation of Scenario 3b is considerably more complex than Scenario 3a due to the major reconstruction to the 
Pontchartrain Expressway. The cost of removing the Claiborne expressway coupled with the cost of the Pontchartrain 
expressway reconstruction as a collector-distributor system providing downtown access presents a substantially greater 
overall capital project cost. However, this scenario represents a full modernization of the 50-year old urban freeway 
system and a fundamental reshaping of central New Orleans, through its restoration of land adjacent to the central 
business district and Superdome, its potential for significantly greater development intensity in the core of the city, and 
for creating a more seamless connection between the N. Claiborne Avenue neighborhoods of the LCC area and the 
major activity areas along the riverfront. 
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Where the LCC study’s other scenarios have continued to recognize the spatial and economic geography of the LCC 
area as being focused on Claiborne Avenue, this scenario offers potential for a high-intensity corridor along Tulane 
Avenue that expands employment and retail opportunities for the surrounding neighborhoods. 
As with Scenario 3a, critical steps toward implementation of this scenario extend beyond more advanced study of 
operations and NEPA environmental review. The expressway projects presented in this scenario offer an entirely 
different concept of vehicular mobility and freight movement for metropolitan New Orleans. Strong state and regional 
partnerships will be needed to secure long-term funding for projects. The case must be made that these projects have 
a larger benefit to the entire state of Louisiana through their facilitation of long-term economic development in the 
state’s largest city.
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Moving beyond the study   

Major infrastructure and redevelopment 
investment in the LCC will affect both 
the neighborhood and the region from 
a range of economic, transportation and 
livability perspectives. The graph at left is an 
example of comparisons among the modeled 
scenarios for the LCC area and the region. 
They show changes in vehicle miles and 
vehicle hours people drive within the LCC 
study area and the region, comparing each 
scenario to today’s trends as they extend into 
the future. They show how people are likely 
to respond to proposed changes to I-10 and 
the new households and jobs expected to 
be added to the area. They show, in total, 
what effect changes proposed may have on 
decisions people make about whether or not 
to drive.  

The diagram below shows that this study, Phase 0, in the process of creating federally supported transportation 
projects, lays the foundation for Phase 1, the environmental study required by the National Environmental Policy 
Act or NEPA. This next phase of study on the future of I-10 will be preceded by work among regional partners and 
the public identifying concepts to move forward and how they could be funded. 
Regardless of the decisions made about major transportation projects discussed in the scenarios, the study finds 
that many actions and initiatives can strengthen existing community-building activities and recent and ongoing 
investment in housing, the Medical Center and quality of life projects. These actions and initiatives are presented 
in the following pages. They will be led by the Livable Claiborne Communities Initiative with the support and 
collaboration of those who contributed their time to this study as participants and advisory committee members as 
well as the agencies and organizations mentioned on the facing pages.

Community Discussions with Public and Agency Input through Final Design

Funding:  Still to be Determined along with State and Federal Government 

Stage 0 

Feasibility/ 
Planning

LCC Study

Stage 1  
Environmental 

Stage 2

Funding

Stage 3 
Preconstruction 

(Design, R/W, 
Utilities)

Stage 4

Letting

(Bidding)

Stage 5

Construction

Stage 6

Maintenance
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The City of New Orleans, represented by the mayor’s office, can bring leadership and needed 
participation of city departments.

NORA, the New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, is the city’s land bank and redevelopment 
agency.

HANO, the Housing Authority of  New Orleans, is important to affordability plans and 
section 8 considerations.

SWBNO, the Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans, will help develop green 
infrastructure with the Department of Public Works.

LSU-UMC and VA, Louisiana State University University Medical Center and the Veterans 
Administration, are two new hospitals that will be important anchor institutions and job 
drivers.

The Superdome Authority’s transportation needs and economic development should be 
coordinated with LCC initiatives.

GNOF, the Greater New Orleans Foundation and FFL, the Foundation for Louisiana, will 
represent philanthropic organizations.

Other nonprofit partners should be included and coordinated for appropriate initiatives.

FHWA, the Federal Highway Administration has oversight authority of federal 
transportation funds and the National Highway System.

LADOTD, the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development partners with 
the FHWA in the construction and maintenance of the federal aid highway system.

RPC , the Regional Planning Commission of  New Orleans is the designated Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) for the region. The MPO federal planning regulations 
require that all federal aid transportation projects be included in the region’s Transportation 
Improvement Program and Metropolitan Transportation Plan.

The City of New Orleans, as a voting member of the RPC Board participates in the decision 
making process for regionally significant projects funded with federal funds.

RTA, the Regional Transit Authority of New Orleans will be part of the review and decision 
making process if any transit changes are included.

The Public, through workshops, meetings and other communications processes, will 
inform both revitalization and transportation changes.
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Taking action to achieve our goals: 
First Year

TRANSPORTATION CHOICE

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

MANAGED CHANGE

Affordability strategic initiative

Develop a coordinated affordability 
and improvement strategy for the 
LCC with public and private partners.

Possible consolidation of stormwater management functions between SWBNO and NODPW  

Move from a culture of in-kind replacement to a culture 
of maintenance that recognizes that green infrastructure 
requires a different allocation of funding between pipes 
and green systems.

Regional collaboration

Build consensus and identify funding 
for regional priorities as part of the 
update to the Regional Long-Range 
Transportation Plan.

Bicycle share participation

Include locations in the LCC in the 
proposed pilot phase of the city’s 
bike share program.

Strategic property consolidation 

Identify priority locations for strategic 
acquisition by NORA  using their 
Market Valuation Analysis and 
opportunity sites of the study report.

Promote strategic acquisition that 
can contribute to creating areas with 
critical mass, working with nonprofit 
and for profit housing developers.

Retrofit neutral grounds and existing parks for high 
performance stormwater management and provide for 
maintenance.

Work with Tulane Prevention 
Resource Center on Safe Routes to 
School improvement list.

High-visibility crosswalks

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

CULTURAL PRESERVATION

Training linked to employer need

Link LCC residents to new job 
openings in the area, such as jobs in 
the Bio District and new retail stores.

Cultural expressions, facilities 
and events access

Connect culture bearers to existing 
employment and business services.

LLC business capacity support

Connect LCC businesses to existing 
business resource and assistance 
programs.

Business, training, employment and affordable housing 
access for culture bearers

Engage small business organizations to support development 
of a small business cluster in the LCC that serves the Mardi Gras 
Indian and parade community.

Local hiring programs

Work with JOB1 to engage employers 
and establish local hiring goals that 
include targeted neighborhood 
outreach.
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Physical development strategies 

Convene partners and designate a 
lead agency to implement physical 
revitalization strategies.

Collaborative agreements 
between government, agency 

and institutional partners

Seek involvement and commitment 
from the major actors for an 
integrated and holistic approach to 
revitalization.

Zoning or design review for 
quality redevelopment

Make design review a condition of 
funding for any project.

Governance structure to organize 
neighborhood revitalization and 

redevelopment

Make the LLC Study Area  a special 
redevelopment area or district 
with a lead for planning and 
implementation.

Adopt and implement the new stormwater 
management regulations in the Draft Comprehensive 
Zoning Ordinance now under review, so that new 
development has effective green infrastructure.

Survey parking usage to gauge 
opportunities for further reductions 
in required parking in future CZO 
updates.

Parking maximums and parking 
supply reduction strategies

Curb extensions and crossing 
narrowing

Select three intersections for curb 
extension in City’s next designated 
Cultural Products District.

Curb extensions and crossing 
distance narrowing

Apply for Federal Transportation 
Alternatives grant funding.

Green solutions to stormwater management on 
private property

Develop partnerships with anchor institutions 
for employment, small business development, 
procurement and community investment.

Growth sector business partnerships

Development of school-work partnerships 
for career opportunities with major 
employers.

Career pathways options, both in 
school and through other organizations

Initiate an oral history project for LCC 
neighborhoods.

Celebration of African American 
culture

Work through neighborhood associations, 
nonprofit organizations, local events, and in 
locations where people go in their everyday 
lives.

Small business capital access and 
assistance services promotion 

Make a living and interactive 
resource map of all music and culture 
programs for youth that are available 
to LCC residents. 

Culture passed to next 
generation

Connect indigenous culture bearers to sources of business assistance 
grants for artists, such as the Louisiana Cultural Economy Foundation 
Economic Opportunity Fund and the Arts Council of New Orleans Business 
Fund.

Business, training, employment and affordable housing access 
for culture bearers

Green infrastructure 

Identify and build green  infrastructure projects in 
the LCC area.
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TRANSPORTATION CHOICE

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

MANAGED CHANGE

Vacant land, adjudicated properties, and blighted properties database

Create a vacant lots/parcels database for the LCC Study Area that includes 
information such as parking and other uses of vacant lots. Create an adjudicated 
properties database for the LCC Study Area. Establish a program to engage area 
youth to assist in keeping vacant and blighted property inventory up to date 
through regular audits, on the model of the Lower Ninth Ward Blight Study.

Consolidated stormwater management functions 
between DPW and SWBNO

Investigate the system-based and operational benefits, costs 
and potential funding necessary to consolidate maintenance 
of storm-drain infrastructure.

Taking action to achieve our goals:
Within Two Years

Program to prioritize strategic 
consolidation of ownership

Explore Community Land Trust 
opportunities, recognizing the need 
for CLTs to have revenue to maintain 
property as a land bank.

High performance stormwater systems in street 
rights-of-way policy

Retrofit neutral grounds and existing parks for high 
performance stormwater management and provide for 
maintenance.

Alternative bicycle-route selection criteria

Identify alternative routes, for any planned bicycle 
routes on streets with posted speed of 35 miles per hour 
or greater OR recorded traffic volumes of 25,000 vehicles 
per day or greater.

Establish criteria for an inventory and priority of street repair 
needs. Engage and train youth in annual needs assessment 
inventory.

Sidewalk repair and betterment program

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Equitable Opportunity Initiative and a strategic plan for workforce development in the LCC

Create an Equitable Opportunity Initiative similar to the 
Youth Empowerment Project. Map resources available 
for workforce development; agencies and providers 
both inside and outside the LCC.

Enhanced and expanded access to cultural expression, facilities, and events

Promote new cultural corridors and reinforce existing cultural 
centers. Publicize the benefits of Cultural Districts and support 
revitalization of St. Bernard Avenue (currently part of the 
Bayou Road Cultural District).

Collaborate on neighborhood-based outreach for job and 
training information access with visits to meet job-seekers at 
nearby schools, community centers, libraries, churches, etc., 
including some visits during evening hours.

Partner with Mardi Gras Indians to determining 
designs for improvements at A.L. Davis Park, options to 
moderate fees for parades and second lines, regulations 
around noise and live music to preserve the tradition.CULTURAL PRESERVATION
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Vacant property for green infrastructure, parks 
and urban agriculture uses

Develop criteria with the Re.Invest Initiative, the SWBNO, 
DPW, the DPP, and knowledgeable local professionals 
to identify locations where green infrastructure 
interventions on vacant land would be most valuable.

Community-based vacant lot management

Create a program for those parts of the Study Area with the greatest vacant lot problem, such as Hoffman 
Triangle, to employ local residents in maintaining vacant lots, based on the Lower Ninth Ward model. 
Collaborate with community-based organizations to disseminate models for vacant lot management and 
use. Encourage updating Tulane City Center vacant land management study for use by nonprofits and 
neighborhood groups to provide models of successful community based management of vacant lots .

Green stormwater and flooding solutions on 
private properties incentives

Require green infrastructure best practices above 
minimum requirements for all development assisted 
with public funding.

Stormwater management financing system

Evaluate stormwater utility options with discounts 
for on-site stormwater management through 
green infrastructure.

Pursue transit route interlining opportunities

Offer trial service on an interlined route comprising RTA 
routes 15 and 84, and compare ridership and on-time 
performance to separated routes.

Sidewalk repair and betterment program

Contact property owners of sidewalks in critical 
need of repair and enforce the requirement that 
they bring sidewalk to standard.

Transportation Management Associations

Work with DDD, Greater New Orleans Hotel 
and Lodging Association and other employer 
organizations to explore feasibility of a 
transportation management association (TMA).

Expanded training for employers’ needs and market 
demand

Support creation of building trades and crafts apprenticeship 
programs by connecting participants to public and private 
construction projects. Work with employers and Delgado to 
identify job categories with workforce needs and develop 
training programs targeted at LCC residents who are high 
school graduates, including GED recipients.  Develop on-the-
job training programs for new graduates, where jobs require 
experience.Authentic culture transmitted to new generations programs

Establish and fund at a level reflecting the contribution of culture to the local economy and 
community development, the Mayor’s Challenge Fund Grants Program with grants available to 
organizations working with youth to transmit cultural knowledge and skills.

Seek collaborations with Industry Councils or 
other business entities for mentoring and to 
raise funds for technical assistance for small 
and micro-business.

Small and micro-business technical 
assistance

Create an assessment vehicle to identify 
job seekers who may be potential business 
owners.

Micro-business opportunities program 
with JOB1 and other workforce 

development providers
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TRANSPORTATION CHOICE

MANAGED CHANGE

Sidewalk repair and betterment program. 

Use a city-wide inventory coming from an asset 
management program to identify critical sidewalk repair 
needs.

Taking action to achieve our goals:
Within Three Years

Identify groups especially vulnerable to displacement 
and target strategies to their needs. Use project-based 
vouchers (Section 8 to ensure affordability through an 
agreement with HANO).  Establish inclusionary housing 
policies requiring a percentage of affordable units for 
larger market rate projects (50+ units).

A detailed affordability plan with goals for each phase of revitalization by a mix of affordability levels

Continue directing a portion of City HOME funds for Soft Second 
Loans and similar programs to the Seventh Ward and Hoffman 
Triangle. Work with nonprofit developers on strategic location 
of projects to increase critical mass, including potential CLT and 
limited equity cooperative projects.

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS)

Coordinate Transit Signal Priority infrastructure with an 
update to the City’s Evacuation Plan routes to serve duel 
roles on high-priority routes for transit and transit-
based evacuation service.

Shared parking and  curb-side parking to satisfy on-
site requirements

Conduct periodic surveys of small businesses and Cultural 
Products Districts area to better determine parking needs to 
update the CZO to adjust parking requirements and shared 
parking provisions.

Off-board transit fare collection and ticketing

Install ticket vending machines; offer a temporary discount for 
tickets purchased off-board to incentivize use.

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Workforce-entry skills and bridge programs

Seek grants and a dedicated source of funding to 
expand adult basic education programs in the LCC area 
and recruit participants in the LCC area. Seek funding 
from business for underwrite workforce-development 
programs to serve their workforce needs.

Career pathways options, in school or with other 
organizations similar to Youth Empowerment Project

Develop a mentoring program between the hospitals, 
other area employers and LCC area youth, working with 
organizations that have mentoring experience. Expand 
after-school career exploration programs with employers and 
professional organizations.

A New Orleans Indigenous Culture Producers Trust

Form a collaborative to organize a nonprofit organization 
with  culture bearers on the board of directors modeled 
on similar community development corporations that 
operate to benefit a particular area. 

Explore opportunities to provide dedicated indoor space for 
Mardi Gras Indian groups at A.L. Davis Park including support 
for expenses and activities and criteria for applying for and 
awarding grants. Explore funding options.

TRANSPORTATION CHOICE

CULTURAL PRESERVATION                                                              
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Corridor development policy and phasing plan

Identify for each corridor the desired redevelopment 
mix (mixed income multifamily housing, retail, office, 
research, public, cultural and other uses) with guidelines 
to reinforce corridor continuity.

Infill development policy and phasing program

Identify for each neighborhood a phased infill 
development target—primarily single-family and 
attached housing, with a mix of affordable and market 
rate, and with guidelines to reinforce neighborhood 
character—and coordinate with development of a 
green infrastructure network plan for some vacant lots.

Alternative bicycle-route selection criteria

Identify alternatives for bicycle routes on streets with 
high traffic speeds or volume. Designate a crosstown 
connection across the Pontchartrain Expressway as 
an alternative to Broad or CBD streets south of Loyola 
Avenue.

Expanded bicycle rack placement programBicycle 

Dedicate funding to purchase bicycle racks and consider 
using products already developed for ‘Where Ya Rack’ 
program.

parking at transit stops, employment and 
commercial zones, parks and schools

Develop a database of properties in Neighborhood 
Commercial or Cultural Products Districts to define 
target bicycle parking requirement per CZO and 
nationwide best practices.  Provide racks where targets 
for bicycle parking are not met.

Street right-of-way and cartway space 
reallocation

Identify two additional ‘road diet’ projects meeting 
the criteria discussed in the strategy definition and 
request these as projects for inclusion in the next 
update to the RPC’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan.

Parking pricing and supply management

Enact a trial program to price parking based on peak 
usage throughout the day/week, and perform before-
and-after utilization studies to measure level and 
duration of space use. Streamline residential parking 
permits to ensure space in high-demand locations.

ITS-based traffic management

Work with LADOTD to monitor effectiveness of ramp 
metering efforts on US 90-Business (Pontchartrain 
Expressway), with traffic counts on local streets to see if 
metering has caused changes to local street traffic.

Authentic culture  transmitted to new generations

Ensure that music and culture lessons are consistently 
available in all youth education and recreation 
programs and institutions in the LCC Study Area.

A detailed strategic vision framework to leverage 
catalysts with place-based community plans

Provide a detailed implementation framework for the 
Livable Claiborne Communities that preserves significant 
historic and cultural resources; encourages desirable 
land use patterns; locates neighborhood activity centers; 
sets scale and density and identifies phasing priorities.

New finding sources to increase stability, flow, 
and flexibility of funding

Commit new development taxes to a culture 
and workforce fund for coordinated workforce-
development programs, basic education and bridge 
programs with case management, job readiness 
skills, job training and post-secondary credentials.

Local supplier preference programs with the 
medical centers and other large employers

Build on City’s Office of Workforce Development success 
with local purchasing initiatives for special events such 
as the Super Bowl and NBA All Star Weekend. Build on 
these efforts to develop sourcing programs with major 
healthcare and educational institutions in the LCC Area.

Cooperative enterprises linked to major job 
drivers and anchor institutions

On the model of Evergreen Cooperatives, develop a 
collaborative with universities and medical centers in 
New Orleans to identify services and products that a 
cooperative structure could provide.

Access to business,  training, employment, and 
affordable housing for culture bearers

Facilitate a business cluster for indigenous culture 
suppliers in the LCC; include a land trust to enhance 
affordability—can work together and with interested 
suppliers to identify needs, locations, and costs.

Coordinate with hospitals and other major employers 
to determine workforce housing needs and 
production strategies, including potential Employer-
Assisted Housing Programs in the LCC Area.

A detailed affordability plan
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TRANSPORTATION CHOICE

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

MANAGED CHANGE

Detailed strategic vision and implementation 
framework

Work with agencies and culture groups on a plan 
and design scopes for the public realm that respects 
cultural uses of public spaces with integrated storm 
water management network.

Stormwater management financing system

Calculate and leverage “future avoided costs” when 
doing cost-benefit analyses.

Taking action to achieve our goals: 
Within Five Years and Ongoing

Priority improvements in special resource areas

Create plans for special resource areas (on the model 
of the Lafitte Greenway Corridor Master Plan), such as 
A.L. Davis Park.

Canals and creative water systems

Consider proposals in the Regional Water 
Management Plan for short- medium-, and long-
term implementation.

High-visibility crosswalk 
installation

Identify an annual ‘top ten’ of 
pedestrian crashes and apply high-
visibility crosswalks as needed.

Transit route interlining

Use RTA on-board rider surveys 
and other data collection 
methods to find other interlining 
opportunities.

Guidance criteria for truck routes

Develop a truck route master plan for the City 
that forecasts changes in truck traffic needs and 
identifies deficiencies in the system. Consider 
signal priority on some routes.

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Equitable Opportunity Initiative

Develop a detailed strategic plan for workforce 
development in the LCC Area. 

Cultural expression, facilities, and events access

Preserve and enhance public streets and places of 
community and indigenous culture and accommodate 
that expression in design of improvements and 
regulations.

Expanded training for employers’ needs

Develop on-the-job training programs for new 
graduates, where jobs require experience.

African-American Civil Rights history initiative

Increase the visibility of and focus on historic locations 
in the LCC area through landscape strategies and historic 
markers.

CULTURAL PRESERVATION
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Auto services sites plan

Identify catalyst/opportunity areas where auto service 
businesses occupy prominent locations, such as N. 
Galvez  Street between Canal  Street and the future 
Lafitte Greenway.

Ground floor retail strategies

Ensure that detailed planning for transit-ready 
or transit-oriented development includes a retail 
element.

Existing park and recreation facilities

Seek funds for the Lafitte Greenway Corridor Master 
Plan to create the Greenway Park in Treme segment

Neighborhood gateways, historic marker and 
public art locations through neighborhood 

association collaboration
Work with local groups to apply for art project funding 
from the ACNO ‘s imminent Community Outreach Fund. 
Seek grants from national funders such as ArtPlace for a 
program of permanent installations in one or more LCC 
neighborhoods.

Bicycle parking at transit stops, employment and 
commercial zones, parks and schools

Work with RTA to understand locations of bicycle-transit 
transfer through RTA data collection methods such as 
on-board rider surveys, and install racks in public right-
of-way near these transfer locations.

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) 

Implement one pilot transit signal priority (TSP) 
corridor and gauge effectiveness on transit 
performance. 

Off-board transit fare collection and ticketing

Identify opportunities to divert ‘extra’ parking revenue 
collected through these pay stations, such as money 
representing time paid for but forgone when a parking 
vehicle leaves the space to RTA for transit operations.

Green-street traffic calming

Identify two high-volume locations from LCC study 
findings and build green  streets to calm traffic and 
support bicycling.

Vacant property for green infrastructure, parks 
and urban agriculture

With neighborhood associations, community partners 
able to support gardens, nonprofits and Parkway 
Partners identify vacant property suitable for 
community gardens.

Recreation and playgrounds in NORDC’s plan

Engage residents in NORDC’s master plan process; 
include both cultural and athletic programming, and 
provide for improved maintenance.

Child care options for hospital workers

Explore the creation of a child care center serving both 
hospitals, like VA Kids Center in Madison, WI, a federal, 
non-profit day center open to all in the community co-
located in a similar way to the New Orleans situation.

Cooperative enterprises exploration

Convene partners and designate a lead agency for 
implementation of physical revitalization strategies.

Work with the health care industry to 
identify niche opportunities such as medical 
coding and medical office billing for small 
and micro businesses.

Work with the nonprofit Parkway Partners 
to add a module on creating a landscaping 
business to its programs that teach how to 
plant and maintain trees.

Micro-business development program 
for growing sectors

Main Streets District markers or public art

Ensure participation of LCC businesses and Main Streets 
progress toward signage and public art programs.
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We, the residents of the Claiborne neighborhoods are at 
the heart of the future Claiborne Avenue Corridor.

In that future we celebrate our culture and 
family traditions; our historic neighborhoods are 
safe and affordable for all who want to live here; our 
neighborhood streets, community parks, and the Lafitte 
Greenway fill with family gatherings and the music 
and parades of second line and Mardi Gras Indian 
traditions.

Claiborne, St. Bernard, Esplanade Avenues, 
Broad and Canal Streets, and Martin Luther King, 
Jr., Boulevard thrive with locally-owned businesses,  
affordable goods and services for daily living, reliable 

employment for residents, and positive learning 
experiences for neighborhood youth.

Quality public transit is convenient, reliable, 
clean and affordable with a broad reach to jobs and 
neighborhoods city-wide. Traffic even on the busiest streets 
yields to bicyclists, crossing pedestrians and the festivities 
that sometimes spill out from local  
cross streets.

The Medical District provides affordable health 
care and living-wage jobs. New industries in the city 
attract workers who support Claiborne Corridor 
businesses and respect and appreciate what we value in 
our communities.

Working Vision Statement
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Environmental  Impact Report

Plan Organization

chapter one Barrio Logan is one of the oldest and most culturally-rich urban neighborhoods 
in San Diego. From historic beginnings in the latter part of the 19th century 
to the vibrant mix of uses and people who reside and work in Barrio Logan, 
the neighborhood has played a vital role in the City’s development. The 
Barrio Logan community is a living example of the change and evolution that 
have continuously shaped the area’s cultural heritage, development patterns, 
economic opportunities, and social fabric. The Community Plan respects 
and builds upon the past while planning for the needs of future residents, 
businesses and institutions.

The Barrio Logan Community Plan and Local Coastal Program (Plan) is 
designed to guide growth and redevelopment within Barrio Logan. The Plan 
is a revision of the Barrio Logan/Harbor 101 Community Plan adopted by 
the City Council in November 1978 and incorporates a revision to the Barrio 
Logan Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan adopted by the San Diego City 
Council in November 1979.  Any amendments, additions or deletions to this 
plan will require that the Planning Commission and City Council follow the 
City of San Diego General Plan (General Plan) procedures regarding plan 
amendments.
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plan goals

• a blueprint for development that 
builds on barrio logan’s established 
character as a mixed-use, working 
neighborhood. 

• land use, public facilities, and devel-
opment policies for barrio logan, as a 
component of the city of san Diego’s 
general plan;

• strategies and specific implementing 
actions to help ensure that the com-
munity plan’s vision is  accomplished; 

• Detailed policies that provide a basis 
for evaluating whether specific devel-
opment proposals and public projects 
are consistent with the plan;

• guidance that facilitates the city of 
san Diego, other public agencies, and 
private developers to design projects 
that enhance the character of the 
community, taking advantage of its 
setting and amenities. 

• Detailed implementing programs 
including zoning regulations and a 
public facilities financing plan.

While this Plan sets forth procedures for 
implementation, it does not establish regulations 
or legislation, nor does it rezone property. 
Controls on development and use of public 
and private property including zoning, design 
controls, and implementation of transportation 
improvements are included as part of the plan 
implementation program. 

Zoning used to implement this Community Plan 
complies with the General Plan policies (See GP 
LU-F.1). Proposals within this Plan have been 
coordinated with and are consistent with the 
General Plan. Periodic comprehensive reviews 
of the General Plan may affect the Barrio Logan 
Community Plan and Local Coastal Program.

This Plan should not be considered a static 
document. It is intended to provide guidance 
for the orderly growth and redevelopment of the 
Barrio Logan community. In order to respond to 
unanticipated changes in environmental, social 
or economic conditions and to remain relevant to 
community and City needs, the Plan should be 
monitored and amended when necessary. 

Two additional steps are included as part of 
the adoption: Implementation and Review. 
Implementation is the process of putting Plan 
policies and recommendations into effect. 
Review refers to the process of monitoring the 
community development and growth conditions 
and recommending changes to the Plan as these 
conditions change. 

Guidelines for implementation are provided in 
the Plan, but the actual work must be based on a 
cooperative effort of private citizens, developers, 
city officials and other agencies. It is contemplated 
that the residents and businesses of Barrio 
Logan and other private citizen and institutional 
organizations will provide the continuity needed 
for a sustained, effective implementation program. 
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1.1  Community profile

social anD Historical context

Barrio Logan, once called Logan Heights due 
to its connection to the community now east of 
Interstate 5, has a long history as a working-class 
Mexican-American waterfront community. Its 
early days as a base of homes and businesses for 
primarily Mexican immigrant workers helped 
shape the community into an important working 
waterfront neighborhood. 

As the community built up around maritime uses, 
such as tuna canning, military industries, and 
the Navy, the influx of Mexican migrant workers 
created a dominant presence in Barrio Logan in 
the 1910s and 1920s. Many industries relied on 
the laborers that settled in Barrio Logan and set up 
neighborhood shops and services. 

The growth of the shipbuilding industry and 
Naval operations, rezoning of the neighborhood to 
include heavy industrial and commercial uses, and 
the growth in the construction industry changed 
the character of Barrio Logan during and after 
World War II. 

The construction of Interstate 5 and the San 
Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge (State Route 75) 
in the 1960s fragmented the community into 
smaller areas that were cut off from each other. 
These events, together with other impacts on the 

social and physical well-being of the residents, 
culminated with a neighborhood revolt that 
shaped the creation of Chicano Park during the 
early 1970s.  With its collection of maritime 
industrial uses, small-scale residential, local retail, 
and community facilities, Barrio Logan’s particular 
existing land use mix is unique. However, it is 
the distribution and pattern of these existing 
land uses that distinguish Barrio Logan and 
define its distinctive character. The rezoning of 
the majority of Barrio Logan to industrial zones 
in the 1960s attempted to simplify the land 
use pattern of the neighborhood by removing 
the residential uses through regulatory means. 
However, while some properties transitioned into 
industrial uses, many of the residential uses that 
pre-dated the rezone remained, and commercial 
and community amenities developed to serve the 
residential population. While there are conflicts 
between industrial and residential uses, the mixed 
pattern of land uses serves as a defining element 
of the neighborhood. Barrio Logan is primarily 
a neighborhood with uses mixed side-by-side 
that provides interest, variety, and identity to the 
area. This development pattern also provides the 
opportunity for neighborhood services and jobs 
to be located in close proximity to residences and 
transit stops, supporting the “City of Villages” 
General Plan concept.

The San Diego Coronado Bay Bridge built in the 1960s

CP Kelco Industries along the Bayfront

Development of Chicano Park
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regional anD local context

The community is positioned between Downtown 
San Diego to the north, Interstate 5 to the east, as 
well as the Unified Port of San Diego and United 
States Naval Base San Diego along San Diego Bay 
to the west, and National City to the south (Figure 
1-1, Regional Location and Figure 1-2, Barrio 
Logan and Surrounding Neighborhoods).  

Barrio Logan comprises approximately 1,000 
acres. The Port of San Diego and Naval Station 
San Diego comprise 562 acres or 52 percent of 
the land area contained within the community 
planning area. 

The City does not have land use authority over 
the Port of San Diego or the United States Navy 
properties. Barrio Logan is in the Local Coastal 
Zone and subject to the California Coastal Act 
which is implemented by the Barrio Logan Local 
Coastal Program. 

The Barrio Logan waterfront remains part of the 
city’s core industrial area and contains a significant 
amount of the city’s remaining industrial land. 
Since the 1880s, the waterfront has played an 
important and dynamic role within the city’s 
economy and land use system, providing critical 
land for new and changing maritime and naval 

industries, and is the last area of the city still suited 
for this purpose. Along the waterfront, almost half 
of the land area is controlled by state regulations 
that only allow maritime-related uses as permanent 
activities that service the Port. Establishing 
space for Maritime-oriented Productions and 
Repair (MPR) activities that is protected from 
encroachment by other uses responds to existing 
policy set forth in the city’s General Plan, 
particularly the Economic Prosperity Element that 
includes the following pertinent policies:

EP-J.9. Retain land uses to support waterfront 
commerce and industry that provide for U.S.
Naval operations, ship repair, and the movement 
of waterborne goods.

EP-J.10. Protect and promote good working-
waterfront jobs that provide self-sufficient wages.
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general plan:  
guiDing principles

• compact and walkable mixed-use villages of 
different scales within communities;

• employment centers for a strong economy;
• an integrated regional transportation network 

of walkways, bikeways, transit, roadways, and 
freeways that efficiently link communities and 
villages to each other and to employment 
centers;

• High quality, affordable, and well-maintained 
public facilities to serve the city’s population, 
workers, and visitors;

• balanced communities that offer opportuni-
ties for all san Diegans and share citywide 
responsibilities;

• Historic districts and sites that respect our 
heritage;

• a high aesthetic standard;
• an open space network formed by parks, 

canyons, river valleys, habitats, beaches, and 
the pacific ocean;

• Diverse residential communities formed by 
the open space network; and

• a clean and sustainable environment                                           
                                                                                                         

community plan: 
guiDing principles

• Diverse housing opportunities for barrio      
residents 

• strong neighborhood economy
• compatible mix of land uses 
• Healthy environment 
• safe, efficient streets for people
• respect of historic and cultural resources
• community connections

1.2 general plan prinCiples

The General Plan provides a long-range framework 
for how the City of San Diego will grow and 
develop over the next 30 years.  A foundation 
of the General Plan is the City of Villages 
strategy which encourages the development or 
enhancement of mixed-use activity centers, of 
different scales, that serve as vibrant cores of 
communities and are linked to the regional transit 

system. A Community Village designation is 
included in this plan. Additional information 
on the Community Village can be found in the 
Land Use Element. In order to reduce impacts 
associated with collocation, the Plan also includes 
a Transition Zone. Policies and guidelines 
pertaining to the Transition Zone can be found in 
the Land Use and Economic Prosperity Elements.

Copyright SanGIS 2009 - All Rights Reserved.  Full text of this legal
notice can be found at: http://www.sangis.org/Legal_Notice.htm
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1.3  legislative framework

relationsHip to  
tHe general plan

The Barrio Logan Community Plan is intended 
to further express General Plan policies in Barrio 
Logan through the provision of site-specific 
recommendations that implement citywide goals 
and policies, address community needs, and 
guide zoning.  Specific General Plan policies 
are referenced within the Community Plan to 
emphasize their significance in the community, 
but all applicable General Plan policies may be 
cited in conjunction with the Community Plan. 
The two documents work together to establish the 
framework for growth and development in Barrio 
Logan. The Municipal Code implements the 
Community Plan policies and recommendations 
through zoning and development regulations.

relationsHip to  
otHer agencies

Barrio Logan’s waterfront is under the land use 
jurisdiction and ownership of the United States 
Navy and the San Diego Unified Port District. 
Property under the jurisdiction of the San Diego 
Unified Port District is subject to the Port Master 
Plan as shown in Figure 1-3, Regulatory and 
Jurisdictional Boundaries. The state allows the San 
Diego Unified Port District to lease Port tidelands 
for industrial and commercial related uses. 
State law precludes residential uses from being 
developed on Port Tidelands.

california coastal resources

The Barrio Logan Community is entirely within 
the Coastal Zone boundary under the jurisdiction 
of the California Coastal Commission with the 
exception of the Port of San Diego and the Naval 

Base San Diego (See Figure 1-3).  

The California Coastal Plan designates the Barrio 
Logan area as a “community with special qualities 
of greater than local significance.” The designation 
reflects the community’s opportunities for low- 
and moderate-income housing, the importance of 
the adjacent bayfront industries to the region, and 
its cultural and historical heritage as a Chicano 
community. The Community Plan and zoning 
regulations for Barrio Logan comprise the Local 
Coastal Plan for Barrio Logan and are consistent 
with the Local Coastal Program including the 
policies, standards, and implementation programs 
established for the seven elements contained 
within the Local Coastal Act. Table 1-2 identifies 
the location goals, discussions, and policies 
specifically related to key coastal issues within the 
Community Plan Elements.  

 table 1-2 coastal issue area and community plan elements

Barrio Logan  
Community PLan ELEmEnt CoastaL issuE arEa

Conservation Element Natural Resources  
Scenic Resources  
Water Quality  
Public (Coastal) Access

Land Use Element Industrial Development Planning and 
Locating New Development

Recreation Element Recreation 

Mobility & Urban Design Element Public (Coastal) Access

Historic Preservation Element Historical Resources

table 1-1 General and community plan elements

gEnEraL PLan ELEmEnts
Barrio Logan  

Community PLan ELEmEnts

Land Use and Community Planning Land Use
Mobility Mobility
Urban Design Urban Design; Arts and Culture
Economic Prosperity Economic Prosperity
Public Facilities, Services and Safety Public Facilities, Services and Safety
Recreation Recreation
Conservation Conservation
Noise Noise
Historic Preservation Historic Preservation
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1.4 planning proCess

In order to ensure that the Barrio Logan 
Community Plan was a community-driven 
update, the City conducted a three-year 
community outreach process, where a wealth of 
valuable community information was received 
through community outreach meetings. The 
Community Plan Update Stakeholder Committee 
convened the public discussion to assist in issue 
identification and development of plan goals and 
policies. Broad public input was obtained through 
a series of workshops where residents, employees, 
property owners, as well as representatives 
of advocacy groups and the surrounding 
neighborhoods, weighed in on issues and 
provided recommendations.  The update process 
included extensive community and policymaker 
engagements that were conducted in English and 
Spanish. The community confirmed its values and 
developed a set of planning principles that were 
used as criteria in creating land use scenarios.

1.5 environmental  
impaCt report

The Barrio Logan Community Plan and Local 
Coastal Program Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) provides a programmatic assessment 
of potential impacts occurring with the 
implementation of the Community Plan, pursuant 
to the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA). Because Barrio Logan is an urban 
area, the nature of impacts primarily relates to 
the changes in land use, use intensity and traffic 
rather than effects on natural resources. Potential 
impacts were anticipated during preparation of the 
Community Plan, and many of the policies and 
implementing regulations were designed to reduce 
or avoid such impacts. 

1.6 plan organization

The Community Plan is organized into the 
following ten Community Plan Elements:

• Land Use 
• Mobility
• Urban Design
• Economic Prosperity
• Public Facilities, Services and Safety
• Recreation
• Conservation
• Noise
• Historic Preservation
• Arts and Culture

An overall introduction and implementation 
chapters are also included. The elements are 
divided into the following major sections:

Introduction: provides a summary of key 
community issues specific to the element

Goals: express the broad intent and results of 
implementing policies, recommendations and 
guidelines.

Policies: reflect the specific direction, practice, 
guidance, or directives that may need to be 
developed further and/or carried out through 
implementing plans by the City, or another 
governmental agency.

1.7 how to use the plan

The Barrio Logan community plan provides 
a long-range physical development guide for 
elected officials, property owners and citizens. 
The plan contains specific goals and policies to 
provide direction on what types of future uses 
and public improvements should be developed 
in Barrio Logan. When using this community 
plan to develop projects or determine what uses 
are appropriate for a site, the applicable zoning 
regulations found in the City’s Land Development 
Code along with the Barrio Logan Public Facilities 
Financing Plan should also be reviewed to ensure 
full implementation of this plan.

Community Workshops drew a diverse group of community 
members
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land use element

in this chapter

Goals

Land Use Distribution

Land Use Existing and Planned

Residential

Commercial

Institutional 

Industrial

Airport Land Use Compatibility 

Specific Neighborhood Guidelines

chapter two The Land Use Element of the Barrio Logan Community Plan contains detailed 
descriptions and distributions of land uses as they are tailored to Barrio Logan 
and provides refined residential densities, a delineated Community Village 
center, and specific policies for the development of commercial, industrial, and 
institutional uses. 

Barrio Logan’s particular land use mix is unique to the region, with its collection 
of maritime and service industrial uses; single family and multi-family residential 
uses; locally-oriented and chain retail; and open space and community facilities. 
The unique land use pattern reflects past City direction to concentrate industry 
and employment-generating uses and serves as evidence of Barrio Logan’s 
history of being dissected by freeways. As a result, instances of incompatible 
uses where residential, industrial, commercial and institutional uses abut one 
another are common. This collocation of incompatible uses, coupled with large 
scale industrial uses within the Port of San Diego and the Naval Base has created 
conflicts and issues. The Plan addresses these complex issues through proposed 
land uses that respect the existing and evolving residential character and support 
the economic viability of businesses in Barrio Logan. 
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goals

• separation of incompatible uses.
• a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented com-

munity plan that provides residential, 
commercial, office and civic uses.

• a compatible mix of land uses that 
promote a healthy environment. 

• maritime-oriented industrial and gen-
eral development that enhances and 
reflects the character of barrio logan 
and supports major port and naval 
uses by maintaining parcels that  are 
exclusively industrial. 

• stable base sector employment uses 
and supportive commercial and in-
dustrial services.

• Enhanced transit nodes that are con-
nected to the residents and business-
es located in barrio logan.

• Diverse housing opportunities for 
barrio logan residents. 

• additional affordable housing oppor-
tunities in barrio logan.

• Quality neighborhood and communi-
ty-serving commercial uses.

• protect maritime and maritime-relat-
ed activities west of Harbor Drive and 
ensure that these activities do not 
affect the health and safety of barrio 
logan residents.

• protect maritime-related activities 
within the transition Zone and ensure 
that these activities do not affect the 
health and safety of barrio logan 
residents.

• retain the waterfront’s role as an 
important location for maritime-
oriented production and repair (mpr) 
activities.

• retention and enhancement of com-
munity-supporting institutional uses.

• protection of prime industrial lands 
from encroachment from sensitive 
receptor land uses.   

2.1 Land use distribution

Table 2-1 is based on the Land Use categories 
within the General Plan and has been refined to 
implement the land uses within Barrio Logan.  It 
identifies the land use categories within Barrio 
Logan and describes the uses in each category. 

The Barrio Logan Community Plan land use map 
is a visual representation of the Community Plan 
land use designations as illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
The Community Plan text and graphics are equally 
necessary to communicate the intent of the plan 
policies.

Barrio Logan 

Neighborhood-serving commercial uses 
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 table 2-1 barrio logan land Use categories

General 
Plan 

land Use

CommUnity Plan 
desiGnation

Use 
Considerations

desCriPtion

density 
ranGe  
(dU/aC)

Floor area ratio intensity

Park, Open 
Space, and 
Recreation

Open Space None
Provides for open space, may have utility for: primarily passive park; 
conservation of land, water, or other natural resources; historic or scenic 
purposes; visual relief; or landform preservation. 

Not Applicable Not Applicable

Parks None Provides for areas designated for passive and/or active recreational uses, such 
as community parks and neighborhood parks. Not Applicable Not Applicable

Residential

Residential - Low Med None Provides for both single-family and multi-family housing within a low-
medium-density range. 10-14 du/ac RX-1-2: .80

Residential - Medium None Provides for both single-family and multi-family housing within a medium-
density range.  15-29 du/ac RT-1-5: 1.20/1.60

RM-2-5: 1.35

Community Village
Commercial Permitted Provides for a range of multi-family housing within a high density range of 

30 to 44 dwelling units. 30-44 du/ac RM-3-7:1.80
RM-3-9: 2.70
CN-1-4: 1.0/2.2Commercial Permitted Provides for a range of multi-family housing within a high density range of  

44 to 73 dwelling units per acre. 44-73 du/ac

Commercial 
Employment

Neighborhood 
Commercial Residential Permitted

Provides local convenience shopping, civic uses, and commercial services 
serving an approximate three mile radius.  Establishments engaged in the 
chrome plating of materials are not permitted. Residential and Sensitive 
Receptor uses are prohibited in the CN-1-3 zone.

15-29 du/ac CN-1-3: 1.0/1.75
CN-1-4: 1.0/2.2

Community Commercial

Residential Prohibited

Provides for shopping areas with retail, service, civic, and office uses for the 
community at large within three to six miles. Drive-through commercial 
establishments are not permitted. Sensitive receptor uses are prohibited in 
the CC-3-4 zone.

Not Applicable
CC-2-1: .75
CC-2-3: 1.5
CC-3-4: 1.5

Residential Permitted
Provides for shopping areas with retail, service, civic, and office uses for 
the community at large.  Establishments engaged in the chrome plating of 
materials are not permitted. 

30-44 du/ac
CC-3-6: 1.5

Office Commercial Residential Prohibited Provides for office employment uses with limited, complementary retail uses. Not Applicable CO-2-1: .75
CO-2-2: 1.5

Heavy Commercial Residential Prohibited

Provides for retail sales, commercial services, office uses, and heavier 
commercial uses such as wholesale, distribution, storage, and vehicular sales 
and service that cater to the maritime industries. Establishments engaged in 
the chrome plating of materials are not permitted.

Not Applicable CO-2-2: 1.5

Institutional School/Institutional None Provides a designation for uses that are identified as public or semi-public 
facilities in the Community Plan.  Not Applicable Not Applicable

Multiple Use Community Village Residential Required
Provides housing in a mixed-use setting and serves the commercial needs of 
the community-at-large. Establishments engaged in the chrome plating of 
materials are not permitted. 

30-44 du/ac
RM-3-7:1.80
RM-3-9: 2.70
CN-1-4: 1.0/2.2

Industrial Heavy Industrial Office Use Limited
Provides for industrial uses emphasizing base sector manufacturing, 
wholesale and distribution, and primary processing uses that may have 
nuisance or hazardous characteristics.  

Not Applicable IH-1-1: 2.0
IH-1-2: 2.0
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lanD usE - Existing  
anD plannED

A comparison of land uses between the Barrio 
Logan Community Plan Land Use Element with 
buildout in Year 2035 and those of existing 2010 
land uses are illustrated in Tables 2-2 and 2-3.

In order to foster a healthy community that is 
balanced with economic prosperity for businesses 
and residents alike, this plan encourages 
development that builds on Barrio Logan’s 
established character as a mixed-use, working 
neighborhood by:

•  Fostering Barrio Logan’s role in the City’s 
economy by protecting existing and future 
production, distribution, repair, and maritime 
activities in predominantly industrial areas.

•  Increasing housing in Barrio Logan without 
impinging on or creating conflicts with 
identified areas of production, distribution, 
research and repair activities.

•  Establishing a land use pattern that supports 
and encourages transit use, walking, and 
biking.

•  Better integrating Barrio Logan with the 
surrounding neighborhoods and improving its 
connections to Port land and the water’s edge.

•  Improving the public realm so that it better 
supports new development and the residential 
and working population of the neighborhood.

table 2-2 
existing land Uses (2010)

General Plan land 
Use CateGory

existinG Uses

aCres
% oF total 

Uses

Park, Open Space, and 
Recreation

15.71 2.0%

Agriculture 0.00 0.0%

Residential 40.91 4.0%

Institutional, Public and 
Semi-Public Facilities

11.06 1.0%

Commercial Employment, 
Retail, and Services

25.91 3.0% 

Industrial Employment 121.64 12.0%

Port Industrial* 112.24 11.0%

Roads /Freeways/       
Transportation Facilities*

290.38 29.0%

Military* 368.11 37.0%

Vacant* 13.66 1.0% 

   total 999.61 100%

* These uses are not General Plan land use categories.  
They are included to provide accurate accounting of 
the total acreage in the Barrio Logan Community 
Plan Area.

table 2-3  
land Uses at bUildoUt

land Use 
CateGory

existinG Uses

aCres % oF Uses

Single family 2.98 .3%

Multifamily 48.15 4.8%

Commercial 98.41 9.8%

Industrial 60.49 6.1%

Port Industrial 112.24 11.2%

Elementary School 4.15 .4%

Community College .99 .1%

Other Institutional  1.21 .1%

City Facilities .34 .003%

City Park 9.06 .9%

Port Park 4.27 .4%

Open Space 10.49 1%

Transportation/Utilities 278.7 27.9%

Military 368.11 36.8%

total 999.61 100%

Retain and enhance existing compatible commercial uses
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2.2 residentiaL Land use 

One of the main goals of the Barrio Logan 
Community Plan is to expand and preserve 
the supply of affordable housing through 
the construction of new units as well as the 
preservation and restoration of the older homes 
in Barrio Logan. Due to the unique nature of 
the small lot development in Barrio Logan, 
other methods of development to achieve infill 
housing is encouraged. These methods include 
the development of companion units on the lower 
density residential sites as well as the development 
of live/work style units to accommodate working 
artists within the community and small lot 
housing that allows for smaller-scale housing 
units. Furthermore, shopkeeper units which allow 
families to live above commercial, retail and office 
space is encouraged as part of this plan.

Review of the data in tables 2-4 identifies the 
following about Barrio Logan and about its 
relation to the City as a whole:

•  The residential character of Barrio Logan is 
dominated by multi-family development;

•  Households in Barrio (persons per household) 
are generally larger than the those in the City 
as a whole, with the median household size in 
Barrio Logan being approximately one-third 
larger; 

•  The larger households in Barrio Logan 
generally live on less income than those in the 
City as a whole, with the median household 
income in Barrio Logan being approximately 
45% lower. 

The data indicates three specific needs within the 
Barrio Logan Community. First, there is a need for 
larger living units to accommodate typically larger 
households.  Second, the current community 
is in need of affordable housing opportunities, 
based on generally lower household income and 
larger household size. Finally, the community 
could benefit from development of jobs that are 
comparable with the city-wide median for wages 
within and adjacent to the community. 

table 2-4 FUtUre 2030 hoUsing and popUlation estimates comparisons  
barrio logan and the city oF san diego

HoUseHold 
PoPUlation

HoUsinG stoCk median 
hoUsehold 

income

HoUseHold 
size sinGle Family mUlti-Family

no. % no. %

Barrio Logan 13,534 69 2% 3,259 98% $38,324 3.79

City of San Diego* 1,689,254 280,082 44% 346,026 56% $70,149 2.70

Achieve a diverse mix of housing types and forms Mercado del Barrio mixed-use development

* SANDAG Regional Forecast 2050 (Series 12) for the year 2030
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Affordable housing at the Los Vientos Housing Project on 
National Avenue

rEsiDEntial policiEs

Policy 2.2.1 Achieve a diverse mix of housing 
types and forms, consistent with allowable 
densities and urban design policies.

Policy 2.2.2 Rehabilitate quality older 
residential development and balance it with new 
development.

Policy 2.2.3 Promote construction of larger 
housing units suitable for families with children by 
utilizing density bonus incentives.

Policy 2.2.4 Provide development of housing that 
incorporates universal design standards for persons 
with disabilities. 

Policy 2.2.5 Enable rental and ownership 
opportunities in all types of housing including the 
alternate housing units such as companion units, 
live/work studios and shopkeeper units as well as 
small-lot housing typologies with reduced and for-
sale townhomes.

Policy 2.2.6 Encourage preservation and 
renovation of culturally and historically significant 
residential units and provide incentives to retrofit 
or remodel units in a sustainable manner.

Policy 2.2.7 Preserve existing single family homes 
which provide affordable housing and contribute 
to Barrio Logan’s unique character

Policy 2.2.8 Support development of companion 
units in lower density areas such as the Historic 
Core and along Boston Street south of 29th Street 
in order to provide additional residential units 
and opportunities for co-generational habitation 
as well as a financial tool for low-income 
homeowners to meet their mortgage obligations.

Policy 2.2.9  Conduct site remediation work in 
order to reduce issues associated with potential 
ground contamination on parcels that have 
operated with industrial uses on site and that have 
been re-designated for residential and mixed-use 
development. Require soil remediation to occur 
as part of development when proposing a change 
in use from Industrial or Heavy Commercial to 
residential and or mixed residential development.

Promote construction of larger housing units suitable for families 
with children

Encourage the preservation and renovation of culturally and 
historically significant residential units
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afforDablE Housing  
policiEs

Policy 2.2.10 Promote the production of 
very-low and low income affordable housing 
in all residential and multi-use neighborhood 
designations.

Policy 2.2.11 Create affordable home ownership 
opportunities for moderate income buyers.

Policy 2.2.12  Encourage the development of 
moderately priced, market-rate (unsubsidized) 
housing affordable to middle income households 
earning up to 150% of area median income. 

Policy 2.2.13 Promote homebuyer assistance 
programs for moderate-income buyers.

Policy 2.2.14 Utilize land-use, regulatory and 
financial tools to facilitate the development of 
housing affordable to all income levels. 

2.3 CommerCiaL Land use 

Commercial uses are located throughout the 
Barrio Logan Community, except for the area 
between Harbor Drive and the San Diego Bay. 
The commercial uses tend to be grouped into a 
number of categories; maritime/industry serving, 
resident/community serving, worker/navy 
serving, and auto/oriented serving.  Barrio Logan 
contains five commercial Community Plan land 
use designations. Two of those designations allow 
residential use at varied densities, and three of the 
designations prohibit residential. See Land Use 
Map for the precise location of these designations. 

Barrio Logan has long been home to maritime 
activities, including the existing ship yards along 
the San Diego Bay. Maintaining and supporting 
these marine-related activities, including ship 
repair, maritime support, warehousing and storage, 
and shipping, is important to both Barrio Logan 
and more generally to San Diego’s economy. 

commErcial lanD usE 

policiEs

Policy 2.3.1 Enhance and retain maritime-
oriented commercial uses that are compatible with 
surrounding land uses.

Policy 2.3.2 Retain and enhance existing 
neighborhood-serving commercial uses. 

Policy 2.3.3 Encourage the development of 
shopkeeper units and live/work units that allow 
residents to own and operate office, professional 
and retail uses.  

Policy 2.3.4 Consider the vacant San Diego Gas 
& Electric power plant site on Sampson Street as 
an opportunity for reuse for larger-scale office, 
commercial, research or manufacturing activities.

Policy 2.3.5 Ensure that development and uses 
contained within the Transition Zone does not 
adversely affect the health and safety of the 
surrounding community.

Policy 2.3.6 Require development of flexible 
buildings with generous floor-to-ceiling heights, 
large floor plates, and other features within the 
Transition Zone.              

Policy 2.3.7 Allow coffee roasting facilities to be 
located in areas designated as Community Village 
and Neighborhood Commercial.
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2.4 institutionaL Land use

Institutional uses provide public or semi-public 
services to the community. Table 2-7 identifies 
the public institutional uses serving Barrio Logan. 
Other institutional uses spread throughout the 
community include private schools, child care 
facilities, a vocational college, churches, and centers 
that provide health, development, and counseling 
service.

institutional lanD usE 
policiEs

Policy 2.4.1 Provide support to community social 
service institutions.

Policy 2.4.2 Coordinate with the San Diego 
Unified School District to develop a joint use park 
facility with Perkins Elementary School.  
(Refer to Recreational Element).

2.5 industriaL Land use

The Economic Prosperity Element of the General 
Plan addresses the relationship between industrial 
lands and the economic health of the City. As 
stated in the General Plan, the policies “are 
intended to strengthen our industries, retain and 
create good jobs, with self sufficient wages, increase 
income, and stimulate economic investment in our 
communities”. The element also addresses Prime 
Industrial lands that support export-oriented base 
sector activities such as warehouse distribution, 
heavy or light manufacturing, and research and 
development uses. These lands should be protected 
and maintained. 
The Barrio Logan Community Plan designates 
parcels south of Wabash Street and to the west 
of Harbor Drive, as Heavy Industrial due to 
their industrial character.  These areas have also 
been identified as Prime Industrial lands which 
contribute to the regional economy and support 
waterfront related activities. 

table 2-7 pUblic institUtional Uses 
serving barrio logan

institUtional 
Use FaCility loCation

Educational 

Perkins 
Elementary 

School
Barrio Logan

Burbank 
Elementary 

School

Southeastern  
San Diego

San Diego High 
School Downtown

San Diego

Fire Station  
No. 7 Barrio Logan 

Central 
Division

Southeastern  
San Diego

Library

Logan Heights 
Branch Library

Southeastern  
San Diego

Central Library Downtown  

U.S. 
Government

Post Office 
277 Logan Ave.

Southeastern  
San Diego 

Protect and promote development of maritime-related uses
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inDustrial lanD usE policiEs

Policy 2.5.1 Protect and promote activities, by 
prohibiting construction of new housing and 
limiting the amount of office and retail uses that 
can be introduced in industrial areas.

Policy 2.5.2 Protect and promote development of 
maritime and maritime-related uses that do not 
present health-related or environmental hazards to 
adjacent sensitive receptors. 

Policy 2.5.3 Encourage parking management, in-
creased use of alternative modes of transportation, 
and additional parking spaces to reduce parking 
impacts associated with port-related industries. 

Policy 2.5.4 Allow industrial land uses that mini-
mize conflicts with incompatible uses through 
building design and truck restrictions and provide 
a balance between the needs of the heavy indus-
trial businesses that are located west of Harbor 
Drive and the residences contained within the 
community.

Policy 2.5.5 Encourage new industrial buildings 
be designed to better integrate with the 
surrounding neighborhood.

Policy 2.5.6 Use active uses such as lobbies, 
offices, and retail areas to provide transparency on 
the street.

Policy 2.5.7 Encourage the addition of plazas, 
courtyards and outdoor places for employees to 
gather and recreate. 

Policy 2.5.8 The integration of transit within 
employment areas and the creation of safe and 
direct bicycle and pedestrian connections are 
encouraged to provided multi-modal access (refer 
to General Plan Policies UD-D.1 through D.3).

2.6 airport Land use 
CompatibiLity

The Airport Influence Areas for Naval Air Station 
North Island and San Diego International Airport 
affect the Barrio Logan Community. The Airport 
Influence Area is composed of the noise contours, 
safety zones, airspace protection surfaces, and 
over-flight areas for the two airports and serves as 
the planning boundaries for the Airport Land Use 
Compatibility Plans.

airport lanD usE 
compatibility policy

Policy 2.6.1 Ensure new development proposals 
are consistent with airport land use compatibility 
policies and regulations.

Promote economic growth in the community Reduce negative effects through building design
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2.7  speCifiC neighborhood 
guideLines 

Barrio Logan is comprised of five distinct 
neighborhoods. The five specific neighborhood 
areas coincide with the Landscape Districts of 
Section 4.3 Urban Forestry and are shown in 
Figure 2-3. The following guidelines are based 
on the characteristics of the built environment 
and the existing and desired land use pattern. 
These areas include the Barrio Logan Community 
Village, Historic Core, Transition Area, Boston 
and Main Street Corridor Area, and two Prime 
Industrial Areas.   The following sections provide 
specific land use recommendations within 
each neighborhood area.  When reviewing the 
following policies and guidelines, also refer to 
General Plan policies UD-C.1 –C.7 and UD-F.3.
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Neighborhood Areas

Build on the character of the community Encourage diverse housing opportunitiesMixed use office building with retail and office uses
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community VillagE arEa 

The Barrio Logan Community Village draws upon 
the character and strength of the Barrio’s setting, 
commercial centers, institutions and employment 
centers as shown in Figure 2-4. 

The Village area is planned to be a vibrant 
pedestrian neighborhood with enhanced 
connectivity that reflects the types of public spaces, 
structures, public art, connections, and land uses 
that are influenced by Latino culture. 

The Village land uses will include a combination 
of residential, commercial and residential vertical 
mixed use, office, commercial, recreational, civic, 
and institutional uses.  It is envisioned that Village 
streets and walkways will be designed to meet the 
needs of the pedestrian first and buildings will be 
designed to reflect human scale.

community VillagE arEa 
policiEs 

Policy 2.7.1 Promote Cesar E. Chavez Parkway 
as the community’s primary ceremonial street as 
described in the Mobility Element.  

Policy 2.7.2 Orient street frontages onto Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway, and provide for outdoor seating 
and space for retailers to display their wares. 

Policy 2.7.3 Ensure public view corridors are 
enhanced along Logan Avenue, National Avenue, 
Newton Avenue and Main Street.

Policy 2.7.4 Provide sidewalks that are 15 feet 
wide along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway to allow for 
enhanced pedestrian and commercial activity.

Policy 2.7.5 Require new development at the 
intersections of Logan Avenue, National Avenue, 
Newton Avenue and Main Street to provide 
sidewalks that are 12 to 14 feet in width and 
include corner sidewalk bulb-outs.

Policy 2.7.6 Require development to provide 
appropriate setbacks between 5 feet and 10 feet 
in order to emphasize and enhance the designated  
public view corridors along National Avenue, 
Newton Avenue and Logan Avenue northwest of 
the San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge.

Policy 2.7.7 Protect and preserve small 
retail establishments which provide jobs and 
entrepreneurship opportunities for local residents.  
Allow for the development of a public market in 
the Community Village to serve the daily needs 
of the community and provide educational and 

Figure 2-4

Community  
Village Area
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economic opportunities for the local and regional 
economy. 

The following list of uses are allowed on parcels 
that are residentially designated and zoned within 
the Community Village that are included as part 
of a public market with a Planned Development 
Permit:

·  Farmers’ markets 
· Retail sales fresh and prepared foods and 
 cooking related products 
· Secondary food manufacturing 
· Restaurants, cafes and coffee shops with 
 outdoor seating  
· Community gardens 
· Certified kitchens 
· Community event space 

Historic corE arEa 
Development within the historic core (see Figure 
2-5) should complement the existing and evolving 
character of the built environment. Commercial 
development and housing that provides live/
work spaces, small lot housing, shopkeeper units 
interspersed with the existing quality development 
of the neighborhood, along with new housing 
that provides live/work spaces, small lot housing, 
shopkeeper units, and workspace. Live work units 
for residents are envisioned as a vital part of an 
evolving arts district along Logan Avenue.

Figure 2-5

Historic Core Area

Scale of existing buildings should be reflected through design and 
choice of materials of new development

Encourage smaller scale infill development

Rehabilitate existing residential units that contribute to the historic core’s character and fabric. 
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Historic corE arEa policiEs

Policy 2.7.8 Respect the existing development 
pattern within the Historic Core area

Policy 2.7.9 Discourage parcel consolidation 
over 14,000 square feet in the Historic Core 
to maintain the historic building pattern of 
smaller buildings. If this is not possible, the scale 
of the existing buildings should be reflected 
through design and choice of materials for new 
development.

Policy 2.7.10 Encourage, smaller-scale infill 
development throughout the Historic Core.

Policy 2.7.11 Rehabilitate existing residential 
units that contribute to the historic core’s character 
and fabric. Encourage adaptive reuse of historically 
or architecturally interesting buildings in cases 
where the new use would be compatible with the 
structure itself and the surrounding area.

Policy 2.7.12  Encourage the rehabilitation of 
housing, in particular the bungalows along Evans 
Street and Sampson Street, that date back to the 
times when many Barrio Logan residents worked 
for the Navy or local fish canneries, as well as the 
larger residential units along Logan Avenue north 
of Evans Street.

Policy 2.7.13 Encourage live/work units, pocket 
housing and shopkeeper units along Logan Avenue 
and 26th Street in order to increase the vitality and 
livability of this historic street.

transition ZonE

In 2008, the San Diego Unified Port District 
adopted a Transition Zone Policy (BPC Policy 
725). The purpose of the Policy is to protect the 
maritime and maritime-related jobs provided 
by the Port of San Diego and to protect existing 
operations and business governed by the Barrio 
Logan Community Plan or the Port Master Plan. 
It is also the intent of the Policy to minimize 
conflicts with incompatible uses and to provide a 
balance between needs of the Port District and the 
goals and objectives of the adjacent communities. 
The Transition Zone is intended to include uses 
that do not pose health risks to sensitive receptor 
land uses that are adjacent or proximate to the 
Port District’s industries.

The Barrio Logan Community Plan implements 
the intent of the San Diego Unified Port District 
Transitional Zone (See Figures 2-6). Residential 
uses are prohibited adjacent to Harbor Drive or 
Main Street south of 28th Street. The Transition 
Area is intended provide a buffer comprised of 
buildings between the Heavy Industrial uses west 
of Harbor Drive and the community of Barrio 
Logan.  The area will emphasize the use of high 
quality materials and design. 

Treat rail facing facades as primary facades

Provide landscaping and sidewalks
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transition ZonE policiEs

Policy 2.7.14 Protect and promote community 
commercial uses by prohibiting residential uses 
within the Transition Zone.

Policy 2.7.15 Include active uses fronting the 
sidewalk such as retail services to engage and 
enliven the street in the Transition Zone.

Policy 2.7.16 Treat building facades facing the rail 
road right-of-way as primary façades. These facades 
should use quality materials, and screen the service 
and loading areas from the right-of-way.

Policy 2.7.17 Ensure that truck and auto ingress 
and egress are taken from the west side of 
properties facing the railway and trolley tracks in 
order to minimize impacts to the community east 
of Main Street.

Figure 2-6
Transition Area
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primE inDustrial arEas 

Barrio Logan’s Prime Industrial lands are long-term 
that serve a critical role in the region’s economy. 
The design of the industrial structures should be 
sensitively  designed since they are adjacent to 
residential and mixed use neighborhoods, and 
open space systems. Figure 5.1 illustrates the Prime 
Industrial Area in Barrio Logan.

primE inDustrial arEa  
policiEs

Policy 2.7.18 Protect the stock of existing build-
ings used by, or appropriate for, industrial business-
es by restricting conversions of industrial buildings 
for retail or office uses in areas identified as Prime 
Industrial land. 

Policy 2.7.19 Apply restrictive Heavy Industrial 
zoning to areas identified as Prime Industrial land 
to ensure that sensitive receptor and public assem-
bly land uses will not result in land use conflicts or 
otherwise diminish the availability or attractiveness 
of these areas to existing and future industrial uses.

Policy 2.7.20  Ensure that new land uses adjacent 
to Prime Industrial areas does not conflict with 
existing industrial operations characteristic of these 
areas or conflict with transportation access to these 
areas. 

Figure 2-7

Prime Industrial Area
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boston anD main strEEt 
corriDor 

Boston Avenue between 28th St. and 32nd St. is 
defined primarily by single family homes. Main 
Street between 28th Street and 32nd Street is 
characterized by a wide array of commercial, 
industrial and residential uses. The Mobility 
Element of the Plan provides policies for reducing 
the street width along Boston Avenue between 
29th Street and 32nd Street from 60-feet to 
40-feet in order to slow traffic speeds to improve 
safety for residents. Main Street is envisioned to 
intensify with higher intensity commercial and 
office uses. 

boston anD main strEEt 
corriDor policiEs

Policy 2.7.21 Enhance the low density residential 
neighborhood along Boston Avenue and mixed-
use nature of Main Street by encouraging 
appropriately scaled and sited infill development. 

Policy 2.7.22 Encourage the development of 
companion units along Boston Avenue.

Policy 2.7.23 Preserve single-family residential 
units along Boston Avenue.

Policy 2.7.24 Reduce the width of Boston Avenue 
from 60 feet to 40 feet as cited in the Mobility 
Element of the Plan.

Policy 2.7.25 Create a passive trail that includes 
recreational opportunities along the north side 
of Boston Avenue between 29th Street and 32nd 
Street.

Policy 2.7.26 Encourage new office and 
commercial retail serving uses along Main Street. 

Policy 2.7.27 Respect the existing development 
pattern of Main Street by utilizing smaller-scale 
infill commercial and office development.

Figure 2-8

Boston and Main Street  
Corridor 

Older industrial buildings in predominantly residential areas can 
be adaptively reused for commercial purposes
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2.8 CoastaL deveLopment  
permit CategoriCaL exCLusion

Development within boundaries identified in 
Figure 2-9 that complies with the underlying 
base zone requirements is categorically excluded 
from obtaining a Coastal Development Permit 
pursuant to Categorical Exclusion Order Number 
__________1. The exclusion is intended to 
incentivize revitalization within these areas. 

1.  The Categorical Exclusion Order Number will be created 
once the Community Plan and the Local Coastal Program 
is certified by the California Coastal Commission. 
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Figure 2-9
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mobility element

in this chapter

Goals

Walkability & Complete Streets

Transit Services  
and Facilities

Streets and Freeways

Transportation  
Demand Management

Bicycling 

Parking

Goods Movement and  
Freight Circulation

chapter three Barrio Logan’s location on the San Diego waterfront, proximity to downtown 
San Diego, and older urban and mixed use characteristics combined with the 
existing transportation infrastructure and services in the community create 
unique opportunities and challenges in planning for mobility in Barrio Logan.  
All modes of surface transportation have an important role in serving the 
existing and future needs of the community.  

Although Barrio Logan is one of the smallest community planning areas, it 
has a large amount of land area devoted to transportation.  Three freeways, 
Interstate 5 (I-5), State Route 15 (SR-15) and State Route 75 (SR-75) along 
with the rail corridor parallel to Harbor Drive provide regional access but also 
interrupt the connectivity of the established grid pattern of streets.  Despite 
several pedestrian and vehicular over and undercrossings, these facilities create 
perceived physical and perceptive barriers.  The multiple access and exit ramps 
to and from the freeways contribute to the traffic operations challenges. 

It is the intent of the Mobility Element to preserve the essential character of 
the neighborhood while supporting a full, equitable range of choices for the 
movement of people and goods to, within, and from the Port tidelands and 
throughout the Barrio Logan community. The Mobility Element supports and 
helps to implement the General Plan at the community plan level by including 
specific goals, policies, and recommendations that will improve mobility 
through the development of a balanced, multi-modal transportation network. 
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GOALS

• Pedestrian-friendly facilities through-
out the community with an emphasis 
on Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, 28th 
Street, the National Avenue/26th 
Street/Boston Avenue corridor, and 
Harbor Drive.  

• Transit as a mode of choice for resi-
dents and employees in the area by 
supporting improvements to transit 
service and infrastructure.

• Adequate capacity and improved 
regional access for vehicular traffic 
on heavily traveled roadways through 
focused improvements.

• A parking management strategy that 
reduces the parking impacts associ-
ated with Port tenant and Naval facili-
ties on Barrio Logan streets. 

• A safe bicycle network that connects 
community destinations and links to 
surrounding communities and the 
regional bicycle network.  

• Safe and efficient truck routes for 
access to San Diego Bay-front indus-
tries as well as businesses within the 
Barrio Logan community that mini-
mize the negative impacts associated 
with truck traffic. 

3.1 WALKABILITY 

Barrio Logan has several important features of a 
walkable community including its fine-grained 
mix of residential and neighborhood serving 
commercial uses in the village area and basic 
grid network of streets throughout. Walking is 
commonplace in Barrio Logan and sidewalks 
exist on virtually all streets. Deficiencies in the 
pedestrian environment include the barriers 
presented by the rail and freeway infrastructure, 
large land parcels, industrial uses interspersed 
throughout the neighborhood, and inadequate 
sidewalks and pedestrian facilities on higher 
pedestrian and traffic volume streets. Pedestrian 
routes in Barrio Logan have been classified based 
on definitions in the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan 
and are shown in Figure 3-1, Pedestrian Routes. 

The Mobility Element promotes the concept 
of Complete Streets in which roadways are 
designed and operated to enable safe, attractive, 
and comfortable access and travel for all users. 
Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and public 

transport users of all ages and abilities are able to 
safely and comfortably move along and across a 
complete street. Complete streets create a sense 
of place and improve social interaction and may 
include: 
• Sidewalks and buffer areas
• Bicycle lanes 
• Well designed and well placed crosswalks
• Raised crosswalks, medians or crossing islands in 
appropriate midblock locations 
• Special bus lanes 
• Accessible pedestrian signals
• Sidewalk bulb-outs 
• Street trees, planter strips and ground cover, 
staggered parking, and other ‘traffic calming’ 
techniques which tend to lower speeds and define 
an edge to travel ways
• Center medians with trees and ground cover
• Reduction in numbers of driveways

All recommended improvements in the Mobility 
Element were developed with consideration of 
implementing complete streets.  General Plan 

Barrio Logan served by Blue Line trolley 
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policies ME-A.6 through ME-A.9 as well as the 
Traffic Calming Toolbox, Tables ME-1 and ME-
2, should be consulted for additional policies. 

WaLKaBiLitY pOLicies

Policy 3.1.1 Support and promote complete 
sidewalk and intersection improvements along 
Harbor Drive including the intersections at: 
Sampson Street, Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, Schley 
Street, 28th Street and 32nd Street.

Policy 3.1.2 Support improvements to grade-
separate the Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, 28th Street 
and 32nd Street Trolley tracks in order to enhance 
pedestrian, bicycle, auto and truck circulation

Policy 3.1.3 Install missing sidewalk and curb 
ramps and remove accessibility barriers. 

Policy 3.1.4 Provide marked crosswalks and 
pedestrian countdown timers at all signalized 
intersections.

Policy 3.1.5 Work with Caltrans to redesign the 
access to the San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge 
onramp at Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and Logan 

Avenue to improve the pedestrian environment.

Policy 3.1.6 Improve the pedestrian environment 
adjacent to transit stops through the installation 
and maintenance of signs and crosswalks and 
other appropriate measures. 

Policy 3.1.7 Redesign underutilized portions of 
streets as public spaces, such as widened sidewalks 
and curb bulb-outs along Boston Avenue, 26th 
Street, 28th Street, National Avenue and Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway.

Policy 3.1.8 Provide shade-producing street trees 
and street furnishings with an emphasis in the 
Community Village and Historic Core areas.

Policy 3.1.9 Design the corners of intersections 
along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway at Logan Avenue, 
National Avenue, Newton Avenue and Main 
Street to accommodate public gathering spaces 
while maintaining the safety and flow of vehicular 
traffic.

Policy 3.1.10 Retrofit freeway underpasses 
with architectural lighting to foster pedestrian 
connections beneath.  Prioritize projects for the 

Cesar E. Chavez Parkway underpass as well as the 
Wabash Street underpass.

Policy 3.1.11 Transform unused rail and freeway 
rights-of-way into landscaped features to provide 
a pleasant and safe route where possible for 
pedestrians. Prioritize improvements for the areas 
along the east side of Harbor Drive between 32nd 
Street and Downtown San Diego and adjacent 
to I-5, SR-75 and SR-15 where the freeway is at-
grade or elevated.

3.2  TRANSIT SERVICES  
AND FACILITIES

Barrio Logan is well served by both local and 
regional transit.  Figure 3-2 illustrates the 
transit routes and stops within the community.  
Approximately 88 percent of the community is 
within one-eighth of a mile or 660 feet of a transit 
station or stop, and 100 percent of the community 
is within one-quarter of a mile.  

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) provides 
trolley service via the Blue Line that runs from 
Old Town to San Ysidro, with stations at Cesar 
E. Chavez Parkway, 28th Street, and 32nd Street.  
MTS bus routes serving Barrio Logan, as of 2011, 
are shown on Figure 3-2. In addition to all of the 
MTS transit stations and stops, a jitney stop exists 
on the north side of Harbor Drive just west of 
32nd Street. The jitney operates like a flexible bus 
route. General Plan policies ME-B.1 through ME-
B.10 should be consulted for additional policies 
and guidance. Pleasing pedestrian environment Improve pedestrian environment
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TRANSIT SERVICES AND FACILITIES 
POLICIES
Policy 3.2.1 Reduce existing curb cuts where 
possible to minimize vehicular conflicts with 
pedestrians and buses on important transit and 
neighborhood commercial streets such as National 
Avenue and Main Street.

Policy 3.2.2 Improve the environment 
surrounding bus and trolley stops through 
installation of curb extensions, shelters, additional 
seating, lighting, and landscaping where 
appropriate. 

Policy 3.2.3 Provide enhanced amenities and 
reflect the importance of the stations along Harbor 
Drive at Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and 28th Street  
through unique shelter designs, artwork and real-
time transit information.

Policy 3.2.4 Highlight the presence of each of the 
three trolley stations through street treatments and 
signage on pedestrian routes to and from each of 
the stations. 

Policy 3.2.5 Work with MTS to incorporate 
measures to improve personal safety such as 
lighting, emergency call boxes, and similar 
upgrades at each of the trolley stations.

Policy 3.2.6 Work with the San Diego Association 
of Governments (SANDAG) to incorporate 
transit infrastructure and service enhancements for 
Barrio Logan in the Regional Transportation Plan 
including roadway-rail grade separations at Cesar 
E. Chavez Parkway, 28th Street, and 32nd Street.

3.3  STREETS AND FREEWAYS

New residential, commercial and industrial 
development in Barrio Logan will generate 
additional travel in and through the area.  Figure 
3-3 shows the existing (2008) street classifications 
and average daily traffic (ADT) volumes. 
Figure 3-4a shows the planned buildout street 
classifications and Figure 2-1 shows the projected 
buildout average daily traffic.

Efforts should be made to direct some of the 
new trips to public transit, walking, and biking, 
while also accommodating new vehicle traffic and 
minimizing conflicts between modes. Targeted 
street improvements, transportation systems 
management techniques, and traffic calming 
projects should be implemented and expanded to 
increase street capacity, reduce congestion, reduce 
speeding and improve neighborhood livability.  
New technologies should be pursued to respond 
to current traffic conditions, and move people 
and goods safely and efficiently throughout the 
community.

General Plan policies ME-C.1 through ME-C.7 
and Table ME-2 Traffic Calming Toolbox should 
be consulted for additional policies and guidance.

Maximize shade producing trees Retrofitting freeways with architectural lighting Barrio Logan trolley station
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cesar e. chaVeZ parKWaY 

cereMOniaL street

The Cesar E. Chavez Ceremonial Street serves as 
the spine of the Community Village and provides 
an enhanced multi-modal connection between 
Chicano Park and the bayfront. The Ceremonial 
Street is anchored by the Mercado Commercial 
Mixed Use project. 

streets anD FreeWaY pOLicies
Policy 3.3.1 Maintain the grid network of streets 
and alleys.

Policy 3.3.2 Design publicly-accessible alleys to 
break up the scale of large developments and allow 
additional access to buildings.

Policy 3.3.3 Discourage vacating streets or alleys, 
or selling public rights-of-ways including streets 
or alleys except in cases where significant public 
benefits can be achieved.

Policy 3.3.4 Encourage the Port to site new 
structures on Port lands so as not to obstruct 
public views of the bay from City streets, and 
to extend east-west streets to the water’s edge to 
facilitate public access to the waterfront.

Policy 3.3.5 Implement the Boston Avenue Linear 
Passive Park Trail and enhance the pedestrian 
connection through this area.

Policy 3.3.6 Introduce traffic calming measures 
where appropriate to improve pedestrian safety 
and comfort, and to reduce speeding and traffic 
diversion from arterial streets onto residential 
streets and alleyways.

Policy 3.3.7 Implement Intelligent Traffic Systems 
(ITS) strategies such as smart parking technology, 
dynamic message signs, and traffic signal 
coordination to reduce traffic congestion along 
Harbor Drive, 28th Street and 32nd Street.

Policy 3.3.8 Support roadway-rail grade 
separation of the trolley by SANDAG at Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway, 28th Street, and 32nd Street. 

Policy 3.3.9 Coordinate with the US Navy to 
reduce congestion on 32nd Street through the 
construction of the Vesta Street overcrossing at 
Harbor Drive and operational improvements at 
the intersection of 32nd Street, Norman Scott 
Road and Wabash Street.

Provide additional amenities at the Barrio Logan trolley stationArtist rendition of proposed Cesar E. Chavez Parkway Ceremonial Street
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Figure 3-3
Existing Street
Classifications

and Daily Traffic

Average Daily Traffic (ADT)#,###

TWLT= Two-Way Left Turn
ROW= Right of Way
NB= North Bound
SB= South Bound
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3.4 TRANSPORTATION  
DEMAND MANAGEMENT

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 
combines marketing and incentive programs to 
reduce dependence on automobiles and encourage 
use of a range of transportation options, including 
public transit, bicycling, walking and ridesharing. 
These are important tools to reduce congestion 
and parking demand and are viable in Barrio 
Logan.  General Plan policies ME-E.1 through 
ME-E.8 should be consulted for additional 
policies and guidance.

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND 
MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

Policy 3.4.1 Encourage new residential, office 
and commercial developments, as well as any new 
parking garages to provide spaces for carsharing.
Policy 3.4.2 Encourage large employers and 
institutions in the Barrio Logan area such as 
the Port tenants, and the Community College 
District to provide transit passes at reduced rates 

to employees and students and to allow for flexible 
work and school schedules in order to shift trips to 
off-peak periods.  

Policy 3.4.3 Encourage new residential 
development to provide transit passes to residents.

Policy 3.4.4 Encourage new commercial, office 
and industrial development to provide transit 
passes to employees. 

Policy 3.4.5 Encourage employers to coordinate 
with SANDAG to provide commuter 
transportation programs.

3.5  BICYCLING

Barrio Logan’s flat topography makes it well suited 
for bicycling.  All recommended bicycle facilities 
are shown on Figure 3-5.  General Plan policies 
ME-F.1 through ME-F.6 should be consulted for 
additional policies and guidance. Key proposed 
bike corridors include:

• National Avenue which provides a direct 
connection to Downtown and centralized 
connections to important institutions and 
commercial uses within the community.

• Harbor Drive which connects to downtown 
and is the location for the Bayshore Bikeway.

• 28th Street which provides connections to 
Southeastern San Diego, Golden Hill and 
Balboa Park.

• Cesar E. Chavez Parkway which provides 
connections to San Diego Bay, Southeastern 
San Diego, Golden Hill and Balboa Park.

•   Bayshore Bikeway which provides a 
continuous loop route around San Diego Bay 
comprised of Class 1 and Class 2 facilities 
along the Harbor Drive corridor.  

BICYCLING POLICIES 

Policy 3.5.1 Provide and support a continuous 
network of safe, convenient and attractive bicycle 
facilities connecting Barrio Logan to the citywide 
bicycle network and implementing the San Diego 
Bicycle Master Plan and the Bayshore Bikeway.

Transportation Demand Management practices should encourage 
the use of bicycling and walking 

Well designed and convenient bicycle facilities Bike lane along Harbor Drive 
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Policy 3.5.2 Provide secure, accessible and 
adequate bicycle parking, particularly at Barrio 
Trolley Station located at Cesar E. Chavez 
Parkway, 28th Street and 32nd Street trolley 
stations, within shopping areas including 
the Mercado Commercial District, and at 
concentrations of employment throughout the 
community.

Policy 3.5.3 Work with Caltrans to retrofit the 
pedestrian overcrossing stairways over I-5 at 
Beardsley Street and 30th Street to add bike rails 
to facilitate wheeling a bicycle up the stairs. 

3.6 PARKING

Many of the goals and policies of this Plan depend 
heavily on how parking – both on and off street – 
is managed in Barrio Logan. These goals include 
reduced congestion and vehicle trips, improved 
transit, vibrant neighborhood commercial 
districts, housing production and affordability, and 
good urban design. 

To support the needs of businesses and create 
successful commercial areas, on-street parking 
spaces should be managed to favor short-term 
shoppers, visitors, and loading. In residential areas 
such as Boston Avenue and along Newton Avenue, 
curbside parking should be managed to favor 
residents. 

A reduction of minimum off-street parking 
requirements in new residential and commercial 
developments, while continuing to permit 
reasonable amounts of parking if desired, allows 
developers more flexibility in how they choose 
to use scarce developable space but may cause 
community parking impacts.  

Development could be built with reduced off-
street parking yet still accommodate the parking 
needs of drivers through supply and demand 
measures such as innovative shared parking 
arrangements, provision of  community parking 
garages, or other means.  Community parking 
garages would ideally be located within the 
Community Village area and in the Transition 
Zone.  These future shared parking structures are 
envisioned to provide parking for multiple users. 
General Plan policies ME-G.1 through ME-G.5 
as well as Table ME-3 (Parking Strategies Toolbox) 
should be consulted for additional policies and 
guidance.

PARKING POLICIES

Policy 3.6.1 Establish parking policies that reduce 
parking congestion. 

Policy 3.6.2 Permit construction of public parking 
garages that include shared parking arrangements 
that efficiently use space, are appropriately 
designed, and reduce the overall number of off-
street parking spaces required for development.

Policy 3.6.3 Encourage shared parking 
arrangements upon completion of a parking 
structure that accommodates the parking needs of 
the maritime and port-related industries.

Policy 3.6.4 Encourage parking spaces to be 
rented, leased, or sold separately from new 
residential and commercial space. 

Policy 3.6.5 Implement on-street parking 
management strategies in the Community Village, 
Historic Core and Transition Zone in order to 
more efficiently use street parking space and 
increase turnover and parking availability.

Policy 3.6.6 Implement a parking in-lieu fee 
for new development that would contribute to 
implementation of parking demand reduction 
strategies as well as potentially fund parking 
structures within the community.

Innovative parking management strategies 
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Planned Bicycle Network
Figure 3-5

NOTE:
Please see adjacent community plans and Bicycle Master Plan for 
planned classifications outside of the Barrio Logan Planning Area.
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3.7  GOODS MOVEMENT  
AND FREIGHT CIRCULATION

Certain areas in the Barrio Logan community 
experience higher than average truck traffic 
volumes due to the industrial land uses in the 
community and in the adjacent Port.  Truck 
restrictions have been implemented on various 
roadways in the community to eliminate the 
impacts of trucks traveling to and from the Tenth 
Avenue Marine Terminal and other Port-related 
industries. Within the community, truck trips 
to industrial uses and deliveries to retail uses are 
legitimate reasons why community streets are 
being used by trucks. Along the recommended 
truck routes shown on Figure 3-7, the needs 
of industry should be prioritized while still 
accommodating pedestrians, bicyclists and cars. 
General Plan policies ME-J.1 through ME-J.8 
should be consulted for additional policies. 

GOODS MOVEMENT AND FREIGHT 
CIRCULATION POLICIES 

Policy 3.7.1 Require adequate loading spaces 
internal to the development to minimize conflicts 
with users in new non-residential projects.

Policy 3.7.2 Provide an adequate amount of short-
term, on-street curbside freight loading spaces.

Policy 3.7.3 Ensure that adopted goods movement 
routes including 28th Street and 32nd Street meet 
the future demands of the Maritime industries as 
shown on the Future Street Classification Map 
(Figure 3-4a and 3-4b).

Policy 3.7.4 Support the Port and Caltrans efforts 
to development improvements to facilitate truck 
access to and from Harbor Drive and SR-15.

Policy 3.7.5 Support efforts to provide street 
improvements along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway 
to dissuade trucks accessing the Tenth Avenue 
Marine Terminal from using the street.

Policy 3.7.6 Provide improvements at the 
intersections of Schley Street & 26th Street & 
Main Street, 29th Street & Main Street, and 29th 
Street & Boston Avenue to accommodate truck 
access to I-5 South.

Well managed and business friendly on-street parking A typical parking garage 
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Recommended
Improvements

Figure 3-6

NOTE:
For additional information on recommended improvements,
please refer to the Facilities Financing Plan and Traffic Impact Study.
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Truck Routes and
Truck Restrictions

Figure 3-7
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in this chapter

Goals

Urban Form and  
Public Realm

Climate Sensitive Buildings

Public Views

Urban Forest/Street Trees

chapter four The Barrio Logan Urban Design Element works in conjunction with the 
other elements of the Community Plan. The intent is to create a pattern, 
scale, and character for the built environment that complements the 
existing community while fulfilling the land use and mobility goals. The 
Urban Design Element supports and implements the General Plan at the 
community plan level by including specific design guidelines for Barrio 
Logan.
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GOALS

• A built environment that respects the 
physical, historic, and cultural charac-
ter of Barrio Logan.

• Development that promotes a 
healthy, safe, secure, and attractive 
urban environment.

• An enhanced, expanded and con-
nected public realm throughout the 
community.

• A pattern and scale of development 
that meets the diverse needs of the 
community.

• Reconnect the community of Barrio 
Logan with the San Diego Bay water-
front and surrounding communities 
of Logan Heights, National City, and 
Downtown San Diego.

• Improved visual aesthetics of areas as 
seen and experienced throughout the 
community.

• A comprehensive urban forestry 
program throughout the community 
that significantly increases the canopy 
cover throughout the community.

As one of San Diego’s oldest communities, 
Barrio Logan has a long history that is evidenced 
in the built form, community character, and 
street patterns that help to define this distinctive 
community. 

Barrio Logan’s historical development along the 
bayfront and its varied parcel sizes - from large 
industrial facilities to small scale commercial, 
industrial and residential lots creates unique 
urban design opportunities and challenges. Of 

importance is reestablishing the historical linkages 
that were broken with the construction of the 
freeways and railway infrastructure throughout the 
community as shown in Figure 4-1. 

Freeways and railways are a permanent part of 
the urban fabric of Barrio Logan. However, urban 
design techniques can be used to enhance the 
urban environment and reconnect the important 
places within and outside of Barrio Logan through 
the design of the built environment. 
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A variety of new construction at different scales is 
likely to occur given the demand for housing and 
services in Barrio Logan. Potential development 
ranges from façade renovations, to modest 
structures that will fill in gaps on small parcels 
within the Historic Core and in the Community 
Village area, to more dramatic redevelopment 
of large underutilized residential and industrial 
parcels depending on the location within the 
community.  Development should add to Barrio 
Logan’s character, create a human-scaled public 
realm, and fit within the surrounding fabric. Large 
developments should not overwhelm the character 
of the area and should help establish a pedestrian-
scale pattern along the street grid system. 

Barrio Logan’s urban form is comprised of a 
distinctive street grid pattern that helps residents 
and visitors alike navigate through its streets, 
understand relationships between different 
neighborhoods, and feel the uniqueness of place. 

The northwest to southwest traditional street 
grid pattern, creating unique view corridors 
reinforced by tightly-knit street front buildings, is 
the strongest existing organizing pattern in Barrio 
Logan. This traditional grid pattern should be 
reinforced and used to connect the activity centers 
in the plan area, as well as to link Barrio Logan to 
its neighboring communities and the San Diego 
Bay. 
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4.1 URBAN FORM AND PUBLIC 
REALM

The urban design policies and guidelines are 
intended to respect and reflect the historic 
development patterns while allowing for new 
growth and development to occur that is 
consistent with the urbanized nature of Barrio 
Logan. The policies ensure that the principles of 
good neighborhood design are followed while 
allowing for freedom of architectural expression. 
As such, architectural style is not addressed in 
these guidelines. 

Instead, the guidelines pertain to the elements of 
high quality building and site design that affect 
the scale, character, pedestrian friendliness, and 
other characteristics that affect the public realm. 
The intent is to encourage high quality design 
of buildings and public spaces that will create an 
inviting and visually interesting neighborhood.  

URBAN FORM AND PUBLIC REALM 
POLICIES

Policy 4.1.1  Require new development to design 
street frontages with architectural and landscape 
interest, and provide high quality street-facing 
building exteriors, to create a visually appealing 
streetscape.

Policy 4.1.2  Design buildings so that they 
are sensitive to scale, form and quality of the 
neighborhood while respecting the context of well 
established streets, landmarks. 

Policy 4.1.3 Articulate new buildings, especially 
with large street frontages, with strong, well 
defined and rhythmic vertical elements, to achieve 
the visual interest necessary to sustain pedestrian 
interest and activity. 

Policy 4.1.4 Differentiate changes in use of 
vertically mixed-use buildings visually through 
changes in material, upper floor stepbacks or other 
means, and not solely by color alone. 

Create a visually appealing streetscape (view is of Cesar Chavez and Main Street looking north)
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Policy 4.1.5 Differentiate the mass of buildings 
with street frontages longer than 25 feet on 
residential streets or alleys, and 40 feet on all other 
streets, with well designed vertical and horizontal 
modulations such as ground floor entryway 
setbacks, upper floor stepbacks for balconies or 
other means, and not solely by color alone.

Policy 4.1.6 Use authentic materials with 
a substantial appearance, including wood, 
masonry, ceramic tile, concrete or smooth stucco. 
Avoid using materials such as foam molding 
or faux stone in particular those that have the 
appearance of thin veneer or attachment. If used, 
aforementioned materials should not be the 
dominant façade material and should not be used 
for detailing or ornamentation.

Policy 4.1.7 Terminate brick, stone, tile, veneers, 
or other applied materials logically and strongly, 
such as by wrapping corners and terminating at 
architectural modulations, articulations, frames or 
other features, so not to appear superficially affixed 
to the façade.

Policy 4.1.8 Use non-reflective glass windows on 
all ground floor retail and first floor office uses 
that front onto pedestrian streets and alleys. Frame 
windows with protruding vertical and horizontal 
shading elements to provide required protection 
from overheating when windows face southwest 
and west.

Policy 4.1.9 Locate all mechanical equipment, 
including ground, building and roof-mounted 
equipment away from public view where possible. 

a) Screen views of ground, building and roof-
mounted mechanical equipment from 
adjoining properties and public rights of way 
with building elements that are consistent with 
the overall character and design of the building 
facades. Building frontage should not be used 
for utilities, storage and refuse collection 
wherever possible.

b) Place utility boxes and access panels 
underground, or out of the public right-of-way 
so as to prevent pedestrian impediments and 
blank building frontages, and to ensure that 
sidewalk planting opportunities for street trees 
and landscape are not limited.

Policy 4.1.10 Ensure that development includes 
appropriate setbacks.
a) Provide space for an entry and front landing 

between the public sidewalk and the private 
entryway for commercial and residential streets.

b) Use setbacks or projections on the upper 
floors, balconies, bay windows, innovative roof 
lines, or roof decks to make the façade of the 
building attractive and more compatible to the 
surrounding context. 

Visually differentiate changes in use of vertically mixed-use 
buildings

Use non-reflective glass windows on ground floor retail and first 
floor office

Provide space for an entry and front landing between the public 
sidewalk and the private entryway
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Policy 4.1.11 Incorporate Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
measures to design safer environments in all new 
development. Physically intimidating security 
measures such as window grills or spiked gates 
should be avoided; security concerns should be 
addressed by creating well-lit, well used streets and 
active residential frontages. (Refer to General Plan 
Policy UD-A.17).

GROUND FLOOR RETAIL 
POLICIES

Policy 4.1.12 Design storefront space with 
minimum 12 to 15-foot-high ceilings to 
encourage high quality design and accommodate 
diverse commercial uses.

Policy 4.1.13 Ensure that ground floor retail space 
has sufficient building depth to meet the needs of 
retailers.

PARKING POLICIES

Policy 4.1.14 Minimize the land area dedicated 
to parking, on-site space dedicated to automobile 
circulation, and the associated visual impact of 
parking by creating access to parking from the 
alleyway and by other means (Refer to General 
Plan Policies UD-A.11-12).

Policy 4.1.15 Place parking underground 
wherever site conditions allow.

Policy 4.1.16 Consolidate parking for multiple 
properties, where opportunities arise, to reduce 
the average cost of construction and minimize the 
number of curb cuts and garage entrances.

Design all ground floor commercial development to have 15-foot 
high ceilings

Design live/work units on the ground floor to appear like 
storefront space with minimum 12-feet-high ceilings

Screen curb cuts and automotive entryways with low building 
elements

Create access to parking from the alleyway 
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Policy 4.1.17 Strongly discourage at grade 
parking. Wrap at-grade parking with a minimum 
of 15 feet of active use, such as residential and/
or retail, on both the primary and secondary 
street frontages, except for the minimum frontage 
required for fire doors and parking access. 

Policy 4.1.18 Eliminate curb cuts concurrent with 
development, and locate parking, service, and 
loading access at the rear of buildings. If this is not 
possible, screen these elements with low building 
elements that integrate living walls, public art, and 
lighting design. 

Policy 4.1.19 Prohibit drive-throughs in all new 
commercial and retail development. 
 

BUILDINGS AND FRONTING 
SIDEWALK POLICIES

Policy 4.1.20 Ensure that building openings 
and fenestration represent the uses behind them, 
minimize visual clutter, harmonize with prevailing 
conditions, and provide architectural interest. 
Recess windows a minimum of 3 inches.

Policy 4.1.21 Locate active uses on the ground 
floor of the buildings in order to enliven and 
engage the street.  

Policy 4.1.22 Access ground-floor units directly 
from the public right-of-way. If this is not feasible, 
provide access through a transparent lobby. 

Policy 4.1.23 Clearly identify entryways by 
adding awnings, creating a landing area or front 
porch, or adding design details.
a) Residential units fronting a street or alley 

should have their primary entryway accessible 
from the street or alley.

b) Garages should not take the place of the main 
entryway.

Locate active uses on the ground floor Buildings should be set back to accommodate front steps and 
stoops to help embrace the sidewalk

Building form should celebrate corner locations 
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Policy 4.1.24 Require that buildings embrace 
the public realm, and be set back only to 
accommodate elements that enhance this effect. 
This includes wider sidewalks, front steps and 
stoops to create lively storefronts or to mark 
entrances. 

Policy 4.1.25 Enhance setback areas with high 
quality streetscape elements and landscape. 

Policy 4.1.26 Prohibit chain-link fencing on 
parcels adjacent to the street or public right of way.

Policy 4.1.27 Ensure that building form celebrates 
corner locations where topography permits. 
Retail entrances should be located at corners for 
neighborhood-serving commercial and mixed use 
projects.

a) Primary residential entrances may be located 
away from the corner to prevent congestion. 

b) For all types of development, special building 
elements and architectural expressions, such 
as towers, special entries should be used 
strategically at key locations to address key 
street intersections and celebrate nearby 
important public spaces. These elements should 
be integrated into the overall design of the 
building.

c) Encourage the use of special corner treatments  
for buildings that front onto the intersections 
of Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, Sigsbee Street, 
Beardsley Street, 16th Street, Dewey Street, 
Evans Street, Sampson Street, and Sicard Street, 
as well as 27th and 28th Streets.

ACCESS TO LIGHT AND AIR 
POLICIES

Policy 4.1.28 Orient and configure development 
to allow for adequate access to light and air so that 
daylight is able to reach all living spaces for part of 
the day; and adequate ventilation is provided when 
windows are open.
a) Avoid building configurations that rely on 

narrow side yards for access to air and light. 
b) Provide courts, niches, alcoves, and other spaces 

in new residential and mixed-use development 
to allow for access to air, light, and ventilation 
from two or more sides if possible.

Policy 4.1.29 Require that residential and 
mixed-use development maximize access to 
private outdoor space and light while ensuring an 
adequate level of privacy of all residents. 
a)  Windows and balconies should not face or 

overlook each other.
b) Minimize the number of windows looking 

into neighboring interior private yards when 
possible. Otherwise, provide landscape or 
architectural features that afford privacy.  

c) Encourage residential balconies designed to 
work within the building’s façade and used 
to help express different modulations of the 
building. Balconies can be inset, projecting, 
or a part of an upper terrace. Plantings on 
balconies are strongly encouraged.

Orientation and configuration of development should allow for 
adequate access to light and air

Residential and mixed-use development shall maximize access to 
private outdoor space
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BUILDING HEIGHT POLICIES 

Policy 4.1.30 Use the surrounding buildings 
to inform variations in height and massing of 
development.

Policy 4.1.31 Step down development in height as 
it approaches the Bay to reinforce the city’s natural 
topography and to enhance views to the San 
Diego Bay (Figure 8-1).

Policy 4.1.32 Ensure that development height 
be roughly proportional to street width, except 
where different heights are desired to reflect the 
importance of key streets within the Community 
Village area or to preserve desired lower-scale 
character within the Historic Core.

PUBLIC VIEW POLICIES 

Policy 4.1.33 Require buildings along National 
Avenue, Main Street, Newton Avenue, and Logan 
Avenue northwest of the San Diego-Coronado 
Bridge to accommodate a minimum sidewalk 
width of 12 to 14 feet to preserve views toward 
downtown and allow for enhanced pedestrian 
amenities. 

Policy 4.1.34 Require buildings along Sampson 
Street to be set back 5 feet from the back edge of 
the sidewalk to frame views toward San Diego Bay.

Policy 4.1.35 Require buildings along Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway to be set back to accommodate 
a minimum sidewalk width of 13 to 15 feet to 
preserve views toward San Diego Bay and allow for 
enhanced pedestrian amenities.

Policy 4.1.36 Require buildings constructed in 
the westernmost portions of the community near 
Harbor Drive to be designed to maintain existing 
views, and where possible enhance the bayview 
corridors to San Diego Bay along Beardsley, Cesar 
E. Chavez, Evans, Sampson, and Sicard.

Establish building heights to be proportional to street’ widths

Provide upper story setbacks along alley frontages 

National Avenue view corridor
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HISTORICALLY AND CULTURALLY 
SIGNIFICANT BUILDING 
POLICIES

Policy 4.1.37 Design infill development to 
positively reflect the qualities of historically and 
culturally significant buildings and not merely 
replicate the architectural style. 

Policy 4.1.38 Maintain the fine-grained scale of 
much of Barrio Logan by developing projects to 
match existing parcel footprints. 

Policy 4.1.39 Preserve notable landmarks and 
areas of historic, architectural and aesthetic value, 
and promote the preservation of other buildings 
and features that provide continuity with the past.

Policy 4.1.40 Site buildings so that they reinforce 
street frontages and alleyways and relate to the 
context of existing and planned buildings.  

Policy 4.1.41 Encourage buildings to express a 
variety of architectural styles, but should do so 
with full awareness of, and respect for, the height, 
mass, articulation and materials of the high quality 
(desirable) older buildings that surround them. 

Infill development should provide positive additions to the best of the old
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4.2 CLIMATE SENSITIVE BUILDING 
POLICIES

Development of infill buildings and retrofitting of 
existing buildings should take into account energy 
efficient design. When energy efficient design 
is incorporated into the overall site planning 
and individual building design, it can create a 
distinctive context sensitive architecture that will 
be unique to the Barrio Logan neighborhood. 
Macro and micro level design solutions may 
include the following:

Policy 4.2.1 Minimize building heat gain 
and appropriately shade windows for all new 
development
a)  Orient buildings to minimize east and west 

facing facades.
b) Configure buildings in such way as to create 

internal courtyards to trap cool air while still 
encouraging interaction with streets and open 
spaces.

c) Provide awnings, canopies and deep-set 
windows on south facing windows and entries.

d) Provide exterior shades and shade screens on 
east, west and south-facing windows.

e) Use horizontal overhangs, awnings or shade 
structures above south facing windows to 
mitigate summer sun but allow winter sun. 
Encourage overhang depth to equal half the 
vertical window height to shade the window 
from early May to mid-August but still 
allowing the winter sun.

f )  Provide vertical shading and fins on east and 
west facing building facades.

 
Policy 4.2.2 Maximize natural and passive cooling 
that builds on the proximity of the nearby San 
Diego Bay.
a) Install high vents or open windows on the 

leeward side of the buildings to let the hottest 
air, near the ceiling, escape.

b) Create low open vents or windows on the 
windward side that accepts cooler air to replace 
the hotter air.

c) Ensure that leeward openings have substantially 
larger total area (50% to 100%) larger than 
those on the windward side to ensure adequate 
pressure to facilitate air movement.

d) Include high ceiling vaults and thermal 
chimneys to promote rapid air changes and to 
serve as architectural articulation for buildings.

e) Use wing walls (vertical solid panels placed 
alongside of windows perpendicular to the 
wall on the windward side of the building) 
to accelerate the natural wind speed due to 
pressure differences.

GREEN BUILDING POLICIES

Policy 4.2.3 Incorporate environmentally 
conscious building practices and materials.
a) Use durable construction materials, as well as 

re-used and recycled materials.
b) Encourage the use of permeable paving 

elements in auto and non-auto-oriented areas.
c) Minimize impervious surfaces that have large 

thermal gain.
Policy 4.2.4 Provide on-site landscaping 
improvements that minimize heat gain and 
provide attractive and context sensitive landscape 
environments.
a) Plant deciduous trees on the south side of 

buildings to shade the south face and roof 
during the summer while allowing sunlight to 
penetrate buildings in the winter.

b) Plant vegetation adjacent to exposed east and 
west facing walls.

c) Plant groundcovers that prevent ground 
reflection and keep the surface cooler, 
preventing re-radiation.

Minimize building heat gain with appropriate courtyard 
configurations and shading fenestration techniques 

Maximize natural and passive cooling
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Policy 4.2.5 Integrate storm water BMPs on-site 
to maximize their effectiveness.
a) Encourage the use of intensive and extensive 

green roofs and water collection devices, such 
as cisterns and rain barrels, to capture rainwater 
from the building for re-use.

b) Utilize downspouts to discharge into 
disconnected impervious areas to interrupt the 
direct flow of rainwater from the buildings to 
the storm water system.

c) Minimize on-site impermeable surfaces, such 
as concrete and asphalt. Utilizing permeable 
pavers, porous asphalt, reinforced grass 
pavement (turf-crete), or cobble-stone block 
pavement to detain and infiltrate run-off 
on-site.

4.3 URBAN FOREST/STREET TREES 

Tree-lined streets enhance a community and 
leave lasting impressions for anyone who lives, 
works, or visits the community.  Street trees are a 
significant and highly visual portion of the urban 
fabric, and are a vital part of the infrastructure 
system essential to the quality of life in an urban 
environment.  Street trees provide economic, 
environmental, social and aesthetic benefits.   
Street trees can give a distinctive character to 
the community, establish visual harmony and 
continuity along the street, help to increase 
property values, enhance civic pride, absorb 
carbon dioxide, improve health,  promote overall 
well being, reduce storm water runoff and produce 
oxygen and filter airborne particulates to help 
reduce air pollution. 

Policy 4.3.1 Shade-producing street trees 
should be the primary organizing element of the 
streetscape; restrictions and conflicts with other 
elements should be minimized to ensure consistent 
plantings. See Appendix A for a list of Street Trees. 

COMMUNITY CORRIDORS

Principal thoroughfares will be consistently 
planted with selected theme trees, establishing 
strong, recognizable community-wide design 
elements. The community corridor street tree plan 
establishes individualized streetscape concepts 
for major thoroughfares in the community.  
These streetscapes act as linear gateways to 
the community and contain some significant 
commercial areas.  These streets include Logan 
Avenue, National Avenue, Newton Avenue, Main 
Street and Cesar E. Chavez Parkway. In addition 
to giving the streetscape a unified character, the 
following should be considered:
a) Theme trees are the dominant species and will 

establish the character of the street.
b) Alternate trees are also appropriate and should 

be used when conditions for the Theme Tree 
are inappropriate, or when there is a need 
to separate the dominant species for disease 
prevention or visual accent purposes. 
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LANDSCAPE DISTRICTS

For purposes of neighborhood street tree 
selection, the community has been divided into 
the following six districts based on their built 
environments: Community Village, Historic 
Core, Transition Area, Main and Boston Corridor, 
Harbor Drive, and Prime Industrial (See Figure 
2-3 for Neighborhood Areas map). Each district 
will be distinguished by a unique selection of trees. 
Within each selection, any of the listed trees can 
be established as the theme tree for a particular 
block, street or area. Consistent tree planting 
within neighborhoods will help to foster a cohesive 
sense of place.

THEME TREE 

These are trees that form the dominant character 
of the street. Theme trees should be used to unify 
the street unless site conditions require that an 
alternate or an accent tree be used. 

ALTERNATE TREE 

These are trees that are considered appropriate 
for the site, due to view corridors, orientation of 
the street to views, or micro-climate conditions.  
New planting should use the theme trees, however 
when conditions for the tree cannot be achieved, 
or when there is a need to separate the theme tree 
for disease prevention purposes an alternate tree 
should be used.

ACCENT TREE

Accent trees should be selected based on flowering 
habit, foliage color, foliage texture, and/or tree 
form.  Accent trees should compliment the theme 
tree. 

URBAN FOREST/STREET TREES 
POLICIES

Policy 4.3.2 Incorporate shade-producing street 
trees along all streets and roadways.
a) Maximize tree canopy – the optimum canopy 

will vary in accordance with street size, 
existing infrastructure, community needs, 
environmental limitations, and aesthetic 
considerations. 

b) Plant two different species of tree per block to 
mitigate the loss of an entire planting of trees 
due to disease. Placement of different species 
should be organic in nature rather than simply 
alternating one species with another.          

c) Provide an appropriate mix of drought-
tolerant tree types in order to provide a diverse 
ecosystem more able to adapt to changing 
environmental pressures.

d) Provide a mixed age tree population. Including 
a mix of juvenile, young, and mature trees is 
essential to ensure a constant level of benefits 
from street trees.

e) Provide varied forms, textures, structure, 
flowering characteristics and other aesthetic 
benefits to enhance the types of street 
environments found in Barrio Logan.

Policy 4.3.3 Encourage and support community 
design and plantings of additional street trees that 
are consistent in theme and character.

Shade producing street trees along Dalbergia Street
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Policy 4.3.4 Require a double row of street trees 
where sidewalks/setbacks exceed a total of 15 feet.

Policy 4.3.5 Provide for the necessary care of 
existing street trees and replace trees which are 
damaged with in-kind in a timely manner. 

Policy 4.3.6 Use accent trees that are a different 
species than the adjacent street trees at important 
street intersections or corners.

Policy 4.3.7 Ensure that public agencies and 
private enterprises responsible for maintenance 
of street trees operate with common goals and 
objectives.
a) Coordinate with public agencies and private 

enterprises when impacting street trees.
b) Reduce conflicts with existing infrastructure 

through proper tree selection and through the 
recognition of street trees as a vital and equal 
component of the City’s infrastructure. 

Policy 4.3.8 Space street trees no further than 30’ 
on center to achieve a continuous canopy.

Policy 4.3.9 Encourage contiguous tree-lined 
parkways along residential streets, such as Boston 
Avenue. 

Policy 4.3.10 Provide large trees in tree grates 
along  commercial streets, when contiguous 
parkways cannot provide adequate room for both 
circulation and the landscape planted area.

Policy 4.3.11 Encourage residents and businesses 
to organize and implement tree planting 
programs consistent with the Landscape Districts 
recommendations.  Selection of one theme tree, 
from the Landscape District list (Appendix 
A), for each neighborhood street, or block is 
recommended to create local continuity and 
identity.

Policy 4.3.12 Maintain existing parkways and 
provide landscape parkways between the curb and 
sidewalk in new developments and redeveloped 
areas.

Encourage tree-lined streets
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prosperity element

in this chapter

Goals

Industrial

Commercial and Office 

chapter five Economic development efforts create job opportunities for the residents 
of Barrio Logan as well as other San Diego neighborhoods. To ensure that 
industrial uses and locally-serving commercial uses remain viable in Barrio 
Logan, the plan proposes to protect and preserve Prime Industrial lands, 
provide a Transition Zone between predominantly industrial and residential 
areas, promote infill commercial and office development, and encourages the 
use of local and state programs to incentivize business retention and expansion. 

Barrio Logan is an important employment center for the region. In 2010, the 
Barrio Logan Community Plan area had approximately 10,105 employees.  The  
plan is expected to increase employment to approximately 14,893 employees. 
The maritime base sector industries are important for the stability and growth 
of Barrio Logan commercial businesses and entire regional economy and is also 
an important part of the economic base. The Port of San Diego’s 10th Avenue 
Marine Terminal, 32nd Street Naval Base, and the maritime-oriented industries 
are all inter-dependent on each other. 
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GOALS

• Sufficient long-term capacity for base 
sector industrial industries. 

• Economic growth of major maritime 
industries and local businesses that 
cater to the maritime industries while 
promoting environmentally sustain-
able business operations.

• A strong and stable socio-economic 
makeup comprised of a residential 
community and an industrial center 
for water-oriented industry.

• Economic wellbeing of locally-owned 
and operated businesses by utilizing 
economic development approaches 
and programs that benefit the local 
business environment.

• Ample middle income job opportuni-
ties for residents of Barrio Logan and 
other nearby communities. 

Barrio Logan lacks basic commercial and 
retail-serving uses such as banks, pharmacies, 
convenience stores, and other neighborhood 
serving uses typically found in urbanized 
communities. 

Logan Avenue from Chicano Park to 27th 
Street is envisioned as a commercial arts and 
cultural district which could provide new job and 
entrepreneurial opportunities for Barrio Logan 
residents.
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The maritime industries located west of Harbor 
Drive are active use, providing the Port and city 
with modern shipbuilding as well as container- 
and non-container-cargo handling facilities. The 
businesses at and related to the bay front are well 
integrated with the city’s economy; they employ a 
substantial number of people, generate income for 
the Port, and taxes for the city.

It is important for the health and diversity of the 
city’s economy and population that land West of 
Harbor Drive and within the Transition Zone be 
preserved for Maritime-Oriented Production and 
Repair (MPR) activities. Jobs in these areas tend to 
pay above average wages, provide jobs for residents 
of all education levels and offer good opportunities 
for advancement.

5.1 INDUSTRIAL

The majority of industrial businesses in Barrio 
Logan manufacture goods and provide a wide 
variety of repair, processing, and logistic services to 
other businesses and to the Navy.   

PRIME INDUSTRIAL LANDS 

Lands identified as Prime Industrial are shown in 
Figure 5-1 and support export-oriented activities 
such as manufacturing, research and development, 
and supporting business service uses.

The identification of Prime Industrial lands is 
intended to protect valuable industrial land for 
industrial uses and prevent future encroachment 
of incompatible uses. Prime Industrial lands 
are characterized by predominantly industrial 
structures and uses generally free from residential 
or sensitive receptor land uses.

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL

The Heavy land use designation allows heavy 
industry manufacturing, but also allows a wide 
variety of light manufacturing, distribution, and 
some service sector uses. 

INDUSTRIAL POLICIES

Policy 5.1.1 Prohibit the establishment of sensitive 
receptor and public assembly land uses within 
industrially designated areas. 

Policy 5.1.2 Require analysis and justification 
per General Plan Policies EP-A.11 and EP-A.12.c 
for any proposed changes that would remove 
properties from the Prime Industrial lands map.

Pacific Ship Repair building NASSCO Heavy Industrial PCE Maritime Industries
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5.2 COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE

There are a variety of commercial uses within 
Barrio Logan that not only serve residential 
customers but also provide other important goods 
and services to other business and industries such 
as those on the waterfront and the Navy. 

Commercial uses within the Community Village 
area should be provided in a mixed-use setting 
that complements adjacent or adjoining residential 
uses.  

COMMUNITY AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL

Retail uses that provide groceries, consumer wares 
and services are encouraged to locate in land 
designated for Community and Neighborhood 
Commercial. 

HEAVY COMMERCIAL

The Heavy Commercial designation provides 
for retail sales, commercial services, office uses, 
wholesale, distribution, storage, and vehicular sales 
and service uses. Residential is not allowed within 
the designation of Heavy Commercial.

OFFICE COMMERCIAL

Office Commercial uses shall provide for office 
employment with limited, accessory retail uses. 
It is the intent of this designation to provide 
major employers such as the Navy and Port 
tenants to locate larger scale offices in Barrio 
Logan along major thoroughfares and to buffer 
the predominantly residential areas from the 
predominantly industrial areas.

COMMERCIAL POLICIES

Policy 5.2.1 Locate smaller-scale convenience 
shopping opportunities throughout Barrio Logan 
to promote greater pedestrian activity. 

Policy 5.2.2 Future development projects that 
provide neighborhood serving commercial uses in 
Barrio Logan should be encouraged. 

Policy 5.2.3 Encourage the development of 
neighborhood serving commercial uses; including 
food markets, restaurants, and other small 
retail shops to serve both residents and the Port 
tidelands employees.

Policy 5.2.4 Enhance the business corridor along 
Logan Avenue from Chicano Park to 27th Street 
as an Arts and Cultural Mixed-Use District.

Policy 5.2.5 Encourage the development of new 
office space that supports and complements the 
major Port industries and United States Navy. 

Retail uses such as restaurants and small stores are encouraged  Heavy Commercial Birds eye view of Mercado commercial area at Main Street and 
Cesar E. Chavez Parkway
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public facilities, services 
and safety

in this chapter

Goals

Public Facilities and Services

Health and Safety

chapter six The purpose of the Public Facilities, Services and Safety Element is to identify 
and propose public facilities and services needed to serve the existing and future 
population of Barrio Logan. This element includes specific policies regarding 
public facilities financing, public facilities and services prioritization, fire-rescue, 
police, stormwater, water and sewer infrastructure, waste management, libraries, 
schools, parks, trails and habitat restoration, public utilities, healthcare and 
social service facilities as well as health and safety. Figure 6-1 illustrates where 
current facilities exist (as of 2012). 
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goals

• public facilities and services that are 
available and accessible to the com-
munity.

• Development that fully addresses 
their impacts to public facilities and 
services.

• police and fire safety services that 
meet the current and future needs of 
the barrio logan community.

• park and recreation and school facili-
ties that are safe and convenient.

• a reliable system of water, wastewa-
ter, stormwater, and sewer facilities 
that serve the existing and future 
needs of the community.

• High levels of emergency prepared-
ness.

• minimal exposure to hazardous mate-
rials.

• an adequate plan to prepare and re-
spond to issues resulting from seismic 
conditions.

6.1 publiC FaCilities and 
serviCes

police anD Fire

Barrio Logan is located within the Police 
Department’s Central Division jurisdiction. 
Central Division is comprised of the following 
facilities:

• Central Division, 2501 Imperial Avenue
• Logan Heights Storefront located at 446 26th 

Street
Fire protection services are provided by: 

•   Fire Station #7, 944 Cesar E. Chavez Parkway
•   Fire Station #19, 3434 Ocean View Blvd.

Fire Station #7 is a 3,645 square foot station 
constructed in 1957. A larger fire station is needed 
in order to respond to incidents in Barrio Logan, 
Downtown San Diego and Port of San Diego. 
San Diego Fire Station #19 was completed in 
1986 and covers a portion of the Barrio Logan 
community between 28th Street and the border of 
National City. 

police anD Fire policies

Policy 6.1.1 Provide additional police oversight of 
Chicano Park to assist with issues of prostitution 
and vagrancy. 

Policy 6.1.2 Construct a new state-of-the-art fire 
station to replace the existing Fire Station #7.

Policy 6.1.3 Ensure that there is sufficient fire 
protection coverage and that established response 
times are met throughout Barrio Logan.

Water, seWer anD stormWater 
inFrastructure

Extensive replacement and maintenance of the 
water and sewer lines has been occurring from year 
to year. Upgrading the existing infrastructure is an 
ongoing process.  Barrio Logan is under capacity 
in terms of storm drainage and the community has 
traditionally seen flooding during storms. Water 
from rainstorms can cause flooding throughout 
the alleys and many of the streets of Barrio Logan. 
Upgrading existing infrastructure as well as the 
storm drain system is critical to the future of 
Barrio Logan. 

Ensure that there is sufficient fire protection coverage and response 
times throughout Barrio Logan.
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Water, seWer anD stormWater 
inFrastructure policies

Policy 6.1.4 Upgrade infrastructure for water and 
sewer facilities and institute a program to clean the 
storm drain system prior to the rainy season.

Policy 6.1.5 Install infrastructure that includes 
components to capture, minimize, and add/or 
prevent pollutants in urban runoff from reaching 
San Diego Bay and Las Chollas Creek.

parks, scHools, anD library

Barrio Logan has two parks to serve the 
community: the City’s Chicano Neighborhood 
Park and the Port District’s Cesar Chavez 
Park. There are also private and not-for-profit 
community organizations that offer recreational 
facilities and programs within the community. 
Refer to the Recreation Element for details.

The San Diego Unified School District’s Perkins 
Elementary is a kindergarten to 8th grade public 
elementary school. It is the only public elementary 
school located in Barrio Logan. To meet the needs 
of the community, the school added grades 6 
through 8 by placing portable classrooms in the 
school’s the recreational area. 

Perkins Elementary School

Chicano Park
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Perkins Elementary School will need to identify 
additional recreational area  to accommodate the 
increase in the student population. The children 
attending junior and senior high school must 
travel outside the community’s boundaries, 
typically to San Diego High School located on 
Park Boulevard in downtown San Diego. When 
the planned joint Downtown San Diego Public 
Library and High School facility located on L 
Street is completed, this High School should be 
available to Barrio Logan residents. Since the 
population of Barrio Logan is not expected to 
exceed 11,831, junior or high school facilities are 
not planned within the Barrio Logan planning 
area boundaries.

As of 2013, the San Diego Community College 
District has a continuing educational facility in 
Barrio Logan that provides vocational training 
opportunities. 

The library at Logan Elementary School in 
Southeastern San Diego provides library services 
for Barrio Logan. The new Central Library located 
in downtown will provide library services as well. 

parks, scHools anD library 
policies

Policy 6.1.6 Ensure that existing and future parks 
meet the needs of the residential population 
in Barrio Logan as well as provide recreational 
opportunities for workers and visitors alike.

Policy 6.1.7 Coordinate with the San Diego 
Unified School District and community to explore 
options for the provision of needed educational 
facilities, including the establishment of charter 
schools that serve Barrio Logan and downtown 
San Diego.

Policy 6.1.8 Ensure that future library services 
provide the necessary resources for Barrio Logan 
residents.

public utilities, street ligHts 
anD community beneFit 
assessment District

Gas and electricity are provided by the San Diego 
Gas & Electric Company.  San Diego Gas & 
Electric has substantial investment in the Barrio 
Logan community. Several parcels of land are 
owned by the utility and one of the utility’s major 
power stations in the San Diego region is located 
in Barrio Logan. This station is identified as the 
Silvergate substation, located west of Harbor Drive 
at Sampson Street. 

Barrio Logan lacks adequate street lighting 
throughout the community. Street lighting is 
important to improve safety for pedestrians, 
vehicles, and property at night. 

A Community Benefit Assessment District 
(CBAD) would assist in funding and maintaining 
community-desired improvements that are not 
typically funded by the City. These community 
services could include enhanced lighting, 
landscaping, streetscape amenities and other non-
standard improvements. 

public utilities, street ligHts 
anD community beneFit 
assessment District policies

Policy 6.1.9 Improve the general cleanliness 
of Barrio Logan through regular litter removal, 
street sweeping and maintenance efforts to 
ensure that the public right-of-way and facilities 
are maintained to the standard citywide level of 
service.

Policy 6.1.10 Support the adoption a community 
benefit assessment district throughout Barrio 
Logan to assist in paying for such programs as a 
community-wide street tree planting program, 
street lighting and litter abatement program.

Policy 6.1.11 Consider the establishment of a 
lighting and landscape maintenance district for the 
inclusion of pedestrian-oriented historical lighting 
and shade-producing street trees within the public 
right-of-way.

Community College Continuing Education Center on Main 
Street and Cesar E. Chavez Parkway
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6.2 health and saFety

geological anD seismic 
HazarDs

The geologic formation underlying Barrio Logan, 
other than the artificial fill in the tidelands, is the 
Bay Point Formation. It is composed mostly of 

marine and non-marine, poorly consolidated, fine- 
and-medium-grained, sandstone. Geologic faults 
in the San Diego coastal area lie within a regional 
northwest striking right-lateral fault system. The 
most prominent fault along the coast is the Rose 
Canyon fault zone that crosses Barrio Logan in a 
complex pattern of active and potentially active 
fault traces. The two most significant active faults 

identified in the area are the Downtown Graben 
and the San Diego Fault shown in Figure 6-2.

Barrio Logan does have areas that could be prone 
to liquefaction Liquefaction occurs when soil loses 
strength and stiffness in response to applied stress. 
Locations prone to liquefaction in Barrio Logan 
can be seen on Figure 6-2 and include relatively 
small portions of the southern end of the plan 
area. They are typically south of SR-15 and west of 
Dalbergia Street to the bay, west of Harbor Drive 
between 16th Street and SR-15 to the bay.

geological anD seismic 
HazarDs policies

Policy 6.2.1 Implement all seismic-safety 
development requirements, including those of the 
Priolo Zone Act and the Downtown Special Fault 
Zones, for areas subject to potential liquefaction.

Policy 6.2.2 Work closely with developers to 
provide publicly-accessible open space where active 
faults are found and building cannot take place

Park built on a fault line separates buildings from the fault
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tsunamis

Barrio Logan is vulnerable to tsunamis. A tsunami 
is a series of sea waves generated by undersea 
earthquakes, landslides, or other large, impulsive 
displacements of sea level. The hazard is relatively 
less severe than other coastal areas of the state 
due to the unique form of San Diego Bay, Point 
Loma and the Coronado Island-Silver Strand 
landmasses. These major landforms would absorb 
the initial effects of a tsunami. The State Resources 
Department indicates that the plan area should 
observe special caution during a tsunami alert and 
that the area should be cleared if flood tide and 
tsunami are coincident. 

tsunami policies

Policy 6.2.3 Participate proactively in the efforts 
of other agencies to plan for tsunami events.

Policy 6.2.4 Promote awareness of the Alert 
San Diego emergency notification system, and 
encourage self-registration of cell phone numbers, 
and e-mail addresses.

HazarDous materials

Exposure to hazardous materials can cause harm 
immediately or over time, and must be mitigated 
to ensure public safety.  As an example, when an 
industrial building is demolished, asbestos and 
lead based-paint could contaminate soil and water.  
Implementing established remediation protocols in 
these situations is required to reduce public health 
risks to a negligible level.

HazarDous materials policies 

Policy 6.2.5 Require documentation of hazardous 
materials investigation addressing site and building 
conditions during the review of development 
projects.

Policy 6.2.6 Do not support on-site remediation 
of contaminated soil if the process causes external 
air and water quality impacts to the surrounding 
environment.

broWnFielDs

Brownfields are properties where the previous 
use(s) has caused environmental contamination 
that will be required to be cleaned up before 
redevelopment can occur. Brownfield sites are 
abandoned or under-used properties where 
past actions have caused real or suspected 
environmental contamination. These sites may 
include, but are not limited to: businesses that 
contained heavy industrial or commercial uses, 
abandoned gas stations, former dry cleaners, 
and other commercial properties where toxic 
substances may have been stored or used. Many 
of these industrial sites may have been remediated 
however, not to the level to allow such uses 
as residential and certain institutional uses. 
Additional remediation may be required.

broWnFielDs policies

Policy 6.2.7 Ensure that sites designated as 
brownfields comply with all state regulations.

Policy 6.2.8 Seek funding sources specifically 
targeted at brownfield site remediation.
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recreation element

in this chapter

Goals

Parks and Recreation Facilities

Preservation, Protection and Enhancement

Accessibility

Open Space Lands

chapter seven The Barrio Logan Community Plan Recreation Element includes specific 
policies and recommendations addressing the following topic areas: Parks 
and Recreation Facilities, Preservation, Accessibility and Open Space Lands. 
These policies and recommendations, along with the broader goals and policies 
of the General Plan, provide a comprehensive parks strategy intended to 
accommodate the community throughout the next twenty years. Because of 
the scarcity of park amenities in Barrio Logan, the Recreation Element includes 
intensification strategies to expand facilities and programming within existing 
public spaces.
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goals

• a sustainable park and recreation 
system that meets the needs of a 
variety of users such as children, 
the elderly, persons with disabili-
ties, and the underserved teenage 
population.

• protected and enhanced integrity 
and quality of existing parks, open 
space, and recreational programs 
in the barrio logan community.

• protected and preserved natural, 
cultural, and historic resources 
that serve as recreational facilities 
in barrio logan.

• comprehensive pedestrian and 
bikeway connections between 
parks and open space lands within 
the barrio logan community, as 
well as to surrounding communi-
ties.

• an open space system for the 
preservation and management 
of las chollas creek and the san 
Diego bay.

7.1 parks and reCreation 
FaCilities

population–baseD park anD 
recreation Facilities

The General Plan park standard is to provide a 
minimum of 2.8 usable acres of population-based 
parks per 1,000 residents, or a combination of 
usable acreage and park equivalencies. See the 
General Plan, Table RE-2, “Park Guidelines,” for 
specific guidelines for parks, and Table RE-4 for 
guidance on equivalencies. 

Population-based park requirements for the 
community are calculated based on community 
buildout population for the year 2030. The 
projected population for Barrio Logan at full 
community development is 11,831 residents. 
According to General Plan Guidelines, Table 7-1 
illustrates the parks and recreation needs of the 
Barrio Logan Community.

Currently, the park system in Barrio Logan is 
comprised of a neighborhood park and a San 
Diego Unified Port District-owned and operated 
park as shown in Figure 7-1.

table 7-1 existing (2013) and Future (2030) population-based parks and Facilities

Existing UsablE PoPUlation-basEd 
Park acrEagE

YEar 2030 UsablE acrEagE 
rEqUirEmEnts

YEar 2030 UsablE acrEagE 
dEficit

8.00 Acre Chicano Neighborhood Park 
33.13 Acres, comprised of 10.32 acres 
of community parks and 27.06 acres of 
neighborhood parks.*

29.90 Acres

Existing rEcrEation cEntErs and 
aqUatic comPlExEs

YEar 2030 rEqUirEmEnt YEar 2030 dEficit

Recreation Centers – None
9,257 Square Feet Total 9,257 Square Feet 

7,841 Square Feet Total 7,841 Square Feet

Aquatic Complexes – None
11.5% of an Aquatic Complex 27.2% of an Aquatic Complex

11.5% of an Aquatic Complex 23.1% of an Aquatic Complex

General Plan Guideline: 11,831 people divided by 1,000 = 11.831 x 2.8 acres = 33.13 acres.  
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Memorial Community Park and Southcrest 
Community Park are located 1½ to 2 miles 
from Barrio Logan. These two community parks 
are located in the adjacent Southeastern San 
Diego Community Planning Area, and serve the 
population within that community. Territorial 
attitudes among some youth and teens create an 
unwelcome climate for park users who may come 
from outside the community, including Barrio 
Logan. Therefore, these two community parks do 
not adequately serve the community park needs of 
Barrio Logan residents.

There is currently one City-owned and operated 
neighborhood park, Chicano Park, serving 
the Barrio Logan Community (See Table 7-1) 
Chicano Park is constructed within the Caltrans 
Right-of-Way under the I-5 and San Diego-
Coronado Bay Bridge. The park includes two 
handball courts, two basketball courts, comfort 
station, barbeque grills, lawn areas, concrete plazas 
and a children’s play area. 

Chicano Park Cesar Chavez Park Soccer fields Barrio Station
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Used heavily by residents as the “central park” 
within the neighborhood, the park serves as a 
community gathering space, a place for passive 
recreation, and a symbol of the neighborhood’s 
struggle and achievements over many decades. 
Art murals painted on the freeway structural 
supports add vibrancy and cultural identity to the 
park and the community. On November 9, 2012 
the State Historical Resources Board approved 
the designation of the Park as a State Historical 
Landmark.  This unique park is a regional 
draw and asset for the City, and merits the 
reclassification to a Regional Park.  As a Regional 
Park, Chicano Park would receive full population-
based credit as an equivalency. Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA)/Title 24 accessibility 
upgrades and retrofits are required for the park, 
including the existing restrooms and children’s 
play areas. 

There are community organizations and services 
in Barrio Logan that provide recreational, social, 
and activity opportunities for residents. The 
approximately 2,500 sq. ft. Park and Recreation 
Paradise Senior Center provides numerous 
activities for seniors. The senior center’s expansion 
of programs and hours of operation along with 
renovations could offset the need for population-
based parkland by 1.33 acres through a park 
equivalency application.  

Barrio Station is a not-for-profit organization 
that provides counseling services and a variety of 

recreation programs and facilities for youth and 
young adults in Barrio Logan. Private recreation 
resources also add to the recreational opportunities 
in Barrio Logan. For instance, the Gateway Family 
Apartments on Logan Avenue has an indoor 
community meeting space and outdoor recreation 
facilities, including children’s play equipment open 
to the public.

The General Plan establishes minimum 
guidelines for recreation centers and aquatic 
complexes, per Table RE-3, “Recreation Facility 
Guidelines.” A full-size recreation center and an 
aquatic complex are not planned specifically for 
Barrio Logan because the projected population 
at full community development is below the 
requirements. However, the approximately 
11,000 square foot City-owned Cesar Chavez 
Center, located adjacent to Chicano Park, could 
be renovated and utilized as a public recreation 
center by providing a full range of diverse 
recreation programs, and expanding hours of 
operation beyond typical hours, and the facility 
could effectively offset the need for 4.32 acres 
of population-based park land. In addition, the 
Barrio Station, provides a community pool, 
recreation center and gymnasium activities of an 
appropriate size for the community at anticipated 
full development.

Chicano Park dance stage

The Gateway Family Apartments play area

Cesar Chavez Park and San Diego Bay
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Los Vientos Apartments internal play area

table 7-2 park equivalency credits*

Park 
EqUivalEncY

nEt UsablE 
acrEagE 
crEdit

rEcrEation 
comPonEnts and 

amEnitiEs

San Diego Unified 
Port District Cesar 
Chavez Park **

4.21 Acres

An open multi-purpose 
turf area, concrete plazas, 
a children’s play area, 
various site amenities and 
a pier extending into San 
Diego Bay.

Future Cesar 
Chavez Center 4.32 Acres *** Diverse recreation 

programs.

Future Perkins 
Elementary Joint 
Use Improvements

2.00 Acres
Indoor and/or outdoor 
recreational amenities. 
such as soccer fields.

Paradise Senior 
Center 1.33 Acres ***

Activities and services 
oriented toward Barrio 
Logan seniors.

Las Chollas Creek 
Park 2.0 Acres

Passive recreational 
pedestrian and bicycle 
trails and open space.

Total 
Equivalencies 
Credit

13.86 Acres

table 7-3 revised population-based 
park inventory summary

Park sPacE acrEs

Existing Population-based Parks* 8.00 Acres

Existing/Future Park 
Equivalencies Credit 13.86 Acres

Future Chicano Park Expansion 2.00 Acres

Future Boston Avenue Linear Park 3.00 Acres

Population-based parks 
requirements for year 2030 33.13 Acres

Population-based parks deficit for 
year 2030 6.27 Acres

Example of linear park and trail

Barrio Station swimming pool

*Represents park equivalency credits in place at the time of 
community plan adoption. A current inventory is maintained 
by the Development Services Department.
**This park is considered an “equivalency” because it is owned 
and operated by another public agency.  

***The methodology used to determine the amount of acreage 
credit for intensification and expansion of existing facilities is 
as follows: X ÷ Y= Z. 
X = cost of improvements
Y = cost of acquisition, design and construction of 1.0 acre of 
parkland in Barrio Logan
Z = equivalency credit in acres
Note: The equivalency credit does not necessarily equate to 
the amount of acreage improved.  

*As a Regional Park, Chicano Park would be reclassified as an 
equivalency receiving full population-based park credit.
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recreation opportunities anD 
equivalencies

Opportunities for additional parkland and 
recreation facilities within the Barrio Logan 
Community are anticipated to come through the 
redevelopment of private and public properties 
and through the application of park equivalencies.  
Some examples of future population-based 
park and recreation facilities to be considered 
as opportunities arise include:  mini, pocket or 
linear parks; plazas; expansion of the existing 
Chicano Park; utilization of existing brownfield 
and other under utilized sites; freeway decks over 
the I-5 connecting to the Southeastern San Diego 
Community Planning Area; a multi-purpose 
joint use facility at Perkins Elementary, possible 
utilization of Caltrans and City Right-of-Way 
along Boston Avenue; and community gardens.

While the City’s primary goal is to obtain land 
for population-based parks, in some communities 

where vacant land is not available or is cost-
prohibitive, the General Plan allows for the 
use of park equivalencies to be determined by 
the community and City staff through a set of 
guidelines. See General Plan Table RE-4, “Eligible 
Population-Based Park Equivalencies” for further 
details. The Barrio Logan Community is an urban 
community where park equivalencies would be 
appropriate for satisfying some population-based 
park needs. Table 7-2, Park Equivalency Credits, 
summarizes the park equivalencies that have been 
selected by the Barrio Logan Community and 
City staff, at the time of the community plan 
update,  to supplement their existing population-
based park inventory. Additional opportunities 
to increase park lands and equivalencies, in a 
manner consistent with the community plan goals 
and policies, may arise through the discretionary 
review process.

Public community gathering space

Public plazas make great space for outdoor markets

Widened right-of-way with seating and cultural artwork

Proposed public plaza at the Mercado
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recreation opportunities anD 
equivalencies policies 

In addition to the General Plan “Park Planning 
Policies” noted on Pages RE-16, RE-17, RE-18 
and RE-19, the following policies are Barrio 
Logan-specific. An up-to-date inventory of park 
lands, equivalencies, and population figures is 
maintained by City staff.                                                                  

Policy 7.1.1 Provide parkland that keeps pace with 
Barrio Logan’s population growth, through timely 
acquisition and development of available land and 
new facilities.

Policy 7.1.2 Pursue land acquisition for the 
creation of public parks through urban infill and 
redevelopment proposals, with a special effort to 
locate new parkland within the community that 
promotes connectivity, safety, public health and 
sustainability.

Policy 7.1.3 Pursue expanded recreation programs 
and extended hours of operation at public and 
private park and recreation facilities to intensify 
and increase usage by Barrio Logan residents. 

Policy 7.1.4 Acquire and develop new park lands 
through street/alley rights-of-way vacations, where 
appropriate and legally defensible, to provide 
pocket or linear parks (such as the Caltrans 
and City Right-of-Way along Boston Avenue), 
focusing on land that provides connectivity to 
schools, residences, parks and other recreational 
areas within the community. 

Policy 7.1.5 Retain and promote the safety of 
Barrio Logan parks by providing park designs 
that incorporate Crime Prevention through 
Environmental Design Measures (CPTED) 
measures. See General Plan UD-A-17 for further 
policy direction. 

Policy 7.1.6 Pursue development of under 
utilized and reclaimed brownfield sites for future 
parks within the community where economically 
feasible, through acquisitions or other agreements.

Policy 7.1.7 Improve waterfront access, linkages 
and recreational opportunities via a system of 
public plazas, bike paths, and parks that increase 
connectivity and improve public access to existing 
parks and public facilities, some of which may be 
eligible for park equivalency credit.

Policy 7.1.8 Develop a public plaza suitable 
for outdoor markets, community fairs, farmers 
markets, or other community gatherings at the 
Mercado along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway.  The 

plaza should be in an area that is readily accessible,  
framed by buildings providing “eyes on the plaza”, 
and linked to village retail and commercial areas.

Policy 7.1.9 Pursue funding sources, including 
grant opportunities, for the development and 
improvement of park and recreation facilities 
within the Barrio Logan Community.

Policy 7.1.10 Incorporate active, or passive, 
recreation into the structure, or the surrounding 
exterior, of public agency buildings, such as the 
future Fire Station #7, where space permits and 
safety can be assured. 

Policy 7.1.11 Develop and maintain community 
partnerships with private organizations, or 
governmental agencies (such as Caltrans, 
the San Diego Unified Port District, the San 
Diego Unified School District, the San Diego 
Community College District and Barrio Station), 
to create joint use and other park equivalency 
opportunities for increased recreational activities.

Passive linear park provides urban trailsCommunity gardens can be developed on public or private
vacant land
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Policy 7.1.12 Establish joint use facilities between 
the City of San Diego and the San Diego Unified 
School District for community use of future 
school playfields and recreation facilities at, or 
adjacent to, Perkins Elementary School to increase 
recreational use for the community. 

Policy 7.1.13 Expand Chicano Park by acquiring 
and developing adjacent parcels as they become 
available or as feasible.

Policy 7.1.14 Develop group picnic areas within 
Cesar Chavez Park or any new parks added to the 
community. These park picnic areas should be 
located as near as possible to restrooms, parking 
areas and public transit.

Policy 7.1.15 Renovate and utilize Cesar Chavez 
Center near Chicano Park for future park and 
recreation center activities.

Policy 7.1.16 Establish and develop community 
gardens for recreation. Work with SDG&E to 

utilize their site at Newton Avenue and Sampson 
Street. (Also see Policy 8.2.33)

Policy 7.1.17 Reduce freeway noise exposure 
when planning new facilities through site design 
or noise barriers as feasible, or by locating the most 
noise sensitive uses, such as children’s play areas, in 
the quieter areas of the site. 

Policy 7.1.18 Pursue opportunities to provide 
open and recreational spaces, on freeway decks 
covering I-5, or expanded bridges spanning I-5, 
where feasible.

Policy 7.1.19 Renovate and expand buildings 
hours of operation and programs at Paradise 
Senior Center and Cesar Chavez Center to 
intensify recreational uses and off-set the 
population-based park acreage deficit.  

Policy 7.1.20  Ensure that Chicano Park is 
designated as a Regional Park per  City Charter 
Section 55.2(c) that defines San Diego Regional 

Accessible design provides equal access for all Barrio Logan - Chicano ParkProvide park and recreation space accessible to everyone

Parks as: “those parks that serve regional residents 
and/or visitor populations as determined by 
ordinance of the City Council.

Policy 7.1.21 As a Regional Park, pursue the 
use of San Diego Regional Park Funds for 
improvements and expansion of Chicano Park.
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7.2 preservation, proteCtion 
and enhanCement

The demand for park and recreation opportunities 
will continue to grow as the population of the 
Barrio Logan Community increases. Finding 
undeveloped land for parks in the Barrio Logan 
Community has already become difficult, 
making protection from degradation caused 
by overuse of existing parks and identification 
of park equivalencies essential for providing 
recreational opportunities to meet the needs 
in this community. Improvements to existing 
facilities that increase their life span, or that 
expand, intensify and diversify their uses are a 
form of protection and enhancement. Chicano 
Park will continue to serve as the main cultural 
core for the community, but with increased 
demand and usage, combined with the existence 
of  homeless residents, there will be a growing 
need for upgrades. Enhancement of open space 
that provides a balance between protecting natural 
resources and allowing for a certain level of 
compatible public recreation uses will ensure its 
protection and preservation. This would include 
improving access to Las Chollas Creek. For further 
direction, see the General Plan Recreation Element 
Policies RE-C.1 through RE-C.9.

Las Chollas Creek in need of restoration
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preservation, protection anD 
enhancement policies 

Policy 7.2.1 Design parkland and facilities using 
sustainable materials and techniques.

Policy 7.2.2 Upgrade Chicano Park and Cesar 
Chavez Park by providing amenities in underused 
areas for recreational purposes as well as adequate 
lighting.

Policy 7.2.3 Protect and enhance Las Chollas 
Creek’s resources while allowing for appropriate 
public recreational and educational use.

Policy 7.2.4 Protect public parkland in perpetuity 
by dedication of all City-owned land’s acquired 
for park and recreation purposes pursuant to City 
Charter Section 55. 

7.3 aCCessibility

Accessibility within the Barrio Logan Community, 
as it relates to parks, has four main components: 
1) Linkages between parks; 2) Accessibility for 
persons with disabilities within parks;  3) Access to 
the San Diego Bay, and 4) Equitable recreational 
opportunities and experiences for all community 
residents. 

All parks within the Barrio Logan Community 
and the San Diego Bay are planned to be linked 
by a network of existing and proposed streets, 
complete streets and pedestrian paths. Complete 
streets are designed and operated to enable safe, 
attractive and comfortable access and travel for 
all users. Chicano Park, Cesar Chavez Park and 

San Diego Bay are linked to the community by 
public sidewalks and streets. Barrio Station is also 
linked to the community via sidewalks and streets. 
However, all of these recreational areas have 
limited access and visibility due to their location 
within the community, segmented by streets and 
rights-of-way that are not pedestrian-friendly. 

The 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
requires that newly constructed and/or altered 
local government facilities be readily accessible and 
usable by everyone. Therefore, all new and existing 
parks and recreation facilities and linkages within 
the Barrio Logan Community are required to meet 
ADA Guidelines when constructed or retrofitted 
for improvements. Accessibility also means the 
availability of active and passive recreation to all 
community residents. Future park and recreation 
areas should be designed to accommodate a variety 
of uses as determined by community desires 
consistent with General Plan Policies RE-D.1 
through RE-D.9. 

accessibility policies

Policy 7.3.1 Retrofit and upgrade all park and 
recreational facilities (including the existing 
restroom facilities and children’s play area at 
Chicano Park) to accommodate persons with 
disabilities, while respecting the community’s 
cultural significance and attributes.

Policy 7.3.2 Provide bus stops or accessible 
parking at all park and recreation facilities within 
the Barrio Logan Community.

Policy 7.3.3 Develop and increase access to senior 
and youth services, activities and facilities within 
the community’s public park and recreation 
system.

Policy 7.3.4 Provide barrier-free access to all parks 
and the San Diego Bay via pedestrian, bicycle, 
public transit, automobile, and alternative modes 
of travel.

Policy 7.3.5 Design all new recreation facilities to 
effectuate an inter-connected parks and open space 
system that is integrated into and accessible to 
Barrio Logan Community residents.

Policy 7.3.6 Provide a system of pedestrian paths 
and bikeways linking population-based parks with 
future open space lands, such as the Bayshore 
Bikeway.
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7.4 open spaCe lands

Open space lands are typically land or water that 
are free from development and kept natural, or 
developed with very low intensity uses. There 
is no formally dedicated public open space in 
Barrio Logan. Las Chollas Creek offers the most 
significant opportunity to provide natural open 
space that is accessible to Barrio Logan residents as 
shown in Figure 7-2.

Las Chollas Creek is a 25-mile natural drainage 
system that originates in the City of Lemon Grove 
and contributes to improving water quality in 
the San Diego Bay through filtering. The main 
channel connects with the proposed future 
development of Las Chollas Creek Park (identified 
in the 2002 adopted Chollas Creek Enhancement 
Program) and flows southwest from communities 
in the northeast. The main and southern channels 
of Las Chollas Creek bisect Barrio Logan and 
connect with the bay in the 32nd Street Naval 
Station San Diego.

Efforts to clean up, restore, and protect Las 
Chollas Creek are being made by various 
community organizations and through 
policies contained in the City’s Chollas Creek 
Enhancement Program. As Las Chollas Creek is 
restored and enhanced, areas improved for safe 
public use may be eligible for park equivalency 
credit if they include amenities that support 
passive recreational uses.  See the Conservation 
Element for additional information on 
preservation of Las Chollas Creek. For further 
direction, see the General Plan Recreation Element 
Policies RE-F.1 through RE-C.7.

open space lanDs policies

Policy 7.4.1 Protect and enhance natural resources 
of open space lands in Las Chollas Creek by 
revegetating and restoring the open space lands 
with native, drought tolerant plants.

Policy 7.4.2 Preserve and protect Las Chollas 
Creek by allowing only low intensity public 
recreational use, such as; trails, overlooks, 
interpretive signage, seating and public art. 

Policy 7.4.3 Provide safe public access to Las 
Chollas Creek from Main Street via pedestrian, 
bicycle, public transit, automobile, and alternative 
modes of travel from other recreational facilities.

Policy 7.4.4 Pursue grant opportunities for the 
restoration and improvement of Las Chollas Creek 
through Barrio Logan.

Policy 7.4.5 Protect natural terrain and drainage 
systems of Barrio Logan’s open space lands along 
Las Chollas Creek in order to preserve natural 
habitats and cultural resources and improve water 
quality.

Restored Las Chollas Creek
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conservation element

in this chapter

Goals

Climate Change  
and Sustainability

Resource Management  
and Preservation

chapter eight The Barrio Logan Community Plan Conservation Element addresses the 
conservation goals and policies that can be effective in managing, preserving 
and thoughtfully using the natural resources of the community.  Topic 
areas included in this element include Sustainability, as well as Resource 
Management and Preservation. This element additionally addresses Climate 
Change, which is seen as a major issue that could affect the health and 
longevity of the community and the ecological environment in Barrio Logan. 
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GOALS

• An energy efficient transportation 
system.

• Public walkways that connect pedes-
trians with transit and community 
destinations.

•  Enhancement of scenic resources 
and public access. 

• An urban forest planting program. 

• A tree canopy that reduces the urban 
heat island effect.

• Improved air quality.

• Water-efficient practices.

• Widespread use of drought-tolerant 
landscapes.

• Building energy efficiency and on-site 
production of renewable energy.

• A variety of recycling practices and 
opportunities.

• Cleaner storm water discharges into 
Las Chollas Creek and San Diego Bay. 

• Restoration of Las Chollas and South 
Las Chollas Creeks.

• Use of sustainable storm water tech-
niques.

8.1 CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 

The Conservation Element of the General 
Plan discusses climate change and provides a 
broad range of policies designed to promote 
sustainability and reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
(See General Plan policies CE-A-1 through CE-A-
13). At the time of this Community Plan update, 
the City was also engaged in preparing a Climate 
Mitigation and Adaptation Plan (CMAP) that will 
address mitigation, as well as adaptation measures 
to proactively prepare for a range of anticipated 
climate change impacts. Although climate change 
is a global issue, individual communities can 
help reduce the emissions that contribute to 
climate change and devise local plans to adapt to 
anticipated changes.  

A regional study looking at sea level rise impacts 
affecting the San Diego Bay was released in 
January 2012.  The report titled Sea Level Rise 
Adaptation Strategy for San Diego Bay 1 evaluates 
where and when sea level rise impacts may occur, 
and recommends implementation of adaptation 
strategies to reduce those impacts.  The report 
evaluated impacts based on a projected 20 inch 
(0.5 meter) increase in sea level in 2050 and a 
59 inch (1.5 meter) increase in sea level in 2100.   
Rising sea levels are generally associated with 
impacts including flooding, inundation, erosion, 
salt water intrusion, and water table rise. A key 
finding of the report is that over the next few 

decades there will be an increase in the frequency 
and severity of flooding due to waves, storm surge, 
El Nino events, and very high tides.  Starting 
around mid-century, it was found that regularly 
occurring inundation may impact parts of the Bay.  

There appear to be minimal impacts to the Barrio 
Logan Community Planning area in the 2050 
scenario, but there is increased projected exposure 
to flooding and inundation in Barrio’s Port Lands 
in the 2100 scenario.  1 ICLEI  Local Governments 
for Sustainability, 1/2012.  

CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
SUSTAINABILITY POLICIES

Policy 8.1.1 Implement General Plan 
sustainability policies through innovative 
regulations and the project review process. 

Policy 8.1.2 Monitor sea level rise studies and 
adaptation recommendations and develop an 
action plan over time.

Policy 8.1.3 Preserve and enhance Barrio Logan’s 
attributes as a walkable community to provide 
residents with attractive alternatives to driving, 
thus reducing vehicle miles travelled and fostering 
a healthy community (see Mobility Element).

Policy 8.1.4 Reduce project level greenhouse gas 
emissions to acceptable levels through project 
esign, application of site-specific mitigation 
measures, or adherence to standardized measures 
outlined in the City’s adopted citywide climate 
action plan.
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8.2 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
AND PRESERVATION

OPEN SPACE AND  
LANDFORM PRESERVATION

Barrio Logan is an urbanized community with 
little remaining natural topography. The bay- 
front which is under the control of the San Diego 
Unified Port District and the U. S. Navy are 
primarily developed with maritime and industrial 
uses. Other than the San Diego Bay, the only 
natural open space is what remains of Las Chollas 
Creek and its immediate surroundings. It is 
important to note that the majority of the creek 
within Barrio Logan flows through the 32nd 
Street Naval Station. The General Plan has policies 
directly related to Open Space and Landform 
Preservation that can be found in policies CE-B.1 
through CE-B.6.

Development/restoration of Las Chollas Creek is 
subject to the 2002 Chollas Creek Enhancement 
Program. The emphasis of the program is 
restoration of the creek’s natural functions 
and the open space and passive recreational 
opportunities that come along with restoration. 
The Barrio Logan Bayside Phase IV Chollas Creek 
Enhancement Program is aimed at improving 
the branches of Las Chollas Creek and South Las 
Chollas Creek. Full scale improvements to the 
creek will involve coordination with the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Unified 
Port District, the Army Corps of Engineers, 
natural resource agencies, and the U.S. Navy.                              

OPEN SPACE AND  
LANDFORM PRESERVATION 
POLICIES

Policy 8.2.1 Initiate discussions with the U.S. 
Navy and other involved agencies regarding the 
restoration of Las Chollas Creek. 

Policy 8.2.2 Maintain best management practices 
in all development to limit erosion and siltation. 

Policy 8.2.3 Implement the recommendations 
contained in the Chollas Creek Enhancement 
Program such as removing concrete channels in 
Las Chollas Creek, where feasible, to create a more 
natural function and appearance, and establishing 
trails and other passive recreation amenities.

Policy 8.2.4 Remove invasive species from Las 
Chollas Creek and restore habitat.

Policy 8.2.5 Preserve and protect Open Space by 
preventing incompatible uses, such as off-road 
activities, frisbee golf, community gardens, off 
leash dog areas and equestrian use.  

WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The San Diego region is a semi-arid coastal climate 
with limited local water resources and storage 
capacities, requiring the City to rely heavily on 
importing water from the Colorado River and 
Northern California. Since the City has no direct 
control over the amount of water it can import, it 
is important that the water which is available be 
used as efficiently as is possible. The General Plan 
addresses Water Resource Management in policies 
CE-D.1 through CE-D.5. 

Encourage community gardens on vacant public land

Reduce project level greenhouse gas emissions to acceptable levels 
through design elements such as green roofs

Chollas Creek enhancements restore the creek’s natural functions 
and appearance
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WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
POLICIES 

Policy 8.2.6 Require all landscape design to use 
water conserving plant material and techniques 
to comply with the landscape water budget of the 
Municipal Code.

Policy 8.2.7 Encourage development to 
incorporate recycled and/or gray water irrigation 
systems early in the development process.

Policy 8.2.8 Provide ongoing education on water 
resource conservation opportunities available 
through the City of San Diego’s Department of 
Public Works and the San Diego County Water 
Authority.

URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT

Urban runoff occurs when water from rainfall 
or manmade operations flows over impervious 
surfaces and then makes its way into the storm 

conveyance system from where it can eventually 
reach the San Diego Bay or enter into waterways 
such as Las Chollas Creek. Urban runoff carries 
pollutants that are picked up by the water as it 
flows over urban surfaces. These pollutants include 
but are not limited to oils, grease, trash, pesticides, 
organic waste, and metals. If not constrained, 
these pollutants make their way into Las Chollas 
Creek and the San Diego Bay. The General Plan 
addresses urban runoff management in policies 
CE-E.1 through CE-E.7.

URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT 
POLICIES

Policy 8.2.9 Encourage development to use 
Low-Impact Development (LID) practices such 
as bioretention, porous paving, and green roofs, 
that slow runoff and absorb pollutants from roofs, 
parking areas and other urban surfaces.

Policy 8.2.10 Incorporate bioswales or other 
LID design practices where there is sufficient 
public rights-of-way throughout the community, 
and focus specific efforts to capture storm water 
along Harbor Drive before it reaches San Diego 
Bay.  Where appropriate, these features should be 
implemented.  They may be infeasible due to soil 
conditions and impacts to utilities. 

Policy 8.2.11 Encourage private property owners 
to design or retrofit landscaped or impervious 
areas to better capture storm water runoff. 

Policy 8.2.12 Repair and maintain drainage 
outfalls and brow ditches that discharge directly to 
or are within open space lands. 

Policy 8.2.13 Encourage, through redevelopment 
and retrofitting, phasing out of commercial and 
industrial building materials such as galvanized 
roofs that leach metals into storm water runoff.

Policy 8.2.14 Reduce, through redevelopment and 
retrofitting, the amount of uncovered industrial 
and commercial areas where the work activity may 
contribute pollutants.

Policy 8.2.15 Encourage neighborhood practices 
for preventing and removing buildup of trash and 
pet waste on land surfaces.

AIR QUALITY

Health problems associated with poor air quality 
are especially significant for children, the elderly, 
and persons with respiratory problems. In the San 
Diego region, 80 percent of air pollution is caused 
by fossil fuel burning vehicles. The most harmful 

The most harmful emissions come from diesel fuel emissions which 
contain toxic particulate matter

Encourage landscapes that use water conserving plant material
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emissions come from diesel fuel emissions which 
contain toxic particulate matter. Within Barrio 
Logan, the majority of diesel fuel emissions come 
from transporting goods on trucks throughout the 
community. The General Plan addresses air quality 
in policies CE-F.1 through CE-F.9.                    

AIR QUALITY POLICIES

Policy 8.2.16 Designate and enforce appropriate 
trucking routes in order to limit impacts of trucks 
within the Barrio Logan Community. 

Policy 8.2.17 Educate businesses and residents on 
the benefits of alternative modes of transportation 
including public transit, walking, bicycling, car 
and van pooling, and telecommuting. 

Policy 8.2.18 Create incentives to encourage 
relocation of incompatible uses that contribute to 
poor air quality.

Policy 8.2.19 Encourage street tree and private 
tree planting programs throughout the community 
to increase absorption of carbon dioxide and 
pollutants.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

Creation of clean, renewable, and sustainable local 
energy resources provides environmental benefits 
and increases economic certainty and stability for 
residents and business alike. The General Plan 
addresses sustainable energy in policies CE-I.1 
through CE-I.13.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY POLICIES

Policy 8.2.20 Promote development that qualifies 
for the City’s Sustainable Buildings Expedite 
Program.

Policy 8.2.21 Educate residents and businesses on 
efficient appliances and techniques for reducing 
energy consumption.                                      

Policy 8.2.22 Provide and/or retrofit lighting in 
the public right-of-way that is energy efficient.

Policy 8.2.23 Provide information on programs 
and incentives for achieving more energy efficient 
buildings and renewable energy production. 

URBAN FORESTRY

Street tree and private tree planting programs are 
low cost, low-technology methods for improving 
the visual landscape and air quality in Barrio 
Logan. As the number and size of trees in the 
Barrio Logan urban forest increases so will the 
benefits. These benefits include lower energy 
consumption resulting from reduction in the size 

of the urban heat island; reduced storm water 
runoff through absorption of water by the trees; 
improved air quality achieved as the trees convert 
carbon dioxide into oxygen, and an improved 
pedestrian environment created by providing 
pedestrians protection from the heat and glare 
of the sun. Refer to the Urban Design Element 
Urban Forest/Street Trees section, as well as 
Appendix A, for further direction on street trees. 
All proposed development within Barrio Logan 
will be required to plant and maintain street 
trees as identified on the plan. The General Plan 
addresses urban forestry in policies CE-J.1 through 
CE-J.5.

URBAN FORESTRY POLICIES

Policy 8.2.24 Increase the overall tree canopy 
cover throughout Barrio Logan by 20% in urban 
residential areas and 10% in the business areas so 
that the natural landscape is sufficient in mass to 
provide significant benefits to the city in terms of 
air and water management.

Street trees enhance the pedestrian environmentUse small canopy trees to frame public views 
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Policy 8.2.29 Promote recycling facilities that are 
well maintained, attractive in appearance, and help 
promote waste reduction in the community.  

SCENIC RESOURCES AND PUBLIC 
ACCESS

The visual quality of Barrio Logan is marked by a 
number of visual barriers and a lack of major vista 
points. Because the natural landform is a low-lying 
coastal plain of less than 60 feet in elevation, the 
community’s views are easily dominated by any 
large structure. The community boundaries are 
clearly demarcated by I-5 on the east. The elevated 
portions of the freeways provide continuous 
views of the community. San Diego Bay is the 
dominating feature but its presence is generally 
obscured at ground level due to the industrial 
development in the tidelands area under the 
jurisdiction of the Port District. Disruptive visual 
barriers occur continuously along the entire length 
of Harbor Drive through the community. 

These barriers, generally prevent visual access 
to the bay as well as into the community. In 
contrast to these barriers the San Diego-Coronado 
Bridge offers a location from which to obtain 
continuous views of the community. These views 
are not available to pedestrians since the bridge is 
restricted to auto traffic. The bridge itself is also a 
major landmark but the bridge’s support columns 
are structural interruptions in the visual continuity 
of the community experienced at ground level.

Because of its geographical location and 
topography (Figure 8-1), there are tremendous 
opportunities to maximize views which in the past 
have not been conscientiously developed. Views 
into San Diego Bay are a major visual element 
of the Barrio Logan Community.  Barrio Logan’s 
location adjacent to San Diego Bay and downtown 
provides opportunities to preserve and enhance 
existing scenic views from within the community. 
Critical view corridors to downtown San Diego 
are shown on Figure 8-1. 

Harbor view corridorCesar Chavez park looking into the Bay

Policy 8.2.25 Work with the City’s Urban Forestry 
Division to coordinate the appropriate selection 
and location of shade-producing trees.

Policy 8.2.26 Require that new development 
retain significant and mature trees.

Policy 8.2.27 Support public outreach efforts to 
educate business owners, residents, and school 
children on the care of and environmental benefits 
of shade-producing street trees.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

An effective integrated waste management strategy 
conserves raw materials and energy, ensures that 
waste materials do not become a health threat, 
and reduces the need for new disposal facilities.  
The General Plan addresses waste management in 
policies PF-I.1 through PF-I.5.  

Barrio Logan is home to several large recycling 
facilities that are an important part of the local 
recycling infrastructure. Businesses and residents 
within and adjacent to Barrio Logan utilize these 
facilities to recycle materials. 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
POLICIES

Policy 8.2.28 Encourage multi-story 
developments to include solid waste and recycling 
management measures, such as dual trash/
recycling chutes, in development plans to facilitate 
compliance with recycling regulations.
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Critical view corridors to San Diego Bay are: 
Sigsbee Street, Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, 
Sampson, 26th, 28th and 32nd Streets. Enhancing 
the view corridor to San Diego Bay from Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway is a primary recommendation 

of this plan since Cesar E. Chavez Parkway 
is designated as Barrio Logan’s ceremonial 
street. Hand-in-hand with preservation and 
enhancement of scenic views is preservation and 
enhancement of streets and walkways that provide 

public access to community destinations such as 
community centers, schools, shopping, transit, 
and the San Diego Bay front. These streets and 
walkways are designed to provide pedestrian 
amenities. An example of this is the design of the 
Cesar E. Chavez Parkway which serves to connect 
the community to Cesar Chavez Park and the San 
Diego Bay front as a ceremonial street. Specifics 
about access and streetscape are located in the 
Mobility and Urban Design Elements of this Plan.

SCENIC RESOURCES AND PUBLIC 
ACCESS POLICIES

Policy 8.2.30 Coordinate with the Port District to 
establish building setbacks within their jurisdiction 
that will preserve public views to San Diego Bay.

Policy 8.2.31 Require 15-foot wide minimum 
sidewalks along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and 
Sampson Street to maintain and frame views to 
San Diego Bay.

Newton Avenue view corridor
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C H A P T E R  E I G H T   C O N S E R V A T I O N  E L E M E N T

Policy 8.2.32 Use tall, large canopy street trees 
along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and Sampson 
Street to frame public views to San Diego Bay.

Policy 8.2.33 Require 10-foot wide minimum 
sidewalks along Main Street, Newton Avenue and 
National Avenue north of the bridge in order to 
maintain and frame views to downtown skyline.

Policy 8.2.34 Use narrow small canopy street trees 
along Beardsley Street and Sigsbee Street to frame 
public views to San Diego Bay.

Policy 8.2.35 Maintain and enhance public access 
to the San Diego bayfront along Cesar E. Chavez 
Parkway through the development of a ceremonial 
street from I-5 to the San Diego Bay that 
includes a minimum of 15-foot wide sidewalks 
with landscaped parkways and medians as space 
permits.

COMMUNITY GARDENS AND  
URBAN AGRICULTURE

Barrio Logan has the potential to provide 
multiple sites for community gardens that contain 
individual and shared-plot spaces. For instance, 
land owned by San Diego Gas and Electric at 
Sampson Street and Newton Avenue, BNSF 
railroad along Harbor Drive, the Metropolitan 
Transit System, Caltrans, the City of San Diego 
as well as the San Diego Unified School District 
may have remnant parcels that could be used as 
community gardens. 

All future community gardens should become 
attractive focal points that bring the neighborhood 
together as a way to interact, recreate and create a 
sustainable food system within the community.

COMMUNITY GARDENS AND  
URBAN AGRICULTURE POLICIES

Policy 8.2.36 Promote the inclusion and 
development of urban agriculture in Barrio Logan.

Policy 8.2.37 Locate community gardens in 
Barrio Logan where there is sufficient demand, 
appropriate land, and where they will not generate 
adverse impacts on adjacent uses.

Policy 8.2.38 Develop and maintain partnerships 
with organizations that provide services, 
programs, and activities that would complement a 
Community Garden program in Barrio Logan.

Policy 8.2.39 Locate community gardens on 
publicly-owned properties whenever possible, such 
as SDG&E parcel at Sampson Street and Newton 
Avenue or along the Caltrans-owned parcels along 
Boston Avenue between 29th and 32nd Streets.  

Locate community gardens on publicly-owned properties 
whenever possible

Promote development of urban agriculture in Barrio Logan
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chapter nine The Community Plan Noise Element provides goals and policies to guide 
compatible land uses and the incorporation of noise attenuation measures 
for new uses that will protect people living and working in the City from an 
excessive noise environment. Where possible, new noise sensitive uses should 
avoid or attenuate excessive, or harmful noise levels to help maintain a pleasant 
and livable noise environment. Sensitive land uses include residential sites, 
schools, and libraries. 
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GOALS

• Minimal exposure of commercial and 
industrial noise to noise-sensitive land 
uses 

• Reduction of excessive truck and 
other motor vehicle traffic noise 
levels that impact noise-sensitive land 
uses.

• Reduction of excessive rail noise near 
noise-sensitive land uses.

Barrio Logan is an active urban community with a 
mix of residential, commercial, and industrial uses. 
However, this diverse mix of uses creates issues of 
incompatibility, resulting in sensitive uses being 
exposed to higher noise levels. Noise can affect 
the environment and well-being of people living, 
working, and visiting a community. Industrial and 
commercial areas can have a higher ambient noise 
level than residential areas. 

Noise from commercial and industrial, freeways 
and major streets, and rail operations affect the 
Barrio Logan community.

The General Plan provides sufficient policy 
direction for noise-related issues; therefore 
minimal additional policies have been provided 
specifically for Barrio Logan. Community Noise 
Equivalent Level or CNEL is the noise rating scale 
used for land use compatibility. 
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The CNEL rating represents the average of 
equivalent noise levels, measured in decibels 
(dB), at a location for a 24-hour period, with 
upward adjustments added to account for 
increased noise sensitivity in the evening and night 
periods.  Figure 9-1 illustrates noise contours 
from freeways, major roads, and rail lines. The 
General Plan specifies that noise levels at or below 
70 dB are conditionally compatible for multi-
family residential uses and 65 dB for single family, 
children’s schools and other sensitive receptors 
uses if sound attenuation measures are included to 
reduce the interior noise levels to 45 dB. Typical 
attenuation measures are addressed in the General 
Plan. As the figure shows, only a small part of the 
community, mainly adjacent to I-5, is susceptible 
to noise impacts over 70 dB. 

The greatest noise impacts are along Boston 
Avenue adjacent to I-5. The noise contours do not 
reflect changes in noise levels due to topography, 
such as the freeway depressed below ground level 
or other physical barriers including vegetation, 
walls, or buildings. Although not generally 
considered compatible, the General Plan does 
conditionally allow multifamily uses within 
areas up to 75 dB with noise attenuation in areas 
affected primarily by motor vehicle traffic noise 
with existing residential uses. 

9.1 COMMERCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

Noise from the shipbuilding, repair yards, and 
other outdoor uses are audible within many 
areas of the community, however the effects 
from stationary noise sources are fairly limited to 
the immediate surroundings. Industrial activity 
noise is either emitted on-site or through the 
distribution of goods and materials to and from 
the site. 

In an area where residences and other sensitive 
receptor uses are present, the potential for noise 
impacts are especially important to evaluate 
Commercial activities, such as deliveries during 
late night and early morning hours, generate 
noise that can affect the nearby residential uses. 
Reducing the effect from commercial activity 
noise involves identifying and integrating noise 
attenuation measures in new buildings that will 
reduce interior sound levels.

Commercial and industrial activities can create high amounts of noise
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9.2 MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC

Vehicle traffic noise is directly related to the traffic 
volume, speed, and mix of vehicles. SR-75, I-5, 
Harbor Drive, 28th Street, and 32nd Street are the 
primary sources of motor vehicle noise within the 
community. Noise from trucks driving within, or 
parked and idling along roads in the community 
can also be a source of annoyance for noise 
sensitive uses. Barrio Logan is affected by truck 
traffic associated with industrial and commercial 
land uses, the U.S. Navy, and the Port of San 
Diego. Trucks in general generate more noise than 
cars and light trucks. Heavy trucks that support 
Port operations tend to generate more noise than 
medium trucks that support commercial and light 
industrial uses. Refer to General Plan policies 
NE.B.1 through NE. B.8 for further direction

MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC POLICIES
Policy 9.2.1 Reduce the effect of noise from 
motor vehicle traffic. This can be accomplished 
through use of the following techniques:
a) Use building setbacks to increase distance 

between the noise source and receiver; 
b) Provide sound barriers (earth berms or masonry 

walls) between habitable space and the noise 
source; 

c) Orient buildings to shield outdoor spaces from 
noise sources;

d) Locate parking lots, and other non-habitable 
uses between the noise source and receptor;

e) Incorporate forced-air ventilation systems to 
allow windows and doors to be closed; 

f ) Use double-paned or sound rated windows;
g) Incorporate sound insulating exterior walls and 

roofs;
h) Use attic vents to minimize sound intrusion 

into structures. 

Policy 9.2.2 Utilize berms, walls, and buildings 
adjacent to I-5 to reduce the effect of noise on 
nearby noise sensitive uses. 

9.3 RAIL NOISE

Rail noise is a source of noise in the community. 
Freight trains and light rail transit (trolley) can 
generate high, relatively brief, intermittent noise 
events within the vicinity of at grade rail crossings 
where horns and crossing bells are sounded. 
Federal regulations require trains to sound their 
horns at all roadway-rail grade crossings. Horns, 
whistles and bells on the moving trolley vehicles, 
and horns from freight trains, combined with 
stationary bells at grade crossings can generate 
excessive noise levels that can affect noise sensitive 
land uses. To minimize excess train horn noise, 
the federal government allows the establishment 
of train horn “quiet zones.” This requires the 
implementation of safety measures to compensate 
for the loss of the train horn usage. The General 
Plan has further policy direction for trolley and 
train noise found in policies NE.C.1 through 
NE-C.4.  

Additionally, Policy 3.2.6 supports roadway-rail 
grade separation since this will eliminate the need 
for bells and horns at the existing grade crossing 
which will reduce the noise level. 

RAIL NOISE POLICY

Policy 9.3.1 Prohibit residential uses along Main 
Street.

Trolley and train noise are sources of noise in the communityVehicle traffic creates noise
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chapter ten With its origins as a waterfront community, Barrio Logan is one of the oldest 
urban neighborhoods in San Diego. Initially developed as an affordable 
residential community with supporting commercial establishments, the 
area was closely tied to the establishment of the railroad and accompanying 
railroad speculation, and early industrial bayfront development. This era was 
followed by increased residential and commercial development during minority 
migration and immigration. Later development included increased maritime 
and Naval development of the waterfront, and large-scale freight handling 
facilities followed by the rise of the Chicano political activism movement and 
its impact on infrastructure projects and uses in Barrio Logan.

The General Plan’s Historic Preservation Element provides a set of goals 
and policies that facilitate the preservation, protection, restoration, and 
rehabilitation of historical and cultural resources throughout the City of 
San Diego. It is also the intent of the element to improve the quality of the 
built environment, encourage appreciation for the City’s history and culture, 
maintain the character and identity of communities, and contribute to the 
City’s economic vitality through historic preservation. The element’s goals 
include identifying and preserving historical resources, educating the public 
about the importance of historic preservation, and encouraging preservation 
through use of incentives.
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GOALS

• Preservation of significant histori-
cal resources.

• Educational opportunities and 
incentives to support historic pres-
ervation.

The Barrio Logan Community Plan Historic 
Preservation Element includes specific policies 
addressing the history and historic resources 
unique to Barrio Logan in order to encourage 
appreciation of the community’s history and 
culture. These policies build upon the City’s 
General Plan and provide a comprehensive historic 
preservation strategy for Barrio Logan. The two 
overarching topic areas addressed in this element 
include  the Identification and Preservation of 
Historical Resources, which provides the historic 
context and a discussion of designated potential 
historical resources, and the education, benefits 
and incentives related to historical resources. 

10.1  IDENTIFICATION AND 
PRESERVATION OF HISTORICAL 
RESOURCES

HISTORIC CONTEXT
Prehistory 
The prehistory of the San Diego region is 
evidenced through archaeological remains 
representing more than 10,000 years of Native 
American occupation. The earliest archaeological 
remains in San Diego County are believed by 
some investigators to represent a nomadic hunting 
culture. A gathering culture which subsisted 
largely on shellfish and plant foods from the 
abundant littoral resources of the area is seen 
in the archaeological record dating from about 
6000 BC to AD 650. The Late Prehistoric Period 

(AD 650 to 1769) in the City of San Diego 
is represented by the people ancestral to the 
Kumeyaay people of today. 

The founding of Mission San Diego de Alcalá in 
1769 brought about profound changes in the lives 
of the Kumeyaay. The Kumeyaay are the identified 
Most Likely Descendents for all Native American 
human remains found in the City of San Diego. A 
records search was completed by the South Coastal 
Information Center to gain an understanding of 
the known archaeological resources within Barrio 
Logan and to assess the potential for discovery 
of additional historic and prehistoric resources 
within the plan area. A total of 13 archaeological 
resources have been identified within the 
boundaries of Barrio Logan. These sites consist 
of four prehistoric sites representing food or tool 
processing or habitation activities, seven historic 
period sites, and two sites with both prehistoric 
and historic components.

Preserve significant historical resources such as Barrio Logan’s 
Painted Lady Brush huts of the Kumeyaay people 
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The potential to discover prehistoric sites or 
deposits within Barrio Logan is highest in those 
areas near Las Chollas Creek (“Indian Point”) or 
along the original tidelands. Patterns of occupation 
sites and subsistence-based camps illustrated in 
the records searches for the bay area indicate that 
both Archaic and Late Prehistoric people focused 
on areas with access to fresh water and marine 
resources. The large prehistoric sites recorded at 
the mouth of Chollas Creek, on the southeastern 
portion of Barrio Logan, are examples of the 
importance of fresh water and marine resources 
needed to sustain a large population over time. 
The potential of any prehistoric sites to contribute 
to research questions regarding cultural occupation 
along the bay over the past 8,000 years is 
considered high. The existence of sites further 

away from Chollas Creek or the bay however is 
uncertain, because archaeological surveys have 
not been conducted and the ability to discern 
prehistoric sites in the highly urban environment 
is impacted by the historic development. 
Depositional patterns at occupation sites 
elsewhere around the bay have documented good 
preservation of shell and fish remains, as well as 
hearth features, midden deposits, and even human 
burials.

Native American representatives were contacted 
as part of the survey regarding potential cultural 
concerns related to prehistoric sites or Traditional 
Cultural Properties within the Community Plan 
area. 

Based upon the record search data, the project 
area is considered by tribal representatives to have 
minimum research potential, except in those 
areas on the southeast side of the community 
where recorded sites SDI-12,090 and SDI-12,092 
represent a prehistoric village situated at the 
mouth of Chollas Creek. This village area has been 
disturbed; however, components of these sites 
may still exist beneath the historic and modern 
development layers. Native American concerns 
regarding this area and the potential to encounter 
culturally sensitive sites or artifacts were expressed 
during the consultation process. 

As part of future development within Barrio 
Logan, the City should consult with the Native 
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) early 
in the project planning, design and environmental 
compliance process by notifying the NAHC and 
concerned Native American parties.  Details of 
this notification process and recommendations 
for continued Native American consultation and 
treatment of burials are found in the Historic 
Survey Report.

History
Historic archaeological deposits have been 
identified within Barrio Logan, notably in those 
locations where archaeological monitoring has 
been required for large development projects. 
Discoveries associated with the historic period 
include cisterns, privies, trash deposits, and 
foundations, including remains of the Coronado 
Railroad and the Savage Tire Factory. The ability 
of any of these features to provide the types of 
data necessary to address research questions 
related to the residents and the development of 
the community over time is dependent upon the 
presence of historic artifacts that represent the 
material cultural of the occupants of a particular 
location. Several examples exist from recent 
archaeological monitoring programs that indicate 
the potential is very high within the Community 
Plan area to discover features with associated 
historic artifacts that reflect the local population. 

Food and tools of the Kumeyaay
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One example is a cistern discovered at the 
Mercado de Barrio project in 1998 that 
produced a substantial quantity of bottles, 
containers, clothing, newspapers from World 
War I, and a wide spectrum of personal items and 
manufactured goods dating from the early 1900s 
through the 1950s.

The records search identified twenty 
buildings previously recorded including ten 
residences (four have been demolished), 
four commercial buildings, an institutional 
building (demolished), one industrial building 
(demolished), the San Diego-Coronado Bay 

Bridge, the Chicano Park, the Chicano Park 
murals, and portions of the San Diego and 
Arizona Railroad and the Coronado Railroad. 

Historic Survey
The Barrio Logan Historical Resources Survey 
(Appendix C) addresses archaeological resources 
within the Community Plan area through records 
searches and Native American consultation. Due 
to the subsurface nature of archaeological resources 
and the unlikely expectation of encountering 
such resources during a reconnaissance survey 
in an urban setting, identification of additional 
archaeological resources was not attempted. Native 
American concerns regarding this area and the 
potential to encounter culturally sensitive sites or 
artifacts were expressed during the consultation 
process. 

The built environment is addressed through a 
reconnaissance-level survey of existing properties 
built prior to 1965.  The survey revealed that 
Barrio Logan’s historic character has evolved 
from a residential neighborhood in the late 
1800s to a mixed-use residential, commercial, 
and industrial hub today, a process that has been 
shaped by trends in transportation systems and 
the natural resources of the bay. The residential 
and commercial development of Barrio Logan 
between the 1870s and the early 1920s was driven 
by railroad speculation and the need for residential 
housing near Downtown along the planned 
railroad route. 

The spurt of growth along the bayfront in the 
1910s and 1920s was facilitated by construction 
of the new pierhead and filling of the tidelands, 
which created the bayfront commercial area 
occupied by the growing fishing industry and 
the military. Many residential and commercial 
buildings were constructed between 1920 and 
1950 to accommodate the new residents and 
growing community. 

With the rezoning of Barrio Logan in the 1950s, 
industrial uses became entrenched within the 
residential, commercial, and institutional areas. 

In the 1960s, the construction of freeways 
required the destruction of the streets in the 
path of I-5 and the new San Diego-Coronado 
Bay Bridge. The historic context identifies five 
important themes related to the development of 
Barrio Logan during the American Period (1846 
– present). The themes focus on chronology and 
include:
1. Railroads and Streetcars (1870s – 1920s) 

Residential and Commercial Development;
2. Early Industrial Bayfront Development 

(1880s – 1930s);
3. Minority Migration/Immigration and 

Euro-American Exodus (1920s – 1950s) 
Residential and Commercial Development;

4. Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront 
Development (1940s – 1950s); and

5. Chicano Political Activism (1960s to present) 
Chicano Community Response to Rezoning 
and Infrastructure Projects. 

The Mariachi Building 
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Of the 485 properties included in the survey, 
the majority (64%) are residential, commercial 
buildings account for the second largest group of 
properties (27%), with industrial, institutional, 
and recreational buildings accounting for the 
remaining properties.   Seventeen architectural 
styles were observed with Craftsman and Folk 
Victorian the most common residential styles, and 
Block was the most common commercial style.  
These styles date to the early 20th century between 
circa 1920 and 1940, which is when the majority 
of the properties included in the survey (65%) are 
estimated to have been constructed.  

This timeframe in Barrio Logan is associated with 
the Residential and Commercial Development 
in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration 
and Euro-American Exodus (1920s – 1950s) 
theme and Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront 
Development (1940s – 1950s) historic themes.

The Barrio Logan survey only included buildings 
visible from the street and did not attempt to 
record structures on the rear of properties or along 
alleys. As the historic context indicates, there are 
potentially a considerable number of buildings 
older than 1965 that were constructed behind 
older residences that were not covered by the 
current survey. 

The study of these obscured or inaccessible 
structures could provide a more complete 
understanding of Barrio Logan’s development 
history.

DESIGNATED AND SIGNIFICANT 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES 
Chicano Park and its murals (HRB#143), the 
George Kostakos Commercial Building (1701-
1715 National Ave; HRB #799), and the artwork 
from the demolished Aztec Brewery (HRB #223) 
are listed in the City of San Diego Register of 
Historical Resources. 

The Metro TheaterDevelopment of Chicano Park by Barrio Logan residents
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Chicano Park and its murals are also eligible 
for inclusion in the California Register of 
Historical Resources and the National Register 
of Historic Places.  Chicano Park and its murals 
are recognized as an important historic site 
associated the theme of Chicano Political Activism 
(1960s-present). In addition to these designated 
historic resources, at least one property, the 
Kelco Historical Community Mural, has been 
determined significant and eligible for designation 
through the environmental review process.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES
Barrio Logan represents a mix of different 
historic periods, modified structures, and various 
architectural styles that are interspersed with 
commercial and industrial uses. No historic 
districts were identified within Barrio Logan as 
a result of the survey, although a concentration 
of potentially significant buildings was found 
between Logan Avenue and Newton Avenue, 

generally bounded by Chicano Park on the 
northwest and S. 26th Street on the southeast.

The survey identified 98 buildings that may be 
considered individually significant based on City 
of San Diego Criterion C. Additional properties 
may also be found potentially significant through 
more detailed research.  

Eight properties are identified as potentially 
significant because they may exemplify or 
reflect special elements of the community or 
neighborhood’s development based on City of 
San Diego Criterion A. The majority of these 
properties are associated with the Residential and 
Commercial Development in the Era of Minority 
Migration/Immigration and Euro-American 
Exodus (1920s-1950s), which was the period in 
which the Mexican American community became 
the dominant population group in Barrio Logan. 
It was also the period during which Barrio Logan’s 
residential and commercial growth was most 
substantial. 

One property (2174 Logan Avenue) is associated 
with the period of earliest residential and 
commercial development in Barrio Logan 
(Residential and Commercial Development in the 
Era of Railroads and Streetcars [1870s-1920s]). 

In 1925, the property located at 1786 Beardsley 
Street was purchased by the Lopez family. The 
New Mexico Tortilla factory was built in 1929 
on this site. It was one of the first factories with 
an electric tortilla maker in the city. The store 
delivered tortillas to Old Town and also sold food 
to the cannery workers.  Later, the tortilla factory 
became a restaurant called the New Mexico Café.  
In the 1980s, the New Mexico Café moved to 
the adjacent property on the corner of Newton 
Avenue and Beardsely Street.  The family-owned 
restaurant is still in business today.

Most historic resources surveys identify 
architecturally significant buildings or important 
historic districts. Yet in a community that has a 
strong cultural history, such as the predominantly 

Chicano Park and its murals are a protected historic resource Historic Colonial Revival home located along Logan Avenue 
built in 1887

The New Mexico Cafe’ has been owned and operated by the same 
family since 1926
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Mexican-American community of Barrio Logan, 
the influence and shaping of the landscape are 
more complex than can be communicated through 
a list of individual buildings or districts. The 
Mexican-American contribution to the “sense 
of place” in Barrio Logan may be considered a 
historic vernacular landscape, worthy of study and 
preservation measures. 

Key to a successful preservation strategy for these 
resources will be choosing the appropriate type 
of preservation action. The most ideal approach 
to protecting the Barrio Logan cultural landscape 
will likely be a combination of preservation and 
rehabilitation.  Of the many Mexican-American 
contributions to Barrio Logan, murals and 
shrines are likely to be the ones best treated by 
preservation. 

Rehabilitation is the approach that will likely be 
best applied to other elements of the landscape 
such as enclosed and personalized front-yards and 
the use of color to fill blank walls. In the case of 

enclosure, for instance, rehabilitation would likely 
have less emphasis on the actual historic fabric 
itself (such as the age of the fencing material) than 
on the concept of enclosure itself. The same may 
be true of the use of bright colors, advertising, and 
graffiti. Those elements would remain but would 
be free to evolve over time.

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES POLICIES

Policy 10.1.1 Conduct additional research on 
buildings identified as potentially significant in the 
survey report to evaluate their eligibility for listing 
in the City’s Historical Resources Register.

Policy 10.1.2 Conduct additional research 
and field work to determine whether a historic 
commercial district may be present along Logan 
Avenue. 
Policy 10.1.3 Conduct additional field work 
to identify buildings that were obscured or 
inaccessible during the Barrio Logan Historic 
Reconnaissance survey.

Policy 10.1.4 Develop a historic context statement 
related to the Mexican-American “sense of place” 
and cultural landscape evident throughout the 
community to assist with the identification, 
evaluation and preservation of resources significant 
to that history. The context statement should 
include an oral history component to inform 
the context about those properties valued by the 
community. 

Policy 10.1.5 Conduct project specific Native 
American consultation early in the development 
review process to ensure adequate data recovery 
and mitigation for adverse impacts to significant 
archaeological and Native American sites. Refer 
potentially significant historical and cultural 
resources to the Historical Resources Board for 
designation. 

Policy 10.1.6 Allow concerned Native American 
parties an opportunity to comment on or 
participate in any treatment plan for any sites with 
cultural and religious significance to the Native 
American community. 

Policy 10.1.7 In the event that Native American 
burials are anticipated or inadvertently discovered 
during controlled archaeological excavations or 
any phase of construction, it is recommended 
that the concerned parties shall seek to avoid 
direct and indirect impacts to the site(s) as the 
primary mitigation alternative. Treatment of sites 
containing human remains, funerary objects, 
sacred objects or objects of cultural patrimony 

Enclosed front yards of historic homes along Newton Avenue
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should proceed according to applicable laws and 
in accordance with the Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA; 43 
CFR 10), as appropriate, and any agency-specific 
rules and procedures for handling such matters. 

Policy 10.1.8 Recommend that if human remains 
are uncovered, no further disturbance of the site 
shall occur until the County Coroner has made 
the necessary finds as to origin and disposition of 
the remains. 

10.2 EDUCATION, BENEFITS 
AND INCENTIVES RELATED TO 
HISTORICAL RESOURCES 

Revitalization and adaptive reuse of historic 
buildings conserves resources, uses existing 
infrastructure, generates local jobs and 
purchasing, supports small business development 
and heritage tourism and enhances quality of 
life and community character. The successful 

implementation of a historic preservation program 
requires widespread community support. Creating 
support for historic preservation requires public 
understanding of the significant contributions of 
historical resources to the quality and vitality of 
life, aesthetic appeal, and cultural environment 
of the community. In order to better inform 
and educate the public on the merits of historic 
preservation, information on the resources 
themselves, as well as the purpose and objectives 
of the preservation program, must be developed 
and widely distributed. A number of community 
organizations including the Logan Heights 
Historical Society, Chicano Park Steering 
Committee and the Logan Avenue Business 
Association would be excellent partners in this 
education and outreach effort. 

There are a number of incentives available to 
owners of historic resources. The California 
State Historic Building Code provides flexibility 
in meeting building code requirements for 

historically-designated buildings. Conditional 
Use Permits are available to allow adaptive reuse 
of historic structures consistent with the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The Mills 
Act provides property tax relief to owners to help 
rehabilitate and maintain designated historical 
resources. Additional incentives recommended in 
the General Plan. 

EDUCATION, BENEFITS AND 
INCENTIVES POLICIES

Policy 10.2.1 Foster preservation of designated 
historic resources through use of incentives.

Policy 10.2.2 Continue to use existing incentive 
programs and develop new approaches, such as 
architectural assistance and relief from setback 
requirements through a development permit 
process, as needed.

Policy 10.2.3 Encourage incentives for new 
development that could transfer the development 
rights from potentially and designated historic 
structures in order to preserve, maintain and 
rehabilitate them.

Adaptive reuse of historic buildings provides new opportunity for 
small business

Historic preservation is an important component to Barrio 
Logan’s identity
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arts and  
culture element

in this chapter

Goals

Arts and Culture Policies

chapter eleven Murals, sculptures, music, and dance, are a central part of Barrio Logan’s 
identity, and enrich the public realm with stories of the community’s 
history and culture. Arts and culture provides a means of expression in the 
environment, a way to create spaces that have a meaningful aesthetic, and an 
opportunity to educate about history, culture, nature, and current events. It 
takes many forms and shapes in the public realm of Barrio Logan’s streets and 
sidewalks, parks and plazas, and gateways. While the most familiar forms of 
public art in Barrio Logan are its painted murals, there are other examples 
including tile murals and sculptures. New directions in public art should 
encourage a diversity of media, so that all segments of the community can 
participate and be represented. Public art can also be a more integral part of 
public spaces such as plazas and transit stops, facades of existing buildings 
and utilities, as well as in new developments.  In addition, these public places 
provide opportunities for other cultural activities to occur such as festivals and 
performances.  
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GOALS

• Barrio Logan identified as a cultural 
and arts center.

• Development of the Logan Avenue 
Arts District.

Chicano Park is home to the largest collection 
of Chicano murals in the world. The murals are 
recognized as seminal in the birth of the Chicano 
art movement in the United States and the 
collection is a point of pride among the residents 
of Barrio Logan as well as residents of San Diego. 
Chicano Park serves as a venue for a range of 
festivals and cultural events. Murals and art adorn 
buildings and walls throughout the neighborhood, 
a feature that is essential in the visual and social 
character of the community.  The mural heritage 
visually supports the colorful history and spirit of 
the residents because the people express themselves 
thru art and visual spaces.  

Public art can be found throughout Barrio Logan providing 
beauty and visual interest

Chicano Park Day features traditional music and dance, including 
Aztec Indigenous dance, coordinated by Toltecas en Aztlán.

“The Cannery Workers Tribute” in Barrio Logan by Valerie 
Salatino and Nancy Moran 

Fiesta del Sol is an annual street festival which celebrates the his-
tory and diversity of cultures in Barrio Logan   
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ARTS AND CULTURE POLICIES

Policy 11.1.1 Pursue art installations that are 
diverse in content, media and siting, that help 
to create and reinforce the uniqueness of Barrio 
Logan and reflect the array of regional cultural and 
environmental influences.

Policy 11.1.2 Embrace the artistic heritage 
of Barrio Logan and continue to invite new 
influences into the art-making dialogue/process.

Policy 11.1.3 Include public art or cultural 
amenities in each new development project.  
Engage artists early in the project design process to 
achieve integration between art and architecture.

Policy 11.1.4 Strengthen Barrio Logan’s identity as 
a local cultural and arts center through the use of 
public art in public spaces such as trolley stations, 
sidewalks, streets, parks, and in building lobbies.

Policy 11.1.5 Create a balance between the 
preservation/remembrance of historic elements of 
Barrio Logan culture and structures, such as the 
collection of Aztec Brewery art and artifacts, and 
contemporary art installations. 

Policy 11.1.6  Ensure that ground floor spaces 
of live/work units emphasize artists’ works, with 
accessible entrances, transparent windows, and 
display areas.

Policy 11.1.7 Support diversity of history, culture, 
climate, environment, and people through 
inclusive arts and cultural offerings accessible 
to non-English speaking residents, seniors, and 
visually and hearing impaired populations.

Policy 11.1.8 Utilize vacant and/or underutilized 
storefronts and other non-residential buildings for 
temporary art exhibitions.

Policy 11.1.9 Encourage the provision of spaces 
for performances and art events in neighborhood 
parks, community centers, schools, transit stations, 
residential developments and public areas within 
private development.

Policy 11.1.10 Continue efforts to create 
meaningful, memorable, and culturally-significant 
public spaces in Barrio Logan that are integrated 
with public art.

Policy 11.1.11 Coordinate with the San Diego 
Unified Port District to identify all possible 
funding resources and to ensure alignment 
between the various public art programs and 
projects.  

Policy 11.1.12 Support the creation of a Chicano 
Park Museum and Cultural Center.                  

Policy 11.1.13 Emphasize public art installations 
on Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, Logan Avenue and 
National Avenue and at major intersections.

Include public art or cultural amenities in each new development project
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Policy 11.1.14 Ensure that live/work artist 
spaces enliven the street with a focus in the areas 
designated as the Logan Avenue Arts District 
while providing housing and work spaces for local 
artists.

Policy 11.1.15 Involve artists in the design of 
gateway elements proposed for Logan and 16th, 
Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and Main and Division.
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Key Actions

Priority Public Improvements  
and Funding

Funding Mechanisms

Barrio Logan Implementation  
Action Matrix

chapter twelve The Barrio Logan Community Plan will be implemented through a number 
of different mechanisms which are outlined in this chapter. It describes the 
necessary actions and key parties responsible for realizing the plan’s vision. 
Implementing these proposals will require the active participation of the 
city departments and agencies, regional agencies such as the Port District, 
SANDAG, and MTS, and the community.

This plan also recommends a number of funding mechanisms for the City 
and Barrio Logan Community to pursue as ways to viably finance the 
implementation of this plan. 
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KEY ACTIONS

• Regularly update a Public Facilities 
Financing Plan (PFFP) identifying 
the capital improvements and other 
projects necessary to accommodate 
present and future community needs 
as identified throughout this Commu-
nity Plan.

• Implement facilities and other public 
improvements in accordance with the 
PFFP.

• Pursue grant funding to implement 
unfunded needs identified in the 
PFFP.

• Pursue formation of Community 
Benefit Assessment Districts, as ap-
propriate, through the cooperative 
efforts of property owners and the 
community in order to construct and 
maintain improvements.

12.1 FUNDING MECHANISMS

Implementing improvement projects will require 
varying levels of funding. A variety of funding 
mechanisms are available depending on the nature 
of the improvement project:
• Impact fees for new development.

• Requiring certain public improvements as part 
of new development.

• Establishing community benefit districts, 
such as property-based improvement and 
maintenance districts for streetscape, lighting, 
sidewalk improvements.

12.2 PRIORITY PUBLIC 
IMPROVEMENTS AND FUNDING

The proposals for improvements to streets and 
open spaces described in this plan vary widely in 
their range and scope— some can be implemented 
incrementally as scheduled street maintenance 
occurs, and others will require significant capital 
funding from city, state, regional, and federal 
agencies, or are not feasible until significant 
redevelopment occurs. Grants and other sources 
of funding should be pursued wherever possible. 
A complete list of projects is included in the PFFP. 
Table 12-1 articulates some of the higher priority 
recommendations.

Implement innovative streetscape improvements Improvements are needed to sidewalks and transit stops
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 table 12-1 barrio logan implementation action matrix

No. ElEmENt ActioNs Policy
REsPoNsiblE 

DEPARtmENts/AgENciEs
timE FRAmE

siDEwAlk AND PEDEstRiAN imPRovEmENts

1 Construct sidewalks in areas where they are currently missing or degraded along Harbor Drive, Main Street, Schley Street and Sigsbee Street. ME 
3.1.1

Adjacent property owners,  
Streets Department Short-term

2
Facilitate the completion of sidewalk and intersection improvements along Harbor Drive including improved pedestrian crossings at several 
locations to better connect the Port Tidelands employers and neighborhood east of Harbor Drive by enhancing the Sampson Street, Cesar E. 
Chavez Parkway, Schley Street, 28th Street and 32nd Street intersections.

ME 
3.1.1

Streets Department;  
Caltrans; Port of San Diego Short-term

3 Maximize sidewalk landscaping, shade-producing street trees and pedestrian scale street furnishing to the greatest extent feasible with an 
emphasis in the Community Village and Historic Core areas.

ME 
3.1.8

Streets Department;  
Caltrans; Port of San Diego Short-term

4 Design the corners of major street intersections including along Cesar E. Chavez Parkway at Logan Avenue, National Avenue, Newton Avenue 
and Main Street to accommodate public gathering spaces.

ME 
3.1.9

Adjacent Property Owners,  
City of San Diego Short-term

5 Create a comprehensive street lighting plan to be implemented through a lighting and landscape maintenance assessment district. PFE 
6.1.4

City of San Diego;  
Barrio Logan community Medium-term

bicyclE imPRovEmENts

1 Complete the Bayshore Bikeway project. ME 3.5
City of San Diego; San Diego 

Association of Governments and 
the BNSF Railroad

Medium-term

2 Provide Class III bicycle facilities including sharrows along National Avenue 26th Street and Boston Avenue. ME 3.5. City of San Diego Medium-term

RoADwAy iNFRAstRuctuRE

1 Work with Caltrans to redesign the access to the San Diego Coronado Bay Bridge onramp at Cesar E. Chavez Parkway and Logan Avenue to 
improve the pedestrian environment.

ME 
3.1.5

City of San Diego;  
Caltrans Medium-term

2 Support improvements to grade-separate the Cesar E. Chavez Parkway, 28th Street and 32nd Street Trolley tracks. ME 
3.1.2

City of San Diego, SANDAG, 
Metropolitan Transit System 

(MTS)
Long-term

PARkiNg

1
Develop a parking strategy to address relocation of employee parking along Harbor Drive to allow implementation of the Bayshore Bikeway 
Project, and to comprehensively address employee and community parking issues, and associated community impacts through shared parking 
agreements.

ME 3.6. N/A Short-term

2 Implement a parking in-lieu fee for new development that would contribute ti implementation of parking demand reduction strategies ME 
3.6.6 City of San Diego Medium-term

3 Create a parking district in order to efficiently manage on and off-street parking opportunities. ME 
3.6.5

City of San Diego and Barrio 
Logan Community Medium-term

gooDs movEmENt

1 Coordinate truck route improvements with Caltrans and the Port for Harbor Drive along with 28th and 32nd Streets. ME 
3.7.6

City of San Diego;  
Caltrans, Navy and the  
Unified Port District

Medium-term
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 table 12-1 barrio logan implementation action matrix

No. ElEmENt ActioNs Policy
REsPoNsiblE 

DEPARtmENts/AgENciEs
timE FRAmE

Public PARk AND oPEN sPAcE imPRovEmENts

1 Establish a joint-use agreement with Perkins Elementary to utilize future recreational facilities during non-school hours. RE 
7.1.12

City of San Diego; San Diego 
Unified School District Medium-term

2 Work with Caltrans to establish a long term lease for use of Caltrans property between 29th Street and 32nd Street. RE 7.1.4 City of San Diego; Caltrans Medium-term

3 Design a passive use urban trail connection along the east side of Boston Avenue. LU 
2.7.25

Adjacent Property Owners, City 
of San Diego Medium-term

4 Establish a park and recreation facility at Chicano Park. RE 
7.1.15 City of San Diego; Caltrans Medium-term

5 Replace the bathrooms Chicano Park with accessible and lighted facilities. RE 7.3.1 City of San Diego; Caltrans Short-term

6 Provide adequate lighting in Chicano Park. RE  
7.2 City of San Diego; Caltrans Short-term

7 Work with Caltrans to establish a long-term lease for properties within their jurisdiction that are adjacent to Chollas Creek. RE 
 7.1.4 City of San Diego; Caltrans Medium-term

8 Evaluate the ability to develop a trail connecting Main Street to the community east of Interstate-5 along Chollas Creek. RE  
7.4.2

City of San Diego; Caltrans and 
the Navy Long-term

Public FAcilitiEs imPRovEmENts

1 Develop a new 10,000 square foot fire station to serve the needs of the Barrio Logan Community as well as the surrounding communities that 
fall within the service area.

PFE 
6.1.2 City of San Diego Short-term

2 Ensure the library that serves the Barrio Logan community has sufficient resources. PFE 
6.1.8 City of San Diego Short-term

coNsERvAtioN imPRovEmENts

1 Establish lighting and landscape maintenance assessment district to promote and maintain shade-producing street trees in order to expand the 
canopy cover to 20% in residential areas and 10% in commercial and industrial areas.

CD 
8.2.24 City of San Diego Short-term
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 appendix a  Barrio Logan street trees – tree List

District street types

LanDscape Districts

1 community 
ViLLage

2 Historic 
core

3 transition 
area

4 main anD 
Boston

5 prime 
inDustriaL

6 HarBor 
DriVe

Albizia julibrissin (Silk Tree) Accent Accent

Arbutus marina (Marina Madrone) Theme Theme

Callistemon citrinus (Lemon Bottlebrush) Accent Accent Accent

Cassia leptophylla (Gold Medallion) Theme Theme Theme

Ceratonia siliqua (Carob) * Male Species Alternate Alternate

Jacaranda mimosi/olia (Jacaranda) Theme Theme Alternate Alternate Alternate

Koelreuteria bipinata (Chinese Flame Tree) Alternate Alternate Alternate

Koelreuteria paniculata (Golden Rain Tree) Theme Theme Theme

Lagerstroemia indica (Crape Myrtle) Accent Accent Accent Accent Accent Accent

Liquidambar styraciflua (Liquidambar) * Alternate Alternate

Metrosideros excelsus (New Zealand Christmas Tree) Accent Accent

Olea europaea (Fruitless species) * Alternate Alternate

Pittosporum undulatum (Victorian Box) Alternate Alternate Alternate

Platanus acerifolia (London Plane Tree) Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Alternate

Podocarpus gracilior (Fern Pine) Theme Theme

Prunus cerasifera (Purple Leaf Plum) Accent Accent Accent Accent Accent

Quercus ilex (Holly Oak) Theme Theme Theme Alternate

Quercus suber (Cork Oak) Theme Theme Theme Theme

Tipuana tipu (Tipu Tree) Theme Theme Theme

Washington robusta (Mexican Fan Palm)** Accent Accent

* Special installation conditions/techniques may be required by Development Services and Park & Recreation Departments. NOTE: Existing “Significant Trees” (specimens) 
should be retained and protected (including modifying adjacent pavement) and replaced if no other possible alternative exists.

** Palms used only as corner accent trees. 
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 appendix B  Barrio Logan community corridor street tree List

community corriDor major tree tHeme aLternate tree

Harbor Drive Platanus acerfolia (London Plan Tree, Bloodgood) 
Quercus suber (Cork Oak)   

Podocarpus gracilior (Fern Pine)  
Quercus ilex (Holly Oak)

28th Street Tipuana Tipu (Tipu Tree)  
Casia leptophylla (Gold Medallion)

Koelreuteria paniculata (Golden Rain Tree)  
Platanus acerifolia (London Plane Tree)

32nd Street Podocarpus gracilior (Fern Pine)  
Quercus suber (Cork Oak)                   

Koelreuteria paniculata (Golden Rain Tree)  
Platanus acerifolia (London Plane Tree)

Cesar E. Chavez Parkway Jacaranda mimosifolia (Jacaranda) 
Washington robusta (Mexican Fan Palm**) Arbutus Marina (Marina Madrona)

barrio logan community 
Street tree plan – general 
noteS
1. Size of street trees to be per citywide landscape 

regulations and standards (calculated by street 
frontage of each property and in no case less than a 
twenty-four inch box). 

2. Palms should be a minimum of 8 feet (brown 
trunk) in height.

3. Tree grates shall be American Disabilities Act 
approved where necessary to provide required clear 
path. 

4. Flexibility of tree placement to facilitate commercial 
visibility may be approved by the Development 
Services Director. 

5. Pruning of trees should comply with the standards 
of the National Arborist Association according to 
Class I Fine Pruning. 

6. All plant material should be installed per the 
standards of the applicable landscape regulations 
and standards.

7. Where site conditions do not allow the installation 
of street trees in the public right of way due a right 
of way width of less than 10 feet or utility conflicts, 
street trees may be located on private property.

8. All species of pines, palms, etc. not specifically 
identified require approval of Development Services, 
and Park and Recreation Departments. 

9. Community Corridor - Commercial corridors 
may utilize the following:  Small trees/tree form 
shrubs, vertical accent, tropical or flowering at rear 
of R.O.W. or on private property (where R.O.W. is 
less than 10 feet).

Street trees on private property are allowed where the R.O.W. is 
less than 10’
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

In 2008, the City of San Diego, in conjunction with the Barrio Logan community, began preparing a 

comprehensive update of the Barrio Logan Community Plan (1978 Barrio Logan/ Harbor 101 Community 

Plan and Local Coastal Program and Barrio Logan Planned District Ordinance Zoning regulations).  As 

part of the update effort, the City commissioned a historical resources reconnaissance survey of the Barrio 

Logan Community Plan Area (Barrio Logan) in order to prepare the historic preservation element of the 

Community Plan.  Brian F. Smith and Associates, Inc. (BFSA) conducted the survey of Barrio Logan 

from 2008 to 2009. 

 

The survey included a literature review, a records search, archival research, preparation of a historic 

context statement, field reconnaissance, data analysis, and report.  The survey complied with the City of 

San Diego Historic Resource Survey Guidelines (July 2008), National Register of Historic Places Bulletin 

24, “Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning,” National Register of Historic 

Places Bulletin 18, “How to Evaluate and Nominate Designed Historic Landscapes,” and also benefited 

from the guidance of City staff.  CEQA analysis was not conducted. 

 

Previously identified archaeological resources within the study area were considered as part of the study.  

The South Coastal Information Center records search result listed 33 previously recorded archaeological 

resources within the boundaries of Barrio Logan, six prehistoric (two also containing historic resources) 

and the remainder historic.  Historic archaeological deposits within the study area have been located 

where projects are graded and reveal buried refuse deposits, wells, cisterns or privies.  These types of 

resources are not typically visible during a field reconnaissance within an urban setting such as Barrio 

Logan.  Likewise, prehistoric deposits in this area are characterized as shell and midden deposits often 

revealed during trenching or grading when modern and historic soil layers are removed.  Due to the 

unlikelihood of encountering evidence of either historic or prehistoric archaeological deposits during a 

reconnaissance survey, the City directed that the survey would not include attempts to locate such 

deposits.  

 

BFSA historians conducted the field reconnaissance of Barrio Logan in July and August of 2008.  The 

survey boundaries included the Barrio Logan plan area, with the exception of the area southwest of 

Harbor Boulevard.  The survey was focused on buildings constructed before 1965 and those visible from 

the street.  A total of 485 properties were surveyed including Chicano Park, established in 1970.  One-

hundred and twenty-nine properties were found to be potentially significant based the City of San Diego 

significance criterion and were assigned a California Status Code of 5S3. A complete list of the properties 

surveyed is provided in the appendices of the report. 

 

The survey results indicate there are no concentrations of buildings representing a single architectural 

style or a particular period of time or that relate to an identified historic theme in a significant way.  

Because of the zoning changes in the 1950s that allowed for mixed uses, the industrial/commercial in-fill 

and wide-scale demolition of residences over the past fifty years has changed the historic setting and the 

integrity of the plan area.  The majority of residential and commercial structures have been altered 

compromising their architectural integrity.  Consequently, no historic districts were identified within 

Barrio Logan.  The modifications made by Mexican-American residents to structures that may have 
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compromised the architectural integrity may still have historic validity as cultural contributions to the 

landscape and may be considered historically significant.  

 

Native American representatives were consulted regarding the community plan update process.  Clint 

Linton of Red Tail Monitoring and Research, Inc, a representative of the Kumeyaay Nation, submitted a 

brief statement describing Native American concerns relative to Barrio Logan, and agreed with the 

recommendations for Native American consultation proposed by BFSA. 

 

Based on the results of the historic resources survey, it is recommended that the City conduct additional 

research on buildings receiving a 5S3 status code as part of future project review, identify additional 

buildings that may have been missed during the survey, commission a Mexican American Cultural 

Landscape and Oral History Study, and conduct project-specific Native American consultation as 

warranted during future project review. 

 

This historic study was conducted by BFSA under the direction of Brian F. Smith, with the assistance of 

Melanie D. Lytle, Historian, and Larry J. Pierson, Senior Archaeologist and Historian.  Sara Clowery-

Moreno and Tracy Stropes, Project Archaeologists, drafted the archaeology section of the report.  

Surveyors included Andrew Hoge, Ms. Lytle, Mr. Smith, and Matthew Smith.  Dylan Amerine and Nora 

Thornbury edited the report, Adrían Moreno created the graphics, and Jenni Kraft produced and 

distributed the copies. 
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2.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The Barrio Logan Community Plan Area (Barrio Logan) occupies approximately 1,000 acres of land 

immediately east of downtown San Diego and adjacent to San Diego Bay.  Barrio Logan is bordered by 

National City and the United States Naval Base San Diego to the southeast, Interstate 5 to the northeast, 

and the San Diego Unified Port District and bay to the southwest (Figure 1).  The mostly Mexican-

American neighborhood currently includes approximately 3,600 residents in a mixed-use area of 

residential, commercial, and industrial properties.  Barrio Logan is a neighborhood with a rich cultural 

history, as exemplified by Chicano Park, which contains one of the finest and largest collections of 

Chicano murals in the country and serves as a gathering place for the region’s Mexican-American and 

Mexican populations. 

 

Historically, Barrio Logan was part of the neighborhood of Logan Heights, one of the oldest urban areas 

of the city.  When Logan Heights was bisected by the construction of Interstate 5 in 1963, the community 

was divided into two distinct neighborhoods; to the east of Interstate 5 continued to be known as Logan 

Heights, and the area on the west of the interstate became known as Barrio Logan.  Logan Heights and 

Barrio Logan shared a common history until the separation of the two communities by the construction of 

Interstate 5.  Since the early 1960s, the two neighborhoods have continued to maintain strong cultural and 

social bonds even though the communities have evolved different identities.  Barrio Logan has been more 

influenced by its proximity to the industrial operations of the bayfront, railroad, and military installations 

than Logan Heights, and consequently, represents an environment of mixed residential and industrial 

activities. 

 

2.1 BACKGROUND OF THE BARRIO LOGAN COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE 

 

In 2008, the City of San Diego, in conjunction with the Barrio Logan community, began preparing a 

comprehensive update of the Barrio Logan Community Plan (1978 Barrio Logan/ Harbor 101 Community 

Plan and Local Coastal Program) and the Barrio Logan Planned District Ordinance Zoning regulations.  

Once adopted, the community plan will implement the City’s updated General Plan and will include the 

following ten elements: land use and community planning; mobility; urban design; economic prosperity; 

public facilities, services and safety; recreation; historic preservation; noise; housing; and 

implementation.  As part of the update effort, the City commissioned a historical resources 

reconnaissance survey of Barrio Logan in order to prepare the historic preservation element of the Barrio 

Logan Community Plan Update. The results of that reconnaissance survey are provided in this document. 

 

2.2 METHODOLOGY 

 

Brian F. Smith and Associates, Inc. (BFSA) conducted the historical resources survey of Barrio Logan 

from 2008 to 2009.  The survey complied with the City of San Diego Historic Resource Survey 

Guidelines (July 2008), National Register of Historic Places Bulletin 24, “Guidelines for Local Surveys: 

A Basis for Preservation Planning,” National Register of Historic Places Bulletin 18, “How to Evaluate 

and Nominate Designed Historic Landscapes,” and also benefited from the guidance of City staff. 

 

Native American representatives were consulted during the process and were requested to present any 

comments or concerns regarding the plan update.  Clint Linton of Red Tail Monitoring and Research, Inc, 
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a representative of the Kumeyaay Nation, submitted a brief statement describing Native American 

concerns relative to the plan update.  Those comments are provided in Appendix A of this report. 

 

The survey boundaries include the entire plan update area, with the exception of the area southwest of 

Harbor Boulevard (Figure 1).  The survey focused on buildings constructed before 1965 and those visible 

from the street.  Areas or structures that were not accessible, such as along alleys or areas shielded from 

view by dense landscape vegetation were not included in the survey.  The reconnaissance survey was 

conducted from a vehicle rather than on-foot as a safety procedure approved by City staff. 

 

The study included a literature review, an archaeological records search, archival research, preparation of 

a historic context statement, field reconnaissance, data analysis, and report preparation.  Specific research 

questions used to guide this study include: 

 

 Can historic archaeological deposits be located that will aid in the understanding of the 

process of community development since the late 1800s?  The influence of successive 

waves of ethnic groups in a neighborhood over time has been well documented in San 

Diego, notably in the East Village area.  At the Padres Ballpark (Petco Park), 

archaeological excavations were able to trace several different ethnic groups over 80 years 

of residential occupation in the blocks within the Ballpark footprint. 

 Can archaeological deposits associated with the prehistoric occupation around the bay for 

over 8,000 years retain the potential to answer questions regarding the distinction between 

Archaic and Late Prehistoric occupations and subsistence patterns along the bay? 

 What is the evolving plan and character of the community that can be seen from the pattern 

of streets as laid out and modified, and in the location of transportation systems, industries, 

institutions, commercial and residential areas, and reserved public spaces and parks?   

 How do the kinds, size, and scale of buildings and structures, methods, and materials of 

construction, and architectural forms and styles define the character of the community? 

 How did the location of natural resources, soil types, availability of power and fuel, and 

accessibility to transportation systems contribute to the development? 

 What properties are associated with the community’s history and cultural diversity? 

 What property types are present and how do they have relevance and importance in 

illustrating the historic contexts? 

 

Procedurally, the study began with the literature review and archaeological records search.  The literature 

review included an examination of previous surveys of the area.  The archaeological records search was 

requested from the South Coastal Information Center.  The records search results were assessed to 

determine if any cultural resources have been recorded or previous studies have been conducted within 

the boundaries of the Plan Area.  The results of the search served as the basis for the discussion of the 

plan area’s historical and archaeological potential (Section 5.5). 

 

Archival research was conducted at the San Diego Historical Society Research Archives and Photograph 

Collection, San Diego Public Library, the Historical Resources Board Library, San Diego County 

Assessor’s Office, San Diego State University, and the Logan Heights Historical Society.  The targeted 

archival research resources included: 

 aerial photographs (historic and current) 
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 historic and recent maps (Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, historic USGS quadrangles) 

 city plans 

 subdivision maps 

 parcel maps  

 Assessor’s estimated dates of construction (provided by the city)  

 historic newspaper articles 

Secondary sources such as dissertations, theses, research papers, published books, scholarly journal 

articles, and online sources were referenced to supplement the archival information. 

 

The results of the archival research were compiled into the historic context statement.  The National 

Register of Historic Places defines a historic context statement as an “organizational framework of 

information based on theme, geographical area, and period of time…Historical contexts may be based on 

the physical development and character, trends and major events, or important individuals and groups that 

occurred at various times in history or prehistory of a community or other geographical unit” (National 

Register Bulletin 24).  Under the direction of City staff, the Barrio Logan historic context statement was 

arranged into chronological periods and corresponding historic themes, from prehistory to present-day, 

and included a description of common property types and architectural styles in the plan area. 

 

The field reconnaissance was conducted as a “windshield survey,” due to limitations noted in Section 2.2.  

The report documents the types of properties within the boundaries of the plan area, the methods used to 

inspect the area, including notes as to any areas given special attention or not inspected at all, the general 

street plan of the area, and general observations on the area’s visual, cultural, economic, and social 

characteristics.  All buildings constructed before 1965 (based on Assessor’s records) and visible from the 

street were photographed.  A thorough photographic record was created to document the field 

reconnaissance. 

 

The records searches and data analysis has been combined with the survey results in the text of this report 

to present the information used to identify potentially significant structures, and to make 

recommendations for future study.  The consultant team met with City staff regularly to come to a 

consensus regarding architectural style descriptions and integrity thresholds, and criterion for potentially 

significant individual buildings and districts.  As a result of working with City staff experts, BFSA was 

able to assign each potentially historic property an architectural style, architectural integrity, estimated 

date of construction (based on an Assessor’s estimated dates of construction provided by the city), and a 

California Historical Resource Status Code.  The data was stored in a digital spreadsheet (Excel format) 

that also included Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN), address, other locational information, and 

ownership.  The appendix of the report includes a simplified table of all historical properties included in 

the survey.  Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) Forms 523A can be generated for each property 

from the spreadsheet through application of the CHRID software program. 

 

Study Limitations 

For this reconnaissance-level survey, City Staff instructed that integrity assessments for structures built 

before 1965 should be based on the architectural information available from the photographs gathered 

during the reconnaissance.  Focused research on individual structures was beyond the scope of this 

reconnaissance.  Where the archival research completed for the Context Statement indicated any 

particular property or type of architecture might be potentially significant based on criterion other than 
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architecture, it has been noted in the results section of this report with recommendations for future 

research.  Additionally, there were numerous properties that were not visible because they were obscured 

by heavy vegetation or fencing.  In those cases, surveyors gathered as much information as possible and 

recorded the architectural styles and integrity as “undetermined.” 

 

Archaeological resources previously recorded within the study area were considered as part of the plan 

update.  Archaeological sites in the records searches were identified as either historic or prehistoric.  

Historic archaeological deposits within the study area have been found when projects are graded and 

reveal buried refuse deposits, wells, cisterns or privies.  These types of resources are not typically visible 

on a field reconnaissance, especially within an urban setting such as Barrio Logan.  Likewise, prehistoric 

deposits in this area are characterized as shell and midden deposits often revealed during trenching or 

grading when modern and historic soil layers are removed.  Due to the unlikelihood of encountering 

evidence of either historic or prehistoric archaeological deposits during a reconnaissance survey, the City 

directed that the field reconnaissance would not include attempts to locate such deposits.  

 

2.3 CITY OF SAN DIEGO CRITERION FOR THE EVALUATION OF BARRIO LOGAN HISTORIC RESOURCES 

 

The following section provides the framework for the future identification, evaluation, and designation of 

historically significant resources in Barrio Logan.  This section also includes a discussion of historic 

integrity thresholds and the process for determining whether or not a resource retains sufficient integrity. 

 

City of San Diego Criterion 

The City’s historic preservation program provides for the designation of individually significant resources 

and historic districts.  The Historical Resources Guidelines of the Land Development Manual states that 

any improvement, building, structure, sign, interior element, fixture, feature, site, place, district, or object 

may be designated as historical by the City of San Diego Historical Resources Board if it meets one or 

more of the following criterion: 

 

A. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City’s, a community’s or a neighborhood’s 

historical, archaeological, cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, 

landscaping, or architectural development. 

B. Is identified with persons or events significant in local, state, or national history. 

C. Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction or is a 

valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship. 

D. Is representative of the notable work of a master builder, designer, architect, engineer, 

landscape architect, interior designer, artist, or craftsman. 

E. Is listed or has been determined eligible by the National Park Service for listing on the 

National Register of Historic Places or is listed or has been determined eligible by the 

California State Office of Historic Preservation for listing on the California Register of 

Historical Resources. 

F. Is a finite group of resources related to one another in a clearly distinguishable way or is a 

geographically definable area or neighborhood containing improvements which have a 

special character, historical interest or aesthetic value or which represents one or more 

architectural periods or styles in the history and development of the city. 
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City Historic District Nomination Guidelines 

Potential historic districts may be identified as a result of a reconnaissance survey; however, a 

reconnaissance level survey does not involve a sufficient amount of research, documentation, or 

evaluation to establish a historic district.  A historic district is defined by the City’s municipal code as “a 

significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects that are united 

historically, geographically, or aesthetically by plan or physical development and that have a special 

character, historical interest, cultural or aesthetic value, or that represent one of more architectural periods 

or styles in the history and development of the City.” 

 

The “Guidelines for Preparing a Historic District Nomination in Consultation with Staff” (implemented 

July 14, 2008) have been prepared to encourage and facilitate community-lead efforts to survey and 

nominate historic districts identified in a reconnaissance level survey. 

 

Integrity Thresholds 

A City of San Diego Register-eligible property or contributor to a district must retain sufficient integrity 

to convey its significance.  Although it is important for the resource to reflect its primary period of 

significance, it should be recognized that some properties may have multiple periods of significance and 

that alterations to a resource or changes in its use over time may have their own historical, cultural, or 

architectural significance.  In general, when assessing historic integrity of a resource, it must retain 

enough of its historic integrity components to be recognizable as representing its period of significance 

and the character-defining elements which provide its contextual significance. 

 

The seven aspects of historic integrity, as recognized by the National Park Service (“National Register 

Bulletin on Historic Residential Suburbs” and “National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply National 

Register Criterion for Evaluation”) are: 

 

1. Location: the place where a historic property was constructed or the place where the historic 

event occurred. 

2. Design: the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a 

property. 

3. Setting: the physical environment of a historic property.  Whereas location refers to the 

specific place where a property was built or an event occurred, setting refers to the character 

of a place in which the property played its historical role. 

4. Materials: the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period 

of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property. 

5. Workmanship: the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any 

given period in history or prehistory. 

6. Feeling: the property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of 

time. 

7. Association: the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic 

property. 

 

It is not necessary that all seven aspects of historical integrity are present in order for a property to be 

considered significant.  Certain integrity aspects are more relevant to some criterion than others.  The 
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relevant aspects of integrity for the most commonly applied City of San Diego Register Criterion (A-D) 

are provided below (City of San Diego 2001): 

 

A. A property significant because it reflects a special element of development ideally might 

retain some features of all seven aspects of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, 

workmanship, feeling, and association.  Integrity of design and workmanship, however, 

might not be as important to the significance, depending upon the aspect of development that 

the resource reflects.  For instance, a property that is significant as a reflection of special 

elements of the City’s, a community’s, or a neighborhood’s historical, archaeological, 

cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, landscaping, or architectural 

development is eligible if it retains the essential physical features that made up its character 

or appearance during the period of its association with the important development aspect. 

 

B. A property important for association with an event or person(s) ideally might retain some 

features of all seven aspects of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 

feeling, and association.  Integrity of design and workmanship, however, might not be as 

important to the significance, and would not be relevant if the property were a site.  A 

property that is significant for its historic association is eligible if it retains the essential 

physical features that made up its character or appearance during the period of its association 

with the important event or person(s). 

 

C. In the case of a property important for its architecture, retention of design, workmanship, and 

materials will usually be more important than location, setting, feeling, and association.  

Location and setting will be important; however, for those properties whose design is a 

reflection of their immediate environment.  A property important for illustrating a particular 

architectural style or construction technique must retain most of the physical features that 

constitute that style or technique (character-defining features).  A property that has lost some 

historic materials or details can be eligible if it retains the majority of the features that 

illustrate its style in terms of massing, spatial relationships, proportion, pattern of windows 

and doors, texture of materials, and ornamentation.  The property is not eligible, however, if 

it retains some basic features conveying massing but has lost the majority of the features that 

once characterized its style. 

 

D. A property important as a representative example of the work of a Master must retain most of 

the physical features and design quality attributable to the Master.  A property that has lost 

some historic materials or details can be eligible if it retains the majority of the features that 

illustrate its style in terms of the massing, spatial relationships, proportion, pattern of 

windows and doors, texture of materials, and ornamentation.  The property is not eligible, 

however, if it retains some basic features conveying massing but has lost the majority of the 

feature that once characterized its style and identified it as the work of a Master. 
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3.0 BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

 

3.1 HISTORIC LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The literature review for the historical resources survey of Barrio Logan included the examination of 

previous survey reports, professional papers, theses, dissertations, books, journal articles, and online 

sources that were specific to Barrio Logan and Logan Heights.  The three previously completed historical 

resource survey reports are listed below and the remaining resources used as reference materials are cited 

throughout the Historic Context (Section 4.0). 

 

 City of San Diego, Planning Department 

1980 Barrio Logan and Western Southeast San Diego Historical Survey.  On file at the 

Historic Resources Board Library, City of San Diego. 

 

 City of San Diego, Planning Department  

1990 Barrio Logan Redevelopment Area Historic and Urban Resource Survey. On file at the 

Historic Resources Board Library, City of San Diego. 

 

 Brandes, Ray, ed. 

1983 Proposed East End Historic and Planned Districts. University of San Diego, Public 

History 175/275.  On file at the Historic Resources Board Library, City of San Diego. 

 

The three previous surveys had different boundaries though all included at least a portion of Barrio 

Logan.  The surveys were biased towards architectural criterion and did not include other types of cultural 

resources.  Only the 1983 and 1990 surveys made any historic district recommendations though their 

findings were based on the inclusion of many buildings that have since been demolished.  Because of the 

limitations of the previous surveys, overall they were not very informative beyond providing a record of 

some buildings that have been demolished since those reports were prepared. 

 

3.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS SEARCH 

 

An archaeological records search was completed by the South Coastal Information Center.  The records 

search provides a summary of known archaeological resources within a one-mile radius of Barrio Logan.  

This data has been used to assess the potential to discover historic and prehistoric resources (primarily 

deposits) within the project (see Section 4.0).  The records search results included listings for 315 

archaeological studies, 1,220 historic addresses, and 250 previously recorded prehistoric and historic 

archaeological resources within a one-mile radius of Barrio Logan.   

 

Relatively few of the reported resources noted in the records search (250 recorded sites, excluding the 

1,220 historic addresses) are comprised of, or include, materials representative of the prehistoric cultures 

that occupied the coastal region (N=14; 5.6%).  Table 1 identifies the 33 previously recorded 

archaeological resources situated within the boundaries of Barrio Logan.  The small number of recorded 

prehistoric sites in Barrio Logan is a correlation to the intensity of the development of this neighborhood 

since the late 1800s, which has apparently resulted in the disturbance, capping, or destruction of much of 

the evidence of the prehistoric occupation of the shoreline area encompassed within Barrio Logan.  The 

reported prehistoric resources in the records search (Table 1) consist of five temporary camps, five shell 
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middens/heaps, three shell/artifact scatters, and one isolated artifact that are generally located along the 

bay shoreline and along Chollas Creek and its tributaries.  Specifically, six prehistoric resources, two of 

which also contained historic resources, are reported at least partially within Barrio Logan. 

 

The majority of reported historic resources within a one-mile radius of Barrio Logan consist of visible 

structures such as residences, commercial buildings, and industrial buildings (N=176; 70.4%).  Twenty 

visible structures are reported within the plan area (Table 1); these include ten residences (four have been 

demolished), four commercial buildings, an institutional building (demolished), one industrial building 

(demolished), the San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge, the Chicano Park, the Chicano Park murals, and 

portions of the San Diego and Arizona Railroad and the Coronado Railroad.  Chicano Park and its murals 

(HRB#143), the George Kostakos Commercial Building (1701-1715 National Ave.) (HRB #799), and the 

artwork from the demolished Aztec Brewery building (HRB #223) are listed in the City of San Diego 

Register of Historical Resources.  Chicano Park and its murals are also listed in the California Register of 

Historical Resources and the National Register of Historic Places. 

 

The remaining 63 (25.2%) historic resources within the one-mile radius of the plan area are characterized 

as historic deposits or features discovered during grading and excavation of private and public 

development or capital improvement projects.  Recorded historic sites listed as deposits or features 

consist of cisterns, wells, privies, foundations, deposits (trash deposits/scatters), and isolated artifacts.  

Specifically, eight recorded historic sites containing deposits or subsurface features are located in Barrio 

Logan (Table 1).  In addition to the recorded sites within Barrio Logan, SDI-15,118 is a large deposit of 

historic refuse located approximately three-quarters of a mile to the northwest of the project which is 

associated with garbage collection and disposal into the bay in late 1800s.  There remains a high 

possibility that elements of this site or sites with a similar function may be found where the old shoreline 

passed along the project area but is now buried beneath the filled tidelands area behind the existing 

pierhead. 

 

Table 1 

SCIC Records Search Results 

Previously Recorded Prehistoric and Historic Resources within Barrio Logan 

 

Primary or Site 

Number 

Listed on the Local/ 

State/ National Register 
Type Description 

P-37-016280/   

P-37-028387 

Local, State, National 

Registers (HRB# 143) 

Historic Chicano Park 

P-37-016281/ 

P-37-028387 

Local, State, National 

Registers (HRB# 143) 

Historic Chicano Park Murals 

P-37-016282  Historic San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge 

P-37-017271  Historic 3622 Dalbergia St, Residence 

P-37-017272  Historic 3628 Dalbergia St., Residence 

P-37-023905  Historic Savage Tire Co./Aztec Brewery (demolished) 

P-37-028094 Local Register  

(HRB# 799) 

Historic 1701-1715 National Ave., George Kostakos 

Commercial Building  
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Primary or Site 

Number 

Listed on the Local/ 

State/ National Register 
Type Description 

P-37-028155  Historic 1629 National Ave., Residence (demolished) 

P-37-028391  Historic 1809 National Ave., Neighborhood House 

(demolished) 

P-37-028392  Historic 1894 Main St., E.J. Dailey Roofing/Chuey’s 

Restaurant 

P-37-028393  Historic 2185-2195 Logan Ave., Charles Swallow 

Commercial Building/Logan Department Store 

P-37-028394  Historic 2184-2196 Logan Ave., Bank of 

Italy/Porkyland Tortilla Factory 

P-37-028395  Historic 2154 Logan Ave., Dobler Residence/El Carrito 

Restaurant 

P-37-028396  Historic 2174 Logan Ave., S. and Hannah Johnston 

House 

P-37-028403  Historic 2073-2077 Logan Ave., John B. Osborn House 

P-37-028404  Historic 2085 Logan Ave., Residence 

P-37-028405  Historic 1951 National Ave., John P. Treahy Residence 

(demolished) 

P-37-028407  Historic 1915-1917 National Ave., Franklin and 

Martha Davis Home (demolished) 

P-37-028408  Historic 1921 National Ave., Aillaud House 

(demolished) 

P-37-025680  Historic* San Diego and Arizona Railroad 

SDI-13073H  Historic* Portion of historic Coronado Railroad 

SDI-16690  Historic* Glass and ceramic household artifacts 

SDI-12454H Local Register  

(HRB# 223) (Aztec 

Brewery Artwork) 

Historic* Features associated with Savage Tire Factory 

including brick and cement foundations, 

machinery mounts, fuel storage tanks, 

vulcanization vats, cisterns, elevator shaft and 

associated machinery, and rubber processing 

areas. Features associated with Aztec Brewing 

Company including concrete fermentation vat 

foundations, portion of bottling plant, concrete 

tanks, and piping.  

SDI-17430  Historic* Trash scatter 

SDI-18107  Historic* Refuse deposits 

SDI-18349  Historic* Artifact surface scatter 

SDI-18588  Historic* Cistern and seven subsurface deposits 

SDI-55  Prehistoric Refuse heap, shells (Ranchería de las Chollas) 
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Primary or Site 

Number 

Listed on the Local/ 

State/ National Register 
Type Description 

SDI-5931  Prehistoric Flakes, flaking waste, hammerstone-pounder, 

blade fragment 

SDI-12092  Prehistoric Cobble hearths, shell, and charcoal, core tool, 

flakes 

SDI-12093  Prehistoric Temporary camp or habitation shell midden 

SDI-12090  Prehistoric 

& Historic 

Shell midden; historic glass, ceramic, metal 

fragments 

SDI-17428  Prehistoric 

& Historic  

Shell midden; historic trash scatter 

 
*denotes historic sites containing deposits or subsurface features 
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4.0  HISTORIC CONTEXT 

  

The Barrio Logan Community Plan Area embodies several important historic contexts, some of which are 

citywide and others that are unique to the plan area.  A historic context may be based on chronology, 

geographic area, or social and cultural change.  For the Barrio Logan plan area, the contexts will focus on 

chronology and corresponding significant historic themes.  The chronology of the plan area and the 

identified historic themes within the American Period are shown in order below.  Some of the historic 

themes overlap in time and some have sub-themes that are described in the text below. 

 

Barrio Logan Community Plan Area 

Chronology and Historic Themes 

 

 Prehistory (Pre-1769) 

 Spanish Period (1769-1821) 

 Mexican Period (1822-1846) 

 American Period (1846-Present) 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Railroads and Streetcars 

(1870s-1920s) 

 Early Industrial Bayfront Development (1880s-1930s) 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Minority 

Migration/Immigration and Euro-American Exodus (1920s-1950s) 

 Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development (1940s-1950s) 

 Chicano Community Response to Rezoning and Infrastructure Projects/ Chicano 

Political Activism (1960s-present) 

 

4.1  PREHISTORY (PRE-1769) 

 

The proximity of Barrio Logan to San Diego Bay suggests that this area was likely included in the 

subsistence patterns of the prehistoric inhabitants of the region with some regularity as early as the Paleo-

Indian Period (8,500-6,000 BC).  Patricia M. Masters' (1988) study of the San Diego Bay states that San 

Diego Bay took shape as late as 5,000 B.C. Her data concluded that prior to the formation of the bay, the 

Point Loma drainage, Chollas Creek, Sweetwater River, and Otay River all reached the open coast.  These 

waterways and the secondary resources (flora and fauna) surrounding them would have provided a range 

of valuable resources throughout the prehistoric occupation of coastal San Diego, including the project 

area.  

 

In general, the prehistoric record of San Diego County has been documented in many reports and studies, 

several of which represent the earliest scientific works concerning the recognition and interpretation of 

the archaeological manifestations present in this region.  Geographer Malcolm Rogers initiated the 

recordation of sites in the area during the 1920s and 1930s, using his field notes to construct the first 

cultural sequences based upon artifact assemblages and stratigraphy (Rogers 1966).  Subsequent scholars 

expanded the information gathered by Rogers and offered more academic interpretations of the 

prehistoric record.  Moriarty (1966, 1967, 1969), Warren (1964, 1966), and True (1958, 1966) all 

produced seminal works that critically defined the various prehistoric cultural phenomena present in this 

region (Moratto 1984).  Additional studies have sought to further refine these earlier works (Cárdenas 

08 Fall 
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1986; Moratto 1984; Moriarty 1966, 1967; True 1970, 1980, 1986; True and Beemer 1982; True and 

Pankey 1985; Waugh 1986).  In sharp contrast, the current trend in San Diego prehistory has also resulted 

in a revisionist group that rejects the established cultural historical sequence for San Diego.  This 

revisionist group (Warren et al. 1998) has replaced the concepts of La Jolla, San Dieguito, and all of their 

other manifestations with an extensive, all encompassing, chronologically undifferentiated, cultural unit 

that ranges from the initial occupation of southern California to around 1,000 A.D (Bull 1983, 1987; Ezell 

1983, 1987; Gallegos 1987, Kyle 1990, Stropes 2007).  For the present study, the prehistory of the region 

is divided into four major periods including Early Man, Paleo-Indian, Archaic, and Late Prehistoric.  At 

the conclusion of the Late Prehistoric period, a brief period of time correlating to the transition to the 

historic period is referred to as the Ethnohistoric Period.  These major periods of prehistory are described 

below: 

 

The Early Man Period (Prior to 8500 BC) 

At the present time there has been no concrete archaeological evidence to support the occupation of San 

Diego County prior to 10,500 years ago. Some researchers such as Carter (1957, 1980) and Minshall 

(1976) have been proponents of early man occupation of the region as early 100,000 years ago.  However 

their evidence for such claims is sparse at best and has lost much support over the years as more precise 

dating techniques have become available for skeletal remains thought to represent early man in San 

Diego.  In addition, many of the “artifacts” initially identified as products of early man in the region have 

since been rejected as natural products of geologic activity.  Some of the local proposed early man sites 

include the Texas Street, Buchanan Canyon and Brown sites, as well as Mission Valley (San Diego River 

Valley), Del Mar and La Jolla (Bada et al. 1974; Carter 1957, 1980; Minshall 1976, 1989; Moriarty and 

Minshall 1972; Reeves 1985; Reeves et al. 1986).  

 

Paleo-Indian Period (8500-6000 BC) 

For the region, it is generally accepted that the material remains of the Paleo-Indian Period San Dieguito 

Complex represents the earliest identifiable culture in the archaeological record. The San Dieguito 

Complex was thought to represent the remains of a group of people who occupied sites in this region 

between 10,500 and 8,000 years before the present (YBP), and who were related to or contemporaneous 

with groups in the Great Basin.  As of yet, no absolute dates have been forthcoming to support the age 

attributed to this cultural phenomenon.  The artifacts recovered from San Dieguito sites duplicate the 

typology attributed to the Western Pluvial Lakes Tradition (Moratto 1984; Davis et al. 1969).  These 

artifacts generally include scrapers, choppers, large bifaces, and large projectile points, with few milling 

tools.  Tools recovered from sites of the San Dieguito Complex, along with the general pattern of their 

site locations, led early researchers to believe that the San Dieguito were a wandering, hunting, and 

gathering society (Moriarty 1969; Rogers 1966). 

 

The San Dieguito Complex is the least understood of the cultures that have inhabited the San Diego 

County region.  This is due to an overall lack of stratigraphic information and/or datable materials 

recovered from sites identified as San Dieguito.  Currently, controversy exists among researchers that 

centers upon the relationship of the San Dieguito and the subsequent cultural manifestation in the area, 

the La Jolla Complex.  Firm evidence has not yet been discovered to indicate whether the San Dieguito 

“evolved” into the La Jolla Complex, or if the La Jolla Complex moved into the area and assimilated the 

San Dieguito people, or if the San Dieguito retreated from the area due to environmental or cultural 

pressures.  Another view is that the San Dieguito merged with the Paleo-coastal tradition to produce the 
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Archaic La Jolla Complex.  No sites attributed to the San Diego complex have been identified in Barrio 

Logan. 

 

Archaic Period (6000 BC-AD 0) 

Based on evidence suggesting climatic shifts and archaeologically observable changes in subsistence 

strategies, a new cultural pattern is believed to have spread into the San Diego region around 6000 BC.  

This Archaic Period is believed by archaeologists to have evolved from or replaced the San Dieguito 

culture resulting in a pattern referred to as the Encinitas Tradition.  In San Diego, the Encinitas Tradition 

is believed to be represented by the coastal La Jolla Complex and its inland manifestation, the Pauma 

Complex.  The La Jolla Complex is best recognized for its pattern of shell middens and grinding tools 

closely associated with marine resources, and flexed burials (Shumway et al. 1961; Smith and Moriarty 

1985; Welty 1913).  Increasing numbers of inland sites have been identified as dating to the Archaic 

Period and focused on terrestrial subsistence (Cárdenas 1986; Smith 1996; Raven-Jennings and Smith 

1999; Raven-Jennings, and Smith et al. 1999). 

 

The tool typology of the La Jolla Complex displays a wide range of sophistication in the lithic 

manufacturing techniques used to create the tools found at their sites.  Scrapers, the dominant flaked tool 

type, were created either by splitting cobbles or by finely flaking quarried material.  Evidence suggests 

that after about 8,200 YBP, milling tools begin to appear in La Jolla sites.  Inland sites of the Encinitas 

Tradition (Pauma Complex) exhibit a reduced quantity of marine-related food refuse and contain large 

quantities of milling tools and food bone.  The lithic tool assemblage shifts slightly to encompass the 

procurement and processing of terrestrial resources, suggesting seasonal migration from the coast to the 

inland valleys (Smith 1986).  The transition from the Archaic Period to the Late Prehistoric Period is not 

well understood and many questions remain concerning cultural transformation between periods, 

possibilities of ethnic replacement, and/or a possible hiatus from the western portion of the county.  At the 

present time, insufficient research has been conducted on the recorded prehistoric sites within Barrio 

Logan to confirm whether or not multi-component Archaic and Late Prehistoric occupation sites may 

exist in the project.  Future studies incorporating radiocarbon dating would provide the necessary 

information to establish the prehistoric chronology for sites in the project area. 

 

Late Prehistoric Period (AD 0-1769) 

The transition into the Late Prehistoric Period in the project area is primarily represented by a marked 

change in archaeological patterning known as the Yuman Tradition.  This tradition is primarily 

represented by the Cuyamaca Complex that is believed to have derived from the mountains of southern 

San Diego County or the lower Colorado River basin. The people of the Cuyamaca Complex are 

considered ancestral to the ethnohistoric Kumeyaay (Diegueño). Although several archaeologists consider 

the local Native American tribes to be relatively latecomers, the traditional stories and histories passed 

down through oral tradition by the local Native American groups both presently and ethnographically 

speak to their presence here since the creation of all things. 

 

The Kumeyaay Indians were seasonal hunting and gathering people, with cultural elements that were very 

distinct from the La Jolla Complex.  The noted variations in Kumeyaay material culture include 

cremations, the use of bows and arrows, and adaptation to the use of the acorn as a main food staple 

(Moratto 1984).  Along the coast, the Kumeyaay made use of marine resources by fishing and collecting 

shellfish for food.  Plant food resources (including acorns) that were seasonally available and game were 
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sources of nourishment for the Kumeyaay.  By far the most important food resource for these people was 

the acorn.  The acorn represented a storable surplus, which in turn allowed for seasonal sedentism and its 

attendant expansion of social phenomena. 

Firm evidence has not been recovered to indicate whether the La Jolla Complex was present when the 

Kumeyaay Indians migrated into the coastal zone.  However, stratigraphic information recovered from 

Site SDI-4609 in Sorrento Valley may suggest a hiatus of 650 ± 100 years between the occupation of the 

coastal area by the La Jolla Complex (1,730 ± 75 YBP is the youngest date for the La Jolla Complex at 

SDI-4609) and Late Prehistoric cultures (Smith and Moriarty 1983).  More recently a reevaluation of two 

prone burials at the Spindrift site excavated by Moriarty (1965) and radiocarbon dates of a pre-ceramic 

phase of Yuman occupation near the San Diego suburb of Santee suggests a commingling of the latest La 

Jolla survivors and the earliest Yuman arrivals about 2,000 years ago (Kyle and Gallegos 1993).  As 

noted previously, the potential of the sites with multi-component elements, in this case during the 

transitional period between the Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods, is unknown because insufficient use 

of radiocarbon dating has not identified any sites that were occupied during the transitional period. 

 

Ethnohistoric Period 

On his arrival in 1769, Father Francisco Palou observed an active Kumeyaay Indian settlement on the 

bayside, known as Ranchería de Choyas, at the mouth of Chollas Creek that had existed for hundreds, 

perhaps thousands of years (Palou 1926, Figure 2).  The first formal marine chart of San Diego Bay, 

produced by Juan Patoja in 1782, identified the Ranchería de Chollas, which coincides with the “Indian 

Point” place name on current topographic quadrangles.  During this time of the first European 

colonization and for a period of time thereafter, Native American people used resources of the bay and 

adjacent wetland areas (Gallegos and Kyle 1988).  According to Mission records, the ranchería existed as 

a permanent settlement until as late as the mid-1820s and is shown on a map of the area in 1825 (Palou 

1926, Figure 2).  In the early 20
th
 century, H. O. Welty, employed by Robert F. Heizer to explore the 

coastal zone of San Diego for the presence of archaeological sites, identified a shell midden that was 

associated with the Native American use of the area he designated location number 55 (Site SDI-55; 

Welty 1913).   

 

The marshy tideland on the bay was left to the Native Americans who used the area intermittently as late 

as the 1880s or 1890s (Tabler 1978, Plate 1).  Early urban development of the area precluded any 

accurate assessment of prehistoric human use of this part of San Diego, but recent studies around the bay 

present a glimpse of what the settlement pattern might have been (Carrico 1991; Smith 1993).  The 

studies of the Naval facilities on Point Loma and in the back bay areas in Chula Vista have documented 

patterns of prehistoric occupation.  The trend of subsistence patterns seems to indicate that more Late 

Prehistoric sites are present in the back bay areas near the confluence of the bay and the Sweetwater, 

Otay, and Tijuana Rivers (Smith 1993), while the Archaic sites seem more focused on the deep water 

areas of the bay adjacent to Point Loma (Carrico 1991).  Insufficient information is currently available to 

discern how sites within Barrio Logan fit within the Archaic and /or Late Prehistoric subsistence patterns. 
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4.2  SPANISH PERIOD (1769-1821) 

 

Spanish colonization of San Diego began in 1769, when a Spanish expedition of soldiers and missionaries 

established a presidio (fort) and the Mission San Diego de Alcalá in the area near present-day Old Town.  

The first chapel and shelters were built of wooden stakes and brush, with roofs of tule reeds.  The mission 

was moved to its present location six miles up the San Diego River valley (modern Mission Valley) in 

August 1774.  The first chapel at that location was built of willow poles, logs, and tule.  After it was burnt 

down in the Kumeyaay uprising of November 5, 1775, the first adobe chapel was completed in October 

1776 and construction on the present church began in 1777 (City of San Diego 2008b). 

 

Life for the new settlers at the San Diego Presidio was isolated and difficult.  The arid desert climate and 

bad feelings between the Native American population and the soldiers made life hard for the Spanish 

settlers.  The settlers raised cattle and sheep, gathered fish and seafood and did some subsistence farming 

in the San Diego River Valley to generate enough food to sustain the fledgling community of a few 

hundred Spaniards and hundreds of Native American neophytes (City of San Diego 2008b). 

 

The focus of the Spanish foothold in San Diego throughout the period of Spanish occupation was the 

presidio and the mission north of the plan area along the San Diego River in current day Mission Valley.  

The bayside to the south, where downtown San Diego and Barrio Logan are located, was characterized by 

shallow mud flats that were of little importance to the European colonizers.  No extant historical 

resources from this period are expected to be located within Barrio Logan. 

 

4.3  MEXICAN PERIOD (1822-1846) 

 

In 1822, Mexico declared its independence from Spanish rule, and San Diego became part of the Mexican 

Republic.  The Mexican government opened California to foreign ships, and a healthy trade soon 

developed off the region’s fine California cattle hides in exchange for the manufactured goods of Europe 

and the eastern United States (Figure 2).  As the hide trade grew, so did the need for more grazing lands.  

The Mexican government began issuing private land grants in the early 1820s, creating the rancho system 

Plate 1.  An Indian ranchería from 

1879 located near present-day Logan 

Avenue and 22
nd

 Street, on the 

northeast side of Interstate 5 

(Bradley 2009). 
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of large agricultural estates.  Much of the land came from the Spanish missions, which the Mexican 

government secularized in 1833 (City of San Diego 2008b). 

 

During the Mexican Period, the presidio declined as the civilian pueblo rose in importance.  Sometime 

after 1800, soldiers from the San Diego presidio began to move themselves and their families from the 

presidio buildings to the tableland down the hill near the San Diego River.  Historian William Smythe 

noted that Don Blas Aguilar, who was born in 1811, remembered at least 15 such grants below Presidio 

Hill by 1821 (Smythe 1908:99). Of these 15 grants, only five within the boundaries of what would 

become Old Town had houses in 1821.  By 1827, as many as 30 homes existed around the central plaza 

and in 1835, Mexico granted San Diego official pueblo (town) status.  At this time the town had a 

population of nearly 500 residents (Killea 1966:9-35).  Adobe bricks were the primary building material 

during the Mexican Period because wood was scarce and dirt and labor were plentiful (City of San Diego 

2008b).  No extant historical resources from this period are expected to be discovered in Barrio Logan. 
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4.4  AMERICAN PERIOD (1846 - PRESENT) 

 

At the conclusion of the Mexican-American War of 1846, California (actually Alta California) was ceded 

to the United States by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.  The transfer of control of California 

from Mexico to the Unites States would represent a significant turning point in the development of San 

Diego.  Prosperity, however, would be elusive for the city for many years, as American interests after 

Figure 2.  Map of the Port of San Diego, 1825.  

This map was completed soon after San Diego became part of the Mexican Republic and the region 

commenced a booming trade in cattle hides, the main product of San Diego’s economy during the 

Mexican Period.  Note the location of the Native American village Rancheria de Choyas, which was 

situated at the head of the Chollas Creek. 
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1850 were focused more on the gold fields in the Sierra Nevada and better opportunities for enterprise in 

San Francisco and Los Angeles.  The state of the city’s condition is reflected in its census data following 

the Mexican-American War. The census data serves as a measure of the environment for growth or 

improvement of conditions, or lack thereof at the time.  In 1846, a census was taken that recorded 248 

Whites, 483 Converted Indians, 1,550 “Wild” Indians, 3 Negroes, and 3 Sandwich Islanders (Harris 

1974:2).  By the 1860 census San Diego’s population was reduced to 731 individuals and by 1865, at the 

end of the Civil War, only about 200 people remained in San Diego (Harris 1974:2). 

 

With the advent of American control, interest grew in the use of the bay and the need for a commercial 

wharf.  In 1850, William Heath Davis purchased the land situated near the original Spanish landing point 

in the bay known as “La Punta de los Muertos.”   Davis began the construction of a deep water wharf and 

imported prefabricated houses for some lots to spur land sales for New Town San Diego.  Unfortunately 

Davis’ enterprise failed, due in part to economic difficulties of the early 1850s (Rolle 1968).  By 1856, 

only eight structures remained standing in New Town.  During the winter of 1861-62, the United States 

Army contingent in San Diego actually dismantled parts of Davis’ Wharf and some abandoned structures 

for firewood during the unusually cold and damp winter that year.   

 

The development of New Town was stymied until 1867, when Alonzo Horton acquired 800 acres of 

present-day downtown.  Horton laid out streets, subdivided lots, and offered land for sale in the area he 

termed “New Town San Diego” (MacMullen 1969).  Horton’s money and enthusiasm was bolstered by an 

upswing in the economy of California, and by 1870, 2,300 people lived in New Town San Diego.  Even 

before the Boom of the 1880s, New Town already supported 800 buildings, a flourmill, warehouses, six 

hotels, two breweries, a shoe factory, a bank, and two newspapers (Harris 1974:3).  Before the end of the 

1880s, three major wharves were in operation, including Culverwell Wharf, Babcock and Story Wharf, 

and the Spreckels Wharf (MacMullen 1969).  The success of New Town lead to an overall increase in 

population and spurred the pursuit of a railroad terminus (Tabler 1978). 

 

4.4.1  Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Railroads and Streetcars (1870s-1920s) 

 

As the development of New Town gained momentum, signs of prosperity were on the horizon throughout 

the City.  City leaders anticipated that in addition to a major wharf, rail transportation would be necessary 

for the City to continue to grow.  Land to the south, known then as the East End (Figure 3) and 

encompassing the area of present-day Barrio Logan and Logan Heights, was seen as the ideal location for 

a west coast transcontinental railroad terminus.  The city leaders set aside large portion of the East End 

for that purpose (Norris 1983, Figure 4).  At the time, the East End was only a sparsely vegetated series 

of hills sloping gently to the marshy tidelands of the bay.  The city first gave the land to the San Diego 

and Gila Railroad in the 1860s, but when the company failed, the city gave the land to the Texas and 

Pacific Railroad in 1872 (Norris 1983).  That company also failed and the land reverted to the city in both 

cases (Norris 1983).  The promise of dedicated railroad land and a deep water port failed to induce a 

railroad company to locate its terminus in San Diego.  Instead, the first transcontinental railroad to reach 

southern California bypassed San Diego for Los Angeles in 1876 (Harris 1974). 
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Figure 3. Approximate boundaries of the East End from the 

1870s to circa 1905 (Norris 1983, Brandes 1983) 
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Though early efforts to attract a railroad failed, real estate speculation continued in San Diego.  Joseph 

Manasse and Marcus Schiller filed the first subdivision in the plan area in 1870, directly south of 

Horton’s Addition and north of the railroad land (Figure 5).  Manasse and Schiller organized the streets 

diagonally to those in Horton’s Addition, so as to take advantage of the view of the bay (Tabler 1978, 

Appendix B).  Three years later, Dr. C. Hoel recorded a subdivision (Hoel’s Subdivision) just north of 

National City (on the eastern end of the plan area), opening up another portion of the area for 

development (Appendix B).  These subdivisions were the foundation for the development of Logan 

Heights and Barrio Logan. 

 

The 1880s were a period of substantial growth, construction booms, and real estate speculation in San 

Diego.  During this period, city crews paved streets, gas and electricity were introduced, street car tracks 

were laid down and water mains were constructed.  The boom times spread into the plan area as well, 

with the construction of the California Southern Railroad between San Diego and National City (Brandes 

1983).  Although San Diego still did not have a direct link to an east coast line, Frank Kimball of National 

City negotiated with the Santa Fe Railroad in 1880 to bring a line into San Diego by way of San 

Bernardino (Harris 1974). 

 

Figure 4.  Map of Railroad Lands, ca. 1870.  The “Rail Road Lands” marked to the southeast of 

Horton’s New Town was the portion of land the City leaders set aside to induce a railroad company 

to build a west coast terminus in San Diego. 

Figure 4.  Map of Railroad Lands, ca. 1870.  The “Rail Road Lands” marked to the southeast of 

Horton’s New Town was the portion of land the City leaders set aside to induce a railroad 

company to build a west coast terminus in San Diego. 
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In the boom years between 1886 and 1888, most of the land within the plan area was organized into 

subdivisions, as outlined below.  The configuration of the subdivisions as these relate to plan area is 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 In 1886, the San Diego Land and Town Company, a subsidiary of the Santa Fe Railroad, 

purchased vacant railroad land in the plan area and subdivided it.  The streets within the San 

Diego Land and Town Company subdivision were laid diagonally to meet those in the Manasse 

and Schiller subdivision to the west. 

 Also in 1886, D.C. Reed and O.S. Hubbell subdivided the land south of the Land and Town 

Company’s Addition in a north/south-east/west configuration, creating the street connections now 

present in the neighborhood. 

 H. P. Whitney’s Addition was subdivided in 1886. 

 San Diego Land and Town Company subdivided “South Chollas” in 1887. 

 James H. Guion subdivided a portion of Barrio Logan in 1887.   

 The final subdivision in Barrio Logan was made by E.E. Bergins in 1888. 

 

The main thoroughfare through the San Diego Land and Town Company 1886 addition, Logan Avenue, 

was named after U.S. Congressman at Large John A. Logan.  He never lived in San Diego (he was from 

Illinois) yet early in the development of the East End, Logan successfully arranged passage of a railroad 

bill (Texas and Pacific bill in 1871) to provide Federal government land grants and subsidies to the Texas 

and Pacific Railway for the establishment of a west coast terminus in San Diego.  The railway company 

failed, however, and the terminus was never constructed using the funds Logan had secured.  When the 

San Diego Land and Town Company laid out their subdivision in 1886, they recognized Logan’s failed 

attempts by naming the main road in his honor (Brandes 1983, Norris 1983, Crane 1972). 

 

While investors and speculators moved forward with the creation of subdivisions during the boom years 

of the 1880s, the actual progression of settlement in the plan area proceeded slowly.  By the end of 1887, 

only twelve houses and a school were under construction in the entire East End (Norris 1983).  Almost all 

settlement occurred in the Mannasse and Schiller subdivision due to its proximity to downtown.  A single 

church was built in the Land and Town subdivision in 1888, which was paid for by the subdivider 

(perhaps to encourage nearby settlement) (Norris 1983).  In addition to the formal settlements, a “squatter 

town” of shacks and stilt houses occupied the tidelands along the water’s edge in the 1880s (Norris 1983). 

 

Improvements in the local transportation system encouraged development in the plan area. Transportation 

allowed residents to live comfortably in the East End but still have easy and inexpensive access to the 

commercial center of downtown.  In 1887, the National City and Otay Railway began local steam service 

along 28
th
 Street (later rerouted to Newton Avenue) (Norris 1983).  In 1891, a horse and mule drawn rail 

car line was extended into the plan area along National Avenue that provided service from downtown to 

16
th
 Street (16

th
 and Logan) then east on National Avenue to 31

st
 Street (Norris 1983; Tabler 1978).  The 

line was replaced in 1892 by San Diego Electric Railway Company cars (Plate 2).   
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Plate 2.  San Diego Electric Railway Car, ca. 

1898, Logan and National Avenue route. 

Courtesy of SDHS (#92:18836) 

 

Figure 6. Approximate boundaries of Logan Heights from 

circa 1905 to 1963 (Norris 1983, Brandes 1983) 
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The boom of the 1880s crashed almost as quickly as it has started.  Speculators who had gambled on the 

arrival of the west coast railroad terminus and the major commerce that would accompany it were foiled 

by the Santa Fe Railroad’s choice to place its terminus in San Bernardino instead of San Diego (Norris 

1983).  The population of the city tumbled from 40,000 in 1887 to 16,000 by 1890.  Despite the collapse 

of the real estate boom in 1888, the East End continued to grow, albeit slowly, because of its proximity to 

downtown, access to the bay, local railway line, and the railroad.   

 

Residents of the East End included some of San Diego’s most prominent families, but many middle and 

lower-income families also settled in this neighborhood (Norris 1983).  The ethnic composition at the turn 

of the century was mostly European American and European immigrants, though Mexican Americans and 

immigrants, African Americans, and Asian immigrants were scattered throughout the area (Norris 1983). 

 

By 1905, the East End was known as Logan Heights, after the main thoroughfare through the area, Logan 

Avenue (Figure 6).  It is unclear if this signified an official city name change (Brandes 1983, Norris 

1983, Crane 1972).   

 

At the start of the 20
th
 century, Logan Heights was primarily residential and the configuration of streets 

was complete (Figure 7).  Improvements to Logan Heights at this time included buried water lines and 

fire hydrants.  Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps published in 1906 illustrate residential development within 

the plan area, including 248 residences, six flats (apartment buildings), nine stores, a Chinese laundry, 

three warehouses, and several buildings marked as “hay and grain storage.”  The area southwest of the 

Southern California Railroad tracks was tideland and the area around the mouth of Chollas Creek at the 

bay was an estuary, both locations were unsuitable for permanent structures.  Due to lack of development, 

the future residential areas south of Main and east of 30
th
 Street were not included in the 1906 Sanborn 

maps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7. USGS San Diego Quadrangle, 1902. The small black squares define 
buildings present in 1902. Note the Southern California Railroad tracks 
running along the bay and the lack of development east of Chollas Creek. 
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Homes in the plan area at the turn of the century were nearly all single-family residences, one per lot, 

most with outhouses and a stable.  Logan Avenue between South 16
th
 Street and 26

th
 Street and National 

Avenue from South 16
th
 Street to 27

th
 Street contained the highest density.  A smaller number of homes 

were present on Newton Avenue, Main Street, and Boston Avenue.  Popular residential architectural 

styles during this period included Craftsman, Folk Victorian, and Colonial Revival.  The prominent San 

Diego architectural firm of Hebbard and Gill, designed two Barrio Logan residences on Logan Avenue, 

both completed in 1897 (Plate 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 1906, an emerging commercial district appeared on Logan Avenue between Beardsley and Sampson 

Streets (Figure 8).  Logan Avenue contained six businesses including a drug store, a meat and produce 

shop, two offices, a grocery, a hay and grain store, and two warehouses.  The San Diego Soda Works, the 

single industrial building shown on the 1906 map, was on the north side of Logan between Beardsley and 

Cesar Chavez.  One street to the east, on National Avenue between Beardsley and Cesar Chavez, was a 

Chinese Laundry, and on Sigsbee and Newton, a hay and grain warehouse stood at the corner.  

Commercial buildings were built in a variety of architectural styles including False-Front Commercial 

and Folk Victorian.  Some of the business structures were mixed-use, with residential units above the 

retail store fronts (Plate 4).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 3. Residences designed by architects Hebbard and Gill in 1897. 2073-77 

Logan Avenue (left) and 2085 Logan Avenue (right). 

Plate 4.  Early 20
th

 century examples of a multiple-family dwellings  

(1831-1833 National Avenue, built 1903) and a commercial storefront  

(2215 Logan Avenue, built 1907) in the plan area. 
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With the onset of residential construction and the germination of a business core area in the early 1900s, 

the community began to develop social venues as well.  Logan Heights, including Barrio Logan and 

Logan Heights,  had a rural character at the turn of the century, yet there were many opportunities for 

social activities.  Residents waded, swam, dug for clams, and sailed at the 28
th
 Street Pier; hunted rabbits; 

and attended the traveling circuses in the lot neighboring the Benson Lumber Company (Norris 1983).  

The earliest intercity baseball park, Bay View Park (at the intersection of Beardsley Street and National 

Avenue), offered hours of amusement for children and adults alike from the early 1890s to the turn of the 

century (Norris 1983).  The park also operated as a bicycle track.  A new ballpark, Athletic Park, was 

built in 1900 at South 26
th
 and Main Streets.  City teams played there until 1912 (Norris 1983).  The 

Armory Hall (National Avenue (between 29
th
 and 30

th
 Streets) was used for dances, charades, and 

concerts through the first decade of the 20
th
 century (Norris 1983). 

 

No schools, churches, or civic buildings were located within the plan area boundaries at the turn of the 

century, although these did exist within Logan Heights northeast of Logan Avenue.  The Baptist Mission 

(north side of Newton Avenue between South 29
th
 and 30

th
 Streets), the Second Congregational Church 

(corner of Sampson and Kearney Avenues), the Central Methodist Episcopal Church (southwest corner of 

Sampson and Harrison Avenues), and an unnamed church (northeast side of Kearney Avenue between 

Evans and Sampson) all served the community.  The Logan Heights Public School (also known as the 

East School) was located at Marcey and Sicard Streets. 
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The city’s decision in 1909 to host the 1915 Panama-California Exposition spurred growth throughout the 

city, including Logan Heights and the plan area.  The 1921 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps illustrate that 

the plan area had changed during this period from a sparsely settled neighborhood, as it had been at the 

turn of the century, to a high density urban neighborhood.  Development spanned from South 16
th
 Street 

and Logan Avenue southwest to Main Avenue and southeast to 32nd Street.  A booming industrial district 

was also established along the bayfront that is discussed in more detail in the following section.  

Residential development included single-family and multiple-family dwellings.  Homes continued to be 

built in a variety of architectural styles including Folk Victorian and Colonial Revival, though by 1921, 

the Craftsman Bungalow had become the dominant style.  Many of the outhouses on the rear of properties 

had disappeared, and were replaced by auto garages, demonstrating expanding automobile ownership and 

the presence of sewer service.   

 

During this period of the Exposition and World War I, a variety of multiple-family dwellings were built, 

including the first bungalow court in the plan area (2245-2249 Logan Avenue, Figure 9), numerous 

duplexes, and worker’s housing for the employees of the bayfront industries.  Worker’s housing took the 

shape of workman cottages (1026-1114 Beardsley, 1703-1729 Main Street, and 1007-1045 South Evans 

Street) and dormitory style lodging on the wharfs (Figure 11).  This evolution in the residential housing 

pattern in the plan area appears to reflect the increase in workers employed in industrial businesses along 

the bay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 1921, the commercial district, then concentrated on Logan Avenue between Dewey and South 26
th
 

Streets, had diversified to meet the demands of the growing community (Figure 10).  Commercial 

businesses in 1921 included grocers, confectioners, drug stores, a baker, a tamale factory (2215 Logan 

Avenue), the Saratoga Chip Factory (1846 Logan Avenue), and hardware suppliers.  The increasing 

popularity of the automobile is evident in the presence of various auto-related businesses including a full-

service gas station (910-938 South 26
th
 Street), two auto repair shops (1845 Logan Avenue and 1628 

National Avenue), a bicycle and auto parts shop (2266 Logan Avenue), and an auto painting shop (834 

South Evans Street).  Some of the new commercial buildings were mixed use, with residential units 

above, but most were one-story retail storefronts in National Folk or Mission Revival architectural styles. 

 

 

Figure 9.  1921 Sanborn Fire 

Insurance Map with 

bungalow court at 2245-2249 

Logan Avenue (highlighted). 
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By 1921, there were a number of new social services in the community including a public library (2257-

2259 Logan Avenue), a second fire station (Fire Department Engine Company Number 7 at 1890 

National Avenue), another school (the San Diego Free Industrial School at 1801-1809 National Avenue), 

and a home for the elderly (The Hebron Home for Aged People at 1819-1826 Newton Avenue).  

Residents also had eight nearby churches to attend, although none within the plan area.  For 

entertainment, a picture house showed films at 2171-2175 Logan Avenue (within the plan area).  Diners 

could enjoy a meal at the restaurant located at 904 South 26
th
 Street (within the plan area). 

 

A small number of industrial facilities were established by 1921 within the portion of the plan area to the 

east of the railroad tracks.  They included the G. Navarro Olive Works (1756-1758 Newton Avenue), a 

concrete block factory (1900 Logan Avenue), a Coca-Cola Bottling Works (1772 Main Avenue), and the 

Munger Laundry Company (933 South 16
th
 Street).  These businesses were the precursor of industrial 

facilities that would move into the area in the first half of the 20
th
 century.  

 

Plate 5.  An example of a mixed-use building, 

containing a store below and residential units 

above (940-950 S. 26
th

 Street), built 1911. 
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4.4.2  Early Industrial Bayfront Development (1880s-1930s) 

 

In the late 1880s and early 1900s, commercial and industrial development in the plan area was generally 

focused along the railroad right-of-way with neighborhood businesses serving the residential 

communities.  However, in 1911, the City was awarded the tidelands from state control.  After obtaining 

control of the tidelands the City initiated the construction of a pierhead line around the bay and the 

dredging of bay sediments to fill in the former tidelands behind the pierhead to create new useable land.  

The combination of a pierhead line and dredging of the bay provided additional opportunities for 

transportation, created new commercial land, and enticed bay-related development.  While residential and 

neighborhood related businesses continued to expand in the plan area during the first part of the 20
th
 

century, the development of the waterfront for commercial and industrial uses exploded in the period 

between 1880 and 1930. 

 

Pre-1910 

The bayfront within the Barrio Logan plan area provided an ideal location for industrial development due 

to its proximity to downtown San Diego and its railway connections. An 1889 map of the shoreline shows 

all of the land to the west of Harbor Drive as railroad depot grounds (Map of the Water Front of San 

Diego on San Diego Bay 1889).  H.P. Whitney built a wharf at the base of 28
th
 Street in the late 1880s 

(Whitney’s Wharf or the 28
th
 Street Pier) (Tabler 1978).  The San Diego Land and Town Company had a 

large wharf that could berth several ships in the late 1880s, which extended into the bay from the bases of 

Sampson and Sicard Streets.     

 

By the turn of the century, several industrial companies had been established along the Barrio Logan 

bayfront.  The Benson Lumber Company operated along the bay between Cesar Chavez and Sigsbee.  

Nearby, Dobler’s Brewery (later San Diego Brewery), San Diego’s first locally brewed beer, and the 

associated Brewery Hotel operated at the foot of 32
nd

 Street (now within the bounds of the Naval Training 

Base).  The Standard Oil Company also established a location in the plan area at this time.  Other 

industrial business located on the plan area bayside in 1906 included Campbell Brothers Machine Shop 

and the California Iron Works (Tabler 1978). 

 

The bayfront associated with the plan area benefited from three key developments in the first decade of 

the 20
th
 century.  In 1907, near the foot of 28th Street the San Diego and Arizona Railway broke ground 

for their line to Imperial Valley.  The new rail line was not completed for twelve years, but it served as an 

impetus to continued industrial growth (Tabler 1978).  Second, in 1908, landscape architect John Nolen 

designed a plan for the City in which he called for the “development of commercial facilities, wharves, 

docks, and piers South of E Street, extending farther and farther as business demands” (Nolen 1908).  

Though Nolen's plan was not adopted, the City followed his plan closely for industry along the bayfront 

east of downtown.  Third, the City acquired use of the bayfront land from the state in 1911 and 

subsequently constructed the pierhead that transformed the useless tidelands along the bayfront to prime 

commercial property. 

 

Post 1910 

The commercial fishing industry had a significant presence in the plan area following the construction of 

the pierhead.  The growth of the fishing industry in the early 1900s attracted Japanese immigrants.  Many 

Japanese had migrated to San Diego between 1885 and 1887 to work on the railroads.  Some who stayed 

eventually became successful businessmen and farmers over the following twenty years and some were  
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involved in small-scale commercial fishing (Estes 1982).  The wealth of experience and knowledge about 

fishing and canneries represented by the Japanese immigrants was applied to the demand for fish 

products.  Japanese involvement in the San Diego’s abalone fishing industry began in earnest around 

1908 when San Diego resident Kikuchi Jioichi began to catch abalone off the coast of Baja with his small 

crew (Estes 1978).  The same year, Kondo Masaharu, who had trained at the Imperial Fisheries Institute 

in Tokyo in fisheries and oceanography, traveled from Japan to Mexico to invest in Baja’s abalone 

industry (Estes 1977).  Japanese fishermen began to arrive in large numbers to San Diego during the 

1910s to work on the Baja abalone crews (Estes 1978).   

 

The abalone industry grew until 1918, at which time it was estimated that fifty percent of San Diego’s 

fishing crews were Japanese.  Most of the crews were based out of Logan Heights.  The fishermen would 

work during the season from March until November and would return to San Diego to live in the fishery 

warehouses or stay in Baja during the rest of the year.  Housing for Japanese workers was located on 

present-day Cesar Chavez Boulevard and on the wharfs of the Lower California Fisheries Co. Tuna and 

the International Packing Corporation (1921 Sanborn Map, Figure 11).  Many of the wives of the 

Japanese fishermen, most of whom were also first-generation immigrants, worked in the canneries and 

drying operations (Estes 1978).   

 

In addition to the expanding abalone industry, San Diego experienced a tuna and sardine fishing boom 

after 1910.  Initially, this commercial fishing industry was developed by Japanese fishermen who caught 

tuna off of Baja California, where the fish was dried and subsequently shipped to warehouses in San 

Diego and exported to Asia (Estes 1977).  Once canning technology advanced to the point of commercial 

use, the fishing community adapted to this process and product was returned to San Diego for canning 

and export (Plate 6).  By 1919, ten canneries were operating in San Diego, most of which were situated in 

the reclaimed tidelands area within the plan area.  Japanese immigrants primarily operated the tuna fleets 

and canneries (Tabler 1978).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 6.  Normandie Sea Food drying and frying, no date.  

Courtesy of SDHS (#20259-11). 
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Beginning in 1919 a series of anti-Japanese bills were introduced to the California legislature that had a 

negative affect on Japanese involvement in the fishing industry.  The legislation called for citizenship 

qualification in order for a person to receive a commercial fishing license.  Citizenship for the Japanese 

was not possible at the time because the United States immigration law stated that Japanese were not 

eligible for naturalization.  All the legislation introduced to reduce Japanese fishing interests failed until 

1933, when the legislature amended Section 990 of the State Fish and Game Code to require all non-

citizen applicants for a commercial fishing license prove they have resided in the United States for a year 

prior to the application.  The amendment also required all those involved in the fishing business to hold a 

commercial fishing license.  Because so many of the fishing fleets spent significant time out of the United 

States, fishing and living along Baja during the season, many Japanese were immediately disqualified.  

The amendment was appealed in 1935 though it severely handicapped the involvement of the Japanese in 

the tuna fishery because of the continued attempts to control foreign fishing companies.  
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Figure 11.  The 1921 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map illustrating the fish cannery wharfs on the 

Barrio Logan bayfront.  The cannery wharfs stretched from approximately Beardsley to Dewey.  

Many activities took place on the wharfs from unloading and storage to packing and shipping.  

They even contained residences.  The housing for the Japanese employees, who represented a 

large part of the tuna fishery workers, is highlighted. 
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In 1926, John Nolen published his second city plan for San Diego: A Comprehensive Plan for San Diego, 

California.  Nolen recommended that the bay area of Logan Heights (in and around the plan area) be 

developed as the future industrial and commercial outlet of San Diego, with “railroad belt line facilities 

and connections to adequate piers for shipping” (Nolen 1926).  Nolen also recommended recreational 

facilities, and he set aside Whitney’s 28
th
 Street pier for recreation such as swimming and boating.  

Harbor Drive was to be a wide avenue lined with trees and landscaped.  Nolen’s 1926 plan was officially 

adopted by the city though the recreation and “beauty” elements of the plan were not completed in the 

plan area over the subsequent decades.  In the period between the adoption of the Nolen Plan and the 

1960s, most waterfront development in the city was directed to Barrio Logan’s bayfront as Nolen had 

planned. 

 

Along with the fishing industry, beginning in the 1920s, prominent businesses along the bay in the plan 

area included the Benson Lumber Company (west of Harbor Drive roughly between South 16
th
 and 

Beardsley Streets) (Plates 7 and 8). Benson Lumber Company maintained a sawmill, planing mill, and 

lumberyards, as well as its own company wharf to catch the lumber that had been cut in northern 

California and then floated down the California coast.  Southeast of the Benson Lumber Company was 

the Standard Oil Works, with its large fuel tanks, machinery shops, and oil loading dock, the Bolivar 

Packing Company (corner of Harbor and Beardsley), as well as the Chas. R. McCormick Lumber 

Company (between Cesar Chavez and Sampson) with its planning mill, sash and door factory, and lumber 

yards, and the San Diego Marine Construction Company (on a wharf at the end of Sampson).  To the 

northwest of Benson Lumber Company, fish canneries and wharfs were located on the bayside of Harbor, 

between Beardsley and Dewey.  In 1921, fishing businesses operated from this location, including West 

Coast Crab & Lobster Company, Southern Reduction Company, Lower California Fisheries Company 

Tuna Cannery, the International Packing Corporation Fish Canneries, the Sun Harbor Packing 

Corporation, and the Normandy Sea Food Company.  Tucked in between the canneries was the Southwest 

Onyx and Marble Company.  The Standard Oil Company of California was located on the bay between 

Sicard and Schley (Figure 12). 
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Plate 7. Aerial Photograph of plan area, 1928.  In 1928, the bayfront was an active place, with many wharfs 

and industries. The Navy Destroyer Base is visible in the center bottom of the photograph (now the Naval 

Station San Diego).  San Diego was the Navy’s home base for the Pacific Fleet.  

Notice the many ships docked at the base.  Courtesy of the County of San Diego DPLU 
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Figure 12.  USGS San Diego Quadrangle, 1930.   

Note the density of development near the Chollas Creek drainage (undeveloped in the 1902 USGS 

map) and the concentration of buildings on the northern end of the bayfront representing the 

lumberyards, canneries, and other bayfront industries. 
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4.4.3  Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration and Euro-

American Exodus (1920s-1950s) 

 

The 1920s to the 1950s was a period of significant change in Logan Heights, both in the ethnic 

composition of its residents and in the increase of residential and commercial growth.  Several factors, 

both local and international, affected the commercial and residential composition of the plan area over the 

span of these decades.  In the 30 years that transpired between 1920 and 1950, the country as a whole 

contended with the end of World War I, the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920), the Great Depression, and 

World War II.  The country also witnessed the advent of the automobile and eventually the interstate 

highway system that allowed for unprecedented mobility of Americans.  Factors particularly relevant to 

the plan area during this period include the importance of bayfront access and commercial business 

associated with the US Navy during and after World War II, and the dynamics of ethnicity related to 

increased opportunities for improved standards of living and relocation.  As people became more mobile 

and could commute greater distances and were no longer dependent upon fixed transportation (i.e., trolley 

systems), the opportunity for those who could afford to move to outlying areas for better housing in 

attractive neighborhoods became a reality.  Upward social movement, the start of the escape to suburbia, 

and the evolution of a strong commercial core associated with the bayfront would be factors in the 

composition of the plan area prior to other changes associated with the division of the Logan Heights 

neighborhood by Interstate 5 construction in the 1960s. 

 

During this period from the 1920s to the 1950s, Mexican Americans, African Americans, and Asians 

moved into Logan Heights because it offered low-cost housing left in the wake of Anglo-Americans 

moving to other areas, and proximity to bayfront and railroad jobs.  As community member Evelyn 

Mitchell remembered, “Barrio Logan was a very diverse community in the past with Japanese, Italians, 

Syrians, and Mexicans living together” (Evelyn Mitchell, Interview, September 2009).   Even if these 

minorities had the means to move to newer neighborhoods, restrictive clauses in real estate deeds 

(particularly against African Americans and Asians) and racial discrimination from real estate agents, 

bankers, developers, and owners kept most non-whites from living anywhere but the older areas of the 

city (Harris 1974).  “By the late 1920s, Logan Heights was considered “the residential section of the 

negroes, Mexicans and Orientals” (Norris 1983). 

 

Mexican Immigrants and Mexican Americans 

At the turn of the 20
th
 century, the Mexican American community was scattered through downtown, the 

harbor, and present-day northwestern Barrio Logan (Harris 1974).  The population of the Mexican 

American community swelled in the 1920s as increasing numbers of immigrants fled to the United States 

following the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) and many settled in Logan Heights (Harris 1974:113).  

Immigrants were attracted by available housing, social and cultural familiarity, and the availability of 

unskilled occupations such as railroad construction, commercial fishing, local agriculture, building 

construction, and other commercial businesses and military-related industry (Harris 1974:75, 87).  After 

World War I, the Federal government restricted European and Asian immigration, leaving many open 

positions in agriculture, railroad maintenance, and mining that Mexican immigrants filled.  A survey by 

the Women’s Club of San Diego in 1914 found that “Few Mexicans were found in skilled trades.  For the 

most part they worked with pick and shovel for the gas company, street railway, and on water works, or 

for general contractors…other Mexicans were employed as teamsters” (Harris 1974). 
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Immigration declined drastically during the 1930s as the Immigration and Naturalization Service and 

American Federation of Labor encouraged local governments to round up undocumented Mexicans and 

harass them and others into moving back to Mexico (Griswold del Castillo 2007).  Many Mexican states 

offered incentives and transportation for residents to return to Mexico and thousands reversed the 

migration by going back home (Harris 1974: 77).  During these decades, especially prior to World War II, 

life for Mexican immigrants in Logan Heights could be very difficult because of social issues and job 

availability.  A report written in 1928 describes the community as having “a multitude of undesirable 

conditions” including substandard housing, malnutrition, unemployment, lack of education, disease, and 

high infant mortality rate (Griswold del Castillo 2007).  The Neighborhood House was established 

downtown in 1916 to provide assistance to those in need in the Logan Heights community, as part of a 

countrywide movement to reach out to immigrants and the working classes who were being affected by 

industrialization and modernization (Griswold del Castillo 2007).  The Neighborhood House moved into 

Logan Heights in the 1920s, occupying the property that had housed the San Diego Free Industrial School 

at 1809 National Avenue.  Well-known San Diego architects Richard S. Requa and Herbert L. Jackson 

remodeled the Neighborhood House at this time. 

 

The Neighborhood House was operated by European Americans and served Mexican Americans and 

Mexican immigrants, African American migrants and European immigrants.  While this charity was open 

to all, the mission of the organization was essentially focused on Mexican immigrants and Mexican 

Americans.  By the 1930s, 90 percent of the Neighborhood House clientele were Mexican American or 

Mexican immigrants (Griswold del Castillo 2007).  During the 1930s in particular, when City and 

national governments were openly hostile to Mexican Americans and were attempting to deport many of 

them, the Neighborhood House provided health care, cooking classes, game nights, and dancing lessons.  

Community members, Norene and Natalia Riveroll, spoke of the significance of the Neighborhood 

House, saying, “It was a recreational place, a social place where all the people would go. During that time 

the entire community was in a low socio-economic position and [the Neighborhood House] was the only 

place to go.  They provided this healthy supportive environment for something they never would have 

experience” (Norene and Natalia Riveroll, Interview, September 2009).    

 

During World War II there was a need for agricultural and industrial labor to fill the gap left by deployed 

forces (Harris 1974:77) and Mexican immigration to the United States rose at this time as a result of the 

government-backed Bracero program, between 1942 and 1947, which allowed thousands of Mexican 

workers to come into the country to work.  Throughout the 1940s and into the 1950s, Logan Heights 

contained fifteen percent of San Diego's Spanish-speaking population.  The Bracero program was 

reconstituted in 1951 and operated until 1964, resulting in a large number of immigrants settling in Logan 

Heights. 

 

By 1946, five of the seven churches in Logan Heights served the Mexican and Mexican American 

residents: the First Mexican Baptist Church (1895 Kearney), the Mexican Presbyterian Church (1902 

Irving), Mexican Free Methodist Church (1902 Irving), the First Seventh Day Adventist Spanish 

American Church (1861 Logan), and an unnamed Mexican church (2001 Ocean View) (1946 Sanborn).   
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Summary of Trends: Between 1920 and 1950 

Throughout the period, the ethnic composition of the neighborhood changed, as Logan Heights witnessed 

increased residential and commercial growth.  A study undertaken in 1930 described what Logan Heights 

looked like that year: 

 

Mexicans live in San Diego under conditions that are, possibly, more than usually 

favorable.  Most of them are in the southwestern portion of the city along the waterfront 

close to the factories and canneries.  The streets are wide; sanitation is moderately good. 

Mexican stores, churches, pool halls, and the Neighborhood House are part of the district.  

Living conditions are reasonably good.  There is little or no serious congestion.  The 

cottage type of house prevails.  There are no slum tenements (Griswold del Castillo 

2007).   

 

During the Depression, new construction came almost to a standstill with the exception of military 

infrastructure.  In 1934, only seven building permits were issued for the entire city (Harris 1974:22).  The 

1935 California International Exposition at Balboa Park and continued military spending helped turn the 

situation around, however, by encouraging construction and Logan Heights soon rebounded.   

 

By 1946, Logan Heights was densely settled with a variety of community services (1946 Sanborn).  

Motorbus service had generally replaced streetcars (Harris 1974:17).  There were four schools: Luther 

Burbank Public School (replaced the Logan Heights Public School at the corner of Sicard and Marcey), 

the Memorial Junior High School (2800-2864 Marcey), the Roman Catholic Guadalupe School (1700-

1714 Kearney), and the Lowell School (1775-1779 Newton).  Lowell School was the first within the plan 

area.  The expanded Logan Heights Public Library had relocated to 2801 Marcey from its 1921 location 

on Logan Avenue.  Fire Department No. 7 continued to serve the neighborhood from 1896 National 

Avenue.  The neighborhood also had a post office (2635-2637 Marcey, outside the plan area).  Twelve 

churches were present in Logan Heights in 1946, two of which were located within the plan area: the 

Plate 9.  Street views, plan area, 1920s 

(left) Logan Avenue, courtesy of SDHS (Sensor 8-91) 

(right) 32
nd

 St at Main, looking north, 1920s, courtesy of SDHS (Sensor 8-12, 84:14998-1013) 
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Pentecostal Free Mission (1846 Logan) and the First Seventh Day Adventist Spanish American Church 

(1861 Logan). 

 

Other community services constructed by 1946 included the Neighborhood House (1801-1809 National), 

a doctor’s office (2088 Logan), and the Guadalupe Health Center operated by Our Lady of Guadalupe 

Church (1724 Kearney, outside the plan area) (1946 Sanborn).  Two veterinarian hospitals also operated 

within the plan area: the Dog and Cat Hospital (2773-2775 Main) and the Small Animal Hospital (1930 

Main). 

 

Although the commercial center of Logan Heights continued to expand along Logan Avenue (it was most 

concentrated between Dewey and South 26
th
 Streets [Figure 13]), businesses were scattered throughout 

the community.  By 1946, the Barrio Logan plan area contained twenty-two restaurants (in comparison to 

only one in 1921), three drugstores, a bank, a hotel (1819-25 Newton), a laundry, and a nursery.  A 

second movie house (1796-1798 Logan) showed films several blocks northwest from the original movie 

house at 2171-2175 Logan.  Numerous car-related businesses within the plan area served the needs of the 

neighborhood’s automobile owners including thirteen gas stations, nine auto repair shops, and a used car 

sales lot.  Prominent commercial buildings were built in the simple and inexpensive Block style, though 

some were also built in the Mission Revival or Streamline Moderne styles (Plate 10). 

 

Plate 10. Examples of commercial buildings in the plan area. 

(left) 1894 Main Street, built 1930, designed by Charles and Edward Quayle (Quayle Brothers Architects). 

(right) 1701-1715 National Avenue, George Kostakos Building, built 1925, builder Bert Nobel,  

City of San Diego Historic Landmark. 
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The increase in the number of residents in the plan area between 1920 and 1950 raised the demand for 

inexpensive, small, and multiple-family housing units.  Apartment buildings, duplexes, bungalow courts, 

apartment courts, and half courts were built to accommodate the new residents.  Additionally, many small 

single-family residences were constructed on the rear of lots, behind larger and older homes (Figure 14).  

The new residential construction was built in a variety of architectural styles including Spanish Colonial 

Revival, Mission Revival, and Minimal Traditional. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 11.  Street View, Newton and Cesar Chavez, 1940s 

Courtesy of SDHS (Sensor 8-48) 

Figure 14.  1946 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map selection.  The highlighted lots illustrate some of the 

varying types of residential construction of the period. From left to right: older dwelling with new house 

behind, half court with apartments on the alley that replaced a single-family dwelling, grouping of 

numerous small dwellings behind an older residence, and a new collection of small residences on a single 

lot. 
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There were a few industrial facilities east of the railroad tracks at the beginning of the 1920s, but by 1946 

industrial encroachment into the residential and commercial areas dramatically increased.  Six junkyards, 

auto wrecking, and salvage yards had taken over lots in the plan area (1610, 1684, and 1960 Logan; 1972 

and 2075 National; and 2701 and 3330 Main).  There were numerous manufacturers interspersed within 

residences and businesses including door and cabinet shops, a retinning plant, a floor tile manufacturer, 

several iron works, furniture manufacturing, battery manufacturing, bottling works, and a manufacturer of 

small cars (2687 National). 

Plate 12. Close-up aerial photograph of the plan area during World War II, facing north. 

The railroad tracks are on the left side of the frame (left of Main Street).  The dirt track to the left of 

the railroad tracks is Harbor Drive.  Note the denseness of development at that time.  Many of the 

buildings had outbuildings or second residences behind. Courtesy of SDHS. 
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4.4.4  Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development (1940s-1950s) 

 

Prior to World War II, the federal government increased its military presence along the bayfront.  The 

Destroyer Base was established at the foot of 32
nd

 Street in 1919.  In 1941, the Destroyer Base was 

officially changed to the U.S. Naval Repair Base.  On September 15, 1946, the U.S. Naval Repair Base 

was redesignated as the United States Naval Station, San Diego, California.  The Naval Station facility 

occupies over 1,100 acres southwest of the plan area. 

 

While San Diego’s small shipbuilding industry was focused on fishing vessel construction in the period 

between 1900 and 1940, prior to World War II companies began to bid on the construction of large naval 

and commercial shipping crafts (Harris 1974:55).  The National Iron Works (later NASSCO), the Harbor 

Boat and Yacht Company and the San Diego Marine Construction Company were established or 

expanded on the Barrio Logan bayfront in the mid-1940s and 1950s (Plate 13).  The San Diego Marine 

Construction Company with its wharfs and machinery shops at the base of Sampson Street and National 

Iron Works (then called Lynch Ship Building Company) and its large overhead crane were located at the 

base of S. 28
th
 Street (1946 Sanborn).  The end of World War II led to a plunge in employment for those 

working in war-related industries but the outbreak of the Korean War as well as increasing tension 

between the United States and the Soviet Union once again stimulated the shipbuilding industries in the 

bayfront in the early 1950s.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tuna and sardine canning industry continued to be a substantial presence on the bayfront during this 

period though it had consolidated into two major companies by 1946: the Van Camp Seafood Company 

and the Sun Harbor Packing Company (Figure 15).  The Van Camp facility was connected to the 

American Can Company and warehouse by a bridge over the railroad tracks.  The nearby American 

Processing Company manufactured fish oils and poultry feed to the north of the cannery wharfs.  The 

Kelco Company, a manufacturer of kelp products, had a large facility and wharf south of the canneries 

(Figure 16).  

Plate 13.  National Iron Works (later NASSCO), 

ca. 1939. The jetty was a Navy landing strip for 

the U.S. Naval Station planes. Courtesy of SDHS 

(#83:14578-17).  
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Figure 15.  1946 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map selection showing canneries and other  

industries on the plan area bayfront. 
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By 1946, a number of industrial uses were present in Barrio Logan including shipbuilding, canning, oil, 

lumber, and general warehouses.  Two grocery warehouses were located east of the railroad tracks at 

Harbor Drive: the Safeway Stores warehouse (Main between Dewey and S. Evans), and the Alfred M. 

Lewis Grocers (Main between S. Evans and Sampson) (1946 Sanborn).  Numerous oil suppliers such as 

the General Petroleum Corporation of California, the Texas Company Oil Depot, the E. Johnson Oil 

Company, the Richfield Oil Corporation Oil Depot, and Standard Oil Company of California operated 

from the bayfront on lots with large fuel tanks and oil tanks.  A new arrival was the Altes Brewing 

Company and its massive facilities that stretched along Main from Sampson to Schley and included 

everything from bottling facilities and storage to a coopering workshop and cellars.  San Diego Gas and 

Electric Company operated two facilities along the bayfront, the Silver Gate Power Plant (west of Harbor 

between S. Evans and Sampson) and a substation (southwest corner of Harbor and Sampson).  Other 

industrial businesses at the time included the Standard Iron Works (1821-1845 Harbor), the McCormick 

Steamship Wharf (between the canneries and Kelco Company), the Southwest Onyx and Marble 

Company, and, just outside the plan area, the San Diego Arizona Eastern Railroad Company shops (west 

side of Newton between S. 16
th
 and Sigsbee). 

 

Figure 16.  1946 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map selection showing Kelco Co. plant  

on the plan area bayfront. 
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4.4.5  Community Response to Rezoning and Infrastructure Projects/ Chicano Political Activism (1960s-

Present) 

 

The neighborhood of Barrio Logan achieved its identity as a consequence of its separation from Logan 

Heights due to the construction of Interstate 5 in 1963 and the San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge in 1969, 

as well as the rezoning of the area from strictly residential to mixed use.  The constricting effect of the 

highway and bridge construction, coupled with commercial uses that multiplied in the midst of residential 

housing, induced a period of dramatic physical change in Barrio Logan from the 1960s to the 1970s.  

These changes prompted drastic population decline but also inspired a local Chicano movement that 

advocated for the rights of the community’s residents.  Prior to the highway construction that bisected 

Logan Heights and essentially created Barrio Logan, this community contained the largest Mexican-born 

and “Spanish surnamed” community in San Diego (Bonilla 2007) though its ethnic makeup also 

contained a minority of African Americans, European Americans, and Asian Americans (Bonilla 2007:7).  

 

Zoning and Mixed Use Development 

During the 1950s, the City rezoned Barrio Logan from primarily residential to a mixed use classification.  

Subsequently, over the next twenty years, the neighborhood experienced a massive influx of automotive 

scrap yards, particularly along Main, National, Newton, and Logan as well as numerous other industrial 

businesses housed in large industrial lofts and warehouses (Brandes 1983).  According to a Planning 

Department Non-Residential Land Use Inventory, less than ten percent of the acreage in the plan area was 

residential by 1963 (Tabler 1978).  As a result of the mixed use zoning by the City, significant changes in 

land use occurred to the neighborhood, with commercial businesses now located adjacent to residences. 

 

Highway and Bridge Construction 

The completion of Interstate 5 through the heart of Logan Heights in 1963 rewrote the boundaries of the 

neighborhood.  The interstate splintered Logan Heights in two, with the area to the southwest of Interstate 

5 becoming known as Barrio Logan and the area to the northeast known as Logan Heights.  “Barrio 

Logan” likely evolved from the Spanish speaking residents’ practice of referring to Logan Heights as the 

barrio, or neighborhood (Bonilla 2007:7).  The City officially initiated the use of Barrio Logan to 

describe the area southwest of the Interstate 5 in the 1970s (Bonilla 2007:7). 

 

The construction of Interstate 5 displaced families and businesses and resulted in the destruction of all the 

structures in the path of the new freeway (Brandes 1963).  It also cut off the neighborhood to the northeast 

of the interstate from the commercial center on Logan Avenue and made it difficult for those in Barrio 

Logan to reach the churches and schools on the opposite side (Figure 17).  Construction of Interstate 5 

took place prior to the implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act, the California 

Environmental Quality Act, and the National Uniform Relocation Act that today protect communities 

from the potentially damaging effect of major public improvement projects (Rosen and Fisher 2001). 
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The completion of the San Diego-Coronado Bay  

Bridge in 1969, which towered over Barrio Logan with 

its on-ramps and support pylons, displaced more 

families and businesses, creating a dramatic visual 

change to the neighborhood (Plate 14).  The residents 

were not aware of their rights to protest against the 

bridge and many felt they had no choice but to leave 

(Delgado 1998).  Barrio Logan’s population dropped 

from 20,000 to 5,000 between 1969 and 1979 and 

many of the older homes and buildings were razed for 

industrial structures (Delgado 1998). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17.  Approximate boundaries of Barrio Logan 

after 1969 (Norris 1983, Brandes 1983) 

Plate 14.  Coronado Bridge construction over 

Barrio Logan in 1969, facing east. 

Courtesy of SDHS (#UT-85-08564-2) 
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Political Activism 

During the 1960s and early 1970s the Chicano movement became a powerful force for change and 

promoted a social movement within the Mexican American community of Barrio Logan and Logan 

Heights.  United by a concern for equal rights, Mexican Americans adopted the terms Chicano and 

Chicana to identify them not just of Mexican heritage but also of mestizo ethnicity.  An important element 

of the movement was its association with the cultural mythology of Aztlán (Bonilla 2007:64).  The 

Chicano community joined forces to promote political goals such as increasing the number of Chicano 

candidates, promoting broad-scale voter registration, and passing supportive legislation.  Economic goals 

of the movement including upgrading occupations, creating private businesses, and the United Farm 

Workers’ movement led by Cesar Chavez.  Chicano educational goals included reducing school drop-out 

rates, development of bilingual bicultural programs, and the 

creation of university courses and programs in Chicano 

studies (Pitti et al. 1988).  The movement also generated a 

renaissance in art, music, literature, and theatre throughout the 

Hispanic community (Pitti et al. 1988). 

 

The first Chicano activity in Barrio Logan occurred in the late 

1960s when young college students and veterans of the 

Vietnam War, inspired by the national Chicano movement, 

instituted some small clean-up projects in the area.  Yet it was 

the 1970 takeover of a 1.8-acre plot of land beneath the San 

Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge that propelled the movement into 

the consciousness of the larger San Diego community.  In 

April 1970, a young Chicano activist, Mario Solis, alerted the 

community to the commencement of construction of a 

California Highway Patrol station beneath the bridge on the 

land that City officials had promised as a park.  Word spread 

quickly, and protesters successfully stopped the earth moving 

activities and occupied the park (Plate 15).  The occupation  

lasted twelve days, after which the City agreed to grant the 

community the land and surrounding property totaling 7.4 

acres (Bonilla 2007:66-70).  When it came time to choose a 

name for the park, the residents chose “Chicano Park” in 

recognition of the Chicano movement that had been so influential in inspiring the protest.  The creation of 

the park has been cited as the defining event in Barrio Logan’s recognition as a Chicano community 

(Bonilla 2007; Rosen and Fisher 2001). 

 

The Chicano movement revived the Mexican tradition of murals, and many examples of the art are visible 

in Chicano Park today (Rosen and Fisher 2001).  In 1973 and 1974, two teams of Chicano artists, Los 

Toltecas en Aztlán and El Congresso de Artistas Chicanos en Aztlán, began to paint the murals in the 

park on the concrete abutments of the bridge.  More murals were completed between 1974 and 1975 and 

Chicano artists from all over the country were involved.  Between 1977 and 1981, many of the murals 

that were painted depicted how industry and industrial pollution in the neighborhood contributed to the 

low quality of life in Barrio Logan.  In 1993 the Kelco Historical Community Mural, on the corner of 

Ceasar E. Chavez and Harbor Drive, was completed by Salavador and Gloria Torres.  Salavador Torres 

Plate 15.  Chicano Park Protest, 1970. 

Courtesy of SDHS (#UT-86-I4677-41 ) 
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was one of the creators of Chicano Park. Torres writes, “This mural represents the history and future of 

the people, ocean and waterfront industries of our community”(Salavador and Gloria Torres, The Kelco 

Community Mural Draft Outline).    The murals in Chicano Park continue to be modified as new murals 

are added and older murals are restored.  Today the park serves as a cultural center for the Chicano 

community of San Diego.  The City’s Historical Resources Board designated Chicano Park and its large 

murals as a local landmark in 1980 (HRB #143).  The park and its murals were placed on the California 

Register on January 31, 2007 and the National Register in January of 2013 (Rosen and Fisher 2001). 

 

Following the establishment of Chicano Park, a series of community and political organizations formed to 

support the revitalized Chicano community and provide social services to the residents.  Barrio Station 

(2175 Newton Ave) was established in 1970 to provide educational, artistic, and athletic programs for 

Barrio Logan youth (Bonilla 2007:98-99).  The Chicano Free Clinic, established in the old Neighborhood 

House building during the takeover of Chicano Park, provided medical services and counseling.  By the 

late 1970s, the clinic became the Logan Heights Family Health Center, which still operates today as a 

member of the Family Health Care Centers of San Diego (Bonilla 2007:99-100).  The organization 

Developing Unity through Resident for Organizing mobilized at the turn of the 21
st
 century against the 

potential for gentrification of the neighborhood (Bonilla 2007:101).  Additionally, the Chicano Federation 

of San Diego County was established in 1968 with the purpose of improving living conditions, expanding 

cultural significance, and increasing political power throughout San Diego County.  The Federation 

moved to Sherman Heights in the early 1980s and continues to provide social services and assistance to 

Barrio Logan residents (Bonilla 2007:97). 

 

The Mexican American residents of Logan Heights have used the word barrio, Spanish for 

“neighborhood,” to describe the area from the early years.  Here in the United States, barrio has taken on 

a loaded meaning, and it is often used to describe an urban Mexican American, poor, and dangerous 

neighborhood.  In its most positive connotation, outsiders and Mexican Americans alike refer to 

predominantly Mexican American urban neighborhoods as barrios.  Barrios exist in nearly all major 

United States cities.  After Interstate 5 divided the Logan Heights neighborhood in two in 1963, the 

northeastern side continued to be known as Logan Heights, but “Barrio” (with a capital B) was used to 

refer to the southwestern side.  Many residents embraced the cultural association that came with the 

capital “B,” claiming Barrio Logan as a Chicano space.  Kelsey Barnum Bonilla discusses this concept as 

the “barrioization” of Logan Heights (Bonilla 2007).  She writes that:  

 

Residents and Chicano activists actively participated in the racialization of Barrio Logan 

as a Chicano space.  Through the takeover of Chicano Park, the establishment of 

community service organizations, long-standing political struggle over social and 

physical control of the neighborhood, and cultural expressions ranging from low riding to 

mural painting, residents seized this place and gave it meaning as a Chicano space 

(Bonilla 2007). 

 

Nowhere is this “barrioization” more visible than in the landscape of Barrio Logan.  The landscape of the 

Mexican American barrio is an intriguing one.  Planner James Rojas and geographer Daniel D. Arreola 

have found a convincing number of similarities of the barrio landscape throughout the United States west 

and southwest that are also evident in Barrio Logan.  Alone, elements of the barrio landscape may appear 
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in any neighborhood regardless of its ethnic composition; it is the combination of them that makes them 

distinct to the barrio and sets it apart as a Mexican American neighborhood. 

 

Even though new residential construction was rare during this period, the landscape of Barrio Logan 

transformed to reflect the ethnic identification of its residents.  A building or structure in Barrio Logan 

generally looks like a building or structure in any of the early downtown San Diego neighborhoods, 

consistent with the popular property types and architectural styles of its time.  Under closer examination, 

it is evident that the prominent Mexican American and Chicano residents have contributed to the 

character of the landscape by introducing elements that have historic validity as specialized patterns of the 

Mexican American and barrio culture (Rojas 1991; Arreola 1988).  Several elements of the Mexican 

American landscape that are visible in Barrio Logan include enclosed and personalized front yards 

(fences and specialized uses), the use of color to fill blank walls (bright colors, murals, advertising, and 

graffiti), and religious shrines. 

 

Planner James Rojas based his study of the barrio landscape (Rojas uses the word “environment”) on 

East Los Angeles, considering both the tangible and intangible characteristics that illustrate the way 

residents have created an open-air culture out of streetscapes, buildings, and public facilities from an 

environment that was not intended for them (Rojas 1991).  East Los Angeles has many similarities to 

Barrio Logan, primarily because of its location in southern California and the fact that it is an urban 

neighborhood of homes and buildings built by European Americans that have been adapted by Mexican 

Americans and immigrants.  Rojas presents three ways Mexican Americans have contributed to create the 

barrio environment: the people (intangible), the props (tangible), and a unique vernacular form (tangible).  

Similarities to Rojas’ props (the front yard fence, 

personalized yards, and the lack of blank wall space), 

and the East Los Angeles Vernacular house type 

(extroverted housescape, multi-purpose driveway, and 

outgoing porch) can also be found in Barrio Logan.  

 

Geographer Daniel Arreola, in his many studies of 

housescapes in urban barrios of the Southwest, has 

identified three characteristics of the Mexican 

American housescape: fence-enclosed front properties, 

exterior house color, and an occasional religious shrine 

in the front yard. He also considers the place of murals 

as an element of the landscape. Examples of these 

neighborhood elements can be seen in Plates 16 

through 19.  He describes these elements as “part of a 

complex historic code” derived from the Spanish 

Christian influences from Iberia that are blended with 

the Spanish Colonial, Mexican Indian, and Anglo-

American traditions in Mexico and the American              

Southwest (Arreola 1988).  

 

 

 

Plate 16.   

Chicano Park Takeover Mural 
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Plate 17.  Personalized, fenced 

front yard in use by residents. 

2679 Newton Ave. 

Not all the physical manifestations of the historic Mexican American 

culture offered by Rojas and Arreola are present in Barrio Logan.  

The omission of some elements serves to illustrate Barrio Logan’s 

individual character, a result of the people that have lived there and 

the events that have occurred there.  Observations in Barrio Logan 

led to identification of several character-defining elements of the 

Mexican American historic vernacular cultural landscape in Barrio 

Logan: enclosed and personalized front yards, the use of color to fill 

blank walls (bright colors, murals, advertising, and graffiti), and a 

religious shrine.  There are surely other elements that contribute to 

the Barrio Logan’s complex and rich cultural landscape that were not 

discovered; nonetheless, these elements can serve as a foundation for 

further research. 

 

Fencing that extends to the very edges of the front yard is the most 

common of the characteristics identified by Arreola and Rojas and 

the most frequent element observed in Barrio Logan (Plate 17).  Of 

the nearly 500 properties included in the recent historic resources 

survey of Barrio Logan, nearly 90 percent of the single-family and 

multiple-family homes had an enclosure of some type around the 

front yard. Residents personalize their front yards with gardens, 

shrines, garden furniture, and personal effects. 

 

The use of color is common 

throughout Barrio Logan, as is 

the decoration of space so that there are “no blank walls” as Rojas 

describes it.  The use of bright colors is common on Mexican 

American houses as well as commercial structures in Barrio Logan 

(Plate 18).  Murals can be found throughout Barrio Logan on the 

sides of commercial buildings (Plate 19), new multiple-family 

residences, and, most prominently, in Chicano Park.  Many stores in 

Barrio Logan are decorated with original art, mixed with advertising 

text style known as amontonado (stacking).  Graffiti, known as placas 

in the barrio, is another form of color that is used by gangs to mark 

off space. 

 

Shrines, far less common than the use of enclosures and color in 

barrios according to Arreola and Rojas, are still usually found in front 

yards in Mexican American neighborhoods.  No yard shrines were 

observed in Barrio Logan, but one communal shrine is present in 

Chicano Park, which is devoted to the Virgin of Guadalupe, the 

patron saint of Mexico (Plate 19). 

 

New construction in Barrio Logan during this period was primarily 

limited to industrial buildings, though in 1981 the San Diego trolley 

Plate 19.   

Store with murals at 2001 National 

Ave.; Chicano Park shrine 

Plate 18.  Bright paint on a 

commercial building, 2185-95 

Logan Ave. 
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service began stopping along Harbor Drive, on a route that was built over the defunct San Diego and 

Arizona Eastern Railroad tracks.  A second park, Cesar Chavez Park, was completed in 1990, providing 

the neighborhood residents with their only access to the bayfront.  Higher density residential complexes 

and commercial centers have been built in the last decade and plans for new commercial centers are in 

place to promote the economic revitalization of the community. 
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4.5  PROPERTY TYPES 
 

Each historic context identified in the American Period is associated with several property types.  The 

property types listed below are those that would be expected to be present in Barrio Logan based on the 

historic context.  Some may no longer be present because they have been demolished.  

 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Railroads and Streetcars (1870s-1920s) 

Associated Property Types: 

o Residential Building 

o Commercial Building  

o Institutional (Municipal, Church, School, Healthcare facility, etc.) 

o Recreational 

 

 Early Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development (1880s-1930s) 

Associated Property Types: 

o Industrial Building/Structure 

 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration and 

Euro-American Exodus (1920s-1950s) 

Associated Property Types: 

o Residential Building 

o Commercial Buildings 

o Institutional (Municipal, Church, School, Healthcare facility, etc.) 

 

 Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development (1940s-1950s) 

Associated Property Types: 

o Industrial Building/Structure 

 

 Community Response to Rezoning and Infrastructure Projects / Chicano Political Activism 

(1950s-Present) 

Associated Property Types: 

o Residential Building 

o Commercial Building 

o Industrial Building/Structure 

o Institutional (Municipal, Church, School, Healthcare facility, etc.) 

o Recreational 

 

The following listing of property types provides descriptions and photo examples to illustrate the different 

types and subtypes.  The descriptions of property types are based on accepted types in American 

architecture, the National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criterion for 

Evaluation (Washington D.C.: National Park Service), and consultation with City staff. 
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Property Type:  Residential Building 

 

Single-Family Dwellings  

Single-family residences account for the majority of residential buildings in 

Barrio Logan and have been constructed from the earliest settlements in the 

1880s to the present.  They are categorized as either vernacular/folk or architect-

designed.  Although some architectural historians consider the terms vernacular 

and folk to be distinct from each other, for the purposes of this study they are 

used interchangeably.  Vernacular/folk (Plate 20) refers to architecture that is 

derived from forms of popular culture such as magazine, plan books, and 

builder’s guides, as well as architecture from wholly traditional, informally 

transmitted sources such as cultural knowledge from one generation to the next.  

They are generally not architect-designed.  Traditional National Folk styles and 

Craftsman style homes are very well represented within the project area and are 

scattered throughout.  Structures in the Folk Victorian and Italianate styles are 

represented primarily in Barrio Logan northeast of S. 26
th
 Street and north of 

Main Street.  Few Spanish Colonial Revival styles are present.   

 

Worker’s Cottage 

The Worker’s Cottage type (Plate 21) retains similar characteristics of a one-

story, single-family home, but on a smaller scale, and were built during the first 

half of the 20
th
 century in Barrio Logan, primarily between 1920 and 1950.  A 

worker’s cottage may not have been originally constructed with a bathroom or 

kitchen.  They may have been any type of architectural style of the early 

twentieth century such as Queen Anne, Neoclassical, Italianate, Craftsman, or 

National Folk and were built southwest of National between Sigsbee and S. 27
th
 

Streets.  Extant worker’s cottages identified in Barrio Logan on Evans Street are 

in the Craftsman style. 

 

Architect-Designed 

The architect-designed single-family residence is a custom-built detached 

residential structure designed by a licensed architect or building designer for a 

specific client and a specific site.  Architect-designed residences (Plate 22) may 

incorporate any architectural style.  It is not known how many architect-designed 

properties may be present in Barrio Logan, though at least two have been 

identified on Logan Avenue (2073-75 and 2085 Logan Ave.), which were 

designed by the architectural firm of Hebbard and Gill in the Neoclassical and 

Colonial Revival styles in 1897. 

 

Between 1920 and 1950 and continuing to the present, Mexican-American 

modifications to residential buildings, such as fencing, bright color paints, and 

shrines, have contributed significantly to the Mexican-American character of 

Barrio Logan. 

Plate 20.  1685 

Logan Ave. 

 

Plate 21.  1019 S. 

Evans St.  

 

Plate 22.  2073-75 

Logan Ave. 
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Multiple Family Dwellings 

Apartment/Apartment-Flats 

Apartment buildings in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were 

common in Barrio Logan along Logan Avenue.  They rarely rose above two or 

three stories and were wood-frame buildings anywhere from six to twelve units.  

Some apartments/apartment-flats were actually single-family residences that had 

been modified for multiple-family living.  The highest concentration of 

apartments/ apartment flats (Plate 23) was along Logan Avenue and were built 

between 1900 and 1920 (most have been demolished).  A small number of 

apartments were built between 1920 and 1950 and were scattered throughout the 

area.  The architectural styles likely varied and may have included Queen Anne, 

Neoclassical, Italianate, Craftsman, or National Folk styles.   

 

Duplex 

Duplexes are not very common in Barrio Logan, although some are present that 

date from the first half of the 20
th
 century (Plate 24).  A duplex is two separate 

residences, usually attached side-by-side and sometimes stacked one above the 

other.  They normally have two separate entries and share only a wall/floor and 

the common areas outside.  A duplex may appear to be a single-family home 

from the exterior.  Often, a duplex may have originally been a single-family 

home that has been adapted for a multiple-family dwelling.  Duplexes were built 

in a variety of architectural styles, most commonly Folk Victorian and National 

Folk. 

 

Bungalow Court/Court Apartments 

The Bungalow Court housing type is common in Barrio Logan (Plate 25).  The 

property type was first introduced in Pasadena in 1909, reportedly an innovation 

of architect Sylvanus Marston.  Marston built St. Francis Court, eleven full-sized 

bungalows organized in a courtyard arrangement (Curtis and Ford 1988).  The 

style featured a landscaped central courtyard, often with a water feature that 

provided a communal space for the residents but was semi-private from the 

street.  The bungalow courts usually occupied two city lots.  The first bungalow 

courts were apparently built to accommodate tourists who were wintering in 

southern California but did not wish to stay in a hotel. 

 

Following World War I, the bungalow court style was popular because it met the 

growing demand for low-income housing. A large number of working class 

people moved to southern California to take advantage of the Mediterranean 

climate.  The courts were seen as the ideal compromise between the privacy and 

pride of individual home ownership and communal living, while offering the 

convenience of being located in close proximity to the city commercial and 

business centers.  The style remained popular until the beginning of World War 

II, after which the major emphasis in residential building turned to single-family 

homes in the suburbs and larger apartment buildings.   

 

 

Plate 23.  2230 

Logan Ave. 

Plate 24.  1831-33 

National Ave. 

Plate 25. 1853-63 

National Ave 
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The Apartment Court variation of this style is usually arranged in a similar 

fashion, around a central courtyard, but instead of each of the residences standing 

alone, the apartments in these courts share at least one wall.  A common 

arrangement is a U-shaped court with one building on each side, all housing 

several units each.  

 

Bungalow courts became common in Barrio Logan during the 1920 to 1950 

period and were built along Boston and Main Avenues between S. 26
th
 Street and 

Woden Avenue and on National and Newton Avenues between Sampson and 

Beardsley. The first known bungalow court built in Barrio Logan about 1921 is at 

2245-2249 Logan Avenue.   

 

The bungalow court was built in a variety of architectural styles, Spanish 

Colonial Revival or Mission Revival being the most popular in southern 

California (Historic Resources Group 1996), although those built in the 1930s or 

1940s were often in the Minimal Traditional style.  Those built in Barrio Logan 

represent a variety of styles. 

 

Property Type:  Commercial Building 
  

Retail Storefront 

The retail storefront is characterized by its direct relationship to the street.  It was 

the dominant small-scale commercial building in late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century Barrio Logan (Plate 26).  The retail storefront type is most 

common on Logan, National, and Newton Avenues, the major commercial 

thoroughfares.  Typically, the retail storefront is a detached single-use structure, 

though it may align with adjacent buildings giving the appearance of being 

attached.  The storefront is set at the sidewalk and features large display windows 

and a prominent pedestrian entrance.  Parking, if any, is dedicated and occurs at 

the rear.  In this case, the building may also feature a rear entrance.  These 

structures are of neighborhood scale, designed to provide goods and services to 

the surrounding community.  In Barrio Logan, this property subtype is most often 

associated with block style (popular between 1920 and 1950) although the façade 

is sometimes designed in one of the popular architectural styles of the early to 

mid-20
th
 century period such as Mission Revival or Streamline Moderne.  Several 

buildings in Barrio Logan on Logan Avenue were designed in the late-19
th
/early 

20
th
 century False-Front Commercial style.  

 

Restaurants and markets in Barrio Logan occupy a variety of commercial 

buildings and converted residential buildings (Plate 27 and 28).    Both of these 

commercial uses are typically of neighborhood scale and designed to serve the 

surrounding community and are associated with a variety of architectural styles. 

Restaurants and markets were common in Barrio Logan beginning during the 

1920 to 1950 period.   

 

 

 

Plate 26.  2181 

Logan Ave. 

 

Plate 27.  2184-96 

Logan Ave. 

 

Plate 28.  1852 

National Ave. 

 

 

bvfg 
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Mixed-Use Building 

A Mixed-Use Building is a property that contains both residential and 

commercial space (Plate 29).  Usually the ground floor is devoted to 

commercial use and the upper floors house apartments or a single-family 

residence.  This property subtype is associated with any variety of architectural 

styles and was commonly built from the late 19
th
 century to the present 

throughout Barrio Logan. 

 

Property Type:  Industrial Building/Structure 

 

Industrial Loft 

An industrial loft is a large, multi-story industrial building with large windows 

and door openings (Plate 30).  It is built of a wide variety of materials and may 

include wood framing on the interior and exteriors of stone or brick walls, wood 

framing sheathed with wood siding or shingles, or iron and steel framing 

enclosed with masonry walls.  Exterior features include raised loading platforms, 

loading bays, hoistways, fire escapes, and service/storage yards.  The industrial 

loft has a flat roof with various types of architectural detailing styles.  This type 

houses the entire works or could be adapted to office and administrative facilities 

or storehouses (Bradley 1999).  Industrial lofts have been built since the 19
th
 

century, though in Barrio Logan, most date from the mid-20
th
 century to the 

present.  They are scattered throughout Barrio Logan, with a higher 

concentration to the west of Newton and to the south of S. 26
th
 Street. 

 

Production Shed/Warehouse 

Historically, Production Sheds have been called “shops,” a shortened version of 

the word “workshop.”  Production sheds were one-story, rectangular structures 

of considerable width and of any length (Plate 31).  Most were tall enough and 

strong enough to support overhead traveling cranes.  The sheds were built of 

various materials with an interior frame of wood, iron, or steel and exterior walls 

of brick, most commonly.  Roofs were often distinctive and sculptural in form.  

The center bay usually would support a crane, while two galleries on either side 

(or perhaps just one gallery on one side) would have bays devoted to different 

parts of the manufacturing process, with a mezzanine level above.  Production 

sheds served a wide variety of purposes, including machine, forge, welding, and 

erecting shops as well as foundries (Bradley 1999).  Production  

sheds/warehouses are scattered throughout Barrio Logan, with a higher 

concentration to the west of Newton and south of S. 26
th
 Street. 

 

Railroad Facilities 

Railroad-related buildings and structures such as stations, tracks, spurs, section 

houses, and signs are considered railroad facilities (Plate 32) (Bradley 1999).  In 

Barrio Logan, railroad facilities are concentrated along Harbor Drive and beside 

the bay.  They are represented by tacks, spurs, and signs first installed in the late 

19
th
 century and which are used today by freight trains and the San Diego trolley. 

Plate 30.  2380 

Main St. 
 

Plate 31.  3561 

Dalbergia St. 

Plate 32.  View of 

railroad tracks 

from San Diego-

Coronado Bay 

Bridge 

 

Plate 29.  940-50 S. 

26
th

 St. 
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Remnants of late 19
th
 century/early 20

th
 century trolley tracks that ran along 

Newton and Logan Avenues are no longer present. 

 

Wharf/Dock 

A wharf/dock is a fixed platform, supported by pilings, where ships are loaded 

and unloaded or from which ship construction takes place (Plate 33).  They may 

be constructed adjacent to the line of the shore or project out over the water.  

Some wharves/docks contain warehouses for cargo storage (Bradley 1999).  The 

first wharf was constructed in Barrio Logan in the late 1880s (Whitney’s Wharf or 

the 28
th
 Street Pier).  Wharves and docks have been constructed, demolished, and 

replaced in Barrio Logan regularly since the 1880s to accommodate the business 

needs of their occupants.  It is unclear if the wharves and docks present today 

retain any of their historic material. 

 

Quonset Hut 

The Quonset Hut was conceived during World War II when the American military 

needed a prefabricated, lightweight shelter that could be easily shipped and 

quickly assembled (Plate 34).  After the war, the sliced tube of corrugated metal 

was adapted to non-military uses such as, warehouses, manufacturing facilities, 

and even residences (Chiel and Decker 1991).  Quonset Huts were first 

constructed in Barrio Logan during World War II and those that are extant are 

primarily found on Main Street between Cesar Chavez Boulevard and Woden 

Street. 

 

Property Type:  Institutional 

 

Institutional buildings in Barrio Logan such as churches, community centers, 

schools, and healthcare facilities may have occupied any type of commercial 

building, converted residential building, or buildings built particularly for worship 

or community meetings (Plate 35).  This property subtype is associated with any 

variety of architectural styles and is common throughout Barrio Logan 

from the 1880s to the present, particularly to the north of S. 26
th
 Street and east of 

Main Avenue. 

 

Property Type:  Recreational 

 

Recreational property types such as parks, ballparks, and tracks date to the early 

1890s in Barrio Logan. The earliest intercity baseball park and bicycle track, Bay 

View Park, was located at the intersection of Beardsley Street and National 

Avenue.   A new ballpark, Athletic Park, was built in 1900 at South 26
th
 and Main 

Streets.  Neither are still present.  Parks in urban areas are generally designed 

landscapes, as is the case with Barrio Logan’s Chicano Park and Cesar Chavez 

Park (Plate 36).  Parks may have many landscape elements including walls, 

walkways, statuary, plantings, grace headstones, restrooms, and buildings.  Barrio 

Logan’s parks have been created relatively recently; Chicano Park was created in 

1970 and the Cesar Chavez Park was completed in 1980.   

Plate 33.  View of 

wharfs/docks from 

San Diego-

Coronado Bay 

Bridge 

Plate 34. 2647 

Main St. 

Plate 35.  Church 

at 1861 Logan Ave. 

Plate 36.  Chicano 

Park 
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4.6 ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

 Barrio Logan exhibits a wide range of architectural styles.  The following section, presented 

chronologically, describes the prominent styles and their character-defining features.  The descriptions of 

architectural styles are based upon accepted styles in American architecture and the following main 

sources: Virginia and Lee McAlester’s A Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 

1988), City of San Diego’s San Diego Modernism Historic Context Statement (2007), and consultation 

with City staff. 
 

False-Front Commercial 

The False-Front Commercial style was common in late 19
th
 and early 20

th
 century 

settlements in the western United States for commercial properties (Plate 37).  It was 

economical for the business owner to devote more money to the façade of the building 

than to the less visible sides.  By extending the front of the building beyond the roofline, a 

storeowner, businessman, or hotel proprietor could also project an image of stability to 

prospective customers until he could afford a more substantial and permanent structure.  

The building was usually built of wood with a front gable roof.  It could be one or two 

stories.  Its most distinguishing feature was a front wall that extended above the roof and 

the sides of the building to form a parapet.  The façade was usually constructed from better 

materials and was more ornamental than the other three sides (Heckendorn 2007). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Front gable roof 

 Large store-front style windows on ground floor 

 Wood clapboard or plain board cladding 

 Façade parapet extending above roof, elaborate cornice 

 One to two stories 

 Symmetrical façade 

 

Victorian Era 

Victorian architecture generally refers to the styles popular during the last decades of 

Britain’s Queen Victoria’s reign, from about 1860 to 1900. During this period, rapid 

industrialization and the growth of railroads led to dramatic changes in American house 

design and construction.  The balloon frame made up of light two-inch boards and held 

together by wire nails was rapidly replacing heavy-timber framing as the standard building 

technique.  This, in turn, freed houses from their traditional box-like shapes by greatly 

simplifying the construction of corners, wall extensions, overhangs, and irregular ground 

plans.  In addition, growing industrialization permitted many complex house components- 

doors, windows, roofing, siding, and decorative detailing- to be mass-produced in large 

factories and shipped throughout the country at relatively low cost on the expanding 

railway network.  Victorian styles clearly reflect these changes through their extravagant 

use of complex shapes and elaborate detailing.  Three Victorian styles prevalent in Barrio 

Logan include: Italianate, Queen Anne, and Folk Victorian (McAlester and McAlester 

1988). 

  

 

Plate 37.   

False-Front 

Commercial Style, 

2215 Logan Ave. 
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Italianate  

The Italianate style was common between 1860 and 1880 (Plate 38).  It began in England 

as part of the Picturesque movement, a reaction to the formal classical ideals in art and 

architecture that had been fashionable for about two hundred years.  The movement 

emphasized rambling, informal Italian farmhouses, with their characteristic square towers, 

as models for Italian-style villa architecture.  Italianate houses built in the United States 

generally follow the informal rural models of the Picturesque movement.  The style was 

popularized by the influential pattern books of Andrew Jackson Downing.  The decline of 

the Italianate style began with the financial panic of 1873 and the subsequent depression.   

 

Character-Defining Features: 

   Low-pitched roof with widely overhanging eaves and decorative brackets      

   Tall and narrow windows that are commonly arched or curved above 

   Windows frequently with elaborated crowns, usually of inverted U shape 

 

Queen Anne 

This style was dominant in the United States from 1880 until 1900 (Plate 39).  The Queen 

Anne style was modeled loosely on Medieval Elizabethan and Jacobean architecture.  The 

style was a reaction to the classical symmetry of earlier styles, and is characterized by its 

frank internal expression of an interior asymmetrical floor plan.  In Barrio Logan, 

craftsmen added their own touches with intricate spindles and other stylized wooden 

details.  The Queen Anne style features can be found mixed with other Victorian and 

Colonial Revival styles.  

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Steeply pitched roof of irregular shape with a dominant front-facing gable 

 Patterned shingles 

 Cutaway bay windows 

 Partial or full-width porch which is usually one story high and extended along one or 

both side walls 

 

Folk Victorian 

This style was most popular in the United States between 1870 and 1910, primarily in 

residential properties and less commonly in commercial properties (Plate 40).  The Folk 

Victorian style is characterized by the National Folk style house form ornamented with 

Victorian detailing.  The details were often inspired by Italianate, Queen Anne, and 

sometimes Gothic Revival styles.  The popularity of the style was made possible by the 

railroads, which provided transportation of pre-cut detailing from lumber yards to 

anywhere in the country.  The pieces were relatively inexpensive, and many house owners 

simply attached the detailing to their present homes to update to the more stylish 

appearance (McAlester and McAlester 1988). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

     National Folk house form 

     Façades with patterned wood shingles, cornice-line brackets and porches with   

spindle work detailing or flat, jigsaw cut trim 

 

 

 

Plate 38. 
Italianate Style, 

2981 Boston Ave. 
 

 

Plate 39.  
Queen Anne Style, 
2080 Newton Ave. 

 
 

 

Plate 40. Folk 
Victorian Style, 
2168 National 
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     Asymmetrical façade 

 

Colonial Revival 

The Colonial Revival style was a dominant style for domestic building throughout the 

United States during the first half of the twentieth century.  (Plate 41).  In Southern 

California, it was predominantly popular from 1895 through World War II for residential 

properties.  The Colonial Revival style is closely related to both the Greek Revival and 

Neoclassical styles.  Hallmarks of the style are a rectangular building form, marked by a 

double height front portico with Ionic or Corinthian columns, and a symmetrically 

balanced façade.  The one-story cottage forms of the style have a prominent portico.  The 

Neoclassical style is primarily distinguished from the Greek Revival or Colonial Revival 

styles by its ornate detail.  The style was popularized as a result of the Columbian 

Exposition of 1893, which took a classical theme in its architecture.  The exposition 

received wide publicity, and its “classical” pavilions, which in reality mixed classical and 

colonial revival architectural elements, created a national interest in the style.  The 

Colonial Revival style can often be found mixed with Neoclassical elements (McAlester 

and McAlester 1988). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Accentuated front door, normally with decorative crown and supported by 

pilasters 

 Doors commonly have overhead fanlights or sidelights 

 Façade normally shows symmetrically balanced windows and center door 

 Windows in adjacent pairs and double-hung sashes 

   

Mission Revival 

The Mission Revival style emerged in California in the late 1880s/early 1890s, around the 

same time that the Neoclassical and Colonial Revival movement was becoming popular in 

the eastern United States (Plate 42).  Instead of returning to the Georgian styles of the 

early United States period, however, the Mission Revival style took inspiration from the 

Spanish history of the area, particularly the architecture of the missions.  The Mission 

Revival style was popular in southern California for both residential and commercial 

properties. 

 

The Mission Revival style can be distinguished by its mission-shaped dormer or roof 

parapet and symmetrical façade.  The roof is usually flat (sometimes gabled), with a 

decorative, arched entry hood or a porch on residences.  The porch or hoods are supported 

by square piers and have a red tile roof covering.  The exterior is clad with stucco.  

Windows are often three-part or paired, symmetrically placed on either side of the entry.  

Elements of the Mission Revival style may be found mixed with the Spanish Eclectic 

style.  

 

Character-Defining Features: 

    Flat or hipped roof with red clay tile 

    Three-part or paired windows placed on either side of entry; Windows that have 

arched/curved tops or rectangular tops; single-pane; decorative crowns  

 
 

Plate 41.   

Colonial Revivial, 

2168 Newton Ave. 

Plate 42.   

Mission Revival 

Style, 2161-63 

Logan Ave. 
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    Stucco-clad exterior 

    Mission shaped dormer or roof parapet 

    Decorative, arched entry hood or porch 

    Symmetrical façade 

    One story 

 

Spanish Eclectic 

The Spanish Eclectic style became popular in San Diego following the 1915 Panama-

California Exposition (Plate 43).  Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue oversaw the architecture 

of the exposition and was inspired by the Spanish colonial architecture of Mexico.  

Spanish Eclectic, most popular from 1915 to the beginning of World War II, was a more 

simplified version of that seen at the exposition and was applied to all property types.  The 

style is distinguished by its variety of roof shapes covered with red clay tiles and stucco-

clad exterior.  Large, decorative, three-part windows or three grouped windows dominate 

the front of many of the residences built in this style.  Other elements that may be 

incorporated are second-story porches and red tile clad towers or porticos over entryways. 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

   Various roof shapes with red clay tiles 

   Three-part windows or three grouped windows 

   Stucco-clad exterior 

   Second story porches, red clay tile clad towers and porticos over entries 

 

 

Craftsman Bungalow 

The Craftsman Bungalow, also referred to as the “California Bungalow” in other areas of 

the country, was popular in the early 1900s for use on residential properties (Plate 44).  It 

emerged out of the Arts and Crafts movement, the proponents of which desired to return to 

traditional building materials and techniques.  The principles of honest design, often 

characterized by exposure of structural building elements, were applied to small homes 

(bungalows), many available from house-kit companies and pattern books to create the 

Craftsman Bungalow.  The bungalow, with its simple structure and popular styling, made 

home ownership possible for many Americans at the beginning of the 20
th
 century.  The 

style is typically one to one-and-a-half stories, with a low-pitched, gabled roof, has 

oversized eaves with exposed rafters, and windows placed in groups or bands (City of Los 

Angeles 2003; McAlester and McAlester 1988). 

 

Character defining features: 

    Low-pitched, hipped or gable-front roof with oversized eaves and exposed 

decorative rafters 

   Windows arranged in bands or singly; three-over-one or one-over-one; rectangular      

top 

    Clad with clapboard, shingles, stone, or brick 

    Porch, either large or small, supported by columns or piers that begin either at   

porch floor or from porch balustrade 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Plate 44. Craftsman 

Bungalow Style, 

1028 S. Evans St. 

Plate 43.  Spanish 

Eclectic Style, 2759 

Newton Ave. 
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Streamline Moderne 

Influenced by the Cubism and Modern movements taking place in between the two World 

Wars in Europe, Streamline Moderne (Art Moderne) structures are characteristically 

smooth walled and asymmetrical, with little unnecessary ornamentation and simple 

aerodynamic curves of concrete, plaster, and glass block (Plate 45).  The popularization of 

this modern style was reinforced by the government during the Depression as government 

funded New Deal projects such as the 1836-38 San Diego Civic Center (now the County 

Administration Center) adopted the style as the embodiment of government efficiency.  

This new streamline style was a stark contrast to the lavishly ornamented Art Deco and 

Period Revival buildings of the pre-Depression years that had come to represent 

government waste and excess.  Examples of the Streamline Moderne style can be found on 

almost every building type including commercial, multiple family residential apartments, 

and some single family residences (adapted from City of San Diego 2007). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

    Flat roofs with coping or flat parapet 

    Asymmetrical façade 

    Horizontal massing and emphasis 

    Smooth stucco or concrete exterior finish 

    Horizontal accents, or “speedlines,” and restrained detailing 

 

Block 

The Block style was used primarily for commercial properties constructed between the 

1920s and 1950s in Barrio Logan (Plate 46).  The style was economic and simple to 

construct, and it could be easily adapted to different uses.  The most distinguishing feature 

of the Block style is its plain exterior that lacks any decorative elements.  Buildings in this 

style have a flat roof and either a rectilinear or square footprint.  The Block style is 

commonly seen in a one-story building, although two stories also exist.  The exterior is 

typically clad with stucco, and in some cases may be covered with masonry or wood 

siding.  Large storefront style windows are typically present on the ground floor.  In many 

cases, owners have personalized buildings in the Block style by painting them bright 

colors, painting their business name on the façade, or applying murals. 

 

Character-Defining Features 

    Flat roof 

    Large store-front style windows on ground floor 

    Stucco-clad exterior or, less commonly, masonry or wood siding 

    One or two stories 

    Asymmetrical façade  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 45, Streamline 
Moderne Style, 2632 

National Ave. 

 

Plate 46, 
Block Style, 

2078 Logan Ave. 
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Quonset Hut 

The Quonset Hut, based on the Nissen Hospital hut designed by the British military during 

World War I, was designed at the Quonset Point Naval Air Station in Rhode Island in 

1941 by the George A. Fuller Company (Plate 47).  The Quonset Hut met the military’s 

needs during World War II for a prefabricated, lightweight shelter that could be used in 

the war effort.  Over 153,000 of the half-cylindrical framework structures were built for 

the war and then were adapted to postwar use.  The huts were simple to assemble and their 

kits contained everything needed including doors, windows, and tools.  They were placed 

on a slab foundation and covered in corrugated metal or other sheet siding.  The huts were 

used for temporary warehousing, defense worker housing, offices, and even residences.  

There primary use is industrial properties. 

 

The basic hut was redesigned several times and manufactured by different companies 

during and after the war in different sizes and configurations, but it maintained its arched 

roof and corrugated metal siding even if the arch did not continue all the way to the 

foundation in some cases.  The Multiple Building version was a hut that could expand on 

both sides, a feat made possible by using a rectilinear steel frame instead of an arched one 

on which the arched roof segments were joined to each other with a shallow gutter at their 

meeting (Chiel and Decker 2005).  Technically, the term Quonset Hut refers only to the 

first design by the Fuller Company, but later redesigns and productions by other 

companies have also been categorized under the original name. 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Steel structure with a continuous arch so that wall and roof were one (redesigned 

version had a lighter I-shaped steel arch with four-foot vertical side walls) 

 Corrugated metal surface 

 Metal arches bolted to a concrete slab or grade-beams 

 

Minimal Traditional 

Minimal Traditional style buildings, most popular between the two World Wars, reflect 

traditional architectural forms and eclectic styles, but generally display simpler and less 

extensive decorative architectural detailing than revival styles that came previously (Plate 

48).  Minimal Traditional houses are usually modest in scale with one level, although there 

are some two-story examples.  Common decorative features include small, simple porches, 

chimneys, and low pitch, shallow eave roofs.  Pre-World War II examples reference 

Streamline Moderne and older styles, and usually have a detached garage.  Post-World 

War II examples often integrate the garage and reflect the emerging Contemporary trends.  

Though sometimes employing brick or stone materials, this was the first style to typically 

delete these expensive treatments from the side and rear facades, reflecting the frugal 

times.  

 

The Minimal Traditional style is most prevalent in residential construction, but it is also 

common in small-scale commercial, retail, and office uses.  Minimal Traditional style 

houses are usually clustered together, especially in 1940s residential neighborhoods, 

although they can also be found separately as later infill in previously developed 

neighborhoods (adapted from City of San Diego 2007). 

 

Plate 48.  Minimal 

Traditional Style, 

1205-13 S. 31
st
 St. 

 

Plate 47. 
Quonset Hut Style, 

2647 Main St. 
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Character-Defining Features:  

 Compact size, usually single-story 

 Low-pitch gabled or hipped roofs with shallow overhangs 

 Simplified details of limited extent, reflecting traditional or modern themes 

 Traditional building materials (wood siding, stucco, brick, and stone) emphasizing the 

street façade 

May also have: 

 Small front porches 

 Simple floor plan with minimal corners 

 Modestly sized wood framed windows, occasionally one large picture window 

 Detached or attached front-facing garages, frequently set back from the house 

  

Ranch 

Tract Ranch style houses proliferated in San Diego and other cities across the country as 

they experienced rapid growth of the suburbs post World War II (Plate 49).  Suburban 

expansion meant larger lots and bigger houses with prominent attached garages and 

generous front and rear yards.  They were also used as infill in older areas of the city.  

Tract Ranch houses are characterized by rambling, single-story floor plans with low-slope, 

hipped or gabled roofs.  The strong horizontality is accentuated by horizontal fenestration 

and deep roof overhangs.  Exterior materials and detailing are typically traditional.  Wall 

materials used included horizontal wood siding, wood board and batten siding, stone, and 

brick.  Roofs are generally finished with wood shingles. 

 

Tract Ranch style design variations include Storybook/Chalet Style, Colonial, 

Contemporary, Spanish Hacienda, and Western Ranch.  In general, Tract Ranch houses 

are relatively conservative in design, with revival styles features such as paneled wood 

doors, divided-lite windows, and wood shutters.  Ranch tract homes include a variety of 

forms from relatively modest to large floor plans (adapted from City of San Diego 2007). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Low sloped gabled roofs with deep overhangs 

 Horizontal massing 

 Usually single-story 

 

May also have: 

 Attached carports and garages 

 Traditional details emphasizing street façade (wood shutters, wood windows, and wide    

brick or stone chimneys) 

 Traditional building materials (wood shingle roofing, wood siding, brick stucco and 

stone) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 49 Ranch Style 
1234 S 27th St. 
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Contemporary 

The Contemporary style was used for residential and commercial buildings in San Diego 

during the 1950s and 1960s (Plate 50).  Contemporary style buildings display features 

such as angular massing, varied materials use, and unusual roof forms, especially on 

freestanding commercial buildings.  Signage for store front commercial buildings in the 

Contemporary styles was generally large, with bold free-standing letters attached to 

building façades that were frequently lighted in order to attract passing motorists.  Exterior 

finishes may be vertical wood siding, concrete block, stucco, flagstone, or even mullion-

free glass (adapted from City of San Diego 2007). 

 

Character-Defining Features: 

 Strong roof forms including flat, gabled, shed, or butterfly, typically with deep 

overhangs 

 Large windows, often aluminum framed 

 Non-traditional exterior finishes include vertical wood siding, concrete block, stucco, 

flagstone, and mullion-free glass 

 

May also have: 

 Angular massing 

 Sun shades, screens, or shadow block accents 

 Attached garages and carports for homes 

 Split-level design, especially on sloped residential sites 

 Horizontally oriented commercial buildings 

 Distinctive triangular, parabolic, or arched forms 

 “Eyebrow” overhangs on commercial buildings 

 Integrated, stylized signage on commercial buildings 

 

Utilitarian Industrial 

Utilitarian Industrial refers to buildings whose architecture is significantly determined by 

the use of the building (Plate 51).  For instance, a utilitarian industrial style manufacturing 

facility may have a particular roof built to accommodate the interior crane.  Utilitarian 

style structures are of various sizes, roof styles and clad in different materials (often 

corrugated metal or masonry), but what distinguishes them is that the builder has made no 

attempt to impose any detailing or ornamentation besides those that are deemed necessary 

for the business of the building.  Utilitarian buildings include factories, warehouses, and 

storage sites and usually are industrial structures (Bradley 1999).  Most industrial 

buildings built from the mid-20
th
 century to the present are utilitarian. 

 

Character-Defining Characteristics: 

 Various roof types 

 Various window types 

 Corrugated metal or masonry 

 No ornamentation 

 Design based on the use of the building 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 50. 

Contemporary 

Style, 2697 Main St. 

 
Plate 51.  

Utilitarian Industrial 
Style, 3520 Main St. 
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5.0  SURVEY RESULTS 

 

The following section presents results of the survey, the integrity thresholds for properties included in the 

survey (Section 5.2), potentially significant individual buildings (Section 5.3) and potential for historic 

districts (Section 5.4), and archaeology results and Native American consultation (Section 5.5).  No 

designations of individual properties were part of the scope of work though preliminary significance 

determinations were made based on initial research and architectural integrity. 

 

5.1  SURVEY OVERVIEW 

 

BFSA conducted the historical resources survey of Barrio Logan in July and August of 2008, according to 

the methodology discussed in Section 2.0.  The survey included the review of 484 properties built before 

1965 (the general threshold date for consideration of a historic structure) (Figure 18).  In addition, the 

survey also reviewed Chicano Park established in 1970 for a total of 485 properties surveyed.  One-

hundred and twenty-nine properties were found to have potential significance based on City of San Diego 

significance criterion, which are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.  A complete list of the properties 

surveyed is provided in Appendix C. 

 

The survey revealed that Barrio Logan’s character has evolved from a residential neighborhood in the late 

1800s to a mixed-use residential, commercial, and industrial hub today, a process that has been shaped by 

trends in transportation systems and the natural resources of the bay.  The residential and commercial 

development of Barrio Logan between the 1870s and the early 1920s was driven by railroad speculation 

and the need for residential housing near downtown along the planned railroad route.  This combination 

encouraged land speculators and subdividers to open the land for development.  After rail arrived, the 

residential and commercial areas of Barrio Logan benefited from the jobs the railway provided as well as 

the availability of local electric railway and streetcars to downtown’s commercial center and the harbor.   

 

The spurt of growth along the bayfront in the 1910s and 1920s was facilitated by construction of the new 

pierhead and filling of the tidelands in the 1910s, which created the bayfront commercial area that was 

occupied by the growing fishing industry and the military contractors/fabricators.  The neighborhood 

around the industrial bayfront saw changes that were born out of the proximity to the industries, which 

was reflected in the changing ethnic composition and economic status of the evolving neighborhood.  

Many residential and commercial buildings were constructed between 1920 and 1950 to accommodate 

these new residents and the growing community. 

 

With the rezoning of Barrio Logan in the 1950s, industrial uses became entrenched within the residential, 

commercial, and institutional uses.  In the 1960s, the construction of freeways required the destruction of 

streets in the path of Interstate 5 and the new San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge.  The street plan has 

remained the same since the 1870s otherwise.  The public parks in Barrio Logan (Chicano Park and Cesar 

Chavez Park) were established after the construction of the bridge as a result of Barrio Logan residents’ 

Chicano activism. 
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Of the 485 properties included in the survey, the majority (N=312, 64%) are residences.  Commercial 

buildings account for the second largest group of properties (N=133, 27%). Industrial (N-35, 7%), 

institutional (N=4, 0.8%), and recreational (N=1, 0.2%) account for the remaining properties (Table 2).  

Seventeen architectural styles were observed (Table 3).  Craftsman (N=80) and Folk Victorian (N=44) 

styles were the most common residential styles, and Block was the most common commercial style 

(N=66).  Both styles date to the early 20
th
 century, when the majority of the properties included in the 

survey (N=271) are estimated to have been constructed, between circa 1920 and the late 1950s, more 

specifically.  That period in Barrio Logan is associated with the Residential and Commercial 

Development in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration and Euro-American Exodus (1920s – 1950s) 

theme and Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development (1940s – 1950s) theme (Table 4).  

 

Table 2 

Property Types Identified                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Architectural Styles Identified 

 

Architectural Style No. Identified 

Block 67 

Colonial Revival 34 

Contemporary 11 

Craftsman 79 

False-Front Commercial 5 

Folk Victorian 45 

Italianate 8 

Minimal Traditional 15 

Mission Revival 17 

Queen Anne 10 

Quonset Hut 6 

Ranch 3 

Second Empire 1 

Spanish Eclectic 5 

Streamline Moderne 18 

Utilitarian 16 

Undetermined 144 

Total: 484* 

*Chicano Park not included in the architectural style listing 

 

 

 

Property Type No. Identified 

Residential 312 

Commercial 133 

Industrial 35 

Institutional 4 

Recreational 1 

Total: 485 
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Table 4 

Distribution of Properties by Barrio Logan Historic Themes 

 

Barrio Logan Historic Theme Estimated 

Construction Dates 

No. 

Identified 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the 

Era of Railroads and Streetcars (1870s-1920s) 

 

 Early Industrial Bayfront Development (1880s-

1930s) 

1870 - 1879 4 

1880 - 1889 19 

1890 - 1899 11 

1900 - 1909 33 

1910 - 1919 62 

 

 Residential and Commercial Development in the 

Era of Minority Migration/Immigration and 

Euro-American Exodus (1920s-1950s) 

 Later Industrial and Naval Bayfront Development 

(1940s-1950s) 

1920 - 1929 101 

1930 - 1939 26 

1940 - 1949 144 

 

Chicano Community Response to Rezoning and 

Infrastructure Projects/ Chicano Political Activism 

(1960s-present) 

1950 - 1959 34 

1960 - 1969 46 

1970 1 

Undetermined 4 

 

The survey indicated that there are no large concentrations of a single architectural style or concentrations 

of a particular period of historical buildings.  Property types (residential, commercial, industrial, 

institutional, and recreation) are dispersed throughout Barrio Logan.  Many residences have accessory 

structures behind or attached that constitute additional single-family residences or apartments.  This is a 

trend in property use that occurred during the 1920s to 1950s period (during the period of Residential and 

Commercial Development in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration and Euro-American Exodus 

[1920s-1950s]).  Because of the zoning changes of the 1950s that allowed for mixed uses, the 

industrial/commercial in-fill and wide-scale demolition of residences over the past fifty years has changed 

the setting of the neighborhood and affected the architectural integrity of the historic residential area 

(Chicano Community Response to Rezoning and Infrastructure Projects/ Chicano Political Activism 

[1960s-present]).   

 

The majority of the residential and commercial structures have been altered from their historic state, 

which has compromised their architectural integrity.  Nevertheless, the modifications made by Mexican-

American residents to structures which may have compromised the architectural integrity may still have 

historic validity as cultural contributions to the landscape and may be considered historically significant 

in relation to the themes of Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Minority 

Migration/Immigration and Euro-American Exodus (1920s-1950s) and Chicano Community Response to 

Rezoning and Infrastructure Projects/ Chicano Political Activism (1960s-present). 

 

The survey for Barrio Logan did not include the review of building records, and therefore, the researchers 

did not have the opportunity to determine how many of the structures might be associated with 
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identifiable architects.  Previous surveys and recorded sites did reveal the architects responsible for some 

structures; however, very few architects were associated with any of the surveyed buildings. 

 

Four buildings appear to have been moved to Barrio Logan from elsewhere, judging by their early 

architecture but late appearance on historic Sanborn maps.  The properties identified as potential “move-

ons” are the streetcar at 2154 Logan Avenue, and the residences at 2080-2082 Newton Avenue, 2981 

Boston Avenue, and 1020 S. 26
th
 Street.  It is likely that there are other move-ons that were not identified 

in this reconnaissance survey, but which would be revealed with focused research. 

 

 

5.2  IDENTIFICATION OF INTEGRITY THRESHOLDS 

 

Due to general nature of the reconnaissance survey, no CEQA evaluations of properties were undertaken 

as part of the current effort; however, the City requested that preliminary architectural integrity 

assignments and California Historic Resources Status Codes be applied to the properties identified during 

the survey to form as a basis for future study.  Table 5 describes the types of modifications seen in Barrio 

Logan buildings and how they impacted the architectural integrity of the buildings. 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Architectural Integrity Thresholds Applied in Survey 

 

 

 

 Modifications that 

Mildly Impair  

Architectural Integrity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Modifications that 

Moderately Impair 

Architecture Integrity 

Modifications that 

Significantly Impair 

Architectural Integrity 

General 

Characteristics 

 Easily reversed 

 Minimal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 Does not modify or result in 

loss of original historic 

fabric 

 Restoration easily achieved 

through Mills Act 

conditions 

 Minimal cost and effort 

 Somewhat easily reversed 

 Minimal to moderate 

impact to the resource 

 May slightly modify or 

result in loss of some 

original fabric 

 Restoration may be 

achieved through Mills Act 

conditions 

 Moderate cost and effort 

 Not easily reversed 

 Moderate to significant 

impact to the resource 

 Modified or resulted in the 

loss of original historic fabric 

 Architectural style difficult 

to detect. 

 Would require restoration 

prior to designation 

 More significant cost and 

effort 

Types of 

Modifications 

 Wrought iron security bars 

 Inappropriate awnings 

 Non-historic paint 

 Landscape features and 

overgrowth 

 In-kind replacement of 

roofing 

 Window screens 

 Windows replaced within 

the same opening 

 Inappropriate roofing 

 Replacement of Porch 

Railings and Posts 

 Added veneers (i.e. brick, 

stone) 

 Inconsistent stucco texture 

 Windows replaced in new or 

altered openings 

 Replacing one siding type 

with another (i.e. wood to 

stucco) 

 Additions which do not 

respect scale, spatial 

relationships, and character 

defining features 

Integrity Good Fair Poor 
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The table below provides the California Historical Resources Status Codes used in the current effort and 

their meanings.  

 

Table 6 

California Historical Resources Status Codes Applied in Reconnaissance Survey 

 

Status 

Code 
Meaning 

5S1 Individual property that is listed or designated locally. 

5S2 Individual property that is eligible for local listing or designation. 

5S3 
Appears to be individually eligible for local listing or designation through 

survey evaluation. 

7R Identified in Reconnaissance Level Survey: not evaluated. 

 

 

 

5.3  IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES 

 

During the survey, buildings were identified that may be considered individually significant are based on 

City of San Diego Criterion C and the architectural integrity thresholds discussed above.  Table 7 lists 

potentially significant properties, other properties may be determined to be potentially significant with 

additional research.  Appendix C includes a full listing of the properties surveyed and the integrity 

findings. 

 

An additional group of properties were identified that have the potential of being significant because they 

may exemplify or reflect special elements of the community or neighborhood’s historical, cultural, social, 

economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, landscaping, or architectural development (City of San Diego 

Criterion A).  These are listed in Table 8.  The majority of the properties listed in Table 8 are associated 

with the theme Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Minority Migration/Immigration 

and Euro-American Exodus (1920s-1950s), which was the period in which the Mexican American 

community became the dominant population group in Barrio Logan.  It was also the period during which 

Barrio Logan’s residential and commercial growth was most substantial.  One property (2174 Logan 

Ave.) is associated with the period of earliest residential and commercial development in Barrio Logan 

(Residential and Commercial Development in the Era of Railroads and Streetcars [1870s-1920s]).  

Chicano Park is recognized as an important historic site associated with the theme of Chicano Political 

Activism (1960s-present). 

 

The properties identified as potentially significant have been assigned a “5S3” California Historical 

Resources Status Code as shown in Figure 19.  Those already locally listed have been assigned a “5S1” 

Status Code and include Chicano Park and Murals (HRB# 143), the George Kostakos Commercial 

Building located at 1701-1715 National Ave. (HRB# 799), and the Aztec Brewery (HRB #223). The 

Kelco Historical Community Mural (1935 Harbor Drive), completed in 1993, was previously determined 

significant and has been assigned a “5S2” California Historical Resources Status Code. The mural 

represents the history and future of Barrio Logan including the people, the waterfront industries and sea 
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life. Because the buildings listed below represent the results of a reconnaissance level survey, additional 

intensive level analysis will be required before any determination of significance is made. 

 

 

Table 7 

Potentially Significant Individual Buildings  

Based on City of San Diego Criterion C  

 

Property Address Architectural Style 
Est. Date of 

Construction 

 

Integrity 

951-961 S. 16
th

 St.  Art Deco 1924 Good 

940-950 S. 26
th

 St. Folk Victorian  1911 Good 

1008 S. 26
th

 St. Craftsman Bungalow 1935 Good 

1020 S. 26
th

 St. Craftsman Bungalow 1935 Fair 

1029 26
th

 St.  Craftsman Bungalow 1921 Fair 

1219 S 30
th

 St.  Undetermined 1914 Good 

1205-1215 S. 31
st
 St. Minimal Traditional circa 1945 Fair 

1220 S. 31
st  

St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1945 Good 

1032 Beardsley St. Craftsman Bungalow 1918 Good 

2901 Boston Colonial Revival 1906 Good 

2981 Boston Italianate 1881-1887 Good 

2836-3838 Boston Ave. Craftsman Bungalow 1918 Good 

2939-2941 Boston Ave. Mission Revival 1927 Good 

1016 Cesar Chavez Craftsman 1920 Fair 

1102 Cesar Chavez Queen Anne 1887 Fair 

3554 Dalbergia Block 1950s Good 

3561 Dalbergia Utilitarian 1960s Good 

3586 Dalbergia Utilitarian 1960s Good 

3611 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3645 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3647 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3665 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3683 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3715 Dalbergia Block 1960s Good 

3768 Dalbergia Contemporary circa 1960 Good 

3781 Dalbergia Block 1950s Good 

925 S. Evans Craftsman Bungalow 1920 Good 

1021 S. Evans Craftsman Bungalow 1918 Good 

1028 S. Evans St. Craftsman Bungalow 1913 Good 
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Property Address Architectural Style 
Est. Date of 

Construction 
Integrity 

1032 S. Evans St. Craftsman Bungalow 1918 Good 

1107-1115 S. Evans St.  Craftsman Bungalow 1915-1920 Fair 

2295 Harbor Dr. Block circa 1945 Good 

1667 Logan Ave. Queen Anne 1880 Good 

1673 Logan Ave. Queen Anne 1880 Good 

1679 Logan Ave.  Colonial Revival 1920 Fair 

1681 Logan Ave. Colonial Revival circa 1920 Good 

1684 Logan Ave. Utilitarian 1950s Good 

1685 Logan Ave Colonial Revival  1931 Good 

1695 Logan Ave Colonial Revival 1931 Good 

2075 Logan Ave. Colonial Revival 1897 Good 

2085 Logan Ave. Italianate 1880 Good 

2107 Logan Ave. 
False Front 

Commercial 
1905 Fair 

2166 Logan Ave. Folk Victorian 1910 Fair 

2174 Logan Ave. Queen Anne 1893 Good 

2201 Logan Ave. Colonial Revival 1909 Good 

2215 Logan Ave. False-Front 

Commercial 

1907 Good 

2219 Logan Ave.  Folk Victorian 1910s Fair 

2225 Logan Ave. Folk Victorian 1915 Fair 

2241-2249 Logan Ave. Colonial Revival Circa 1906 Fair 

2250 Logan Ave. Block 1950s Good 

1709 Main St. Utilitarian 1940s Good 

1894 Main St. Block 1930 Good 

1979 Main St. Utilitarian 1960s Good 

2646 Main St. Utilitarian 1960s Good 

2647 Main St. Quonset Hut circa 1945 Good 

2697 Main St. Contemporary 1960s Good 

2704 Main St. Utilitarian 1960s Good 

2940 Main St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1920 Good 

3012 Main St.  Colonial Revival Circa 1915 Fair 

3078-3080 Main St. Colonial Revival circa 1920 Good 

3086-3088 Main St. Craftsman circa 1920 Good 

3520 Main St. Utilitarian 1960s Good 

3592 Main St. Block 1960s Good 

1600-1616 National Ave. Block circa 1930 Good 

1603 National Ave. Utilitarian circa 1945 Good 
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Property Address Architectural Style 
Est. Date of 

Construction 

 

Integrity 

1659 National Ave. Block circa 1945 Good 

1724 National Ave Folk Victorian 1900 Fair 

1744 National Ave. Folk Victorian 1906 Fair 

1752 National Ave Italianate  1880 Fair 

1822 National Ave Colonial Revival 1924 Fair 

1832 National Ave 
False-Front 

Commercial 
1905 Fair 

1831-1833 National Ave. Italianate 1903 Good 

1864 National Ave. Block 1960s Good 

1897 National Ave. Streamline Moderne circa 1945 Good 

2021 National Ave. Colonial Revival 1913 Good 

2084 National Ave. Craftsman 1920 Fair 

2090 National Ave. Folk Victorian 1890 Fair 

2119 or 2121 National Ave. Colonial Revival circa 1920 Good 

2129 National Ave. Colonial Revival 1925 Good 

2136 National Ave. Contemporary 1960s Good 

2148 National Ave. Folk Victorian 1900 Fair 

2168 National Ave. Folk Victorian circa 1915 Good 

2177 National Ave. Craftsman 1910 Good 

2255 National Ave. Block circa 1960 Good 

2285 National Ave. Colonial Revival 1913 Good 

2292 National Ave. Utilitarian circa 1950 Good 

2632 National Ave. Streamline Moderne circa 1945 Good 

2644 National Ave. Folk Victorian circa 1920 Good 

2652 National Ave. Folk Victorian circa 1887 Good 

2029-2031 National Ave. Folk Victorian 1880 Fair 

2059-2061 National Craftsman 1918 Fair 

2234-2238 National Minimal Traditional 1940 Fair 

2616-2618 National Mission Revival 1923 Fair 

1865 Newton Ave. Craftsman 1920 Fair 

1869 Newton Ave. Craftsman 1920 Fair 

1875 Newton Ave. Block circa 1960 Fair 

2022 Newton Ave. Block 1960s Good 

2046 Newton Ave. Contemporary 1960s Good 

2109 Newton Ave. Utilitarian circa 1950 Good 

2152 Newton Ave. Colonial Revival 1920 Fair 

2168 Newton Ave. Colonial Revival circa 1920 Good 
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Property Address Architectural Style 
Est. Date of 

Construction 

 

Integrity 

2170 Newton Ave. Colonial Revival circa 1920 Good 

2205 Newton Ave. Contemporary 1960s Good 

2240 Newton Ave. Colonial Revival  circa 1920 Good 

2272 Newton Ave. Block circa 1965 Good 

2618 Newton Ave. Colonial Revival 1912 Good 

2619 Newton Ave. Queen Anne 1898 Fair 

2653 Newton Ave. Folk Victorian 1910 Fair 

2685 Newton Ave.  Folk Victorian circa 1910 Fair 

2701 Newton Ave. Craftsman 1920 Fair 

2759 Newton Ave. Mission Revival 1925 Good 

2080-2082 Newton Ave. Queen Anne 1890 Good 

2658-2662 Newton Ave. Craftsman 1920 Fair 

1531 Rigel St. Utilitarian circa 1960 Good 

934 Sampson St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1945 Good 

938 Sampson St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1945 Good 

1027 Sampson St.  Craftsman Bungalow circa 1945 Good 

1037 Sampson St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1945 Good 

1025 Sicard St. Contemporary circa 1960 Good 

1028 Sicard St. Craftsman Bungalow circa 1920 Good 

1030 Sicard St. Craftsman Bungalow 1914 Good 

1034 Sicard St. Craftsman Bungalow 1914 Fair 

1038 Sicard St. Craftsman Bungalow 1914 Good 

 

 

 

Table 8 

Potentially Significant Individual Properties  

Based on City of San Diego Criterion A 

 

Property 

Address 

Additional Information 

(Brandes 1983; City of San Diego 1990; 

Logan Heights Historical Society) 

Est. Date of 

Construction 

California  

Historic 

Resource 

Status 

Code 

1784- 

1786 

Newton 

Ave. 

This property was bought in 1926 and housed the New Mexico 

Tortilla factory which had one of the first electric tortilla makers 

in the city.  The store delivered food to Old Town and also sold 

food to cannery workers. In the 1980s the New Mexico Café 

moved to the adjacent property on the corner of Newton and 

Beardsely.  The family-owned restaurant is still in business today.   

1929 5S3 
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Property 

Address 

Additional Information 

(Brandes 1983; City of San Diego 1990; 

Logan Heights Historical Society) 

Est. Date of 

Construction 

California  

Historic 

Resource 

Status 

Code 

1800 

Logan 

Ave. 

The Corona Outfitting Co. occupied this building between 1943 

and 1948. It may have housed Amador’s Market previously. 

Corona Furniture Co. moved to 1816 Logan (no longer standing) 

in the late 1940s and is now located at 3161 National Ave. 

circa 1940 5S3 

1857 

Logan 

Ave. 

This tortilleria and Mexican restaurant was established in 1933 at 

this location by Nativada and Petra Estudillo and is it still operated 

by the family today. 

circa 1933 5S3 

2154-2158 

Logan 

Ave. 

This lot contains a Victorian style residence, which is partly 

hidden by a streetcar that is situated on the front of the lot.  The 

streetcar was purchased by a former owner after World War II 

when the local line was shut down in 1947. He converted it for use 

as a restaurant.  

1895/1930 5S3 

2171-2177 

Logan 

Ave.  

This building was used as a movie theatre throughout the 1920s 

and 1930s. Part of the building was occupied by a cigar store in at 

least 1925. The building also housed apartments. 

1915 5S3 

2174 

Logan 

Ave. 

This Folk Victorian home was occupied by C. Clarence Park in at 

least 1907. Park and business partner Sherman Grable founded the 

Park-Grable Investment Co., which was active in the development 

of real estate in Barrio Logan.  

1910 5S3 

2184-2196 

Logan 

Ave. 

The building was built for the San Diego Trust and Commerce 

Bank in the Mission Revival style. It was joined by a dry goods 

store (1925-1933), electrical repair shop (1925-1933), and a 

Safeway grocery store (1925-1954) two years later. In 1927, the 

Bank of Italy absorbed San Diego Trust and Commerce Bank, 

which was subsequently reorganized as the Bank of America in 

1931, serving the area until 1958. The property became a tortilla 

factory in 1977.  

1923 5S3 

 

 

5.4  IDENTIFICATION OF HISTORIC DISTRICTS 

 

Barrio Logan represents a mix of different historic periods, modified structures, and various architectural 

styles that are interspersed with commercial and industrial uses. In particular, industrial infill and wide-

scale demolition, which began in earnest in the 1950s, has resulted in a low concentration of 

geographically continuous historical properties.  Furthermore, the low architectural integrity of most of 

the extant properties has exempted them from consideration as contributors to a district.  No historic 

districts were identified within Barrio Logan as a result of the survey, although a concentration of 

potentially significant buildings was found between Logan Ave and Newton Ave, generally bounded by 

Chicano Park on the northwest and S 26
th
 on the southeast.     

 

Although two of the previous historic resources surveys (Brandes 1983 and City of San Diego 1990) 

made historic district recommendations, those recommendations are not considered relevant based on the 

findings of this study.  The previous surveys’ recommendations for districts were based on the inclusion 

of many buildings that have since been demolished or significantly altered.  Additionally, the districts 

included areas outside of Barrio Logan. 
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5.5  ARCHAEOLOGY AND NATIVE AMERICAN CONSULTATION 

 

Historic archaeological deposits have been identified within Barrio Logan, notably in those locations 

where archaeological monitoring has been required for large development projects.  Discoveries 

associated with the historic period include cisterns, privies, trash deposits, and foundations.  The ability of 

any of these features to provide the types of data necessary to address research questions related to the 

residents and the development of the community over time is dependent upon the presence of historic 

artifacts that represent the material cultural of the occupants of this particular location.  Several examples 

exist from recent archaeological monitoring programs that indicate that the potential is very high within 

the community area to discover features with associated historic artifacts that reflect the local population.  

One example is a cistern discovered at the Mercado de Barrio project in 1998 that produced a substantial 

quantity of bottles, containers, clothing, newspapers from World War I, and a wide spectrum of personal 

items and manufactured goods dating from the early 1900s until the 1950s.  As development projects 

materialize in the future, similar discoveries are anticipated that will help to advance our understanding of 

the economic development of the area and the changes in the ethnicity of the neighborhood as reflected in 

the archaeological stratigraphy. 

 

The potential to discover prehistoric sites or deposits within Barrio Logan is highest in those areas near 

Chollas Creek (Near “Indian Point”) or along the original tidelands.  Patterns of occupation sites and 

subsistence-based camps illustrated in the records searches for the bay area indicate that both Archaic and 

Late Prehistoric cultures focused on areas with access to fresh water and marine resources.  The large 

prehistoric sites recorded at the mouth of Chollas Creek (on the southeastern portion of Barrio Logan) are 

examples of the importance of fresh water and marine resources needed to sustain a large prehistoric 

population over time.  The potential of any prehistoric sites to contribute to research questions regarding 

cultural occupation along the bay over the past 8,000 years is considered high; however, the existence of 

sites further away from Chollas Creek or the bay is uncertain, because archaeological surveys have not 

been conducted and the ability to discern prehistoric sites in the highly urban environment is impacted by 

the historic development.  Depositional patterns at occupation sites elsewhere around the bay have 

documented good preservation of shell and fish remains, as well as hearth features, midden deposits, and 

even human burials. 

 

Native American representatives were contacted as part of the survey regarding potential cultural 

concerns related to prehistoric sites or Traditional Cultural Properties (TCP’s) within the community plan 

boundaries.  The records search data from the archaeological study of the plan area was shared with Mr. 

Clint Linton of the Santa Ysabel Reservation.  Based upon the record search data, the project area is 

considered to have minimum research potential, except in those areas on the southeast side of the 

community plan area where recorded sites SDI-12,090 and SDI-12,092 represent a prehistoric village 

situated at the mouth of Chollas Creek.  This village area has been disturbed; however, components of 

these sites may still exist beneath the historic and modern development layers.  Mr. Linton has expressed 

the Native American concerns regarding this area and the potential to encounter culturally sensitive sites 

or artifacts.  These recommendations are included in Section 6.0. 
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Based on the findings of the Barrio Logan Historical Resources Survey, the following recommendations 

have been proposed for the treatment and preservation of the community’s historical resources.   

 

 Conduct additional research on buildings identified as potentially significant in the survey 
report to evaluate their eligibility for listing in the City of San Diego Historical Resources 
Register.  

These buildings were identified as potentially significant because they may exemplify or reflect special 

elements of the community or neighborhood’s historical, cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, 

engineering, landscaping, or architectural development (City of San Diego Criterion A) or because they 

embody distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period or method of construction (City of San Diego 

Criterion C).  Additional research would provide the information necessary to evaluate whether they are 

eligible for listing in the City of San Diego Register. 

 

 Identify additional buildings that may have been missed during the survey. 

 

The Barrio Logan survey only included buildings visible from the street and did not attempt to record 

structures on the rear of properties or along alleys.  As the historic context indicates, there are potentially 

a considerable number of buildings that were not covered by the current survey constructed before 1965 

behind older residences.  The study of these obscured or inaccessible structures could provide a more 

complete understanding of Barrio Logan’s development history.  

 

 Commission a Mexican American Cultural Landscape and Oral History Study 

 

Most historic resources surveys, including the current one, identify architecturally significant or important 

historic districts.  Yet in a community that has a strong cultural history such as that of the predominantly 

Mexican American community of Barrio Logan, the group’s impacts to the landscape are more complex 

than a list of individual buildings or districts.  The Mexican American’s contribution to the “sense of 

place” in Barrio Logan should be considered a historic vernacular landscape, worthy of study and 

preservation measures.  The characteristics of this landscape may not be immediately evident to an 

untrained surveyor or may have not been previously recognized as a significant manifestation of the 

Mexican American culture on the landscape, although some preliminary observations have been 

introduced in the historic context (Section 4.0).  A preservation initiative such as a cultural landscape 

study should contain an oral history element to learn of the properties important to the community for 

their cultural value and elements of the landscape that had historic significance to the Mexican American 

community in particular. 

 

There has been no systematic effort in the United States to identify the cultural landscapes that mark the 

contributions of Mexican Americans to the nation’s development as has been done with African 

Americans, women, and labor history (Alanen and Melnick 2000).  The National Park Service has 

published some guidance for the preservation of cultural landscapes in Preservation Brief 36: Protecting 

Cultural Landscapes, Planning, Treatment and Management of Historic Landscapes and the more 

complete Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties Guidelines for the 

Treatment of Cultural Landscapes.  Nevertheless, the guidelines emphasize primarily historic designed 
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landscapes (such as parks and estates) or historic sites (such as battlefields and president’s house 

properties) and not historic vernacular landscapes such as the one in Barrio Logan.  Efforts in mainly 

Asian American and African American historic communities may be more useful as examples. 

 

Key to a successful preservation will be choosing the type of preservation action that should be 

applied to the landscape.  The most ideal approach to protecting the Barrio Logan cultural landscape will 

likely be a combination of preservation and rehabilitation.   Of the many Mexican American contributions 

to Barrio Logan, murals and shrines are likely to be the ones best treated by preservation.  Rehabilitation 

is the approach that will likely be best applied to other elements of the landscape such as enclosed and 

personalized front-yards and the use of color to fill blank walls.  In the case of enclosure, for instance, 

rehabilitation would likely have less emphasis on the actual historic fabric itself (such as the age of the 

fencing material) than on the concept of enclosure itself.  The same may be true of the use of bright 

colors, advertising, and graffiti.  Those elements would remain but would be free to evolve over time.  

 

 Conduct project-specific Native American consultation 

 

BFSA consulted with Mr. Clint Linton of the Santa Ysabel Reservation to form the following 

recommendations concerning cultural resources within Barrio Logan to express the Native American 

concerns regarding this area and the potential to encounter culturally sensitive sites or artifacts.  Mr. 

Linton also submitted a brief letter stating his agreement (Appendix A). 

 

For future undertakings within Barrio Logan the City should consult, or mandate applicant consultation, 

with the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) early in the project planning, design and 

environmental compliance process by notifying the NAHC and concerned Native American parties of the 

following: 

 

a. The exact location of the undertaking. 

b. The nature and extent of the proposed project (i.e., road widening, parcel development, 

and its proposed impact on the environment. 

c. Results obtained from the cultural resources inventory, including descriptions of, and 

National Register eligibility determinations for, sites affiliated with Native American 

occupation or use. 

d. The potential of the project to impact significant sites and/or those localities of cultural or 

religious significance. 

e. As early in the project planning and development process as possible, the lead agency 

should acknowledge the presence of specific sites or areas deemed by as Traditional 

Cultural Properties (TCPs) and/or Sacred Sites.  

f. As required by city ordinance, it is recommended that sensitive information provided by 

the NAHC or concerned parties be protected and not released in a public forum without 

the express written consent of the NAHC or its representative.  
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Treatment 

 

Projects that may impact cultural resources should allow concerned Native American parties an 

opportunity to comment on or participate in any treatment plan for any sites with cultural and religious 

significance to the Native American community, as follows: 

 

a. It is recommended that wherever feasible, the cultural resource should be avoided by the 

proposed activity and preserved. 

b. Where avoidance is not a feasible alternative and this determination has been documented 

accordingly, treatment should be carried out in accordance with the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, coupled 

with guidelines established by CEQA and local ordinances. 

c. It is recommended that a Native American monitor be present for all phases of 

archaeological investigations or construction activities that may affect significant cultural 

resources within the plan area. 

 

Native American Graves 

 

In the event that Native American burials are anticipated or inadvertently discovered during controlled 

archaeological excavations or any phase of construction, it is recommended that the concerned parties 

shall seek to avoid direct and indirect impacts to the site(s) as the primary mitigation alternative.  

Treatment of sites containing human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects or objects of cultural 

patrimony should proceed according to applicable laws and in accordance with the Native American 

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA; 43 CFR 10), as appropriate, and any agency-specific 

rules and procedures for handling such matters.   In addition, if human remains are uncovered, it is 

recommended that no further disturbance of the site shall occur until the County Coroner has made the 

necessary finds as to origin and disposition of the remains. It is recommended that the following actions 

be taken directly upon discovery of human remains: 

 

a. All work in the area of the discovered human remains shall stop immediately and the 

County Coroner shall be contacted. 

b. The coroner has two working days to examine human remains after being notified by the 

responsible person. If the remains are Native American, the Coroner has 24 hours to 

notify the NAHC. 

c. The NAHC will immediately notify the person it believes to be the MLD of the deceased 

Native American. 

d. The MLD has 48 hours to make recommendations to the owner or representative, for 

treatment or disposition, with proper dignity, or the human remains and grave goods. 

e. If the owner does not accept the descendant’s recommendations, the MLD may request 

mediation by the NAHC. 
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Memorandum of Record 

 

 
 
 
Re: Barrio Logan Community Plan Amendment.   
 
 

 

To Whom It May Concern,                  4-23-09 

 

     After review of the above reference document, Red Tail Monitoring & Research, Inc. agrees 

with the recommendations outlined by Brian F. Smith and Associates.  Further we agree to 

provide Native American Monitoring/Consulting services as needed for the duration of this 

endeavor. 

     Please feel free to contact me directly with any questions or concerns,   

 

 

Thank you, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Clint Linton 

Kumeyaay, Tribal Consultant 

 

 

 

 

Red Tail  (760) 803-5694      P.O. Box 507     Santa Ysabel, CA 92070     
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Bergin’s Addition
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Hoel’s and Richter’s Subdivisions 
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Appendix C: Surveyed Buildings 

 
Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity CHR 
Status 

951-961 16TH  1924 STREAMLINE MODERNE  GOOD 5S3 

915 26TH 1930s BLOCK FAIR 7R 

925 26TH 1910 FALSE FRONT 
COMMMERCIAL 

FAIR 7R 

1006 26TH CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1008 26TH 1935 CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1010 26TH 1935 (AEY 1935) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1020 26TH 1935 (AEY 1935) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

1028 26TH CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1029 26TH 1921 (AEY 1921) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

1038 26TH 1925 (AEY 1925) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1048 26TH CA 1920 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1119 26TH 1950S UNDETERMINED  UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1177 26TH 1935 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2602-2606 26TH CA 1915 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

940-950 26TH 1911 FOLK VICTORIAN GOOD 5S3 

1204 27TH 1926 (AEY 1926) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1234 27TH 1930 RANCH FAIR 7R 

1111 27TH CA 1930 FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

1219 29TH CA 1920 (AEY 
1920) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1212 30TH CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1216 30TH CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1219 30TH 1914 (AEY 1914) UNDETERMINED GOOD 5S3 

1220 30TH CA 1945 FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

1204 31ST 1953 (AEY 1953) RANCH POOR 7R 

1216 31ST CA 1922 (AEY 
1922) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1217 31ST 1923 (AEY 1923) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1220 31ST CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1205-1215 31ST CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

MINIMAL TRADITIONAL  FAIR 5S3 

1208 32ND 1935 (AEY 1935) SPANISH ECLECTIC UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1211 32ND CA 1945 UTILITARIAN UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1212 32ND 1925 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

SPANISH ECLECTIC UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1214 32ND CA 1945 UNDETERMINED FAIR 7R 

1216 32ND 1925 (AEY 1925) SPANISH ECLECTIC UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1249 32ND CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

930 BEARDSLEY CA 1945 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity CHR 
Status 

933 BEARDSLEY 1957 (AEY 1957) MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

1012 BEARDSLEY CA 1920 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1018 BEARDSLEY CA 1920 CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1020 BEARDSLEY CA 1920 CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1026 BEARDSLEY 1924 (AEY 1924) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1032 BEARDSLEY 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1036 BEARDSLEY 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2626 BOSTON 1890s FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2644 BOSTON CA 1880S (AEY 
1919) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2659 BOSTON CA 1945 MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

2662 BOSTON CA 1906 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2684 BOSTON 1925 (AEY 1925) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2708 BOSTON CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2817 BOSTON CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2818 BOSTON 1940 (AEY 1940) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2826 BOSTON CA 1930 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2841 BOSTON 1904 (AEY 
1904/2004) 

QUEEN ANNE POOR 7R 

2854 BOSTON CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2865 BOSTON CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

SPANISH ECLECTIC POOR 7R 

2901 BOSTON 1906 COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2917 BOSTON 1920 (AEY 1920) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2925 BOSTON 1926 (AEY 1926) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2969 BOSTON CA 1880s (AEY 
1919) 

FOLK VICTORIAN  POOR 7R 

2981 BOSTON 1881-1887 (AEY 
1906/2006) 

ITALIANATE  GOOD 5S3 

3005 BOSTON 1920s CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

3043 BOSTON CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

3045 BOSTON 1923 (AEY 1923) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3067 BOSTON 1955 (AEY 1955) CONTEMPORARY FAIR 7R 

3143 BOSTON CA 1940 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3145 BOSTON CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3151 BOSTON CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3159 BOSTON 1940 (AEY 1940) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3165 BOSTON 1940 (AEY 1940) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

3171 BOSTON CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2666-2668 BOSTON 1945 (AEY 1945) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2674-2680 BOSTON 1945 (AEY 1945) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2836-2838 BOSTON 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

2842-2844 BOSTON 1938 (AEY 1938) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2939-2941 BOSTON 1927 MISSION REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2947-2949 BOSTON CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3019-3021 BOSTON 1908 (AEY 1908) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3025? BOSTON 1944 (AEY 1944) UNDETERMINED UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3061-3063 BOSTON 1955 (AEY 1955) UNDETERMINED UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3103-3105 BOSTON CA 1940 MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

3121-3123 BOSTON CA 1947 (AEY 
1947) 

MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

1014 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

CA 1900 FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

1016 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1920S FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

1028 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1920S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1042 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1920S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1044 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1920S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1102 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1887 (AEY 1887) QUEEN ANNE  FAIR 5S3 

1118 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1887 (AEY 1887) ITALIANATE FAIR 7R 

1122 CESAR E 
CHAVEZ 

1889 (AEY 
1889/1989) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

3554 DALBERGIA 1950S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3561 DALBERGIA 1960S UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

3586 DALBERGIA 1960S UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

3593 DALBERGIA 1960 (AEY 1960) UNDETERMINED   7R 

3604 DALBERGIA 1955 (AEY 1955) UNDETERMINED UNDETER 7R 

3608 DALBERGIA CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3611 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3625 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3645 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3647 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3665 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

3683 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3704 DALBERGIA CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3712 DALBERGIA 1926 (AEY 1926) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3715 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3724 DALBERGIA CA 1945 UNDERTERMINED FAIR 7R 

3732 DALBERGIA 1957 (AEY 1957) MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

3747 DALBERGIA 1949 (AEY 1949) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3750 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

3756 DALBERGIA 1953 (AEY 1953) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3763 DALBERGIA 1960S BLOCK GOOD 7R 

3768 DALBERGIA CA 1960 CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

3781 DALBERGIA 1950S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3657-3669 DALBERGIA 1950S MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

3718-3720 DALBERGIA CA 1920 (AEY 
1952) 

UNDETERMINED UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3725-3743 DALBERGIA CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN  FAIR 7R 

925 EVANS CA 1920 (AEY 
1960) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1007 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1011 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1012 EVANS CA 1940 (AEY 
1952) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1014 EVANS 1870 (AEY 
1901/2001) 

ITALIANATE  FAIR 7R 

1016 EVANS CA 1960 UNDETERMINED  UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1019 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1021 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1023 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1027 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1028 EVANS 1913 (AEY 1913) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1031 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1032 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1930) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1035 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1045 EVANS 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1129 EVANS 1940 (AEY 1940) UNDETERMINED  POOR 7R 

1107-1115 EVANS 1915-1920 (AEY 
1940) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

928 EVANS  1914 (AEY 1914) FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR  7R 

1935 HARBOR CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE GOOD 5S2 

2295 HARBOR CA 1945 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

2405 HARBOR CA 1930S-1940S STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 7R 

1641 LOGAN 1923 (AEY 1923) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1661 LOGAN 1920 (AEY 1920) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

1667 LOGAN CA 1880 (AEY 
1880) 

QUEEN ANNE  GOOD 5S3 

1673 LOGAN CA 1880 (AEY 
1918) 

QUEEN ANNE  GOOD 5S3 

1679 LOGAN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

1681 LOGAN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

1684 LOGAN 1950S UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

1685 LOGAN 1931 (AEY 1931) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

1695 LOGAN 1931 (AEY 1931) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

1703 LOGAN CA 1906 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1705 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1800 LOGAN CA 1940 STREAMLINE MODERNE POOR 5S3 

1824 LOGAN 1870 (AEY 1906) FOLK VICTORIAN  FAIR 7R 

1827 LOGAN 1950S BLOCK POOR 7R 

1830 LOGAN 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1925) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1845 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1835 LOGAN 
1906 (AEY 
1906/2006) 

CRAFTSMAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1836 LOGAN 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1925) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1846 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1849 LOGAN 1901 
FALSE-FRONT 
COMMERCIAL 

POOR 7R 

1857 LOGAN CA 1933 STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 5S3 

1861 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  POOR 7R 

2075 LOGAN 
1897 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL   GOOD 5S3 

2076 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2078 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2085 LOGAN 
1880 (AEY 
1901/2001) 

ITALIANATE GOOD 5S3 

2100 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

2107 LOGAN CA 1905 
FALSE FRONT 
COMMERCIAL  

FAIR 5S3 

2120 LOGAN 
1905-1915 (AEY 
1901/2001) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2133 LOGAN 1910S MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2151 LOGAN CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE POOR 7R 

2156 LOGAN 1950S BLOCK POOR 7R 

2166 LOGAN 1910 (AEY 1910) FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2168 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2174 LOGAN 
1893-1897 (AEY 
1910) 

QUEEN ANNE  FAIR 5S3 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

2181 LOGAN 1920S MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2201 LOGAN 1909 (AEY 1909) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2205 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2209 LOGAN 
CA 1880 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

SECOND EMPIRE 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2215 LOGAN 1907 
FALSE-FRONT 
COMMERCIAL 

GOOD 5S3 

2219 LOGAN 1910S (AEY 1930) FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2225 LOGAN 
CA 1915 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN  FAIR 5S3 

2229 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2230 LOGAN 
CA 1910 (AEY 
1910) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2240 LOGAN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2244 LOGAN 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

BLOCK POOR 7R 

2250 LOGAN 1950S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

2255 LOGAN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

BLOCK 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2261 LOGAN CA 1920 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2267 LOGAN 1910S UNDERTERMINED FAIR 7R 

2602 LOGAN 1950S UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2605 LOGAN CA 1920 MISSION REVIVAL POOR 7R 

2611 LOGAN CA 1920 MISSION REVIVAL POOR 7R 

2625 LOGAN 1960S UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1659-1661 LOGAN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1897/1997/2007) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2117-2121 LOGAN CA 1905 FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2141-2143 LOGAN CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

2154-2158 LOGAN 1895/1930 COLONIAL REVIVAL  POOR 5S3 

2157-2159 LOGAN 
CA 1870-1880/CA 
1945 

ITALIANTATE  GOOD 7R 

2161-2163 LOGAN CA 1915 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2171-2177 LOGAN 1915 (AEY 1915) UNDETERMINED  POOR 5S3 

2184-2196 LOGAN 1923 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

2185-2195 LOGAN CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 7R 

2241-2249 LOGAN 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

2257-2259 LOGAN CA 1906 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1709 MAIN 1940s UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

1815 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1835 MAIN 1960s BLOCK POOR 7R 

1837 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

1861 MAIN 1960s BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1878 MAIN CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 7R 

1894 MAIN 1930 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

1961 MAIN 1960S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1979 MAIN 1960S UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

1991 MAIN CA 1945 QUONSET HUT  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2015 MAIN CA 1920S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2102 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2120 MAIN 1960S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2146 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

2190 MAIN CA 1950 QUONSET HUT  FAIR 7R 

2191 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2212 MAIN CA 1945 CONTEMPORARY 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2286 MAIN CA 1960 UTILITARIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2380 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2646 MAIN 1960S UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

2647 MAIN CA 1945 QUONSET HUT GOOD 5S3 

2680 MAIN 1917 (AEY 1917) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2694 MAIN CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2697 MAIN 1960S CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

2704 MAIN 1960S UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

2734 MAIN CA 1920 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2740 MAIN 1945 (AEY 1945) FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2761 MAIN 1960S CONTEMPORARY 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2940 MAIN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

2994 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3004 MAIN UNDETERMINED UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3012 MAIN 
CA 1915 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

3036 MAIN 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3042 MAIN CA 1920 COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

3048 MAIN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3054 MAIN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1931) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

3062 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3066 MAIN 
CA 1915 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3094 MAIN CA 1880s FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

3120 MAIN CA 1945 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

3202 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

3388 MAIN 1950S UTILITARIAN  FAIR 7R 

3478 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

3494 MAIN CA 1945 MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

3504 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3512 MAIN CA 1950 QUONSET HUT  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3520 MAIN 1960S UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

3576 MAIN 1950S STREAMLINE MODERNE POOR 7R 

3586 MAIN CA 1945 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

3592 MAIN 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

3600 MAIN 1950S STREAMLINE MODERNE POOR 7R 

3616 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK UNDETER 7R 

3626 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

3636 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

3644 MAIN 1960S CONTEMPORARY FAIR 7R 

3660 MAIN 1950S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3666 MAIN CA 1945 MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

3676 MAIN CA 1950 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3698 MAIN CA 1960 UTILITARIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3704 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3704 MAIN CA 1945 QUONSET HUT 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3712 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

3716 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

3724 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

3736 MAIN CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

3738 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2604-2614 MAIN CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2902-2916 MAIN CA  1945 MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

3078-3080 MAIN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

3086-3088 MAIN 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1880/1980) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

2141 MAIN  CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1603 NATIONAL CA 1945 UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

1619 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1659 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

1665 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

1667 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1673 NATIONAL 
CA 1945 (AEY 

1950) 
UNDETERMINED  POOR 7R 

1678 NATIONAL CA 1880-1905 FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

1694 NATIONAL 1930S STREAMLINE MODERNE  POOR 7R 

1791 NATIONAL 1940S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1719 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1724 NATIONAL 
1900 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

1727 NATIONAL 1920s (AEY 1937) SPANISH ECLECTIC POOR 7R 

1728 NATIONAL 
CA 1908 (AEY 
1908/2008) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1744 NATIONAL 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1918) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

1752 NATIONAL CA 1880  ITALIANATE FAIR 5S3 

1754 NATIONAL CA 1945 MISSION REVIVAL POOR 7R 

1786 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1789 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1792 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1818 NATIONAL 1890S (AEY 1915) FOLK VICTORIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1822 NATIONAL 1924 (AEY 1924) COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

1828 NATIONAL CA 1920 FOLK VICTORIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1832 NATIONAL CA 1905-1920 
FALSE-FRONT 
COMMERCIAL 

FAIR 5S3 

1841 NATIONAL 1960S BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1852 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1864 NATIONAL 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

1875 NATIONAL 1940 (AEY 1940) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1882 NATIONAL 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1930) 

FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

1884 NATIONAL 1887 (AEY 1922) CRAFTSMAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1885 NATIONAL CA 1887/1960S QUEEN ANNE  POOR 7R 

1897 NATIONAL CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE GOOD 5S3 

2001 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK  POOR 7R 

2021 NATIONAL 1913 (AEY 1913) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2039 NATIONAL 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2051 NATIONAL 
CA 1915  (AEY 
1935) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL POOR 7R 

2055 NATIONAL CA 1930 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2074 NATIONAL 1919 (AEY 1919) UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

2084 NATIONAL 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1928) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

2085 NATIONAL 
1884 (AEY 
1884/1984) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2090 NATIONAL 
1890s (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2104 NATIONAL 1960S UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2113 NATIONAL 1923 (AEY 1923) FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

2126 NATIONAL 
CA 1923 (AEY 
1923) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 7R 

2130 NATIONAL 
CA 1925 (AEY 
1884/1984) 

UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2136 NATIONAL 1960S CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

2139 NATIONAL 1937 (AEY 1937) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2142 NATIONAL 
1901 (AEY 
1901/2001) 

FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

2148 NATIONAL 
1900 
(AEY1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2153 NATIONAL CA 1928  UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2156 NATIONAL 
CA 1930 (AEY 
1946) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2159 NATIONAL 1928 (AEY 1928) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2168 NATIONAL 
CA 1915 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN GOOD 5S3 

2169 NATIONAL 1950S UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2177 NATIONAL 1910 (AEY 1910) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

2190 NATIONAL CA 1910 QUEEN ANNE POOR 7R 

2214 NATIONAL 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1904/2004) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2220 NATIONAL 
CA 1918 (AEY 
1918) 

UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2222 NATIONAL 1953 (AEY 1953) UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2243 NATIONAL CA 1920 BLOCK 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2244 NATIONAL 1960S UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2255 NATIONAL CA 1960 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

2260 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

2268 NATIONAL 1913 (AEY 1913) CRAFTSMAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2276 NATIONAL UNDETERMINED UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2285 NATIONAL 1913 (AEY 1913) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2292 NATIONAL CA 1950 UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

2303 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

2309 NATIONAL CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 
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Address 
Number 

Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

2311 NATIONAL 1930 (AEY 1930) UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2629 NATIONAL 1880s FOLK VICTORIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2632 NATIONAL CA 1945 STREAMLINE MODERNE GOOD 5S3 

2640 NATIONAL 1913 (AEY 1913) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2644 NATIONAL CA 1920 FOLK VICTORIAN GOOD 5S3 

2652 NATIONAL 
CA 1887 (AEY 
1947) 

FOLK VICTORIAN GOOD 5S3 

2653 NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2687 NATIONAL CA 1950 STREAMLINE MODERNE  FAIR 7R 

1600-1616 NATIONAL CA 1930 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

1701-1709 NATIONAL 1925 BLOCK GOOD 5S1 

1736 OR 
1738 

NATIONAL 1945 (AEY 1945) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

1776? NATIONAL UNDETERMINED UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1825-1827 NATIONAL CA 1920 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1831-1833 NATIONAL 
1903 (AEY 
1903/2003) 

ITALIANATE GOOD 5S3 

1853-1863 NATIONAL 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2017-2019 NATIONAL CA 1905-1915 COLONIAL REVIVAL POOR 7R 

2029-2031 NATIONAL 
1880s (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2043-2045 NATIONAL 1914 (AEY 1914) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2059-2061 NATIONAL 1918 (AEY 1918) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

2075? NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2119 OR 
2121 

NATIONAL 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1937) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2145-2147 NATIONAL 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL POOR 7R 

2162? NATIONAL CA 1890S FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2188? NATIONAL CA 1945 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2234-2238 NATIONAL CA 1940  MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 5S3 

2265-2267  NATIONAL 
CA 1890S (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2616-2618 NATIONAL CA 1923 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

2626-2628 NATIONAL CA 1945 MISSION REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

1750 NATIONAL  
1900 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2129 NATIONAL  
CA 1925 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2194 NATIONAL  CA 1945 BLOCK POOR 7R 

1700 NEWTON CA 1950 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 
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Address 
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Street Name Year Built Architectural Style Integrity 
CHR 
Status 

1746 NEWTON CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  POOR 7R 

1784-1786 NEWTON 1926 MISSION REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

1843 NEWTON 
CA 1940 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1853 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1855 NEWTON 1919 (AEY 1919) COLONIAL REVIVAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1858 NEWTON CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1861 NEWTON 
CA 1940 (AEY 
1955) 

UNDETERMINED FAIR 7R 

1865 NEWTON 1920s CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

1869 NEWTON 1920s-1940s CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

1870 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

1875 NEWTON CA 1960 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

1878 NEWTON 1912 (AEY 1912) UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1886 NEWTON 1950S CONTEMPORARY FAIR 7R 

1896 NEWTON 1924 (AEY 1924) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1896 NEWTON 1924 (AEY 1924) UNDETERMINED UNDETER. 7R 

2016 NEWTON CA 1945  MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

2022 NEWTON 1960S BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

2040 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2044 NEWTON 1940S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2046 NEWTON 1960S CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

2060 NEWTON 1930  (AEY 1930) UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2062 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1950) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2072 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1925) 

FOLK VICTORIAN  POOR 7R 

2074 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2096 NEWTON CA 1960 BLOCK 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2107 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1950) 

CRAFTSMAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2109 NEWTON CA 1950 UTILITARIAN  GOOD 5S3 

2116 NEWTON 
1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2121 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1957) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2122 NEWTON 1920 (AEY 1920) COLONIAL REVIVAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2130 NEWTON CA 1945 QUONSET HUT 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 
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CHR 
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2144 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1930) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2146 NEWTON 1885 (AEY 1940) ITALIANATE FAIR 7R 

2152 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1930) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 5S3 

2154 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1970) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2168 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1935) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2170 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1930) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2175 NEWTON CA 1950 STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 7R 

2178 NEWTON 
CA 1905 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2205 NEWTON 1960S CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

2220 NEWTON 
CA 1910 (AEY 
1925) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2224 NEWTON 
1900 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2232 NEWTON 
CA 1905-1915 
(AEY 1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2240 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2250 NEWTON CA 1910 UNDETERMINED UNDETER 7R 

2256 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1920) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2272 NEWTON CA 1965 BLOCK GOOD 5S3 

2280 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2284 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2328 NEWTON 
CA 1935 (AEY 
1935) 

UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2340 NEWTON CA 1945 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2614 NEWTON 1912 (AEY 1912) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2615 NEWTON 1925 (AEY 1925) FOLK VICTORIAN 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2618 NEWTON 1912 (AEY 1912) COLONIAL REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2619 NEWTON 
1898 (AEY 
1898/1998) 

QUEEN ANNE  FAIR 5S3 

2622 NEWTON 1912 (AEY 1912) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2625 NEWTON 1911 (AEY 1911) FOLK VICTORIAN POOR 7R 

2628 NEWTON 1925 (AEY 1925) CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2631 NEWTON 1911 (AEY 1911) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2635 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1901/2001) 

UNDETERMINED FAIR 7R 

2641 NEWTON 1913 (AEY 1913) UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 
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2647 NEWTON 1912 (AEY 1912) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2653 NEWTON 
CA 1910 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2661 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2667 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1923) 

CRAFTSMAN POOR 7R 

2668 NEWTON 1913 (AEY 1913) UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2676 NEWTON 1960S UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2679 NEWTON CA 1890S FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 7R 

2685 NEWTON CA 1910 FOLK VICTORIAN FAIR 5S3 

2686 NEWTON CA 1925 CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

2691 NEWTON CA 1950 RANCH POOR 7R 

2696 NEWTON 
1900 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2701 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1908/2008) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

2709 NEWTON CA 1960 UNDETERMINED  
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2744 NEWTON CA 1960 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2749 NEWTON 
CA 1906 (AEY 
1919) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2755 NEWTON 
CA 1930 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

QUEEN ANNE  FAIR 7R 

2759 NEWTON 1925 (AEY 1925) MISSION REVIVAL GOOD 5S3 

2777 NEWTON CA 1945 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

1809 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

MINIMAL TRADITIONAL FAIR 7R 

1879-1885 NEWTON 
CA 1946 (AEY 
1955) 

STREAMLINE MODERNE FAIR 7R 

2080-2082 NEWTON 
CA 1890S (AEY 
1930) 

QUEEN ANNE GOOD 5S3 

2141-2143 NEWTON CA 1960 BLOCK FAIR 7R 

2180-2182 NEWTON 
CA 1905 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

COLONIAL REVIVAL FAIR 7R 

2266-2270 NEWTON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1955) 

MINIMAL TRADITIONAL 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

2658-2662 NEWTON 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1900/2000) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

2032 NEWTON  1941 (AEY 1941) MINIMAL TRADITIONAL POOR 7R 

2056 NEWTON  CA 1920 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

1531 RIGEL CA 1960 UTILITARIAN GOOD 5S3 

911 SAMPSON 1913 (AEY 1913) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

924 SAMPSON CA 1920 UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

934 SAMPSON CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 
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938 SAMPSON CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

942 SAMPSON CA 1945 CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1027 SAMPSON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1950) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1037 SAMPSON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1950) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1043 SAMPSON 
CA 1945 (AEY 
1950) 

CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1025 SICARD CA 1970s CONTEMPORARY GOOD 5S3 

1028 SICARD 
CA 1920 (AEY 
1930) 

CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1030 SICARD 1914 (AEY 1930) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1034 SICARD 1914 (AEY 1935) CRAFTSMAN FAIR 5S3 

1038 SICARD 1914 (AEY 1914) CRAFTSMAN GOOD 5S3 

1915 UNA UNDETERMINED UNDETERMINED 
UNDETER
MINED 

7R 

1929 VESTA CA 1920S CRAFTSMAN FAIR 7R 

1931 VESTA 1940S UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2004 VESTA 
CA 1940S (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2010 VESTA 
CA 1940S (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2011 VESTA 1930 (AEY 1930) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2016 VESTA 
CA 1940S (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2019 VESTA 1930 (AEY 1930) UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2020 VESTA 
CA 1940S (AEY 
1900/2000) 

UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 

2107 WODEN CA 1950 MISSION REVIVAL POOR 7R 

3803 WODEN CA 1950 UNDETERMINED POOR 7R 
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Barrio Logan Street Name Changes* 
 

Through time, many street names have changed in Barrio Logan since they were first laid out in the 1870s 

and 1880s. The following table provides the past and current street names for reference purposes. 

 

Current Street Name Original Street Name 

National Ave. Milton 

16
th

 St. S. 20
th 

St. 

Sigsbee St. 21
st
 St. 

Beardsley St. S 22
nd

 St. 

Cesar Chavez Pkwy. S. 23
rd

, later Crosby  

Dewey St. S. 24
th 

St. 

Evans St. S. 25
th 

St. 

Sampson St. S. 26
th

 St. 

Newton Ave. Grand 

Harbor Dr. Colton 

Sicard St. S. 27
th

 St. 

* compiled from Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 
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Barrio Logan Street Number Changes* 

 

 In 1914, the City of San Diego made changes to street numbers throughout the city.  The 

following table presents the calculations to determine the differences between 1912-1913 and 1914-1915 

addresses.  

 

 

Street To determine 1914-1915 Numbers: 

16
th

St. Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Beardsley St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Boston Ave. southeast of S. 26
th 

St.  Add 2500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Cesar Chavez Pkwy. Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Dewey St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Evans St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Harbor Dr. northwest of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1400 to 1912-1913 numbers  

Logan Ave. northwest of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1400 to 1912-1913 numbers  

Logan Ave. southeast of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Main Ave. northwest of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1400 to 1912-1913 numbers  

Main Ave. southeast of S. 26
th

St. Add 2500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

National Ave. northwest of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1400 to 1912-1913 numbers  

National Ave. southeast of S. 26
th 

St. Add 2500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Newton Ave. northwest of S. 26
th

 St. Add 1400 to 1912-1913 numbers  

Newton Ave. southeast of S. 26
th 

St. Add 2500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Rigel St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Sampson St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Sicard St. Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Sigsbee St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Siva St. Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 26
th 

St.  Add 100 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 27
th

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 28
th

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 29
th

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 30
th

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 31
st
 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

S. 32
nd

 St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Thor St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Una St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Vesta St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

Woden St. Add 1500 to 1912-1913 numbers 

* compiled from Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and Brandes 1983 
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Notable Places, People, and Groups Identified by the 

Logan Heights Historical Society 

 
The Logan Heights Historical Society Memory Album, compiled in 2000, contains a list of Logan Heights 

places, people, and groups from the early 20
th
 century to the present.  Although the list is not specific to 

Barrio Logan (it includes the entire neighborhood of Logan Heights), the list has been reproduced below 

for reference. 

 

 

Businesses 

ABC Brewery El Porvenir Tortilleria Molina Transmission 

Agundes Auto Repair Fed-Mart Montez Market 

Amador Market Firestone Tire Moreno Market 

Anita’s Café Food Roofing Supply Neighborhood Café 

Benson’s Lumber Fornaca Bakeries Pepsi-Cola 

Campos Market Galloway Pharmacy Potts Second Hand 

Carlos Cleaners Gamboa Barber Shop Pragers Department Store 

Charlie’s Cleaners George Ruiz Liquor Roth Department Store 

Chief’s Gas Station Goldstar Taco Safeway 

Chiquitas Bakery Gomez Gas Station Sam’s Market 

Chuey’s Harbor Bay Co. 
Santos Restaurant and Tortilla 

Shop 

Clancy’s Bay & Café Hikel’s Liquor Store Sawaya Brothers 

Colmenero’s Market 
Holiday Market (1

st
 drive-thru and 

self-serve gas in Logan) 
Shannon Restaurant 

Corona Furniture Joe’s Baber Shop Slim’s Gas Station 

Cuatro Milpas Johnson’s Printing Stiver’s Jewelry Store 

Dickenson Auto Parts La Central Market Tom’s Market 

Dominguez Restaurant Langendorf Bread Universal Furniture Store 

Doria Pharmacy Louie’s Transmission Repair Valenzuela’s Market 

Eastside Brewery Main Street Surplus Weber’s Bread 

Ed Taylor Cleaners Maio Bros. Shoe Repair Wright’s Party Supply 

El Carrito New Mexico Café Ye Copper Kettle 

 Maya Tortilleria  

 

 

Artists 

Jose Diaz Richard Romio 

Cantinflas Ortiz Salvador & Gloria Torres 
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Singers/Musicians 

Steve Andrews Benny Hollman Penny Brothers 

Preston Bradley Gloria Hurtado Horace “Tati” Pina 

Leonard Elston Leroy Kenniston Floyd Richardson 

Manuel Estrada Clyde Lamar Junior Robles 

Proncell Foster Peggy Yancy Menifee Chato Ruiz 

Larry Green Ronnie Montoya Charlie Tinker “Tinkerbell” 

 Rachael Ortiz  

 

 

Personalities 

Frank, The Educated Wino Horobado-Pool Hall Robert “Baba” Martinez 

Chuey Garcia Pelon Johnston Manuel “Tortilla” Ojeda 

Hobo Joe Kikiriki Mosquito 

Al Holloway Lupita Merlin Pinkerton 

 Margarita  

 

 

Boxers 

Ernie (Dido) Cuadras Archie Moore Johnny “The Bandit” Romero 

King Arthur Gonzalez Charlie Powell George Stamos 

 Yrenio (Jr.) Robles  

 

 

Bars 

10-20 Club Hi-Ho Club Pete’s Place 

19
th

 Street Club Honest Louie’s Pistol Two 

38
th

 Street Club Jack’s Island Porky’s Place 

Circus-Circus La Bamba Silver Slipper 

El Sarape Logan Inn Two Roses 

 Lucky Lady  

 

 

Police 

Rosario Jose Colmenero 

(reserve) 

Manuel Guaderrama Jr. Washington 

Ron Collins Manuelito Smith Johnny Williams 

 Manuel Smith, Jr. (Sukey)  
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Theaters 

The Coronet The Metro The Victory 

 

 

 

Doctors 

Dr. Ching Dr. Singleton Dr. Teske 

Dr. Hara Dr. Francis Tanaka Dr. Tully 

 Dr. Roy Tanaka  

 

 

Schools 

Anthony Home – School Logan Elementary San Diego High 

Burbank Elementary Lowell Elementary Sherman Elementary 

Emerson Elementary Memorial Jr. High Snyder Continuation 

Juvenile Hall – School Our Lady of Angels Stockton Elementary 

 Our Lady of Guadalupe  

 

 

Educators 

Armando Rodriguez Rene Nunez  

 

 

Sports 

Dick Delgado Pinkerton Chickie Rodriguez 

Augie Escamilia Charlie and Art Powell Ezell Singleton 

H.D. Murphy Floyd Robinson Robert Thorpe 

Neighborhood House  William J. Oakes Boys Club 

 

 

Icons 

Calvary Baptist Cliquot Club Metodista Libre 

Christ the King Golden Arrow Dairy St. Ann’s 

 Guadalupe Church  
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25
th

 Street Gang Chuckers  

(formerly Black Angels) 
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Los Amigos The Counts Los Lobos 

Be Bops The Demons Madonnas 

Bean Bandits The Drifters Nightriders 

Black Angels El Valle Red Steps 

The Blue Velvets Los Gallos Shebas 

Caballeros The Jr. Levi Gang Southeast Youth Council 

The Cherry Gang The Levi Gang Talons 

Los Chicanos  Yellow Jackets 
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CHAPTER 1

introduction

Acknowledged as the “spine” of the Vallejo community, Sonoma 

Boulevard is a vitally important street that shapes and impacts the 

economic vitality, social fabric, physical connections, and perceptions 

of the entire City. The Sonoma Boulevard Corridor Design Plan is the 

culmination of efforts by a wide range of community stakeholders to 

leverage the area’s assets and opportunities and cultivate a shared vision 

for this critical roadway through Vallejo. Ultimately, this plan is an action-

oriented framework to guide land use patterns and street improvements 

to create real change along the corridor.

This chapter is organized as follows:

1.1 Plan Approach, Purpose and Objectives – A “snapshot” of the   
plan approach, including an overview of the four key “Focus   
Areas” for Sonoma Boulevard.

1.2 Regional and City Context – An overview of the corridor’s    
position in the regional and City context and potential as both a    
destination and connector.

1.3 Planning Area – An outline of the planning area boundaries and   
immediate context.

1.4 Planning Context – A description of the existing plans and initiatives  
that impact the planning area.

1.5 Community-Based Planning Process – An overview of the planning  
process, including community outreach and engagement forums 
and tools.

1.6 Document Overview – An outline of the remaining chapters in the 
Corridor Design Plan.

IN THIS CHAPTER...

1.1 Plan Approach, Purpose 
and Objectives

1.2 Regional and City   
Context

1.3 Planning Area

1.4 Planning Context

1.5 Community-Based   
Planning Process

1.6 Document Overview
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c h a p t e r  1  –  i n t r o d u c t i o n

A multi-faceted roadway that goes through the heart of Vallejo, Sonoma 

Boulevard is a vital resource to the community. It is also strategically 

positioned within the Bay Area as a link between San Francisco to the 

south and Napa Valley to the north (see Figure 1.1: Regional Context). 

Though the corridor is currently underperforming, there is potential 

to capitalize on Sonoma Boulevard’s location and assets to create an 

attractive destination for visitors, businesses, and local residents alike. 

The Corridor Design Plan builds on this opportunity by providing a 

planning framework to catalyze the economic growth of the corridor 

and surrounding areas; create an improved and environmentally 

sustainable streetscape area; and implement a cohesive approach to 

enhance the character and development of the corridor. Under this 

framework the community has envisioned that Sonoma Boulevard will 

promote economic vitality, pedestrian and bicycle safety, and social 

and environmental health for the area and entire City. 

The Sonoma Boulevard planning area (see Figure 1.2: City Context and 

Figure 1.3: Planning Area) has many positive attributes, from an appealing 

natural environment to a range of commercial services and residential 

development. There is a distinct historic fabric as the roadway passes 

through Downtown and several traditional neighborhoods. The Vallejo 

Transit Center and Kaiser Permanente Medical Center are nearby assets. 

Despite these attributes, Sonoma Boulevard has several challenges 

and constraints, including poor pedestrian connections, vacant and 

underutilized spaces, and a lack of clearly defi ned destination nodes. 

Weak market demand and perception issues also impact the corridor.

Given these assets and challenges, the plan approach revolves around 

creating incremental “quick win” implementation measures that can 

respond to market opportunities as they arise and are supported by the 

greater community. To add greater depth and specifi city to this approach, 

the plan breaks down the roadway into four distinct “Focus Areas.” 

Each area has a set of distinctive land uses, streetscape elements, 

neighborhood character, and overall function within the City and regional 

context. The Focus Areas are illustrated at left, highlighted on the 

following page, and covered in detail in Chapter 4: Land Use Activation 

and Mobility Strategy. 

1.1  PLAN APPROACH, PURPOSE AND    
 OBJECTIVES

North
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South Focus Area

The South Focus Area is well positioned to support the planning 

and development efforts underway in the Downtown and nearby 

waterfront, and to funnel visitors into the heart of the City. The fi ne 

grain and historic fabric in this portion can accommodate creative 

streetscape design elements as well as start-up businesses to increase 

the vibrancy and streetlife of the community.

North Focus Area

The North Focus Area is the northern gateway to the Sonoma 

Boulevard planning area. This portion of the corridor contains large 

parcels and quick highway access, resulting in opportunities to attract 

regional destination commercial businesses and improve the economic 

vitality of the corridor. In addition, the nearby White Slough has 

potential to become a local and regional draw for outdoor recreation 

and the promotion of sustainability, health, and wellness.   

Central  North Focus Area

The Central North Focus Area currently contains several light industrial 

businesses and a variety of commercial uses. In a constrained economy 

this area can serve as an incubator for new businesses, as well as a hub 

for vocational training to increase the skill sets of the local workforce.

Central  South Focus Area

The Central South Focus Area has a fi ner grain than the northern 

portions of the corridor. This more pedestrian-oriented grid has 

potential to provide more neighborhood retail and services geared 

toward local residents. In addition, the diversity and family orientation 

of the surrounding communities can inspire a playful, colorful, and 

vibrant streetscape environment for the enjoyment of users of all ages.

FOCUS AREA OVERVIEW
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1.2  REGIONAL AND CITY CONTEXT 
The City of Vallejo is located northeast of San Francisco along San Pablo 

Bay (see Figure 1.1: Regional Context). Neighboring cities include Benicia 

and American Canyon. As a gateway into the Napa and Sonoma valley 

regions, several key state freeways and highways run through the City 

including Interstate 80, State Route 37, and Sonoma Boulevard (State 

Route 29). Vallejo is also regionally connected through the Baylink Ferry, 

Napa County VINE, and Amtrak rail service. Vallejo Transit provides local 

and regional bus service with connections to the Vallejo Ferry Terminal 

and the El Cerrito Del Norte, Pleasant Hill, and Walnut Creek BART 

stations. 

Sonoma Boulevard is located toward the western side of the City of 

Vallejo and serves as a major north/south connector (see Figure 1.2: City 

Context). Natural features adjacent to the planning area include the 

Napa River and the White Slough, a marshy, low-lying area that fi lls with 

tidal water from San Pablo Bay. Major nearby infl uences include maritime 

activities along the waterfront, civic uses in the Downtown, as well as 

the St. Vincent’s Historic District and Architectural Heritage District (see 

Figure 1.2: City Context). Train tracks cross through the boulevard close 

to its middle portion near Couch Street. 

Figure 1.1: Regional Context
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Figure 1.2: City Context
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1.3  PLANNING AREA 
Sonoma Boulevard is State Route 29, a State Department of 

Transportation (Caltrans) roadway. The Sonoma Boulevard Corridor 

Design Plan planning area spans 5.5 miles between Curtola Parkway in 

the south and State Route 37 in the north (see Figure 1.3: Planning Area). 

The area runs with a north-south orientation along the roadway and is 

typically one parcel deep on both east and west sides of the street. The 

planning area is narrow south of Couch Street due to shallow parcel 

depths, and wider north of Couch Street where parcels are generally 

deeper. 

1.4  PLANNING CONTEXT 
Building upon the planning framework established by the City of Vallejo’s 

General Plan, the Corridor Design Plan addresses issues specifi c to the 

planning area geography, economic conditions, and social environment. 

In addition, the goals outlined in the City of Vallejo’s Climate Action Plan 

of 2012 guide the multimodal transportation and sustainable streetscape 

design strategies of the plan. This document also incorporates initiatives 

from plans that address areas adjacent to Sonoma Boulevard, including 

the White Slough Specifi c Area Plan of 1996 and the Downtown Vallejo 

Specifi c Plan of 2005. 

Caltrans is in the process of updating the Transportation Concept Report 

for the State Route 29 corridor, which encompasses Sonoma Boulevard 

from State Route 37 to Curtola Parkway. Coordinated planning between 

the City of Vallejo and Caltrans is recommended as both projects are 

further developed.
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c h a p t e r  1  –  i n t r o d u c t i o n

1.5  COMMUNITY-BASED PLANNING PROCESS 
In 2011, the City of Vallejo was awarded a Community Based 

Transportation Grant by Caltrans. The purpose of the grant was to 

promote the integration of transportation and land use planning with 

community values to create “livable” communities. As a result, the City 

of Vallejo initiated a three-phase participatory planning process for the 

Sonoma Boulevard corridor. 

Phase one began with an existing conditions analysis during which the 

consultant team (led by Berkeley-based urban planners and designers 

MIG, Inc. with support by economic development consultants BAE 

and transportation consultants Fehr & Peers) conducted a thorough 

background analysis. The analysis drew from existing data supplemented 

with additional fi eld observations and research. The summary of that 

analysis is in Chapter 2: Existing Conditions. 

The consultant team worked closely with the City to tailor an outreach 

strategy that would provide multiple avenues to foster valuable input. 

The outreach process included one-on-one stakeholder interviews; 

community workshops; regular meetings with a community advisory 

committee comprised of key property and business owners and 

neighborhood leaders; and a meeting with local high school students. An 

interactive website was designed to keep residents updated throughout 

the planning process and to gather additional feedback. From this 

outreach process a comprehensive community vision was developed for 

the corridor, which serves as the guiding force behind the development 

of the plan.

Following the establishment of the existing conditions analysis and 

community vision, phase two included the development of alternative 

improvement scenarios based on community input. Through further 

outreach and committee participation these scenarios were then refi ned 

into a preferred land use and mobility strategy for the corridor and 

supplemented by corridor-wide and Focus Area-specifi c implementation 

strategies.

Finally, phase three entails the compilation of the analysis, input, and 

concept alternatives to formulate the Sonoma Boulevard Corridor Design 

Plan document. This phase also includes review and refi nement of the 

plan by City staff, the Planning Commission, City Council, community 

advisory committee, and the public. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION

This Introduction chapter provides 

the background and road map 

for the document by defi ning the 

project area and describing the 

purpose and intent of the Corridor 

Design Plan.

CHAPTER 2:                
EXISTING CONDITIONS

The Existing Conditions chapter 

includes a summary of the Existing 

Conditions Analysis Report, which 

provides a baseline analysis of 

the existing land uses, community 

character, circulation and parking, 

and economics and market 

conditions.

1.6  DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
The following represents the organization of the Sonoma Boulevard 

Corridor Design Plan and includes a short summary of each chapter:
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CHAPTER 3:                
VISION FRAMEWORK

The Vision Framework chapter 

describes the desired future for 

Sonoma Boulevard through a 

Vision Statement and supporting 

elements that were developed 

through the community 

participation process.

CHAPTER 4:                    
LAND USE ACTIVATION 
AND MOBILITY STRATEGY

The Land Use Activation and 

Mobility Strategy chapter outlines 

the general location of land uses, 

streetscape design concepts, and 

proposed circulation patterns for 

all modes of transportation along 

Sonoma Boulevard.

CHAPTER 5: 
IMPLEMENTATION

The Implementation chapter 

provides the actions necessary to 

carry out the plan components 

and achieve the community’s 

vision. It includes an outline of 

specifi c action steps, costs, funding 

sources, and phasing, as well as the 

responsible parties associated with 

each implementation step.
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CHAPTER 2

existing conditions

IN THIS CHAPTER...

2.1 Economics and             
Market Conditions

2.2 Land Use

2.3 Circulation,
Transportation               
and Parking

2.4 Community Design       

Sonoma Boulevard has many positive attributes, including a historic 

Downtown fabric; appealing natural environment; existing commercial 

base; and a motivated constituency of businesses, property owners 

and residents. However, there are many challenges impacting Sonoma 

Boulevard. From an economic perspective, there has been limited new 

investment in recent years, market demand is weak across a range of 

sectors, and the current constrained conditions show few signs of abating 

in the near term. From a physical and social perspective, the corridor 

has many vacant and underutilized spaces, a degraded commercial and 

pedestrian environment, and issues with perceptions and realities related 

to safety.

This chapter provides an overview of the existing conditions analysis 

of the Sonoma Boulevard planning area. This analysis serves as the 

foundation for recommendations that will support public safety, 

ensure high-quality design, leverage social connections, and promote 

economic development opportunities.

This chapter is organized as follows:

2.1 Economics and Market Conditions – An overview of the current 
economic conditions and opportunities driving the plan.

2.2 Land Use – A description of the range of existing land uses and 
zoning designations within the planning area.

2.3 Circulation, Transportation and Parking – An outline of the area’s 
existing automobile, transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

2.4 Community Design – A description of the physical character of the 
corridor.
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2.1  ECONOMICS AND MARKET CONDITIONS
The Sonoma Boulevard corridor is an area in transition. It was formerly 

the commercial core of Vallejo, but over time competing retail nodes 

elsewhere in the City, as well as in nearby cities, have become more 

dynamic settings for retail and other uses. The result is that new retailers 

now typically go to other locations and existing retail and commercial 

spaces are diffi cult to lease, resulting in a large number of vacant and 

underutilized sites. A number of existing retail centers and buildings have 

experienced disinvestment, and are in need of renovation to provide a 

contemporary and competitive retail setting. These properties and sites 

now present a long-term opportunity to pursue a greater diversity of uses 

along the corridor, including residential and offi ce development as well as 

revitalized retail spaces. 

The Sonoma Boulevard area is diverse in the character of its existing 

buildings and the potential for various types of development. The 

character ranges from the historic and pedestrian-friendly streets in the 

Downtown area to a suburban environment with wide streets, many traffi c 

lanes, and buildings set far back from the street in the northern portion 

of the corridor. Thus, while the entire corridor exists in the same local 

market area, analysis of its future development potential should consider 

the differences in its character along its length.

Raley’s shopping center is one of many successful businesses operating on 
Sonoma Boulevard.
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RECENT DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC TRENDS

The local market area for the Sonoma Boulevard corridor (defi ned as the 

area from which potential shoppers are drawn and the economic base 

that supports new development) is the entire portion of Vallejo that is 

west of Interstate 80 and includes Mare Island. This local market area 

contains 60% of Vallejo’s population. The demographics of this area hold 

both similarities and differences to the rest of the City.

Between 2000 and 2010, the population of the local market area 

decreased by approximately 3,600, reducing local support for retail 

and creating less demand for existing housing. Vallejo as a whole lost 

approximately 800 residents, meaning that the decline in population west 

of Interstate 80 was only partially offset by population growth on the east 

side of the City. Compared to the rest of the City, the local market area 

has fewer family households (65% vs. 72%), lower homeownership rates 

(52% vs. 60%), a lower median annual household income ($50,200 vs. 

$61,300), and a higher poverty rate (17% vs. 13%). Households that make 

less than $25,000 per year comprise 25% of local market area households. 

For other measures, the local market area is similar to the entire City, 

including median age, share of population under 18 years or over 65 

years, and average household size.

Kaiser Permanente is a major destination and jobs center located in close 
proximity to the planning area.

Automobile dealerships create a 
regional commercial draw at the north 
end of the corridor.
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The local market area lost more than 1,700 jobs between 2007 and 2010. 

Approximately 83% of residents who work commute to jobs outside the 

City.

Data on local market area resident expenditures suggests that much 

spending occurs outside the Sonoma Boulevard corridor, with most 

of this retail “leakage” likely going to retail clusters at Northgate in 

Vallejo and centers in American Canyon, located north of Vallejo along 

SR-29. The Northgate area, located along Interstate 80 east of Sonoma 

Boulevard, has in many respects supplanted Sonoma Boulevard as the 

City’s fi rst destination of choice for both shoppers and new retailers. 

Recent market studies for other projects in Vallejo have reinforced a 

lack of near-term potential for large-format retail, or market support for 

additional food stores.

Despite these shortcomings, the Sonoma Boulevard corridor has a 

number of existing market strengths, including: the historic character of 

Downtown Vallejo; Filipino ethnic retail cluster around the Seafood City 

supermarket; Kaiser hospital medical cluster; successful Raley’s shopping 

center; and new automobile dealers at the north end of Sonoma 

Boulevard. dd’s Fashions is an example of a national value-oriented 

Competing retail centers in nearby cities make it diffi cult to lease many vacant 
commercial spaces.
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clothing retailer that was attracted to a space in an existing Sonoma 

Boulevard shopping center.

REAL ESTATE MARKET CONDITIONS

The retail real estate market along Sonoma Boulevard is characterized 

by long-term vacancies and low rents, particularly in smaller centers 

which are up to 30% vacant. However, larger centers have a less than 10% 

vacancy rate, and the modern Raley’s center has an asking rent of up to 

$2 per square foot per month, triple-net (tenant pays all expenses). The 

majority of retail construction in the area was built between the 1950s 

and 1980s and much of it is now in need of rehabilitation or replacement. 

Rehabilitation of these older retail centers can be challenging in terms of 

both market support and coordination between owners for centers with 

multiple ownership. Struggling retail centers in other parts of the Bay 

Area (for example, Foothill Square in East Oakland), have redeveloped 

in part by diversifying uses to include service and medical space. A 

similar strategy could be utilized to revive retail centers along Sonoma 

Boulevard. Real estate brokers cite the following factors that deter 

national retailers from considering Sonoma Boulevard locations: a lack 

of suitable spaces; negative perceptions of Vallejo; and preference 

for nearby areas with higher household incomes that can also attract 

shoppers from Sonoma Boulevard corridor residents.

Though the corridor has little new residential development, the local 

market area has been heavily impacted by residential foreclosure activity. 

At current sales levels, properties in the local market area that are in 

default or foreclosure may represent up to a three-year supply, and half 

of current market activity is investors purchasing foreclosed properties. 

Between March and July 2011, the median home sale price in Vallejo was 

$139,000 and it was even lower in the local market area, with the median 

sale price for a single-family home at $114,000, while the median sale 

price for condominiums was only $50,500. 

Residential rental properties in Vallejo are available for moderate rents. 

The average rent for a one-bedroom apartment in Vallejo dropped from 

$1,071 per month in 2008 to $970 per month in 2011. However, demand 

supports an average 93% occupancy rate. 

The prices for both rental and for-sale residential are well below those 
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required to support new residential development. The current low price 

of for-sale units relative to rental rates means that purchasing a home in 

the local market area can be less expensive than renting for those who 

can obtain mortgages. Monthly mortgage payments for a median-priced 

home in the local market area are low enough to make homeownership 

affordable to approximately 70 to 75% of local market area residents, 

provided that potential homebuyers are able to afford a down payment 

and obtain a mortgage. However, diffi culties in obtaining fi nancing based 

on underwriting restrictions limit the number of individuals who can 

benefi t from these low prices.

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE MARKET SUPPORT

A long-term challenge for new development along Sonoma Boulevard 

and elsewhere in Vallejo and nearby cities is that there is considerably 

more land available for development than there is market demand. This 

means that future development is likely to be dispersed throughout the 

area based on the availability of sites and their relative attractiveness to 

developers and retailers..  

A key factor for supporting redevelopment of existing properties and 

new development along the corridor will be for the local market area 

to successfully attract a share of the projected future growth in Vallejo’s 

population and Solano County jobs. The local market area must either 

maintain or grow its current share within the broader market in order 

to attract new development to Sonoma Boulevard, since developers 

and retailers tend to avoid areas with declining populations and lower 

potential spending.

Based on the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) population 

projections from 2010 to 2035, if the local market area can maintain 

its current share of Vallejo’s population, it could gain more than 9,100 

residents and nearly 3,400 new households (and potentially that number 

of new residential units – see Figure 2.1: Potential Population and 

Household Growth, 2010-2035). In addition, if the local market area can 

maintain its current share of Solano County jobs it could gain 11,600 

new jobs, which could potentially support nearly three million square 

feet of new development (see Figure 2.2: Potential Employment Growth, 

2010-2035). New jobs in the market area are likely to be concentrated 

in industries that have recently expanded in Solano County, such as the 

health care industry. As economic conditions improve, the local market 
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area is also likely to support jobs in industries which have historically 

accounted for a large portion of jobs in Solano County and the local 

market area, such as construction, retail, and accommodation/food 

service. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 represent the potential for the entire local market 

area, including Mare Island. The majority of new residential development 

is likely to be located on Mare Island, Downtown and along Sonoma 

Boulevard. Mare Island is also expected to absorb a large portion of 

future industrial and offi ce development. New retail space is more likely 

to be concentrated Downtown and along the northern end of Sonoma 

Boulevard. While this indicates that the Sonoma Boulevard corridor 

would likely capture only a portion of the potential development in the 

local market area, there is still potential support for a signifi cant amount 

of new development along the corridor over the long term.

Figure 2.1: Potential Population and Household Growth, 2010-2035

Figure 2.2: Potential Employment Growth, 2010-2035
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Land uses and development patterns vary along Sonoma Boulevard, particularly 

between its northern and southern portions. In general, parcels fronting the 

street are mostly commercial. There is also a range of other land uses including 

housing, mixed-use buildings, community facilities and services, and temporary 

uses.

The northern portions of the corridor are largely shaped by large-footprint 

automobile-oriented commercial uses. Strip malls with parking fronting the 

street are intermixed with auto-related businesses, large and small retailers such 

as casual dining restaurants, and hardware and drug stores. The middle sections 

of the corridor serve as a transitional area and have a range of land uses 

including residential, car-oriented services, small markets, liquor stores, and fast 

food restaurants. Although there are no public parks, plazas or open spaces 

along Sonoma Boulevard, City Park and Washington Park are in close proximity. 

Closer to Downtown, uses include car-oriented services as well as offi ce, retail, 

residential, community services, and institutional and religious facilities. Most 

of these uses are smaller in size and scale, refl ecting the character of the 

Downtown environment.

EXISTING ZONING

Zoning within the planning area is primarily designated linear commercial, 

pedestrian shopping and services, or medium density residential (see Figure 

2.3: Zoning). Zoning currently deviates from General Plan land use designations. 

Future specifi c planning efforts will address appropriate zoning based on the 

approach identifi ed in this plan. Special Zoning Districts that regulate land 

use and streetscape design in parts of the corridor include: Downtown Vallejo 

Specifi c Plan, Architectural Heritage, Arts and Entertainment, the White Slough 

Plan, Waterfront Plan, and the Planned Development Master Plan process. 

COMMUNITY AMENITIES

Sonoma Boulevard has several community amenities along its length, including 

civic uses, churches and a public elementary school. There are also other 

civic and cultural buildings, a transit station, a ferry terminal, and the Kaiser 

Permanente Medical Center—a major regional destination—proximal to the 

corridor. However, Sonoma Boulevard is currently perceived by local residents 

as a barrier creating a disconnection between east and west sides. Stronger 

connections between the surrounding residential neighborhoods, Downtown, 

and community amenities and destinations are needed to enhance the 

neighborhoods, create identity, and strengthen the sense of community.

2.2 LAND USE 

The middle and southern portions of 
the corridor contain many mixed-use 
buildings.

Taco trucks are found in a few 
locations along the corridor.

Car-oriented services are present 
along the corridor, even near 
Downtown.

Fast food and casual dining 
restaurants are prevalent.
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Circulation, transportation and parking are all important factors impacting 

the function and health of the corridor.

Despite its location, Sonoma Boulevard is an underutilized roadway.  It is 

in need of improvements to enhance safety and circulation of all modes 

of transportation. Sidewalks are not continuous along portions of the 

corridor and pedestrian and bicycle amenities are minimal, creating an 

incomplete and unwelcoming streetscape environment.

STREET NETWORK

Regional  Network

State Route 29 (SR-29) is a major north-south highway that connects 

Napa County to the north, and Lake County to the north of Napa County 

and Interstate 80 (I-80) in Vallejo to the south (see Figure 2.4: Freeway 

system around City of Vallejo). It runs along the western side of the City 

of Vallejo, providing two travel lanes in each direction. Sonoma Boulevard 

is a divided roadway north of Couch Street with a posted speed limit of 

40 mph. It is undivided south of Couch Street, with a posted speed limit 

of 35 mph between Couch Street and Illinois Street and 30 mph south of 

Illinois Street. The annual average daily traffi c (Caltrans, 2010) increases 

going north along Sonoma Boulevard, from 12,300 vehicles at Maine 

Street to 16,000 at Tennessee Street and 27,000 at the State Route 37 

(SR-37) junction. Sonoma Boulevard is part of the state truck network and 

is designated as a Terminal Access (TA) route, which permit large STAA-

designated trucks1. 

2.3  CIRCULATION, TRANSPORTATION              
 AND PARKING

Sonoma Boulevard between Sereno Drive and Yolano Drive

1 Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act (STAA) of 1982 legalized 
operation of large STAA-designated 
trucks with a 48-foot semitrailer, an 
unlimited overall length, and an 
unlimited kingpin-to-rear-axle (KPRA) 
distance on the National Network.
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City of Vallejo
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SR-37 is an east-west highway that connects Highway 101 in Novato to 

the west and I-80 in Vallejo to the east. In the vicinity of the project, SR-37 

is a restricted-access freeway—a freeway that provides an unhindered 

fl ow of traffi c with no traffi c signals, intersections or property access—

that provides two travel lanes in each direction. The posted speed limit 

is 65 mph. Access to Sonoma Boulevard is provided via the SR-37/SR-29 

interchange in northern Vallejo. The annual average daily traffi c (Caltrans, 

2010) is 30,500 vehicles west of the SR-37/SR-29 interchange and 65,000 

east of the interchange.

Local  Street System

Several major local roads connect into Sonoma Boulevard (See Figure 

2.6 Planning Area Aerial). Sereno Drive is a four-lane east-west collector 

street with low- to moderate-capacity that extends between White 

Slough to the west and Fairgrounds Drive to the east. In the vicinity of 

the project corridor, the posted speed limit is 25 mph. Redwood Street 

is a four-lane, east-west arterial road that extends between Sacramento 

Street to the west and I-80 to the east. In the vicinity of the project 

corridor, the posted speed limit is 30 mph. Tennessee Street is a four-

lane, east-west arterial road that extends between Mare Island Way to 

the west and Columbus Parkway to the east. In the vicinity of the project 

corridor, the posted speed limit is 30 mph. Georgia Street is an east-west 

collector street that extends between Mare Island Way to the west and 

Ascot Parkway east of I-80. In the project area, it is two lane to the west of 

Sonoma Boulevard and four lane to the east. The posted speed limit is 25 

mph. Curtola Parkway is a four-lane east-west arterial road that extends 

Sonoma Boulevard at Redwood Street
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between Mare Island Way to the west and Interstate 80 to the east. In the 

vicinity of the corridor, the posted speed limit is 35 mph to the west and 

40 mph to the east of Sonoma Boulevard.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

Traffi c operations were evaluated at six major intersections along the 

project corridor (SR-37 westbound ramps, SR-37 eastbound ramps, 

Redwood Street, Tennessee Street, Georgia Street, and Curtola 

Parkway).  The analysis was based on AM and PM peak hour traffi c counts 

collected between 7-9AM and 4-6PM in August 2011. The results of 

the analysis include a descriptive term known as level of service (LOS). 

LOS is a measure of traffi c operating conditions, which varies from LOS 

A (indicating free fl ow traffi c conditions with little or no delay) to LOS 

F (representing over-saturated conditions where traffi c fl ows exceed 

design capacity, resulting in long queues and delays). All intersections 

are currently operating at LOS C or better during both AM and PM peak 

hours (see Appendix B: Fehr & Peers Report).

EXISTING PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

Pedestr ian Faci l i t ies

Sidewalks are generally provided on both sides of the corridor, except 

on Sonoma Boulevard north of the SR-37 eastbound ramp and between 

Sereno Drive and Ifl and Way, where sidewalks are intermittent (see Figure 

2.5: Existing Pedestrian Facilities). When present, sidewalks range from 

eight feet wide in the northern portions of the corridor to 10 feet wide 

Without bike lanes along the corridor 
many cyclists are forced onto the 
sidewalk.

Infrequent crosswalks in the northern 
portion of the corridor encourage 
jaywalking.

Disconnected sidewalks create 
dangerous areas for pedestrians.

Sonoma Boulevard at Tennessee Street
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in the south. However, there are some bottle-necks along the sidewalk  

caused by utility boxes. All six of the major intersections analyzed provide 

crosswalks on at least one approach crossing Sonoma Boulevard and 

the side street. The exception is at the SR-37 westbound ramp, where 

only one crosswalk approach is provided on Sonoma Boulevard across 

the ramp. Pedestrian signals are provided for crosswalks at all study 

intersections.

Bicycle Faci l i t ies

Class I bike lanes are physically protected paths, Class II bike lanes are 

buffered lanes, and Class III bike routes are designated routes where 

cyclists share lanes with motorists. Currently there are no bicycle lanes 

along Sonoma Boulevard. As a result cyclists, typically ride on the 

sidewalks as fast-moving traffi c makes it unsafe to share the road with 

vehicles. Marin Street, which parallels Sonoma Boulevard to the west, 

provides dedicated Class II bike lanes extending from Alabama Street to 

Capitol Street. Tennessee Street provides a Class III bike route between 

Mare Island Way to the west and I-80 to the east.  

Other roadways with Class III bike routes intersecting the corridor include 

Louisiana Street, Nebraska Street, and Lewis Brown Drive. Connections 

throughout the area need improvement, especially those leading to 

schools, parks, and community amenities.

Figure 2.5: Existing Pedestrian Facilities
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EXISTING TRANSIT SERVICE OVERVIEW

Surface transit service providers in the vicinity of the planning area 

include Vallejo Transit, Napa County VINE, and Amtrak. Vallejo Transit 

provides local and regional bus service with connections to the Vallejo 

Ferry Terminal and the El Cerrito Del Norte, Pleasant Hill, and Walnut 

Creek BART stations. The Napa County VINE provides bus service to 

various destinations in Napa County. Additionally, Amtrak provides 

limited bus service to Martinez, Napa, and McKinleyville. The Baylink 

Ferry provides high-speed ferry service to and from San Francisco.  

Val lejo Transit

Six Vallejo Transit bus routes operate along the project corridor on 

weekdays, and two routes operate on weekends. The six bus routes cover 

most of the Sonoma Boulevard corridor, with gaps between Curtola 

Parkway and York Street and between Florida Street and Tennessee 

Street. Service is most concentrated between Valle Vista Avenue and 

Sereno Drive, with all six bus routes running through this area. Bus stops 

along Sonoma Boulevard are located near Ifl and Way, Yolano Drive, 

Redwood Street, Couch Street, Nebraska Street, Tennessee Street, 

Florida Street, and Georgia Street (See Appendix B: Fehr and Peers 

Report). The Sereno Transit Center is a major transit point between 

Vallejo Transit bus routes and is located just to the east of the project 

corridor on Sereno Drive between Sonoma Boulevard and Broadway. The 

Vallejo Transit Center, located at Sacramento Street and York Street, is the 

The Vallejo Transit Center is a key hub for transit service near the planning area.
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major transit point in the southern part of the City. It serves numerous bus 

lines and bridges Old Town with the ferry terminal and waterfront.

Vine

Napa County VINE bus route 10 operates daily service along the project 

corridor. The VINE has one stop on the project corridor located on 

Sonoma Boulevard just north of Couch Street. 

Bayl ink Ferry

The Baylink Ferry operates daily service for Vallejo and the North Bay 

Region to and from San Francisco. The Vallejo Ferry Terminal is located 

near the Sonoma Boulevard corridor, fi ve blocks west on Georgia Street 

where it terminates at Mare Island Way. The terminal is accessible via 

public transit by the numerous bus lines that terminate at the Vallejo 

Transit Center located at Sacramento Street and York Street. The recently 

completed parking structure, which provides parking for both the ferry 

terminal and the Vallejo Transit Center, supplies 750 parking spaces under 

Phase I; with the completion of Phase II of the project, a total of 1,200 

parking spaces will be provided.  

PARKING

On-street parking along Sonoma Boulevard is provided via parallel 

parking. Parking is generally provided on Sonoma Boulevard south of 

Valle Vista Avenue. Parking is generally prohibited between Valle Vista 

Avenue and the SR-37 interchange. There are two segments along the 

northern portion of the project corridor that allow parking, both of which 

are on the west side: just north of Redwood Street and just south of the 

SR-37 eastbound ramps. 

The Vallejo Ferry Terminal provides 
daily services to other port cities 
within the San Francisco and San 
Pablo bays.
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2.4  COMMUNITY DESIGN  
Sonoma Boulevard has diverse block and street patterns, pleasant views, 

and a range of parcel sizes and building types (see Figure 2.6: Planning 

Area Aerial). This results in different sections of the corridor having 

their own distinct character and feel. As a whole, however, the physical 

design of the corridor’s public right-of-way is not entirely consistent and 

Sonoma Boulevard has a few sections characterized by poor streetscape 

conditions, detracting from an overall sense of vibrancy and identity for 

the corridor.

BUILDING AND PEDESTRIAN EDGES

Though there are areas along Sonoma Boulevard with a strong street 

wall and unique historic façades, particularly close to Downtown, there 

are sections where the corridor and its connecting cross streets are 

less friendly to pedestrians because of conditions such as blank walls 

and wide setbacks with surface parking. In the northern portion of the 

corridor, proximal to SR-37, occasional abandoned parking lots and 

vacant parcels create an incomplete pedestrian edge. The Downtown 

area has better pedestrian edges with more entries and windows 

along the sidewalk; however, some vacancies and buildings in need of 

maintenance can distract from these positive architectural features. 

BLOCK AND STREET PATTERNS

City blocks north of Redwood Street are “mega-blocks” with irregular 

shapes, typical in car-centric environments. Block size is roughly 800-

1,000 feet by 1,200-4,000 feet. This block and street pattern offers 

poor pedestrian connectivity and safety. Blocks between Couch Street 

and Redwood Street are medium to large (roughly 800-1,000 feet by 

1,000-1,400 feet), irregular in shape, and have inadequate pedestrian 

connections between intersections. City blocks south of Couch Street 

are 300 by 420 feet, a block size that is nicely scaled for pedestrian 

circulation. Blocks in the southern portion of the corridor also have alleys 

running east-west through the center of the block.                                           

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER

The architectural character of buildings covers a wide range of styles. 

The diversity offers some visual interest but fails to create a clear identity 

for the corridor. Landmark buildings, particularly close to the Downtown 

area, have a Spanish-Mediterranean style that is characterized by pastel 
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colors, stucco fi nish, terracotta tile roofs, and vertical elements at the 

corners of buildings. Newer developments along the northern portion 

of the corridor are mostly big-box style with minimal ornamentation, 

creating a fabric that lacks attractiveness for locals and visitors. 

LANDSCAPING

Landscaping and street trees are minimal or nonexistent south of Couch 

Street. North of Couch Street there is more vegetation on private parcels 

along the corridor, but there is none in the public right-of-way. The 

central median north of Couch Street has vegetation, but it is not well 

maintained and contributes to the poor image of the corridor.

VIEWS

The corridor has signifi cant changes in elevation throughout the planning 

area. This creates attractive view corridors from the higher points along 

Sonoma Boulevard, particularly around Florida Street, as well as close to 

the White Slough where there are views into the marshy areas and hills in 

the background. 

A lack of landscaping in the public 
right-of-way and blank walls create an 
unwelcoming sidewalk environment.

Vacant lots create an unfriendly 
environment for pedestrians.

Historic architectural styles are evident 
near Downtown.

Sonoma Boulevard has many segments with attractive views.
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CHAPTER 3

vision framework

The Vision Framework for the Sonoma Boulevard corridor builds upon 

the existing conditions analysis and synthesizes community input to 

create an overarching guide for strengthening and enhancing the 

corridor. The Framework includes a set of tools, outlined below, that 

address the future economic, physical, and social vitality of the 

corridor and greater City.

This chapter is organized as follows:

3.1 Vision Statement – Narrative and imagery that refl ect and  articulate 
the community’s long-term desired future for Sonoma Boulevard as 
the “spine of the City of Vallejo.”

3.2 Transformative Strategies – Descriptions of the strategies designed 
to support the community’s vision, and to help defi ne the planning 
area’s long-term direction.

3.3 Focus Areas – A description and location of each of the four Focus 
Areas into which Sonoma Boulevard is divided for this planning 
effort. 

3.4 Corridor Goals – A matrix outlining the economic development, 
land use, transportation, and design goals for each of the four Focus 
Areas.

3.5 Vision Framework – A one page layout that includes all of the 
elements that comprise the Vision Framework and set the plan 
direction.

IN THIS CHAPTER...

3.1 Vision Statement

3.2 Transformative
Strategies

3.3 Focus Areas

3.4 Corridor Goals

3.5 Vision Framework
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3.1 VISION STATEMENT
The following Vision Statement was 

crafted based on community input 

gathered during a broad range of 

outreach events and activities. This 

included community workshops, 

Community Advisory Committee 

meetings, stakeholder interviews, 

focus groups, and online feedback 

from the community at large. 

The Vision Statement encompasses 

the most important values and 

characteristics that the community 

wants to see come to fruition 

in the corridor. It illustrates how 

the community wants Sonoma 

Boulevard to look, feel, and 

function in the coming years.
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As the “spine” of the City of  Val lejo,  Sonoma Boulevard 
is  an attract ive,  funct ional  street that is  human-scaled 
and consistent ly wel l -connected to encourage al l  modes 
of t ransportat ion between many dist inct distr icts and 
dest inat ions.  Designed to celebrate Val lejo’s unique, 
histor ic,  and cultural  character,  Sonoma Boulevard 
promotes economic vita l i ty,  pedestr ian safety,  and 
social  and environmental  health for the corr idor and the 
ent i re City.

Vision for Sonoma Boulevard
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES, THRIVING BUSINESSES                  
AND A RANGE OF LAND USES

Encourage a variety of business opportunities from small start-ups 

to regional retail stores and commercial businesses. Modify zoning 

regulations to allow for fl exible land uses including interim and mixed-use 

development.

DESTINATION NODES AND DISTINCT DISTRICTS

Create destination nodes to attract visitors and residents and encourage 

them to patronize local businesses. Build on the unique character and 

cultural diversity of existing districts to create distinct identity and 

branding strategies.

3.2 TRANSFORMATIVE STRATEGIES

Building on the Vision Statement, following are the plan’s proposed 

Transformative Strategies. Transformative Strategies are the overall 

drivers for creating implementable actions and real change along 

Sonoma Boulevard. The Strategies apply corridor-wide and help tie 

together the Focus Area-specifi c goals and actions.

FUNCTIONAL, ATTRACTIVE AND WELL-MAINTAINED 
STREETSCAPE

Include landscaping to welcome pedestrian traffi c and improve the 

attractiveness of commercial spaces. Provide appropriate amenities, 

street furniture, and lighting to create an inviting and safe streetscape 

environment.
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ACCESSIBLE, WALKABLE, BIKEABLE, SAFE AND 
CONNECTED STREETSCAPE

Provide a streetscape environment that encourages use by people 

of all abilities. Improve crossings at all intersections to ensure safety 

for pedestrians and cyclists. Ensure that sidewalks and bike lanes are 

consistently connected along the corridor.

FLEXIBLE, ADAPTABLE AND VIBRANT NETWORK OF 
SPACES

Improve underutilized and vacant lots and buildings with fl exible interim 

uses that promote street life, vibrancy, and economic activity. Create 

a network of lively spaces so that people are compelled to stop when 

traveling down the street.

SUSTAINABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY 
DESIGN

Incorporate green infrastructure systems that improve stormwater 

drainage and use alternative energy sources. Encourage sustainable 

building design.

RANGE OF TRANSPORTATION MODES

Encourage walking, biking, and transit through improved sidewalks, 

bike lanes, and transit amenities. Create mixed-use districts, each with a 

broad range of land uses to improve walkability and attract residents from 

nearby neighborhoods.
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3.3 FOCUS AREAS
As a result of the existing conditions analysis and community input, the 

planning area was subdivided into four Focus Areas. The Focus Areas 

generally differ from each other in terms of the land uses and building 

types that line the corridor; street widths, confi gurations and rights-of-way 

that create clear transitions, especially between the two northern and two 

southern Focus Areas; and potential economic development opportunities 

and strategies.

NORTH FOCUS AREA

The North Focus Area extends from Lewis Brown Drive in the north to 

Redwood Street in the south. This Focus Area is characterized by large 

parcels and buildings and a “wide open” character. The roadway has a car-

oriented scale with intersections far from each other, few and inconsistent 

pedestrian amenities, and fast vehicular speeds. Land uses are typically 

commercial with some residential. The White Slough is a key natural feature 

of this area. 

CENTRAL NORTH FOCUS AREA

The Central North Focus Area extends from Redwood Street in the north 

to Couch Street in the south. Building footprints range from medium (50’ 

by 150’) to large (250’ by 500’). Buildings also vary in placement, as some 

structures are set far back while others line the street. There are a range of 

commercial uses along this segment.

CENTRAL SOUTH FOCUS AREA

The Central South Focus Area extends from Couch Street in the north to 

Florida Street in the south. This Focus Area is within the historic core of the 

City and therefore has smaller blocks with regular intersections and a good 

pedestrian scale. Parcels and buildings are much smaller than in the north. 

Uses are varied, including mixed-use, commercial, and residential.

SOUTH FOCUS AREA

The South Focus Area extends from Florida Street in the north to Curtola 

Parkway in the south. This Focus Area is located within the historic core of the 

City and it encompasses part of the Downtown. The street is well defi ned by 

the building edges, creating a fairly comfortable and attractive pedestrian 

environment. Land uses in the area are generally commercial and mixed-use 

with some residential.
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3.4 CORRIDOR GOALS
Building on the corridor-wide Vision Statement and Transformative 

Strategies, the Corridor Goals outline the economic development, land 

use, transportation, and design goals for the Focus Areas. Together 

these elements provide the foundation for the recommendations 

described in Chapter 4: Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy, as 

well as the implementation steps and priorities outlined in Chapter 5: 

Implementation.

The Corridor Goals are outlined in broad terms below and specifi cally 

applied to each Focus Area at the end of this chapter.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Build upon the existing assets, characteristics, and uniqueness of 

each Focus Area to attract interim as well as long-term job-generating 

businesses that work together to build up the area identity and economic 

vitality. Target development efforts at key nodes and intersections. 

LAND USES

Promote land uses that strengthen existing patterns, allow fl exibility to 

attract new uses and interim uses, provide neighborhood- and visitor-

oriented services, and support the overall identity of each Focus Area.

TRANSPORTATION

Create a streetscape environment that welcomes all users, providing a 

safe and comfortable environment with the necessary amenities. Slow 

down traffi c speeds to increase safety and promote a sense of place and 

a “destination” corridor. 

DESIGN ELEMENTS

Design a streetscape environment that has a clear entry and sense of 

place. Draw inspiration from the rich local history through the use of 

public art such as murals and sculptures. Create public spaces that are 

inclusive of the whole community and help bolster the area’s economy.
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Job opportunities,
 thriving businesses and 

a range of land uses

Destination nodes
and distinct districts

Functional, attractive 
and well-maintained 

streetscape

Range of
transportation modes 

Accessible, walkable, 
bikeable, safe and 

connected streetscape

Flexible, adaptable
and vibrant

network of spaces

Sustainable and
environmentally-friendly

design

North

South

Central
South

Central
North

Transformative
Strategies

Focus 
Areas

3.5 VISION FRAMEWORK
The Vision Framework combines the range of components to guide growth along Sonoma Boulevard for the 

coming years and decades. While other opportunities, ideas, and strategies for improving the area may arise 

in the future, the Vision Framework will continue to endure and refl ect the community’s desires, concerns, and 

commitments. This Framework should be used to assess the value of each step along the way and to measure 

success in planning.

As the “spine” of the City of  Val lejo,  Sonoma 
Boulevard is  an attract ive,  funct ional  street that 
is  human-scaled and consistent ly wel l -connected 
to encourage al l  modes of t ransportat ion between 
many dist inct distr icts and dest inat ions.  Designed 
to celebrate Val lejo’s unique, histor ic,  and 
cultural  character,  Sonoma Boulevard promotes 
economic vita l i ty,  pedestr ian safety,  and social  and 
environmental  health for the corr idor and the  
ent i re City.

Vision for Sonoma Boulevard
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Corridor Goals

Economic
Development Land Uses Transportation Design Elements

North

Leverage the district’s 
assets and strengths to 
attract job-generating 
businesses. 

Create a diverse district 
that strengthens the 
existing retail base and 
also supports residential, 
offi ce, and open space 
uses. Allow interim uses 
while market demand for 
more permanent uses 
increases.

Ensure easy access and 
mobility while promoting 
safety, providing 
amenities to all users, and 
improving connectivity 
across the corridor.

Create a distinctive 
and well-maintained 
streetscape environment 
that features a gateway 
into Vallejo, highlights the 
White Slough as a natural 
asset, and has strong 
pedestrian and bicycle 
amenities.

Central
North

Support existing and 
encourage new interim 
uses as well as long-
term job-generating 
businesses.

Create zoning and 
regulations that allow 
fl exibility to attract 
desirable new uses as well 
as interim uses.

Ensure easy access, 
mobility, and connectivity 
while promoting safety 
and appropriate amenities 
for a range of users.

Create a safe and well-
maintained streetscape 
that features culturally-
inspired design elements, 
and has strong pedestrian 
and bicycle amenities.

Central
South

Promote the creation 
of a neighborhood 
commercial node 
between Tennessee and 
Indiana streets.

Promote the creation of a 
district with a mixed-use/
residential character and 
incentivize interim uses 
on vacant or underutilized 
parcels.

Slow down traffi c speeds 
and create a streetscape 
environment that is 
safe, comfortable, and 
attractive to a range of 
users.

Create a comfortable, 
safe, and attractive 
streetscape that features 
culturally-inspired design 
elements, and balances 
the needs of different 
users.

South

Develop a district with 
a unique identity that 
fosters local and start-
up businesses, arts and 
cultural facilities, and 
street commerce.

Ensure land use patterns 
that support the district’s 
mixed-use, pedestrian-
friendly, and historic 
character.

Slow down traffi c speeds 
and create a well-
connected streetscape 
environment that 
promotes street life, 
pedestrian and bicycle 
movement, and retail 
vitality.

Create an inviting, 
attractive, and safe 
streetscape environment 
that features a gateway 
into Downtown, highlights 
the rich local history of 
Vallejo, and promotes the 
unique artistic and local 
character of the area. 
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CHAPTER 4

land use activation 
and mobility strategy

The Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy for Sonoma Boulevard 

outlines the proposed economic development and physical 

improvements for the corridor to achieve the desired “livable” 

environment envisioned by the community. The objective of this 

strategy is to provide the City, community, and stakeholders with clear 

targets for future development. The strategy includes key elements 

to be implemented throughout the corridor, offering cohesion and 

continuity from the South Gateway to the North Gateway; while also 

promoting the creation of nodes that build upon each Focus Area’s 

unique assets to create distinctive destinations along the boulevard.  

This chapter is organized as follows:

4.1 Overall Corridor Strategy – An overview of the plan strategy to 
activate the local economy and improve mobility along the corridor. 

4.2 Overall Corridor Design Guidelines – An overview of the design 
guidelines for the public and private realm.

4.3 North Focus Area Strategy – A description of the specifi c strategies 
for the district.

4.4 Central North Focus Area Strategy – A description of the specifi c 
strategies for the district.

4.5 Central South Focus Area Strategy – A description of the specifi c 
strategies for the district.

4.6 South Focus Area Strategy – A description of the specifi c strategies 
for the district.

IN THIS CHAPTER...

4.1 Overall Corridor Strategy

4.2 Overall Corridor Design
Guidelines

4.3 North Focus Area
Strategy

4.4 Central North Focus
Area Strategy

4.5 Central South Focus
Area Strategy

4.6 South Focus Area 
Strategy
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Given its role as a key entry point into Vallejo and the main spine of the City, 

Sonoma Boulevard should have a unifi ed identity that carries through its 

entirety. That cohesive identity can be achieved by having a unifi ed public 

realm that provides a safe, well-defi ned, and comfortable environment for 

users. A sense of place can also be cultivated through the land uses and 

specifi c design of the private properties lining the roadway (see Figure 4.1: 

Overall Corridor Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy).

PUBLIC REALM

In the future, Sonoma Boulevard should have a clear sense of arrival as 

residents and visitors cross through the gateways located at the north 

and south ends. A better balance between automobiles, bicyclists, and 

pedestrians should be established through a redesigned streetscape. The 

existing public realm should be overlaid by new bicycle- and pedestrian-

friendly amenities, including bike lanes, widened sidewalks, gathering 

opportunities, adequate lighting, and clearly striped and more frequent 

crosswalks. 

Well-maintained, widened sidewalks, with intermittent gathering and seating 

opportunities and adequate lighting, should characterize the pedestrian 

experience and encourage community interaction. New facilities along the 

length of the corridor, including furniture, customized bus stops, and signage 

should help to establish a distinctive and cohesive character. Continuous 

rows of trees along the sidewalks and within the medians should provide an 

identifi able sense of place while being sensitive to climate and location. 

The public realm improvements described in this document respond to the 

needs and desires expressed by the community, and to current regulations 

and design trends. Recommendations may need to include changes to 

posted speed limits to refl ect proposed street calming measures. This plan 

does not attempt to exclude other solutions that might be desirable or 

necessary in the future as community needs, trends or regulations change. 

Instead it allows for fl exibility and a range of solutions to address the 

design and planning of the public realm. It is important to note that many 

of these improvements are costly and will take time to coordinate and fund. 

Chapter 5: Implementation outlines action steps that focus on high-impact, 

short-term improvements at key locations (nodes) spread along the corridor, 

with the goal of gradually fi lling in the gaps with longer-term improvements. 

4.1 OVERALL CORRIDOR STRATEGY
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Figure 4.1: Overall Corridor Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy
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Within the public realm there are several opportunities to communicate the image and 

identity for the City of Vallejo and Sonoma Boulevard. Potential streetscape branding 

elements can range from low cost items such as crosswalk painting, banners, and 

temporary art installations to large scale permanent public art. The elements illustrated 

below and on the following page are prototypical; specifi c design, materials and colors 

should be further developed as part of a comprehensive branding and marketing initiative.

Boosting the Image and Brand of Sonoma Boulevard

1

2

The southern gateway to the corridor at Curtola should clearly communicate a sense of arrival. 
The primary branding element in this location could include a central identifi able public art 
piece or signage within a new roundabout. 

The intersection of Georgia Street and Sonoma Boulevard is an important opportunity to direct 
visitors and locals into the Downtown. Branding elements could include painted crosswalks, 
banners, and canopies to create a sense of place and identity.

Curtola

SerenoS oS no

1

4

3

2
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The northern gateway to the corridor should create a clearly defi ned and welcoming entry that is legible in this wide 
right-of-way. Branding elements could include an identifi able public art piece or signage in the median, banners, and 
iconic lighting integrating sustainable technology.

Bus shelters should have a vibrant and welcoming design that boldly integrates corridor branding to encourage alternate 
modes of transportation.

3

4
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PRIVATE REALM

A combination of economic recovery and improved perceptions of the 

Sonoma Boulevard corridor will be essential to strengthening its market 

potential. A key aspect of this plan’s strategy is to focus on lower-cost 

actions that can be implemented in the near term. These can include 

“pop-up” or temporary retail in vacant storefronts with minimal up-front 

investment; other interim uses for underutilized properties; and activity 

generators such food trucks, festivals, and other special events that can 

expand the corridor’s visibility and attract potential interest from retailers 

and others.

Longer-term development along the corridor will require placemaking 

enhancements, such as the streetscape improvements previously 

described, to change perception of the area and create an environment 

that attracts investment from developers, tenants, shoppers, and 

residents. While most new retail is likely to be local-serving, there 

is potential for more region-serving retail at the northern end of 

Sonoma Boulevard, near State Route 37. As the market rebounds, rental 

workforce and affordable housing developments can function as 

catalyst projects by increasing market-rate developer confi dence in the 

area and spurring further development. 

Development product types should be varied based on the physical 

characteristics and existing uses within the four Focus Areas, which in 

turn will help cultivate and reinforce each area’s distinct identity. North 

of Couch Street, sites tend to be relatively large and hold potential for 

the redevelopment of existing shopping centers as well as new, larger 

mixed-use developments. Seafood City, a supermarket located in Vallejo 

Plaza with Asian and Filipino-infl uenced products, can be an anchor for 

expanded ethnic retailing. Flexible offi ce/industrial space has potential in 

areas without Sonoma Boulevard frontage.

Sites are generally smaller south of Couch Street and in the Downtown 

area. Therefore, opportunity sites tend to consist of vacant storefronts 

and some small vacant lots, with development more likely to be targeted 

to local-serving retail and service uses. In the near term, Downtown 

spaces are well suited for interim uses such as “pop-up” shops and other 

small entrepreneurs that can fi ll empty storefronts and create interest. 
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The photo simulations below and on the following page illustrate existing and future conditions along Sonoma 

Boulevard, as envisioned through a combination of public and private realm improvements that will occur 

over time. Specifi c development and design strategies for the overall corridor and for each Focus Area are 

outlined on the following pages.

Proposed initial public realm improvements to enhance the pedestrian and bicycle environment include striped crosswalks, bike 
lanes, parking buffers and median.

Sonoma Boulevard at Illinois Street (Today)

Improving Sonoma Boulevard Over Time
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Note: Photo simulations are for visualization 
purposes only, and are not intended to show 
specifi c details and dimensions of proposed 

improvements and new development.

Proposed long-term public and private realm improvements to create a vibrant mixed-use and multimodal corridor include 
landscaped medians and bulbouts, additional new private development, and branded signage and wayfi nding.

Proposed near-term private realm improvements to activate the corridor include seasonal uses such as a pumpkin patch, 
food trucks, façade improvements to existing commercial buildings, and initial new private development.
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NORTH AND CENTRAL NORTH FOCUS AREAS DESIGN ELEMENTS AND GUIDELINES

• Combine 
driveways where 
possible to 
minimize curb 
cuts

• Beautify and 
buffer existing 
front parking 
areas with 
landscaping and 
trees

Building Setbacks:

• Minimum 15’

• Encourage the use of attractive, 
high-quality materials and 
architectural details for building 
façades 

• Encourage attractive, drought-
tolerant landscaping close to 
buildings and next to the sidewalk 
to delineate between the public 
and private realms

• Combine the excess right-of-way 
gained from reducing lane widths 
to create a “fl ex-space”

• Activate the fl ex-space with 
activities and uses including 
community gardens, pedestrian/
bike trails, and temporary facilities 
such as markets or food trucks

• Create a wide sidewalk (13’ to 22’ 
wide) that is ADA accessible and 
includes pedestrian and cyclist 
amenities such as landscaping, 
lighting, furniture, and bike paths

• Create a Class I bike path on each side 
of the street in the North Focus Area, 
along the White Slough, to encourage 
recreational activities and interaction 
with the natural environment (Note: 
Mixed-use paths may introduce 
safety confl icts, and should be further 
studied in future phases to reduce 
these confl icts)

• Allow cyclists to ride on the sidewalk 
to separate them from vehicles; 
provide clear separation and enough 
room for bikes to pass without going 
into the pedestrian area.

The creation of a great corridor will entail the application of strong 

design principles for the street, sidewalks, and uses and buildings that 

frame the roadway. General design guidelines for the North and Central 

North Focus Areas, as well as the Central South and South Focus Areas, 

are below and on the following pages.

4.2 OVERALL CORRIDOR DESIGN GUIDELINES

• Promote the use of shade 
trees in close proximity to 
the sidewalk and public 
right-of-way to provide 
additional canopy cover

• Include bus shelters that are 
comfortable and attractive, and 
that tie into the corridor branding 

• Incorporate banners at a high 
elevation to visibly promote the 
corridor brand
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• Plant street trees along the 
sidewalk to buffer vehicular 
traffi c, beautify the corridor, 
and improve the pedestrian 
environment

• Create a 6’ wide, Class 
II bike lane with a 2’ 
wide striped marking to 
separate cyclists from 
moving traffi c (create a 
Class I lane along the 
White Slough)

• Create 
stormwater 
planters in 
bulbouts or on 
the planting 
strip in the 
sidewalk to fi lter 
stormwater runoff 
and improve its 
quality before 
it drains to the 
White Slough

• Create landscaped bulbouts 
along the parking lane to provide 
additional planting areas for 
landscaping and trees

• Plant a combination of evergreen 
and deciduous street trees to 
have diversity in vegetation and 
seasonal color change

• Reduce travel lane width to 11’ 
wide, and parking lanes to 8’ wide

• Reconfi gure the street to include 
two travel lanes in each direction; 
a center median with left turn lane 
pockets and pedestrian refuges; 
and parking lanes on each side of 
the street (Note: An operational 
analysis will need to be conducted 
in future phases and reviewed 
by Caltrans for proposed lane 
removals)

• Create an 18’ wide center 
median that includes 
turn lanes and pedestrian 
refuges

• Plant street trees and 
drought-tolerant plants 
along the median to 
beautify the corridor, buffer 
moving traffi c, and slow 
down traffi c speeds

• Locate gateway elements in 
the center median

• Orient building entries to be 
visible from the street; ensure 
translucent doors and windows to 
encourage pedestrian activity

• Locate parking lots and service 
areas behind buildings, with 
access from side streets

• Encourage building to be built 
close to the property line with 
minimum front setbacks

• Encourage Low Impact 
Development (LID) techniques 
to infi ltrate, store, retain, 
evapotranspire, and/or biotreat 
stormwater runoff close to its 
source

Note: The streetscape design strategies proposed align with applicable Caltrans 
policies, procedures, guidelines and standards for State facilities including: Sidewalk 

facility design criteria – Caltrans HDM Section 105.2; Travel lane width – Caltrans 
HDM Section 301.1; Curb extension design criteria and clearance from traveled way 

– Caltrans HDM Section 303.4; Bike path (Class I) design criteria – Caltrans HDM 
Section 1003.1; Bike lane (Class II) design criteria – Caltrans HDM Section 301.2.
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• Ensure that the design of new 
developments respects the scale, 
form, massing, and development 
pattern of existing buildings

• Ensure appropriate design and 
massing transitions between 
high-density and low-density 
developments

• Encourage distinctive landmark 
buildings and architectural 
features at places of special 
signifi cance, such as Sonoma 
Boulevard and Georgia Street or 
Curtola Parkway

• Encourage Low Impact 
Development (LID) techniques 
to infi ltrate, store, retain, 
evapotranspire, and/or biotreat 
stormwater runoff close to its 
source

Building Setbacks:

• Maximum 10’

• Utilize building setbacks as an extension of the sidewalk 
to provide adequate space for pedestrian movement and 
activity

• Utilize setbacks to provide outdoor dining space, street 
furniture, public art, and spillover retail activity

• Provide a 10’ wide sidewalk that is ADA 
accessible and includes pedestrian and cyclist 
amenities such as landscaping, lighting, 
furniture, and bike racks

• Utilize the parking lane as a fl exible 
space that can be used for outdoor 
dining, food trucks and street 
commerce at designated times of the 
day/week

• Create a Class II 
bike lane

• Provide transparent windows 
for commercial uses that allow 
pedestrians to see into shops, 
offi ces and restaurants

CENTRAL SOUTH AND SOUTH FOCUS AREAS DESIGN ELEMENTS AND GUIDELINES

• Incorporate banners 
at a high elevation 
to visibly promote 
the corridor brand
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• Utilize vacant storefronts for 
interim uses such as art exhibits 
and pop-up stores

• Encourage residential or mixed-
use developments in the Central 
South Focus Area 

• Require mixed-use developments 
in the South Focus Area to have 
ground fl oor commercial, with 
residential or commercial in the 
upper stories

• Plant street trees to soften the 
streetscape, provide shade, buffer 
vehicular traffi c, and slow down 
traffi c speeds

• Encourage streetscape commerce 
such as food trucks, crafts and 
merchandise to activate the sidewalk 
and generate street life

• Designate areas where street 
commerce should take place, 
preferably in close proximity to 
activity nodes in order to create a 
distinction

• Encourage businesses to create 
attractive displays of merchandise 
along the sidewalk

• Create a 12’ wide center median

• Design the center median to include left turn 
lanes and pedestrian refuges

• Look for opportunities to include public art 
in the public realm, including in the center 
median

• Utilize the center median to locate gateway 
elements

• Seek opportunities to create 
stormwater planters in the center 
median—especially in areas where 
sidewalk space is limited—to fi lter 
stormwater runoff and improve its 
quality; stormwater planters should 
also be considered in bulbouts

• Where stormwater planters are not 
feasible, plant the center median with 
drought-tolerant plants and street 
trees
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4.3 NORTH FOCUS AREA STRATEGY
The North Focus Area has many existing assets, such as its strategic 

location close to regionally-connecting highways; the natural 

environment of the White Slough; areas of medium-density housing; and 

existing businesses such as car dealerships and large footprint retail. A 

main challenge is the wide, auto-oriented nature of the roadway, its fast-

moving vehicles, and lack of pedestrian facilities and connections. 

This plan proposes a multimodal street that balances the needs of 

automobiles, truck traffi c, cyclists, and pedestrians; takes advantage 

of the White Slough as a natural resource; creates safe and inviting 

linkages through and across the boulevard; and promotes and supports a 

successful business environment.

Figure 4.2: North Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy 

presents the elements that constitute the strategy for this Focus Area. 

On the following pages, a detailed explanation of each element of this 

strategy is provided. Images and/or diagrams are also used to clarify the 

different concepts. 
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Figure 4.2: North Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy
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LAND USE STRATEGY

The land use strategy breaks down the Focus Area into three distinct 

sectors that support commercial businesses and promote livability.

Regional  Destinat ion 
Commercial

The north portion of the Focus 

Area will attract large footprint 

businesses like car dealerships 

and regional stores. Businesses 

should be encouraged to create 

attractive shopping environments 

that are also environmentally 

friendly. 

Wetland/Recreation

The White Slough natural 

environment will be improved 

with adequate movement of 

tidal waters and a restored 

wetland landscape. The slough 

will become an enjoyable 

destination with pedestrian and 

bicycle paths, and will offer both 

active and passive recreational 

opportunities in addition to a 

pristine wildlife habitat. 
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Mixed-Use Residential/Commercial

The south portion of the Focus Area will promote mixed-use residential 

and commercial uses. This includes housing opportunities for seniors 

and workers at employment centers like Kaiser, as well as forming a 

retail, shopping, and restaurant destination for local residents.
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OPPORTUNITY SITES

The North Focus Area contains several large parcels that are either 

completely vacant or have commercial uses with under-utilized parking 

lots. Until market demand improves, these opportunity sites can 

be activated with a range of interim or transitional uses that can be 

transformed in the future into more permanent developments. 

Potential interim uses for this area include: urban agriculture, viticulture, 

a farmer’s market, a fl ea/antique market, seasonal businesses (such as 

Christmas trees or a pumpkin patch), a nursery, a fun park, and other uses 

that do not require permanent facilities or infrastructure and can be easily 

disassembled. 
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GATEWAY

There is great opportunity to establish a strong northern gateway to the 

corridor. This gateway element could include art features, signage, light, 

landscaping, and trees or other vegetation. The gateway element should 

welcome residents and visitors, announcing entry into the City through an 

attractive, inspired, and meaningful composition. A roundabout designed 

to Caltrans standards could potentially be integrated to enhance the 

gateway design and to improve traffi c fl ow and safety for all users.  
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MULTIMODAL STREETSCAPE

By redistributing the right-of-way and narrowing travel lanes in this Focus 

Area, Sonoma Boulevard can achieve a true multimodal character. The 

overall right-of-way will continue to be 140’; however, the distribution 

of space dedicated to each transportation mode will become more 

balanced.

In this stretch, the corridor has two slightly different confi gurations. North 

and south of the White Slough (see section A-A on the key map to the 

left and on the following page) there will be two travel lanes in each 

direction; parking lanes on both sides of the street; and Class II bike lanes 

adjacent to automobile travel lanes; as well as comfortable sidewalks 

with street trees, landscaping, and stormwater planters on both sides of 

the corridor. Sidewalks north and south of the White Slough will be wide 

enough to allow bikers to ride on the sidewalk an acceptable practice by 

the City of Vallejo. The space gained from doing a road diet—reducing 

the width of travel lanes—will be used to create “fl ex-space” on one side 

of the street. 

One of the most important features of the North Focus Area is the White 

Slough. The streetscape will reinforce the prominence of this natural asset 

by including a dedicated Class I bike path (separated from automobile 

traffi c) adjacent to the slough that will invite users to explore and 

experience this natural feature (see section B-B on the key map to the left 

and on the following page). 

Parking will be included all along the corridor to help support area 

businesses, create an additional buffer for pedestrians, and slow 

automobile speeds. 

((See Appendix B: Fehr & Peers Report for traffi c analysis of the proposed 

project)
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The illustration in the following page shows the future confi guration 

of the right-of-way after doing a road diet. Space gained with this new 

confi guration will be used to include additional amenities that will benefi t 

pedestrians, bikers, and the surrounding environment. 

Stormwater planters will be a key new feature of the streetscape that 

will improve the quality of stormwater runoff before it drains to adjacent 

natural water bodies, and will embellish the streetscape by providing 

attractive, lush native plantings. These planters can be designed to allow 

infi ltration which can reduce the costs of drainage infrastructure as the 

City explores the transition from piped to natural percolation. Stormwater 

planters can be installed on sidewalks, medians, bulbouts, parks and 

plazas, and traffi c circles.

Specifi c location, design and specifi cations for stormwater planters 

will need to be established as this plan progresses and is refi ned with 

additional planning efforts. Key agencies and departments will need to 

be contacted to coordinate work and prevent confl icts between new 

streetscape features and existing utilities. 

Above are examples of stormwater 
planters placed along the right-of-
way to capture, fi lter and infi ltrate 
stormwater runoff from the road and 
adjacent developments.
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CROSS CONNECTIONS AND                              
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS

Sonoma Boulevard in the North Focus Area has widely spaced 

intersections, lending to the diffi cult pedestrian environment. These 

wider sections could benefi t from more amenities to improve pedestrian 

safety such as countdown lights, clearly delineated crosswalks, and 

pedestrian refuges. In addition to these improvements, signalized mid-

block crosswalks and left-turn lane pockets should be considered and 

analyzed in future phases especially as more development occurs.
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MIXED-USE RETAIL NODE

A mixed-use retail node should be created at the intersection of 

Sonoma Boulevard and Sereno Drive. This node should attract a mix of 

commercial uses geared to residents and visitors; residential uses that 

support nearby facilities such as Kaiser; and, potentially, some amenities 

such as food services, coffee shops, or a library branch so that this node 

becomes a mixed-use destination. If a critical mass of medical-related 

facilities begins to locate near the node, it could start to emerge as a 

“health and wellness” center.
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WHITE SLOUGH TRAIL

A new multi-use trail should be created around the White Slough. As 

the natural wetland environment is restored, the slough will become 

a desirable natural resource for exploration and recreation. A trail that 

loops around the water body will allow pedestrians and cyclists to enjoy 

close interaction with the wetlands environment and wildlife. The area 

can also begin to attract visitors from around the region and support 

economic development in the Focus Area. 
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SIDEWALK CONNECTIONS

New sidewalks should be created along stretches of the corridor in 

the North Focus Area where they are currently missing. Filling in these 

missing links will improve pedestrian safety and offer opportunities to 

include stormwater planters and tree plantings. Both measures will help 

to improve the quality of stormwater drainage into the White Slough.  
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4.4 CENTRAL NORTH FOCUS AREA STRATEGY
The Central North Focus Area is a transitional area with many existing 

assets including Seafood City, a successful retail destination, and a 

range of commercial business types and sizes. A main challenge is the 

wide, auto-oriented nature of the roadway, its fast-moving vehicles, and 

unwelcoming pedestrian realm. 

This plan proposes a multimodal street that balances the needs of 

automobiles, truck traffi c, cyclists, and pedestrians; promotes activities 

and green spaces along the public right-of-way; and creates an attractive 

environment for cottage industries and innovative businesses. 

Figure 4.3: Central North Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility 

Strategy presents the elements that constitute the strategy for this Focus 

Area. On the following pages, a detailed explanation of each element of 

this strategy is provided. Images and/or diagrams are also used to clarify 

the different concepts. 
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LAND USE STRATEGY

The land use strategy focuses on an environment that provides local 

services while fostering businesses and entrepreneurs. 

 Mixed-Use Incubation

The goal of the land use strategy for this Focus Area is to support the  

establishment of a range of small- to medium-size trade businesses, 

cottage industries, and innovative entrepreneurs and artisans. A trade 

school that provides practical and hands-on training would be a great 

addition, creating a skilled labor pool that could then be employed 

in the City or region. Allowing zoning fl exibility and creating targeted 

incentives will be important to achieving these objectives.
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OPPORTUNITY SITE

One opportunity site is identifi ed in the Central North Focus Area. It is 

located on the west side of Sonoma Boulevard, in the stretch between 

Couch Street and Valle Vista Avenue. Other sites in this Focus Area, 

including some large parking lots—such as the one at Vallejo Plaza—

could also benefi t from increased activity and programming. Increased 

activity along the corridor would create a cycle in which even more 

people would begin to visit the corridor and stop along the way, rather 

than swiftly crossing through the City. 

Potential interim uses for this site include: urban agriculture (potentially 

supplying to the Filipino community that frequently shops at Seafood 

City), viticulture, a farmer’s market, a fl ea/antique market, seasonal 

businesses, a nursery, a food truck “court,” and other uses that do 

not require permanent facilities or infrastructure and can be easily 

disassembled. 
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MULTIMODAL STREETSCAPE

Similar to the North Focus Area, this section of the corridor will continue 

to have a right-of-way of 140’, though the width of the roadway reduces 

toward the Focus Area’s south end. A more attractive and functional 

multimodal street will be created through a range of improvements 

including a reduction of travel lane width. (see following page).

A reduction of the dual left-turn lanes at the north and south approaches 

of Sonoma Boulevard and Redwood Street is also recommended to allow 

for increased median and sidewalk width. Existing and projected AM/

PM peak hour traffi c volumes do not warrant dual left-turn lanes at the 

north and south approaches at Sonoma Boulevard and Redwood Street. 

However, further analysis is recommended in future phases of project 

development.

In order to increase comfort for multiple users, a shared pedestrian and 

cyclist sidewalk with planting and street trees should be provided in this 

area. “Flex-spaces,” created through a road diet, should be programmed 

along the sidewalk with engaging uses such as community gardens and 

food truck dining areas. Branding elements should also be incorporated 

and visible from both the sidewalk and road to communicate the corridor 

identity. Left turn lane pockets should also be provided at strategic 

locations along the reconfi gured median.

(See Appendix B: Fehr & Peers Report for traffi c analysis of the proposed 

project)
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CROSS CONNECTIONS AND                             
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS

The Central North Focus Area has a few major intersections that are 

wide and diffi cult for pedestrians to safely navigate. These intersections 

are spaced far apart and lack a number of features that would improve 

pedestrian safety, such as countdown lights, clearly delineated 

crosswalks, and pedestrian refuges. Pedestrians in this area also 

encounter the train track crossing, which is wide and inhospitable. As 

the corridor develops, efforts should be focused on creating pedestrian 

mid-block crosswalks, left turn lane pockets, and a more inviting and safe 

railroad crossing. 
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TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT NODE

A “transit-oriented development node” is identifi ed at the south end of 

the Central North Focus Area. Due to its proximity to the railroad tracks, 

this area has the potential to eventually become a stop or station along 

a future passenger/commuter train. If this long-range vision comes to 

fruition, the area could benefi t from this railroad connectivity to the 

region, with the potential to create a small-scale transit village. 
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4.5 CENTRAL SOUTH FOCUS AREA STRATEGY
The Central South Focus Area has several assets as a true mixed-use 

district with small footprint commercial and residential buildings, and  

businesses that cater to City-wide and neighborhood users. However, the 

current right-of-way confi guration does not support the type of uses and 

businesses existing along this stretch of Sonoma Boulevard. 

This plan proposes improvements that would foster a pedestrian and 

bicycle environment, where residents would be encouraged to walk and 

bike to local services and businesses; create inviting areas in the public 

realm for neighbors to interact and congregate, promoting a true sense 

of neighborhood; and concentrate neighborhood-serving retail at a key 

node. 

Figure 4.4: Central South Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility 

Strategy presents the elements that constitute the strategy for this Focus 

Area. On the following pages, a detailed explanation of each element of 

this strategy is provided. Images and/or diagrams are also used to clarify 

the different concepts. 
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Figure 4.4: Central South Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy
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LAND USE STRATEGY

The land use strategy focuses on fostering a mix of businesses and 

residences along Sonoma Boulevard and implementing improvements 

that will create an inviting and neighborly environment. 

 Neighborhood Mixed-Use

Local businesses, family-owned stores, small offi ces, and non-profi ts 

will be encouraged to locate in this area. An attractive, inviting and safe 

pedestrian environment should be created to incentivize pedestrian 

movement through and across the corridor. Neighboring residents will 

be further enticed to shop in the district, supporting the local economy. 

The neighborhood will benefi t from the developing sense of place and 

a fl ourishing mixed-use node. 
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OPPORTUNITY SITES

The Central South Focus Area has two smaller opportunity sites. One is 

a vacant lot on the northwest corner of Sonoma Boulevard and Illinois 

Street, the other is an underutilized parking lot on the east side of 

Sonoma Boulevard, between Illinois Street and Arkansas Street. 

These two sites could be activated with interim uses that promote a 

neighborhood sense of place and promote activities that bring the 

community together, such as a community garden, temporary park, 

farmer’s market, and/or other smaller commercial efforts. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED-USE NODE

Creation of a neighborhood mixed-use node is recommended at the 

intersection of Sonoma Boulevard and Indiana Street. Special incentives 

and programs should be focused in this node to promote the types of 

neighborhood-oriented services and retail desired for this area such 

as markets, book stores, restaurants, coffee shops, salons and barber 

shops, and small hardware stores and drug stores. Initial efforts should 

be concentrated on making changes to the streetscape and to store 

frontages and façades within the node to create a sense of momentum 

and critical mass of activity in the Focus Area.
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MULTIMODAL STREETSCAPE

With a right-of-way reduced from 140’ to 80’, Sonoma Boulevard’s 

character is dramatically different in this Focus Area. Near- and long-

term changes for this section will entail modifying the corridor’s current 

confi guration from two travel lanes in each direction to one travel lane 

in each direction with a turn lane/center median; installing Class II bike 

lanes; and incorporating landscape improvements to support a walkable 

neighborhood character (see following page). 

Amenities for pedestrians, bikers and transit users should be integrated 

into the public right-of-way such as streetscape furniture, bus shelters, 

lighting and landscaping. In addition, a consistent and thematically 

branded wayfi nding and signage program should be developed to 

refl ect the overall corridor branding and the character of the surrounding 

neighborhoods. Left turn lane pockets should also be provided at 

strategic locations along the reconfi gured median.

(See Appendix B: Fehr & Peers Report for traffi c analysis of the proposed 

project)
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CROSS CONNECTIONS AND                         
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS

The Central South Focus Area contains many intersections and 

crosswalks, since this area of the City is within the historic core and has 

a pedestrian-scale grid of blocks and streets. Two major streets crossing 

the boulevard are Couch Street and Tennessee Street. Intersections 

should be improved throughout the whole area but particular focus 

should be given to these major cross connectors. All four sides of the 

intersection should be clearly striped and defi ned to call the attention of 

vehicles as pedestrians circulate and cross the streets. 

All intersections along the corridor should be ADA compliant and in key 

locations should provide additional amenities such as seating, bike racks, 

and trash receptacles.
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NEW MEDIAN

A new central median will be a prominent element of an eventual new 

street confi guration. The median will serve many functions as it will allow 

for additional street trees and landscaping; include new left turn pockets 

at intersections; and provide pedestrian refuges. 

In the short term, interim treatments of the median such as road striping 

stamped asphalt will be explored. This type of treatment is cost effective 

and will help users get accustomed to the new street confi guration while 

more permanent solutions are designed and funded.
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4.6 SOUTH FOCUS AREA STRATEGY
As part of the Downtown, the South Focus Area has many assets 

including a historic building stock, mixed-use buildings, and a pedestrian-

scaled streetscape environment. However, the area is challenged by a 

prevalence of vacant buildings and lack of street activity.

This plan proposes public realm improvements to create a vibrant and 

lively pedestrian environment, with activities spilling over onto the 

sidewalks and even the street; mixed-used developments with ground-

fl oor commercial uses and residential/offi ce uses in the upper stories; 

interim uses and/or art exhibits in vacant spaces; and pop-up, mom-and-

pop, and local businesses. 

Figure 4.5: South Focus Area Land Use Activation and Mobility Strategy 

presents the elements that constitute the strategy for this Focus Area. 

On the following pages, a detailed explanation of each element of this 

strategy is provided. Images and/or diagrams are also used to clarify the 

different concepts. 
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LAND USE STRATEGY

The land use strategy for this area is shaped by the Downtown Vallejo 

Specifi c Plan, which outlines a robust mixed-use environment with 

commercial ground fl oors and upper story offi ce and/or residential uses.

 Downtown Mixed-Use

As the social and civic heart of the City, the Downtown area will 

encourage a range of small-scale retail stores and businesses that will 

boost street activity and contribute to a vibrant public domain. Live-

work spaces, restaurants, cafes, a grocery store, boutique stores, art 

and cultural facilities, and street vendors are all desirable uses and 

activities for this Focus Area.
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OPPORTUNITY SITE

The South Focus Area has one prominent opportunity site. Located 

northwest of Sonoma Boulevard and York Street, the site is currently 

an underutilized parking lot. Due to its location along the corridor 

and proximity to key amenities, it has great potential for signifi cant 

infi ll development. In the near-term, this site could be activated with 

temporary uses that promote street life and activities in the Downtown. 

These can include street commerce, a food truck “court,” a temporary 

plaza, a beer garden, street-fair celebrations, a food and farmer’s market, 

an antiques market and more.
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MULTIMODAL STREETSCAPE

Similar to the Central South Focus Area, Sonoma Boulevard in the South 

Focus Area has an 80’ right-of-way. Eventually, the corridor’s current 

confi guration should be changed, going from two travel lanes in each 

direction down to one travel lane in each direction with a turn lane/

center median. The roadway improvements—combined with the building 

edges that frame the street—will help slow down traffi c, support local 

businesses, and create an identifi able image and gateway into Downtown 

(see following page). 

Amenities for pedestrians, bikers and transit users should be 

incorporated in the public right-of-way such as streetscape furniture, 

bus shelters, lighting and landscaping. In addition, a consistent and 

thematically branded wayfi nding and signage program should be 

developed to maximize visual recognition of the Downtown, as well as 

key landmarks and destinations proximal to Sonoma Boulevard.

(See Appendix B: Fehr & Peers Report for traffi c analysis of the proposed 

project)
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CROSS CONNECTIONS AND INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS

The South Focus Area has many intersections and crosswalks. Two major 

streets crossing the boulevard in this area are Georgia Street and Curtola 

Parkway. Improvements to intersections should focus on these major cross 

connecting streets that represent the gateway into the Sonoma Boulevard 

corridor (Curtola Parkway) and the gateway into Downtown (Georgia Street).  

All intersections along the corridor should be ADA compliant and in key 

locations should provide additional amenities such as seating, bike racks, and 

trash receptacles.  
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GATEWAY

The intersection at Curtola Parkway is a critical entry into the Sonoma 

Boulevard corridor and Downtown. A dramatic gateway could be created 

here using a combination of art features, signage, light, landscaping, 

and trees. The gateway element should welcome residents and visitors, 

announcing the entry into the City and Downtown core with an attractive, 

inspired, and meaningful composition. A roundabout designed to 

Caltrans standards could potentially be integrated to enhance the 

gateway design and to improve traffi c fl ow and safety for all users.  

VALLEJO
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DOWNTOWN MIXED-USE NODE

Building on the Downtown Specifi c Plan initiatives, the Downtown mixed-

use node will be centered at the intersection of Sonoma Boulevard 

and Georgia Street. Special incentives and programs, such as façade 

improvement programs, should be focused in this node to promote 

the growth of pop-up and local businesses and small- to medium-scale 

retail enterprises, with the goal of promoting positive change that can 

organically spread to other portions of the corridor. This node should 

leverage the area’s strong historic identity and sense of place. Historic 

buildings will be highlighted. 

Within this node, nighttime activities and uses should be encouraged 

to create round-the-clock vibrancy. Innovative lighting, projections, 

and art should be encouraged to add vitality to Downtown Vallejo at                     

night. 
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NEW MEDIAN

A new central median will be a prominent element of an eventual new 

street confi guration. The median will serve many functions as it will allow 

for additional street trees and landscaping; include left turn pockets at 

intersections; and provide pedestrian refuges. 

In the short term, interim treatments of the median such as road 

striping and stamped asphalt will be explored. This type of treatment 

is cost effective and will help users get accustomed to the new street 

confi guration while more permanent solutions are designed and funded.
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implementation

The implementation component of the Corridor Design Plan outlines 

the “how-to” steps for creating change along Sonoma Boulevard in 

the short and long terms. This framework creates a solid foundation 

from which to support existing businesses, attract new businesses and 

development, leverage community assets, allocate limited resources, 

and foster collaboration through strong partnerships. While the plan 

remains visionary in its ambition, the action steps in this chapter put 

forth a realistic and practical approach to generate transformation in the 

corridor.

This chapter is organized as follows:

5.1 Implementation Approach – The overall approach to implementing 
the plan vision over the short, medium and long terms.

5.2 Priority Actions – An outline of the actions most central to achieving 
the plan vision.

5.3 Implementation Matrix – A table outlining the specifi c 
implementation actions by category and their related timeframes, 
primary responsibilities and partners, approximate costs, and 
potential funding sources. Actions are organized into overall 
corridor actions and those specifi c to each of the Focus Areas.

IN THIS CHAPTER...

5.1 Implementation
Approach

5.2 Priority Actions

5.3 Implementation Matrix

CHAPTER 5
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The Sonoma Boulevard corridor and its Focus Areas — North, Central 

North, Central South, and South — represent a diverse set of existing 

conditions and potential future opportunities. Implementation of the 

Corridor Design Plan needs to be tailored to each of these Focus Areas 

in order to maximize the potential for new types of development, support 

existing businesses, and bolster nearby neighborhood and community-

building efforts. Implementation strategies must be responsive to both 

the currently weak market conditions and the range of factors that 

threaten to limit investment and activity over the medium and long terms. 

In addition, the maintainability of proposed facilities will require further 

evaluation by Caltrans in future phases. 

NEAR-TERM OPPORTUNITIES

The continued lack of development activity and slow recovery of real 

estate markets point toward focusing on creative and interim uses 

of existing vacant storefronts and properties in the near term. This 

could include “pop-up” (temporary) stores, urban agriculture, a Mercado 

(indoor multi-vendor market), food trucks, additional farmers’ markets, 

and special events. These uses have the potential to create activity, 

attract a broader range of residents and business owners, and potentially 

stimulate interest in longer-term tenancies. They can help foster the 

creation and growth of new retail businesses, which would result in the 

greatest near-term impact on the corridor.

It is important to fi rst focus on a limited set of activities that can be 

successfully done in the locations with the greatest potential. This initial 

success can then set the stage for expansion to other Focus Areas. For 

example, the two southern Focus Areas, including Downtown, provide 

a greater concentration of vacant storefronts and a more pedestrian-

friendly environment that is better suited to pop-up stores and events 

that engage the local arts community, such as a monthly Art Walk and art 

in vacant storefronts. Sites in the two northern Focus Areas offer larger 

spaces and sites for uses such as various types of urban agriculture and a 

Mercado.

MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL 

The market analysis section in Chapter 2: Existing Conditions notes 

that in the longer term, population and employment growth will 

generate support for new development if the corridor can attract its 

5.1 IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
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proportionate share. Different types of development are likely to occur 

in the different Focus Areas. 

The North and Central North Focus Areas have the greatest potential 

for a range of new retail and redevelopment of existing centers, with 

stronger interest from larger retailers as alternate sites in Northgate 

and American Canyon become less available. These Focus Areas can 

also support “horizontal” mixed-use development where multifamily 

residential and fl ex/light industrial uses are located behind retail and 

commercial uses facing the street. This type of mixed-use will become 

feasible sooner than more expensive “vertical” mixed-use development 

that stacks uses on top of each other.

Enhancement of the White Slough to improve its ecological health and to 

address odor issues can create a compelling setting for new housing near 

the waterfront west of Sonoma Boulevard. This enhanced open space can 

improve the perception of the North Focus Area as suitable for a wider 

range of uses, including residential.

Modestly-scaled infi ll projects are better suited to the smaller sites of 

the Central South and South Focus areas. These types of projects can 

accommodate more local-service retail and commercial uses and small-

scale multifamily, complementing revitalization of the core Downtown 

area.

IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

There are a broad range of challenges that will need to be addressed 

for the Corridor Design Plan to maximize its potential to stimulate new 

development. Key challenges include:

 ▪ Existing zoning restrictions – Food trucks and street vending, 
as well as facilitating a broad range of interim uses, must be 
encouraged through a supportive zoning ordinance. 

 ▪ Lack of focused attention – There are currently no City staff 
or local organizations specifi cally dedicated to addressing the 
challenges of the corridor and providing continuity in identifying 
and implementing solutions.

 ▪ Suburban parking requirements – Mixed-use development can 
be encouraged by lowering parking requirements based on 
mixed-use effi ciencies, and requiring shared parking between 
properties.
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 ▪ Complex ownership patterns – Older centers are often 
parcelized or have cross-easement between properties, making 
redevelopment or new development problematic.

 ▪ Lack of feasibility – Current market conditions and low rents and 
sale prices can make development infeasible. 

 ▪ Perception issues and area competition – The current poor 
condition of many properties and Vallejo’s reputation challenges, 
combined with newer retail centers and destinations within an 
easy drive, make it diffi cult to interest developers and retailers in 
new projects.

Some of these broader issues will require time to resolve, particularly the 

weak market conditions. Others will require specifi c and concerted action 

by the City and other parties to create support for new investment and 

development.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

Recognizing the limited resources available to the City, a near-term 

implementation strategy should focus on low-cost efforts that can 

produce Priority Actions or “Quick Wins,” demonstrating the potential 

for the corridor to create activity while also stimulating interest from new 

businesses. Actions of the near-term strategy would include:

 ▪ Revise the zoning code to ensure maximum fl exibility for various 
interim uses, including pop-up stores, urban agriculture, food 
trucks and others, as well as restaurant and entertainment uses. 
The City should also review and revise procedures to expedite 
and simplify processing of approvals for these uses.

 ▪ Create a City staff position (or reassign a current position) 
dedicated to plan implementation, Economic Development 
Division, and marketing for all of the available sites and spaces 
in the corridor Focus Areas. The position should be staffed at 30 
hours per week for at least one year. This position would pursue 
interim uses, conduct outreach to corridor businesses to identify 
opportunities for assistance and potential new businesses to 
attract, and coordinate partnership activities.

 ▪ Enter into partnerships and/or contractual arrangements with 
organizations and individuals that have successfully established 
urban agriculture, pop-up stores and food truck venues to 
establish these uses in appropriate locations along the corridor, 
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and work with interested individuals to create new, viable 
businesses.

 ▪ Work with the Chamber of Commerce and other organizations 
to encourage volunteer programs that engage property owners, 
businesses and residents to improve conditions, such as “adopt-
a-block” for clean-up and maintenance.

 ▪ Create one or more special events, based on the availability of 
funding, that draw residents from throughout Vallejo to enjoy 
activities in the corridor.

The medium- and long-term strategy actions build on these early 

successes and would include:

 ▪ Create a distinct brand and identity for Sonoma Boulevard 
that is consistent with the larger branding and marketing 
initiative that is commencing to increase awareness and positive 
perceptions of Vallejo. This will support developer and retailer 
recruitment initiatives. 

 ▪ Establish a Community Benefi ts District (using the State 
authority to create Business Improvement Districts or another 
type of Special District) to provide funds to sustain long-term 
enhanced maintenance of sidewalks, streetscape and public 
areas along the corridor, particularly after improvements are 
made. Because this involves voting for extra fees, it will likely take 
some time to generate property owner and business support, 
building upon successes from the near-term strategy.

 ▪ Establish a façade renovation program, as funding sources 
are identifi ed, to enable business owners and property owners 
to modernize the exterior of their buildings, based on a set of 
design guidelines to ensure high-quality improvements. This 
program was previously funded by the City’s Redevelopment 
Agency, prior to State legislation eliminating redevelopment 
agencies.

 ▪ Phase in road, sidewalk, streetscape, and other public space 
improvements as funding sources become available. It is 
essential that improvements are established and phased in 
nodes where development will happen soonest. Spreading 
limited improvement funds throughout the corridor will greatly 
lessen their impact and the potential for public investment to 
stimulate private investment in new projects.
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 ▪ Create public-private partnerships for high-quality new catalyst 
and anchor developments. These partnerships can involve the 
City working with centers that have multiple owners; assembling 
sites for new development; engaging Kaiser and others to 
expand existing medical uses; and working with developers and 
others to create incentive programs to attract new businesses.

 ▪ Make revisions to the zoning code to provide more fl exibility 
for horizontal and vertical mixed-use development, including 
reducing parking requirements based on the effi ciencies from 
mixing uses, requiring shared parking between properties, and 
allowing credit for street parking spaces.

PUBLIC ACTIONS AND FUNDING

Funding for public actions is a key challenge for plan implementation, 

one that can be thought of in short-term versus medium- and long-term 

opportunities.

A focus on Priority Actions and what can be done in the next year means 

that most of the funding, including for a part-time City staff position 

dedicated to the corridor, will need to come from the City’s General 

Fund or other funds. Much of this work, excluding special events, could 

potentially be accomplished for about $150,000 or less. Special events 

present opportunities to obtain sponsorship support from private sector 

businesses and organizations in Vallejo, particularly if they can use those 

events to support their outreach and marketing efforts.

Funding for medium- and long-term actions will require layering multiple 

sources of funding. As discussion continues in the California State 

Legislature on funding sources to replace the loss of redevelopment, 

some of those solutions may present opportunities to obtain funding for 

corridor improvements and projects. For example, if existing authority for 

Infrastructure Finance Districts, a type of tax-increment fi nance, is revised 

to make its use more practical this could become a signifi cant source of 

funding for corridor improvements.

The City can pursue a range of existing grant and other funding sources 

for improvements that promote alternative transportation and pedestrian 

environments, enhanced air quality and environmental benefi ts, safe 

corridors, and other items. This includes Caltrans programs, such as its 

Transportation, Community, and System Preservation Program (TCSP); 

Bicycle Transportation Account; Safe Routes to School; and others. 
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Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) programs such as the 

Transportation for Livable Communities (tied to the Downtown Priority 

Development Area); Transportation Improvement Program; and proposed 

OneBayArea program present opportunities. The pending MAP-21 

federal transportation funding legislation (successor for SAFETEA-LU), 

once approved, is likely to lead to additional potential funding sources.

Because of the City’s existing funding challenges, there may be limited 

potential to fund improvements through the City’s Capital Improvement 

Program. Potential allocation of future year CDBG funds can be 

considered. Public-private partnerships for development projects can 

also access a range of additional funding sources, such as New Markets 

Tax Credits.

NEXT STEPS

Plan implementation, as described in this section and in the detailed 

action steps on the following pages, will require near-term strategies that 

can create Quick Wins and build momentum, complemented by other 

actions to set the stage for successful improvements and development 

in the medium and long terms. Moving forward, a fi nancing plan for 

full plan implementation will need to be prepared based on refi ned 

cost estimates, and design work will need to commence for key public 

improvements.
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5.2 PRIORITY ACTIONS
Priority Actions are those actions outlined in the implementation plan that 

will be easier to get implemented due to minimal or no cost, feasible 

near-term changes to planning or permitting processes, and overall 

community support. These actions are vital to the implementation 

process because they will allow immediate change to become tangible. In 

turn, this will help generate City, agency and community support to tackle 

more involved, lengthy or expensive implementation actions. The Priority 

Actions, highlighted below and detailed further in 5.3 Implementation 

Matrix, are either pertinent to the entire corridor, or are specifi c and 

relevant to individual Focus Areas. They are not in order of priority. 

PA-1:  ESTABLISH AN    
 IMPLEMENTATION  
 TEAM AND STAFF   
 POSITION
An Implementation Team must be 

established to spearhead efforts 

outlined in the implementation 

plan. This team should be 

formed by Community Advisory 

Committee members as well as 

other stakeholders invested in 

the corridor’s development. The 

City staff person assigned to the 

project should work closely with 

the Implementation Team to 

coordinate meetings and tasks.

PA-2: ENCOURAGE   
 STREET VENDORS AT  
 ACTIVITY NODES       

In order to create visible impact 

and quick transformation, 

improvement efforts should be 

concentrated on the four nodes 

identifi ed in Chapter 4: Land Use 

Activation and Mobility Strategy. 

Attracting food vendors and 

street commerce could quickly 

generate shopping and gathering 

destinations and begin to activate 

otherwise vacant or underutilized 

parcels and buildings.

PA-3: PLANT STREET   
 TREES                                        

Planting street trees has the 

potential to signifi cantly transform 

the physical environment of 

Sonoma Boulevard. Trees would 

provide a range of benefi ts and 

create an attractive setting. 

Street trees can be costly to 

install; therefore, efforts should 

be targeted at locations where 

installation might be less 

expensive, such as the existing 

median. They should also be 

planted at the nodes, where they 

can create a sense of place and 

private development opportunities 

are highest. 
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PA-7: ALLOW INTERIM   
 USES

Interim uses are a way to activate 

parcels and buildings that would 

otherwise sit vacant. A range of 

uses is suggested in Chapter 4: 

Land Use Activation and Mobility 

Strategy, depending on the 

size and location of available 

underutilized space.

PA-8:  ESTABLISH BIKE   
 LANES

A well-connected and safe bike 

lane along the Sonoma Boulevard 

corridor is a community priority. 

This improvement will help connect 

neighborhoods and amenities, such 

as the Ferry Terminal and transit 

hub, to destinations inside and 

outside the City.

PA-4:  IMPROVE    
 CROSSWALKS

Crosswalks should be prominent, 

promoting a more pedestrian-

friendly environment where 

vehicles have additional cues 

that help reduce travel speeds. 

A simple approach like paint can 

begin to transform intersections, 

creating a safer environment for 

pedestrians. 

PA-6:  ACTIVATE THE   
 PUBLIC REALM

Downtown is the natural location 

to promote outdoor activities, 

spaces and endeavors that can 

activate the public realm to make 

it more inviting and lively. These 

can range from organized festivals 

and public activities on the street 

and sidewalks, to existing stores 

bringing their uses to the sidewalk, 

to new businesses and vendors 

setting up shop along the street.

PA-5:  MAKE KEY ZONING  
 ORDINANCE   
 REVISIONS 

Some of the action items identifi ed 

within the implementation plan 

require revisions to the zoning 

ordinance to allow more fl exibility 

of uses. City staff, working with the 

Implementation Team, should work  

to revise the zoning ordinance, 

make recommendations, and 

implement changes.
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Timeframe Cost
Short = 1 year $ = < $50,000

Medium = 2-3 years $$ = $50,000 - $250,000

Long = over 3 years $$$ = $250,000 - $500,000

$$$$ = $500,000 - $1 million

 “Priority Actions” $$$$$ = > $1 million

5.3 IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX

The Implementation Matrix on the following pages includes the anticipated public- and private-led actions 

necessary to begin to shape the vision for Sonoma Boulevard. The matrix includes the anticipated timeframe 

for making the improvements, lead parties and partners responsible for implementation, general cost, 

and potential sources of funding. Under management of City staff and the Implementation Team, the matrix 

should be used as a fl exible and evolving guide to direct the timing of major improvements as opportunities 

arise, some of which are tied to market demand and triggered by private investment and/or availability of 

public fi nancing and funding. The improvements described in this implementation plan will be funded by 

various means detailed in the matrix below. The matrix is broken down by Overall Corridor, followed by each of 

the Focus Areas. It is also important to note that Caltrans owns the right-of-way which includes the streets and 

sidewalks and therfore must approve any improvements to these areas. 

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding

Economic Development Division

ED 1: Develop a street food vending ordinance to 
allow designated areas for street commerce

Short Planning Division

Economic Vitality 
Commission

Planning 
Commission

no cost n/a

ED 2: Facilitate discussions with property and 
business owners to attain their support for 
this plan and vision
a. Interview business owners to identify their 

future plans; promote potential assistance 
with support services

b. Use business owners to identify 
prospective new tenants for vacant 
spaces and help arrange contacts with 
those prospects

c. Create a Community Benefi ts District to 
improve the physical environment for 
pedestrians along the corridor

d. Create a program to attract and 
retain new businesses focusing at key 
commercial nodes along the corridor

Short Economic 
Development 
Division 

Implementation
Team

Property and 
Business Owners

Chamber of 
Commerce

Vallejo Business 
Alliance

Local Real Estate 
Brokers 

Community 
Benefi ts District

no cost - $ City

OVERALL CORRIDOR

KEY
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ED 3: Create a cluster of street food vendors 
in close proximity to nodes identifi ed in 
Chapter 4: Land Use Activation and Mobility 
Strategy 

Short Planning Division

Street Food 
Vendors

$ City

ED 4: Promote the utilization of vacant and 
underutilized parcels with interim uses/
businesses that can generate employment 
and revenue
a. Amend the zoning ordinance to include 

an overlay zone for interim uses
b. Identify an organization that can take on 

program management responsibilities for 
overseeing a start-up/pop-up program, 
defi ne requirements for renters, etc.

c. Enter into agreements with owners of 
vacant spaces to allow interim/short-term 
uses

d. Create a marketing initiative to market 
spaces available for start-up/pop-up use

e. Create festivals/special events to increase 
foot traffi c and awareness of start-up/
pop-up shops

Short to 
Medium

Economic
Development 

Implementation
Team

Property and
Business Owners

Chamber of 
Commerce

Vallejo Business 
Alliance

Local Real Estate 
Brokers

$ City

Community Benefi ts District

ED 5: Incentivize start-up businesses to locate 
along Sonoma Boulevard and provide 
business incubation opportunities
a. Coordinate with property owners to 

create a Mercado/indoor market with 
multiple stalls to provide start-up/
incubator locations. Recruit a Mercado 
operator

b.   Provide funding assistance for site 
improvements and/or building 
rehabilitation

Medium to 
Long

Economic
Development

a. no cost

b. $$$$

CDBG / Sec. 108

Infrastructure State Revolving Loan 
Fund

New Markets Tax Credit

Land Use

LU 1: Identify one vacant or underutilized parcel 
in the North/Central North Focus Areas and 
one in the South/Central South Focus Areas 
to start an interim use program to stimulate 
Economic Development Division and 
improve streetscape perception and activity
a. Identify vacant/underutilized parcels in 

close proximity to or within nodes. Some 
potential locations include old Mervyn’s 
site in the North/Central North Focus 
Areas, and the north-west corner of 
Sonoma Boulevard and Curtola Parkway 
in the South/Central South Focus Areas

b. Consider creation of a series of special 
events on these sites to increase activity

Short to 
Medium

Economic
Development

Chamber
of Commerce

a. no cost

b. $ - $$

City

Community Benefi ts District

LU 2: Revise the zoning ordinance to ensure that it 
allows desirable land uses identifi ed in this 
plan, and provides fl exibility for new uses

Medium Planning Division

Planning 
Commission

no cost n/a

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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LU 3: Allow and promote agricultural and 
viticultural industries and uses to locate 
along the corridor
a. Contact urban agriculture organizations 

to seek a viable model and advice
b. Identify a local organization or 

neighborhood group that can take 
management responsibilities for 
overseeing agricultural production

c. Identify vacant parcels and property 
owners that would enter a lease or share 
agreement for their land

Short to 
Medium

Planning Division

Vallejo Co-op

a. no cost

b. no cost

c. $

City

Transportation

T 1:    Restripe the street to include bike lanes 
along Sonoma Boulevard 
a. Start in the North/Central North Focus 

Areas where right-of-way is wide and bike 
lane can be easily implemented

b. Continue restriping the South/Central 
South Focus Areas to create a continuous 
bike lane along the corridor

c. In the North/Central North Focus Areas, 
allow bikers to also ride on sidewalks

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Caltrans

MTC 

a. $$

b. $$

c. no cost

Proposed MAP-21 federal 
transportation legislation (successor 
to SAFETEA-LU, new funding 
sources to MTC)

MTC Transportation for Livable 
Communities (Downtown Priority 
Development Area)

MTC OneBayArea (Proposed, 
potential successor to CMAQ)

MTC Transportation Improvement 
Program

City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

Safe Routes to School

Caltrans Bicycle Transportation 
Account

Caltrans Transportation, Community, 
and System Preservation (TCSP) 
Program

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

T 2:    Construct pedestrian enhancements 
(i.e. countdown signals, audible/
tactile pedestrian push buttons, ramp 
improvements) at signalized crossings in the 
following locations:
• Sereno Drive 
• Redwood Drive 
• Valle Vista Avenue
• Nebraska Street
• Tennessee Street
• Florida Street
• Georgia Street
• Curtola Parkway

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans 
 

$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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T 3:    Improve crosswalk visibility at key 
intersections with paint or special material 
like pavers in the following locations:
• Lewis Brown Drive 
• Yolano Drive 
• Sereno Drive 
• Redwood Drive 
• Valle Vista Avenue
• Mississippi Street/Couch Street
• Nebraska Street
• Indiana Street
• Tennessee Street
• Florida Street
• Georgia Street
• Curtola Parkway

Short to 
Medium

Public Works 

Caltrans

$ - $$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 4:    Provide bulbouts to shorten crosswalk 
distance and to provide more space to 
accommodate pedestrian amenities like 
furniture, trees and planting areas in the 
following locations:
• Yolano Drive 
• Sereno Drive 
• Redwood Drive 
• Valle Vista Avenue
• Mississippi Street/Couch Street
• Nebraska Street
• Indiana Street
• Tennessee Street
• Florida Street
• Georgia Street

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 5:    Improve existing transit stops by providing 
transit shelters that protect users from 
elements and offer seating
a. Prioritize locations within or in close 

proximity to nodes

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

SolTrans

$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 6:    Link proposed bike lanes along Sonoma 
Boulevard to bike network in surrounding 
areas and the region. Create a bike network 
that connects the Ferry Terminal to bike trails 
that go to Napa Valley

Short to 
Long

Vine Trail

Napa Bicyclists 
and other Bike 
Groups/Coalitions

Cost varies 
depending 
on the extent 
of necessary 
construction 

[See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 7:    Construct a streetcar line along or near 
Sonoma Boulevard

Long Public Works

Planning Division

Caltrans
 

$$$$$ Federal Transit Administration Small 
Starts Program 

City 

Infrastructure Finance District

Assessment District for local match

Design Elements

DE 1: Improve landscaping along center median 
in the North and Central North Focus Areas 
by including drought-tolerant plantings and 
trees

Short Public Works

Caltrans

$$$$ City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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DE 2: Plant street trees along the entirety of the 
corridor along sidewalks 
a.   Prioritize gateway locations 
b.   Concentrate efforts along node locations 

to create an immediate and visible impact

Short to 
Long

Public Works

Vallejo Co-op

$$$$

a. $

b. $$

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 3: Include landscaping and plant materials 
along sidewalks
a.  Prioritize node locations

Short to 
Medium

Public Works $$$$

a. $$

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 4: Include way fi nding signage highlighting key 
amenities, destinations and historic points of 
interest
a.   Create an identifi able signage style that is 

consistent for the entire corridor, but that 
has an appropriate scale visible at the 
different speeds of traffi c and width of the 
right-of-way along the corridor  

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Architecture 
Commission

$$ City Capital Improvement Program

DE 5: Include street furniture and pedestrian 
amenities along the corridor at key 
intersections, bus stops and gathering nodes
a.  Prioritize node locations and bus shelters 

Short to 
Medium

Public Works $$

a. $

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 6: Seek opportunities to incorporate art 
and artistic expression along the corridor, 
particularly site-specifi c art that is inspired 
by the history, culture or natural local 
environment
a.  Prioritize gateways and node locations

Short to 
Long

Architecture
Commission

$$$ City Capital Improvement Program

NEA ArtPlace Grant Program

DE 7: Improve street lighting along the corridor by 
providing additional pedestrian lights
a.  Prioritize node locations

Medium to 
Long

Public Works $$$$

a. $$

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 8: Design stormwater planters and locate them 
on the planting strip along sidewalks in 
places where right-of-way is wide enough to 
comfortably accommodate this infrastructure
a. Prioritize locations in close proximity to 

the White Slough 
b.   Build additional stormwater planters 

along the rest of the corridor

Medium to 
Long

Public Works a. $

b. $$$$

City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

EPA Urban Green Infrastructure 
Grants

DE 9: Design cohesive branding elements to place 
at important gateways and nodes along the 
corridor to communicate the overall Sonoma 
Boulevard and City of Vallejo branding and 
marketing initiative

Short to 
Long

Planning Division 

Public Works

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Groups

Chamber of 
Commerce

Architecture
Commission

$$ - $$$$ City Capital Improvement Program

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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Partnerships and Programs

PP 1: Create a Specifi c Plan for the corridor that 
incorporates the community vision and 
design intent described in this plan and that 
integrates it with the existing Downtown, 
Waterfront, and Mare Island plans, providing 
the necessary regulatory framework to 
improve land use and transportation linkages                        
a.   Coordinate infrastructure information and    

                create base mapping to indicate design  
                constraints

Short Planning Division

Vallejo Sanitation 
and Flood 
Control District

$$$-$$$$                      

a. $

Proposition 84 Sustainable 
Communities Planning Grant

PP 2: Form an Implementation Team to advance 
actions described in this Implementation 
Matrix 

Short Economic 
Development 
Division

Planning Division

CAC members

Community/City 
Organizations

Property and
Business Owners

$ City

PP 3: Ensure the maintenance program for the 
corridor executed in 2012 continues to 
remain active to keep it clean and attractive 
at all times
 a.   Keep median and sidewalks clean, well   
       maintained, and clear of weeds and trash
 b.  Coordinate maintenance of all signalized 

intersections as well as landscaping and 
irrigation along median and sidewalk 
areas with Caltrans

 c.   Consider creating a Maintenance    
       Agreement between Caltrans and the 

City of Vallejo

Short Public Works

Caltrans

Cost will vary 
depending 
on area to be 
maintained 
and type of 
improvements

Community Benefi ts District

PP 4: Form partnerships with business and 
property owners, and community volunteers 
to encourage them to engage in the upkeep 
and maintenance of landscaping and 
cleanliness of the street
 a.   Create an “adopt-a-block” program to 

encourage a sense of ownership and 
pride

Short Planning Division

Public Works 

Caltrans

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Groups

$ City

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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NORTH FOCUS AREA

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding

Economic Development Division

ED 1: Attract large format retailers (i.e. auto 
dealerships, destination retail, etc.)
a. Prioritize area identifi ed as Regional/

Destination Commercial (from SR 37 up to 
White Slough)

b.   Create outreach materials of potential sites 
to deliver to potential users

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development 
Division

Planning 
Division

a. no cost

b. $

City

ED 2:  Market the area as a medical village, which 
may include medical clinics, nursing schools, 
work force housing for nearby hospitals, and 
retirement and senior housing

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development 
Division

Planning 
Division

$ City

Land Use

LU 1: Create a mixed-use retail node at the 
intersection of Sonoma Boulevard and Sereno 
Drive                

          a.   Reach out to and coordinate                           
                 with property owners and tenants                                                 

b.   Provide funding assistance for site  
                 improvements and/or other project costs

Short to 
Long

Planning 
Division

Economic 
Development 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

Developers 

Retail Brokers

a. no cost

b. $$$$$

City

CDBG / Sec. 108
Infrastructure State Revolving Loan 
Fund

New Markets Tax Credit

LU 2: Repurpose underutilized parking lots for 
interim uses and/or seek opportunities to 
create new retail or mixed-use development 
a.   Interview business owner from CVS 

property/parking lot to identify partnering 
opportunities

Short to 
Long

Planning 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

no cost

Transportation

T 1:    Build sidewalks where they are currently 
missing on both east and west sides of the 
corridor

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Caltrans

$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 2:    Study feasibility to create a new mid-block 
crosswalk between Lewis Brown Drive and 
Yolano Drive. New crosswalk should be 
signalized and have a pedestrian refuge. 
Prioritize a location close to the bus stop

Medium Public Works

Caltrans

$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 3:   Study feasibility to create two breaks in the 
median to allow for left turns
a. Locate one in coordination with the mid-

block crossing suggested  in the previous 
action item

b.   Locate a break in the median with left turn 
lane between Redwood Street and Sereno 
Drive

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 4:    Create a Class I bike lane along the White 
Slough

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]
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T 5:    Create a shared pedestrian and bicycle 
sidewalk/path in the remaining stretches of the 
North Focus Area

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Design Elements

DE 1: Build a gateway into Vallejo from SR 37 that 
incorporates landscape, art and signage
 a.   Create a “donate-a-tree” program to    

encourage individuals and organizations to 
fund gateway tree installation

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Groups

Chamber of 
Commerce

Architecture 
Commission

$$

a. no cost

City Capital Improvement Program

DE 2: Add trees to the existing median
 a.  Create a “donate-a-tree” program to 

encourage individuals and organizations to 
fund street tree installation

Short Public Works

Caltrans

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Groups

$$

a. no cost

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 3: Improve landscaping and plantings in areas 
surrounding the White Slough 

Short Public Works

Caltrans

$$ City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

EPA Urban Green Infrastructure 
Grants

DE 4: Design stormwater planters and locate them 
on the planting strip along sidewalks 
 a.  Prioritize locations in close proximity to the 

White Slough

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$

a. no cost

City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

EPA Urban Green Infrastructure 
Grants

DE 5: Underground utilities Long $$ CPUC Rule 20 Assessment District

Specifi c Action by Category  Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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CENTRAL NORTH FOCUS AREA

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding

Economic Development Division

ED 1: Provide business incubation and vocational 
training opportunities targeted to local 
residents

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development

Business Owners

Vallejo 
Community 
College

no cost n/a

Land Use

LU 1: Repurpose underutilized parking lots for 
interim uses and/or seek opportunities to 
create new building footprints, especially 
along sidewalks

Short to 
Long

Economic 
Development 
Division 

Planning 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

no cost n/a

Transportation

T 1:   Create two new mid-block crosswalks, one 
between Redwood Street and Valle Vista 
Avenue and the other between Valle Vista 
Avenue and Couch Street. New crosswalks 
should be signalized and have a pedestrian 
refuge. Prioritize a location close to bus stop 
or other pedestrian amenities

Medium Public Works

Caltrans

$$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Design Elements

DE 1: Add trees to the existing median
a.    Create a “donate-a-tree” program to 

encourage individuals and organizations to 
fund street tree installation

Short Public Works

Caltrans

$$

a. no cost

[See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]

DE 2: Design stormwater planters and locate them 
on the planting strip along sidewalks

Medium to 
Long

Public Works $$ City Capital Improvement Program

Infrastructure Finance District

CDBG Infrastructure Financing

EPA Urban Green Infrastructure 
Grants

DE 3: Underground utilities Long Public Works $$ CPUC Rule 20 Assessment District
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CENTRAL SOUTH FOCUS AREA

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding

Economic Development Division

ED 1: Incentivize start-up businesses to locate in 
proximity to the proposed neighborhood 
mixed-use node (Sonoma Boulevard between 
Indiana Street and Tennessee Street), creating 
a cluster of businesses that act as a catalyst for 
development

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development

Planning 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

TBD – 
depends on 
specifi cs of 
incentive 
program

TBD

ED 2: Develop a façade improvement program for 
small businesses 
a. Focus resources on the node

Medium to 
Long

Economic 
Development 
Division 

Planning 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Benefi ts District

$$$$$ Establish Revolving Loan Fund

Land Use

LU 1: Work with property owners from vacant/
underutilized parcels to establish interim uses
a. Identify an organization that can take on 

program management responsibilities for 
overseeing a temporary rental program, 
defi ne requirements for renters, etc.

b. Enter into agreements with owners of 
vacant/underutilized sites to allow interim/
short-term uses

c.   Create a marketing initiative to market 
spaces available for interim use

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Benefi ts District

no cost - $$ City

Transportation

T 1:   Reconfi gure street design to have two travel 
lanes, a center median/turn lane, bike lanes 
and parking on both sides of the street 

          a.   Consider road striping or stamped asphalt  
                as an interim treatment for medians and  
                bulbouts

Short to 
Long

Planning 
Division

Public Works

Caltrans

$$$$

a. $$-$$$

[See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Caltrans Highway Safety 
Improvement Progam Grant

T 2:    Seek opportunities to reutilize train tracks and 
provide a commuter train that links Vallejo with 
Napa Valley

Long Economic 
Development 
Division

$$$$$ Federal Transit Administration New 
Starts Program

MTC Regional Transportation 
Improvement Program

`Local Match TBD

Design Elements

DE 1: Provide pedestrian amenities and bicycle 
parking in proximity to the proposed node

Short to 
Medium

Public Works $$ [See Overall Corridor DE 1 Funding]
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c h a p t e r  5  –  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n

SOUTH FOCUS AREA

Specifi c Action by Category Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding

Economic Development Division

ED 1: Designate an area for street commerce and 
food vendors
a.  Prioritize locations in close proximity to 

proposed node

Short Planning
Department

no cost n/a

ED 2: Incentivize clusters of start-up and pop-up 
businesses in vacant commercial spaces
a.   Use business owners to identify prospective 

new tenants for vacant spaces and help 
arrange contacts with those prospects

Short Economic 
Development 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

$$ City

ED 3: Incentivize start-up businesses to locate in 
proximity to the proposed node, creating a 
cluster of businesses that act as a catalyst for 
development

Short to 
Long

Economic 
Development 
Division

TBD – 
depends on 
specifi cs of 
improvement 
program

TBD

ED 4: Develop a façade improvement program for 
small businesses
a.  Focus resources on the node area

Short to 
Medium

Economic 
Development 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Benefi ts District

$$$$$ Establish Revolving Loan Fund

ED 5: Encourage outdoor dining and business 
spillover into the sidewalk. Allow business 
owners to utilize “fl ex” parking stalls to 
accommodate spillover activities

Short to 
Medium

Planning Division

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Benefi ts District

no cost n/a

ED 6: Increase amount of allowable liquor licenses 
to improve Downtown restaurant and nightlife 
culture  

Short to 
Medium

Planning Division

Downtown 
Business Owners

no cost n/a

Land Use

LU 1: Work with property owners from vacant/
underutilized parcels to establish interim uses
a.   Consider creation of a series of special 

events on these sites to increase activity

Short Economic 
Development 
Division

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Benefi ts District

$ - $$ City
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Transportation

T 1:    Reconfi gure street design to have two travel 
lanes, a center median/turn lane, bike lanes 
and parking on both sides of the street                

          a.   Consider road striping or stamped asphalt    
                as an interim treatment for medians and  
                bulbouts

Short to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$$$$                                     

a. $$-$$$

[See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Caltrans Highway Safety 
Improvement Progam Grant

T 2:    Install special paving at the intersection of 
Georgia Street and Sonoma Boulevard

Short to 
Medium

Public Works $$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

T 3:    Study feasibility to create a traffi c circle or 
roundabout at the intersection of Sonoma 
Boulevard and Curtola Parkway

Medium to 
Long

Public Works

Caltrans

$-$$ [See Overall Corridor T1 Funding]

Design Elements

DE 1: Designate areas where street food vendors 
can sell their products and set movable 
furniture on the street to encourage outdoor 
dining

Short Planning 
Department

Business Owners

no cost n/a

DE 2: Build a gateway into Downtown that 
incorporates landscape, art and signage
a. Create a “donate-a-tree” program to 

encourage individuals and organizations to 
fund street tree installation

b.   Study potential location for gateway 
within the roundabout proposed for the 
intersection of Sonoma Boulevard and 
Curtola Parkway

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Property and 
Business Owners

Community 
Groups

Chamber of 
Commerce

Architecture 
Commission

$$ City Capital Improvement 
Program

DE 3: Provide bicycle parking in proximity to the 
proposed Downtown Gateway Node

Short to 
Medium

Public Works $ Caltrans Bicycle Transportation 
Account

DE 4: Provide historic markers that highlight 
important places and events as well as 
landmark buildings and structures

Short to 
Medium

Public Works

Architecture 
Commission

Heritage Team

$ City Capital Improvement 
Program

California Cultural and Historical 
Endowment Grants

California Council for the 
Promotion of History Grants

Specifi c Action by Category  Timeframe Primary 
Responsibility /
Partners

Cost Funding
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WITH A DIVERSE COMMUNITY OF 573,000 citizens and an 

economy that employs more than 560,000 people, the City 

and County of Denver serves as the transportation, 

business, entertainment and cultural center of the Denver 

metropolitan area and the greater Rocky Mountain West.  

Both public and private agencies will use the 2007 Denver 

Downtown Area Plan in the coming years to guide decisions 

and actions that affect the form and function of Downtown.  

The plan provides a sound policy basis for citywide decision-

making and strengthening Downtown’s role as the heart of the 

region.

The 2007 Denver Downtown Area Plan builds on the 1986 

Downtown Area Plan by providing an updated Vision and set 

of goals and recommendations for Downtown. While much of 

the Vision as conveyed in the 1986 plan remains valid, many 

conditions have changed dramatically over the past 20 years.  

Further, most of the areas surrounding the Downtown core 

have established new plans and carried out significant pub-

lic and private investment, altering the role and relationship 

of these various districts.  While much of the success of the 

1986 plan was related to the completion of major projects, the 

2007 plan recommends “1000 small steps” that strengthen 

Downtown’s fabric and make it economically, socially and envi-

ronmentally more vital.

As a result of these changed circumstances, the City and 

County of Denver, Denver Civic Ventures and the Downtown 

Denver Partnership agreed in 2005 to undertake a signifi-

cant and comprehensive look at the Downtown area and its 

direction for the next 20 years.  This document outlines the 

major components of the plan and the steps toward making 

Downtown Denver one of the most livable places in the 

world.

   enver’s Downtown Area Plan is a tool to help community leaders, decision-

makers, and citizens build upon Downtown’s assets and guide future development to reflect 

the community’s vision of a livable, healthy, sustainable and vibrant Downtown.

D

Introduction

i .  i n t r o d u c t i o n
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The 2007 Downtown Area Plan pro-

cess integrated visioning and urban 

planning recommendations within a 

comprehensive public participation 

and outreach process.

Steering, Technical and Executive 

committees were formed to help 

guide the process. The Steering 

Committee represented a broad and 

diverse group of public officials, 

private businesses, residents, edu-

cational institutions and cultural 

facilities.  This committee served as 

the policy advisory group for the 

plan, discussing and approving the 

vision, strategies and final plan.  The 

Technical Committee was composed 

of staff members from several City of 

Denver agencies and the Downtown 

Denver Partnership.  Technical 

Committee responsibilities included 

plan research, analysis, administra-

tive duties and communications.  The 

six-person Executive Committee over-

saw administration during the plan-

ning process, set Steering Committee 

meeting agendas, and served as the 

public face of the Steering Committee. 

The makeup of the Executive 

Committee reflected the joint respon-

sibility for the plan shared by the City 

of Denver and the Downtown Denver 

Partnership.

The Downtown Area Plan was crafted 

over a 15-month period that spanned 

four planning phases: Existing 

Conditions Assessment, Visioning for 

Downtown, Development of Concept 

Plan and Strategies, and Final 

Implementation Plan.  Each phase 

of the process featured extensive 

outreach, and over the course of the 

process more than 2,000 partici-

pants lent their voice to shaping the 

Downtown Area Plan.  Specific out-

reach events included:

Thirteen Steering Committee 

meetings open to the public;

Visual Preference Survey in per-

son and on-line;

Downtown Outlook Survey;

Four Community Workshops;

Four Neighborhood Roundtable 

Meetings; 

Interviews with key stakeholders, 

including the Minority Chambers 

of Commerce; various economic 

development organizations; 

Denver Public Schools; and the 

Mayor and City Council; and

Three Community-wide educa-

tional sessions focused on the 

topics of sustainability, living in 

Downtown, and a family-friendly 

Downtown.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The planning process included numerous community 

workshops and forums to help craft the Vision and 

plan strategies.

Introduction

1986
Downtown Area Plan completed

2007
Downtown 
Area Plan 
completed

1988 
Lower Downtown

designated as Historic district

B-7 zoning revised

1994
Central Light

Rail line finished

1995
Coors Field and Central Library

expansion completed

Northeast Downtown Plan completed

1998
Denver Pavilions opens

Golden Triangle Plan

1999
Pepsi Center 

opens

2000
Southwest Light Rail opens

Downtown Historic District designated

Comprehensive Plan 2000 completed

Lower Downtown Neighborhood Plan completed

2001
Invesco Field 
at Mile High
and Commons 
Park completed

2002
Blueprint Denver adopted

Central Platte Valley 
Light Rail Line opened

Ballpark Historic 
District designated

2004
Voters approve FasTracks Plan

Union Station Master Plan adopted

Colorado Convention 
Center expansion finished

2005
Ellie Caulkins Opera House dedicated

Hyatt Regency Convention
Center Hotel opens

Downtown Area Plan Update commences
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Fehr and Peers Transportation Consultants

UrbanTrans Consultants, Inc.

Carl Walker, Inc.
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Downtown Planning Timeline

1986-2007

planning process
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Denver

COLORADO KANSAS

NEBRASKA

WYOMING

SOUTH 
DAKOTA

UTAH

NEW MEXICO
ARIZONA

IDAHO

MONTANA

TEXAS

OKLA.

SETTING

Downtown Denver’s unique setting 

and historical role in the region help 

position it for continued leadership 

and innovation in the 21st century.  

Denver is the largest urban center 

in the Rocky Mountain West, and 

Downtown serves both the city and a 

burgeoning metro area of more than 

2.7 million.  Greater Denver comprises 

about half of Colorado’s population of 

more than 4.8 million. 

Regional Context

As the region’s main hub of com-

merce, transportation connections, 

government, and social and cul-

tural amenities, Denver influences 

trends and patterns throughout the 

West.  People drive from through-

out Colorado and nearby states 

to conduct business, shop, attend 

performances and sporting events, 

visit museums, or catch a plane at 

Denver International Airport.  Major 

cities such as Fort Collins, Boulder, 

Greeley,  and Colorado Springs are 

within an hour’s drive. The state’s 

world-renowned winter resorts and 

year-round outdoor recreation attract 

millions of national and international 

visitors, with most making their 

passage through the Denver area.

Little has done more to reinforce the 

importance of Downtown Denver to 

the region than the 2004 passage of 

the FasTracks Regional Transit Plan.  

FasTracks will provide regional tran-

sit connections from Denver Union 

Station east to Denver International 

Airport, north to Thornton, northwest 

to Broomfield, Boulder and Longmont, 

west to Arvada and west to Lakewood.  

The importance of Denver Union 

Station as the region’s transit hub will 

reinforce Downtown Denver’s central 

role in the metro area.

City Context
Downtown Denver is located in the 
heart of the city at the confl uence 
of the South Platte River and Cherry 
Creek. The grand mountains of the 
Front Range provide a beautiful back-
drop to the bustling Downtown environ-
ment that includes a visually dynamic 
mix of historic and contemporary build-
ings. In 2005, approximately 9,000 
people lived in the Downtown core.  An 
estimated population of 80,000 resided 
in Downtown and its adjacent neighbor-
hoods, defi ned as those within 1.5 miles 
of Downtown. These neighborhoods, 
each with its own sense of community, 
surround the city center and provide a 
strong base of housing, small-scale re-
tail, and landscaped open spaces.

Planning Context

Since 1986, the City has undertaken 

numerous plans for portions of the 

area incorporated in the Downtown 

Area Plan, and these studies influence 

the direction of the 2007 Area Plan.  

The most significant of these plans 

are listed below and described in the 

Appendices:

Denver Comprehensive Plan 

(2000);

Blueprint Denver: An Integrated 

Land Use and Transportation Plan 

(2002);

Denver Union Station Master Plan 

(2004);

Downtown Multimodal Access 

Plan (2005);

Civic Center District Plan (2005); 

Lower Downtown Neighborhood 

Plan (2000);

Golden Triangle Neighborhood 

Plan (1998);

Bicycle Master Plan (2001); and

Pedestrian Master Plan (2004).

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

plan context

Denver is at the heart of Rocky Mountain West. 
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Downtown Denver is at the city’s crossroads and is 

surrounded by many robust neighborhoods.
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Denver is the largest city in Colorado and the 

economic and social hub of the Front Range region.
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DOWNTOWN STUDY AREA

The 2007 Downtown Area Plan study 

area boundary (see map below) 

encompasses approximately 1,800 

acres and is divided into eight dis-

tricts. The following districts are 

included in the study area and 

addressed in detail in the plan:

Commercial Core

Cultural Core

Golden Triangle

Auraria

Lower Downtown (LoDo)

Central Platte Valley

Ballpark

Arapahoe Square

Relationship to Surrounding Areas

Planning for these districts also 

involves careful consideration of 

the need for improved connections 

beyond the defined Downtown core.  

The  planning effort included analy-

sis of a “transition area” (in orange 

in the diagram below) that links the 

Downtown districts to surrounding 

neighborhoods.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The extensive redevelopment of the 

Central Platte Valley’s railyards into 

mixed-use housing and open space 

has transformed Downtown’s relation-

ship to the Highland neighborhood 

to the northwest. The construc-

tion of Coors Field, Pepsi Center 

and INVESCO Field at Mile High 

has brought millions of visitors into 

Downtown.

Light rail service in Curtis Park has 

also helped to activate the neigh-

borhood. The La Alma/Lincoln Park 

neighborhood has begun to be 

recognized due to its proximity to 

Downtown, 10th and Osage light rail 

station, and emerging arts district on 

Santa Fe.

While not within the Downtown Area 

Plan boundary, all of these surround-

ing historic neighborhoods are impor-

tant to the success of the plan and 

are addressed with respect to adja-

cencies, relationships, connections 

and impacts.
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The Central Platte Valley is a district booming with 

new residential and mixed-use development. 

Skyline Park is an attractive open space amenity in the 

heart of Downtown.

Introduction

The diagram to the right illustrates the Downtown Area 

Plan study area (multi-colored districts), a transition 

area (orange), and surrounding neighborhoods (tan).
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Map in the Plan

Blueprint Denver divides the city into Areas of Change 

and Areas of Stability.  Downtown and its surrounding 

neighborhoods are designated Areas of Change, 

projected to accommodate the highest densities and 

widest mix of uses.
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The 2007 Downtown Area Plan super-

sedes the highly successful 1986 

Downtown Area Plan. To be as suc-

cessful over two decades, the 2007 

plan paints a vision of the direction 

Downtown Denver must take in the 

21st century to succeed globally, not 

just nationally. The plan is intended 

to give the latitude needed to pursue 

unforeseen opportunities that will 

certainly arise and to respond to new 

challenges. The plan must also give 

enough direction to guide day-to-day 

decision making related to land use 

decisions, public investments, and 

development opportunities.

Both public and private agencies will 

use the 2007 Denver Downtown Area 

Plan in the coming years to guide 

decisions and actions that affect the 

form and function of Downtown. The 

plan provides a sound policy basis 

for citywide decision-making and 

strengthening Downtown’s role as the 

heart of the region.  It also educates 

present and future generations about 

Downtown’s importance to Denver 

and Colorado.

The remainder of the Downtown 

Area Plan consists of the following 

chapters:

Chapter II: Strategy Framework

This chapter lays out a 20-year vision 

for Downtown. To support the vision, 

the chapter presents five elements 

that are supported by 19 strategies.  

The chapter identifies the seven 

“transformative projects” from the 

greater list, and presents a develop-

ment concept to guide future growth.

Chapter III: Plan Strategies and 

Projects

This chapter expands upon the 19 

strategies that support the vision and 

identifies projects and programs to 

carry out each strategy.  

Chapter IV: District Strategies

This chapter focuses on applying plan 

strategies to individual districts within 

Downtown and provides additional 

recommendations for specific dis-

tricts.

Chapter V: Moving Forward

This chapter outlines the active, on-

going commitment to implementation 

that is needed to realize the 20-year 

vision for Downtown Denver.

Appendices

Several Appendices accompany this 

document.  The Appendices consist 

of background reports and technical 

documents that offer additional 

information on topics described in 

this Downtown Area Plan.

how to use this plan

Introduction
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Strategy Framework 7

As it has for the past 150 years, central Denver epitomizes 

the lifestyle of the urban Rocky Mountain West to the region, 

nation and the world. Quality of life is an increasingly impor-

tant factor in location choices by individuals, families, and 

businesses. The combination of its rich history, well-protected 

historic building fabric, population growth, public infrastruc-

ture, and cultural assets uniquely position Downtown Denver 

at the forefront of the 21st century urban West.

Vibrancy and economic vitality are keystones of this plan. 

Downtown Denver’s future depends on its ability to attract 

growth and investment, maintain an inviting and active urban 

environment, and responsibly manage resources and infra-

structure. Authentic and appropriate urban forms, high quality 

design of both private buildings and the public realm, a dense 

mix of compatible activities and land uses, and preserva-

tion of historic assets are all essential elements in assuring 

Downtown’s continued vitality and uniqueness.  Balancing and 

meeting these demands will position Downtown to fulfill the 

vision of the plan.

The economic prosperity of Downtown will depend on the 

city’s ability to capitalize on the opportunities described in 

the following section and implement the vision outlined in the 

remainder of this chapter.

     owntown Denver must solidify its reputation as the region’s economic, 

cultural and recreational capital. To accomplish this overarching goal, the Downtown Area 

Plan establishes five vision elements and 19 strategy elements, of which seven are major 

“transformative” projects. Accompanying each of these elements is a set of strategies and 

actions that will help turn the Downtown vision into reality.

D
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Since 1986, Downtown Denver has 

emerged as one of the nation’s pre-

eminent urban success stories.  

Downtown is continuing its transfor-

mation into a “24/7” environment, 

with a variety of uses that together 

create an energetic ambiance and 

make Downtown a preferred location 

for working, living and entertainment.

The 1986 Downtown Area Plan set the 

framework for many of the 

accomplishments in Downtown 

Denver, including:

• Designation of Lower Downtown 

as a Denver Landmark District 

and public-private partnership 

strategies resulted in a highly 

successful mixed-use district;

• The conversion of the Central 

Platte Valley from a rail yard to an 

urban neighborhood;

• Access improvements in and 

out of Downtown, including the 

removal of viaducts and the 

installation of improved entryways 

such as Auraria Parkway and Park 

Avenue; 

• Emergence of a regional transit 

system that is centered on 

Downtown;

• Development of new housing, 

primarily in areas surrounding the 

core; and

• Creation of significant new parks 

and open spaces along the South 

Platte River.

Other changes in Downtown were not 

envisioned in 1986, but have added to 

its overall vitality, including:

• Growth of dining and 

entertainment as an economic 

engine generating sales tax 

revenue and helping to position 

Downtown as a regional 

destination;

• Development of new venues for 

sports and culture, including Coors 

Field, Pepsi Center, INVESCO Field 

at Mile High, and an expanded 

Denver Performing Arts Complex;

• Development and expansion of the 

Colorado Convention Center and 

the emergence of Denver as the 

top visitor destination in the state;

• On-going historic preservation 

efforts, including designation of 

the Downtown Denver Historic 

District, and the Ballpark Historic 

District;

• Development of housing in the 

core of the central business 

district, in addition to adjacent 

districts; and 

• Construction of the Hyatt Regency 

Hotel at the Convention Center.

Despite these significant accomplish-

ments, some challenges remain:

• Downtown’s employment level has 

remained largely unchanged;

• Retail sales of goods have 

diminished Downtown;

• Downtown lacks a cohesive 

pedestrian environment and 

strong connections to adjacent 

neighborhoods;

• Named streets throughout 

Downtown lack distinction;

• Infrastructure and assets such 

as the 16th Street Mall and most 

Downtown office buildings are 25-

30 years old and in need of 

reinvestment;

• Underutilized sites contribute 

to an inconsistent street 

environment;

• Arterial streets, such as Speer, 

Broadway and Colfax, create 

physical and perceptual barriers 

around Downtown; and

• The economic success of 

Downtown and its surrounding 

neighborhoods has made 

the current housing market 

unaffordable to many people.

Accomplishment: Outdoor dining and activity 

Accomplishment: Coors Field

Challenge: The wide expanse of Colfax Avenue

Challenge: Undeveloped surface parking lots

accomplishments, challenges and opportunities
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NATIONAL AND GLOBAL TRENDS

In addition to local and regional mar-

ket forces tha t influence potential 

changes in Downtown Denver, nation-

al and global trends create challenges 

and opportunities for the city center.  

Key findings particularly applicable to 

Downtown Denver are:

Embracing cultural and 

demographic diversity;

Diversifying housing options and 

amenities;

Leveraging transit for 

development;

Fostering healthy and active 

lifestyles;

Making Downtown event-friendly;

Providing a quality pedestrian 

environment;

Capitalizing on established 

attractions; and

Creating an environmentally, 

socially and economically 

sustainable Downtown.

Demographic trends point toward the 

country gaining significant popu-

lation and becoming more ethni-

cally diverse in the coming decades.  

Overall, the population continues to 

grow, supported significantly by immi-

gration.  Both the older and younger 

markets have fueled Downtown 

population growth over the past 

decade and are poised to continue to 

populate urban environments.  As this 

growing population ages, significant 

demand will be placed on the urban 

environment to accomodate the 

changing mobility and housing needs.  

America will become increasingly cul-

turally and ethnically diverse, creat-

ing an advantage for downtowns that 

welcome, accommodate and celebrate 

diversity.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Broader distribution of information 

technologies is encouraging bottom-

up innovation from entrepreneurs 

throughout the globe.  Downtowns are 

poised to continue to attract creative 

vocations if they can offer a business 

climate favorable to the incubation 

and growth of small dynamic enter-

prises.

The emergence of an international 

middle class, currently demonstrated 

by rapid growth and urbanization in 

countries like China and India, will 

continue to strain the supply and 

increase the costs of non-renewable 

resources over the next 20 years.  

Increased petroleum and construction 

costs are likely to dramatically affect 

American lifestyles, making traditional 

suburban land use and transportation 

patterns increasingly expensive and 

inefficient.  Cities will look to maxi-

mize the use of existing infrastructure 

and explore sustainable development 

policies.  Vibrant downtowns are 

well positioned to capitalize on an 

economic imperative to downsize 

consumption, while offering lifestyle 

advantages of entertainment, culture, 

recreation, transportation options and 

human interaction.

To capture the potential for change 

created by these overall trends, 

Downtown Denver must create an 

environment that caters to changing 

demographics, provides a high-qual-

ity urban lifestyle, and maximizes the 

ability of local businesses to compete 

globally.

Dramatic growth in many places throughout the world 

will impact how Downtown Denver evolves. Cities like 

Hong Kong, China (above), will be in direct competition 

with Denver for natural resources, building materials 

and intellectual capital in the coming years.
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DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

The Development Concept presents 

the broad, foundational components 

for development in Downtown Denver.

Physical assets and amenities frame 

cities. As the 1986 plan stated, “A 

harbor, a large urban park, a specialty 

shopping district, a historic area, a 

cathedral, distinctive office towers 

– these are elements which people 

remember . . . The specific arrange-

ment of these elements, the links 

among them, and the character of 

their landmarks distinguish one city 

from another.”

Downtown Denver is blessed with an 

abundance of such features. From 

the nationally-recognized 16th Street 

Mall and Coors Field to the historic 

Union Station and modern Denver 

Art Museum; from the flowing, natu-

ral environments of the South Platte 

River and Cherry Creek to the grand 

beauty of Civic Center Park, the 

essence of Downtown – its sense of 

place – begins with its major physical 

features.

  

Following the framework envisioned 

by the 1986 Downtown Area Plan, 16th 

Street continues to be the spine of 

Downtown in the 2007 Development 

Concept. This corridor is anchored by 

the Civic Center on the southeastern 

end and Denver Union Station to the 

northwest.

  

The wide, auto-oriented barriers of 

Speer, Colfax, Broadway, Park Avenue 

and Auraria Parkway are addressed 

through pedestrian improvements and 

development that is brought to the 

street edge.

These grand boulevards link three 

major activity nodes in Downtown: the 

evolving Arapahoe Square/Ballpark 

area, an urbanizing Auraria district, 

and a strengthened Civic Center.  The 

fourth activity node, centered around 

Denver Union Station, is connected 

via an intra-Downtown transit network 

that links all of the nodes and branch-

es outward to surrounding neighbor-

hoods.

Additional transit connections, such 

as the Downtown Circulator along 

18th and 19th streets and a connec-

tion along Larimer Street between 

Auraria and Ballpark, boost business 

development and employment oppor-

tunities Downtown.

Transit-oriented development is 

important to organizing building 

forms and uses to create pedestrian 

friendly environments in and around 

existing and planned rail stations.

High quality pedestrian connections 

are essential to linking the Downtown 

core to the rest of the study area.  

Initial priority projects include 

14th Street and the Named Streets 

Initiative—Larimer, Curtis, California 

and Tremont.

Focus Areas such as the Theatre 

District, Visitor District, and Business 

Opportunity District help lend defini-

tion to areas of the core and create 

additional development interest.  

Together, these elements create a 

structure to guide and foster future 

development Downtown.

Strategy Framework

Activity Node

LRT Stop

LRT Line

FasTracks Rail Line

Existing Intra-Downtown Transit

16th Street Mall

Grand Boulevard

Focus Area

Priority Pedestrian
Connection

25

South
Platte

River
South

Platte
River

Cherry C

Cherry C

The 1986 Downtown Area Plan (top) set forth a physi-

cal framework that in many ways remains in place 

today (bottom).  As Downtown grows, the framework 

will continue to evolve and expand, particularly on the 

“named” streets (facing page).

1986

2007

Future Intra-Downtown Transit
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To achieve a vibrant, economically 

healthy, growing and vital down-

town, Denver must be committed 

to a sustained effort in each of the  

elements: Prosperous, Walkable, 

Diverse, Distinctive and Green. 

The numbered strategies and proj-

ects in each category are critical 

for Downtown to remain competi-

tive within local, state, national and 

international markets in the coming 

decades. The orange bars indicate 

the seven transformative projects 

described below.  All of the strate-

gies and projects are outlined in 

detail beginning on page 16.

seven 
transformative
projects
These seven projects are identi-

fied as the most critical steps to 

advance Downtown development - 

and enhance livability and economic 

health – over the next 20 years.

Multi-layered and long-term in 

nature, these projects will take con-

certed effort and collaboration by 

both the public and private sectors.  

All energy and resources should 

be harnessed toward making these 

a reality.  Only through executing 

these projects can Downtown Denver 

truly transform and achieve the 

vision of a vibrant, livable 21st cen-

tury city center.

A. A Prosperous City
Attracting Jobs, Growth,

 and Investment

B. A Walkable City   
Putting 

Pedestrians First

A1. The Downtown of the Rocky 
Mountain Region

A2. Energizing the 
Commercial Core

A3. A Comprehensive Retail
Strategy

Bolster economic devel-

opment opportunities 

and enhance the pedes-

trian experience in the 

Commercial Core.

Couple the regional 

transit network with an 

equally ambitious local 

Denver-serving trans-

portation system that 

provides quick and effi-

cient connections.

Transform Speer, Colfax, 

Broadway, Park Avenue 

and Auraria Parkway 

into memorable, multi-

modal boulevards as a 

complement to Denver’s 

parkway system.

B2. Building On Transit

B5. Grand Boulevards

Strategy Framework

A2. Energizing the
Commercial Core

B2. Building On
Transit

B5. Grand
Boulevards
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B3. Bicycle City

B4. Park The Car Once

12

B1. An Outstanding Pedestrian 
Environment

the vision 
elements

A4. Clean and Safe



the vision for downtown denver

C. A Diverse City
Being a Socially and 

Economically Inclusive Place

D. A Distinctive City
Cultivating a Mosaic 

of Urban Districts

E. A Green City
 Building a 

Greener Denver

E2. A Rejuvenated Civic Center 

VIBRANT  An Economically Healthy, Growing and Vital Downtown

Enhance pedestrian, 

bike and transit con-

nections between 

Downtown and the 

surrounding neighbor-

hoods.

Foster expanded physi-

cal and programmatic 

connections between 

the Auraria Campus and 

the rest of Downtown.

Redevelop Arapahoe 

Square as a cutting-

edge, densely 

populated, mixed-use 

area and center of inno-

vative businesses.

Restore and reactivate 

Civic Center to attract 

more visitors, residents, 

workers and students to 

the park.

Strategy Framework

C3. Embracing Adjacent
Neighborhoods

D3. Downtown’s 
New Neighborhood: 
Arapahoe Square

D2. Connecting
Auraria
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E2. A Rejuvenated
Civic Center
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C1. Downtown Living

C2. A Family-Friendly Place 

C3. Embracing
Adjacent Neighborhoods

D1. District Evolution

D2. Connecting Auraria

E1. An Outdoor Downtown

C4. An International Downtown

D3. Downtown’s New 
Neighborhood: Arapahoe Square

E3. Sustainable Use of 
Resources 
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i i i .  p l a n  s t r a t e g i e s 
a n d  p r o j e c t s

Plan Strategies and Projects

Strategies and projects are organized according to the five 

vision elements that support the overarching vision of a 

vibrant Downtown:

A Prosperous City

A Walkable City

A Diverse City

A Distinctive City

A Green City

Within the 19 strategies and projects, seven transforma-

tive projects are highlighted for extra emphasis. While all 19 

strategy elements are essential to achieving the Plan vision, 

seven of them are highlighted as transformative projects 

because without early and concerted effort in these areas, 

the other elements of the plan will not be as successful. These 

projects are listed below and indicated on the following pages 

by orange bars.

A2.   Energizing the Commercial Core

B2.   Building on Transit

B5.   Grand Boulevards

C3.   Embracing Adjacent Neighborhoods

D2.   Connecting Auraria

D3.   Downtown’s New Neighborhood: 

  Arapahoe Square

E2.   A Rejuvenated Civic Center

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

       uccess of the Downtown Area Plan depends on the implementation of high 

impact strategies and projects throughout the city center. This chapter outlines the action 

plan for Downtown.

S
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a.   a prosperous city
ATTRACTING JOBS, GROWTH AND INVESTMENT

Since its historical beginnings, Downtown Denver has served as the economic 

and cultural hub for a vast interior region ranging from Mexico to Canada and 

from the Great Basin to the Missouri River Valley.  Downtown Denver is well 

positioned to continue this role through the next century.  A key to Denver’s 

continued prosperity will be adapting to the economic realities of a global 

economy.  Economists point to urban livability as the single most important 

factor in attracting and retaining the intellectual capital needed to sustain 

an information-based, creative economy.  New business development will be 

increasingly dependent on small firms seeking a progressive environment 

that encourages innovation. Jobs, businesses and investment are the critical 

building blocks for a vital city center.  

Strategies and projects for making Downtown Denver a prosperous city are 

listed below and described in detail on the following pages:

A1. The Downtown of the Rocky Mountain Region

A2. Energizing the Commercial Core

A3. A Comprehensive Retail Strategy

A4. Clean and Safe
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GOAL

Ensure Downtown’s continued primacy as the business center of the region 

and establish its role as a leader in the 21st century global economy.  Add 

35,000 new jobs by 2027.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

A key to Denver’s continued economic dominance will be adapting to the 

economic realities of a global economy.  New business development will be 

increasingly dependent on small firms seeking a progressive environment that 

encourages innovation.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

A1a. Create a program to support small- and medium-sized businesses, 

bolstering Denver as the best place for businesses to thrive

Cultivate new business clusters (e.g. alternative energy)

Support start-ups

Sponsor a national small business conference

Overcome barriers such as health care, transportation costs, and 

childcare 

A1b. Create a world class portal from Denver International Airport to Denver 

Union Station via the East Line, an essential FasTracks line for Downtown

A1c. Create a brand identity that promotes Downtown as a place to live, work, 

play, visit and learn

A1d.  Strengthen the effective coordination of Downtown, City, regional and 

state business retention, expansion and recruitment programs

A1e. Cultivate arts and culture as key economic drivers

Retain and expand the clusters of world-class arts, cultural, and  

performance facilities in Downtown  

Provide temporary and permanent creative space to meet the    

broad spectrum of needs for administrative, rehearsal, performance 

and studio functions

Establish connections to emerging arts districts such as Santa Fe, 

Five Points, Golden Triangle and River North (RiNo)

Establish an urban tourism program that highlights historic 

buildings and districts as part of Denver’s story

A1f.  Promote Downtown as the most transit-rich location in the state and 

tailor planning, marketing, and investment to capitalize on regional 

transit investment and resulting access to jobs and housing

A1g. Preserve, reuse and reinvest in historic buildings and places throughout 

Downtown. These buildings and places demonstrate to future generations 

Denver’s pre-eminence as a western city over the past 150 years

A1h. Enhance the appearance of the vehicular connection from 1-70 to 

Downtown along Brighton Boulevard and provide signage identifying it as 

a direct route to Downtown

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Arts and cultural facilities are vital elements of 

community life that can also be leveraged for 

economic development. 

Enhancing Downtown’s strengths as the region’s office 

and financial capital is paramount to the plan’s 

success. 

A1. The Downtown Of The Rocky Mountain Region
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GOAL

Invigorate the Commercial Core by enhancing the pedestrian and transit 

experiences and creating an economically thriving district for business, retail 

and tourism.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

As the city center’s defining district, a vital and vibrant Commercial Core is 

critical to the overall real and perceived success of the Downtown.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

A2a.  Design the Downtown Circulator to provide high frequency, high             

         quality transit service that enhances the economic development and            

         transit benefits of the investment

A2b.  Establish a Business Opportunity District and the Larimer Mixed-Use 

District to capitalize on transit investments and rebalance Downtown  

economic activity 

Market the area along the Downtown Circulator to employers 

and developers

Use the new Larimer transit line to strengthen economic activity 

and identity in the Larimer Mixed-Use District.

Evaluate development potential on vacant sites to assure that 

current regulations result in desired building forms and street 

character

A2c.  Strengthen the vitality of the 16th Street Mall

Create and enhance recognized sub-districts along the Mall, 

including Theatre and Visitor  districts 

Create and implement a Mall activities strategy

Develop a balanced retail strategy that includes entertainment, 

dining and specialty retailers

Conduct a study of Mall infrastructure to assess needs and 

reconstruct to meet the goals of sustainability, usability and respect 

for the existing design

Re-evaluate 16th Street Mall transit service in light of the Downtown 

Circulator frequency, operation, and technology

A2d. Create distinct identities along named streets through physical 

improvements

Visitor District along California

Theatre District along Curtis

A2e. Build 14th Street as envisioned in the 14th Street Initiative; establish it as 

a model sustainable streetscape 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The streetscape of the Commercial Core, shown here at 18th and Tremont (left), can be enhanced 

to create a more attractive environment that will help re-energize the Commercial Core (right).

A2. Energizing the Commercial Core
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Strategy Diagram: Energizing the Commercial Core

The 16th Street Mall is a nationally recognized 

symbol of Downtown Denver’s vitality.

THEATRE AND VISITOR DISTRICTS

Establishment of new destination 
districts is a key element of energizing 
the Commercial Core.  The Theatre 
District, with a central axis along Curtis 
Street that connects the 16th Street 
Mall, Denver Performing Arts Complex 
and Auraria, will have enhanced signage, 
venues for outdoor cultural events, and 
arts-related commercial activities.  The 
Visitor District, with a central axis along 
California Street, will connect the Colorado 
Convention Center to the 16th Street Mall 
and 17th Street hotels.  It will contain a 
mix of authentic and unique urban retail 
that serves both locals and visitors (see 
Development Concept on page 11 for 
district locations).
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GOAL

Improve Downtown’s overall economic vitality by restoring the area as an 

important retail center for an expanding residential, workforce, and visitor 

customer base. Add approximately 1.5 million square feet of diverse retail 

uses that serve these customers throughout the plan area by 2027.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

The vibrancy of Downtown retail depends on a growing residential population 

and offering a diverse range of options and activities to those who live, work 

and seek entertainment in Downtown.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

A3a. Reinforce existing or develop new retail clusters at key locations: Larimer 

Street, 16th and California, Denver Union Station, and Auraria (see Retail 

Strategy diagram below)

Establish a retail management and enhancement program for 16th 

Street between Welton and Curtis

A3b. Develop a public market as a regional destination in the core of 

Downtown

A3c. Create and implement a marketing plan to promote Downtown retail 

goods and services to in-place markets, including residents, workers, 

visitors and students

A3d. Encourage neighborhood serving retail in every district

Encourage small retail businesses by eliminating parking 

requirements where appropriate

•

•

Large format retailers can be designed for urban 

environments, such as this multi-story Target store 

with structured parking in Stamford, CT.

A European-style public market would be a focal point 

of Downtown retail.  The market would draw residents 

and visitors year-round, with fresh produce, specialty 

goods, and places to sit and eat. 
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A3. A Comprehensive Retail Strategy

RETAIL STRATEGY

The Retail Strategy for Downtown 
identifi es areas for development 
of greater retail identity, focus and 
differentiation.  

All types of retail should be encouraged 
throughout Downtown.  However, in order 
to foster clusters of healthy retail and 
commercial services, different areas may 
take on distinct retail identities.  

Around Denver Union Station, transit-
oriented urban retail with some larger 
format stores (designed to fi t in the urban 
environment) will serve residents and 
commuters.  Along the Mall, the lower, 
middle and upper sections will all serve 
a broad range of users but should take 
on unique identities to break up the 
length of the street.  These areas, along 
with California Street, will also have 
a focus on visitor and tourist serving 
retail.  The northeast part of Auraria 
should be developed with retail that 
serves students, faculty and staff while 
also orienting across Speer Boulevard 
to attract other Downtown shoppers.  
Neighborhood-serving retail in the core of 
the Golden Triangle and Ballpark districts 
and throughout LoDo will aim to meet the 
everyday needs of residents. 
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The Downtown Denver Business Improvement District 

currently funds daily cleaning and maintenance efforts. 

GOAL

Downtown Denver remains an environment where people feel safe and the 

streets and sidewalks are clean, well-maintained and well-lit – basic under-

pinnings of an enjoyable urban experience for residents, workers and visitors.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

A clean and safe environment is a prerequisite for all activity that happens 

within Downtown, including business, living and entertainment.  Public percep-

tion of clean and safe is just as important as the reality.  

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

A4a. Implement Denver’s Road Home in Downtown

Establish 24-hour shelters for the homeless

Advocate for balanced distribution of service providers throughout 

the metropolitan area

A4b.  Strengthen regulatory requirements for building, property and sidewalk 

maintenance

A4c. Expand clean and safe programs, including policing, ambassador, 

and sidewalk washing, beyond the BID boundaries

A4d. Install more uniform and consistent lighting of sidewalks, parks and 

open spaces

•

•

A4. Clean and Safe

Police services enhance the real and perceived safety 

of residents, workers and visitors in Downtown.

DENVER’S ROAD HOME

As of 2007, there were more than 4,600 homeless men, women and 
children in Denver, with many of these individuals living in and around 
Downtown.  Through transitional housing, counseling, treatment services 
and employment training, Denver’s Road Home aims to decrease the City’s 
cost of homelessness while giving people the tools to become self-suffi cient.  
Over 10 years, the program is determined to achieve the following goals: 

1. Permanent and Transitional Housing
Develop 3,193 permanent and transitional housing opportunities.

2. Shelter System
Make safe and legal shelter beds and activities for all populations both 
day and night until adequate permanent housing is in place including 
the addition of 110 beds in year one of the Plan.

3. Prevention
Provide Denver residents facing homelessness more tools to keep them 
from ending up on the streets or in emergency shelters.

4. Services
Provide better access to supportive services that promote long-term 
stability and improved functioning.

5. Public Safety and Outreach
Improve public safety by increasing homeless outreach efforts to 
reduce panhandling, loitering and crimes.

6.  Education, Training and Employment
Assist 580 people who are homeless to obtain skills and knowledge 
necessary to participate in the workforce.

7.  Community Awareness and Coordinated Responses
Build community awareness and support for coordinated responses to 
eliminate homelessness.

8. Zoning, Urban Design and Land Use
Reform Denver’s zoning, building and development codes to facilitate 
an adequate supply of emergency and affordable housing.
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PUTTING PEDESTRIANS FIRST

Walkability is a key ingredient to a successful urban environment.  It enhances 

public safety, fosters personal interactions, and increases economic vitality. 

The great cities of the West, including Vancouver, Seattle, Portland and San 

Francisco, all feature street-level experiences that invite and stimulate the 

pedestrian. Denver’s emergence as a truly livable city requires a new emphasis 

on the pedestrian environment. 

Strategies and projects for making Downtown Denver a walkable city are listed 

below and described in detail on the following pages:

B1. An Outstanding Pedestrian Environment

B2. Building On Transit

B3. Bicycle City

B4. Park The Car Once

B5. Grand Boulevards

b.   a walkable city
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With its streetscape amenities, mix of uses, slower 

traffic and active ground floors, LoDo has an 

outstanding pedestrian environment.

B1. An Outstanding Pedestrian Environment

The great cities of Europe, including Barcelona, Spain, 

feature street-level experiences and design that 

engage pedestrians and promote walking.

Curtis Street looking south from 18th Street (right, 

above) is illustrative of many streets Downtown, with 

long blank walls and empty spaces that are unfriendly 

to pedestrians.  Recommended improvements (right, 

below) include permanent seating and kiosks, public 

art, and special pavement to create a more active and 

attractive space.

Bulb-outs, brightly-striped crosswalks and landscaping 

help to make this intersection in Germany more 

pedestrian friendly.

GOAL

Make every street safe, comfortable and attractive for pedestrians as 

recommended in the Downtown Denver Pedestrian Master Plan.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Walkability is a key ingredient to a successful urban environment – it enhances 

public safety, fosters more personal interactions, and increases economic 

vitality.  Denver’s emergence as a truly livable city requires a new emphasis on 

the pedestrian environment.    

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

B1a. Designate Downtown as a “pedestrian priority zone” incorporating 

universal access standards, Complete Streets policies, which insure 

safe and convenient access for all transportation modes, and priority to 

capital investments in pedestrian-oriented improvements in the public 

right of way

B1b. Require ground floor active uses throughout Downtown through changes 

to zoning and design guidelines

B1c.  Develop a comprehensive streetscape plan and funding strategy

Require surface parking lots to comply with landscaping

requirements 

Improve the pedestrian environment on named streets; start with 

Larimer, Curtis, California and Tremont

Extend connections into surrounding neighborhoods to include the 

enhancement of existing infrastructure particularly over I-25 along 

West 23rd Avenue, Colfax and Park Avenue 

Enhance pedestrian crossings through the use of bulb- outs, mid-

block crossings, pedestrian refuge islands, pedestrian count down 

signals and improved signage and striping

B1d.  Create and maintain a comprehensive wayfinding system throughout 

Downtown for pedestrians, transit users, bicyclists and drivers

 utilizing available technology 

B1e.  Convert selected streets from one-way to two-way as identified in the 

Downtown Multimodal Access Plan and other plans

•

•

•

•
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GOAL

Reinforce Downtown as the region’s largest and most convenient transit 

district with local, regional, statewide and national connections.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

In an era of decreasing resources and increasingly consumptive lifestyles, 

transportation alternatives will provide competitive advantages for urban 

centers.  The development of both FasTracks and a complementary local transit 

system will make transit-based living possible in Downtown.  Furthermore, 

transit stops and stations are appropriate locations for nodes of higher inten-

sity uses.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

B2a.  Reinforce Denver Union Station as the regional transit hub and Civic 

Center Station as the local transit hub

Advocate for development of Denver Union Station as conveyed in 

the vision, goals and principles of the Denver Union Station Master 

Plan

Ensure that the Downtown Circulator is constructed as an 

attractive, high-quality, high frequency transit connection between 

Union Station, Civic Center Station, and the Cultural Complex, as 

described in the Downtown Multimodal Access Plan and FasTracks 

Plan

Complete a study of the multi-modal access to Civic Center Station 

and address potential conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists, 

motorists and transit vehicles

Support studies of high-frequency fixed guideway transit on East 

Colfax, Broadway and Broadway/Speer/1st Avenue as the first 

components of the Denver focused transit system

B2b. Create a free fare zone within Downtown 

B2c. Introduce car sharing services (such as Zip Car or Flex Car) as an 

alternative to private vehicles

B2d. Expand bus connections between Downtown and adjacent neighbor-

hoods; explore high-frequency circulator service similar to the Hop, Skip 

and Jump in Boulder

B2e. Provide cross-town transit on Larimer and/or Lawrence to connect 

Auraria West Station with Ballpark and Arapahoe Square

B2f. Change regulations to improve taxi service, especially for short-distance 

trips, in the Downtown area.

•

•

•

•

Civic Center Station will be strengthened as the local 

transit hub, with improved connections throughout 

Downtown and to the surrounding neighborhoods.

Denver Union Station and Civic Center Station will 

work in concert as hubs of regional and local transit. 

B2. Building On Transit
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Strengthening transit will increase opportunities for 

transit-oriented development, such as this mixed-use 

housing project in San Francisco, CA.

Strategy Diagram: Building on Transit

Streetcars can provide quick, efficient and attractive intra-Downtown transit connections.
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GOAL

Provide clear bicycle network connections into and through the Downtown, 

and incorporate services and facilities that address the whole trip. 

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Given Denver’s relatively flat terrain, favorable climate and recreational orien-

tation, bicycling is a viable transit option that can work for a variety of individ-

uals given the appropriate infrastructure.  Increased bicycle use also enhances 

the overall livability of Downtown and augments the Denver Bicycle Master 

Plan.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

B3a Accommodate bicycle riders on all Downtown streets through the 

adoption and implementation of Complete Streets policies

B3b. Connect the local, regional and Downtown bike networks

Initiate a pilot project to connect the West 14th Avenue, East 16th 

Avenue, and 12th Avenue routes into Downtown 

Complete the Creekfront trail project 

B3c.  Improve bicycle parking and amenities throughout Downtown

Establish bicycle stations at Denver Union Station, Civic Center 

Station and other locations

Add more bike parking, especially near 16th Street

Explore installation of shared bike stations as recommended in the 

Downtown Multimodal Access Plan

•

•

•

•

•

Strong connnections to the greater city and region will 

promote increased ridership in Downtown. 

“Critical mass” bicycle rides elevate the concept of  

biking as a viable form of transit. 

Bicycles are an intrinsic part of the urban environment in Copenhagen, Denmark.

B3. Bicycle City
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GOAL

Make parking easy to find and access, and connect parking facilities with 

clear and logical transit and pedestrian linkages.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

For many visitors to the city core, parking is the first and last impression of their 

overall Downtown experience.  Making parking logical and easy will help the 

visitor experience.  Ensuring an adequate supply of strategically located parking 

is also important to support retail, employment and new development.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

B4a. Create a public/private parking management organization to implement a 

comprehensive parking management program that utilizes available 

technology

Explore opportunities to share large reservoirs of parking to 

accommodate the needs of commuters, large events and visitors

Identify strategic locations for additional parking, if needed

Create a comprehensive parking identification system identifying 

available parking spaces

B4b. Retain and expand the availability of on-street parking throughout 

Downtown

Identify opportunities for flex parking lanes during off-peak hours

B4c. Establish financing mechanisms to reinvest in the parking 

 management program

•

•

•

•

On-street parking must be managed to ensure that it is 

supportive of and integrated with the pedestrian-

oriented Downtown. 

A good wayfinding system will include 

informational and directional signage that 

guides people from parking facilities to 

Downtown destinations. 

New technology such as real-time displays of 

parking availability will enhance usability of 

Downtown parking. 

B4. Park The Car Once
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GOAL

Transform Speer Boulevard, Colfax Avenue, Broadway, Park Avenue and 

Auraria Parkway into celebrated, multimodal boulevards to overcome the 

physical and perceptual barriers of these major thoroughfares.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

The Grand Boulevards provide an opportunity to expand the 1907 parkway 

system - one of Denver’s most cherished and defining features - into 

Downtown.  Like the historic parkways 7th, 17th and and 6th avenues, the 

Grand Boulevards can help define the community and facilitate personal inter-

actions.  These major streets should provide a memorable experience that is 

comfortable, safe and attractive for all users.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

B5a. Apply urban design concepts to distinguish the grand boulevards: align 

building facades with the street; scale buildings to the width of the street; 

orient active uses to the boulevard; consider unique features such as the 

green triangles created by the intersecting Downtown and City street 

grids; and improve the access to and visibility of Cherry Creek from 

Speer

B5b. Provide safe and attractive pedestrian crossings of Speer; give first 

priority to the Speer and Larimer intersection

B5c. Complete a plan for Speer Boulevard that enhances it as an historic 

parkway, location for quality development, and a truly great street

B5d. Design and construct Broadway north of 20th as a green boulevard as 

recommended in the Downtown Multimodal Access Plan

B5e. Enhance pedestrian crossings of East and West Colfax to provide good 

connections within the Cultural Core district

B5f. Design each Grand Boulevard with specific plans that respond to the 

unique context and environment of each street

This boulevard in Paris, France allows through-traffic to 

travel down the center while local traffic travels down 

slower side access lanes. 

Cherry Creek and Speer Boulevard should relate to 

each other and contribute to a complementary design, 

such as this green street in Dusseldorf, Germany.

Grand boulevards are streets that are designed to help foster a sense of community and strong 

personal interactions; are physically comfortable and safe for pedestrians; and are places that are 

interesting and memorable. The world-famous Champs-Elysees in Paris, France, has multiple lanes 

for auto traffic but maintains a pedestrian-friendly atmosphere through elegant landscaping, wide 

sidewalks, cafes and retail shops, and mid-rise buildings that are in scale with the street. 

B5. Grand Boulevards
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Strategy Diagram: Grand Boulevards
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c.   a diverse city
BEING A SOCIALLY AND ECONOMICALLY INCLUSIVE PLACE

Downtowns thrive on diversity of people and opportunity.  Attracting more 

jobs, residents, amenities and visitors is key to the future of Downtown Denver.  

Housing affordable to families and Downtown workers, jobs of all types, educa-

tional opportunities, and global connections are all part of this equation.

Strategies and projects for making Downtown Denver a diverse city are listed 

below and described in more detail on the following pages:

C1. Downtown Living

C2. A Family-Friendly Place 

C3. Embracing Adjacent Neighborhoods

C4. An International Downtown
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GOAL

Expand housing options to broaden the array of household types and income 

levels in Downtown, and provide amenities for a range of people.  Add 18,000 

new housing units to Downtown by 2027.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Affordable housing is important to provide options to the Downtown workforce.  

Family housing can help provide a continuum for young couples to stay down-

town as they have children.  Eventually, a significant Downtown population will 

help increase the demand for retail services.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

C1a. Continue to attract more people to live Downtown with expanded housing 

opportunities in different types and prices, including:

Housing suitable for families 

Housing for seniors

Housing for students, faculty and retired faculty

Affordable housing options, including units below 50 percent or 30 

percent of adjusted median income (AMI)

Housing for Downtown employees

C1b. Create regulatory incentives that encourage a more diverse array of 

housing options

C1c. Take advantage of the diversity of available housing opportunities as 

center city transportation options expand

Leverage close-in transit stations as an opportunity for a  broader 

range of housing

Use enhanced connections to adjacent neighborhoods to expand 

housing choices including family housing, retail market and cultural 

diversity

C1d. Inventory existing affordable housing units in Downtown, identify when 

affordability expires and work to preserve existing units

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

LoDo is one of many districts experiencing a boom in 

housing. 

To compete with the experience offered by other 

cities, such as Vancouver, B.C., Downtown must provide 

environments for a range of people, including families, 

seniors, those with disabilities, and people with a range 

of income levels. 

Mixed-use housing with active ground floor frontages will increase the attraction of living in Downtown. 

C1. Downtown Living
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GOAL

Attract children and their parents to visit, go to school, recreate, explore and 

live Downtown. 

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Children bring liveliness and a sense of comfort and safety to any neighborhood.  

Downtown Denver has yet to tap into the economic benefits of family markets.  

Increased family patronage will help boost retail, entertainment and special 

events.  Family-oriented businesses, housing and amenities offer a variety of 

development opportunities to stimulate future investment in Downtown.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

C2a. Create quality education options for Downtown residents and workers and 

their families

Establish a magnet K-8 school in the core

Provide early childhood education options in Downtown

C2b. Launch a series of events aimed at attracting children and youth to 

Downtown

C2c. Integrate fun features, such as fountains and play environments, into the 

16th Street Mall, streetscapes, and open spaces 

C2d. Create and distribute a marketing piece aimed at families living, visiting 

and shopping Downtown

C2e. Provide transit, bike and pedestrian connections to family attractions

•

•

Family-oriented open spaces and pathways weave through Downtown Vancouver, BC. 

Fun events and activities, such as ice skating at 

Rockefeller Plaza in New York, NY,  are vital to 

attracting families to explore and live in Downtown. 

Family-oriented retail options will help keep families 

with small children Downtown. 

C2. A Family-Friendly Place 
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C3. Embracing Adjacent Neighborhoods
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GOAL

Link Denver’s neighborhoods more closely with its Downtown.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Downtown Denver has emerged as a residential neighborhood over the past 

20 years with nearly 10,000 new units of housing in the core.  It is important 

to recognize that a number of vital neighborhoods surround Downtown as well, 

and strong connections between these areas will benefit the City as a whole.  

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

C3a. Connect the Downtown pedestrian and bicycle network to the 

surrounding neighborhoods

C3b. Create new RTD routes or rebrand existing routes to be special 

circulators to and from adjacent neighborhoods

C3c. Ensure that zoning and design guidelines direct a “stepping down” in 

density outward to nearby neighborhoods

C3d. Provide enhanced pedestrian crossings at key locations along the Grand 

Boulevards (beginning with Speer, Colfax and Broadway/Lincoln) to 

connect Downtown with established and emerging neighborhoods and 

districts such as Denargo Market, River North, Uptown Health Care 

District, Santa Fe Drive and Five Points

C3e. Strengthen neighborhood schools in addition to creating schools within 

the Downtown core

C3f. Link visitors to the core to surrounding neighborhoods, particularly 

Santa Fe Drive and Welton Street, to support local arts and culture
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Strategy Diagram: Embracing Adjacent Neighborhoods

The surrounding neighborhoods add vitality to the 

urban core of Downtown. 



GOAL

Improve Downtown’s overall economic vitality by restoring the area as an 

important retail center. 

A3a.  Reinforce and enhance retail clusters at key locations: Larimer 

         Street, 16th and California, Denver Union Station, and Auraria (see 

         Retail Strategy Diagram)

Establish a retail management and enhancement program for 16th 

         Street between Welton and Champa

A3b.  Develop a public market in the core of Downtown

A3c.  Create and implement a marketing plan to promote Downtown retail 

         goods and services to in-place markets— residents, workers, visitors, 

         students

   

•

Caption Title
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GOAL

Recognize and celebrate the diverse backgrounds of Downtown residents, 

employees and visitors while making Denver a more inviting worldwide 

destination.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

As the local population becomes more diverse, featuring a wider range of busi-

ness and amenities will create a competitive advantage for Downtown.  Offering 

events that appeal to world travelers will also enhance the city center as a 

tourist destination.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

C4a. Create a wayfinding system that welcomes international visitors as part 

of the comprehensive wayfinding system

C4b. Encourage businesses that reflect ownership of and cater to culturally 

diverse markets; Sakura Square is an example

C4c. Create and advocate for event-friendly policies to attract and retain 

events appealing to a variety of cultures

Oktoberfest in Larimer Square draws thousands of 

people to eat, drink and relax with friends and 

experience German culture. 

Cinco de Mayo parades and other events celebrate 

Latin American culture and should be a part of an 

increasingly diverse Downtown Denver. 

Greater social and economic connections to Asian 

cultures will enhance Downtown’s competitiveness and 

enrich its residents.

C4. An International Downtown

African-American culture is featured during Denver’s 

Juneteenth event.

Downtown is a place that embraces its ethnic diversity, providing activities and experiences for all.
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d.   a distinctive city
CULTIVATING A MOSAIC OF URBAN DISTRICTS

Downtown Denver has often been overshadowed by its dramatic sense of place 

at the foot of the Rocky Mountains.  In recent years, Lower Downtown and the 

16th Street Mall have emerged as nationally recognized destinations within the 

city center, creating a definable civic identity.  Downtown can build upon these 

notable features and encourage the creation of a mosaic of distinct districts 

that each build on their own unique features, and collectively create a city 

known for its diverse, well-designed and vital urban environment.  In turn, the 

image of Downtown Denver will become as well known as its setting.

Strategies and projects for making Downtown Denver a distinctive city are 

listed below and described in detail on the following pages:

D1. District Evolution

D2. Connecting Auraria

D3. Downtown’s New Neighborhood: Arapahoe Square



GOAL

Improve Downtown’s overall economic vitality by restoring the area as an 

important retail center. 

A3a.  Reinforce and enhance retail clusters at key locations: Larimer 

         Street, 16th and California, Denver Union Station, and Auraria (see 

         Retail Strategy Diagram)

Establish a retail management and enhancement program for 16th 

         Street between Welton and Champa

A3b.  Develop a public market in the core of Downtown

A3c.  Create and implement a marketing plan to promote Downtown retail 

         goods and services to in-place markets— residents, workers, visitors, 

         students

   

•

Caption Title
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GOAL

Restore and activate the iconic features, such as mountain views, major 

public buildings, cherished historic buildings and parks and parkways, that 

provide distinctive identity to Downtown and the Denver region, and foster a 

collection of identifiable districts throughout Downtown.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Great cities have tangible and memorable features, including distinct districts 

and architectural elements that have an authentic basis in the city’s history, 

climate and geography.  Denver can build upon its existing environmental 

strengths - its sunny and temperate climate, mountain and urban views, 21st 

century innovation, cultural diversity and architectural richness to cultivate 

truly memorable districts.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

D1a. Use features such as transit stations, changes in the grid, terminating 

vistas, grand boulevards, character of existing buildings, and 

relationships to adjacent districts and neighborhoods to influence district 

form including the intensity of development, height of buildings, ground 

floor activity, and mix of uses. Enact zoning and design guidelines to 

realize desired district character

Modify the B-5 Zone District and Design Guidelines to incorporate 

desired building attributes including views, solar access, energy 

efficiency, ground floor activity, open space, parking location and 

appearance, and other factors

Identify mid- and high-rise building forms that promote intense use 

while maintaining a pleasant street environment with light, views, 

and visual interest

D1b. Use distinctive ground floor retail, other active uses, and the street 

environment to reinforce district identity

D1c. Retain and reuse historic buildings to fortify the distinct identity of 

districts

D1d. Coordinate master planning efforts with owners of underutilized 

districts such as the Central Platte Valley-Auraria District; incorporate  

recommendations of the Downtown Area Plan and Auraria Master Plan

D1e. Prepare and update adopted plans for district areas (e.g. Golden Triangle 

Neighborhood Plan, Central Platte Valley Plan and Northeast Downtown 

Plan) to reflect changing character and other planning issues 

•

•

New development around the Denver Art Museum and 

Civic Center is poised to change the area. 

Robust neighborhoods, like Little Italy in New York, NY, 

evolve and grow while deepening their district 

identities. 

D1. District Evolution



GOAL

Based on the principle of identifying compatible strategies for Downtown 

uses – are a key part of the Downtown Development Strategy.  These over-

lays provide a framework for ensuring that major uses complement, rather 

than compete, with one another.

A2a.  Design the Downtown Circulator to provide high frequency, high             

         quality transit service that enhances economic development and              

         transit benefits of the investment

A2b.  Establish a business opportunity zone to rebalance downtown  eco-            

         nomic activity 

Invest in the Civic Center area, including station, park and cultural 

facilities

Market the area along the Downtown Circulator to employers and 

developers

•

•

Caption Title
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GOAL

Fully integrate the Auraria Campus and the Downtown core through strong 

physical, social, economic and programmatic connections.  

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

With three college campuses, Auraria is a critical educational amenity that can 

fortify Downtown’s economy by providing educational, employment, and knowl-

edge transfer opportunities for students, workers and businesses.  Coordinate 

closely with the Auraria Campus Master Plan (2007) to accomplish the goals of 

both plans.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

D2a. Enhance Speer Boulevard between Arapahoe and Wewatta as an 

urban gateway to better connect Auraria to the adjacent districts and 

by bringing buildings closer to the street, expanding sidewalk areas, 

augmenting landscaping and improving access to Cherry Creek

D2b. Promote a public-private development project on campus that connects 

to the Commercial Core and LoDo to boost Downtown vitality

D2c. Establish programmatic, economic and cultural links between Downtown 

and Auraria

Market Downtown retail to students, faculty and staff

Develop employee training and student internship programs

Market continuing education programs to the Downtown community

Develop a knowledge and technology transfer program

Market campus cultural, sports and recreational events and   

facilities to the Downtown community

D2d. Connect Auraria and Auraria West Station and Downtown with the 

Larimer/Lawrence transit line

•

•

•

•

•

Portland State University in Portland, OR, seamlessly 

connects with the downtown along a green street.

D2. Connecting Auraria
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Strategy Diagram: Connecting Auraria

The physical and perceptual gap between Downtown 

and Auraria must be closed (above).  The Larimer 

Street connection, among others, should be improved 

with wider sidewalks, distinctive paving and crosswalks, 

and development that comes to the edge of Speer 

Boulevard (as depicted in the simulation at right). 
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D3. Downtown’s New Neighborhood: Arapahoe Square

Vibrant urban districts like Yaletown in Vancouver, 

BC are models for future redevelopment of Arapahoe 

Square.
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Strategy Diagram: Downtown’s New Neighborhood - 

Arapahoe Square

GOAL
Redevelop Arapahoe Square as a cutting edge, densely populated, 
mixed-use area that provides a range of housing types and a center for 
innovative businesses.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT
Arapahoe Square affords great opportunity for another distinct district to 
develop in Downtown.  The relatively large amount of underutlized land 
presents an opportunity to intensify that is unique within the core.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

D3a. Reinforce neighborhood character by restoring the landscaped tree lawns 

(the area between the sidewalk and curb) and converting selected one-way 

streets to two-way

D3b. Improve Broadway and Park Avenue streetscapes

D3c. Revise land use regulations to implement the Plan

D3d. Provide building space and amenities to attract innovative businesses

D3e. Complete a small area plan for Ballpark and Arapahoe Square as a cutting 

edge, mixed-use district that has an exciting intensity of residential 

development and innovative businesses

Issues for Arapahoe Square include zoning and design guidelines, 

protection of historic buildings, retail needs, local transit 

connections, and street design for the Grand Boulevards — Park 

Avenue and Broadway

Examine zoning and create and adopt design guidelines for the 

Ballpark District to reinforce historic character through compatible 

infill development

•

•

The simulation at left illustrates some of the building 

types that will someday replace the area’s existing 

surface parking lots and underutilized properties 

(above).  Proposed concepts include slender 

residential towers, cutting-edge space for innovative 

businesses, mid-rise mixed-use buildings, ground floor 

active uses, and new open spaces.
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e.   a green city
BUILDING A GREENER DENVER

Downtown Denver enjoys a variety of local and regional-serving outdoor ameni-

ties, from plazas, pocket parks and civic landmarks to natural river corridors. 

It also has a sunny and dry climate that fosters extensive use of these spaces. 

Enhancing existing amenities, creating outdoor places, and extending the well 

landscaped public realm of Denver’s residential areas - thereby connecting indi-

vidual green spaces as part of a larger network - will make Downtown Denver a 

more livable and inviting destination. 

Building on Greenprint Denver, Downtown Denver has a unique opportunity to 

be a leader in “green” practices as well. The Rocky Mountain Region has many 

natural resources that can be harnessed to provide sustainable energy options 

such as abundant sunshine and reliable winds.  Through providing a dense 

mix of appropriate land uses, enhancement of the the multimodal transporta-

tion system, implementation of energy efficient building standards, promotion 

of progressive energy preservation techniques, and the utilization of natural 

resources, Downtown Denver is positioned to be a model city for environmen-

tally friendly, sustainable living. 

Strategies and projects for making Downtown Denver a green city are listed 

below and described in detail on the following pages:

Plan Strategies and Projects

E1. An Outdoor Downtown

E2. A Rejuvenated Civic Center

E3. Sustainable Use of Resources 
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GOAL

Strengthen connections between existing parks, plazas and recreation 

areas, and enhance the public realm to provide venues for outdoor activity 

throughout Downtown.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Providing venues for residents, workers and visitors to gather, relax and play 

in public is a key component of fostering a balance between urban life and the 

outdoors.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

E1a. Create a green public realm in Downtown by adding street trees and 

landscaping in the public right-of-way, in private open spaces and on 

rooftops

E1b. Host events that promote biking and walking in Downtown and develop 

educational and interactive programs such as walking and bicycle tours

E1c. Create and implement a Downtown parks and open space master plan 

incorporating existing parks, open space and connecting routes in and 

around Downtown.  Include the South Platte River, Cherry Creek and 

other parks near Downtown

Promote healthy living with more active outdoor spaces

Improve bike and pedestrian connections to the Cherry Creek and 

South Platte River greenways 

Provide new pocket parks or other publicly accessible open spaces 

in underserved areas

E1d. Activate Skyline Park as a central gathering place for the Downtown 

community

Complete the 2004 Skyline Park design, including reactivation 

of the fountains, enhanced park lighting, signage and paving of 

selected gravel areas

Activate the park through programming that appeals to a diverse 

audience

Create a family-friendly environment through amenities and 

activities with particular emphasis on children and youth

E1e. Continue to cluster world-class sports facilities in Downtown

•

•

•

•

•

•

Commons Park plays host to both formal and informal 

recreational activities. 

Paley Park in New York, NY is a small, intimate urban 

plaza that brings life to the surrounding area. 

Plan Strategies and Projects

E1. An Outdoor Downtown

Skyline Park plays host to a range of activities in the 

center of Downtown.
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E2. A Rejuvenated Civic Center
GOAL

Strengthen Civic Center as an outdoor amenity to attract visitors, residents, 

workers and students to the park.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

As one of the most iconic elements of Downtown Denver, Civic Center Park 

must be restored and reactivated to support the vision elements of green and 

distinctive.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

E2a. Restore and reactivate the Civic Center

E2b. Restore the Carnegie Library to accommodate new uses that help 

activate the park based on the recommendations of the Civic Center 

District Plan and Civic Center Park Master Plan

E2c. Create clear street-level pedestrian connections to link 14th Street and 

Colfax; 15th Street and Colfax to the Acoma Plaza; and Civic Center 

Station to the Art Museum

E2d. Provide enhanced safety and maintenance services to the park

E2e. Enhance the park’s function as the central downtown location for 

community celebrations and festivals

E2f. Invest in the Civic Center area, including the station, park and cultural 

facilities

E2g. Implement street enhancements identified in the Civic Center District 

Plan for West Colfax Avenue and West 14th Avenue between Speer 

Boulevard and Bannock Street

E2h. Encourage a mix of activities and vibrant, transparent ground-floor uses 

in buildings facing the park
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Strategy Diagram: A Rejuvenated Civic Center

Civic Center’s Carnegie Library does not currently 

activate the park (above).  Proposals for revitalizing 

the space (below) include opening up the space with 

outdoor dining, walkways and other pedestrian-

oriented enhancements to enliven the area. 



GOAL

Improve Downtown’s overall economic vitality by restoring the area as an 

important retail center. 

A3a.  Reinforce and enhance retail clusters at key locations: Larimer 

         Street, 16th and California, Denver Union Station, and Auraria (see 

         Retail Strategy Diagram)

Establish a retail management and enhancement program for 16th 

         Street between Welton and Champa

A3b.  Develop a public market in the core of Downtown

A3c.  Create and implement a marketing plan to promote Downtown retail 

         goods and services to in-place markets— residents, workers, visitors, 

         students

   

•
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GOAL

Incorporate sustainability as a core value for Downtown and integrate its 

concepts into all future projects, programs and policies.

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Global trends find that sustainable building, water conservation, and energy 

utilization practices will be increasingly important to propel economic growth 

as articulated in Greenprint Denver.  With a region rich with research and devel-

opment facilities for renewable resources, Downtown Denver can emerge as a 

national leader in reduced energy use and sustainable energy production.

POLICIES, PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

E3a. Develop a Downtown-wide strategy to reduce resource consumption, 

especially energy, water and materials, and to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions

Install energy efficient street lighting that meets “Dark Skies” 

standards

Retrofit existing buildings and encourage new buildings to be more 

energy efficient

Encourage reuse of existing buildings to retain embedded 

energy

Establish sustainable street design practices beginning with 

14th Street 

E3b. Build a high-profile renewable energy project, such as the Colorado 

Convention Center roof solar panels

Aggressively recruit companies involved in developing alternative 

energy and sustainable building technologies

E3c. Expand existing transportation demand management programs for 

employees, businesses and residents to decrease use of single occupant 

vehicles

E3d. Develop a sustainable storm water management system for Downtown

Integrate green street elements, such as bioswales, along streets 

and in parking lots to attenuate surface runoff and minimize 

impervious surfaces

E3e. Establish parking lot landscaping requirements that reduce heat island 

and storm water impacts

E3f. Expand and enhance public sector, residential and business waste 

reduction programs

 

•

•

•

•

•

•

Water is perhaps the most precious resource in 

Denver’s semi-arid climate. 

Portland, Oregon has made great strides in 

incorporating green street elements that naturally 

channel and filter stormwater into its streetscape 

designs. 

E3. Sustainable Use of Resources 



Strategy overlays – based on the prin-

ciple of identifying compatible strate-

gies for Downtown uses – are a key 

part of the Downtown Development 

Strategy.  These overlays provide a 

framework for ensuring that major 

uses complement, rather than 

compete, with one another.

Building from the Downtown 

Development Concept and District 

Strategies analyses, the overlays in 

this section relate to three essential 

uses in Downtown – housing, retail 

and entertainment.  These overlays 

do not dictate where every type of 

residential project, retail store, or 

entertainment venue must be located 

in the city center.  Rather, they are 

intended to (1) build on concepts 

already in use, such as the clus-

tering of clothing stores and garment 

outlets in the Fashion District, and (2) 

help capitalize on existing elements 

and potential opportunities within 

districts to create a stronger overall 

Downtown. 

For example, the planned Staples 

Center Mixed-Use Development 

Project proposes a range of uses, 

including family and sports-oriented 

retail.  The development of similar 

retail uses on adjacent properties 

would help to build a unique shopping 

area – an active family and sports-

related retail district, capitalizing on 

the presence of the Staples Center 

Arena – that offers services that 

are distinct from Downtown’s other 

retail centers.  Of course, this type of 

retail can also be located elsewhere 

in city center, but the grouping of 

similar stores and activities will help 

to ensure a “critical mass” of distinct 

goods and services in each district, 

ultimately bolstering the viability of 

all Downtown retail.

Caption Title

2. AURARIA CAMPUS AND ITS EDGES

Caption Title
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i v .   d i s t r i c t  s t r a t e g i e s

District Strategies

       reat city centers are not simply centers of commerce.  Instead, they are dis-

tinguished by a collection of distinct districts that work together.  New York, Chicago, Paris, 

London and Tokyo are good examples of vibrant central cities composed of multiple, intercon-

nected districts, each with their own urban form, character and individual identities.

Strong districts possess key anchors and points of identity 

– such as an historic monument, specific economic activity 

or land use, or a special street environment – that contribute 

to their character and vibrancy.  They also feature intense 

activity areas, such as gateway elements, distinct building 

scale, and physical connections that signal to people that they 

are within, or entering into, a distinctive place.  The amalga-

mation of several districts in a Downtown environment enables 

a richness of commerce, lifestyles and experiences that no 

single district could achieve on its own.

Downtown Denver is indeed a mosaic of districts.  Some are 

strong, established neighborhoods that are the foundation of 

Denver’s history and success; others are new and evolving, 

trying to take hold and create their own economic identity and 

urban character.  Together they will make Denver a premier 

national and international city in the 21st century.

Each district contains a unique combination of features that 

will influence public and private decisions about future devel-

opment location and intensity, planning, and public invest-

ment.  Important considerations are shown on each of the 

district maps.

G
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The Commercial Core is the heart 

of Downtown’s bustling commerce 

and economic activity.  The district 

is comprised primarily of large office 

buildings generally housing major 

employers and small businesses.  One 

unique aspect of the district is the 

Downtown Historic District, comprised 

of 43 individual structures such as the 

Brown Palace Hotel, D&F Tower, and 

Equitable Building. 

The area that is often referred to as 

“the Wall Street of the West” encom-

passes the large office buildings along 

17th, 18th and 19th streets.  This collec-

tion of tall buildings defines Denver’s 

skyline.  The east end of the district is 

most densely developed.  Private plazas 

provide some visual relief to the canyon 

effect that dominates some blocks, but 

these plazas also diminish the sense of 

vibrancy if oversized or inadequately 

activated.  Blocks to the west and north 

of this office node have a greater mix of 

tall buildings, historic buildings, parking 

garages, and surface parking or vacant 

sites.  The Downtown Federal Center 

is within this area and includes the 

historic Byron White Courthouse and 

the Customs House, as well as many 

contemporary courthouse and office 

buildings.  The security requirements 

of this federal district have diminished 

the sense of activity as entrances have 

been consolidated and parking elimi-

nated.

The 16th Street Mall is the most distinc-

tive contemporary urban design feature 

of Downtown Denver.  The Mall’s length, 

quality design and materials, heavily 

used transit and pedestrian accom-

modations make it the dominant orga-

nizing element of the Commercial Core.  

However, the Mall’s infrastructure is 

aging and it has struggled in recent 

years to maintain a healthy and diverse 

balance of retail and other active uses.

In addition to the Mall, major corridors 

through the Commercial Core include 

15th, 17th, 18th, and 19th streets and 

Broadway.  These streets vary in char-

acter and intensity along their lengths 

but are generally marked by sizable 

mid- to high-rise buildings, frequent 

parking structures, some surface 

parking lots, and a mix of experiences 

at the street level – from a few attrac-

tive, walkable blocks to numerous blank 

walls and pedestrian-unfriendly spaces.  

New residential and hotel development 

is occuring along 14th street.

To remain vital as other districts such 

as Lower Downtown and the Central 

Platte Valley develop, the Commercial 

Core must build on its strengths,  

including a large office worker popula-

tion, and enhance its role as Denver’s 

central business district by incorpo-

rating a greater mix of uses and activi-

ties.  The coming investment in transit 

connections such as the Downtown 

District Strategies

A2. Energizing the 
Commercial Core

B1. An Outstanding Pedestrian 
Environment

A3. A Comprehensive Retail 
Strategy

Curtis Street and 16th Street (right, top) is envisioned 

as the spine of a lively Theatre District straddling 

the Commercial Core and Cultural Core.  Proposed 

improvements (right, bottom) include enhanced 

streetscapes and crosswalks, dramatic lighting, use 

of public art, development or redevelopment of key 

sites, and highlighting of the Denver Performing Arts 

Complex as a visual landmark and terminus to the 

street. 

Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

A1. The Downtown of the 
Rocky Mountain Region

commercial core
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Circulator will create additional devel-

opment opportunities.  As the Mall 

bus service reaches capacity with 

continued development in the core 

area and completion of FasTracks, the 

Downtown Circulator will provide a 

vital role as another transit connec-

tion. 

The expanding residential population 

in the Commercial Core provides an 

opportunity to improve urban plazas 

and integrate them into the open 

space system.  Goods and services 

oriented to residents, not just visi-

tors, will also need to expand in order 

to meet the needs of a growing local 

population.  Both recreational and 

retail amenities can serve employees 

and students as well.

It will also be essential to reinvest in 

the 16th Street Mall infrastructure 

and adjacent buildings in order to 

maintain both the Mall’s retail viability 

and its reputation as the region’s 

premier pedestrian environment; it is 

necessary for the continued efficient 

operation of the Mall shuttle, which 

is essential to the regional transit 

system in Downtown.

Embrace a named streets initiative to enhance connections along Larimer, 
Curtis, California, Welton and Tremont streets.

Continue development of the 14th Street cultural corridor.

Develop focus areas, especially the Theatre, Visitor, Larimer Mixed-Use, and 
Business Opportunity districts.

Establish the Downtown Circulator.

Continue development of enhancements to Skyline Park.

Conduct an urban form study as the basis for modifying B-5 zoning and 
design guidelines.

Preserve historic buildings and districts through established design review 
and demolition protection.
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This 3-D model highlights existing (dark orange) and 

potential future development (light orange) in the 

Commercial Core.

Commercial Core Strategy

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS OPPORTUNITY SITES

Opportunity sites are identifi ed in the 
strategy diagram on this page and on all 
of the district diagrams in this chapter.  

Two main criteria defi ne the selection 
of these areas.  First, each site is chosen 
for its strategic location and potential to 
not only shape new development on the 
site itself, but also catalyze additional 
development in the surrounding areas.  
Second, these sites are usually either 
vacant or underutilized parcels, or they 
possess building form that is an obstacle 
to catalyzing future development (such 
as a building that has large, blank walls 
that inhibit pedestrian connectivity).  

Development or redevelopment of 
these key opportunity sites is essential 
to creating a dynamic, connected and 
walkable Downtown Denver.
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cultural core
The Cultural Core is the robust civic, 

government and cultural center of 

the city and state.  At the district’s 

center lies Civic Center Park, a grand, 

City Beautiful-era green space that 

anchors the area and is home to many 

special events and public celebra-

tions.  Major local, state and federal 

buildings - the State Capitol, City and 

County Building and the Denver 

Mint - define the central portion of 

the district.

Government buildings are located on 

an east-west civic axis that extends 

from the State Capitol to the City and 

County Building, and then west to 

the Justice Center.  Cultural facilities 

are clustered along a cultural axis at 

Acoma and continues to the north-

west along 14th street.  The Denver 

Art Museum, Denver Public Library, 

and Colorado History Museum are all 

located south of Civic Center Park, 

while the Colorado Convention Center 

Denver Performing Arts Complex 

and the planned Justice Center are 

at the northern and western end of 

the district.  These civic and cultural 

buildings epitomize the image of the 

area.  However, nascent residential 

development is adding a new element 

to the Cultural Core, creating a more 

round-the-clock district. 

The area is at the crossroads of 

three major auto corridors – Speer 

Boulevard, Colfax Avenue and 

Broadway/Lincoln Street – that 

connect the Cultural Core outward 

to the city and region.  Cherry Creek 

runs along the western edge of the 

district.

Homelessness and other social issues 

plague the public realm.  Restoration 

and activation of Civic Center Park, 

along with improved access and 

regular programming, will be vital to 

creating a safe, clean and thriving 

place for all Denver residents.

B5. Grand Boulevards

E2. A Rejuvenated Civic Center

B2. Building On Transit

This 3-D model highlights existing and proposed development (dark blue) and potential future 

development (light blue) in the Cultural Core.

Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:
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The Grand Boulevards of Speer, Colfax 

and Broadway/Lincoln provide vehic-

ular connection to the region, but 

act as severe barriers to pedestrian 

movement within, into and out of the 

district.  These obstacles must be 

overcome to effectively connect the 

Cultural Core to adjacent Downtown 

districts as well as the nearby neigh-

borhoods of La Alma/Lincoln Park, 

Curtis Park and Capitol Hill – resulting 

in better movement and access for 

residents and tourists alike.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Restore and reactivate Civic Center Park.

Study multimodal access to Civic Center Station, the local transit hub.

Create a link to the Commercial Core via 14th Street as a cultural connector.

Create a mixed-use, public-private development that includes the Emily 

Griffith Opportunity School and other complementary uses.

Implement pedestrian improvements on Speer, 14th Street, Colfax, 14th 

Avenue and Broadway.

Preserve the Civic Center Historic District through established design 

review and demolition protection.
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Cultural Core Strategy

Similar to Denver’s Civic Center, Boston Common in 

Boston, MA is an active public park with green space, 

civic uses, and recreation surrounded by a dense built 

realm.
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Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

golden triangle
Located just south of the Cultural 

Core, Golden Triangle is experiencing 

significant residential development 

and emerging as an arts-oriented 

district.  The 1998 Golden Triangle 

Neighborhood Plan set the stage for 

the development occurring today.

The northern part of the district is 

home to the Denver Art Museum 

(shared with the Cultural Core), Civic 

Center Cultural Complex Parking 

Garage and surrounding joint devel-

opment, and the new Denver Justice 

Center.  The recent museum expan-

sion forms a campus centered on 

Acoma Street, which will become a 

pedestrian promenade connecting 

to Civic Center Park.  Many surface 

parking lots are nearby, especially 

along blocks between 11th Avenue and 

13th Avenue.  The museum expansion 

is fueling new residential develop-

ment, ranging from low-rise town-

houses to 20-story towers, on many 

of these lots.

Cherokee Street is the primary resi-

dential street in the Golden Triangle, 

with a variety of housing types, but 

predominately multi-family.  Acoma 

Avenue of the Arts connects the Art 

Museum and Central Library with 

Downtown via Civic Center.  In addi-

tion to civic, cultural and residential 

uses, the district is home to small 

professional firms such as architects, 

landscape architects, and attorneys.  

Neighborhood retail – such as art 

galleries, restaurants, entertainment 

venues, coffee shops, salons and 

health clubs – serve the area, espe-

cially along Broadway and Lincoln 

Street on the district’s eastern edge.

Opportunity abounds for the Golden 

Triangle, as public sector improve-

ments – particularly related to arts, 

civic and cultural resources – will 

continue to catalyze private sector 

investment in the area. 

The Broadway/Lincoln Street corridor 

remains a dominant feature that 

brings tens of thousands of cars 

through the area, limiting pedes-

trian mobility and access, particu-

larly between Capitol Hill and parts 

of the Cultural Core.  The same is 

true for Speer Boulevard and La 

Alma/Lincoln Park to the west.  As 

discussed in the Grand Boulevards 

strategy, the transformation of these 

major streets will add character and 

definition to the Golden Triangle, as 

well as embrace pedestrian access 

to surrounding neighborhoods. 

Appropriately designed and scaled 

buildings along Speer Boulevard will 

urbanize the district’s western edge, 

while Broadway’s historic architec-

tural character can be enhanced with 

compatible infill development.  

This 3-D model highlights existing and proposed development (dark pink) and potential future 

development (light pink) in the Golden Triangle.

B5. Grand Boulevards

C1. Downtown Living
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The future Downtown Circulator 

connection, which will terminate in 

the northern part of the district and 

connect to Denver Union Station, 

will be key in connecting to the core 

of Downtown and, in turn, will foster 

additional housing in the district.  As 

housing increases, more neighbor-

hood-serving retail will be needed, 

as will smaller parks and gathering 

spaces for residents.  The neighbor-

hood feel and pedestrian friendli-

ness of the Golden Triangle would 

be further enhanced by returning 

Cherokee and Delaware to two-way 

traffic.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Activate the restored Evans School and develop compatible infill on the 

remainder of the site to facilitate appropriate development along Acoma 

Avenue of the Arts.

Enhance the pedestrian and bike environment throughout the district and 

provide improved pedestrian crossings of the Grand Boulevards where 

appropriate.

Connect to Civic Center Station via the Downtown Circulator.

Orient development to reinforce the scale, quality and character of Speer 

and Broadway/Lincoln, the bordering Grand Boulevards.

Encourage growth of existing arts-oriented retail uses.
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Urban open spaces, like this park in San Francisco, CA, 

can provide an outdoor amenity as development in the 

Golden Triangle intensifies.

Golden Triangle Strategy
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B5. Grand Boulevards

Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

auraria
Incorporating the campuses of 

three higher education institu-

tions – the University of Colorado at 

Denver/Health Sciences Center, the 

Community College of Denver, and 

Metro State College – Auraria’s loca-

tion and features offer great oppor-

tunities for Downtown. The district is 

currently a mix of low-density brick 

structures with many surface parking 

lots.  Lawns and pedestrian pathways 

surround the buildings.  The Library 

stands out as a unique metal-paneled 

structure among the red brick build-

ings.  The historic Tivoli Brewery now 

serves as a Student Union and offers 

retail shops and a movie theater 

complex.  

The campus is part of Downtown 

but is physically and perceptually 

isolated from it by difficult crossings 

at each of its edges.  Speer Boulevard 

separates Auraria from the Cultural 

Core, Commercial Core and Lower 

Downtown.  Similarly, the campus 

boundaries to the northwest (Auraria 

Parkway) and south (Colfax Avenue) 

are diminished by fast-moving vehic-

ular traffic.  Both of these streets 

serve as main vehicular routes for 

traffic accessing I-25 and for cross-

city traffic.

Stronger connections will be essen-

tial to making Auraria a vital part 

of Downtown, starting with Speer 

Boulevard.  The heavily trafficked 

roadway is difficult for pedestrians 

to cross; buildings are set back and 

oriented away from the street, and 

distances are great across the right-

of-way.  The bike and pedestrian 

path along Cherry Creek is a green 

respite along this major corridor, but 

its below-grade location hinders its 

attractiveness, visibility, and percep-

tion of safety.  A comprehensive 

design study and plan for Speer 

Boulevard is needed to reassert the 

historical importance of the street, 

demonstrate connection, and foster 

pedestrian safety.

This renewal must occur in conjunc-

tion with new development along the 

Speer Boulevard will become a more stately and 

accessible Grand Boulevard and gateway street to 

Downtown.  Recommended improvements to create 

a pedestrian-oriented boulevard include enhanced 

sidewalks and intersections, greening of the landscape, 

a transit connection up Larimer Street, and buildings 

that come to the street edge.

D2. Connecting Auraria

The historic Tivoli Brewery is now the Auraria Student 

Center.  Views of the Tivoli from other parts of the 

campus and Lower Downtown are important.

In the future Auraria will seamlessly connect to the Downtown core along Larimer Street at 

Speer Boulevard via multiples modes, including potential streetcar transit.
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corridor and the creation of a more 

urbanized Auraria Campus, particu-

larly at its northeast corner.  Inspiring 

and attractive higher density mixed-

use development, potentially in part 

through public/private partnerships, 

will bring the campus physically closer 

to the edge of Speer Boulevard.  

This will help reduce the percep-

tion of excessive space between the 

Downtown core and Auraria’s edge 

and make the campus more appealing 

to Downtown users.

The redevelopment of Speer must 

also take into account the impact 

of the Historic Urban Edge District 

guidelines on the LoDo side of Speer.  

This will densify Speer Boulevard 

and help link Downtown and Auraria. 

These improvements can combine to 

make Speer Boulevard a true “grand 

boulevard” and urban gateway for 

Downtown, as well as a showcase for 

sustainable design and green building.  

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Transform Speer Boulevard into a Grand Boulevard.

Intensify campus development, particularly at its northeast corner as 

recommended in the recently completed Auraria Master Plan.

Link Auraria to Downtown via a streetcar-style transit system along 

Larimer/Lawrence streets.

Implement priority pedestrian improvements along Speer Boulevard and 

Auraria Parkway; specifically, develop an improved crossing at Speer and 

Larimer.
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Auraria Strategy

This 3-D model highlights existing development (dark 

green) and potential future development (light green) 

in Auraria.

The Auraria Master Plan (2007) calls for a more urban 

campus with strong connections to other Downtown 

districts.
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A1. The Downtown of the 
Rocky Mountain Region

B2. Building On Transit

Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

lower downtown (lodo)
Lower Downtown is an urban renais-

sance success story that continues to 

thrive as an historic mixed-use hub of 

housing, retail, office and entertain-

ment.  Characterized by its historic 

buildings and the Historic District 

enacted to protect them, LoDo’s turn 

of the century architecture consists 

of two to six story buildings with 

commercial uses (retail, restaurants, 

bars) on the first level and office or 

residential uses above.  The district, 

once filled with industrial and whole-

sale uses, is now home to hundreds 

of loft dwellers in converted historic 

buildings and mid-rise new construc-

tion.  Surface parking lots periodically 

interrupt the urban streetscape.

LoDo is completely surrounded by 

other Downtown districts and for 

the most part is distinguished by its 

character rather than its boundaries.  

Since designation of Lower Downtown 

as a Denver Landmark District, the 

area has gained a vital mix of uses 

including neighborhood-serving 

and boutique retail and additional 

office and housing. Many of the once 

prevalent surface parking lots have 

been replaced with compatible new 

construction.

The boundary between LoDo and 

the Central Platte Valley consists of 

Denver Union Station, vacant land and 

rail infrastructure.  The two districts 

will be connected with the Denver 

Union Station transportation and 

development investments.  

The district’s distinct character is 

set on its named streets – Market, 

Blake, Wazee, and Wynkoop.  The 

historic buildings typically face these 

named streets (the long side of the 

block), resulting in a more interesting 

streetscape than provided by the 

larger buildings facing numbered 

streets characteristic of other 

districts.  Market and Blake streets 

funnel traffic into and out of Lower 

Downtown from I-25 and Auraria 

Parkway.  However, once in the 

district, it becomes more pedestrian-

oriented.  Wazee Street offers an 

eclectic mix of galleries, restaurants, 

lofts, and offices in renovated brick 

buildings on Wynkoop.  The row of 

large warehouse buildings opposite 

Union Station provide a unique urban 

street experience.

Larimer Street, Denver’s first and 

much beloved historic district, 

provides a transition between 

the Commercial Core and Lower 

Downtown.  Larimer Square has attri-

butes much like Lower Downtown.  

Denver Union Station, at LoDo’s 

western edge, is poised to once 

again become the active multi-modal 

transportation hub of the region 

and gateway to Downtown.  This 

redevelopment will have profound 

District Strategies

This 3-D model highlights existing and proposed development (dark yellow) and 

potential future development (light yellow) in LoDo.

A3. A Comprehensive Retail 
Strategy
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impacts on development, pedestrian 

connections to Central Platte Valley 

on 16th, 17th, and 18th streets, and 

transportation patterns in the district 

and throughout Downtown.  Wynkoop 

Plaza on the east side of Denver 

Union Station will be a new open 

space for Lower Downtown.

Lower Downtown must continue 

to evolve and grow as one of the 

country’s best urban historic districts.  

Maintaining the historic character 

– the hallmark of LoDo’s success – 

while integrating new mixed-use infill 

housing development and neighbor-

hood-serving retail will be crucial.  

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Assure that restoration of Denver Union Station and development of the 

site as a transit hub becomes a significant benefit to LoDo with improved 

pedestrian connections into and through the site on 16th, 17th and 18th 

streets and the Wynkoop Plaza open space.

Preserve the historic character of the buildings and district through 

established design review and demolition protection.

Connect Denver Union Station to Downtown via the 18th and 19th Street 

Circulator.

Redevelopment of Market Street Station and the Office Depot site will 

together enhance the visual link between Lower Downtown and the 

Commercial Core on 16th Street.

Continue to implement the street design and circulation recommen-

dations of the Lower Downtown Neighborhood Plan (2000) including 

converting 18th Street for two-way traffic.

Implement the Historic Urban Edge Design Review District to enhance 

LoDo’s relationship to Cherry Creek and Speer Boulevard. 
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Lower Downtown (LoDo) Strategy

The Denver Union Station Master Plan includes a 

pedestrian promenade along 17th Street.

Restaurants and retailers have signage and space 

design that respect the historic heritage of LoDo and 

contribute to its character.
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Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

central platte valley (cpv)
Situated at Downtown’s western 

boundary, the Central Platte Valley 

is a dynamic, livable urban neigh-

borhood with connections to open 

spaces and natural areas.  The 

Central Platte Valley has undergone 

massive redevelopment since the 

late 1980s.  The area was once dedi-

cated to rail yards, warehouses and 

viaducts, and is now comprised of 

open space, cultural and entertain-

ment facilities, and mixed-use housing 

and retail.

The Central Platte Valley is divided 

into three sub-districts: Prospect, 

Commons and Auraria.  The Commons 

sub-district is bounded by Wewatta, 

Cherry Creek, the South Platte River, 

and 20th Street.  The Consolidated 

Main Line (CML) bisects the district.  

Public land uses in the Commons 

include the Denver Skate Park, 

Commons Park, Confluence Park, and 

bikeways along the South Platte River 

and Cherry Creek.  While considerable 

land remains to be developed, the 

Commons now has a mix of low- to 

high-rise residential development and 

some commercial.  The Millennium 

Bridge is a dramatic pedestrian bridge 

that connects Commons with Lower 

Downtown; its sophisticated archi-

tecture reflects the character of the 

district.  It is one of three bridges that 

connect Downtown with the Highland 

neighborhood to the northwest.

To the north, the Prospect sub-district 

is a compact area bounded by 20th 

Street, Park Avenue, Coors Field, and 

the CML. It is a mixed-use area with 

residential, restaurant, office, indus-

trial and some new retail.

The southern part of the district 

(Auraria) abuts the Auraria Campus 

and contains large entertainment 

uses, including Elitch Gardens and 

the Pepsi Center; the Downtown 

Aquarium (formerly Colorado Ocean 

Journey), Children’s Museum and REI 

are across the river.  Large parking 

lots serve these facilities and charac-

terize the area.  Future opportunities 

to densify these areas are beginning 

to emerge as transit use increases 

and parking demand decreases.

District Strategies

This 3-D model highlights existing development (dark purple) and potential future development (light 

purple) in the Central Platte Valley.

B3. Bicycle City

E1. An Outdoor Downtown

C2. A Family-Friendly Place 

B2. Building On Transit
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Speer Boulevard and 20th Street 

Viaduct are major roads that act as 

barriers for pedestrians within the 

district.  To the west, Interstate 25 

divides the Central Platte Valley 

from the Highland and Jefferson Park 

neighborhoods, however new pedes-

trian bridges extend the 16th Street 

connection from Civic Center Park to 

Northwest Denver.

The Central Platte Valley will continue 

to attract mixed-use development 

in the coming years.  With its open 

spaces and park amenities, family-

oriented housing could be a major 

opportunity.  Denver Union Station is 

one of the most significant opportuni-

ties for this district.  It will connect 

Lower Downtown and the Central 

Platte Valley as never before on both 

17th and 18th streets.  17th Street 

will become a promenade that is 

the central spine of a transit district 

between 16th and 18th streets.  It will 

be the epitome of integrated land use, 

urban design and transportation.   

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Attract family-oriented development.

Provide additional amenities such as schools and daycare centers.

Improve pedestrian and bicycle access to open spaces along the South 

Platte River and Cherry Creek.

Create high quality multimodal connections between the light rail station 

and Denver Union Station on 16th, 17th, 18th and Wewatta streets.  17th 

Street Promenade will be the spine of the transit district and provide a 

high quality connection across the district.
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Vancouver, BC, is an example of a downtown 

that incorporates the urban environment with a 

recreational waterfront.
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Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

ballpark
Ballpark is a lively historic district 

that is emerging as a fully mixed-

use hub of entertainment and living. 

The Ballpark Historic District extends 

north past Park Avenue.  The combi-

nation of historic storefront and 

factory/warehouse buildings has 

provided a dynamic environment for 

new residential and business uses.

Coors Field, home of the Colorado 

Rockies and special events, is the 

centerpiece of Ballpark.  Its construc-

tion in 1995 sparked significant rein-

vestment in the area, much of it in 

restaurant, bars and other entertain-

ment-related uses, as well as rental 

and for-sale housing.  Since the early 

2000s the area has experienced a 

range of mixed-use development.  The 

area’s historic structures have been 

protected by the Ballpark Historic 

District status and converted into 

housing, retail and office space.  Blake 

Street contains many warehouses 

that are now used as residential lofts.  

Ballpark’s streets also are home to 

new, infill loft development and some 

restaurants and bars close to Coors 

Field.  

The portion of Larimer Street in 

Ballpark is the historic retail district 

of this old Denver neighborhood, with 

many buildings dating back to the 

turn of the 20th century.  The street 

is lined with storefront buildings that 

contain retail below and residential 

above.  The district’s eastern blocks 

contain a mix of commercial buildings 

and surface parking lots.

Ballpark has direct pedestrian links 

to Lower Downtown but is largely 

cut off from the Central Platte Valley 

by Coors Field and 20th Street.  A 

lack of strong urban fabric – marked 

by one-way streets and vacant lots 

– also creates a disconnect between 

Ballpark, the Commercial Core and 

Arapahoe Square.  The district 

transitions well toward the historic 

structures and renovated warehouses 

north of Park Avenue.

Ballpark is evolving into a round-the-

clock urban district.  Lofts and urban 

style housing animate the area with 

commerce and activity outside of 

game days or nightlife hours.  New 

development or redevelopment 

District Strategies

D1. District Evolution

Along 21st Street (above) the viewshed, narrow 

street width, and multiple surface parking lots offer 

the opportunity to create a bustling urban district.  

Pedestrian improvements, mid-density development, 

and a mix of uses (rendered below) can leverage the 

baseball stadium and transform the district.
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should broaden the variety of residen-

tial options, densities and amenities, 

while respecting and maintaining the 

historic qualities of the area.

Extending east from Coors Field, 21st 

Street is a slow-traffic roadway with 

pedestrian-scale width that affords 

the opportunity to develop a true 

neighborhood street.  Larimer Street, 

running perpendicular to 21st Street, 

contains many commercial spaces 

that can serve the neighborhood.  

Better connections to the Downtown 

core, as well as a transit link down 

Larimer Street to the Auraria Campus, 

are needed to strengthen Ballpark and 

fully integrate the district with the 

rest of the city center.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Update plan and create design guidelines to integrate new residential 

and mixed use development options.

Preserve the historic character of the buildings and district through 

established design review and demolition protection.

Connect to Auraria via streetcar-style transit service along Larimer.

Implement pedestrian improvements throughout the district with 

emphasis on Larimer, 21st Street and Park Avenue.
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Ballpark Strategy

This 3-D model highlights existing development (dark 

red) and potential future development (light red) in 

Ballpark.

The South of Market district around San Francisco, 

CA’s baseball park has transformed into a dense, 

vibrant, mixed-use district. Denver’s Ballpark District 

has the same potential.
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A4. Clean and Safe

Related overall plan strategies and 
transformative projects include:

arapahoe square
Located southeast of Ballpark and 

just north of the Commercial Core, 

Arapahoe Square is probably the most 

underutilized area of Downtown.  In 

turn, it perhaps has the most poten-

tial for redevelopment and revitaliza-

tion in the coming years. 

Arapahoe Square is situated between 

the high-rise development of the 

Commercial Core and the lower-

density neighborhoods of Curtis 

Park and Five Points.  The south-

western edge of the district is 20th 

Street, which is heavily traveled by 

automobiles going towards I-25 and 

Coors Field.  The northern edge of 

the district is Park Avenue.  It tran-

sitions to Ballpark to the west and 

East Village and Uptown to the south.  

Broadway bisects the district creating 

the triangular building sites where the 

two grids intersect.  

In the 1970s and 80s, much of 

Arapahoe Square was cleared to 

serve as a parking reservoir for 

the Commercial Core, specifically 

between Park Avenue, Welton Street 

and Broadway. It is still dominated by 

surface parking lots and some vacant 

parcels.  The remaining buildings are 

both economically and architectur-

ally diverse, combining urban lofts 

and low-rise neighborhood commer-

cial with warehouses, transportation 

facilities and light industry.  Many 

social service providers are located in 

Arapahoe Square.

The Clements Historic District, Ebert 

Elementary School, and East Village 

reconstruction are key features just 

outside the district.  Light rail transit 

along Welton Street is attracting 

new residential development and 

provides connections between the 

Downtown core as well as Five Points 

and Curtis Park.  FasTracks improve-

ments include extending this line 

north along Downing and converting 

it to streetcar.  The light rail station at 

20th and Welton has begun to attract 

some higher-end housing than previ-

ously existed.

District Strategies

D3. Downtown’s New Neighborhood: 
Arapahoe Square

B5. Grand Boulevards

Vancouver, BC offers many models for developing Arapahoe Square. Pedestrian-scale town houses 

line the street while higher towers are developed in the block interiors (left). Historic buildings are 

preserved alongside new housing and connected via pedestrian-friendly streets (right).
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Arapahoe Square holds vast unre-

alized potential. Its proximity to 

other Downtown districts and the 

historic neighborhoods to the north-

east makes it an ideal location for a 

greater range and greater density of 

uses. However, challenges persist in 

its re-invigoration – particularly on 

surface parking lots – and the concen-

tration of homeless shelters and 

other social services. The perceptions 

and realities regarding social service 

issues must be addressed.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Prepare a small area plan.

Implement Denver’s Road Home program.

Encourage appropriate redevelopment of surface parking lots and other 

underutilized properties.

Identify redevelopment opportunities adjacent to the Welton Street Light 

Rail Transit line.

Implement pedestrian improvements on Broadway, Park Avenue, 21st and 

Curtis streets.

Restore landscaped tree lawns and consider converting selected streets to 

two-way.
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District Strategies

This 3-D model highlights existing (dark green) and 

potential future development (light green) in Arapahoe 

Square.

The Pearl District in Portland, OR, is a former 

industrial site that is now one of the country’s most  

livable urban neighborhoods. Arapahoe Square shares 

similar possibilities.
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   he 2007 Denver Downtown Area Plan provides a Vision, Strategy Framework 

and Action Plan to guide the evolution of Downtown over the next 20 years. Moving forward, 

a combination of market forces and public policies will shape investment and development 

patterns in the city center.

v .  m o v i n g  f o r w a r d

Moving Forward

First, immediate action must be taken toward realizing the 

seven transformative projects.  Simultaneously, other 

strategies and actions, large and small, must be undertaken.

The steps outlined in the plan are intended to be carried out 

by a range of entities, both public and private. Some are rela-

tively easy to undertake, others are more complex and time 

consuming. But they are all realistic and achievable if the right 

forces are brought to bear. It will take concerted, sustained 

partnership among all stakeholders to tackle these initiatives 

and set the course for success.

Just as the planning process is a joint effort of the City and 

County of Denver and the Downtown Denver Partnership, 

these partners must share the responsibility of plan imple-

mentation.  To facilitate the coordinated effort and sustained 

commitment, it is critical that the two entities form a standing 

Downtown Area Plan committee. The committee should have 

the following attributes:

Include leaders and key staff from the City, the 

Partnership and other key downtown organizations;

Remain a workable size (eight to 10 members);

Conduct regular meetings;

Establish measurable goals, priorities and time frames 

for implementation of plan items;

Invite public participation and comment;

Review the Area Plan annually to define success and 

prepare work programs; and

Celebrate and publicize accomplishments.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

T

Committee members should be knowledgeable about the 

plan and its recommendations and be able to steer the 

implementation actions through the political and technical 

challenges that will emerge.  Members should be drawn 

from City Council, the DDP Board, managers of key City 

agencies, the Downtown BID, and City and Partnership 

staff.  Membership can change as needed, and specific 

people may be added to facilitate certain plan actions.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS), was retained by the Housing Authority of the County 
of Sacramento (HACoS) to conduct a residential and commercial market analysis (Market 
Analysis) of the Sacramento River District-Railyards neighborhoods (Study Area).  This Market 
Analysis was undertaken to address the following two primary objectives: 

 Identify major economic opportunities for the Study Area based on economic and land use 
trends, identification of vacant and underutilized parcels, and interviews with key real estate 
professionals and other stakeholders familiar with the Study Area. 

 Estimate the amount of affordable and market-rate rental and homeownership housing 
supportable in the Study Area, as well as estimate the pricing structure for market-rate 
rental and homeownership housing. 

The Market Analysis will be used by HACoS as an important input into the Neighborhood 
Transformation Plan (NTP), a “road map” document that will identify a specific approach to 
transforming the Study Area into a mixed-income and mixed-use community. 

Study  Area  a nd  Marke t  A rea  

All findings contained in this Market Analysis are based on an evaluation of economic conditions 
in the Study Area.  The Study Area is defined as the geographical boundaries of the River 
District Specific Plan and Railyards Specific Plan.  Occasionally, findings in the Study Area apply 
to either the River District or the Railyards but not both.  As such, the individual specific plan 
area is referenced in lieu of “Study Area.”  Refer to Map 1-1 for the context of the Study Area in 
the broader Sacramento Region. 

For the sole purpose of evaluating demand for affordable housing in the Study Area, EPS defined 
a broader affordable housing market area (henceforth referred to as the Market Area).  The 
broader Market Area reflects the fact that demand for—and turnover of—affordable housing 
extends beyond the Study Area.  However, it should be noted this Market Analysis estimates the 
amount of affordable housing supportable in the Study Area by determining how much Market 
Area demand the Study Area can capture.  Map 1-2 shows the precise boundaries of the Study 
Area and Market Area. 

P lann ing  Background  

Transformational planning efforts in the Study Area date back to the formation of the Richards 
Boulevard Redevelopment Area (RBRA)—which was established in 1990 to encourage 
revitalization and infill development adjacent to downtown Sacramento (Downtown)—and 
adoption of the Richards Boulevard Area Plan (now called the River District) and Railyards 
Specific Plans in 1994. 
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With adoption of the City of Sacramento (City)’s 2030 General Plan Update (GPU) in 2009 and 
adoption of superseding River District and Railyards Specific Plans in 2011 and 2007, 
respectively, the City, HACoS, and private entities (Thomas Enterprises, the former master 
developer of the Railyards Specific Plan; and the Inland Real Estate Group of Companies 
[Inland], the current secured lender) have renewed efforts to transform the Study Area from an 
area of disinvestment into a vibrant, mixed-use, infill community.  While these planning 
documents have focused on the Study Area at large, HACoS has sought to revitalize the 
218-unit, severely distressed Twin Rivers public housing development (Twin Rivers), located in 
the River District Specific Plan area.  HACoS’s focus is to revitalize the public housing 
development and provide employment and supportive service opportunities to Twin Rivers’ 
residents and other neighborhood residents, including the proximate homeless population. 

To this end, HACoS received a 2011 Choice Neighborhoods Initiatives (CNI) Planning Grant from 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  HACoS is using this grant to 
fund planning efforts to transform Twin Rivers and the surrounding Study Area into a viable and 
sustainable mixed-income neighborhood, consistent with the vision documented in the GPU and 
Study Area Specific Plans.  As part of these planning efforts, HACoS will prepare a NTP, which 
will summarize the findings of this Market Analysis, as well as the findings of a “community 
assets and gaps analysis” and “resident needs assessment,” prepared by AIM Consulting and LPC 
Consulting Associates, respectively. 

Ex is t ing  C ond i t ions  

Encompassing approximately 1,000 acres of land, with approximately 730 net developable acres, 
the two Specific Plans that comprise the Study Area differ significantly.1  The River District 
Specific Plan envisions the transformation of 773 gross acres of primarily developed land uses, 
while the Railyards Specific Plan envisions the transformation of a 244-gross acre, primarily 
undeveloped, former industrial site. 

As shown in Table 1-1, the River District and Railyards Specific Plans have been approved to 
accommodate 18,500 new residential units; 7.5 million square feet of new retail, office, and 
historic/cultural space; and 3,100 new hotel rooms.2 

                                            

1 Net developable acres are assumed to comprise 550 net developable acres in the River District 
Specific Plan, according to the Specific Plan document adopted February 15, 2011; and 182 acres of 
residential, commercial, and other land uses defined in the October 2007 Railyards Specific Plan 
Financing Plan. 
2 Land use totals exclude existing land uses likely to remain in the River District. 
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Table 1-1 
Study Area Land Use Summary 
 

 

 

River District Specific Plan 

For decades, the River District has been dominated by low-intensity industrial, warehouse, and 
distribution uses.  The district also accommodates a sizable government office and hotel 
presence.  And, there is a small amount of residential development contained in the Twin Rivers 
public housing project and the Dreher-Basler neighborhood in the northeast portion of the 
district. 

The River District is a significant job center in the City, employing between 4,200 and 
6,800 employees in a diverse set of businesses ranging from retail to warehousing.  The River 
District also is home to several long-standing Sacramento businesses, including Downtown Ford, 
one of the largest sales tax revenue generators in the City, founded in 1985; Schetter Electric, 
an electrical consulting, design, and construction firm, established in 1958; Sacramento 
Theatrical Lighting, a full-service theatrical equipment company, established in 1947; and 
General Produce, a wholesale produce company, established in 1933. 

The River District, however, historically has been isolated from other proximate neighborhoods.  
This isolation stems from a limited number of streets connecting the district with Sacramento 
and West Sacramento neighborhoods to the north, south, and west and has constrained private 
investment and redevelopment.  This isolation, along with the district’s proximity to the rivers 
and significant open space (American River Parkway) and a regionally significant cluster of social 
service providers taking advantage of locally available and inexpensive commercial properties in 
the area, have contributed to the sustained presence of a large homeless population. 

Item
Res.
Units Retail Office

Cultural/
Historic

Light
Industrial

Total
Commercial

Hotel
Rooms

Study Area

River District (Total Dev.) 8,100 854,000 3,956,000 0 1,463,000 6,274,000 3,000
Less Existing Uses Likely to Remain [1] 400 384,000 850,000 0 1,463,000 2,697,000 1,000

River District (New Dev. Only) 7,800 470,000 3,106,000 0 0 3,576,000 2,000

Railyards 10,700 1,385,000 2,028,000 485,000 0 3,898,000 1,100

Total Study Area (New Dev. Only) [2] 18,500 1,855,000 5,134,000 485,000 0 7,474,000 3,100

"sa_lu"

[1]  River District land uses include some existing land uses likely to remain (some existing land uses are envisioned to be demolished).
[2]  Refer to Appendix A for the detailed land uses associated with the adopted River District and Railyards Specific Plans.

Commercial Sq. Ft.

Source: February 15, 2011 Adopted River District Specific Plan; May 4, 2010 River District Public
Facilities Financing Plan; August 20, 2007 Public Review Draft Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan; November 2007 Railyards Public 
Facilities Financing Plan; EPS.

Note: Land use totals are rounded; River District land use totals may not sum because of rounding.
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The social service facilities in the district include emergency and transitional housing, medical 
services, counseling and mental health services, and food distribution and meal service 
facilities.3  While these services are integral for providing assistance to economically 
disadvantaged populations, the concentration of services, particularly along North 12th Street 
(Loaves & Fishes; Women’s Empowerment; Salvation Army), contributes to increased debris 
primarily stemming from the provision of meals, and existing residents’ and property/business 
owners’ concerns related to personal safety. 

In recent years, numerous public improvements have been completed to address the River 
District’s historical isolation and improve connectivity between the River District, Railyards, and 
existing neighborhoods in Sacramento’s central core.  However, the blight, and real and 
perceived personal safety issues, related to the large homeless population persist.  As discussed 
in this report, this condition is of major importance as the City attempts to attract private 
investment to the area. 

Additional recent public improvements have centered on accommodating new vertical 
development in Township 9, a fully-entitled 64-acre mixed-use project that is integral to 
continuing the district’s transformation.  At buildout, Township 9 is anticipated to accommodate 
2,350 housing units, 840,000 square feet of office space, and 145,000 square feet of retail.4  
The City has placed a high priority on the successful development of Township 9 and has 
envisioned it as the future “heart of the River District.”  Significant public monies, including 
funding through the State of California (State) Proposition IC, State Housing and Community 
Development (HCD) Gold Catalyst, Sacramento County Measure A (a sales tax to fund roadway 
and transit improvements), and Federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) American 
Recovery and Investment Act (ARRA) have helped fund backbone infrastructure so the project 
can break ground in 2013 with 180 residential units and 10,000 square feet of retail 
development. 

Railyards Specific Plan 

Following adoption of the Railyards Specific Plan, the master developer, in conjunction with the 
City, acquired Federal and State funding and committed local funding to commence initial 
infrastructure improvements related to environmental clean-up, new roadways and utilities, and 
the first phase of the Railyards intermodal project, known as the track relocation project.  The 
City was awarded funding to begin the second phase of the intermodal project, which will 
renovate the existing, historic Sacramento Valley Station, one of the busiest rail stations in the 
nation.  The final phase of the intermodal project will commence based on acquiring requisite 
funding and will include various intermodal transportation facility improvements.  The three-
phase intermodal project will open up land for new transit-oriented residential and commercial 
development directly adjacent to Downtown. 

                                            

3 Excerpted from the River District Specific Plan, adopted by City Council on February 15, 2011. 
4 Development totals from City of Sacramento and Township 9 Web site:  www.t9ontheriver.com/ 
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As part of an initial phase of vertical construction, Inland is in discussions with residential 
developers, the City, and the State HCD to develop approximately 1,100 residential units—
comprising a combination of market-rate and affordable units—on multiple parcels.5 

Inland also is continuing discussions with State Parks on development of a State Railroad 
Technology Museum in one of the “Central Shops” structures.  At the time of this study, the 
potential, primary catalytic driver of the Railyards Specific Plan, a sports facility, appears to have 
receded.  Instead, the State Railroad Technology museum has the potential to serve as the 
primary catalytic driver of the Railyards, especially given its proximity to a concentration of 
public improvements and Downtown Sacramento. 

There are several issues precluding residential development in the near-term, including 
completion of necessary infrastructure; residential density requirements dictated by the City and 
HCD, which increase building construction costs and corresponding gap financing; and finally, a 
lack of gap financing required to allow a developer to achieve a requisite profit margin.  That is, 
even if the necessary infrastructure improvements were in place today, affordable housing 
development would require public subsidies, and market-rate housing development, at the 
densities stipulated by the City and HCD, would not be financially feasible for a developer, given 
current and near-term prospects for unit prices and rents. 

Summary of Obstacles Currently Facing the Study Area 

There are several real and perceived obstacles that must be addressed before attracting 
significant additional private investment to the Study Area. 

The River District must overcome obstacles including its current image as an industrial and 
commercial district, replete with contamination issues that may preclude residential development 
on some current and former industrial sites; its concentration of social service facilities, sizable 
homeless population, and associated blight; infrastructure deficiencies related to a planned 
intensification of commercial and residential land uses; relative isolation from other City 
neighborhoods; and existing economic conditions that fail to incentivize many business and 
property owners to sell or develop their land for new residential and mixed-use projects. 

In the Railyards, these obstacles are consistent with the development of many large, master-
planned communities.  Continued environmental remediation and construction of backbone 
infrastructure will be required to prepare parcels for vertical development.  In addition, to 
support the creation of values that sufficiently exceed costs and return a requisite developer 
profit, commercial and residential appeal must be bolstered by creating a sense of place through 
development of the Central Shops and other amenities.  Currently, market lease and sales rates 
pose major challenges to development feasibility without additional public subsidies. 

Both the River District and Railyards will need to focus on developing the elements of a desirable 
urban neighborhood to attract new residents.  Elements of a desirable urban neighborhood 
include proximate neighborhood-serving shops, restaurants, and services; safe and inviting 
streets; a safe and effective multimodal circulation network; safe and well-maintained public 
parks, open space, and schools; and a distinct character manifested through the historical roots 
                                            

5 To meet requirements to acquire remaining State funds awarded to the Railyards, Inland must 
facilitate development of 267 affordable housing units in the initial phase of development. 
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of each specific plan, architectural elements, and private and public amenities.  This dynamic, 
however, presents the classic “chicken versus the egg” scenario.  While some of these elements 
can be achieved before residential development, other elements (such as increasing the amount 
of neighborhood-serving shops, restaurants, and services) will require a creative approach that 
combines an economic development strategy to attract interim or temporary retail options with a 
marketing strategy that attracts urban pioneers.  This concept is discussed further in the final 
chapter of this report. 

Summa ry  o f  F ind ings  

This Market Analysis, which identifies major economic opportunities for the Study Area, 
estimates the amount of affordable and market-rate rental and homeownership housing 
supportable in the Study Area and provides an estimated pricing structure for the market-rate 
housing, resulted in the conclusions described below. 

These conclusions are predicated on addressing numerous obstacles currently facing the Study 
Area as enumerated above.  Potential strategies to address the obstacles are provided in detail in 
the final chapter of this report. 

Socio-Economic Assessment 

 The Study Area is projected to capture a considerable portion of the City’s 
population growth over the next 20 years (through 2035).  Sacramento County is 
projected to add 470,000 new residents by 2035, translating into an average annual growth 
rate of 1.2 percent.  Comparatively, the City is estimated to grow at a faster pace 
(2.1 percent annually), increasing its current population by nearly 70 percent, with a total 
population of about 790,000 residents.  Representing about 10 percent of the City’s growth, 
the Study Area is projected to add about 28,000 residents and 15,000 housing units 
(representing about 80 percent of the 18,500 housing units planned in the Study Area) 
through 2035. 

 Employment growth in the City and Study Area is expected to increase significantly.  
Although employment growth is not anticipated to grow at the same pace as population 
growth over the next 20 years, the City is projected to add about 97,000 new jobs, 
increasing the current estimate of 356,000 jobs to 453,000 jobs by 2035.  The Study Area is 
projected to capture about 12 percent of these new jobs, adding approximately 11,200 new 
jobs through 2035.  New jobs anticipated in the Study Area are nearly equally distributed 
between the River District and Railyards Specific Plans. 

 Substantial population and employment growth suggests increased demand for 
residential and commercial land uses.  The population growth of the City and Study Area, 
coupled with the high likelihood that average household incomes will increase based on the 
introduction of market-rate housing, indicate an increasing demand will exist for 
neighborhood-serving commercial space to meet the retail and services needs of the 
expanding population. 

 The River District is a significant job center in the City, accommodating a diversity 
of commercial and industrial businesses that provide a strong basis for attracting 
additional uses.  The River District employs between 4,200 and 6,800 employees in a 
diverse set of businesses ranging from retail to warehousing.  The River District is also home 
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to several long-standing Sacramento businesses, including one of the largest sales tax 
revenue generators in the City. 

Commercial Market Assessment 

Underpinning the commercial market assessment described below is recognition of the fact that 
there are numerous long-standing, successful businesses currently in operation in the River 
District.  Measures should be taken to ensure they are able to continue to operate in their 
current locations as the district transforms.  As a corollary, this study recognizes that existing 
residents face challenges in securing employment, and future residents—particularly residents of 
affordable housing—will likely face similar challenges.  An objective of successful transformation 
of the district should be to retain and attract a range of employment opportunities that 
encompass the existing and future population’s range of skills. 

Office Development 

 In the River District, office space is likely to accommodate new employment in 
three distinct categories:  government office space, business services office space, 
and neighborhood-serving office space. 

Government office space.  Demand for new government office space specifically will be 
tied to employment growth, where the government sector is anticipated to add 58,400 
employees to the region through 2035.  The Study Area’s close proximity to Downtown 
Sacramento has been cited as a principal reason for recent expansion and relocation of State, 
City, and County government offices; additional expansion and relocations of government 
departments will continue to consider the Study Area for this reason.  However, public and 
private stakeholders in the Study Area, in particular in the River District, should be judicious 
in the further location of public office uses in the district.  While these projects can be high 
value, attractive, and add to the daytime vibrancy of the area, the departure of employees 
leaving at the end of each day does little to add to the 24/7 vibrancy of the District that’s 
necessary to attract clientele during non-standard business hours. 

Business services office space.  Business services, such as architecture, accounting, and 
consulting businesses, may occupy either new or existing office space in the Study Area.  
Existing office space may attract small businesses that want to be located close to Downtown 
Sacramento but require lower lease rates than are available in Downtown.  Business service 
firms also may be attracted to locate in the Study Area, based on potential synergies with 
existing office tenants.  Demand for new business services office space specifically will be 
tied to employment growth, where this sector is anticipated to add nearly 65,000 employees 
to the region through 2035. 

Neighborhood-serving office space.  Following or concurrent with development of 
additional residential land uses in the Study Area, demand for neighborhood-serving office 
space will increase.  Neighborhood-serving office space (e.g., medical office space) 
specifically will be tied to population growth in the Study Area and, potentially, the expansion 
of national health care, if it proceeds as currently envisioned. 

 In the long-term, the Railyards has the opportunity to attract large-scale, regional-
serving office uses.  The Railyards has been approved to accommodate a significant 
amount of office development:  approximately 2.0 million square feet.  The Railyards’ 
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location directly adjacent to Downtown Sacramento, and its intermodal facility and unique 
land uses associated with the Central Shops, will make it more likely than the River District 
to accommodate large-scale office uses such as a corporate headquarters or educational or 
medical institutions.  These uses will not be developed, however, until office market 
conditions—specifically high office vacancies in Downtown Sacramento—improve. 

Research and Development/Flex Development 

 Existing vacant office and industrial space in the River District could attract new 
Research and Development/Flex Development (R&D/Flex) tenants.  The River 
District could attract tenants similar to the geotechnical and environmental engineering firm 
that recently relocated from West Sacramento to an existing vacant office building in the 
River District.  The firm cited River District assets—including proximity to Interstate 5 (I-5) 
and Downtown, competitive market value, and sufficient space to house current and 
anticipated future office and laboratory functions related to their business—as the reasons for 
relocating to that specific space.  These assets likely will be attractive to new businesses and 
other existing businesses seeking relocation. 

 Given the trends in R&D/Flex space, it is unlikely that any new, speculative 
R&D/Flex development will occur in the near term.  Speculative real estate 
development will require more sustained lease rate appreciation and other positive market 
indicators reflecting a steady and stable increase in demand.  Instead, any new R&D/Flex 
space that does occur may be more likely to serve a specific owner/user.  With the locational 
and market-based assets described previously, it is possible that, in the longer term, the 
River District could attract substantial new speculative R&D/Flex space as supported by 
regional employment growth and the Sacramento Region’s successful attraction of new clean 
technology and life science businesses. 

Retail Development 

 Existing retail establishments in the River District fall primarily into the role of 
serving the broader Sacramento community, and the district should continue to 
serve this important role.  Retail space in the River District comprises a range of 
specialized retail establishments, including home improvement retailers (e.g., plumbing 
fixtures; doors; mattresses; paint; carpet, rug, and flooring; and antique and discount 
furniture), automotive retailers (e.g., new and used car dealership; automobile parts and 
batteries), and food product retailers (e.g., specialty food; bulk food; food distribution).  
Many of these retailers serve an important role, catering to customers in the broader 
Sacramento Region and beyond. 

 The market for new retail development in the River District will be linked to 
population and household income growth in the Study Area and will likely be 
confined to neighborhood-serving retail.  Neighborhood-serving retail is defined as retail 
outlets that provide convenience shopping for the day-to-day needs of consumers in the 
immediate neighborhood (typically serving a trade area of 1 to 3 miles and serving 5,000 to 
10,000 residents).6  Examples of neighborhood-serving retail outlets include a grocery store, 

                                            

6 International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) Shopping Center Definitions:  Basic Configurations 
and Types for the United States, 2004. 
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drug store, and restaurants.  These types of uses are the most desired retail establishments 
among existing residents but require additional households (and accompanying consumer 
expenditures) to support the feasibility of new neighborhood retail in the Study Area. 

 The River District could support about 18,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving 
retail, based on projected population growth through 2020, and about 110,000 
square feet of neighborhood-serving retail by 2035.  These supportable square feet 
estimates are conservative in that they only take into account population growth in the River 
District.  It is possible that additional population growth adjacent to the River District (i.e., 
Railyards and Downtown/Midtown Sacramento) could increase the level of supportable 
neighborhood retail square feet.  However, with the relative isolation of the River District, 
and the potential for retail opportunities in the Railyards and Downtown/Midtown 
Sacramento, this appears to be a reasonably conservative estimate of future supportable 
neighborhood retail square feet. 

 In the Railyards, near-term development of new commercial space likely will be 
limited to intermodal passenger-serving retail uses.  It is anticipated that near-term 
retail development will be confined to intermodal passenger-serving retail uses such as a 
coffee shop or bakery.  The culmination of public intermodal and other infrastructure 
improvements and the potential development of the State Railroad Technology Museum will 
facilitate additional commercial and residential development opportunities when market 
conditions improve. 

Hotel Development 

 Current hotel market conditions, driven by the economic downturn, suggest that 
hotel development in the Study Area may not be feasible for several years.  In the 
Study Area and broader Sacramento Region, a combination of declining occupancy, slowed 
room rate growth, and increasing hotel surplus over the last 2 years is a direct result of the 
economic downturn’s impacts on the hotel industry as a whole.  Based on these performance 
indicators, additional hotel development at this time is not recommended. 

 Demand is likely to exist for new hotel development in the Study Area over the long 
term.  Over the long term, population and employment growth and the adaptive reuse of the 
historic 1912 Jibboom Street Power Station into the Powerhouse Science Center likely will 
prompt renovation of existing hotels in the River District or, potentially, support demand for 
additional hotel development in the Study Area. 

Residential Market Assessment 

Affordable Housing 

 Currently, there is a large unmet demand for affordable housing in the Market Area.  
About 6,000 affordable housing units are located in the Market Area (including the 
forthcoming 7th & H and Hotel Berry projects).  These affordable housing units represent 
units subsidized through the Federal, State, and local affordable housing programs.  Existing 
affordable housing program-funded units in the Market Area capture almost half of household 
demand within the range of 0 to 80 percent Area Median Income (AMI).  Demand not met by 
existing affordable housing program-funded units is equal to approximately 8,000 housing 
units. 
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 The Study Area is projected to support demand for about 100 to 200 affordable 
housing units annually.  Although there is demand for a significantly greater amount of 
affordable housing, this study estimates that the Study Area should reasonably capture a 
small portion of the large unmet demand in the Market Area, which translates into 
approximately 100 to 200 affordable housing units per year and 2,000 to 4,000 affordable 
housing units over the timeframe of this analysis (through 2035).  This capture rate was 
established such that affordable housing reflects 14 to 27 percent of total projected housing 
growth in the Study Area.  Consistent with the City’s Mixed-Income Housing Ordinance, to 
which the Railyards is subject but not the River District, the Study Area should target a mix 
of approximately 15 percent affordable housing, as a percentage of total housing units 
developed. 

 The Study Area could accommodate demand for senior affordable housing.  Both 
nationally and locally, there is evidence of strong demand for senior housing as the Baby 
Boom generation continues to age.  And, factors such as low incomes, issues related to 
potential pension reform and reductions, the loss of net worth from the housing market bust, 
and the rising cost of health care have created an acute need for senior affordable housing in 
the Sacramento Region.  In the near term, this demand could be accommodated in the 
Township 9 and Railyards communities.  In the longer term, the Twin Rivers site could be a 
viable option for senior affordable housing after obstacles currently facing the River District 
are addressed. 

Market-Rate Residential 

 The Study Area is projected to absorb approximately 600 to 700 units annually, 
representing 11,000 to 12,900 residential units through 2035.  Current projections 
estimate an additional 15,000 housing units for the Study Area between 2017 and 2035.  
After accounting for the range of affordable housing projected to occur in the Study Area, 
remaining residential development (market-rate residential) is projected to absorb at a rate 
of 580 to 680 units annually.  Assuming development begins in 2017, this equates to 
approximately 11,000 to 12,900 market-rate units in aggregate by 2035.  Excluding 
approved Township 9 market-rate units, market-rate units elsewhere in the Study Area are 
anticipated to absorb at a rate of 470 to 560 units per year, resulting in 8,900 to 10,700 
additional units by 2035. 

 The proportion of future market-rate homeownership and rental products will likely 
mimic the existing tenure split in the broader Market Area.  The Market Area has an 
existing housing stock that comprises about 25 percent owner-occupied housing and 75 
percent renter-occupied housing.  The Study Area’s tenure split of 90 percent renter-
occupied housing is not likely to apply to future development in the Study Area.  Thus, of the 
remaining market-rate residential units projected in the Study Area (net of affordable 
housing projections and approved Township 9 market-rate units), this study estimates there 
will be demand for approximately 120 to 140 homeownership units (representing 25 percent 
of annual estimates) and 350 to 420 rental units (representing the remainder). 

 Pricing for market-rate residential development in the Study Area will vary greatly 
depending on myriad factors, including location, the residential product type and 
associated project amenities, when the product comes onto the market, and the 
existence of proximate neighborhood services and employment opportunities.  The 
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estimated pricing structure is based on an evaluation of proximate, comparable residential 
ownership and rental projects as provided in Appendix D and Appendix E, respectively.  It 
is important to note that the pricing of the comparable homeownership and rental products 
are located in a desirable neighborhood near neighborhood services and entertainment 
options (Downtown and Midtown Sacramento).  As the Study Area commences its 
transformation, the pricing structure outlined below is likely to remain within the lower 
portion of the range in the near term for both ownership and rental products. 

Residential Ownership Product Pricing.  Based on an evaluation of comparable 
residential ownership projects, it is anticipated that new homeownership projects in the 
Study Area will be valued at a net sales price of about $180 to $220 per square foot initially 
(similar to the Iron Works project in West Sacramento) and up to $300 to $400 per square 
foot (as the Study Area matures), depending on the size, location, and amenities of the 
project. 

Residential Rental Product Pricing.  Based on an evaluation of comparable residential 
rental projects, it is anticipated that new rental projects in the Study Area will have average 
rents ranging from $1,000 to $2,000 per month, depending on the size, location, and 
amenities of the project.  Initially, market rental rates in the River District will likely be 
similar to rental rates at the proximate Globe Mills project where rents are approximately 
$1,000-$1,300 per month ($1.40 to $1.64 per building square foot for 626- to 875-square-
foot units).  To the extent that rental units are larger and proximate to neighborhood retail 
and services, and the City addresses the real and perceived public safety issues, market 
rental rates for projects in the River District have the potential to be slightly higher than 
Globe Mills given projects will be new construction (versus the rehabilitated Globe Mills 
project).  Market rental rates for projects in the Railyards are more difficult to determine 
given the longer timeline of when these types of units will be constructed. 

Transformation Strategy and Recommendations 

The Study Area is an area that will continue to evolve and transform indefinitely.  The 
recommendations and action items presented in this study may require 20 to 40 years to realize, 
especially in light of current regional and localized economic conditions.  The recommendations 
and action items are categorized by the following phases. 

 Phase I: Determine policy actions and prepare key opportunity areas. 
 Phase II: Pursue business and residential development. 

Integral as a component to both phases—and recognizing it is a challenging issue and one that 
has been raised for many years—the City, River District Property and Business Improvement 
District (PBID), and other public and private stakeholders in the Study Area must continue to 
improve the River District’s image, identity, cleanliness, and perceptions of public safety.  
Although less so because of the undeveloped nature of the site, it will be important for the 
Railyards to also focus on its image, identify, and public safety issues (especially along its shared 
boundary with the River District) as it moves forward. 

Phase 1 Recommendations 

As an initial step in the transformation of the Study Area, Phase I recommendations hinge on 
identifying policy actions that address two key issues present in the Study Area: landowner 
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inertia, where landowners are not financially incentivized to redevelop their properties, and 
financial feasibility challenges related to new development’s existing infrastructure burden.  
Specific recommendations include: 

 Enforcing code requirements. 
 Facilitating adaptive reuse of existing structures. 
 Educating key property owners regarding market potential. 
 Updating financing plans and deferring/reducing plan area fees. 
 Providing or facilitating grants and low interest loans. 
 Examining the creation of an infrastructure finance district. 
 Providing technical advice on brownfield strategies. 
 Calibrating zoning, setbacks, and other land use policy inducements. 
 Assisting in assembling larger parcels. 

These recommendations are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  Specific opportunity sites to direct 
these policy actions are illustrated in Map 5-1 in Chapter 5. 

Phase II Recommendations 

The River District enjoys a diversity of commercial and industrial businesses that provides a 
strong basis for attracting additional uses.  As discussed previously, measures should be taken to 
ensure the survival of these existing, viable businesses as the district transforms.  And, as a 
corollary, measures should be taken to retain and attract a range of employment opportunities 
that correspond with the existing and future population’s range of skills.  If the perception of 
public safety improves and physical improvements are implemented as planned, prospects are 
good for attracting new cost-sensitive users in a wide variety of economic sectors.  As such, 
Phase II recommendations include retaining and pursuing specific nonresidential land uses as 
enumerated above under the commercial assessment findings. 

Phase II recommendations also include identifying and building the components of a viable 
residential neighborhood.  The attraction of residential uses could arguably be a top priority for 
the River District.  However, this analysis recognizes that major residential development is fully 
programmed for the Railyards and Township 9.  Between these two projects, a wide variety of 
residential development will be offered, with the Railyards occupying the upper end of the pricing 
spectrum overall, as a result of required densities and other factors including amenities and 
proximity to other districts. 

Outside of these two projects, there will be several additional niche opportunities to build 
housing.  A key void in the market at the present time appears to be the lower-middle-income 
price point, with substantial demand reported anecdotally among affordable housing developers 
for both rental and ownership housing.  High-end urban housing will not pencil at this time, and 
affordable product, while important, needs to be offset with other product types to ensure a 
healthy and vibrant mixed income community. 

Chief among the near-term opportunities is the Twin Rivers site.  In conjunction with the Twin 
Rivers site, the North 16th Street Historic District is an excellent candidate to create a third point 
of interest (in addition to the Railyards and Township 9), particularly in light of the potential for a 
complete streets design concept for North 12th street.  This project is a very high priority, owing 
to its role as an excellent gateway to the City.  However, the effectiveness of capital deployment 
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(public or private) relies on an effective approach to addressing the impacts of homelessness and 
concentration of social service providers in this area. 

In addition, residential population-serving amenities, shops, and other conveniences are largely 
non-existent, other than social service providers oriented to the homeless.  As the Study Area 
develops, public and private stakeholders should collaborate in attracting interim or temporary 
retail options.  In addition, successful transformation into a vibrant mixed-use neighborhood will 
require focusing on building the elements of a desirable urban neighborhood, including 
development of: safe and inviting streets; safe and well-maintained parks and open space; 
competitive schools; and a strategy to address land uses that do not comport with the long-term 
vision outlined in the specific plans. 

Repor t  Orga n iza t ion  

Following this introductory chapter, this report is organized into four additional chapters.  
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Study Area, including the planning efforts undertaken to 
date and existing conditions and other factors influencing future development potential.  
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 summarize EPS’s assessment of local commercial and residential real 
estate markets, respectively, within the larger context of the Sacramento Region.  Finally, 
Chapter 5 summarizes recommendations and action items regarding specific economic 
development opportunities for the Study Area. 

In addition, this report contains the following appendices: 

 Appendix A—Study Area Land Use Summaries 
 Appendix B—Demographic and Economic Framework 
 Appendix C—Affordable Housing Project Listing 
 Appendix D—Comparable Market-Rate Ownership Projects 
 Appendix E—Comparable Market-Rate Rental Projects 
 Appendix F—Interviews Conducted for Study 
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2. STUDY AREA OVERVIEW 

Transformational planning efforts in the Study Area date back to formation of the RBRA, which 
was established in 1990 to encourage revitalization and infill development adjacent to 
Downtown, and the adoption of the Richards Boulevard Area Plan (now called the River District) 
and Railyards Specific Plans in 1994.  Since that time, the City has adopted superseding River 
District and Railyards Specific Plans, and public and private entities are collaborating to continue 
revitalization efforts.  This chapter presents the land use vision approved as part of each specific 
plan and discusses the existing conditions and other factors affecting near-term and longer term 
development potential in the Study Area. 

Study  Area  Spec i f i c  P la ns  

The City has focused long-range planning efforts on developing several major planning areas, 
including the contiguous River District and Railyards Specific Plan areas.  These two Specific 
Plans were adopted by the City in 2011 and 2007, respectively, to develop area-specific policies, 
programs, and regulations consistent with the City’s 2030 GPU.  The Twin Rivers Project, the 
subject of the CNI grant, is located in the eastern portion of the River District, along Richards 
Boulevard and North 12th Street—both of which are major arterial roadways in the district. 

The Study Area is located at the confluence of the American River (to the north) and Sacramento 
River (to the west) and directly north of Downtown Sacramento and the existing Alkali Flats and 
Mansion Flats neighborhoods.  The majority of the Study Area is located to the east of I-5, 
although a portion of the River District west of I-5 contains a notable amount of highway-
commercial development.  Refer to Map 1-1 for a depiction of the Study Area within the context 
of the greater Sacramento Region and Map 1-2 for a depiction of the Study Area boundaries and 
location of the Twin Rivers Project.7 

The River District Specific Plan area encompasses 773 acres of primarily developed land, while 
the Railyards Specific Plan envisions the transformation of a 244-acre primarily undeveloped 
industrial site.  At the time of this study, the Railyards Specific Plan area largely has been 
remediated but, when completed, the level of remediation will preclude ground floor residential 
uses throughout, requiring concrete parking podiums or commercial uses at ground level.  This is 
a more expensive product format that will require higher price points and lease rates than would 
otherwise be needed to achieve feasibility. 

  

                                            

7 Map 1-2 also contains the boundary of the Market Area, which was delineated for the purpose of 
assessing the demand for affordable housing but also is used throughout the report to provide context 
regarding real estate metrics relative to the Study Area. 
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Combined, the Study Area encompasses nearly 1,000 acres of land, with approximately 720 net 
developable acres.8  Additional information regarding the land uses envisioned for each specific 
plan is provided in the sections below. 

River District Specific Plan 

Based on information presented in the 2011 Adopted River District Specific Plan (Specific Plan) 
prepared by the City, the project comprises about 750 acres in six subareas, which represent 
both historical patterns of development and anticipated future growth.  The six subareas 
identified in the River District are shown in Map 2-1. 

Including existing land uses likely to remain and new proposed development, at buildout, the 
project is anticipated to include more than 8,100 residential units, 850,000 square feet of 
commercial/retail, almost 4.0 million square feet of office, 2 million square feet of industrial, and 
approximately 3,000 hotel rooms.  Excluding land uses likely to remain, new development in the 
River District is envisioned to comprise nearly 7,800 residential units, 470,000 square feet of 
commercial/retail, 3.1 million square feet of office, and about 2,000 hotel rooms.9  Refer to 
Table A-1 for a detailed summary of land uses envisioned at buildout of the River District 
Specific Plan. 

Railyards Specific Plan 

According to the August 20, 2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan, the Railyards provides for 
high-density mixed-use development and a maximum allowance of a variety of land uses.  As a 
conservative assumption used initially in the 2007 Railyards Financing Plan and now in this 
study, land uses planned in the Railyards Specific Plan include more than 1.5 million square feet 
of new office space, approximately 1.4 million square feet of new retail space, nearly 500,000 
square feet of historic/cultural space, and nearly 11,000 residential units.  An additional 77 acres 
are anticipated to comprise other land uses including parks and open space, transportation, 
public parking, and a proposed Railroad Technology Museum.  The remainder will be dedicated 
for public right-of-way.  Refer to Table A-2 for a detailed summary of land uses envisioned at 
buildout of the Railyards Specific Plan. 

Existing and Proposed Land Uses in Study Area 

Combined, the River District and Railyards Specific Plans envision about 18,500 new residential 
units, 1.9 million square feet of new retail space, 5.1 million square feet of new office space,  

                                            

8 Net developable acres are assumed to comprise 550 net developable acres in the River District 
Specific Plan, according to the Specific Plan document adopted February 15, 2011; and 182 acres of 
residential, commercial, and other land uses defined in the October 2007 Railyards Specific Plan 
Financing Plan. 
9 Estimated new development in the River District includes three approved but not yet fully 
constructed Planned Unit Developments (PUDs):  Township 9, Continental Plaza, and Discovery 
Centre.  The Discovery Centre PUD was repealed, however, as part of the Specific Plan approval 
process. 
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485,000 square feet of rehabilitated historic and new cultural space in the Railyards Specific 
Plan, and about 3,100 new hotel rooms.  Table 2-1 summarizes the buildout conditions 
envisioned for the Study Area (representing buildout of both the River District and Railyards 
Specific Plans).  It should be noted that these land uses were based on reasonable assumptions 
of market demand at the time the plans were conceived; because large-scale redevelopment 
projects such as the River District and Railyards typically take a very long time to build out, 
actual land uses may vary based on changing market conditions over time. 

Ex is t ing  C ond i t i ons  and  Fa c to rs  A f fec t ing  Loca l  
Marke t  Dynamics  

Transformation of the Study Area is inextricably linked to several existing conditions and other 
factors that will influence future development potential.  Existing conditions and other factors 
vary significantly in each specific plan and are thus addressed separately below. 

River District Specific Plan 

Existing Mix of Land Uses 

The River District contains between 4,200 and 6,800 employees employed at a diverse set of 
businesses ranging from retail to warehousing.  The River District is home to several long-
standing Sacramento businesses, including Downtown Ford, one of the largest sales tax revenue 
generators in the City founded in 1985; Schetter Electric, an electrical consulting, design, and 
construction firm established in 1958; Sacramento Theatrical Lighting, a full-service theatrical 
equipment company established in 1947; and General Produce, a wholesale produce company 
established in 1933. 

The district is generally characterized by three dominant land use types: low-intensity industrial 
land uses, government office uses, and social service uses.  Together, these uses have shaped 
the physical urban environment, economic conditions, and challenging public perceptions that 
persist despite significant past and ongoing public investment.  These land uses, and their 
implications for future development in the district, are discussed below. 

It should be noted that another major land use type in the River District is the presence of nine 
hotels concentrated along I-5.  This land use is not discussed in detail in this section.  EPS has 
concluded that the hotels in the River District, although oriented toward the budget traveler, are 
appropriately sited in the district, adjacent to a heavily travelled freeway, and are expected to 
continue functioning in their existing capacity and potentially bolstered by continued 
revitalization of the district (i.e., the Powerhouse Science Center, described in detail later in this 
chapter).  A more detailed assessment of the hotel market in the Study Area is provided in 
Chapter 4. 

Low-Intensity Industrial Uses.  For decades, the River District has been dominated by low-
intensity industrial, warehouse, and distribution uses.  Today, numerous parcels in the River 
District still contain economically viable light industrial businesses.  Many of the owners of 
existing light industrial businesses in the River District either own their parcels outright or are 
generating sufficient revenues to cover their mortgage payment, or are leasing the land and 
generating sufficient revenues for the parcel’s landowner. 



Table 2-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Study Area Land Use Detailed Summary 

Residential

Land Use [1] Units
Retail
Sq. Ft.

Office
Sq. Ft.

Light 
Industrial

Cultural/
Historic
Sq. Ft. 

Total
Sq. Ft.

Hotel
Rooms

Residential / Residential Mixed Use
Residential Only (R) 32.0 2,174 - - - - - -
Residential Commercial Mixed Use (RCMU) 53.9 2,460 1,092,513 491,000 - 322,560 1,906,073 600
Residential Mixed Use (RMU) 97.1 12,064 321,008 - - - 321,008 500
Subtotal Residential 183.0 16,698 1,413,521 491,000 - 322,560 2,227,081 1,100

Commercial Uses / Commercial Mixed Use
Commercial (C) 16.7 - 220,485 - - - 220,485 -
Office/Mixed Use (OMU) 77.5 - 97,650 3,633,428 - - 3,731,078 -
Office/Residential Mixed Use (ORMU) 54.3 1,698 208,720 1,856,874 - - 2,065,594 -
Hotel Commercial (HC) 29.4 1 80,086 - - - 80,086 3,044
Light Industrial Residential Mixed Use (LIRMU) 61.6 391 45,156 - 864,113 - 909,269 -
Light Industrial Mixed Use (LIMU) 65.7 84 173,661 2,898 599,207 - 775,766 -
Subtotal Commercial 305.3 2,174 825,758 5,493,200 1,463,320 - 7,782,278 3,044

Other Land Uses
Open Space 42.4 - - - - - - -
Transportation Use [2] 29.0 - - - - - - -
Railroad Technology Museum 3.9 - - - - 162,830 162,830 -
Parking/Public Uses 3.4 - - - - - - -
Total Other Land Uses 78.6 - - - - - 162,830 -

Total Land Uses [3] 567.0 18,872 2,239,279 5,984,200 1,463,320 485,390 10,172,189 4,144

Less Existing Land Uses to Remain [4] 386 384,000 850,000 1,463,320 - 2,697,320 1,006

Total New Land Uses 567.0 18,486 1,855,279 5,134,200 - 485,390 7,474,869 3,138

"lu"

Source: November 2007 Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan; May 4, 2010 River District Public Facilities Financing Plan; EPS.

[1]  This represents a potential buildout scenario based on the land use summaries used in each Specific Plan's Financing Plan and reasonable assumptions 
   of market demand.  Actual land use mix and development sequencing will be determined by market conditions. 

[2]  Includes the Intermodal Station, Passenger Facilities, and Depot Plaza in the Railyards Specific Plan.
[3]  Acreage does not reflect total gross acres. Acreage not shown comprises right-of-way and non-developer owned land.
[4]  Some existing land uses in the River District will be demolished and replaced by new land uses.  This line item reflects existing land uses that are not
      expected to be demolished, and therefore varies from the existing land uses outlined in the River District Specific Plan document.  Existing land uses  
      to remain provided by the City of Sacramento Planning Department.

Study Area

BUILDOUT

Total
Acres

Nonresidential

Prepared by EPS 11/27/2012 P:\122000\122067 Twin Rivers Commercial and Res Market Analysis\Models\122067 M1 10.16.12.xls

20
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While not prescriptive, it should be noted that the River District Specific Plan envisions the 
eventual demolition and replacement of approximately 3.6 million square feet of industrial uses, 
or approximately 70 percent of the existing 5.1 million square feet of industrial space.  However, 
because of the economic realities described above, many landowners containing industrial 
businesses are not compelled to sell their land and will not be compelled to sell until either the 
business is no longer viable, investors are willing to pay at or above the capitalized future income 
stream of the business, or public monies are obtained to supply the differential between what an 
investor is willing to pay and what the property may be worth.  As discussed in the final chapter 
of this report, this land owner “inertia” may be partially overcome with specific policies and 
economic strategies intended to reduce inherent redevelopment risks. 

The intent of the River District Specific Plan is to allow existing industrial uses to continue 
operating, and will not prematurely induce the relocation of these existing uses.  Given the 
economic realities described above and Specific Plan goal and policy of continuing to allow these 
nonconforming land uses (Goal LU 5; Policy LU 5a), the Specific Plan’s intended transition of 
70 percent of existing industrial land uses will likely occur over a very long timeframe, possibly 
requiring more than 20 years. 

Government Office Uses.  The River District accommodates a considerable government office 
presence, with public administration employment comprising 24 percent of all employment in the 
Study Area.10  Several large government tenants occupy office space in the River District 
including the following State of California tenants: the California Printing Plant; the State 
Telecommunications Division; the California Highway Patrol; and the California Lottery.  The 
County of Sacramento and City of Sacramento also house several of their departments in the 
River District, including the County Comprehensive Alcoholism Treatment Center; the County 
Sheriff Department’s Work Release Facility; and City of Sacramento Police and Community 
Development Departments.  With this conglomeration of governmental tenants, along with its 
proximity to Downtown, the District has the potential to attract similar State, County, or City 
tenants. 

However, there are some drawbacks to allowing additional government office tenants to buy or 
lease in the River District.  Principally, government tenants are exempt from paying property 
taxes which, although a City General Fund revenue source, could be used to fund additional 
services (e.g., public safety) in the district.  In addition, government employees tend to adhere, 
in general, to strict business hours, thereby not contributing to increased activity during non-
business hours in the same way that employees of private enterprise might.  Increased activity—
that is, increasing the number of people interacting in a neighborhood, and specifically on the 
street, as posited by Jane Jacobs and adopted as accepted practice by most urban planners, is 
essential to continually monitor the neighborhood so that abnormalities can be addressed 
immediately.11  To this point, Downtown Sacramento’s government district has been observed as 

                                            

10 Refer to Table B-6 in Appendix B for a listing of Study Area businesses by general industry 
classification and their respective employees. 
11 Jane Jacobs was an American-Canadian writer and urban planning activist best known for her book, 
The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961), in which she advocated: mixed uses, activating 
streets at different times of the day; short blocks, allowing high pedestrian permeability; buildings of 
various ages and states of repair; and density. 
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a “ghost town”, and indeed, efforts are presently under way to implement strategies to diversify 
the its uses, with a near-term opportunity to re-evaluate the positioning and uses of the 
Downtown Mall.12 

Connectivity to Downtown and other Neighborhoods 

The Sacramento and American rivers, the levee system and railroad tracks along the southern 
border of the River District Specific Plan, and the undeveloped Railyards Specific Plan have 
contributed to the relative isolation of the River District.  The isolation of the River District, along 
with the limited number of streets connecting the River District with Sacramento and West 
Sacramento neighborhoods to the north, south, and west, has hindered private investment and 
redevelopment and contributed to the sustained presence of a large homeless population.13 

In recent years, numerous public improvements have been completed to address the River 
District’s historical isolation and improve connectivity between the River District, Railyards, and 
existing neighborhoods in Sacramento’s central core.  In 2004, 7th Street was extended to 
connect the River District to Downtown through the future Railyards.  In 2012, the City 
completed the Richards to Railyards Access Project, which is an interim project to expand the I-
5/Richards Boulevard interchange off-ramps; expand Richards Boulevard between Jibboom 
Street and Bercut Drive to improve capacity; add bike lanes to portions of Richards Boulevard, 
Bercut Drive and Jibboom Street; enhance pedestrian walkways and improve roadway crossings; 
and install landscaping and streetscaping for beautification.  All improvements are considered 
“interim” as more elaborate and expansive intersection and roadway changes are planned after 
2020, as the River District and Railyards are built out.14 

Non-automobile connectivity has also been improved with light rail and bicycle/pedestrian 
access.  The Regional Transit (RT) Green Line Light Rail extension was completed in 2012 
connecting the River District with the future development in Railyards, Downtown, and other 
destinations served by RT.  The new light rail station is located in the center of the River District 
at the future Township 9 project on Richards Boulevard.  The Green Line is envisioned to 
eventually extend from the River District to the Sacramento International Airport, with an 
additional stop planned in the River District on Sequoia Pacific Boulevard.  Based on a 2006 RT 
station study, the River District Specific Plan contains plans to construct a Blue Line station on 
North 12th Street, increasing connectivity to the destinations served by that route.  These new 
stations are expected to influence future land use patterns as transit stations can facilitate 
different types of development patterns (i.e., higher-density transit-oriented development 
[TOD]) than currently present in the River District. 

The Two Rivers Trail, which was completed in 2006, improved bicycle and pedestrian access from 
the River District to neighborhoods and cities extending well beyond the City of Sacramento.  
The Two Rivers Trail improvements were along the American River levee from State Route 160 
(SR 160) to Tiscornia Park.  The Two Rivers Trail connects with the American River Parkway, 

                                            

12 Vincente, Steve.  “Downtown Sacramento: Weekend Ghost Town.” Sacramento Press.  November 
15, 2009. 
13 Ibid. 
14 City of Sacramento, Richards to Railyards Access Project Media Advisory, May 23, 2012. 
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which spans from Old Sacramento (and further south along the Sacramento River) to the City of 
Folsom (and further north along the American River). 

Social Service Uses.  The River District is home to a high concentration of social service 
facilities that provide aid to the poor and homeless populations.  These services include 
emergency and transitional housing, medical services, counseling and mental health services, 
and food distribution and meal service facilities.15  While these services are integral for providing 
assistance to economically disadvantaged populations, the concentration of services, particularly 
along North 12th Street (Loaves & Fishes; Women’s Empowerment; Salvation Army), contributes 
to increased debris in the neighborhood (stemming primarily from the provision of meals) and 
existing residents’ and property/business owners’ concerns related to personal safety.  This 
concentration of social service facilities—and the role the facilities play in attracting a large 
disadvantaged population—has had and will continue to have a major influence in attracting 
future residential and commercial development to the River District, especially new or 
rehabilitated development located adjacent to existing facilities. 

Key Recent and Proposed Future Public Infrastructure Projects 

Over the past decade, the City has invested more than $250 million in key public infrastructure 
projects to foster revitalization of the River District.  RT and the State HCD also invested monies 
in key public infrastructure projects.  These key public infrastructure projects, some of which 
were identified in the previous section, include the following improvements. 

 Green Line Light Rail extension (2012). 

 Richards to Railyards Access project (2012). 

 Township 9 backbone streets (2012). 

 Robert T.  Matsui Waterfront Park (2007). 

 Richards Boulevard and SR 160 signalized intersection improvements (2007). 

 Two Rivers Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail (2006). 

 7th Street extension connecting the River District to Downtown and the future Railyards 
(2004). 

 Sacramento River Intake Structure (2004). 

 Richards Boulevard Widening Project, which widened Richards Boulevard to 5 lanes between 
North 7th Street and North 12th Street (2001). 

Future public investments, as identified in the River District Specific Plan, will continue to shape 
private development opportunities.  In particular, key public investments will facilitate private 
residential and neighborhood-serving commercial opportunities by reducing investor risks and 

                                            

15 Excerpted from the River District Specific Plan, adopted by City Council on February 15, 2011. 
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changing public perceptions of the district associated with resolving infrastructure deficiencies.  
Key planned investments are summarized below.16 

 Future Light Rail station at Sequoia Pacific Boulevard (Green Line) and potential 
future Light Rail station at North 12th Street (Blue Line).  Projected to begin 
construction in 2017, the future Green Line station on Sequoia Pacific Boulevard is 
anticipated to serve as the gateway into the River District via the future Downtown Natomas 
Airport Light Rail Line.  Per the River District Specific Plan, the station is intended to be a 
defining feature of the Sequoia Pacific Boulevard Area (one of the district’s six subareas) and 
will facilitate the development of transit-oriented commercial uses, initially, and potential 
higher-density residential uses in the longer term. 
 
A 2006 station study conducted by RT identified the potential need for an additional station 
on the Blue Line in the River District.  The recommended location along North 12th Street is 
adjacent to the current Twin Rivers Project.  At the time of this study, the North 12th Station 
is merely a potential station.  However, development of this station, in conjunction with 
redevelopment of the Twin Rivers Project and anticipated funding for implementation of the 
North 12th Complete Street Plan, could present the opportunity to develop a cohesive transit-
oriented development project.17 

 Other key infrastructure improvements.  Other key improvements identified in the River 
District Specific Plan and by City staff include major roadway and intersection improvements, 
rehabilitation and expansion of the Sacramento River Water Treatment Plant (SRWTP) 
(planned in 2013), development of the North 7th Street median which will contain a pathway, 
benches and water feature representing the River District’s connection to the American and 
Sacramento rivers, and the creation of about 30 acres of additional parkland in the district.  
A significant addition to the River District’s parkland is the Township 9 park which is planned 
to be constructed in 2013 and include a 2,500-seat amphitheater. 
 
As stated previously, roadway and intersection improvements will continue to strengthen 
public perceptions of the district and reduce investor risks while improving circulation 
throughout the district and connectivity with adjacent neighborhoods.  Specifically, the 10th 
Street undercrossing is an important circulation improvement that will provide an additional 
connection between the River District and the central city street grid. 
 
Development of parkland – specifically the Township 9 park- while tied to additional 
residential development, will aid significantly in transforming the district into a neighborhood.  

                                            

16 This is not a comprehensive list of all improvements identified to support proposed development in 
the River District and Railyards Specific Plans, but rather a list of key public improvement projects that 
will facilitate private development and improve the overall quality of the Study Area. 
17 The City of Sacramento was recently awarded a Transportation Planning Grant (Environmental 
Justice Grant) to develop the North 12th Complete Street Plan to make North 12th Street a complete 
street with safety, accessibility, energy efficiency, and aesthetic improvements for all modes of travel.  
This Plan is intended to be consistent with other area and regional plans to improve accessibility, 
safety, air quality, affordable housing for low income residents, and economic opportunities.  The City 
will apply for separate grant funding to implement the North 12th Complete Street Plan. 
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The key to parks’ role in transforming the district into a desirable neighborhood, however, 
will be to ensure adequate levels of ongoing maintenance and public safety services. 

Recent Public and Private Development Projects 

Recently, the River District has witnessed an influx of new or expanded employment 
opportunities, which may provide options for synergistic relationships with new development as 
the River District continues to transform.  These tenants include those described below. 

 Speculative renovation of a major warehouse structure on North 10th Street (2012).18 

 New Greyhound Bus Terminal facility located at 420 Richards Boulevard (2011). 

 Redevelopment of the California Lottery headquarters located at 600 North 10th Street 
(2011). 

 Relocation of MatriScope Engineering Laboratories, a local provider of geotechnical 
engineering, construction inspection and material testing services to the River District 
(601 Bercut Drive) (2010). 

 Development of Continental Plaza I & II (office space housing the California Highway Patrol), 
located at 601 North 7th Street (2009). 

 Discovery Centre (office project housing the City Police and Community Development 
departments) located at 300 Richards Boulevard (2001). 

Future Public and Private Development Projects 

Several approved development projects will continue to transform the Study Area and test the 
market for additional development.  These key development projects are detailed below. 

 Township 9.  Located at North 7th Street and Richards Boulevard to the north of the new 
Richards Boulevard Light Rail station and to the south of the American River, Township 9 is 
planned as a 64-acre mixed-use development project.  At buildout, Township 9 will comprise 
approximately 2,350 housing units, 840,000 square feet of office space and 145,000 square 
feet of urban retail.19  

 The Powerhouse Science Center.  The existing 1912 Jibboom Street Power Station is 
planned to be preserved and adapted as the 60-year old Discovery Museum Science & Space 
Center on Auburn Boulevard in the City transforms into the new Powerhouse Science Center.  
Next to the existing power station building, a new facility, the Earth and Space Sciences 
building will feature a 150-seat, full-dome planetarium capable of displaying movies or star 
programs replicating the night sky.  It will also house the Challenger Learning Center—a 
simulated space program developed in coordination with NASA that allows students to have a 
hands-on science and space exploration experience.20 The Powerhouse Science Center will be 

                                            

18 This renovation is notable because it was a speculative renovation (i.e., not renovated for a 
particular tenant).  This structure is currently being leased by Party Concierge, a prominent business 
that has resided in the River District since 1978. 
19 Development totals from the City of Sacramento and Township 9 website.  www.t9ontheriver.com/ 
20 Powerhouse Science Center website.  www.powerhousesciencecenter.org 
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located in between the Sacramento River and I-5, and will promote revitalization of existing 
uses, namely hotels, and spur tourist-oriented commercial uses in the Jibboom Street 
subarea. 

Railyards Specific Plan 

Following the adoption of the Railyards Specific Plan, Thomas Enterprises and now Inland, in 
conjunction with the City, acquired Federal and State funding and committed local funding to 
commence initial infrastructure improvements related to environmental clean-up, new roadways 
and utilities, and the first phase of the Railyards intermodal project known as the track relocation 
project. 

The track relocation project has moved and realigned existing railroad tracks 500 feet north 
thereby paving the way for new transit-oriented residential and commercial development directly 
adjacent to Downtown.21 With the first phase of the intermodal project nearing completion, the 
City was awarded Federal funds in June 2012 to continue transformation of the Railyards with 
the second phase of the intermodal project: renovation of the existing, historic Sacramento 
Valley Station, the seventh busiest rail station in the nation.  Improvements to the station are 
intended to improve functionality as an intermodal transportation hub, accommodating 
passengers of Amtrak, Sacramento RT’s light rail and bus lines, as well as automobile and bicycle 
commuters.  With more than 1.7 million passengers passing through the station annually, the 
improvements are projected to spur an estimated 5 percent increase in near-term ridership and 
serve four times the number of passengers that are projected by 2035.22 The final phase of the 
intermodal project will commence based on acquiring requisite funding and will include various 
intermodal transportation facility improvements.  Refer to Figure 2-1 for the phased 
components of the intermodal project. 

As part of an initial phase of vertical construction, Inland is in discussions with residential 
developers, the City, and the State HCD to develop approximately 450 residential units—
comprising a combination of market-rate and affordable units—on multiple parcels.23 Inland is 
contemplating two distinct marketing strategies with regard to developing these residential units:  
(1) selecting multiple developers to develop each parcel independently; or (2) selecting one 
master developer to develop all parcels.  However, there are several issues precluding actual 
residential development in the near term, including the completion of 5th and 6th streets and 
Railyards Boulevard, which are anticipated to commence this year (2012) and be completed in 
the Spring of 2014; residential density requirements dictated by the City and HCD, which 
increase building construction costs and corresponding gap financing; and finally, a lack of gap 
financing required  

                                            

21 City of Sacramento, Department of Transportation.  Director’s Office & Business Services, 
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility 
www.cityofsacramento.org/transportation/director/sitf/index.html 
22 U.S.  Department of Transportation, 2012 Transportation Investments Generating Economic 
Recovery (TIGER) awards.  www.dot.gov/tiger/fy2012tiger.pdf 
23 To meet requirements to acquire remaining State funds awarded to the Railyards, Inland must 
facilitate development of 267 affordable housing units in the initial phase of development. 
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to allow a developer to achieve a requisite profit margin.  That is, even if the necessary 
infrastructure improvements were in place today, affordable housing development would require 
public subsidies, and market-rate housing development, at the densities stipulated by the City 
and HCD and achievable market rents, may not be financially feasible for a developer given 
current and near-term market conditions. 

Inland is also continuing discussions with State Parks on the development of a State Railroad 
Technology Museum in one of the “Central Shops” structures.  At the time of this study, the 
potential, primary catalytic driver of the Railyards Specific Plan, a sports facility, appears to have 
receded.  Instead, the State Railroad Technology museum has the potential to serve as the 
primary catalytic driver of the Railyards, especially given its proximity to a concentration of 
public improvements and Downtown. 

Although the first phase of the intermodal project will create land for commercial and residential 
development around the Sacramento Valley Station and adjacent to Downtown, near-term 
development of new commercial space will likely be limited to intermodal passenger-serving 
retail uses such as a coffee shop or bakery.  However, the culmination of public intermodal and 
other infrastructure improvements and the potential development of the State Railroad 
Technology Museum will facilitate additional commercial and residential development 
opportunities when market conditions improve. 

In the interim, it will be important for the City and Inland to continue to prepare “shovel ready” 
sites by reducing investor risk through additional first phase infrastructure investments and 
ensuring flexible zoning as it relates to density, building height, and parking requirements.  In 
addition, the City, Inland, and other stakeholders should pursue temporary and potentially 
permanent uses that create interest in the Railyards.  As discussed in the Urban Land Institute 
(ULI) Daniel Rose Fellowship Program City Study Visit Report, events related to arts and culture, 
sports and wellness, and educational and entertainment, surrounding and capitalizing on the 
unique sense of place imparted by the Central Shops structures could generate interest in the 
Railyards site as well as provide the opportunity for revenue generation.24 Ambitious ideas such 
as hosting the X Games or an international conference on green technology—an economic 
industry sector on which the City and Sacramento Area Commerce & Trade Organization 
(SACTO) have focused heavily—should be earnestly evaluated.  These events and ideas could 
stimulate the creation of permanent uses—large-scale uses such as a corporate headquarters, or 
educational or medical institutions—that further catalyze development in the northern portion of 
the Specific Plan and adjacent River District. 

 

                                            

24 “Redeveloping the Railyards to Strengthen the Urban Core.” Urban Land Institute, Daniel Rose 
Center for Public Leadership in Land Use.  January 24-28, 2011. 
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3. COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT 

Revitalization of the Study Area will be primarily driven by new commercial development 
accommodated in both existing and new commercial space, supplemented by mixed-income 
residential development.  Based on conversations with stakeholders and technical expertise in 
similar projects, EPS concludes that 1) a combination of additional commercial development and 
public investment, and 2) an improvement in existing conditions related to the homeless 
population, social service providers, and associated blight in the River District, is necessary to 
change perceptions, reduce risks, and create subsequent opportunities for market-rate 
residential development in the Study Area.  Additional details regarding the demand for 
residential real estate are provided in Chapter 4. 

Future commercial development in the Study Area will be tied to both local and regional 
employment growth, dependent on the Sacramento region’s success in attracting new employers 
to the area.  As described in more detail in the Demographic and Economic Overview provided in 
Appendix B, SACOG projects the Study Area will add approximately 11,200 jobs over the period 
2010 through 2035, equaling an average annual growth of about 450 jobs per year.  This growth 
represents a little more than 10 percent of the nearly 100,000 jobs that are projected in the City 
through 2035, and 3 percent of employment growth in the 6-county Sacramento region.25 

In the Study Area, new employment opportunities will vary greatly with respect to the two 
Specific Plans.  The River District Specific Plan area is primarily developed and will offer 
piecemeal development opportunities on vacant and underutilized parcels as well as on parcels 
with existing functioning businesses in the long-term.  Substantial new commercial development 
is likely to be delayed until existing market and site conditions improve, as discussed in the 
previous chapter.  To the extent that Township 9 can initiate residential development in advance 
of other economic development, by virtue of its scale and resulting ability to avoid the perception 
pitfalls discussed throughout this report, the project may be able to offer commercial and other 
services to River District residents before other areas. 

Comparatively, the Railyards Specific Plan, which is primarily undeveloped and situated directly 
adjacent to Downtown, offers a substantial amount of land that will be well-suited for larger 
development opportunities in the long term (10 to 20 years) such as a corporate headquarters, 
an educational or medical-related campus, or a sports venue.  However, significant investment in 
the Railyards Specific Plan area must occur for these employment opportunities to transpire.  In 
the short term (5 to 10 years), employment opportunities in the Railyards Specific Plan will be 
catalyzed by initial public infrastructure investments (e.g., Sacramento Intermodal 
Transportation Facility; new roadways including 5th, 6th, and 7th streets) and the State Railroad 
Technology Museum, and will likely be smaller, retail and office development projects near these 
investments. 

                                            

25 The 6-county Sacramento Region includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba 
Counties. 
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This chapter summarizes commercial market performance trends in the Study Area, as well as 
the broader Market Area and selected cities in the Sacramento region for the office, R&D/Flex, 
retail, and hotel sectors, and provides conclusions regarding community development prospects 
in the Study Area.26 Because the Railyards Specific Plan is still in the site development phase 
and several issues remain unknown, it is difficult to provide further information regarding its 
commercial development prospects.  Thus, this chapter primarily focuses on commercial 
development opportunities in the River District. 

Of f i ce  Marke t  Cond i t i ons  

Table 3-1 shows the leasable office space inventory in the Study Area and other selected 
geographic areas throughout the Sacramento region.  As shown, the City currently contains 
approximately 55.0 million square feet of office space, or 73 percent of all leasable office space 
in the County.  In recent years, the Study Area has added office inventory to its historically 
predominant supply of light industrial land uses, although this amount is a small fraction of the 
City’s total office space.  As shown, the Study Area contains approximately 900,000 square feet 
of office space accounting for less than 2 percent of total leasable office space in the City. 

The current inventory of office space in the Study Area can be characterized as a mixture of 
recently constructed Class A space (e.g., California Lottery; Discovery Centre; Continental 
Plaza), and older Class B/Class C office space, which is generally considered lower quality 
relative to the proximate Downtown office market and outlying office markets such as Roseville 
and Folsom.  Existing office space houses a variety of office industry tenants, including public 
administration; finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE); social service; and other primarily 
small-scale business service tenants (e.g., legal, health, educational services). 

As of second quarter 2012, the vacancy rate of office space in the Study Area is 8.6 percent.  As 
shown in Table 3-2, the vacancy rate in the Study Area has remained relatively stable over the 
last few years, following high vacancy rates from 2006 through 2009 (vacancy of approximately 
35 to 50 percent); as speculative office space in the Study Area was leased up by public agency 
tenants (the City and County), vacancy rates decreased substantially, hovering between 
7.3 percent and 8.6 percent since second quarter 2010.  In comparison, the office vacancy rate 
in the City is 15.1 percent as of second quarter 2012, continuing an upward trend from an 
11.5-percent vacancy rate in 2006.  Further, office buildings near the Study Area surrounding 
the Downtown Plaza retail mall have a high vacancy rate of 15.0 percent—well above the 
Downtown average of 9.6 percent—with more than 550,000 square feet currently or imminently  

                                            

26 It is important to note that the amount of development in each commercial land use category 
exerts a strong influence on the market performance indicators.  That is, because the Study Area 
contains a limited amount of commercial development relative to commercial development in entire 
cities, performance indicators such as vacancy and lease rates are highly sensitive to even small 
changes in the market (e.g., one building vacancy).  As such, the market performance trends of 
selected cities are intended to provide context, and may not be directly comparable, to Study Area 
trends. 



Table 3-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Office Market Inventory: Leasable Square Feet (2006-2012)

Difference
Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 2006-2012

Study Area 946,186 946,186 946,186 946,186 854,186 854,186 905,776 (40,410)
% of City 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 1,295,478 1,403,078 1,496,534 1,545,846 1,620,909 1,620,909 1,620,909 325,431
Folsom 3,907,460 4,158,021 4,233,489 4,485,275 4,524,196 4,604,196 4,609,391 701,931
Market Area [2] 27,266,275 27,388,736 27,827,236 2,788,418 28,177,039 28,936,623 29,226,391 1,960,116
Rancho Cordova 7,463,127 7,490,207 7,533,207 7,751,378 7,751,378 7,751,378 7,823,378 360,251
Roseville 8,522,771 8,898,252 9,482,029 9,511,507 9,511,507 9,511,507 9,504,895 982,124
Sacramento 53,030,967 53,366,612 53,849,864 54,519,624 54,872,636 54,983,883 55,016,776 1,985,809
West Sacramento 1,978,833 1,978,833 1,978,833 2,397,833 2,397,833 2,397,833 2,391,833 413,000
Sacramento County 71,613,009 72,338,728 73,041,129 74,230,158 74,697,154 74,888,401 74,979,774 3,366,765

"inv_office"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 
[2]  The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a 
      boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

Office Inventory: Leasable Sq. Ft. [1]

Office
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Table 3-2
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Office Market Vacancy (2006-2012) [1]

Market Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. %

Study Area 460,911 48.7% 310,817 32.8% 363,535 38.4% 336,719 35.6% 62,478 7.3% 71,163 8.3% 77,628 8.6% 240,464 25.7%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 197,858 15.3% 332,393 23.7% 297,250 19.9% 362,195 23.4% 413,415 25.5% 388,496 24.0% 315,353 19.5% 329,566 21.6%
Folsom 446,950 11.4% 518,202 12.5% 527,107 12.5% 789,849 17.6% 704,726 15.6% 833,038 18.1% 685,186 14.9% 643,580 14.7%
Market Area [2] 3,508,465 12.6% 3,347,484 12.0% 3,231,780 11.5% 3,082,205 10.7% 3,451,581 11.8% 3,506,651 12.0% 465,428 11.3% 2,941,942 11.7%
Rancho Cordova 955,121 12.8% 912,477 12.2% 820,296 10.9% 1,348,499 17.4% 1,272,212 16.4% 1,471,153 19.0% 1,608,224 20.6% 1,198,283 15.6%
Roseville 1,270,045 14.9% 1,641,137 18.4% 2,135,202 22.5% 2,437,417 25.6% 2,512,987 26.4% 2,479,117 26.1% 2,241,616 23.6% 2,102,503 22.5%
Sacramento 6,117,038 11.5% 6,285,056 11.8% 6,081,174 11.3% 7,147,026 13.1% 7,446,811 13.6% 8,074,843 14.7% 8,308,129 15.1% 7,065,725 13.0%
West Sacramento 436,326 22.0% 299,925 15.2% 318,095 16.0% 351,832 14.7% 454,950 19.0% 223,679 9.3% 213,338 8.9% 328,306 15.0%
Sacramento County 8,456,140 11.8% 8,790,627 12.2% 8,612,630 11.8% 10,704,932 14.4% 11,079,984 14.8% 12,174,764 16.3% 12,150,463 16.2% 10,281,363 13.9%

"vacancy_office"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1] Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

2006 2Q 2007 2Q

[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

2010 2Q

Office

2011 2Q 2012 2Q Average2008 2Q 2009 2Q
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vacant.27  Other large office markets in the region—Roseville and Folsom—also have witnessed a 
general trend of increasing vacancy rates over the last 6 years, with current, high vacancy rates 
at 23.6 and 14.9 percent, respectively. 

Table 3-3 depicts net absorption trends for key markets in the Sacramento Region.28 As shown, 
the Study Area incurred positive net absorption totaling approximately 190,000 square feet (or 
27,000 square feet on average annually) since 2006.  In comparison, the City and County as a 
whole incurred negative net absorption of nearly 450,000 and 170,000 square feet since 2006, 
respectively.  Other major office markets in the region including Roseville and Folsom witnessed 
positive net absorption of about 80,000 and 600,000 square feet total over the same period. 

Consistent with national economic recessionary conditions, average asking lease rates for office 
space in a majority of cities in the Sacramento region have declined since 2006.29 The current 
average annual lease rate in the larger Market Area, which includes Downtown, is the highest in 
the region at $2.04 per square foot.  Although lease rates in the Market Area spiked significantly 
higher in 2008 and 2009, current rates have effectively held steady since 2006.  West 
Sacramento witnessed a 1.6 percent increase in average lease rates from $1.49 in 2006 to $1.64 
in 2012, although this average rate remains one of the lowest in the region.  While newer office 
markets including Roseville, Folsom and Elk Grove witnessed sizable lease rate declines from 
2006 to 2012, the average lease rate in the Study Area fell by the highest rate over this period, 
at more than 4 percent per year and is the lowest rate compared to other regional markets at 
$1.32 per square foot.  Refer to Table 3-4 for additional information on trends in average asking 
lease rates for office development. 

Office Market Prospects for Study Area 

Based on a review of the office market performance indicators and employment trends in the 
region, discussions with real estate professionals and other stakeholders contacted in conjunction 
with this study, and a field survey of the Study Area, new office development can be expected to 
occur in the following categories as described below. 

 Government office space.  New office space, in particular larger office buildings akin to the 
California Lottery building, may be constructed to accommodate State or other local (City, 
County) government departments.  Demand for new government office space will be tied 
specifically to employment growth, where the government sector is anticipated to add 58,400 
employees to the region through 2035.  The Study Area’s close proximity to Downtown has 
been cited as a principal reason for recent expansion and relocation of State, City, and 
County government offices; additional expansion and relocations of government departments 
will continue to consider the Study Area for this reason. 

                                            

27 Anderson, Mark.  “Vacancy Rates are high in buildings around Downtown Plaza.” and “What Mall 
Makeover Could Mean to Downtown.” Sacramento Business Journal, August 24, 2012. 
28 Net absorption is the square feet leased in a specific geographic area over a fixed period-of-time 
after deducting space vacated in the same area during the same period.  Source: The Center for 
Commercial Real Estate (www.cfcre.com). 
29 Average asking lease rates reflect full-service rates, or gross rent including janitorial and 
maintenance service costs. 



Table 3-3
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Office Year-to-Date Net Absorption (2006-2012)

Market 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [1]

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area (161,116) 119,220 (17,731) 315,392 (112,254) 47,930 (2,475) 26,995

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 92,572 90,934 25,985 33,147 (2,219) 25,499 68,008 47,704
Folsom 239,504 (35,922) 140,180 138,321 (4,415) 83,970 36,282 85,417
Market Area [2] (236,052) 450,629 380,020 808,198 (396,049) 268,213 25,859 185,831
Rancho Cordova 80,150 304,105 (102,234) (137,154) (207,031) (66,957) (2,551) (18,810)
Roseville 237,312 (137,843) (72,973) (160,178) 25,227 123,585 64,858 11,427
Sacramento (35,176) 559,002 163,739 (166,474) (645,962) (192,508) (128,249) (63,661)
West Sacramento 142,135 (44,923) 15,392 376,702 144,711 4,972 (7,862) 90,161
Sacramento County 316,818 889,068 36,112 (193,446) (1,146,530) (163,056) 91,998 (24,148)

"absorp_office"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1] Includes 2012 year-to-date data as of 2nd quarter.
[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See 
     Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

Office
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Table 3-4
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Office Market Average Asking Lease Rates - Full Service (2006-2012) [1] [2]

Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area $1.71 $1.71 $1.42 $1.59 $1.19 $1.26 $1.32 -4.22%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove $2.45 $2.46 $2.47 $2.23 $2.11 $2.02 $2.01 -3.25%
Folsom $2.05 $2.10 $2.20 $2.04 $1.92 $1.87 $1.82 -1.96%
Market Area [3] $2.06 $2.14 $2.38 $2.22 $2.13 $2.04 $2.04 -0.16%
Rancho Cordova $1.67 $1.76 $1.78 $1.75 $1.70 $1.63 $1.61 -0.61%
Roseville $2.16 $2.29 $2.18 $1.99 $1.90 $1.80 $1.72 -3.73%
Sacramento $1.88 $1.98 $2.11 $1.95 $1.88 $1.79 $1.71 -1.57%
West Sacramento $1.49 $1.68 $1.65 $1.65 $1.68 $1.57 $1.64 1.61%
Sacramento County $1.87 $1.96 $2.06 $1.92 $1.84 $1.74 $1.68 -1.77%

"lease_office"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1]  Full service lease rates include the base rent plus taxes, insurance, maintenance, and utilities.
[2]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 
[3] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South 
     Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

Office
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 Small, business services office space.  Business services, such as architecture, 
accounting, and consulting businesses may occupy either new or existing office space in the 
Study Area.  Existing office space may attract small businesses that want to be located close 
to Downtown but require lower lease rates than are presently available in Downtown.  
Business service firms may also be attracted to locate in the Study Area based on potential 
synergies with existing office tenants.  Demand for new business services office space will be 
tied specifically to employment growth, where this sector is anticipated to add nearly 65,000 
employees to the region through 2035. 

 Neighborhood-serving office space.  Following or concurrent with development of 
additional residential land uses in the Study Area, demand for neighborhood-serving office 
space will increase.  Neighborhood-serving office space (e.g., medical office space) will be 
specifically tied to population growth in the Study Area. 

Indus t r ia l  R&D/F lex  Marke t  C ond i t ions  

Table 3-5 depicts the inventory of R&D/Flex space in the County and selected jurisdictions in 
the region.30 The County contains 12.6 million square feet, with the City containing more than 
half of this land use (7.5 million square feet of R&D/Flex space).  Of the City’s R&D/Flex space, 
the Study Area contains about 290,000 square feet, representing about 4.0 percent of total 
R&D/Flex space in the City. 

A review of regional vacancy rates indicates a challenged market for this land use.  Industrial 
market equilibrium occurs at a vacancy rate of approximately 10 percent.  Below a vacancy rate 
of about 8 percent, the market is considered a “seller’s market,” whereby increased rental 
activity and robust occupancy levels drive rent levels higher.  Conversely, a market with a 
vacancy rate above 13 percent is considered a “buyer’s market” where tenants drive rent levels 
downward. 

The vacancy rate for R&D/Flex space in Sacramento County is about 20 percent, as shown in 
Table 3-6.  Vacancy rates for the County have remained relatively static at around 20 percent 
for the past several years, indicating a prolonged buyer’s market.  Comparatively, the Study 
Area has a vacancy rate of 13 percent, down from high vacancy rates of 25 to 35 percent 
observed since 2006.  This volatility, however, is based on the limited amount of R&D/Flex space 
in the Study Area and a corresponding high degree of sensitivity to tenancy changes.  For 
example, a total of nearly 50,000 square feet was absorbed in the Study Area in 2008, 
representing approximately one-sixth of the entire market for R&D/Flex space in the Study Area. 

                                            

30 Although a subcategory of industrial development, Research & Development (R&D)/Flex 
buildings are versatile, combining office, research and development, sales-service, light 
industrial, and certain types of assembly and distribution uses.  R&D/Flex buildings may also 
serve as business incubator, high-technology and biotechnology, and showroom space.  At least 
half of the rentable area of an R&D/Flex building is typically used as office space. 



Table 3-5
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
R&D/Flex Market Inventory: Leasable Square Feet (2006-2012)

Difference
Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 2006-2012

Study Area 249,126 249,126 290,508 290,508 290,508 290,508 290,508 41,382
% of City 3% 3% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 363,169 363,169 363,169 363,169 363,169 363,169 363,169 0
Folsom 823,799 823,799 823,799 823,799 823,799 823,799 823,799 0
Market Area [2] 1,301,882 1,301,882 1,343,264 1,343,264 1,343,264 1,343,264 1,343,264 41,382
Rancho Cordova 1,924,454 1,924,454 1,924,454 1,924,454 1,924,454 1,924,454 1,924,454 0
Roseville 1,717,367 1,808,253 1,808,253 1,826,605 1,826,605 1,826,605 1,826,605 109,238
Sacramento 7,268,698 7,448,018 7,567,750 7,576,870 7,576,870 7,516,870 7,516,870 248,172
West Sacramento 1,242,857 1,242,857 1,372,932 1,372,932 1,372,932 1,372,932 1,352,932 110,075
Sacramento County 12,439,842 12,619,162 12,738,894 12,717,880 12,717,880 12,601,980 12,601,980 162,138

"inv_flex"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 
[2]  The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See 
      Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

R&D/Flex Inventory: Leasable Sq. Ft. [1]

R&D/Flex
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Table 3-6
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical R&D/Flex Market Vacancy (2006-2012) [1]

Market Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. %

Study Area 73,213 29.4% 62,226 25.0% 101,618 35.0% 47,801 16.5% 48,909 16.8% 61,017 21.0% 37,822 13.0% 61,801 22.4%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 122,754 33.8% 108,633 29.9% 93,211 25.7% 104,264 28.7% 128,655 35.4% 69,929 19.3% 51,372 14.1% 96,974 26.7%
Folsom 500 0.1% 2,370 0.3% 3,354 0.4% 0 0.0% 7,880 1.0% 37,362 4.5% 31,480 3.8% 11,849 1.4%
Market Area [2] 222,941 17.1% 196,713 15.1% 261,747 19.5% 248,315 18.5% 291,997 21.7% 298,460 22.2% 268,154 20.3% 255,475 19.2%
Rancho Cordova 154,782 8.0% 161,412 8.4% 220,811 11.5% 332,897 17.3% 376,542 19.6% 425,421 22.1% 464,756 24.2% 305,232 15.9%
Roseville 62,557 3.6% 163,502 9.0% 248,116 13.7% 282,958 15.5% 286,318 15.7% 236,757 13.0% 218,215 11.9% 214,060 11.8%
Sacramento 874,181 12.0% 1,094,629 14.7% 1,210,168 16.0% 1,369,102 18.1% 1,477,759 19.5% 1,566,023 20.8% 1,559,140 20.7% 1,307,286 17.4%
West Sacramento 51,342 4.1% 91,066 7.3% 288,045 21.0% 321,741 23.4% 280,730 20.4% 297,344 21.7% 229,958 17.0% 222,889 16.4%
Sacramento County 1,785,789 14.4% 2,074,127 16.4% 2,174,140 17.1% 2,399,295 18.9% 2,616,634 20.6% 2,618,224 20.8% 2,604,246 20.7% 2,324,636 18.4%

"vacancy_flex"

Source: CoStar; EPS. 

[1] Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2012 2Q Average

[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

R&D/Flex

2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q
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Table 3-7 illustrates historical net absorption trends in the Study Area as well as other selected 
markets.  As shown, the City incurred negative absorption of approximately 55,000 square feet 
per year since 2006, while the Study Area has seen positive annual absorption of approximately 
10,000 square feet over this period.   

While absorption trends and vacancy rates reflect some strength in the Study Area, the current 
average lease rate for R&D/Flex space in the Study Area is the lowest in the region.  As shown in 
Table 3-8, the average lease rate is approximately $0.55 in the Study Area, down nearly 8 
percent from $0.82 in 2007.  This negative trend is not uncommon across all submarkets in the 
Sacramento region, although larger submarkets including Roseville and Rancho Cordova 
witnessed smaller declines.  In the region, R&D/Flex space in Folsom and Roseville command the 
highest average lease rate at nearly $1.00 per square foot. 

R&D/Flex Market Prospects for Study Area 

The River District Specific Plan envisions a gradual transition of existing industrial uses, replaced 
by a mix of residential and commercial land uses.  Of these commercial land uses anticipated in 
the River District, the most predominant is office.  While R&D/Flex is a subcategory of industrial, 
it can function more similar to office space than to the historical industrial space located in the 
River District in terms of compatibility with future residential uses and traffic impacts.  And, with 
the River District’s historical role in accommodating industrial development and continued 
accommodation of warehouse/distribution land uses such as General Produce and La Superior, 
the River District is well-suited to accommodate future R&D/Flex tenants. 

In particular, existing vacant office and industrial space in the River District could attract tenants 
similar to the geotechnical and environmental engineering firm that recently relocated from West 
Sacramento to an existing vacant office building in the River District.  The firm cited River 
District assets including proximity to I-5 and Downtown, competitive market value, and sufficient 
space to house current and anticipated future office and laboratory functions related to their 
business as the reasons for relocating to that specific space.  These assets are likely to be 
attractive to new businesses and other existing businesses seeking relocation. 

Given the trends in R&D/Flex space, it is unlikely that any new, speculative R&D/Flex 
development will occur in the near term.  Speculative real estate development will require more 
sustained lease rate appreciation and other positive market indicators reflecting a steady and 
stable increase in demand.  Instead, any new R&D/Flex space that does occur will be constructed 
to serve a specific owner/user.  With the locational and market-based assets described 
previously, it is possible that in the longer term the River District could attract new R&D/Flex 
space as supported by regional employment growth and the Sacramento region’s successful 
attraction of new clean technology and life science businesses. 

Reta i l  Marke t  Cond i t i ons  

As shown in Table 3-9, the Study Area contains 144,000 square feet of retail space, a small 
fraction of the 39.5 million square feet that exists throughout the City.  No additional retail space 
has been added to the Study Area since at least 2006, the earliest data was collected for this 
study.  Since 2006, the County has added approximately 3.3 million square feet and of this total, 
1.3 million square feet has been added within City boundaries.  Of the total retail square footage  



Table 3-7
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical R&D/Flex Year-to-Date Net Absorption (2006-2012)

Market 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [1]

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area (9,356) 24,853 48,750 (6) (10,403) 383 16,572 10,113

Regional Markets
Elk Grove (21,242) 30,460 10,439 (42,560) 38,199 18,538 8,497 6,047
Folsom 5,750 (1,670) (3,354) 2,521 (30,277) (240) 2,240 (3,576)
Market Area [2] (48,027) 37,475 (25,638) (4,483) (11,189) 2,644 (7,654) (8,125)
Rancho Cordova 34,139 (4,150) (118,621) (61,448) (46,924) (69,664) 5,949 (37,246)
Roseville 16,816 (19,017) (125,158) 36,723 34,379 2,042 16,571 (5,378)
Sacramento 3,729 41,688 (33,086) (209,785) (308,014) 123,828 (543) (54,598)
West Sacramento 10,867 (3,392) (95,382) (31,159) 47,132 (16,994) 39,561 (7,052)
Sacramento County 72,977 42,803 (110,984) (277,015) (376,836) 121,485 26,989 (71,512)

"absorp_flex"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1] Includes 2012 year-to-date data as of 2nd quarter.
[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  
     See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

R&D/Flex
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Table 3-8
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical R&D/Flex Market Average Asking Lease Rates - NNN (2006-2012) [1] [2]

Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area NA $0.82 $0.80 $0.59 $0.48 $0.55 $0.55 -7.68%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove $1.44 $1.43 $1.25 $1.20 $0.85 $0.72 $0.74 -10.50%
Folsom NA NA $1.30 $1.30 $0.90 $0.90 $0.96 -7.30%
Market Area [2] $0.71 $0.88 $0.89 $0.82 $0.81 $0.77 $0.61 -2.50%
Rancho Cordova $0.77 $1.01 $0.96 $0.76 $0.67 $0.68 $0.68 -2.05%
Roseville $1.07 $1.19 $1.04 $1.00 $0.97 $0.95 $0.97 -1.62%
Sacramento $0.97 $0.96 $0.88 $0.76 $0.71 $0.64 $0.59 -7.95%
West Sacramento $0.72 $0.68 $0.75 $0.68 $0.66 $0.66 $0.60 -2.99%
Sacramento County $0.99 $0.99 $0.91 $0.82 $0.75 $0.67 $0.65 -6.77%

"lease_flex"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1]  Triple Net (NNN) lease rates reflect the base rent only. Tenants are billed separately for taxes, insurance, maintenance, insurance, 
      and utilities costs. 
[2]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

R&D/Flex

[3] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South 
     Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.
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Table 3-9
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Retail Market Inventory: Leasable Square Feet (2006-2012) 

Difference
Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 2006-2012

Study Area 144,294 144,294 144,294 144,294 144,294 144,294 144,294 0
% of City 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 5,330,965 5,718,167 5,745,588 5,978,393 6,012,733 6,012,733 6,012,733 681,768
Folsom 5,233,268 5,507,136 5,609,762 5,615,762 5,610,977 5,665,977 6,043,860 810,592
Market Area 9,546,639 9,992,154 10,030,605 10,050,915 10,132,460 10,146,410 10,136,077 589,438
Rancho Cordova 3,005,159 3,095,242 3,282,283 3,314,662 3,360,662 3,293,173 3,288,173 283,014
Roseville 9,485,773 9,795,549 10,039,864 10,191,952 10,204,952 10,219,575 10,225,325 739,552
Sacramento 38,266,713 38,511,225 39,032,466 39,576,230 39,708,074 39,566,552 39,552,800 1,286,087
West Sacramento 1,986,548 2,233,173 2,233,173 2,315,284 2,378,054 2,392,004 2,387,903 401,355
Sacramento County [1] 65,119,034 66,138,820 67,060,631 67,903,447 68,175,927 68,061,102 68,438,205 3,319,171

"inv_retail"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

Retail Inventory: Leasable Sq. Ft. [1]

[2]  The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a 
      boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

Retail
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in the City, nearly 600,000 square feet has been added in the Market Area.  It is important to 
note that an overwhelming majority of this retail growth in the County (about 85 percent) 
occurred before 2009.  Other strong retail markets in the region—Roseville and Folsom—added 
about 700,000 square feet of space in each city since 2006. 

Table 3-10 shows retail vacancy rates in submarkets throughout the Sacramento region since 
2006.  The small inventory of retail in the Study Area has remained relatively stable with an 
overall vacancy rate of 6.2 percent in the second quarter of 2012.  The average vacancy rates in 
nearly all markets evaluated over the period 2006-2012 range from about 8.0 to 9.0 percent, 
well above what is typically considered to reflect a stabilized retail market (about 4 to 5 percent).  
Only West Sacramento has registered a lower average vacancy rate over the 2006-2012 period 
(about 5.0 percent).  The City of Rancho Cordova has witnessed significant retail vacancy, with a 
current vacancy rate of nearly 23 percent which is likely reflective of older, obsolete retail space. 

The Study Area has incurred a negligible amount of net negative retail absorption since 2006, as 
shown on Table 3-11.  Outside of the Study Area, the City and Market Area incurred net 
positive absorption of approximately 150,000 square feet per year, on average, since 2006.  
Other nearby cities have also experienced generally positive trends in retail absorption during 
this period, with the exception of the City of Rancho Cordova which has seen negative absorption 
of approximately 28,000 square feet of retail space per year on average. 

Table 3-12 shows historical retail lease rates in Sacramento regional submarkets.  As shown, 
lease rates throughout the Sacramento region have been declining at varying trajectories since 
2006, with the notable exception of West Sacramento.  Retail lease rates in West Sacramento 
have risen from $1.16 in 2006 to $1.68 in 2012, which is the highest rate of all nearby 
submarkets, including the historically strong suburban retail markets of Roseville and Folsom, 
and more recently Elk Grove.  Other nearby submarkets including the City and Market Area have 
seen the lease rates decline over this same period.  The Study Area, with data available since 
second quarter 2011 only, has an average lease rate of $1.35 as of 2nd Quarter 2012. 

Retail Market Prospects for Study Area 

Retail space in the River District comprises a range of specialized retail establishments, including 
home improvement retailers (e.g., plumbing fixtures; doors; mattresses; paint; carpet, rug, and 
flooring; antique and discount furniture); automotive (e.g., new and used car dealership; 
automobile parts and batteries); food products (e.g., specialty food; bulk food; food 
distribution); and a limited number of chain and independent restaurants.  The existing retail 
establishments in the River District fall primarily into the role of serving the broader Sacramento 
community and the district should continue to serve this important role. 

The market for new retail development in the River District will be linked to population and 
household income growth in the Study Area and will likely be confined to neighborhood-serving 
retail.  Neighborhood-serving retail is defined as retail outlets that provide convenience shopping 
for the day-to-day needs of consumers in the immediate neighborhood (typically serving a trade  



Table 3-10
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Retail Market Vacancy (2006-2012) [1]

Market Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. % Sq. Ft. %

Study Area NA NA NA NA NA NA 8,900 6.2% 8,900 6.2% 15,051 10.4% 8,900 6.2% 10,438 7.3%

Regional Markets 
Elk Grove 336,072 6.3% 336,072 6.4% 400,553 7.0% 746,762 12.5% 724,291 12.0% 533,294 8.9% 567,305 9.4% 520,621 8.9%
Folsom 194,062 3.7% 418,222 7.6% 395,103 7.0% 536,589 9.6% 535,087 9.5% 495,233 8.7% 680,153 11.3% 464,921 8.2%
Market Area 655,029 1.5% 356,690 n/a 404,564 3.0% 371,676 4.4% 457,084 3.9% 506,220 3.5% 465,428 4.3% 459,527 3.4%
Rancho Cordova 404,428 13.5% 449,793 14.5% 585,511 17.8% 725,856 21.9% 729,531 21.7% 706,119 21.4% 748,360 22.8% 621,371 19.1%
Roseville 888,480 9.4% 504,500 5.2% 618,368 6.2% 910,811 8.9% 1,098,326 10.8% 1,026,674 10.0% 889,625 8.7% 848,112 8.5%
Sacramento 2,889,831 7.6% 2,476,495 6.4% 2,791,068 7.2% 3,441,617 8.7% 4,168,828 10.5% 4,096,312 10.4% 3,929,696 9.9% 3,399,121 8.7%
West Sacramento 74,150 3.7% 37,597 1.7% 85,134 3.8% 126,548 5.5% 159,972 6.7% 168,157 7.0% 140,158 5.9% 113,102 4.9%
Sacramento County [1] 4,659,250 7.2% 4,348,390 6.6% 5,023,914 7.5% 6,844,187 10.1% 7,631,289 11.2% 7,309,207 10.7% 7,375,949 10.8% 6,170,312 9.2%

"vacancy_retail"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1] Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

Retail

[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.

Average2006 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q2007 2Q
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Table 3-11
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Retail Year-to-Date Net Absorption (2006-2012) 

Market 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [1]

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area 0 0 (8,900) 0 (1,532) 1,532 0 (1,271)

Regional Markets
Elk Grove 242,907 420,882 142,263 (270,812) 106,091 172,382 (42,691) 110,146
Folsom (93,264) 294,440 (71,829) (53,445) 89,048 91,091 87,416 49,065
Market Area [2] 549,910 510,938 (32,561) 58,362 (23,873) 1,265 (9,145) 150,699
Rancho Cordova 16,035 49,430 (188,361) 84,866 (137,339) 15,473 (34,674) (27,796)
Roseville 152,054 282,626 74,348 (203,576) (121,565) 168,462 39,943 56,042
Sacramento 674,882 1,298,904 (308,740) (561,677) (126,791) 139,403 (26,842) 155,591
West Sacramento 172,858 285,575 14,951 1,951 41,347 10,143 9,123 76,564
Sacramento County 803,280 2,238,957 (768,073) (1,085,559) (75,948) 518,100 (55,625) 225,019

"absorp_retail"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1] Includes 2012 year-to-date data as of 2nd quarter.

Retail

[2] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South 
     Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.
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Table 3-12
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Retail Market Average Asking Lease Rates - NNN (2006-2012) [1] [2]

Market 2006 2Q 2007 2Q 2008 2Q 2009 2Q 2010 2Q 2011 2Q 2012 2Q 

Average
Annual

% Change
(2006-2012)

Study Area NA NA NA NA NA $1.35 $1.35 NA

Regional Markets 
Elk Grove $2.46 $2.74 $2.41 $2.09 $1.82 $1.67 $1.64 -6.53%
Folsom $2.66 $2.67 $2.47 $2.15 $1.92 $1.72 $1.61 -8.03%
Market Area [3] $1.35 $2.00 $1.90 $1.48 $1.70 $1.39 $1.29 -0.75%
Rancho Cordova $1.29 $1.83 $1.79 $1.58 $1.42 $1.20 $1.00 -4.16%
Roseville $2.16 $2.62 $2.34 $1.98 $1.82 $1.64 $1.51 -5.79%
Sacramento $1.62 $1.78 $1.79 $1.64 $1.52 $1.40 $1.32 -3.36%
West Sacramento $1.16 $1.24 $2.21 $1.87 $1.54 $1.77 $1.68 6.37%
Sacramento County $1.73 $1.93 $1.86 $1.68 $1.53 $1.41 $1.32 -4.41%

"lease_retail"

Source: CoStar; EPS.

[1]  Triple Net (NNN) lease rates reflect the base rent only. Tenants are billed separately for taxes, insurance, maintenance,
      and utilities costs. 
[2]  Reflects data as of the second quarter of each year. 

Retail

[3] The Market Area comprises the Study Area, downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions of West Sacramento and South 
     Natomas.  See Map 1-2 for a boundary of the Study Area and Market Area.
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area of 1-3 miles and serving 5,000-10,000 residents).31 Examples of neighborhood-serving 
retail outlets include a grocery store, drug store, and restaurants.  These types of uses are the 
most desired retail establishment by existing residents but require additional households (and 
accompanying potential consumer expenditures) to support the ongoing operational feasibility of 
new neighborhood retail in the Study Area. 

Nationally, the average amount of all retail in shopping centers on a per capita basis is 
approximately 20 square feet per capita; total retail (in shopping centers and free-standing) 
averages about 45 square feet per capita.32 Market trends indicate, however, that the nation is 
significantly “over-retailed” compared to historical trends and other countries, and this figure is 
likely to trend downward given longer-term economic conditions and the increasing prominence 
of e-commerce.  Given this anticipated downward trend and accounting for neighborhood-serving 
retail only, EPS estimates that a healthy retail market could support about 10 square feet per 
additional resident.  Thus, in the short-term (by 2020), population growth in the River District, if 
realized per SACOG projections, could support about 18,000 square feet of neighborhood retail 
at a minimum (equivalent to a small grocery store).  By 2035, population growth in the River 
District, if realized, could support about 110,000 square feet of neighborhood-serving retail.  
Refer to Table 3-13 for a summary of supportable neighborhood retail square feet in the River 
District.  These supportable square feet estimates are conservative in that they only take into 
account population growth in the River District.  It is possible that additional population growth 
adjacent to the River District (i.e., Railyards and Downtown/midtown Sacramento) could increase 
the level of supportable neighborhood retail square feet.  However, with the relative isolation of 
the River District, and the potential for retail opportunities in the Railyards and 
Downtown/midtown Sacramento, this appears to be a reasonably conservative estimation of 
future supportable neighborhood retail square feet. 

Hote l  Marke t  Cond i t i ons  

Since 2007, the hotel sector has been significantly impacted by recessionary conditions and 
market performance trends across all segments have suffered accordingly.  Table 3-14 provides 
historical information (2006–2012) on the performance of all hotels in the Study Area (including 
hotels categorized as midscale and economy) and, for comparison, midscale-only hotels in the 
Sacramento regional market as reported by Smith Travel Research.33 

As shown, Study Area hotels are characterized by an average room rate of $54, which has 
steadily declined about 25 percent from an average room rate of $72 in 2006.  The hotels in the 
Study Area primarily compete on price, as most are oriented as economy hotels, are located 
outside of Sacramento’s central business district, and do not offer any particularly unique 
locational amenities aside from accessibility to Downtown and I-5.  Not surprisingly, midscale  

                                            

31 International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) Shopping Center Definitions: Basic Configurations 
and Types for the United States, 2004. 
32 ICSC Frequently Asked Questions.  www.icsc.org. 
33 For the purpose of the hotel analysis, the Sacramento regional market includes midscale hotels 
located in the cities of Sacramento, West Sacramento, Woodland, Elk Grove, and Rancho Cordova, as 
well the unincorporated areas of McClellan and Gold River in Sacramento County. 



Table 3-13
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Supportable Neighborhood Retail Square Feet in River District

Item
Short-Term
(by 2020)

Long-Term
(by 2035)

Incremental Population Growth [1] 1,832 10,992

Neighborhood Retail Sq. Ft. per Capita [2] 10 10

Supportable Neighborhood Retail Sq. Ft. (Rounded) 18,000 110,000

"support"

Source: SACOG; ICSC; EPS.

[1]  Based on incremental growth in the River Distirct beginning in 2010. Refer to Table B-7
      for more information.
[2]  Estimated by EPS based on an estimate of neighborhood-serving retail per capita  
      derived from ICSC.

Supportable Neighborhood
Retail Square Feet
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Table 3-14
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Seven-Year Hotel Historical Trends: Study Area

Avg. Annual
% Change

Item 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 [1] (2006 - 2011) [2]

Study Area Hotels [3]

Hotel Rooms 
Rooms Demanded 241,246 230,972 213,579 182,148 191,021 206,428 125,036 -3.1%
Supply of Rooms 358,430 358,430 358,430 358,430 358,430 358,308 358,308 0.0%
Occupancy Rate 67.3% 64.4% 59.6% 50.8% 53.3% 57.6% 60.1% -3.1%

Hotel Revenue [4]
Room Rate $72 $71 $67 $61 $55 $54 $54 -5.5%
RevPAR [5] $49 $46 $40 $31 $30 $31 $32 -8.4%

Sacramento Regional Hotels [6]

Hotel Rooms 
Rooms Demanded 1,196,181 1,214,639 1,184,066 1,063,220 1,110,761 1,119,397 570,238 -1.3%
Supply of Rooms 1,895,010 2,035,822 2,092,225 2,140,604 2,175,044 2,133,040 1,049,253 2.4%
Occupancy Rate 63.1% 59.7% 56.6% 49.7% 51.1% 52.5% 54.3% -3.6%

Hotel Revenue [4]
Room Rate $87 $91 $90 $82 $80 $80 $82 -1.5%
RevPAR [5] $55 $54 $51 $41 $41 $42 $45 -5.1%

"hotel_trends2"

Source: Smith Travel Research, 2012; EPS.

[1]  Reflects data from January through July of 2012.
[2]  2012 excluded because a full year of data is not available.

[4]  Hotel revenue expressed in nominal dollars.
[5]  Revenue per available room.

Hotel

[6]  Hotel market area includes midscale hotels only (with and without food and beverage) located in the cities of Elk Grove,
      Rancho Cordova, West Sacramento, Woodland, and Sacramento.

[3]  Hotel market area includes all 9 hotels (4 of which are categorized as midscale and 5 of which are categorized as economy)
      located in the Study Area.
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hotels in the broader Sacramento region have an average room rate of about $80 and have not 
incurred a pricing decline since 2006 to the extent midscale and economy hotels in the Study 
Area have. 

Occupancy rates for hotels in the Study Area have decreased approximately 3.1 percent per year 
on average, although they have consistently maintained stronger occupancy rates than midscale 
hotels throughout the broader Sacramento area likely because of their location adjacent to a 
heavily traveled interstate.  Revenue per available room (RevPAR), a performance metric used 
by the hotel industry, has decreased by approximately 8.4 percent per year for hotels in the 
Study Area since 2006.  Comparatively, RevPar for midscale hotels in the Sacramento region has 
declined by about 5.0 percent. 

Hotel Market Prospects for Study Area 

Significant levels of sustained growth in average room rates, occupancy levels, and RevPAR will 
likely be necessary before any future hotel development occurs in the Study Area.  Over the long 
term, however, population and employment growth and the adaptive reuse of the historic 1912 
Jibboom Street Power Station into the Powerhouse Science Center will likely prompt the 
renovation of existing hotels or, potentially, support demand for additional hotel development in 
the Study Area. 
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4. RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT 

As described in Chapter 2, the Study Area is envisioned to contain a significant amount of 
residential development.  Approximately 18,500 residential units have been approved as part of 
the Study Area Specific Plans and include a range of product types from high-density residential 
towers and residential mixed-use projects in the Railyards Specific Plan to smaller, compact 
residential projects in the River District Specific Plan.   

Demand for new residential development in the Study Area will depend on new household 
formation, which, in turn, will largely depend on steady and sustained job growth.  For this 
reason, EPS asserts that demand for new residential growth—in particular, market-rate 
residential growth—will be bolstered by and will follow additional commercial development in the 
Study Area and adjacent areas (i.e., Downtown Sacramento).  Future residential development in 
the Study Area also will hinge on the development of viable mitigation strategies to address 
existing Study Area conditions including the homeless population, concentration of social service 
providers, and overall blight. 

Although uncertainties persist regarding the extent to which Study Area-specific conditions and 
ongoing recessionary conditions in the national and Sacramento regional economy will impact 
future residential demand, it is anticipated that a majority of the approved residential units will 
be constructed over the long-term study period of this analysis (through 2035).  Indeed, based 
on SACOG projections, the Study Area is projected to add about 15,000 housing units (about 
80 percent of approved units) and about 28,000 residents through 2035. 

Of the total units to be constructed in the Study Area, the Railyards Specific Plan is subject to 
the City's current Mixed Income Housing Ordinance which stipulates 15 percent of all units must 
be developed to serve low and very low income households.34 The River District Specific Plan is 
not subject to the City’s ordinance, although a specific number of affordable units will be 
constructed as part of State funding requirements for Township 9. 

The remainder of this chapter summarizes EPS’s affordable and market-rate housing 
assessment, providing a preliminary estimate of the amount of both affordable housing and 
market-rate rental and homeownership housing in the Study Area.  This chapter also provides an 
estimated pricing structure for market-rate rental and homeownership housing. 

Af fo rdab le  Hous ing  Assessment  

For the purpose of the affordable housing assessment, EPS established a Market Area, which 
reflects the dynamics of affordable housing demand and turnover in the greater Downtown 
Sacramento area.  The Market Area, as shown in Map 1-2, encompasses the Study Area, 
Downtown and midtown Sacramento bounded by Highway 50 to the south and Business 80 to 
the east, and portions of the South Natomas neighborhood in the City and West Sacramento. 

                                            

34 City of Sacramento Municipal Code Chapter 17.190. 
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The affordable housing assessment relies on demographic data for the Market Area obtained 
from the U.S. Census.  Because the Market Area does not correspond with jurisdictional 
boundaries, the analysis uses 2010 U.S. Census block group-level data. 

As of 2010, the Market Area contained nearly 33,000 households, with an average household 
size of 2.05, and nearly 37,000 housing units, as shown in Table 4-1.  The majority of housing 
units were renter-occupied (67 percent), while 22 percent of housing units were owner-occupied, 
and 11 percent were vacant. 

The following section presents the affordable housing demand analysis of the Market Area and 
the estimated portion that could reasonably be captured by the Study Area.  The affordable 
housing assessment is based on following key data points. 

 An inventory of households by size in the Market Area. 
 HUD income limits based on Sacramento County’s AMI. 
 Affordable monthly rents based on household size and AMI. 
 Housing unit demand determined by household income and household size. 
 The Study Area capture rate. 

 

Affordable Housing Demand Calculations 

To determine demand for affordable housing units by type, the number of renter households in 
the Market Area by household size must be determined.  The composition of renter households 
by size is shown in Table 4-2.  There are approximately 24,800 renter households in the Market 
Area.  One- and two-person households account for approximately 78 percent of households.  
Approximately 22 percent of households are 3-person or larger, representing a smaller 
percentage of total households. 

HUD determines household eligibility based on the AMI.  Limits change annually and are 
determined by location and the socioeconomics of the given community.  The 2012 HUD income 
limits by household for Sacramento County are displayed in Table 4-3.  The median income in 
Sacramento County is $76,100 per year.  For a project catering to households earning 0 percent 
AMI to 80 percent AMI, eligible households earn between $0 per year and $65,800 per year, 
depending on household size. 

The annual income limits shown in Table 4-3, are translated into monthly rents as shown in 
Table 4-4.  Monthly rents assume households spend no more than 30 percent of gross monthly 
income on rent.  Rent limits range from $399 maximum per month to $617 per month for 
households earning less than 30 percent of AMI, with an increase in rent corresponding to an 
increase in household size.  Monthly rents range from $400 to $1,027 for households earning 
between 30 percent and 50 percent of AMI.  Households earning 50 percent to 80 percent AMI 
are able to afford rent between $666 and $1,645 per month. 

Based on 2012 Sacramento County income limits, target households (0 to 80 percent AMI) can 
earn up to $65,799 per year, which corresponds to the shaded area shown in Table 4-5.  Target 
households account for 56.3 percent of renter households in the Market Area. 



Table 4-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market Area Household Tenure

Item 2010

Population 67,451
Households 32,886
Avg. HH Size 2.05

Housing Units 36,875
% Owner-occupied 22%
% Renter-occupied 67%
% Vacant 11%

"tenure"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-2
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market Area Renter Households by Household Size

Household Size Renter HHs % HHs

1-person household 12,978 52.3%
2-person household 6,486 26.1%
3-person household 2,451 9.9%
4-person household 1,398 5.6%
5- or more person household 1,513 6.1%
Total 24,826 100.0%

"hh_size"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-3
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Sacramento County Income Limits, 2012

AMI Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High
$76,100

30% or less $0 $15,999 $0 $18,299 $0 $20,599 $0 $22,849 $0 $24,699
31% - 50% $16,000 $26,649 $18,300 $30,449 $20,600 $34,249 $22,850 $38,049 $24,700 $41,099
51% - 80% $26,650 $42,649 $30,450 $48,749 $34,250 $54,849 $38,050 $60,899 $41,100 $65,799
81% - 100% $42,650 $53,249 $48,750 $60,899 $54,850 $68,499 $60,900 $76,099 $65,800 $82,199
101% - 120% $53,250 $63,899 $60,900 $73,049 $68,500 $82,149 $76,100 $91,299 $82,200 $98,599

"income_limits"

Source: HUD; EPS.

Household Size
2-Person 4-Person 5-Person3-Person1-Person
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Table 4-4
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Sacramento County Rent Limits, 2012

AMI (30%) Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High

30% or less $0 $399 $0 $457 $0 $514 $0 $570 $0 $617
31% - 50% $400 $666 $458 $761 $515 $856 $571 $951 $618 $1,027
51% - 80% $666 $1,066 $761 $1,219 $856 $1,371 $951 $1,522 $1,028 $1,645
81% - 100% $1,066 $1,331 $1,219 $1,522 $1,371 $1,712 $1,523 $1,902 $1,645 $2,055
101% - 120% $1,331 $1,597 $1,523 $1,826 $1,713 $2,054 $1,903 $2,282 $2,055 $2,465

"rent_limits"

Source: HUD; EPS.

Household Size
1-Person 2-Person 3-Person 4-Person 5-Person
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Table 4-5
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Distribution by Household (HH) Size [1]

# Renter 
HHs

1-Person 
HH

2-Person 
HH

3-Person 
HH

4-Person 
HH

5-Person 
HH

Percent of Households 52.3% 26.1% 9.9% 5.6% 6.1%

$0 to $9,999 1,700 889 444 168 96 104
$10,000 to $14,999 2,434 1,272 636 240 137 148
$15,000 to $24,999 3,459 1,808 904 341 195 211
$25,000 to $34,999 3,274 1,711 855 323 184 200
$35,000 to $49,999 3,785 1,979 989 374 213 231
$50,000 to $74,999 4,680 2,446 1,223 462 264 285
$75,000 to $99,999 2,051 1,072 536 203 116 125
$100,000 to $149,999 2,430 1,270 635 240 137 148
$150,000 to $199,999 591 309 155 58 33 36
$200,000 + 422 220 110 42 24 26

24,826 12,978 6,486 2,451 1,398 1,513

Approx. Target Households ($0 - $65,799) 56.3%
12,978 6,486 2,451 1,398 1,513

"income_dist"

Source: US Census; EPS.

Income Range

Total

[1]  Based on 2012 Sacramento County Area Median Income (AMI), target households (0-80%
      of AMI) can earn up to $65,799 per year, corresponding to the shaded area in this table.
      Note that 1-Person and 2-Person households are not shaded in the $50,000-$74,999 income
      range because this income range exceeds 80% of AMI for these households (see Table 4-3).
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Detailed estimates of eligible households based on income and household size are displayed in 
Tables 4-6 through 4-10.  Eligible incomes are 80 percent of AMI and below, or $0 to $65,799 
per year.  There are approximately 14,000 eligible households in the Market Area, as shown in 
Table 4-9. 

It is important to note that while households earning less than 30 percent AMI are included in 
the eligibility calculation, households that fall within this income range have different housing 
needs that are often met with single room occupancy units or housing with on-site social 
services.  A detailed breakdown of eligible households ranging from 31 percent to 80 percent AMI 
is displayed in Table 4-10.  More than 8,800 households, or 35.5 percent of renters in the 
Market Area, are eligible for housing assistance.  The analysis provides a separate estimate of 
households earning 30 percent of AMI and below to reflect the unique needs of that group (refer 
to Table 4-6). 

The recommended unit mix, based on the eligibility calculations for households in 30 percent and 
80 percent AMI, is displayed in Table 4-11.  As stated above, 78 percent of renter households in 
the Market Area are one-person and two-person households.  As a result, the recommended unit 
mix is predominantly composed of one- and two-bedroom units.  EPS recommends that of the 
total units estimated to serve households earning 0 to 80 percent AMI, 48 percent are one 
bedroom units, 37 percent are two-bedroom units, and 14 percent are 3-bedroom units.  Based 
on previous work with affordable housing needs analyses, large households often have greater 
difficulty finding quality, affordable housing.  Therefore, a unit mix that responds to market 
needs would include 40 to 45 percent one-bedroom units; 35 to 40 percent two-bedroom units; 
and, 15 to 20 percent three-bedroom units. 

The demand analysis shows that based on the demographics of the Market Area, there is a large 
unmet demand for affordable housing in the Market Area.  There are about 6,000 affordable 
housing units located in the Market Area (including the forthcoming 7th & H Street and Hotel 
Berry projects), as shown in Table 4-12.35 These affordable housing units represent units 
subsidized through HUD and local affordable housing programs.  Existing affordable housing 
program-funded units capture approximately 40 percent of household demand within the 0- to 
80-percent AMI range.  Demand not met by existing affordable housing program-funded units is 
equal to approximately 8,000 housing units. 

Assuming 45 percent of households move annually, there is demand for approximately 3,600 
affordable units in the Market Area in any given year.  EPS estimates that a reasonable capture 
rate for the Study Area ranges from 3 percent to 6 percent of the 3,600 mobile households, 
representing demand for about 100 to 200 units total annually.  This unit range projected over  

                                            

35 Refer to Appendix Table C-1 for a detailed listing of affordable housing projects in the Market Area 
by program type. 



Table 4-6
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Eligibility Calculation, 0% - 30% AMI

Subject Property 1-Person HH 2-Person HH 3-Person HH 4-Person HH 5-Person HH
Minimum Income $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Maximum Income $15,999 $18,299 $20,599 $22,849 $24,699

Income Distribution Percent Eligible
1 person Households Eligible Total

$0 - $9,999 889 100.0% 889
$10,000 - $14,999 1,272 100.0% 1,272
$15,000 - $24,999 1,808 10.0% 181
$25,000 - $34,999 1,711 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 1,979 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 2,446 0.0% 0
Total 10,106 2,342 23.2%

2 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 444 100.0% 444
$10,000 - $14,999 636 100.0% 636
$15,000 - $24,999 904 33.0% 298
$25,000 - $34,999 855 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 989 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 1,223 0.0% 0
Total 5,051 1,378 27.3%

3 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 168 100.0% 168
$10,000 - $14,999 240 100.0% 240
$15,000 - $24,999 341 56.0% 191
$25,000 - $34,999 323 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 374 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 462 0.0% 0
Total 1,909 599 31.4%

4 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 96 100.0% 96
$10,000 - $14,999 137 100.0% 137
$15,000 - $24,999 195 78.5% 153
$25,000 - $34,999 184 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 213 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 264 0.0% 0
Total 1,089 386 35.4%

5 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 104 100.0% 104
$10,000 - $14,999 148 100.0% 148
$15,000 - $24,999 211 97.0% 204
$25,000 - $34,999 200 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 231 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 285 0.0% 0
Total 1,178 456 38.7%

Total Eligible Households 5,162
Pct. of All Renters 20.8%

"eligibility"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-7
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Eligibility Calculation, 31% - 50% AMI

Subject Property 1-Person HH 2-Person HH 3-Person HH 4-Person HH 5-Person HH
Minimum Income $16,000 $18,300 $20,600 $22,850 $24,700
Maximum Income $26,649 $30,449 $34,249 $38,049 $41,099

Income Distribution Percent Eligible
1 person Households Eligible Total

$0 - $9,999 889 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 1,272 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 1,808 90.0% 1,627
$25,000 - $34,999 1,711 16.5% 282
$35,000 - $49,999 1,979 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 2,446 0.0% 0
Total 10,106 1,910 18.9%

2 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 444 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 636 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 904 67.0% 605
$25,000 - $34,999 855 54.5% 466
$35,000 - $49,999 989 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 1,223 0.0% 0
Total 5,051 1,072 21.2%

3 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 168 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 240 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 341 44.0% 150
$25,000 - $34,999 323 92.5% 299
$35,000 - $49,999 374 0.0% 0
$50,000 - $74,999 462 0.0% 0
Total 1,909 449 23.5%

4 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 96 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 137 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 195 21.5% 42
$25,000 - $34,999 184 100.0% 184
$35,000 - $49,999 213 20.3% 43
$50,000 - $74,999 264 0.0% 0
Total 1,089 270 24.8%

5 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 104 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 148 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 211 3.0% 6
$25,000 - $34,999 200 100.0% 200
$35,000 - $49,999 231 40.7% 94
$50,000 - $74,999 285 0.0% 0
Total 1,178 300 25.4%

Total Eligible Households 4,000
Pct. of All Renters 16.1%

"elgibility2"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-8
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Eligibility Calculation, 51% - 80% AMI

Subject Property 1-Person HH 2-Person HH 3-Person HH 4-Person HH 5-Person HH
Minimum Income $26,650 $30,450 $34,250 $38,050 $41,100
Maximum Income $42,649 $48,749 $54,849 $60,899 $65,799

Income Distribution Percent Eligible
1 person Households Eligible Total

$0 - $9,999 889 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 1,272 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 1,808 0.0% 0
$25,000 - $34,999 1,711 83.5% 1,429
$35,000 - $49,999 1,979 51.0% 1,009
$50,000 - $74,999 2,446 0.0% 0
Total 10,106 2,438 24.1%

2 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 444 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 636 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 904 0.0% 0
$25,000 - $34,999 855 45.5% 389
$35,000 - $49,999 989 92% 907
$50,000 - $74,999 1,223 0.0% 0
Total 5,051 1,296 25.7%

3 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 168 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 240 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 341 0.0% 0
$25,000 - $34,999 323 7.5% 24
$35,000 - $49,999 374 100.0% 374
$50,000 - $74,999 462 19.4% 90
Total 1,909 488 25.5%

4 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 96 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 137 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 195 0.0% 0
$25,000 - $34,999 184 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 213 79.7% 170
$50,000 - $74,999 264 43.6% 115
Total 1,089 285 26.2%

5 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 104 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 148 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 211 0.0% 0
$25,000 - $34,999 200 0.0% 0
$35,000 - $49,999 231 59.3% 137
$50,000 - $74,999 285 63.2% 180
Total 1,178 317 26.9%

Total Eligible Households 4,823
Pct. of All Renters 19.4%

"elgibility3"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-9
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Eligibility Calculation, 0% - 80% AMI

Subject Property 1-Person HH 2-Person HH 3-Person HH 4-Person HH 5-Person HH
Minimum Income $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Maximum Income $42,649 $48,749 $54,849 $60,899 $65,799

Income Distribution Percent Eligible
1 person Households Eligible Total

$0 - $9,999 889 100.0% 889
$10,000 - $14,999 1,272 100.0% 1,272
$15,000 - $24,999 1,808 100.0% 1,808
$25,000 - $34,999 1,711 100.0% 1,711
$35,000 - $49,999 1,979 51.0% 1,009
$50,000 - $74,999 2,446 0.0% 0
Total 10,106 6,690 66.2%

2 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 444 100.0% 444
$10,000 - $14,999 636 100.0% 636
$15,000 - $24,999 904 100.0% 904
$25,000 - $34,999 855 100.0% 855
$35,000 - $49,999 989 92% 907
$50,000 - $74,999 1,223 0.0% 0
Total 5,051 3,746 74.2%

3 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 168 100.0% 168
$10,000 - $14,999 240 100.0% 240
$15,000 - $24,999 341 100.0% 341
$25,000 - $34,999 323 100.0% 323
$35,000 - $49,999 374 100.0% 374
$50,000 - $74,999 462 19.4% 90
Total 1,909 1,536 80.5%

4 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 96 100.0% 96
$10,000 - $14,999 137 100.0% 137
$15,000 - $24,999 195 100.0% 195
$25,000 - $34,999 184 100.0% 184
$35,000 - $49,999 213 100.0% 213
$50,000 - $74,999 264 43.6% 115
Total 1,089 940 86.3%

5 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 104 100.0% 104
$10,000 - $14,999 148 100.0% 148
$15,000 - $24,999 211 100.0% 211
$25,000 - $34,999 200 100.0% 200
$35,000 - $49,999 231 100.0% 231
$50,000 - $74,999 285 63.2% 180
Total 1,178 1,073 91.1%

Total Eligible Households 13,985
Pct. of All Renters 56.3%

"elgibility4"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-10
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Income Eligibility Calculation, 31% - 80% AMI

Subject Property 1-Person HH 2-Person HH 3-Person HH 4-Person HH 5-Person HH
Minimum Income $16,000 $18,300 $20,600 $22,850 $24,700
Maximum Income $42,649 $48,749 $54,849 $60,899 $65,799

Income Distribution Percent Eligible
1 person Households Eligible Total

$0 - $9,999 889 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 1,272 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 1,808 90.0% 1,627
$25,000 - $34,999 1,711 100.0% 1,711
$35,000 - $49,999 1,979 51.0% 1,009
$50,000 - $74,999 2,446 0.0% 0
Total 10,106 4,348 43.0%

2 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 444 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 636 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 904 67.0% 605
$25,000 - $34,999 855 100.0% 855
$35,000 - $49,999 989 91.7% 907
$50,000 - $74,999 1,223 0.0% 0
Total 5,051 2,367 46.9%

3 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 168 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 240 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 341 44.0% 150
$25,000 - $34,999 323 100.0% 323
$35,000 - $49,999 374 100.0% 374
$50,000 - $74,999 462 19.4% 90
Total 1,909 937 49.1%

4 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 96 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 137 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 195 21.5% 42
$25,000 - $34,999 184 100.0% 184
$35,000 - $49,999 213 100.0% 213
$50,000 - $74,999 264 43.6% 115
Total 1,089 554 50.9%

5 person Households Eligible Total
$0 - $9,999 104 0.0% 0
$10,000 - $14,999 148 0.0% 0
$15,000 - $24,999 211 3.0% 6
$25,000 - $34,999 200 100.0% 200
$35,000 - $49,999 231 100.0% 231
$50,000 - $74,999 285 63.2% 180
Total 1,178 617 52.4%

Total Eligible Households 8,823
Pct. of All Renters 35.5%

"elgibility5"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-11
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Unit Composition, 0% - 80% AMI

Household Size 1 BR 2 BR 3 BR
Total 
Units

1-person household 6,690 0 0 6,690
2-person household 0 3,746 0 3,746
3-person household 0 1,152 384 1,536
4-person household 0 235 705 940
5- or more person household 0 0 1,073 1,073
Total 6,690 5,133 2,162 13,985

% of total 48% 37% 15%

"unit_mix"

Source: US Census; EPS.
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Table 4-12
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Estimated Affordable Housing Demand in Study Area, 0% - 80% AMI

Item Assumption 0% - 30% 31% - 50% 51% - 80% Total

Qualified Renter Households 5,162 4,000 4,823 13,985

Existing Affordable Inventory [1] 2,685 1,672 1,672 6,028

Capture Rate of Existing Affordable Units 52% 42% 35% 43%

Remaining Household Demand 2,477 2,328 3,152 7,957

Ten-Year Study Area Capture Rates
Annual Demand [2] 45% 1,115 1,048 1,418 3,581

Study Area Capture Rate Range
Low Estimate 3% 33 31 43 107
High Estimate 6% 67 63 85 215

Study Area Aggregate Demand (2017-2035) 19 yrs
Low Estimate 3% 635 597 808 2,041
High Estimate 6% 1,271 1,194 1,617 4,082

"demand"

Source: EPS.

[2]  Annual household turn over rate.

AMI Level

[1]  Affordable housing inventory in the 0-30% AMI category reflects Public Housing and Section 8 units and inventory in the
      31-50% AMI category reflects LIHTC and Agency Assisted units.  Refer to Appendix C for a detailed affordable housing
      project listing.
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the long-term study period of this analysis represents a total Study Area capture of 2,000 to 
4,100 units.36 The estimated annual and aggregate long-term demand for affordable housing 
units in the Study Area by income category and unit size is summarized in Table 4-13. 

Senior Affordable Housing 

This Market Analysis includes a high-level evaluation of the potential for senior affordable 
housing in the Study Area.  The section below identifies the elements of demand for senior 
affordable housing, establishes the location and amenity characteristics desired by seniors, 
summarizes the services and amenities provided by projects in the Study Area that include 
senior affordable housing, and provides recommendations for locating senior affordable housing 
in the Study Area. 

National Demand 

Nationally, demand for senior housing will continue to increase as Baby Boomers age and seek 
housing options that fit their budgets and diverse lifestyles.37  Based on U.S. Census projections, 
the senior population (aged 65 and older) will grow by 30 million people over the next 20 years, 
representing approximately 20 percent of the national population by 2030.38  Although a large 
majority will desire to remain in their current home, the senior population’s consumption of new 
housing will rise as Baby Boomers seek new options to downsize, accommodate disabilities or 
live in different types of neighborhoods. 

In particular, seniors are choosing to rent or buy housing in cities and town centers where they 
can be in centrally-located neighborhoods that are close to family, friends, and employment 
opportunities.  Key services and amenities in demand by the senior population include proximity 
to public transportation, health care facilities, retail stores (e.g., grocery stores), community 
services, arts, culture, ongoing education, and libraries; pedestrian-friendly and safe streets; and 
an environment conducive to frequent human interaction.39  Ultimately, the senior populations’ 
ability to move into new housing, however, will depend on location, timing, and cost.40 

Specific demographic characteristics of the senior population will have an influence on the 
demand for affordable, accessible senior housing.  The senior population will become increasingly 
racially and ethnically diverse, as the percentage of minorities—defined as all race and ethnic 
groups other than non-Hispanic whites—is estimated to grow from 20 percent currently to  

  

                                            

36 As a conservative estimate, this analysis assumes that Study Area-specific conditions including 
localized economic factors and requisite upfront infrastructure improvements will preclude any 
residential development from commencing before 2017.  The end of the study period corresponds with 
SACOG’s MTP/SCS projections which extend to 2035. 

37 A baby boomer is a person who was born during the demographic post-World War II baby 
boom between the years 1946 and 1964, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. 
38 “Demographic Challenges and Opportunities for U.S. Housing Markets.” Bipartisan Policy Center, 
March 2012. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 



Table 4-13
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Summary of Affordable Housing Demand by AMI and Unit Size

Item
Low High Low High Low High Low High

Assumption

Study Area Capture by AMI
0% - 30% 16 32 12 25 5 10 33 67
31% - 50% 15 30 12 23 5 10 31 63
51% - 80% 20 41 16 31 7 13 43 85
Total 51 103 39 79 17 33 107 215

Aggregate Demand (2017-2035) 976 1,953 749 1,498 316 631 2,041 4,082

"ah_summ"

Source: EPS.

48% 37% 15%

Total3 BR2 BR1 BR
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30 percent by 2030.41  In addition, while improvements in the functioning of older Americans 
have been documented, there is still a significant percentage, concentrated in the population 
with less educational attainment and income, who will experience difficulties with vision, hearing, 
mobility, or activities related to living independently.  These demographic characteristics, in 
addition to the loss of wealth stemming from the housing market bust and sheer size of the Baby 
Boom generation, means that a large increase in the absolute number of seniors facing housing 
affordability and independent living challenges is inevitable.42 

Indeed, a recent HUD report to Congress identified housing affordability as a serious problem for 
seniors, especially for those seniors who are renters.  In 2011, approximately 1.3 million elderly 
renters aged 62 and older, up 10 percent from 2007, earned less than half their metropolitan 
area’s median income, received no government housing assistance and either paid more than 
half their income for rent, lived in severely inadequate housing, or both.43  Senior homeowners 
also face affordability challenges, with about 30 percent spending at least 30 percent of their 
income on housing and nearly 20 percent spending at least half of their income on housing.44 

Sacramento Regional Demand 

Through published data and research on senior affordable housing projects in the Market Area, 
there is evidence of significant unmet demand for senior affordable housing in the Sacramento 
region.  Consistent with national trends, the Baby Boom generation has created a strong senior 
housing market in the Sacramento Region and demand for senior housing will continue to 
increase as this generation ages and requires different housing options.  And, factors such as low 
incomes, issues related to potential pension reform and reductions, the loss of net worth from 
the housing market bust, and the rising cost of health care have created an acute need for senior 
affordable housing in the Sacramento Region.45 

By way of example, Mercy Housing has indicated most of their low-income senior housing 
projects throughout Northern California (including those in the Sacramento Region) have lengthy 
waiting lists.  As such, Mercy Housing is contemplating construction of additional senior 
affordable housing projects in El Dorado and Sutter counties and south Sacramento, although 
these additional projects are unlikely to fulfill projected future demand.46  Further, all senior 
affordable housing projects in the Market Area surveyed for this Market Analysis have lengthy 
waiting lists and consistently receive calls regarding senior housing availability. 

  

                                            

41 Ibid. 
42 “The State of Housing in America in the 21st Century: A Disability Perspective.” National Council on 
Disability, 2010. 
43 “Worst Case Housing Needs 2009: Report to Congress.” U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, 2011. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Sanford Max, “Where Will Seniors Live?”, Sacramento Business Journal, October 26, 2012. 
46 Ibid. 
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Market Area Supply 

As summarized in Table 4-14, there are nine confirmed senior affordable housing projects with 
a total of 815 senior affordable units in the Market Area.  Of these projects, eight are located in 
Sacramento, and one is located in West Sacramento.  Key attributes summarizing the 
competitive supply of senior affordable housing projects in the Market Area are described below. 

— Location.  Based on conversations with the property managers of senior affordable 
housing projects in the Market Area and consistent with national trends, seniors indicate 
a desire for living near public transportation, grocery stores or markets, and health care 
facilities.  Some of the senior affordable housing projects in the Market Area are located 
close to health care facilities, but most are not located close to full-service grocery stores.  
Thus, proximity or access to transportation options, or arrangements to bring groceries to 
the residents, is of utmost importance. 

— Public Transportation.  Most of the local projects are located near public 
transportation.  For example, five of the eight senior affordable housing projects are 
located within a couple of blocks of bus or light rail stations, and four of the eight projects 
are located near the Amtrak station. 

— Turnover Rate/Availability: The senior affordable housing projects surveyed for this 
Market Analysis have an annual turnover rate of approximately five to ten percent.  All of 
the projects contacted have a waiting list of at least six months to one year.  The Globe 
Mills project, one of two projects in the Market Area that includes a mix of affordable and 
senior affordable units and the only project in the Market Area to offer senior affordable 
and non-age-restricted market-rate units, has a waiting list for the affordable and senior 
affordable units, but availability for the market-rate units. 

— Amenities.  Some of the senior affordable housing projects surveyed offer amenities for 
their senior residents, including computer classes; exercise equipment; community and 
social gathering spaces; group activities such as outdoor excursions and games; on-site 
visitations from health care practitioners; and arrangements with local food banks to 
provide monthly groceries.  Not all projects surveyed offer this collection of amenities, 
but, as a testament to the high demand for senior affordable housing in the Sacramento 
Region, these projects still have sizable waiting lists.  A listing of amenities offered at 
each senior affordable housing project in the Market Area is shown in Table 4-14. 

— Personal Safety.  It is important for any resident to feel safe in their housing unit and 
immediate community.  Some of the property managers of senior affordable housing 
projects surveyed indicated that petty crimes have occurred in the immediate community 
thus compromising residents’ perceptions of personal safety.  For example, Globe Mills, 
which is a mixed-age, mixed-income project within a half-mile of the Twin Rivers project 
site, has an ongoing issue with loitering, presumably based on Globe Mills location on 
North 12th Street adjacent to several social service providers.  Casa Natomas, located in 
the South Natomas neighborhood, also has had issues with crime leading residents to feel 
unsafe. 

  



Table 4-14
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market Area Senior Affordable Housing Units

Distance to
Twin Rivers

Property Name Address (Miles) Senior Remaining Total Amenities [1]

Sacramento

Globe Mills 1131 C St 0.6 112 31 143 Computer classes, medical updates, exercise room, community area,
close to public transportation, and picnics / special dinners.

Riverview Plaza Senior 600 I St 1.5 124 0 124 Pool/spa, fitness center, and on-site laundry.

Edge Water Senior 626 I St 1.6 108 0 108 Community room, onsite laundry, close to public transit, library, 
City Hall and County Building, Post Office and shopping mall.

Ping Yuen Senior 420 I St 1.6 81 0 81 On-site community resource organizations, lounge, and laundry facilities/

Casa Natomas Senior 2400 Northview Dr 1.8 59 0 59 Connected with Sacramento Food Bank to provide groceries to seniors.

Wong Senior 331 J St 1.8 186 0 186 Bus stop in front, close to Amtrak, free activities for seniors.

Forest Palms Senior 1825 El Monte Ave 2.1 39 0 39 No amenities.

Terraces at Capital Park 1609-1623 O St 2.1 48 12 60 Recreation room.

Subtotal Sacramento 757 43 800

West Sacramento [2]

Eskaton Wilson Manor 2140 Evergreen Ave 4.6 58 0 58 Library, seasonal celebrations, laundry room, activities, and community room.

Subtotal West Sacramento 58 0 58

Total 815 43 858

"sa_senior"

Source: SHRA; EPS.

[1] Amenities are for the entire project, not exclusively for the seniors.
[2] The Eskaton Wilson Manor was the only West Sacramento project in the Market Area that EPS was able to confirm.

Affordable Units

Readers Note:  This listing represents senior affordable housing projects located within the defined Market Area obtained from SHRA and multiple HUD databases available online as of July 30, 2012.  Some 
sources contained conflicting information regarding the number of units. EPS made every effort to reconcile differences and ensure that all senior affordable housing units
within the Market Area are represented.  It is possible, though, that this list is not comprehensive.
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Senior Affordable Housing Recommendations 

As previously stated, there is a strong market for senior affordable housing in the Sacramento 
Region and in the Market Area.  It is reasonable to conclude that the Study Area could 
accommodate a portion of this demand.  However, the actual location of senior affordable 
housing development in the Study Area will be critical.  Key opportunities for senior affordable 
housing in the Study area are described further below: 

— Township 9/Railyards.  Township 9 and the Railyards are envisioned to be vibrant 
communities containing a variety of residential and commercial land uses.  Because of 
the amount of residential development planned, there is potential for development of a 
full-service grocery store, other retail amenities, and medical office space.  Both projects 
are located adjacent to existing light rail and bus stops, and will benefit from quick access 
to the Railyards intermodal project.  Both projects will, when built out, be a larger 
community containing a mix of residents, employment opportunities, parks and open 
space, and cultural amenities. 
 
In the near term, senior affordable housing may be more viable in Township 9.  
Affordable and age-restricted affordable housing will likely be developed more easily (and 
more affordably) than in the Railyards, to the extent the Railyards is still contending with 
continued environmental remediation, the construction of backbone infrastructure, and 
other factors driving the cost and timing of development opportunities. 

— Twin Rivers.  In the longer term, the Twin Rivers site could be a viable option for senior 
affordable housing.  Currently, the Twin Rivers site is a “residential island” in the middle 
of a predominantly commercial district and concentration of social service providers.  
Redevelopment of the Twin Rivers site, including a mixture of age-restricted and non-
age-restricted, affordable and market-rate housing, should be coordinated with several 
strategies to transform the River District into a desirable urban neighborhood.  These 
strategies could include implementation of the North 12th Street Complete Street Plan 
(currently underway) and rehabilitation of the North 16th Street Historic District, with the 
former focusing on increasing public transportation access to the site and the latter 
focusing on expanding retail and medical office space in the district. 

Marke t -Rate  Hous ing  Ass essment  

In addition to estimating affordable housing demand in the Study Area, this analysis also 
estimates demand for market-rate housing (i.e., housing serving households earning 81 percent 
AMI and above) in the Study Area. 

This analysis relies on population and housing unit growth projections published by SACOG as 
well as the affordable housing projections to inform demand for market-rate housing in the 
Study Area.  As shown in Table 4-15, projections indicate that approximately 15,000 total 
residential units are expected to be developed in the Study Area by 2035, translating into nearly 
15 percent of total residential units in the City.  After accounting for the range of affordable 
housing projected to occur in the Study Area, remaining residential development, (market-rate 
residential) is projected to absorb at a rate of 580 to 680 units annually.  Assuming development 
begins in 2017, this equates to approximately 11,000 to 12,900 market-rate units  

  



Table 4-15
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market-Rate Housing Projections in Study Area

Cumulative
Incremental

Growth
Item Formula 2017 2020 2025 2030 2035 (2017-2035) Total Rate

Total Housing Units Estimated [2]

City of Sacramento a 5,401 16,203 27,006 27,006 27,006 102,621 5,401 19.3%

Study Area [1] b 790 2,371 3,952 3,952 3,952 15,018 790 19.3%
Study Area Growth as % of City c = b / a 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

Market Rate Housing Units Estimated in Study Area [1]

Affordable Housing Estimated in Study Area [3]
Low Estimate d 107 322 537 537 537 2,041 107 19.3%
High Estimate e 215 645 1,074 1,074 1,074 4,082 215 19.3%

Low Estimate Growth as % of Study Area f = d / b 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14%
High Estimate Growth as % of Study Area g = e / b 27% 27% 27% 27% 27% 27% 27%

Total Housing Units Less Affordable Housing
Low Estimate h = b - e 683 1,727 2,878 2,878 2,878 11,043 581 19.3%
High Estimate i = b - d 576 2,049 3,415 3,415 3,415 12,869 677 19.3%

Township 9 Market-Rate Housing Units [4] j 113 340 567 567 567 2,153 113 19.3%

Market Rate Housing Units in Study Area Less Township 9
Low Estimate k = h - j 570 1,387 2,311 2,311 2,311 8,890 468 19.3%
High Estimate l = i - j 462 1,709 2,848 2,848 2,848 10,716 564 19.3%

Homeownership [5]
Low Estimate m = k * 25% 142 347 578 578 578 2,223 117 19.3%
High Estimate n = l * 25% 116 427 712 712 712 2,679 141 19.3%

Rental [5]
Low Estimate o = k * 75% 427 1,040 1,733 1,733 1,733 6,668 351 19.3%
High Estimate p = l * 75% 347 1,282 2,136 2,136 2,136 8,037 423 19.3%

"mr_proj"

Source: SACOG; EPS.

[2]  Total incremental housing units are based on SACOG projections. Refer to Table B-8 for more information.
[3]  Based on the incremental affordable housing growth estimated in Table 4-12.
[4]  Based on the total Township 9 housing units in the Township 9 Development Agreement. Excludes 179 affordable units.
[5]  Assumes 25 percent of the market rate units are homeownership units and 75 percent are rental units.

[1]  As a conservative estimate, this analysis assumes that new development in the Study Area will begin construction in 2017.  If development occurs before that time, the average
      annual growth total and rate would be lower than shown.

Average Annual
Growth

(2017-2035)Incremental Growth
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in aggregate by 2035.  Excluding approved Township 9 market-rate units, market-rate units 
elsewhere in the Study Area are anticipated to absorb at a rate of 470 to 560 units per year, 
resulting in 8,900 to 10,700 additional units by 2035. 

Estimated Market-Rate Residential Tenure 

To estimate potential homeownership and rental units supportable in the Study Area, EPS 
reviewed the existing housing stock in the Study Area and Market Area by tenure, the median 
incomes of residents in the Study Area and Market Area, and the type of residential products 
envisioned for the Specific Plans. 

As described in the Demographic and Economic Overview appendix (Appendix B), the Market 
Area has an existing housing stock that comprises about 25 percent owner-occupied housing and 
75 percent renter-occupied housing.  The Study Area’s tenure split of approximately 90 percent 
renter-occupied units likely will not apply to future development in the Study Area.  In addition, 
nearby resident incomes and the higher-density residential products envisioned in the specific 
plan support this tenure split for future market-rate residential development in the Study Area. 

As such, it is estimated that of the remaining market-rate residential units projected in the Study 
Area (net of affordable housing projections and approved Township 9 market-rate units), there 
will be demand for approximately 120 to 140 homeownership units (representing 25 percent of 
annual estimates); and 350 to 430 rental units (representing the remaining 75 of annual 
estimates). 

Estimated Market-Rate Residential Pricing 

To assist in determining a suitable pricing structure for market-rate ownership and rental 
products in the Study Area, EPS conducted research on recently developed comparable projects 
near the Study Area. 

As shown in Table 4-16, comparable and recently constructed residential ownership projects 
have commanded a net sales price ranging from approximately $250,000 to $800,000 depending 
on the size, location, and amenities of the project.  The average for all homeownership 
comparable projects is approximately $325,000 to $540,000 or about $300 to $400 per square 
foot.  Moreover, the most likely comparable to initial market-rate residential projects in the River 
District (and potentially in the Railyards as well) is the Iron Works project in West Sacramento 
which has price points ranging from about $250,000 to $300,000.  Appendix D provides 
additional details regarding each comparable residential ownership project. 

Table 4-17 provides a summary of comparable rental projects.  Additional details for each 
comparable residential rental project are provided in Appendix E.  As shown, the average rent 
ranges from approximately $1,000 to $2,000 per month, depending on the size, location, and 
amenities of the project.47  Initially, market rental rates in the River District will likely be similar 
to rental rates at the proximate Globe Mills project where rents are approximately $1,000-
$1,300 per month ($1.40 to $1.64 per building square foot for 626- to 875-square-foot units).   

                                            

47 This range of rental rates largely corresponds with the rental rates identified for households earning 
81 percent of AMI and above, as shown in Table 4-4. 



Table 4-16
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Comparable Market Rate Ownership Units Summary [1]

Name
Open
Date

Property
Type

Total 
Planned

Units

Total 
Units
Sold

Monthly
HOA Fee

Square Feet
per Unit Net Sale Price [2]

Net Sale Price / 
Square Foot

Washington Park 6/26/2006 Attached 52 52 $276 1,229 - 1,468 $241,900 - $335,900 $196 - $242

Iron Works 11/4/2006 Detached 133 55 $120 1,222 - 1,401 $242,611 - $290,991 $182 - $223

L Street Lofts: Loft Units [3] 12/2/2006 Attached 91 29 NA 676 - 1,264 $387,900 - $636,900 $497 - $584

Tapestri Square 5/15/2007 Attached 58 23 $95 1,700 - 2,600 $365,000 - $795,000 $214 - $305

L Street Lofts: Mid-Rise Units [3] 9/15/2009 Attached 62 25 NA 676 - 1,237 $315,000 - $675,000 $423 - $646

Penthouse at Capital Park 9/19/2011 Attached 30 11 NA 1,125 - 1,350 $399,000 - $489,000 $354 - $362

Average 1,105 - 1,553 $325,235 - $537,132 $311 - $394

"mro_sum"

Source: The Gregory Group; EPS.

[1]  Refer to Appendix D for detailed information regarding each comparable project.
[2]  The net price includes any incentives offered.
[3]  After a long period of inactivity the remaining 62 loft units product design changed to mid-rise units and became available for purchase in 2009. 
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Table 4-17
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Comparable Market Rate Rental Units Summary [1]

Name
Year
Built Building Style

Total 
Units [2]

Vacant
Units

Square Feet
per Unit Rent

Rent / 
Square Foot

City Park Apartments 1975 [3] Two Story 103 7 450 - 1,170 $720 - $1,350 $1.10 - $1.60

St. Anton Building 2004 Four Story 65 1 532 - 1,292 $999 - $2,300 $1.58 - $1.88

Fremont Mews 2005 Three Story 118 2 495 - 1,300 $1,150 - $2,200 $2.05 - $2.46

800 J Lofts 2006 Four Story 225 12 547 - 1,362 $1,120 - $3,267 $0.91 - $2.46

The Fremont Building 2006 Two and Three Story 69 1 490 - 1,191 $1,015 - $2,100 $1.05 - $2.07

Globe Mills 2008 High Rise 112 6 626 - 875 $975 - $1,295 $1.40 - $1.64

Average 507 - 1,198 $997 - $2,085 $1.35 - $2.02

"rent_sum"

Source: The Gregory Group; EPS.

[1]  Refer to Appendix E for details. Only includes the information for the market rate units, except for the amount of total units in the project.
[2]  The total unit count includes affordable units.
[3]  Remodeled in 2010.
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To the extent that rental units are larger and proximate to neighborhood retail and services, and 
the City addresses the real and perceived public safety issues, market rental rates for projects in 
the River District have the potential to be slightly higher than Globe Mills given projects will be 
new construction (versus the rehabilitated Globe Mills project).  Market rental rates for projects 
in the Railyards are more difficult to determine given the longer timeline of when these types of 
units will be constructed. 

Pricing for market-rate residential development in the Study Area will vary greatly depending on 
myriad factors, including location; the residential product type and associated project amenities; 
when the product comes onto the market; and the existence of proximate neighborhood services 
and employment opportunities.  It is important to note that the discussion of pricing of 
comparable homeownership and rental products takes into account the fact that these projects 
are located in a desirable neighborhood near neighborhood services and entertainment options 
(Downtown and midtown Sacramento).  As the Study Area commences its transformation, the 
pricing structure outlined in this analysis is likely to remain within the lower portion of the range 
in the near-term for both ownership and rental products. 

Factors Affecting Market-Rate Residential Demand Analysis 

Market rate residential is included in Township 9 presumably based on the conclusion that 
sufficient market demand supports the development of this land use.  However, EPS has 
concluded that there are several real and perceived obstacles that must be addressed and 
resolved before the development of market-rate housing in the Study Area. 

In the Railyards and Township 9, market-rate residential will likely follow affordable housing, 
required as a component of receiving State funding for additional infrastructure improvements, 
as well as small-scale commercial development catalyzed by the Intermodal project, 
rehabilitation of the Central Shops (and development of the Railroad Technology Museum), and 
surrounding backbone public infrastructure. 

The River District must overcome obstacles, including its concentration of social service facilities, 
sizable homeless population and associated blight; infrastructure deficiencies with respect to 
accommodating new residential uses; its current image as an industrial and commercial district, 
replete with real and perceived contamination issues that may preclude residential development 
on some current and former industrial sites; relative isolation from other City neighborhoods; 
and existing economic conditions that do not incentivize certain business and property owners to 
sell their land for conversion to residential use. 

In the Railyards, these obstacles are consistent with the development of many large, master-
planned communities.  Continued environmental remediation and construction of backbone 
infrastructure will be required to prepare parcels for vertical development.  In addition, to 
support the creation of values that sufficiently exceed costs and return a requisite developer 
profit, commercial and residential appeal must be bolstered by creating a sense of place through 
development of the Central Shops and other amenities.  Currently, market lease and sales rates 
pose major challenges to development feasibility without additional public subsidies. 

Both the River District and Railyards will need to focus on developing the elements of a desirable 
urban neighborhood to attract new residents.  Elements of a desirable urban neighborhood 
include proximate neighborhood-serving shops, restaurants, and services; safe and inviting 
streets; a safe and effective multi-modal circulation network; safe and well-maintained public 
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parks, open space, and schools; and a distinct character manifested through the historical roots 
of each specific plan, architectural elements, and private and public amenities.  This dynamic, 
however, presents the classic “chicken versus the egg” scenario.  While some of these elements 
can be achieved in advance of residential development, other elements such as increasing the 
amount of neighborhood-serving shops, restaurants, and services will require a creative 
approach that combines an economic development strategy to attract interim or temporary retail 
options with a marketing strategy that attracts urban pioneers.  This concept is discussed further 
in the following chapter. 
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5. TRANSFORMATIONAL STRATEGY 

The Study Area has many dimensions and many potential futures.  The Study Area is presently 
envisioned to become a mixed-use community comprising medium- to higher-density residential 
development and a variety of job-generating commercial uses, while retaining and bolstering its 
cultural and historical amenities. 

As the River District and Railyards are stitched together with the City’s Downtown, midtown, and 
Old Sacramento neighborhoods, and the American and Sacramento Rivers, the strength of the 
Study Area’s location will overcome the myriad obstacles to near term development.  
Development in the Study Area will occur as part of the following phases. 

 Township 9 will move forward ahead of the Railyards, potentially achieving better synergy 
with prevailing and expected market forces.  Township 9 will also benefit from the Railyards 
as the project begins to emerge later in the economic recovery cycle. 

 The Railyards will move forward and take shape, leveraging its prime location adjacent to 
Downtown and public investment in cultural and civic infrastructure. 

 In addition to these well-known projects, a myriad of promising infill projects exist in the 
River District, including the rehabilitation of the Jibboom Street Power Station, 
redevelopment of the Twin Rivers site, and the North 16th Street Historic District.  With a 
strong connection to midtown Sacramento via 16th Street, interesting and attractive historic 
architecture, and its small-block grid, the North 16th Street Historic District is a natural 
redevelopment opportunity with many great possibilities.  However, until the transient 
population’s requirements can be met in an improved manner, this area will struggle to 
attract investors in what appears to be an extended period of risk adversity relative to 
several other attractive investment options in Sacramento’s urban core.   

Achievement of the vision outlined in the Study Area Specific Plans will occur over a long period 
as the Study Area evolves and responds to changing market forces and continued public and 
private investment. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the River District is characterized by a “land owner inertia” dilemma 
where existing uses, some of which do not fit the overall vision of the district, currently yield a 
positive cash flow that does not incentivize owners to redevelop their properties.  This is a viable 
concern because, absent concerted efforts to direct public investment and well-calibrated zoning, 
parking, and other policy in the area, the district may continue to deteriorate.  As a critical, 
highly visible entrance to Downtown Sacramento, the improved appearance and economic 
performance of this area should remain a top priority for its many stakeholders. 

Given these conditions, the challenge is how to intervene in the market to accelerate private 
investment, job creation, and infill housing demand, through the continued strategic use of 
public investment and policy.  The balance of this chapter is dedicated to the discussion of key 
priorities and related strategies to accomplish these goals. 
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Act ion  P lan  

The Study Area will continue to evolve and transform indefinitely.  The recommendations and 
action items in this study may require 20 to 40 years to realize.  Overall recommendations are 
provided below and discussed further in the following section. 

 Phase I: Determine policy actions and prepare key opportunity areas. 
 Phase II: Pursue business and residential development. 

Integral as a component to both phases—and recognizing it is a challenging issue and one that 
has been raised for many years—the City, River District PBID, and other public and private 
stakeholders in the Study Area must continue to improve the River District’s image, identity, and 
public safety.  Although less so because of the undeveloped nature of the site, it will be 
important for the Railyards to also focus on its image, identify, and public safety issues 
(especially along its shared boundary with the River District) as it moves forward. 

Phase I: Policy Actions and Opportunity Sites 

Phase IA: Policies to Align Market with Landowner Interests 

A large and immediate problem confronting the River District is that property owners have little 
motivation or necessary capital to take on development risk at this time.  From a financial (and 
common-sense) perspective, these entities are behaving rationally given available information 
regarding market opportunities, and the inherent risk facing new development.  Many of these 
property owners are satisfied in continuing present operations and are not overly interested in 
exploring new opportunities.  This inertia is occurring because the net present value (NPV) of 
cash flow from an existing, modest operation may exceed that of cash flows from a larger, more 
lucrative, but more risky redevelopment project.  This is illustrated by the hypothetical example 
provided in Table 5-1. 

In this example, an existing facility is shown to generate a cash flow of about $426,000 annually 
at the end of a 10-year period, compared to more than $2.0 million annually for a redeveloped 
asset over the same period.  However, the risks involved in the redevelopment scenario 
necessitate a discount rate of 20 percent, compared to a stable and proven existing operation 
where future revenues would be discounted using a much lower factor—in this case 5 percent—
which allows for inflation plus a minimum of business, market, or other risks.  In this example, 
the NPV of the redevelopment project is only $2.6 million, failing to exceed or even match the 
$2.9 million NPV of the existing operation.  Confronting this reality, a rational land owner would 
be unlikely to incur the expenditure of time and capital in positioning the property without 
additional resources or motivation to do so. 

In addition to the dilemma of property owners having little motivation or necessary capital to 
take on development risk at this time, EPS identified financial feasibility challenges pertaining to 
the ability of new development in the Study Area to fund its fair share of requisite backbone  



Table 5-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Illustrative Comparison of Existing and New Commercial Building Performance

Item 1 2 3 5 10

Existing Facility (40,000 SF)
  Lease Income $384,000 $395,520 $407,386 $432,195 $501,033
  (less) Expenses ($57,600) ($59,328) ($61,108) ($64,829) ($75,155)
  Net Operating Income $326,400 $336,192 $346,278 $367,366 $425,878

  Net Present Value (NPV) 5% $2,997,976

New Facility (20,000 SF)
  Building Demolition $280,000
  Cleanup $250,000
  Predevelopment $50,000
  Building & Infra. Development $3,000,000
  Total $3,580,000

  Lease Income $0 $720,000 $2,224,800 $2,360,290 $2,736,223
  (less) Expenses $0 ($180,000) ($556,200) ($590,073) ($684,056)
  Net Operating Income $0 $540,000 $1,668,600 $1,770,218 $2,052,168

  Net Cash Flow ($3,580,000) $540,000 $1,668,600 $1,770,218 $2,052,168

  NPV 20% $2,639,673

"comp"

Source: EPS.

YearDiscount
Rate

Reader's Note: The figures in this table are conceptual and are provided to illustrate the economics of land
owner inertia. These figures are not representative of an actual scenario that exists on a parcel in the
Study Area.

Prepared by EPS 11/27/2012 P:\122000\122067 Twin Rivers Commercial and Res Market Analysis\Models\122067 M1 10.16.12.xls
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infrastructure, given current market conditions.48 In both of the financing plans prepared for the 
Study Area, most, if not all, of the potential land uses in each Specific Plan (retail, office, 
residential, mixed-use) were considered financially infeasible based on exceeding a threshold of 
total infrastructure cost burden plus applicable fees as a percentage of each land use’s current 
market value.49 50  As market conditions improve or the infrastructure burden is reduced, new 
development will likely be able to accommodate an infrastructure burden that is feasible in 
relation to each land use’s market value. 

Moreover, a portion of the facilities identified for Study Area redevelopment were anticipated to 
be funded by public sources, including local, Redevelopment Agency, State, and Federal funding 
sources.  However, since the time the Financing Plans were drafted, Redevelopment Agency (tax 
increment) funding is no longer available.  This is likely to affect the pace and potentially the 
form of development because there is less gap funding available to provide vertical construction 
subsidies, or site assembly and preparation (remediation) assistance. 

Several recommendations to overcome these land owner inertia and financial feasibility issues 
are highlighted below. 

 Enforce Code Requirements.  Many marginal existing uses could not sustain operations if 
forced to comply with applicable laws regulating emissions, appearance, and other 
performance metrics. 

 Facilitate Adaptive Reuse of Existing Structures.  Ensure strategies to reduce costs and 
delays are in place.  Parking, Americans with Disability Act (ADA), other codes may need 
selective review to ensure reasonable approach.  Explore case studies from proven districts 
that have transformed, inside and outside of California. 

 Educate Key Property Owners Regarding Market Potential.  Many land owners are 
unaware of the economic opportunities present in a well-located infill district such as this. 

 Update Financing Plans and Defer/Reduce Plan Area Fees.  This City is in the process 
of updating the River District Specific Plan Financing Plan.  To relieve some of the front-end 
cost burden and facilitate early phases of River District development, the City may consider 
implementation of reduced fees for pioneering development projects.  Implementation of 
reduced fees will improve financial feasibility issues although this action would result in a 
shortfall in plan area fee revenues.  The City could either amend the listing of requisite 
infrastructure, or resolve this shortfall through regular updates to the fee program and 

                                            

48 EPS prepared Public Facilities Financing Plans (Financing Plan[s]) for both the Railyards and River 
District Specific Plans in 2007 and 2011, respectively.  The purpose of the Financing Plans was to 
identify the proposed funding sources for all backbone infrastructure improvements, public facilities, 
and administrative costs needed to serve proposed land uses in each specific plan. 
49 This threshold percentage is based on EPS’s experience in conducting financial feasibility analyses 
for numerous projects through the Sacramento region over the last several decades. 
50 Current market conditions (in 2012) have not deviated markedly from market conditions present at 
the time the Financing Plans were prepared, and thus, it is estimated that financial feasibility 
challenges persist. 
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pursuit of additional funding sources for fee-funded improvements.  The City may consider 
updating and implementing reduced fees for development in the Railyards as well. 

 Provide or Facilitate Grants and Low Interest Loans to help offset clean-up of 
contaminants, site prep, and other up-front costs contributing to significant financial risks. 

 Examine the Creation of an Infrastructure Finance District.  Infrastructure Financing 
Districts (IFDs), which have been authorized under Section 53395 et al of the State 
Government Code since 1990, allow cities to create a district as a separate legal entity and 
generate tax increment from the city’s share of new property taxes collected in the district.  
The district may then issue bonds against the projected tax increment stream and use the 
bond proceeds to finance infrastructure improvements without exposing the City’s general 
fund. 

 Provide Technical Advice on Brownfields Strategies.  Work with developers to facilitate 
“bulldozer savings” that factor remediation strategies into designs of building and other 
features such as parking.  Ensure new owners are protected from assumption of liability of 
existing contamination issues.  Serve as a technical clearinghouse regarding proper use of 
environmental liability insurance. 

 Calibrate Zoning, Setbacks, and Other Land Use Policy Inducements.  Consider 
aggressive approach to minimizing restrictions to building footprint.  Chief strategies in this 
arena involve reducing setback and parking requirements. 

 Assist in Assembling Larger Parcels that facilitate catalyst projects.  There are several 
clusters of parcels located throughout the Study Area that offer excellent potential for larger-
scale reuse.  These opportunity areas are provided in Map 5-1 and are briefly discussed 
below. 

Phase IB: Prioritize Key Opportunity Areas for Investment 

Map 5-1 illustrates areas in the Study Area that are either (1) known opportunity areas with 
significant and concentrated investment already in progress; or (2) areas that are worthy of 
additional evaluation and that are prime for redevelopment given additional public investments.  
Key opportunity areas are described further below. 

First Priority Opportunity Areas 

 Railyards Specific Plan.  Complementing the significant public investments related to the 
intermodal project and other backbone infrastructure, the first phase of development in the 
Railyards will be construction of market-rate and affordable housing primarily along 7th 
Street.  In addition, the intermodal project and creation of a Railroad Technology Museum 
will likely catalyze small-scale retail development in and around the Central Shops as part of 
the first phase of development. 

 Township 9.  The new Green Line station on Richards Boulevard and site preparation efforts 
have readied Township 9 to proceed with its entitled residential and commercial 
development.  As the first phase of development, Township 9 will construct 180 units 
affordable units.  Additional development at Township 9 will occur once market conditions 
improve (e.g., additional funding or a commercial tenant is secured). 
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 Twin Rivers Site.  The Twin Rivers site offers a sizable parcel that is ripe for an 
intensification of uses relative to the low-density public housing project currently on the site.  
Redevelopment of this site should be coordinated with the North 12th Street Complete Street 
Plan and further evaluation of a potential light rail stop on North 12th Street.  Redevelopment 
of the Twin Rivers site could also be coordinated with rehabilitation of the North 16th Street 
Historic District, as described below. 

 North 16th Street Historic District.  Rehabilitation of the North 16th Street Historic District 
offers a compelling opportunity to advance transformation of the River District.  The building 
inventory is varied but primarily comprises brick buildings constructed in the early portion of 
the 20th century.  This unique architectural inventory may help solidify the River District’s 
image.  However, the historic district is plagued by a concentration of social service 
providers, a prominent homeless population that contributes to a sense of compromised 
personal safety, persistent debris, and connectivity issues with the remainder of the issues.  
The North 12th Complete Street Plan will likely aim to address this latter effort.  The former 
issues will require a great deal of effort and cooperation amongst public agencies and social 
service providers. 

 Powerhouse Science Center.  Once adequate funding is secured, the Powerhouse Science 
Center will be a regional destination and promote revitalization of existing uses, namely 
hotels, and spur tourist-oriented commercial uses in the Jibboom Street area. 

 Parcels Abutting Water Treatment Plant.  Numerous vacant and underutilized parcels 
along Bannon Street abutting the Water Treatment Plant will be purchased by the City and 
converted into parkland.  Additional parkland, provided it is well-maintained and conditions 
are safe, will be a key component of transforming the district into a viable residential 
neighborhood. 

Second Priority Opportunity Areas 

Second priority opportunity areas include areas containing vacant and underutilized parcels, but 
likely require public investment and improved economic conditions over the long term before 
transformation can take place.  Select opportunity areas are described below. 

 The northwest portion of the Sequoia Parcel Boulevard Area may emerge as the private job 
center of the district.  Existing structures may accommodate additional R&D/Flex and small-
scale business services tenants.  Development of the future light rail station on Sequoia 
Pacific Boulevard will promote higher-density transit-oriented development, combining 
commercial and potentially residential uses. 

 Larger parcels along Richards Boulevard and adjacent to Township 9 may offer opportunities 
for a grocery store, pharmacy, or medical office.  However, sufficient demand for these uses 
will require significant buildout of the planned residential development in the district. 

 Parcels located on both the west and east of North 12th Street along the southern boundary 
of the district contain vacant parcels and uses that do not conform to the longer-term vision 
of the district.  As a first step, the City and region should develop a long-term solution to 
relocating the latter use. 
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Phase II: Business and Residential Development Initiatives 

Phase IIA: Create River District Business Retention, Expansion, and Attraction Strategy 

The River District offers several districts available to office, R&D/flex, and retail businesses, 
including: 

 An historic district with substantial adaptive reuse potential (North 16th Street Area). 

 An R&D/flex district that has recently attracted private investment well-matched to its 
attributes (e.g., Matriscope) (Sequoia Pacific Boulevard Area). 

 A restaurant/hotel district that, while experiencing recent economic difficulty, remains a 
viable concept and location adjacent to I-5 (in the Sequoia Pacific Boulevard Area, Bannon 
Street Area, and Jibboom Street Area). 

 A government facilities district that is sited near Downtown Sacramento (in the North 
7th Street Area and Bannon Street Area). 

 A food and food-related district that combines produce wholesalers, specialty food retailers; 
and restaurant supply retailers (in the North 16th Street Area, Dos Rios Area, and Bannon 
Street Area).51 

The River District enjoys a diversity of commercial and industrial businesses that provides a 
strong basis for attracting additional uses.  As such, measures should be taken to ensure the 
survival of these existing, viable businesses as the district transforms.  As a corollary, this study 
recognizes that existing residents face challenges in securing employment, and future 
residents—particularly residents of affordable housing—will likely face similar challenges.  An 
objective of successful transformation of the district should be to retain and attract a range of 
employment opportunities that correspond with the existing and future population’s range of 
skills.  Additional measures, including conducting an assessment of resident skills; facilitating 
improved connections with job training organizations and existing local businesses should also be 
pursued. 

If the perception of public safety improves and physical improvements are implemented as 
planned, prospects are good for attracting new cost-sensitive users in a wide variety of economic 
sectors.  Adaptive reuse should be prioritized, including rehabilitation and reuse of historic 
structures in the River District and Railyards including the Jibboom Street Power Station (future 
home of the Powerhouse Science Center); brick warehouses and commercial buildings in the 
North 16th Street Historic District; and Central Shops in the Railyards. 

Public and private stakeholders in the Study Area, in particular in the River District, should be 
judicious in the further location of public office uses in the district.  While these projects can be 
high value, attractive, and add to the daytime vibrancy of the area, the departure of employees 
leaving at the end of each day does little to add to the 24/7 vibrancy of the District that’s 
necessary to attract clientele during non-standard business hours. 

                                            

51 The areas in parentheses correspond with the subareas defined within the River District Specific 
Plan, included in this report as Map 2-1. 
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Instead, stakeholders should focus on diversifying the current mix of businesses in the River 
District.  It will be important to target uses that serve larger populations but also provide benefit 
to the relatively isolated current population of the district, such as groceries and medical 
facilities.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the following nonresidential land uses and specific 
development opportunities should be pursued with respect to the River District. 

 R&D/Flex.  The region is presently applying considerable effort to expanding the region’s 
roster of clean energy technology and biotechnology and life science industries.  Many of the 
buildings in the River District would lend themselves to adaptation as low cost, start-up wet 
labs and other R&D spaces.  As an example, a local geotechnical and environmental 
engineering firm formerly located in West Sacramento relocated to the River District because 
of its proximity to I-5 and Downtown; competitive market value; and sufficient space to 
house current and anticipated future office and laboratory functions related to their business. 

 Medical Office.  While there are documented needs among the existing population of the 
district in regard to local medical services, a more likely prospect for the District is the 
expansion of Medicaid offices affiliated with the expansion of national health care.  Some 
industry analysts have indicated a possibility of additional medical offices related to the 
expansion of Medicare associated with the ongoing implementation of national health care.  If 
this comes to pass, the River District may be a top regional candidate for these types of 
offices based on its multi-modal connections and proximity to eligible population.  Similar to 
the forthcoming 7th & H Street affordable housing project, new residential mixed-use projects 
in the district could accommodate medical office space on the ground floor with residential 
units above. 

 Neighborhood Retail.  The Railyards and Township 9 projects will both include substantial 
retail oriented to their respective populations.  Existing demand in the District is insufficient 
to warrant new retail ahead of further residential and commercial development.  
Nevertheless, the central location of the district, eclectic environment, and low cost 
opportunities set the ideal context for innovative and new business concepts, including 
restaurants, once connections through the Railyards from Downtown are further established.  
The key to these type of start-ups is the prospect of attracting clientele to an area that feels 
safe and inviting.  These characteristics are not presently in place.  Therefore, as it pertains 
to the balance of the study area, new and creative approaches are needed to provide fresh, 
healthy, local, and affordable food options to existing residents of the District and nearby 
areas.   

 Restaurant startups.  The district benefits from being sited close to Downtown yet enjoying 
lower lease rates than Downtown, which may appeal to innovative restaurant start-ups.  The 
idea of a “market hall” as part of the historic district could be subdivided into multiple spaces 
in an open floor format, providing a “gourmet ghetto” that could be a popular local and, over 
time, regional destination.  Local resources embedded in the district include produce 
wholesalers, restaurant supply retailers, and specialty food retailers that contribute to a rich 
local knowledge base. 

 Wholesale/Industrial/Retail Hybrids.  Coordinate with the wholesale grocers/other food 
providers to contemplate the idea of integrating a retail storefront with production or 
distribution facilities.  There are many examples of this in the local region and throughout the 
U.S., including coffee roasting, bakeries/confectionaries, art/sculpture, cut flowers, canned 
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foods, and others.  These uses offer the prospect of sustainable wages while meeting some 
of the retail needs of the local population.  The North 16th Street Historic District appears to 
be the best location for this type of activity. 

As discussed previously in Chapter 2 with respect to the Railyards, the City, Inland, and other 
stakeholders should pursue temporary and potentially permanent uses that create interest in the 
Railyards.  Events related to arts and culture, sports and wellness, and educational and 
entertainment, surrounding and capitalizing on the unique sense of place imparted by the Central 
Shops structures could generate interest in the Railyards site as well as provide the opportunity 
for revenue generation.  Ambitious ideas such as hosting the X Games or an international 
conference on green technology—an economic industry sector on which the City and SACTO has 
focused heavily—should be earnestly evaluated.  These events and ideas could stimulate the 
creation of permanent uses—large-scale uses such as a corporate headquarters, or educational 
or medical institutions—that further catalyze development in the northern portion of the 
Railyards Specific Plan area and adjacent River District. 

Phase IIB: Identify and Build Components of a Viable Residential Neighborhood 

The City’s General Plan (Complete Neighborhood Guidelines) and the River District Specific Plan 
identify several planning priorities for the overall Study Area.  Chief among these is the need to 
focus on creating one or more nodes or districts of vibrant commercial or civic activity that 
provides identity for the neighborhood (e.g., shopping district, collection of public buildings). 

The attraction of residential uses could arguably be a top priority for the River District.  However, 
this analysis recognizes that major residential development is fully programmed for the Railyards 
and Township 9.  Between these two projects, a wide variety of residential development will be 
offered, with the Railyards occupying the upper end of the pricing spectrum overall, as a result of 
required densities and other factors including amenities and proximity to other districts. 

Outside of these two projects, there will be several additional niche opportunities to build 
housing.  A key void in the market at the present time appears to be the lower-middle-income 
price point, with substantial demand reported anecdotally among affordable housing developers 
for both rental and ownership housing.  High-end urban housing will not pencil at this time, and 
affordable product, while important, needs to be offset with other product types to ensure a 
healthy and vibrant mixed income community. 

Chief among the near-term opportunities is the Twin Rivers site.  In conjunction with the Twin 
Rivers site, the North 16th Street Historic District is an excellent candidate to create a third point 
of interest in addition to the Railyards and Township 9, particularly with the potential for a 
complete streets design concept for North 12th Street.  This project is a very high priority, owing 
to its role as an excellent gateway to the City.  However, the effectiveness of capital deployment 
(public or private) relies on an effective approach to addressing the impacts of homelessness and 
concentration of social service providers in this area.  Given the disproportionately high 
concentration of social service providers, the City should ensure that the quantity and footprint 
of social service providers in the River District does not expand in the future by identifying other 
areas of the City (or Region) that could potentially accommodate this type of land use. 

In addition, residential population-serving amenities, shops, and other conveniences are largely 
non-existent, other than social service providers oriented to the homeless.  As the Study Area 
develops, public and private stakeholders should collaborate in attracting interim or temporary 
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retail options.  For example, a grocery store is not supportable and will likely take a long period 
to generate sufficient market support.  Yet, a grocery store is an integral amenity towards the 
creation of a viable residential neighborhood.  Interim or temporary options that would increase 
access to fresh produce include: locating a farmer’s market in the neighborhood on a periodic 
basis; improving transportation option to provide direct access to existing grocery stores; 
locating a community garden in the district; working with an existing bulk food retailer in the 
district to improve options suitable to smaller households. 

In addition, the following elements must be prioritized to transform the district into a mixed 
income residential/mixed-use community. 

 Safe and Inviting Streets.  Develop streets and intersections at a scale that are suitable, 
safe and attractive for pedestrians and bicyclists; Upgrade streetscapes throughout the River 
District to be attractive and functional and to safely integrate vehicular traffic, bicycles, 
pedestrians and on-street parking.  Ensure a rich urban tree canopy to provide shade and 
natural cooling for pedestrians, coordinating with the Sacramento Tree Foundation. 

 Safe and Well-Maintained Public Parks and Open Space.  Signage to existing proximate 
parks (Two Rivers Trail, ARP, Tiscornia Park, Matsui Park).  Require riverfront development to 
include access to the rivers for bicyclists and pedestrians.  Consider development of a 
community garden somewhere in the River District, perhaps as a component of converting 
the parcels abutting the Water Treatment Plant to parkland. 

 Competitive Schools.  Schools must be safe and competitive with the schools of proximate 
districts before the Study Area can attract market-rate residents (in particular, ownership 
product). 

As a final recommendation regarding the transformation of the River District into a viable 
neighborhood, the City and Sacramento region should develop a long-term solution to relocating 
those uses in the district that do not comport with the Specific Plan vision.  These uses include 
the limited number of heavier industrial uses currently located in the River District. 

Ongoing Initiative:  Build Image and Identity with Improved Public Safety 

The River District and Railyards are distinctly different.  The River District is eclectic, urban, 
edgy, blue-collar, historic, and has an excellent connection to both rivers.  The Railyards, in 
contrast, is more anchored in history and its connection to Downtown Sacramento, and likely to 
catalyze around the adaptive reuse of the central shops. 

To successfully realize investment and fulfillment of potential in the River District, it is critical to 
manage the perception (and reality) of public safety issues to the point where business and real 
estate developers would not single the area out from other parts of the greater Downtown area.  
It is important to recognize that many successful historic and other transforming infill districts, 
both in and outside Sacramento, have some degree of crime, homeless, and other social issues.  
With a concerted and strategic approach, the perception of the area can at least be normalized. 

If successful, the redevelopment of the Twin Rivers housing site and the adjacent historic district 
takes on great promise.  Ideally, the area can be packaged under simplified ownership and 
offered to a qualified master developer with experience redeveloping historic structures into 
successful commercial mixed use and entertainment districts.  The nearby demographics of 
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midtown and adjacent neighborhoods would likely be very supportive of retail and other 
entertainment options in this district to the extent there are unique offerings.  Case studies of 
successful adaptive reuse efforts (e.g., Austin 6th Street, Granville Island in Vancouver, BC, etc.) 
can help guide efforts to underscore historical attributes while offering a compelling mix of uses.  
It should be noted that the selected developer (and other candidates, if possible) of the Twin 
Rivers site should be encouraged to weigh in and contribute potential approaches and solutions 
to this important issue. 

The River District’s potential is dramatically undercut by the high profile of the homeless 
population in the area, which precludes substantial private investment.  To this effect, the City 
has three options: 

1. Make marginal performance improvements (ongoing).  In this context, the term 
“performance” refers to the ability of the service providers to minimize the impact of their 
clientele on surrounding properties.  This might involve provision of restrooms, litter removal, 
improved overall code enforcement (public safety), improvement of architecture and 
landscaping, and other property maintenance. 

2. In addition to the first option, minimize impact on the North 16th Street Historic District by 
dispersing operations.  This approach has proven successful in the world of affordable 
housing, where an approach toward reduced concentration has improved overall community 
quality and helped “mainstream” residents.  However, it is not clear whether this would be a 
good model in the case of social service providers present in the district. 

3. As an alternative approach (which is expensive but potentially most effective), appropriately 
locate and build a comprehensive homeless service complex.  This would involve the 
internalization of services with a modern facility hosting multiple providers.  This concept has 
been previously evaluated and found to have little promise in this case, in part because of a 
lack of funding and a preference among many social service providers to avoid any such co-
location models.   

If some initial momentum can be established in this area, residents and employees will reinforce 
the improved stability of the area, leveraging the public investment that’s occurred and is 
expected to continue.  However, if perceptions in the area do not improve, investment in the 
area is likely to be slower and more focused on retaining the industrial character of the area, 
rather than uses that would contribute to its transformation. 
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Table A-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
River District Land Use Summary at Buildout

Land Use Category Acreage
Residential

Units
Commercial/

Retail Office Light Industrial Total
Hotel

Rooms

Units Rooms

Residential
Residential/Commercial Mixed Use (RCMU) 11.6 756 30,413 0 0 30,413 0
Residential/Mixed Use (RMU) 55.1 3,768 156,008 0 0 156,008 0
Residential Only (R) 32.0 2,174 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal Residential 98.8 6,698 186,421 0 0 0

Commercial Uses
Office/Mixed Use (OMU) 77.5 0 97,650 3,633,428 0 3,731,078 0
Office/Residential Mixed Use (ORMU) 35.6 970 51,020 319,674 0 370,694 0
Hotel Commercial (HC) 29.4 1 80,086 0 0 80,086 3,044
Light Industrial Residential Mixed Use (LIRMU) 61.6 391 45,156 0 864,113 909,269 0
Light Industrial Mixed Use (LIMU) 65.7 84 173,661 2,898 599,207 775,766 0
Commercial (C) 16.7 0 220,485 0 0 220,485 0
Subtotal Commercial 286.6 1,446 668,058 3,956,000 1,463,320 6,087,378 3,044

Subtotal Land Uses at Buildout 385.4 8,144 854,479 3,956,000 1,463,320 6,273,799 3,044

Less Existing Land Uses to Remain [1] 386 384,000 850,000 1,463,320 2,697,320 1,006

Total New Land Uses 7,758 470,479 3,106,000 0 3,576,479 2,038

"river_lu"

Source: February 15, 2011 Adopted River District Specific Plan; May 4, 2010 River District Public Facilities Financing Plan; EPS.

Nonresidential

[1]  Some existing land uses in the River District will be demolished and replaced by new land uses.  This line item reflects existing land uses that are  
      not expected to be demolished, and therefore varies from the existing land uses outlined in the River District Specific Plan document.  Existing land 
      uses to remain provided by the City of Sacramento Planning Department.

Nonresidential Sq. Ft.

River District
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Table A-2
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Railyards Land Use Summary at Buildout

Land Use [1]
Residential

Units Retail Office
Cultural/
Historic 

Total
Sq. Ft.

Hotel
Rooms

Units Rooms

Mixed Use Land Uses
Residential Commercial Mixed Use (RCMU) 42.3 1,704 1,062,100 491,000 322,560 1,875,660 600
Residential Mixed Use (RMU) 42.0 8,296 165,000 - - 165,000 500
Office/Residential Mixed Use (ORMU) 18.7 728 157,700 1,537,200 - 1,694,900 -
Total Mixed Use Land Uses 103.0 10,728 1,384,800 2,028,200 322,560 3,735,560 1,100

Other Land Uses
Open Space [2] 42.4 - - - - - -
Transportation Use [3] 29.0 - - - - - -
Railroad Technology Museum 3.9 - - - 162,830 162,830 -
Parking/Public Uses [4] 3.4 - - - - - -
Total Other Land Uses 78.6 - - - 162,830 162,830 -

Total Land Uses [5] 181.6 10,728 1,384,800 2,028,200 485,390 3,898,390 1,100

"rail_lu"

Source: August 20, 2007 Public Review Draft Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan; November 2007 Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan; EPS.

[1]  This plan represents one possible buildout scenario based on reasonable assumptions of market demand.  Actual land use mix and development 
   sequencing will be determined by market conditions. 

[2]  Based on 10/23/07 Open Space Summary provided by City of Sacramento.
[3]  Includes the Intermodal Station, Passenger Facilities, and Depot Plaza.
[4]  Includes I-5 Parking and the Pump Station. 
[5]  The Railyards comprises 244 acres; acreage not shown here is assumed to comprise other right-of-way and non-developer owned land.

Nonresidential Sq. Ft.

Railyards

Acreage

Nonresidential
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK 

This appendix presents a summary of demographic and economic trends and projections to 
establish a socio-economic context for future development in the Study Area.  The evaluation of 
demographic and economic trends and projections is focused on the geographies of the Study 
Area, the Market Area, the City of Sacramento, Sacramento County, and the State as a whole.52  
Following this chapter, subsequent chapters address detailed market trends pertinent to the 
aforementioned geographies to assess the potential for developing commercial and residential 
land uses in the Study Area, as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively.  The 
precise boundaries of the Study Area and Market Area are shown in Map 1-2. 

Demog rap h ic  Ove rv iew 

Population and Household Characteristics 

Located in the heart of California’s Central Valley, the City contains nearly 467,000 residents in 
the larger metropolitan Sacramento Region of approximately 2.5 million.53  Fueled primarily by 
the robust housing boom, the Sacramento Region’s population grew by nearly 50 percent 
between 1990 and 2012, with about half of that growth occurring since 2000.  The City grew at a 
slower pace than the Sacramento Region but still added about 100,000 residents between 1990 
and 2012, equaling a nearly 30-percent increase and surpassing the percentage growth in the 
State (in total and on an average annual basis). 

Given its predominantly commercial land uses and planning efforts which are just recently 
beginning to take shape, the Study Area has experienced nominal population growth since 1990.  
The broader Market Area, which encompasses Downtown and midtown Sacramento, and portions 
of the South Natomas neighborhood in Sacramento and West Sacramento, experienced about an 
8 percent growth rate over the same period (1990-2012) with a majority of the growth occurring 
before 2000.  Refer to Table B-1 for historical population and household growth in the Study 
Area, City, and Sacramento Region between 1990 and 2012. 

It is worth noting that the City’s average annual percentage growth in population is higher 
between 2000 and 2012 relative to the previous decade, while the average annual percentage 
growth in the Sacramento Region and State was higher between 1990 and 2000 and has 
subsequently slowed.  This growth in the City is primarily attributable to residential development 

                                            

52 The Market Area was delineated for the purpose of assessing the demand for affordable housing but 
is also used throughout the report to provide context regarding real estate metrics relative to the 
Study Area. 
53 For the purpose of this appendix, the Sacramento Region corresponds with the Sacramento 
Combined Statistical Area (CBSA) term used by the US Census and Claritas.  The Sacramento CBSA is 
the combination of the Sacramento metropolitan and micropolitan areas and includes El Dorado, 
Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties in California and Douglas County in 
Nevada.  The Sacramento CBSA includes the Sacramento-Arden Arcade-Roseville Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA), although the US Census and Claritas no longer use MSAs as a geographic 
boundary.  Only CBSAs are used.  Claritas uses the acronym CBSA, while other sources use the 
acronym CSA. 
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in the North Natomas neighborhood (north of the Study Area and American River along I-5), and 
perhaps highlights a shift in consumer preferences to live in new housing located closer to the 
Sacramento Region’s core.  However, residential development in North Natomas is on hiatus 
because of the flood-control related building moratorium. 

Table B-2 provides a summary of demographic indicators contained in the Study Area and other 
regional geographies.  The demographic data shown in this table emphasizes an important 
differentiator between the Study Area and other geographies evaluated for this study: residents 
residing in group quarters comprise a majority (60 percent) of the Study Area’s total 
population.54 Comparatively, 2 percent of residents in the broader geographies evaluated (the 
City, Sacramento Region, and State) reside in group quarters.  This data highlights the 
concentration of social service providers known to exist in the River District and the atypical 
neighborhood conditions the Study Area must address to attract additional private investment 
(both private employment opportunities and market-rate housing). 

The Study Area is estimated to contain 310 households, representing occupied housing units 
(excludes vacant housing units).  Of these occupied housing units, approximately 90 percent 
comprise renter-occupied households, with the remaining 10 percent comprising owner-occupied 
households.  A tenure split that includes about 75 percent renter-occupied households and 25 
percent owner-occupied households exists in the broader Market Area.  Because the Study Area 
and broader Market Area encompass the urbanized core of the Sacramento region, this tenure 
split, with a predominance of attached multifamily product, is not unexpected.  The broader 
geographies of the Sacramento Region and State, which comprise urban, suburban, and rural 
land use typologies, not surprisingly, contain a larger and majority percentage of owner-occupied 
housing units. 

Unemployment and Household Income 

As shown in Table B-2, residents in the Study Area are more than twice as likely to be 
unemployed, relative to the City at large.  The Study Area has an unemployment rate 
approaching 30 percent, which is nearly three times the State unemployment rate of about 10 
percent.  It should be noted that the unemployment rate at the Twin Rivers housing project, in 
particular, is estimated to be about 75 percent, with those residents stating disability or an 
inability to find a job as the primary reason for their unemployment.55 

Other barriers to securing employment for Twin Rivers residents include a lack of options related 
to transportation and childcare, and a lack of relevant education, job experience, and specific 
job-related skills.56 Correspondingly, more than half (53 percent) of Study Area residents aged 
25 and older have not graduated from high school and only 13 percent have at least a Bachelor’s 
degree.  Comparatively, and somewhat surprisingly, 40 percent of City residents aged 25 and 

                                            

54 All people not living in housing units are classified by the Census Bureau as living in group quarters.  
According to the Census, group quarters is a place where people live or stay, in a group living 
arrangement, that is owned or managed by an entity or organization providing housing or services for 
the residents.  These services may include custodial or medical care as well as other types of 
assistance, and residency is commonly restricted to those receiving these services. 
55 Twin Rivers Public Housing Development Resident Needs Assessment Summary. August 2012. 
56 Ibid. 
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older have not attained a high school diploma, contrasted with 13 percent in the Sacramento 
Region and about 20 percent statewide.  The educational attainment of the population residing in 
the broader Market Area is consistent with the State where approximately 20 percent of 
residents have not graduated from high school, but a majority (60 percent) have attained at 
least a Bachelor’s degree. 

A telling indicator of the local economy, however, is that despite similar percentages of 
educational attainment, households in the Market Area have a median income ($34,000) that is 
only slightly greater than half of the median income of households statewide ($58,000).  
Consistent with unemployment trends and the fact that a majority of the population resides in 
housing for low-income individuals, Study Area households have a median income of about 
$17,000, which is about one-half of the median income of households in the broader Market Area 
and one-third of the median income for households in the City at large.  In comparison, the State 
HCD income limits for Sacramento County show the AMI for a 4-person household to be $76,100 
for 2012. 

Trends in Household Size and Age 

Table B-3 presents data related to select demographic changes that occurred in the City, 
County, and Sacramento Region from 2000 to 2010.  In the City, 65 percent of the household 
growth that occurred resulted from smaller household formation.  In all geographies evaluated, 
smaller households (1 to 3 persons) were consistently more likely to be formed, an input that 
potential informs a shift in preferences for smaller sized housing throughout the Sacramento 
region. 

The average age of the general populace in the Sacramento Region is increasing.  Table B-3 
shows the largest increase in the Sacramento Region, by a substantial margin, is the cohort aged 
55 and older.  In contrast, however, the City experienced nearly equal growth in two primary age 
cohorts: those residents aged 20-34 and those aged 55 and older.  In fact, about 50 percent of 
the City’s growth occurred in residents younger than age 35, compared with 40 percent growth 
for the Sacramento County and Region for the same cohort. 

The Study Area has a much larger percentage of adults aged 35 and older (approximately 
63 percent of the total population) relative to the City, Sacramento Region and State 
(approximately 47 to 51 percent of the total population).  Conversely, the population below the 
age of 24 is notably smaller in the Study Area relative to the broader geographies evaluated.  
Refer to Table B-4 for the estimated population by age. 

Economic  Overv iew 

Regional Economy 

The 6-county Sacramento regional economy is dominated by employment in the government; 
trade, transportation, and utilities (including retail and distribution of goods); and professional 
and business services sectors.  With the City’s role as the State’s capital, it is not surprising that 
employment in the government sector comprises nearly 30 percent of the Sacramento regional 
economy, with employment in the trade, transportation and utilities and professional and 
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business services sectors representing about 16 percent and 12 percent of regional employment, 
respectively.57 

Similar to the broader Sacramento region, the largest proportion of total jobs in Sacramento 
County alone is in the government sector (30 percent).  As shown in Table B-5, other sectors 
with a substantial amount of employment include the professional, scientific, and technical 
services (14 percent) and educational and health services (12 percent) sectors.  This table 
illustrates the relative dominance of the government sector in the County in comparison to 
employment in this sector statewide, as well as the similarities between the County and State in 
employment as a percentage of total employment in nearly all other sectors (with the exception 
of manufacturing). 

As the Sacramento region has grown in population, the regional economy has begun to diversify.  
While still important to the health of the regional economy, employment in the government 
sector as a proportion of total jobs has steadily declined over the last two decades because of 
expanding private sector employment in industries such as high technology, life sciences, 
healthcare, and clean energy technology.  Indeed, besides a modest amount of growth in the 
government sector from 2000 to 2010 (8 percent), the Sacramento region witnessed growth in 
three other sectors over the same period: educational and health services (more than 
39 percent); leisure and hospitality (almost 14 percent); and other services (nearly 5 percent).  
These sectors showed higher growth rates than both the State and nation during this time 
period.58 

New and expanding companies in the region will be attracted by the presence of a skilled labor 
force.  High educational institutions and job training organizations in the region will be integral to 
maintaining a highly trained populace.  Higher educational institutions in the region include the 
University of California, Davis (UC Davis) (the largest four-year university in the region); 
California State University, Sacramento (Sacramento State); seven community colleges; 
numerous vocational schools; professional schools; private schools and local campuses of 
colleges headquartered elsewhere in the nation.  Local job training programs and organizations 
include local economic development departments; the Sacramento Employment and Training 
Agency (SETA); PRIDE Industries, an organization that supports, trains and provides 
opportunities necessary to help people with disabilities overcome obstacles and find meaningful 
employment; and Job Corps, a free education and training program that helps young people 
learn a career, earn a high school diploma or GED, and find and keep a good job. 

Study Area Economy 

Table B-6 provides a listing of businesses located in the Study Area.  As of August 2012, there 
are about 250 businesses employing more than 4,000 employees located in the Study Area.  
With nearly 1,000 employees, the public administration (government) sector represents the 
largest proportion of jobs in the Study Area (24 percent of total employment).  Other major 
industries present in the Study Area include the wholesale trade of nondurable goods (perishable 
food products, paper products); business services (advertising, arbitration services, call centers, 
paralegals); and local passenger transportation (taxicabs, limousine services).  Overall, the 
                                            

57 Sacramento Area Commerce and Trade Organization (SACTO) 2012/2013 Regional Report. 
58 Ibid. 
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Study Area generates about $761 million in sales volume, generating about $7.6 million is sales 
tax revenues for the City. 

Popu la t ion  a nd  Emp loyment  P ro jec t ions  

SACOG’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) 
regional population, housing unit, and employment projections for the 6-county region were 
adopted in April 2012, representing the most recent published projections available for the 
Sacramento region.  This report relies on SACOG’s growth projections to evaluate the projected 
levels of population and employment growth from 2008 through 2035.  Specifically, these 
projections are used as the basis for estimating market support for affordable and market-rate 
residential development in the Study Area, as discussed in detail in Chapter 4.   

SACOG Projection Methodology59 

SACOG’s MTP/SCS growth projections begin with 2008 as the base year.  SACOG created a base 
year 2008 spatial dataset of estimated land use, employment, and housing conditions for use in 
the MTP/SCS.  The SACOG 2008 existing conditions data is intended to be a “small-area 
estimate” of land use, housing and employment.  The 2008 existing conditions small area 
dataset consisted of three components: 1) an existing housing unit estimate, 2) an existing 
employment estimate, and 3) existing land use. 

Base year data was derived from US Census data.  The 2008 housing unit estimates were 
estimated using 2000 Census data plus parcel level building permit data from jurisdictions from 
January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2007.  The 2008 data was then compared to the California 
Department of Finance (DOF) Demographic Research Unit E-5 annual population estimates.  The 
data was reviewed using GIS data to determine whether any discrepancies existed between the 
two data sets.  The 2008 job estimates are based on employment data from InfoUSA.  The 
InfoUSA data is classified by North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes.  
SACOG created 24 employment sectors and categorized all of the employment information using 
those 24 sectors.  The InfoUSA data was reviewed and adjusted accordingly with supplemental 
data from a variety of state and local sources. 

After establishing base year conditions, SACOG contracted with The Center for the Continuing 
Study of the California Economy (CCSCE) to develop regional projections of population, 
employment and households.  CCSCE prepared draft projections of future employment (by major 
employment sector), population and household growth at the six-county regional scale.  SACOG 
staff then allocated that growth to all of the jurisdictions of the region based on the following 
three factors: local plans and policies; other State and federal policies; and market and economic 
considerations.  Specifically, the regional growth rates and patterns are influenced by local, 
regional, and national social, economic, and technological changes.  The amount and location of 
growth in a specific area is regulated by the city or county through zoning, land use plans, land 
use policies, and decisions regarding development applications.  Other agency infrastructure 
decisions also affect growth in specific areas. 

                                            

59 Excerpted from Appendix E-3 of SACOG’s MTP/SCS 2035 projection report, adopted in April 2012. 
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SACOG and CCSCE worked with local jurisdictions to develop the growth forecasts.  The growth 
forecasts reflect the growth pattern that is most likely to occur based on the best information 
available.  The resulting growth patterns are a combination of local policies, many of which 
reflect or are influenced by Blueprint principles, and market forces leavened by issues such as 
flooding and habitat conservation. 

Projected Population Growth 

As shown in Table B-7, the Sacramento Region and County are projected to grow by an average 
annual rate of 1.2 percent between 2010 and 2035.  The region is anticipated to add 770,000 
residents, with more than half of this growth (60 percent) occurring in Sacramento County.  The 
City is projected to grow at a faster pace than the region, adding about 320,000 residents by 
2035.  Although it represents less than 10 percent of new growth between 2010 and 2035, the 
Study Area is projected to grow at an average annual growth rate of nearly 12 percent, adding 
about 28,000 residents for an average of 1,500 residents per year over the period 2010 to 2035. 

Projected Housing Unit Growth 

Table B-8 summarizes the housing unit growth in the Study Area and larger geographies in the 
Sacramento region.  As shown, the Study Area is projected to add about 15,000 housing units 
through 2035.  This projected housing unit growth is the basis for market rate and affordable 
housing projections identified in this study and described further in Chapter 4.  As described in 
this chapter, EPS conservatively assumes that existing market conditions and other factors (i.e., 
requisite infrastructure) will preclude any new residential development from occurring before 
2017.  EPS did not adjust SACOG’s 2035 figures.  Thus, given the shortened projection period 
(2017-2035), average annual growth in the Study Area is presumed to be higher than what is 
shown in Table B-8. 

Projected Employment Growth 

Table B-9 summarizes employment or new jobs that are projected to be added to the Study 
Area and other geographies in the Sacramento region.  Through 2035, the Study Area is 
projected to add about 11,200 jobs, with about half of the new growth occurring in the River 
District and half occurring in the Railyards. 

SACOG provides projected employment by industry at the 6-county regional level only.  CCSCE 
developed job projections by major industry group as part of the regional projection analysis.  
The projections for 2020 were developed in CCSCE’s detailed industry projection model linking 
the region to the state and nation.  The projections for 2035 were developed by assuming that 
national industry trends between 2020 and 2035 would be followed in the region although overall 
regional job growth would exceed the national rate of job growth to 2035.60 

As shown in Table B-10, the largest share of regional job growth is expected in the health 
services component of educational and health services (meeting the growing health care needs 
of an aging population) and in professional and business services, which includes the fast 
growing computer, architectural and engineering, scientific and R&D laboratory services sectors.  
Many other sectors, including government, construction, and leisure and hospitality, are 

                                            

60 Ibid. 
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anticipated to add jobs to the Sacramento region.  It is important to note that employment in the 
manufacturing sector is projected to shed more than 12,000 jobs by 2035. 

The industry sectors that anticipate the highest job growth in the Sacramento region comport 
with SACTO focus industries.  SACTO, the Sacramento region’s leading facilitator of economic 
development, has targeted local economic development efforts towards two key industries: clean 
energy technology (professional and business services sector); and biotechnology and life 
sciences (educational and health services sector).  These focus industries are described in 
greater detail below. 

 Clean Energy Technology.  With a focus on renewable energy solutions and alternative 
energy investments, the Sacramento Region has emerged as a national hub for clean and 
green technology research and development.  The area hosts more than 200 clean 
technology firms and organizations, many with headquarters in the region.  Some of the 
characteristics that make the region appropriate for this industry include the Sacramento 
region’s robust supply of educational institutions; Sacramento’s role in State policymaking 
regarding the clean energy technology industry; the Sacramento region has an expanding 
market for several clean technology industries, including solar, wind, energy efficiency, and 
biomass; and the region has three of the top ten most progressive utility companies in the 
US (Pacific Gas & Electric; the Sacramento Municipal Utility District; and Roseville Electric).61 

 Biotechnology and Life Sciences.  The Sacramento region’s biotechnology and life 
sciences industries are growing rapidly, with more than 100 biotechnology and medical 
device companies and 15,000 life sciences employees in the region.  The region’s strength in 
this sector draws from UC Davis, one of the world’s premier life science research universities; 
the UC Davis Health System; and Sacramento State. 

 

                                            

61 Sacramento Area Commerce and Trade Organization (SACTO) 2012/2013 Regional Report. 



Table B-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Historical Population and Household Estimates

Item 1990 [1] 2000 [1] 2010 [1] Total Rate 1990-2000 2000-2010 1990-2010

Population
Study Area 1,641 1,579 1,823 182 11.1% -0.38% 1.45% 0.53%
Market Area 62,369 65,832 67,451 5,082 8.1% 0.54% 0.24% 0.39%
City of Sacramento 368,923 407,018 466,488 97,565 26.4% 0.99% 1.37% 1.18%
Sacramento Region [2] 1,681,126 2,069,298 2,461,780 780,654 46.4% 2.10% 1.75% 1.93%
State of California 29,760,021 33,871,648 37,253,956 7,493,935 25.2% 1.30% 0.96% 1.13%

Households [3]
Study Area 255 287 310 55 21.6% 1.19% 0.77% 0.98%
Market Area 29,162 30,403 32,886 3,724 12.8% 0.42% 0.79% 0.60%
City of Sacramento 144,288 154,581 174,624 30,336 21.0% 0.69% 1.23% 0.96%
Sacramento Region [2] 622,440 766,161 904,576 282,136 45.3% 2.10% 1.67% 1.89%
State of California 10,381,206 11,502,870 12,577,498 2,196,292 21.2% 1.03% 0.90% 0.96%

"cpop"

Source: US Census; Claritas; EPS. 

[1]  The 1990 data is from Claritas. The 2000 and 2010 data is from the US Census.
[2]  The Sacramento Region is equivalent to the Sacramento Combined Statistical Area (CBSA), which is a combination of the Sacramento metropolitan 
      and micropolitan areas. The CBSA includes the following counties: El Dorado, Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba 
      in California and Douglas in Nevada. The Sacramento CBSA includes the Sacramento-Arden Arcade-Roseville MSA (metropolitan statistical area). 
      Claritas and the US Census no longer use Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). Only CBSAs are used.
[3]  Represents occupied households.

Average Annual Growth RateGrowth (1990-2010)
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Table B-2
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Social Indicator Summary 

Item
Study

Area [1]
Market
Area [1]

City of 
Sacramento

Sacramento
Region [2]

State of
California

2010 CENSUS [3]

Population 
Total Population 1,823 67,451 466,488 2,461,780 37,253,956
Group Quarters Population [4] 1,092 4,047 8,314 39,582 819,816
Population in Households 731 67,416 458,174 2,422,198 36,434,140

Percent of Population in Group Quarters 60% 6% 2% 2% 2%

Households [5]
Number of Households 310 32,886 174,624 904,576 12,577,498
Persons per Household [6] 2.36 2.05 2.62 2.68 2.90

Tenure of Occupied Housing Units
Owner Occupied 27 8,060 86,271 556,187 7,035,371
Renter Occupied 283 24,826 88,353 348,389 5,542,127
Total Occupied Housing Units 310 32,886 174,624 904,576 12,577,498

Owner Occupied Percent 8.7% 24.5% 49.4% 61.5% 55.9%
Renter Occupied Percent 91.3% 75.5% 50.6% 38.5% 44.1%

2012 CLARITAS [7]

Employment [8]
Population Employed 247 32,806 205,014 989,865 16,990,281
Population Unemployed 93 4,390 29,855 115,242 1,855,820
Total Labor Force 340 37,196 234,869 1,105,107 18,846,101

Unemployment Rate 27.4% 11.8% 12.7% 10.4% 9.8%

Income (2012$)
Median Household Income $16,879 $33,537 $46,093 $57,629 $58,373
Average Household Income $24,260 $45,963 $60,686 $74,323 $79,547

Median Owner Occupied Housing Value $119,227 $165,581 $192,374 $243,590 $318,822

Education Level (Percent) [9]
Non-High School Graduate 53.1% 19.3% 40.2% 13.0% 19.4%
High School Graduate 34.2% 20.2% 24.4% 21.6% 21.2%
Bachelor's Degree Or Higher 13.1% 60.5% 35.4% 65.4% 59.3%

"demog"

Source: Claritas; 2010 US Census; EPS.

[1]  See Map 1-2 for the Study Area and Market Area boundaries. 
[2]  The Sacramento Region is equivalent to the Sacramento Combined Statistical Area (CBSA), which is a combination of the 
      Sacramento metropolitan and micropolitan areas. The CBSA includes the following counties: El Dorado, Nevada, Placer, 
      Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba in California and Douglas in Nevada. The Sacramento CBSA includes the 
      Sacramento-Arden Arcade-Roseville MSA (metropolitan statistical area). Claritas and the US Census no longer use Metropolitan 
      Statistical Areas (MSAs). Only CBSAs are used. 
[3]  Represents 2010 Census data which is considered the most accurate and current data available. 
[4]  All people not living in housing units are classified by the Census Bureau as living in group quarters. According to the Census, 
      group quarters is a place where people live or stay, in a group living arrangement, that is owned or managed by an entity or 
      organization providing housing and/or services for the residents. These services may include custodial or medical care as well as 
      other types of assistance, and residency is commonly restricted to those receiving these services.
[5]  Represents occupied housing units.
[6]  The persons per household is calculated by dividing the population in households by the number of households. 
[7]  Represents 2012 Claritas data which is based on Census data. Employment, income, housing value, and educational attainment
      are derived through the Census American Community Survey (ACS). ACS provides 1, 3, and 5-year estimates depending on the
      size of the geography. ACS only provides 5-year estimates for the Study Area and Market Area geographies. Consequently, this 
      table represents the Claritas data because it is the most current data available. 
[8]  For civilian population aged 16 and older.
[9]  For population aged 25 and older.
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Table B-3
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Trends in Households and Population - Regional (2000-2010)

Share Share Share
Item of Growth of Growth of Growth

Population 407,018 466,488 59,470 15% 1,223,499 1,418,788 195,289 16% 2,069,298 2,461,780 392,482 19%
Households 154,581 174,624 20,043 13% 453,602 513,945 60,343 13% 766,161 904,576 138,415 18%

Households by Household Size
1-3 persons 117,848 130,832 12,984 11% 65% 337,502 372,987 35,485 11% 59% 568,618 664,170 95,552 17% 69%
4+ persons 36,733 43,792 7,059 19% 35% 116,100 140,958 24,858 21% 41% 197,543 240,406 42,863 22% 31%
Total 154,581 174,624 20,043 13% 100% 453,602 513,945 60,343 13% 100% 766,161 904,576 138,415 18% 100%

Population by Age Group
Under 19 123,258 130,888 7,630 6% 13% 371,161 404,675 33,514 9% 17% 620,027 684,658 64,631 10% 16%
Age 20-34 93,516 115,279 21,763 23% 37% 262,057 308,554 46,497 18% 24% 414,201 502,302 88,101 21% 22%
Age 35-54 113,601 121,031 7,430 7% 12% 359,745 391,371 31,626 9% 16% 621,148 676,831 55,683 9% 14%
Age 55+ 76,643 99,290 22,647 30% 38% 230,536 314,188 83,652 36% 43% 413,922 597,989 184,067 44% 47%
Total 407,018 466,488 59,470 15% 100% 1,223,499 1,418,788 195,289 16% 100% 2,069,298 2,461,780 392,482 19% 100%

"demo_trend"

Source:  2000 and 2010 US Census; EPS.

[1]  The Sacramento Region is equivalent to the Sacramento Combined Statistical Area (CBSA), which is a combination of the Sacramento metropolitan and micropolitan areas. The CBSA includes the 
      following counties: El Dorado, Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba in California and Douglas in Nevada.  The Sacramento CBSA includes the Sacramento-Arden Arcade-Roseville MSA 
      (metropolitan statistical area). Claritas and the US Census no longer use Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). Only CBSAs are used. 

Change
% 

Chg. 2000 2010 Change
% 

Chg.
% 

Chg. 2000 2010 Change

City of Sacramento Sacramento County Sacramento Region [1]

2000 2010
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Table B-4
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
2010 Estimated Population by Age

Item Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

Population by Age
Under 19 350 19.2% 130,888 28.1% 684,658 27.8% 10,452,042 28.1%
Age 20-34 320 17.6% 115,279 24.7% 502,302 20.4% 8,083,826 21.7%
Age 35-54 867 47.6% 121,031 25.9% 676,831 27.5% 10,435,081 28.0%
Age 55+ 286 15.7% 99,290 21.3% 597,989 24.3% 8,283,007 22.2%
Total 1,823 100.0% 466,488 100.0% 2,461,780 100.0% 37,253,956 100.0%

"age"

Source: US Census; EPS.

[1]  The Sacramento Region is equivalent to the Sacramento Combined Statistical Area (CBSA), which is a combination of the Sacramento 
      metropolitan and micropolitan areas. The CBSA includes the following counties: El Dorado, Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, 
      and Yuba in California and Douglas in Nevada.  The Sacramento CBSA includes the Sacramento-Arden Arcade-Roseville MSA 
      (metropolitan statistical area). Claritas and the US Census no longer use Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). Only CBSAs are used. 

State of California Study Area City of Sacramento Sacramento Region [1]
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Table B-5
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Estimated Employment by Industry Sector (2011)

% Share
NAICS Code / Industry Total % Share Total % Share Difference

92 Government 159,600 29.4% 2,398,700 16.6% 12.7%
54-56 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 75,800 13.9% 2,126,300 14.7% -0.8%
61 Educational and Health Services 70,500 13.0% 1,833,600 12.7% 0.3%
44-45 Retail Trade 55,900 10.3% 1,532,000 10.6% -0.3%
71-72 Leisure & Hospitality 48,300 8.9% 1,530,300 10.6% -1.7%
52-53 Finance and Insurance and Real Estate 30,300 5.6% 761,500 5.3% 0.3%
23 Construction 22,400 4.1% 553,700 3.8% 0.3%
31-33 Manufacturing 20,100 3.7% 1,245,800 8.6% -4.9%
81 Other Services (except Public Administration) 19,700 3.6% 486,900 3.4% 0.3%
42 Wholesale Trade 14,200 2.6% 659,000 4.6% -2.0%
51 Information 13,000 2.4% 432,400 3.0% -0.6%
22, 48-49 Transportation, Warehousing & Utilities 11,300 2.1% 471,900 3.3% -1.2%
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting 2,600 0.5% 385,300 2.7% -2.2%
21 Mining and Logging 0 0.0% 28,500 0.2% -0.2%

Total Employment 543,700 14,445,900

"emp"

Source:  Sacramento County and State of California Industry Employment & Labor Force March 2011, EDD; EPS.

CaliforniaSacramento County
2011 Employment
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Table B-6
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Study Area Businesses (2012) 

Category [1] Total % Total Total % Total Total % Total

Office 
Business Services [2] 25 10.1% 314 7.5% $30,217,000 4.0%
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 10 4.0% 68 1.6% $12,791,000 1.7%
Public Administration [3] 15 6.0% 997 23.9% $0 0.0%
Social Services 13 5.2% 227 5.4% $0 0.0%
Subtotal Office 63 25.4% 1,606 38.4% $43,008,000 5.7%

Retail
Apparel & Accessory Stores 1 0.4% 2 0.0% $310,000 0.0%
Automotive Dealers & Gasoline Service Stations 8 3.2% 213 5.1% $142,941,000 18.8%
Building, Hardware Garden, & Mobile Home Dealers 7 2.8% 109 2.6% $31,941,000 4.2%
Eating & Drinking Places 9 3.6% 95 2.3% $3,989,000 0.5%
Food Stores 5 2.0% 65 1.6% $14,895,000 2.0%
Home Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment Stores 8 3.2% 47 1.1% $13,751,000 1.8%
Miscellaneous Retail 9 3.6% 59 1.4% $7,777,000 1.0%
Subtotal Retail 47 19.0% 590 14.1% $215,604,000 28.3%

Services
Amusement & Recreation Services 4 1.6% 134 3.2% $12,781,000 1.7%
Construction 13 5.2% 249 6.0% $40,344,000 5.3%
Hotels and Other Lodging 9 3.6% 220 5.3% $19,979,000 2.6%
Manufacturing 18 7.3% 214 5.1% $60,626,000 8.0%
Other Services [4] 28 11.3% 157 3.8% $9,969,000 1.3%
Subtotal Services 72 29.0% 974 23.3% $143,699,000 18.9%

Transportation and Utilities
General Warehouse and Storage 5 2.0% 12 0.3% $2,268,000 0.3%
Local Passenger Transportation 14 5.6% 260 6.2% $25,263,000 3.3%
Other Transportation and Utilities [5] 7 2.8% 105 2.5% $33,987,000 4.5%
Subtotal Transportation and Utilities 26 10.5% 377 9.0% $61,518,000 8.1%

Wholesale Trade
Durable Goods 31 12.5% 249 6.0% $134,972,000 17.7%
Nondurable Goods 9 3.6% 384 9.2% $162,398,000 21.3%
Subtotal Wholesale Trade 40 16.1% 633 15.1% $297,370,000 39.1%

Total 248 100.0% 4,180 100.0% $761,199,000 100.0%

"businesses"

Source: InfoUSA (August 2012); EPS.

[1] Based on SIC categories. Some of the SIC category titles have been abbreviated.
[2] Includes the following types of businesses: Business, legal, health, and educational. 
[3] Includes the following types of businesses: Government, justice, public order and safety, and public finance.
[4] Includes the following types of services: Automotive, personal, membership organizations, museums, and miscellaneous services.
[5] Includes the following types of businesses: Communication, motor freight transportation, and transportation services.

# of 
Businesses Employees

Total Sales 
Volume 
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Table B-7
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Population Projections

Incremental
Growth

Jurisdiction 2010 [1] 2020 2030 2035 (2010-2035) Total Rate

Study Area
River District [2] 1,823 3,655 9,762 12,815 10,992 440 8.1%
Railyards 0 2,758 11,953 16,550 16,550 662 NA
Total Study Area 1,823 6,413 21,714 29,365 27,542 1,102 11.8%

Market Area 67,451 85,924 109,457 123,540 56,089 2,244 2.5%

City of Sacramento [3] 466,488 575,171 709,174 787,465 320,977 12,839 2.1%

Sacramento County 1,418,788 1,590,691 1,783,422 1,888,375 469,587 18,783 1.2%

Sacramento 6-County Region [4] 2,316,019 2,597,859 2,913,997 3,086,213 770,194 30,808 1.2%

"proj"

Source: SACOG MTP/SCS Population Projections; US Census; EPS. 

[2]  Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) 1072 is located in both the Railyards and River District. The housing units for TAZ 1072 is 
      allocated to the River District because a majority of the TAZ is located in the River District.
[3]  Includes some TAZ boundaries that extend beyond the City's limits. The majority of these TAZs are located within the City. 
[4]  Includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties.

Average Annual 
Growth

(2010-2035)

[1]  The 2010 data shown does not represent a straight-line interpolation of SACOG's baseline 2008 estimates. Rather, this analysis
      replaces a straight-line interpolation figure with data from the 2010 Census because EPS believes this data to be more accurate.
      The 2035 SACOG estimates are derived from the SCS/MTP projections and remain unchanged.
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Table B-8
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Housing Unit Projections

Incremental
Growth

Jurisdiction 2010 [1] 2020 2030 2035 (2010-2035) Total Rate

Study Area
River District [2] 333 1,388 4,904 6,663 6,330 253 12.7%
Railyards 0 1,448 6,275 8,688 8,688 348 NA
Total Study Area 333 2,836 11,179 15,351 15,018 601 16.6%

Market Area 36,875 46,498 58,632 65,840 28,965 1,159 2.3%

City of Sacramento [3] 190,911 236,458 292,870 325,939 135,028 5,401 2.2%

Sacramento County 555,932 621,350 694,466 734,189 178,257 7,130 1.1%

Sacramento 6-County Region [4] 933,286 1,027,936 1,132,185 1,188,210 254,924 10,197 1.0%

"hproj"

Source: SACOG MTP/SCS Population Projections; US Census; EPS. 

[2]  Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) 1072 is located in both the Railyards and River District. The housing units for TAZ 1072 is 
      allocated to the River District because a majority of the TAZ is located in the River District.
[3]  Includes some TAZ boundaries that extend beyond the City's limits. The majority of these TAZs are located within the City. 
[4]  Includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties.

Average Annual 
Growth

(2010-2035)

[1]  The 2010 data shown does not represent a straight-line interpolation of SACOG's baseline 2008 estimates. Rather, this analysis
      replaces a straight-line interpolation figure with data from the 2010 Census because EPS believes this data to be more accurate.
      The 2035 SACOG estimates are derived from the SCS/MTP projections and remain unchanged.
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Table B-9
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Employment Projections (Jobs) [1]

Incremental
Growth

Jurisdiction 2010 2020 2030 2035 (2010-2035) Total Rate

Study Area [1]
River District [2] 6,753 8,688 11,178 12,679 5,926 237 2.6%
Railyards 487 1,309 3,516 5,763 5,276 211 10.4%
Total Study Area 7,240 9,997 14,694 18,441 11,202 448 3.8%

Market Area 141,366 153,768 167,258 174,441 33,075 1,323 0.8%

City of Sacramento [3] 355,781 391,844 431,564 452,909 97,128 3,885 1.0%

Sacramento County 636,213 708,992 790,098 834,066 197,853 7,914 1.1%

Sacramento 6-County Region [4] 989,283 1,112,746 1,251,617 1,327,423 338,140 13,526 1.2%

"emp_proj"

Source: SACOG MTP/SCS Population Projections; US Census; EPS. 

[1]  The SACOG total amount of jobs in the Study Area is higher than the InfoUSA data. EPS assumes that the total amount of jobs for 
      the Study Area is between the InfoUSA amount and the SACOG amount. The SACOG amount is used in this table. 
[2]  Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) 1072 is located in both the Railyards and River District. The population for TAZ 1072 is 
      allocated to the River District because a majority of the TAZ is located in the River District.
[3]  Includes some TAZ boundaries that extend beyond the City's limits. The majority of these TAZs are located within the City. 
[4]  Includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba counties.

Average Annual 
Growth

(2010-2035)
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Table B-10
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
SACOG 6-County Region Employment Projections by Sector [1]

Incremental
Growth
(1,000s)

Item 2010 2020 2035 2010-2035 Total [2] Rate

Major Industry Sector
Education and Health Services 94.1 131.5 167.3 73.2 2,926.3 2.33% 
Professional and Business Services 130.2 155.5 195.0 64.8 2,591.2 1.63% 
Government 241.6 264.2 300.0 58.4 2,334.7 0.87% 
Construction 65.6 81.1 101.5 35.9 1,435.7 1.76% 
Self Employed 81.6 94.7 114.8 33.2 1,327.5 1.37% 
Leisure and Hospitality 83.6 99.7 115.2 31.6 1,265.2 1.29% 
Financial Activities 59.6 68.8 77.3 17.7 708.4 1.05% 
Retail Trade 101.1 110.8 117.1 16.0 640.9 0.59% 
Other Services 31.4 34.2 42.1 10.7 428.8 1.18% 
Transportation, Warehousing, and Utilities 26.4 28.1 32.0 5.6 222.3 0.77% 
Wholesale Trade 27.8 30.6 32.9 5.1 203.7 0.67% 
Information 19.8 20.5 22.0 2.2 87.5 0.42% 
Mining 1.1 1.2 0.9 (0.2) (8.2) (0.82%)
Agriculture 14.5 13.1 13.4 (1.1) (45.0) (0.32%)
Manufacturing 44.7 37.8 32.5 (12.2) (488.5) (1.27%)
Total Employment [3] 1,023.2 1,171.8 1,364.0 340.8 13,630.4 1.13% 

"region_emp"

Source: SACOG MTP / SCS Appendix D-1 Regional Projections; EPS.

[1] Includes El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba County.
[2] The total average annual growth amount shown is the actual amount and not shown in thousands.
[3] Totals may differ from the SACOG report due to rounding. 

Average Annual GrowthEmployment Estimates (1,000s)
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Table C-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market Area Affordable Housing List [1]

Project Address
Total

Units [2]
Agency 
Assisted

HUD
Section 8

HUD LIHTC 
Units [3]

HUD Public
 Housing

Total
Affordable 

Units

Sacramento
1107 F Street 1007 F St 1 1 - - - 1
1215 D Street 1215 D St 24 - 24 - - 24
1500 Q Street 1504 Q St 4 4 - - - 4
17th Street Commons 1524 17th St 11 11 - - - 11
18th and L Street Apartments 1801 L St 152 - - 36 - 36
1904 F Street 1904 F St 3 2 - - - 2
1924 4th Street 1924 4th St 2 2 - - - 2
2111 I Street 2111 I St 2 2 - - - 2
2220 L Street 2220 L St 14 14 - - - 14
2301 C Street 2301 C St 16 - 16 - - 16
2324 H Street 2324 H St 4 3 - - - 3
2410 C Street Apartments 2410 C St 16 - 16 - - 16
2425 Q Street 2425 Q St 10 10 - - - 10
2517 C Street Apartments 2517 C St 16 - 16 - - 16
2531 N Street 2531 N St 3 3 - - - 3
502-504 10th Street 502 10th St 8 7 - - - 7
511 9th Street 511 9th St 2 2 - - - 2
521 T Street - TLCS 521 T St 4 4 - - - 4
7th & H 7th & H St 150 150 - - - 150
800 J (Plaza Lofts) 800 J St 225 45 - - - 45
Artisan Square 1615 Del Paso Bl 7 7 - - - 7
Berry Hotel 729  L St 104 103 - - - 103
Camelot North 1222 E St 20 - 20 - - 20
Capitol Terrace 1820 Capitol Ave 318 - - - 318 318
Capitol View Apartments 1101 G St 10 8 - - - 8
Discovery Commons 1600 W. El Camino 160 81 - - - 81
Don Carlos 1510 O St 8 8 - - - 8
Eskaton Natomas Manor 2400 Northview Dr 59 - 59 - - 59
Evergreen Estates 1048 Dixieanne Ave 56 56 - - - 56
Forrest Palms Seniors Center 1825 El Monte Ave 40 - 39 - - 39
Fremont Building 1601 P St 69 9 - - - 9
Fremont Mews 1400 P St 119 - - 49 - 49
Gibson Oaks 480 Redwood Ave 170 - - - 170 170
Globe Mills 1131 C St 143 - - 112 - 112
Hotel Berry 729 L Street 104 103 - - - 103
Johnston House 1522 14th St 6 6 - - - 6
L & D Properties 2425 Q St 10 10 - - - 10
La Valentina 429 12th St 81 - - 81 - 81
Lattuada 324 T St. 3 3 - - - 3
Midtown Apartments 700 12th St 20 - - 20 - 20
New Helvetia 2536 Kit Carson St 360 - - - 360 360
Normandy Arms 1327 E St 20 - 20 - - 20
Park Place 1230 N St 148 - 143 - - 143
Pensione K Apartments 1614 K St 137 129 - - - 129
Ping Yuen Center 420 I St 82 - - 81 - 81
Pioneer Towers 515 P St 198 - 100 - - 100
Quinn Cottages 1500 N A St 60 - - 60 - 60
Ridgeway Hotel 912 12TH St 58 - - 58 - 58
River City Residences 1816 O St 15 - 15 - - 15
River Court Apartments 1671 W El Camino Ave 160 - - 80 - 80
River Garden Estates Apartments 2201 Northview Dr 124 - - 124 - 124
River Oaks 57 Seavey Cir 390 - - - 390 390
River Point Apartments - I & II 2361 Oak Harbor Dr 714 144 - - - 144
River Terrace Apartments 2593 Millcreek Dr 347 70 - - - 70
Riverview Apartments 626 I St 244 - - - 244 244
Riverview Plaza 600 I St 123 - - 123 - 123
Sequoia Hotel 911 K St 92 91 - - - 91
Shasta Hotel 1017 10th St 80 80 - - - 80

Affordable Units
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Page 2 of 2

Table C-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Market Area Affordable Housing List [1]

Project Address
Total

Units [2]
Agency 
Assisted

HUD
Section 8

HUD LIHTC 
Units [3]

HUD Public
 Housing

Total
Affordable 

Units

Affordable Units

Sacramento (continued)
Sherwood Court 1218 D St 14 - 14 - - 14
St Francis 2501 L St 48 47 - - - 47
St Francis Manor 2515 J St 128 - 126 - - 126
St Francis Terrace 2525 L St 48 - - 48 - 48
Steven's Place 2411 F St 16 11 - - - 11
Stone Creek Apartments 2645 Stonecreek Dr 368 74 - - - 74
Sweetbay Bldg 519 12th St 9 9 - - - 9
The Shasta Hotel 1017 10th St 80 - - 80 - 80
The St. Anton Building 2110 L St 65 - - 13 - 13
The Terraces 1609 O St 60 59 - - - 59
The Terraces at Capital Park 1615 O St 60 - - 59 - 59
Victoria Apartments 1307 F St 10 - 10 - - 10
Victory Townhomes / Evergreen Estates 1048 Dixieanne Ave 76 - - 73 - 73
Washington Square III 410 10th St 40 - 40 - - 40
Washington Square III & Sherwood Court 411 10th St 54 - - 53 - 53
Wong Center 331 J St 187 - 187 - - 187
YWCA 1122 17th St 32 32 - - - 32
Subtotal Sacramento 6,821 1,400 845 1,150 1,482 4,877

West Sacramento 
Bryte Gardens Apartments 815 Bryte Ave 108 - 8 100 - 108
Citrus Ave 1624 Citrus St 6 - - 6 - 6
East Yolo Manor 500 6th St 66 - 66 - - 66
Eskaton Wilson Manor 2140 Evergreen Ave 54 - 53 - - 53
Harbor Park Apartments 3429 Evergreen Cir 296 - - 294 - 294
Holly Courts 445 Maple St 40 - - 40 - 40
Las Casitas 685 Lighthouse Dr 159 - - - 159 159
Margaret McDowell Manor 1525 Merkley Ave 72 - 72 - - 72
Patios De Vastillo and River Rose Apart 200 4TH ST 45 - - 44 - 44
The Rivers Senior Apartment 750 Dorothy Adamo Ln 120 - - 119 - 119
W. Capital Courtyard 2455 W Capitol Ave 50 - - 50 - 50
Washington Courtyard 500 7th St 90 - - 90 - 90
Westwood Vistas 719 F St 51 - - 50 - 50
Subtotal West Sacramento 1,157 0 199 793 159 1,151

Total 7,978 1,400 1,044 1,943 1,641 6,028

"ah_list"

[1] Includes affordable housing projects in the Market Area. See Map 1-2 for the Market Area boundaries. 
[2] The total units differs from the total affordable units because some projects include market-rate units as well as affordable units. 
[3] The Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program is an indirect Federal subsidy used to finance the development of affordable rental housing for 
      low-income households. 

Source: HUD's Multifamily Assistance and Section 8 Contracts Database, LIHTC Database, and Picture of Subsidized Households as of July 30, 2012;
Affordable Housing Project Listing, SHRA as of July 30, 2012; SHRA; EPS.

Readers Note:  This listing represents affordable housing projects located within the defined Market Area obtained from SHRA and multiple HUD 
databases available online as of July 30, 2012.  Some sources contained conflicting information regarding the number of units. EPS made every
effort to reconcile differences and ensure that all affordable housing units within the Market Area are represented.  It is possible, though, that this list is 
not comprehensive.
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Wash ington  Park  (Sac ra mento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

Developer: Signature Properties 

Amenities: Two-car garages, stainless steel appliances, granite counters, three floor plans, and 
easy access to schools, eating and drinking places, recreation, shopping and work centers. 

 

Community Midtown Total Units 52
Property Type Attached Monthly HOA Fees $276
Open Date 6/26/2006 Total Monthly Sales Rate 0.72

Source: The Gregory Group.  

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 2 2.5 2 2 1,229 $241,900 $196.8
2 2 2.5 2 2 1,288 $311,900 $242.2
3 3 2.5 2 2 1,468 $335,900 $228.8

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 2nd quarter 2010, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.  

Photo Source: First Release Homes. 
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I ron  W orks  ( West  Sacram ento ,  C a l i fo rn ia)  

Developer: Regis Homes 

Amenities: Bordered by the Sacramento River and Downtown Sacramento, located within 
walking distance for a River Cats game, contemporary floor plans, and three stories filled with 
light and open space. 

 

 

Photo Source: Sacramento Real Estate Voice and Flickriver.com. 

Community Bridge District Total Planned Units 133
Property Type Detached Units Sold 55
Open Date 11/4/2006 Units Remaining 78
Monthly HOA Fees $120 Total Monthly Sales Rate 0.76

Source: The Gregory Group.

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 2 2 2 2 1,222 $242,611 $198.5
2 2 2.5 3 2 1,300 $290,991 $223.8
3 2 2.5 2 2 1,401 $255,551 $182.4

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 2nd quarter 2012, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.
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L  S t ree t  Lo f t s  (Sac ramento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

Developer: SKK Developments 

Amenities: Controlled access to the building, indoor parking, stainless steel appliances, and 
located near numerous eating, drinking, shopping places. 

 

Loft Units:  

Photo Source: Skyscraper.com and EMS group blog. 

Community Midtown Total Planned Units 91
Property Type Attached Units Sold 29
Open Date 12/2/2006 Units Remaining 62
Monthly HOA Fees NA Total Monthly Sales Rate 1.08

Source: The Gregory Group.

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 0 1 1 0 676 $387,990 $573.9
2 0 1 1 0 681 $397,990 $584.4
3 0 1 1 0 749 $412,990 $551.4
4 1 1 1 0 942 $487,990 $518.0
5 1 1 1 0 1,076 $534,990 $497.2
6 1 1 1 0 1,125 $554,990 $493.3
7 1 2 1 0 1,237 $617,990 $499.6
8 1 2 1 0 1,241 $617,990 $498.0
9 1 2 1 0 1,264 $636,990 $503.9

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 4th quarter 2008, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.
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Note: Construction on the remaining 62 units did not start until 3rd quarter 2009.  Due 
to the long period of inactivity and a slight change in product design, the information 
for these units is shown separately.  

Mid-Rise Units:  

Community Midtown Total Planned Units 62
Property Type Attached Units Sold 25
Open Date 9/15/2009 Units Remaining 37
Monthly HOA Fees NA Total Monthly Sales Rate 1.48

Source: The Gregory Group.  

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 1 1 1 0 676 $315,000 $466.0
2 1 1 1 0 942 $399,000 $423.6
3 2 2 2 0 1,044 $675,000 $646.6
4 1 1 1 0 1,076 $485,000 $450.7
5 1 2 1 0 1,237 $618,000 $499.6

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 4th quarter 2010, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.  
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Tapes t r i  Square  (Sacram ento ,  C a l i fo rn ia)  

Developer: Metro Nova Development 

Amenities: Environmentally-conscious building practices, three home designs, energy efficient, 
a common area located in the center of the property, two-car garages, numerous interior 
amenities, and located in Midtown close to various eating, drinking, and shopping places. 

 

Photo Source: Flickr.com. 

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 2 2 2 1 1,700 $365,000 $214.7
2 3 2.5 3 2 2,150 $595,000 $276.7
3 3 2.5 3 2 2,600 $795,000 $305.8

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 2nd quarter 2012, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.

Community Midtown Total Planned Units 58
Property Type Attached Units Sold 23
Open Date 5/15/2007 Units Remaining 35
Monthly HOA Fees $95 Total Monthly Sales Rate 0.36

Source: The Gregory Group.
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Penthouse  a t  Cap i ta l  Park  ( Sacra mento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

Developer: 15th and L Investors LLC 

Amenities: Located above one of Sacramento’s hotel; on the border of midtown and downtown 
Sacramento near numerous eating, drinking, and shopping places; private secured entrance; 
covered parking; exclusive penthouse services; stainless steel appliances; and numerous other 
interior amenities. 

 

Community Downtown Total Planned Units 30
Property Type Attached Units Sold 11
Open Date 9/19/2011 Units Remaining 19
Monthly HOA Fees NA Total Monthly Sales Rate 1.12

Source: The Gregory Group.  

Plan Bed Bath Levels Garage Sq. Ft.
Net

Price [1]
Net Price

Sq. Ft.

1 2 2 1 0 1,125 $399,000 $354.7
2 3 2 1 0 1,350 $489,000 $362.2

Source: The Gregory Group.  Data is from 2nd quarter 2012, which is the most recent 
             original sales data available. 

[1] The net price includes any incentives offered.  

 

Photo Source: Sacramento Penthouse and Redfin. 
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C i ty  Pa rk  Apa r tments  (Sac ramento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

 

Photo Source: City Park Apartments. 

Total Units 103 Year Built 1975; Remodeled 2010
Condition Good Building Style Two Story

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

Playground Electricity
Laundry Room Heat (Gas)
Gated Electricity

TV (Cable)

Blinds Refrigerator
Carpet Stove/Over
Ceiling Fan Dishwasher
Walk-In-In Closet Garbage Disposal
Patio/Balcony W/D Hookups

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface, Carport, Detached Garage

Bed Bath # Units Rent Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. Vacant

Studio 1 32 $720 450 $1.60 3
1 1 32 $855 670 $1.28 1
2 1 32 $935 850 $1.10 1
3 2 7 $1,350 1,170 $1.15 2

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; City Park Apartments; EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.
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St .  Anton  Bu i ld ing  (Sacra mento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia )  

 

Photo Source: St Anton Building. 

Total Units 65 Year Built 2004
Condition Very Good Building Style Four Story

Bed Bath AFF MR 50%AMI MR Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. AFF MR

Studio 1 2 11 $591 $999 - $1,100 532 - 608 $1.11 - $1.81 0 1
1 1 7 27 $639 $1,249 - $1,450 750 - 879 $0.85 - $1.65 1 0
2 2 4 14 $734 $1,800 - $2,300  1,139 - 1,292 $0.64 - $1.78 0 0

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; The St. Anton Building; and EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.

# Units Rent Vacant

Central Air/Heat Patio/Balcony
Blinds Stove/Over
Carpet Dishwasher
Ceiling Fan Garbage Disposal
Storage Closet Microwave
Walk-In Closet Washer/Dryer

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface, Underground Parking

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

Community Room Electricity
On-site Manager Heat (Gas)
Business Center Electricity
Gated TV (Cable)
Elevator
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Frem ont  Mews  (Sac ramento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

 

Photo Source: Rent.com and Rentcafe.com. 

Total Units 118 Year Built 2005
Condition Excellent Building Style Three Story

Bed Bath LIHTC MR LIHTC (50-60%) MR Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. AFF MR

Studio 1 9 9 $597 - $729 $1,150 - $1,250 495 $1.21 - $2.52 0 0
1 1 28 43 $636 - $677 $1,450 - $1,600 705 $0.90 - $2.27 0 2
2 1 13 2 $760 - $929 $1,825 - $1,875 1,008 $0.75 - $1.86 0 0
2 2 0 15 n/a $1,900 - $2,050 1,008 $1.89 - $2.03 0 0

Loft 2 0 4 n/a $2,100 - $2,200 1,300 $1.62 - $1.70 0 0

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.

# Units Rent Vacant

Central Air/Heat Refrigerator
Blinds Stove/Over
Carpet Dishwasher
Walk-In Closet Garbage Disposal
Patio/Balcony Washer/Dryer

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface, Underground Parking

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

On-site Manager Electricity
Laundry Room Heat (Gas)
Gated Electricity
Elevator TV (Cable)

Water [1]
Sewer [1]
Trash [1]

[1] Only market rate tenants pay 
     for water, sewer, and garbage. 
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800  J  Lo f t s  ( Sacra mento ,  Ca l i f o rn ia)  

 

Photo Source: EPS. 

Total Units 225 Year Built 2006
Condition Excellent Building Style Four Story

Central Air/Heat Refrigerator
Blinds Stove/Over
Carpet Dishwasher
Storage Closet Garbage Disposal
Walk-In Closet Microwave
W/D Hookups

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface, Underground Parking

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

Gym Electricity
On-site Manager Heat (Gas)
Gated Electricity
Elevator TV (Cable)

Bed Bath AFF MR 50%AMI MR Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. AFF MR

Studio 1 9 36 $666 $1,120 - $1,557 547 - 632 $1.22 - $2.46 0 3
1 1 24 94 $761 $1,565 - $2,159 745 - 899 $1.02 - $2.43 0 7
2 1 12 50 $856 $1,960 - $3,267 944 - 1,362 $0.91 - $2.39 0 2

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; 800 J; and EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.

# Units Rent Vacant
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The  F remont  Bu i ld ing  (Sac ramento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

 

Photo Source: Mitula Homes US and Foursquare.com. 

Total Units 69 Year Built 2006
Condition Excellent Building Style Two and Three Story

Central Air/Heat Refrigerator
Blinds Stove/Over
Carpet Dishwasher
Ceiling Fan Garbage Disposal
Coat Closet Microwave
Walk-In-In Closet Washer Dryer
Patio/Balcony

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface and Carport

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

Gym Electricity
On-Site Manager Heat (Gas)
Gated Electricity

TV (Cable)

Bed Bath # Units Rent Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. Vacant

Studio 1 10 $1,015 - $1,085 490 $1.69 - $2.07 0
1 1 41 $1,400 - $1,475 765 $1.05 - $1.83 1
2 1 19 $1,550 - $1,625 1,066 - 1,070 $1.05 - $1.45 0
2 2 9 $1,700 - $2,100 1,135 - 1,191 $1.23 - $1.50 0

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; The Fremont Building; and EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.
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Globe  M i l l s  (Sac ra mento ,  Ca l i fo rn ia)  

Photo Source: EPS. 

Central Air/Heat Refrigerator
Blinds Stove/Over
Carpet Dishwasher
Ceiling Fan Garbage Disposal

Unit Amenities

Parking: Surface (Gated Lot)

Total Units 112 Year Built 2008
Condition Excellent Building Style High Rise

Project Amenities Tenant Pays

Community Room Electricity
Gym Heat (Gas)
Picnic Area Electricity
On-Site Manager TV (Cable)
Laundry Room
Elevator

Bed Bath # Units Rent Sq. Ft. Rent/Sq. Ft. Vacant

Studio 1 11 $975-$1,025 626 $1.56-$1.64 3
Lofts 1 20 $1,225-$1,295 875 $1.40-$1.46 3

1 1 81 $330-$650 725 $0.42-$0.90 1

Source: Township 9 Affordable Multifamily Housing Market Study; Globe Mills, and EPS.

Data Current as of August 2012.

General Occupancy - Market Rate

Senior - LIHTC - 30% - 60% of AMI
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Table F-1
Choice Neighborhoods Initiative
Commercial and Residential Market Analysis
Interviews Conducted for Study

Name Company

Applegate, Bud Colliers International
Bitter, Greg City of Sacramento, Planning Department
Brown, Geoff USA Properties Fund, Inc. 
Chizmar, Bill Fulcrum Property
Cohn, Steve Sacramento City Council
Collins, Carla MatriScope Engineering Laboratories, Inc.
Gray, Jim Cassidy Turley
Hazelwood, Rachel City of Sacramento, Economic Development Department
Hodgson, John The Hodgson Company
Kang, Meea Domus Development
Kleinknecht, Patty River District Property and Business Improvement District (PBID)
Otto, Johann Carson Development Company, Inc.
Rasmussen, Scott Ravel Rasmussen Properties
Stermer, Dean The Inland Real Estate Group of Companies, Inc.

"interviews"

Source: EPS.
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